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PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK (PTS) 

To request Co111nission approval of recollit1ended near-tenn 
actions related to protection against pressurized thennal 
shock events. 

The issue of pressurized thennal shock {PTS) arises 
because 1n pressurized water reactors (PWRs) transients 
and accidents can occur that result in severe overcooling 
(thermal shock) of the reactor pressure vessel, 
concurrent with or followed by repressurization. In 
these PTS events, rapid cooling of the reactor vessel 
internal surface t"'1!sults in thennal stress with a maximum 
tensile stress at the inside surface of the vessel. The 
magnitude of the thermal stress depends on the 
tetnperature profile across the reactor vessel wall as a 
function of time. The effPcts of this thennal stress are 
compounded by pressure str~~;es if the vessel is 
pressurized. 

Severe reactor system overcooling events which could be 
accompani~d by pressurization or repressurization of the 
reactor vessel (PTS events) can result from a variety of 
causes. These include system transients, some of which 
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are 1n1t1ated by instrumentation arid control system 
malfunctions including stuck open valves in either tnc 
primary or secondary system, and postulated accidents 
such as small break loss·t1f-coolant accidents (LOCAs), 
main stean1 ,ine breaks (MS1'.Bs), and feedwater pipe 
breaks. Eight overcooling events have already occurred 
1n which the primary coolant system water temperature 
rapidly decreased by 200°F or more. 

As long as the fracture resistance of the reactor vessel 
material is relatively high, such events are not expected 
to cause vessel failure. However, the fracture 
resistance of reactor vessel materials decreases with 
exposure to fast neutrons during the life of a nuclear 
power plant. The rate of decrease is dependent on the 
metallurgical composition of the vessel walls and welds. 
If the fracture toughness of the vessel has been reduced 
sufficiently by neutron irradiation, severe PTS events 
could cause propagation of fairly small flaws that might 
exist near the inner surface. The assumed initial flaw 
might initiate and propagate into a crack through the 
vessel wall ot sufficient extent to threaten vessel 
integrity and, therefore, core cooling capability. 

The PTS issue is a concern only for operating PWRs. 
Boiling water reactors (BWRs) are not a significant PTS 
concern. BWRs operate with a large portion of water 
inventory inside the pressure vessel at saturated 
conditions. Any sudden cooling will condense steam and 
result in a pressure decrease, so simultaneous creation 
of high pressure and low temperature is improbable. Also 
contr1but1ng to the lack of PTS concerns for BWRs is the 
lower fast neutron fluence at the vessel inner wall, and 
the use of a thinner vessel wall which results in a lower 
stress jntens1ty for a postulated crack. 

Evaluations of Pressurized Thennal Shock by the NRC staff 
in the spring of 1981 concluded that no immediate 
licensing actions were required at that time, but that 
since the consequences of overcooling events increa~e as 
the vessels accumulate additional neutron irradiation, 
extensive further investigations were needed to determine 
whether and when corrective actions will be needed to 
provide assurance of vessel integrity throughout the 
intended service life of a reactor vessel. 

On March 31, 1981, the NRC staff held the first of many 
meetings that were to occur over the following sixteen 
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months with licensees, reactor manufacturers, and owners 
groups to discuss pressurized thennal shock concerns and 
exchange technical 1nfonnat1on. 

The Comnission was briefed regarding PTS on June 11, 1981 
(See SECY 81-286, May 4, 1981). 

In letters dated August 21, 1981, the staff requested the 
licensees of eight plants representative of older reacto~. 
vessels to provide more detailed 1nfonnat1on on the 
present and projected pressure vessel materials 
properties, on the probability and possible severity of 
events that could cause failure of embrittled vessels, 
and on the efficacy and feasibility of several potential 
corrective actions. 

In Co1111tission briefings on September 15, 1981 (SECY 
8l-286A, September 8, 1981) and on November 24, 1981, the 
staff reported on the progress of these activities and 
indicated its pla.ns to develop a near-tenn position on 
PTS by the su11111er of 1982. 

On December 28, 1981, the Co1111tission approved the ~taff's 
proposal to designate pressurized thermal shock as tn 
Unresolved Safety Issue (SECY 81-687, December 8, 1}81}. 
The Task Action Plan for the PTS issue (A-49) comprises 
both the develo~nent of the near-te~TI position and 
completion of longer-range studies by mid-1984. 

On March 9, 1982, the staff briefed the Co11111ission on the 
status of the staff reviews of the responses to t~~ 
August 21, 1981 letters (SEC1 82-97, March 5, 19~i). 
Many of the event-sequence rnalyses provided by licensees 
in response to the August 21, 1981 letter ci!;, be 
characterized as design-basis event analyses of the type 
generally submitted in Safe.~y Analysis Reports (SARs) in 
support of license applicati0ns. Such analyses tend not 
to be of much help in evaluaticns of ~TS. Many of the 
assumptions in such analyses were developed and accepted 
for licensing purposes without regard to PTS concerns. 
While SAR analyses appear to be appropriately 
conservative for calculations of reactor core thennal 
performance, PTS evaluations are most usefully performed 
using best-estimate calculations of pressure and 
temperature behavior. In addition, some potential event 
sequences that are not generally analyzed in detail in 
Safety Analysis Reports, because their consequences for 
core cooling are bounded by the design-basis event 
analyses, can be of greater significance for PTS 
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evaluations. Thus, it beco."14! clear to the staff that 
plant-spec1fic PTS evaluatfot1~ must include a systematic 
examination of many potential ~vents, with particular 
attention to the probability arid consequences of various 
possible operator actions and 11missions, and equipment 
malfunctions. At the March 9 ~riefing, the staff 
indicated that in June 1982 i~ expected to provide a 
reassessment of the PTS issu~ directed at the question of 
whether corrective actions dre required at any plant that 
must be initiated before tl1e longer tenn PTS progrJm 
provides generic resolut1or1 and acceptance criteria. 

In early June 1982, the staff described to the ACRS» and 
to the PWR owners groups, the ~tatus of the staff's work 
and the approach it expected to ~ake in its June 
reassessment. The owners' group~ took issue with the 
bases for several of the staff's r(•conrnendations and 
indicated that recently developed •nfonnation would be 
provided to the staff that would su~port different 
conclusions. The ACRS noted in its letter of June 7, 
1982, that it had not been provided sufficient 
1nfonnation to evaluate the adequac.'I of the staff's 
approach but expressed the belief ~hat there is no need 
for any irrmediate plant modificat'ions to permit continued 
operation. 

As a result of these conwnents, and since the staff, the 
ACRS, and the industry had concluded that there was no 
need for 1rrmediate action, the staff decided that an 
additional effort should be made to review the 
forthcoming additional industry information, attempt to 
resolve technical differences, and modify the staff 
position, if appropriate, before moving forward to the 
CRGR and the Commission. This reevaluation raised a 
number of significant technical problems to be resolved 
as part of the re-fonnulation of the staff recorrmen
dations. As a result of intensive staff efforts and many 
discussions with the owners groups and consultants, the 
staff developed an initial draft evaluation report on 
September 13, 1982. Subsequent to additional staff and 
management reviews, review by U1t: ACRS on October 8, and 
review by CRGR on October 6 and October 28, the draft 
staff report has been revise~ (Enclosure A) and fonns the 
technical basis for the staff's recormiendations to the 
Corrmission. 
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Sunnary of the Staff Report 

The staff PTS report (Enclosure A) describes the nature 
of the PTS concern, the staff's approach to assessment of 
the risk to the public from PTS events, and the staff's 
technical conclusions. This paper contains the staff's 
reco11111endations to the Conwnission for future actions that 
we believe are needed to maintain that risk at an 
acceptable level as further vessel irradiation is 
incurred. 

Section 1 of Enclosure A gives a general background and 
introduction to the PTS issue. 

Section 2 discusses the frequency and characterization 
of overcooling events that have actually been experienced 
at operating domestic PWRs. These events are used as the 
primary basis for detennining the frequency of potential 
PTS related events that may reasonably be expected in the 
future. 

Section 3 sull'll'larizes detenninistic fracture mechanics 
calculations perfonned for these experienced events ~nd 
parametric studies of crack growth potential as a 
function of the event characteristics and RTynT values. 
For each of the eight most significant exper enced 
events, a fracture mechanics parametric study was 
perfonned to detennine the critical material condition 
that would have resulted in vessel failure (due to the 
event) if a flaw were present of whatever size would be 
most likely to propagate. This single critical material 
condition (Critical Reference Temperature for the 
Nil-Ductility Transition, or RT ) was then used to 
characterize the severity of ea~RT6f the experienced 
events. 

In Section 4, the frequency of PTS events, and the 
severity of such events are combined to detennine a value 
of RTNDT below which the PTS risk f s acceptable. That 
RTNDT TS recorrwnended as a screening criterion. 

Section 5 presents the staff's proposed conservative 
method for estimation of vessel-specific values of RTNDT 
for comparison with the screening criterion. 

Section 6 describes an evaluation of the frequency and 
character of potential lower probability overcooling 
events. These events have not occurred and so are 
evaluated to have a frequency lower than the eight events 
discussed in Section 2. The frequency and severity of 
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several such groups of less frequent but potentially more 
severe events is estimated, using probabfl1stic methods. 

Section 7 sunwnarizes sensitivity studies perfonned using 
a probab111stic treatment of PTS fracture mechanics 
calculations. In this approach, significant PTS 
parameters are estimated in a more real1st1c, 
probab111stic way (for example, materials properties, and 
flaw size probability distributions). The result is an 
estimate of reactor vessel failure probability, given the 
occurrence of a specified overcooling transient. 

In Section 8, the probabilistic fracture mechanics 
calculations are used in combination with the overcooling 
sequence results of Section 6 to estimate probabilities 
of vessel failure due t~ FT5. 

Section 8 also cons\ders how all of the above analyses 
affect our perceptio~ of PTS risk fo~ a vessel with RT 
at the proposed screen11~g criterion, ~nd why those ris~~T 
are believed to be accep\lble. 

Section 9 presents an outline of the pl<nt specific 
safety evaluations proposed to be furni~.hed well before a 
plant reaches the screening criterion. The analyses 
would be to detennine risk due to PTS at the spncific 
plant, and to define cnrrective actions nee~~d ;f any. 
to reduce that risk to an acceptable value. 

Section 10 of the staff PTS report (Enclosure!' ~~:sents 
the staff conclusions. 

Sunmary of Technical Conclusions and Reconwneri~aji~n~ 
As a result of evaluations perfonned thus far or'"'"£lle issue 
of pr~~surized thennal shock, the NRC staff has reached the 
following conclusions: 

(1) The risk from PTS events for reactor vessels with 
RTNDT values less than the proposed screenin9 
crTterion (270°F for axial welds, and 300°F for 
circumferential welds) is acceptable. On the basis 
of presently available infonnation, no reactor 
vessel will excP.ed the screening criterion for the 
next few years, therefore there is no need to 
shutdown or anneal any operating PWR in the next 
few years. 

(2) Most plants can avoid reaching the screening 
criterion throughout their service life by timely 
implementation of flux reduction programs. Such 
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flux r2duct1on programs should be implemented on a 
time schedule that will avoid foreclosure of this 
option. 

{3) Any plant for which the value of RTYBT is nrojected 
to reach the screening criterion ber te the end of 
service life, using the conservative method of 
RTNDT detennination described in Section 5 and 
Appendix E of Enclosure A, should submit 
plant-specific evaluations (of the type described 
in Section 9 of Enclosure A) to detennine what, if 
any, modifications to equipment, systems and 
procedures should be required to provide acceptable 
protection against vessel failure from PTS events 
for the remainder of plant life. These evaluations 
should be submitted three years before the vessel 
is projected to reach the screening criterion. 

(4) In the near future, the staff should develop more 
detailed guidance for these evaluations and 
acceptance criteria for detennining whether plant 
modifications Jre needed based on the evaluations. 

(5) Some of the Corrmiss1or•'s regulations (Appendix G to 
10 CFR Part 50, 10 CFR 50.46, and possibly others) 
may not appropriately reflect current understanding 
of the state of reactor vessel embrittlement and the 
potential for vessel failure as a result of PTS. 
Timely consideration should be given to the need for 
amendments to the regulations {as discussed in Section 
8.6 of Enclosure A). 

Discussion of Praposed Near-Tenn Actions 

(1) Proposed Rulemaking: The staff proposes to develop 
a notice of proposed rulemaking. The proposed rule 
would: establish an RT screening criterion of 
270°F for axial welds, ~Rd 300°F for circumferential 
welds; require that licensees of all operating PWRs 
submit a detennination of the present RTNOT values 
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for their reactor vessels, and the estimated date at 
which the RT value will exceed the screening 
criterion; rUQ~ire licensees to implement such flux 
reduction programs as are feasible and necessary to 
avoid reaching the screen1ng criterion before 
expiration of the operating license; and require 
licensees of operating PWRs for which the RT 
value is projected to exceed the scree~ing c~Yterion 
before the expiration of the operating license to 
submit a plant-specific PTS safety analys1s1 of the 
type outlined in Section 9 of Enclosure A, three 
years before the screening criterion is exceeded, or 
one year after the effective date of the regulation, 
whichever 1s later. For purposes of comparison with 
the screening criterion, the rule would require 
calculation of RTNDf values in the manner described 
1n Section 5 of Enc r.sure A. During the public 
cormient period on the proposed rulemak1ng, the staff 
would develop more detailed guidance on the 
plant-specific analyses to be required and on the 
acceptance criteria to be used 1n judging the 
acceptability of the results. Since most of the 
technical basis for such a rulemaking has already 
been assembled in Enclosure A and the documents 
referenced therein, the staff believes that the 
notice of proposed rulemaking could be prepared for 
Conn1ss1on approval in about six months or less. 

Flux Reduction Prof rams 
On the basis of in ormation currently available to 
the staff. it appears that although some plants will 
require no remedial actions for their vessel RTNnr 
to remain below the screening criterion throughoat 
their service life, a substantial number of PWR 
vessels are now predicted to exceed the criterion 
well before the end of life. Flux reduction 
programs can reduce the rate of increase of RT • 
but the effectiveness of flux reduction depend~0&n 
early implementation. The staff has developed 
information on the costs and benefits of near-term 
flux reduction measures in Appendix I of Enclosure 
A. Those plants for which the vessel RT is 
expected to exceed the screening cr1teri~RTbefore 
the end of service life can generally be grouped 
into three categories. 

For several plants, action within the next few years 
to reduce the flux at critical welds by a factor of 
two or 1 ess wi 11 ensure that t11ey do not exceed the 
screening criterion throughou•, their service life. 

--
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It appears that such a reduction can be achieved 
through installation of a low leakage core 
(installation of partially "urned fuel assemblies in 
the periphery of the core in place of fresh fuel 
assemblies). Thi~ ft.1el management option 1s tlready 
being implemented by some licensees at reporte~ly 
little or no additional cost. For plants in this 
category, the staff believes that the rulemaking 
proposed above will provide a mechanism for ensuring 
prompt consideration of appropriate flux reduction 
measures. 

There is a group of about eight plants for which 
near-tenn action to reduce the flu( at critical 
welds by factors of two to five wculd ensure that 
they do not exceed the s~reenin~ criterion 
throughout their s~rvice 1~;~. It appears to the 
staff that such flux reduction factors could be 
attained through the installation of a low leakage 
core and the replacement of a few (8 - 12) 
p~r1pheral fuel assemblies by durrmy assemblies. 
These measures seem practical and cost-effective to 
the staff, based on presen' knowledge, with some 
loss in margin to core overheating limits in certain 
postulated transients. We estimate that there would 
be an engineering cost (redesign and safety 
analyses) of about $20 million per plant, anct some 
small increase in fuel cycle or operating costs. 
For such plants, the staff proposes to meet with 
licensee management whe~ the notice of proposed 
rulemaking is issued to discuss the importan~e of 
prompt detailed evaluation of near-tenn flux 
reductions that would avoid foreclosure of that 
option ~s an effective means of reducing PTS risk, 
and to detennine the licensee•s plans for such a 
program. Should these meetings not result in 
effective actions by the licensees, the staff would 
propose to issue letters pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
requesting information "to enable the Co1m1ission to 
detennine whether or not the license should be 
modified. suspended or revoked." The scope of the 
infonnation request is planned to include the amount 
of flux reduction needed to stay within the 
screening criteria, the flux reduction attainable, 
safety evaluation for non-PTS aspects of flux 
redut(ion, other actions proposed by the licensee, 
and value/impact information. 
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One plant, H. B. Robinson Unit 2, is so close to 
reaching the screening criterion that the fuel 
management options described above could not reduce 
the flux at the critical welds sufficiently to 
prevent reaching the screening criteria before the 
end of service life. The staff proposes that 
Carolina Power and Light Company be ordered to 
submit a comprehensive plan showing what actions 
will be taken to resolve the PTS issue for the 
Robinson plant and to show cause why the license 
should not be modified to provide adequate 
protection for PTS for this plant. 

Discussion of Longer-Term Actions 

(!) The ongoing program to improve procedures and 
operator training regarding prevention and 
mitigation of PTS events should continue, as 
described in Appendix C of Enclosure A. 

The staff has audited training and procedures at 
eight older PWRs. Emphasis during these audits was 
on procedural adequacy and the operators' understanding 
of PTS events and the potentially conflicting 
requirements of avo1d1n; PTS situations while at the 
same time assuring adequate cooling to the core. 
The audit reports are su11111arized in Appendix C to 
Enclosure A. Generally, it was found that adequate 
procedures and training exist at the eight plants, 
although longer range improvements are desirable. The 
excep~ions were noted, and were corrected promptly by 
the 11 C1..'nsees. 

The 1ndust~y is pursuing a major revision of 
emergency oper~t~••9 j'.'rocedures as part of TMI Action 
Plan Item 11.c.1. 

Longer range improvements to the PTS related 
procedures and training will result from the 
integrated, long range reassessment of procedures in 
this program which is aimed at adopting "symptom 
oriented" in addition to "event oriented" 
procedures. That program is also discussed in 
Appendix C to Enclosure A. 

The staff believes that it is important to avoid 
quick and/or frequent changes to procedures with 
consideration being focused on a particular concern. 
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Therefore, only the urgent and necessary PTS-related 
procedure changes are being 1mplefllented before the 
integrated program r~sults. 

(2) Industry and NRC programs are needed to provide 
additional conf1nnatory PTS infonnation, to decrease 
the large uncertainty of current PTS analyses, to 
apply the analysis to B&W and CE plants, and to 
investigate more thoroughly the alternatives to 
reduce and mitigate PTS risks. In particular, the 
analytical and experimental studies underway as part 
of the NRC research program, as described in 
Appendix N of Enclosure A, should continue on a 
high-priority basis. These programs should improve 
the staff's capability for independent audits and 
assessments of licensee evaluations, conffnn or 
improve calculations methods and assumptions, and 
aid fn further assessments of safety margins. 

As discussed 1n Section 2, of Enclosure A, it is 
particularly important to obtain B&W analyses to 
confinn the acceptability of the screening criteria 
for B&W plants, since B&W plant design is 
s1gn1f1cantly different from W and CE. Also as 
noted 1n Section 2, operating-experience shows a 
s1gn1f1cantly different hhtory of PTS precursors 
for B&W plants. 

(3) The best availabl~ methods should be used for 
periodic in-service inspection of high-RT 
vessels. to maximize the likelihood of de~Rtting any 
flaws that may be present relevant to PTS. In 
addition to the necessary assurance of vessel 
integrity provided by such inspections, it would be 
useful to investigate how inspection results could 
be used to improve the flaw probability 
distributions to be used in plant-specific analyses. 

(4) The staff and the Co1T1111ssion should give timely 
consideration to the possible need to amend certain 
of tho regulations to better reflect the potential 
for PTS. 

Va 1 ue-Impact 

Enclosure B provides a preliminary value-impact 
assessment of tha reconmended near-term requirements for 
a screening criterion and analysis. 
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The major cos.ts involved 1n the presently proposed action 
are the cost to industry to perfonn the indicated 
analyses and the cost to NRC to develop guidelines and to 
review the results. The costs to implement actions found 
to be necessary have not been estimated and will have to 
be detennined on a plantDspec1f1c basis. 

The proposed requirements for plant-specific analyses are 
but the first of two stages fn the resolution of 
pressurized thermal shock. Their costs are modest and 
appear well justified since the consequence of not 
perfonning the recorrmended analyses 1s that certain 
reactor vessels would become increasingly embrittled and 
the risk of pressure vessel failure would continue to 
increase. The second stage of resolution, implementation 
of any facility modifications needed to reduce the risk 
of vessel failure from pressurized thermal shock, could 
result in large costs, and result in significant risk 
reduction benefits. These costs can be minimized by the 
early 1mplementat1on of flux reduction measures, as 
discussed above. Value-impact assessment for such 
1mplementat1on will have to be perfonned on a 
plant-specific basis. 

There are no direct safety benefits from performing the 
plant specific analyses. The safety benefits will be 
derived from implementing any required corrective actions 
identified in these analyses. The plant specific 
analyses are a necessary step in this process. The 
operat1n~ experience record and probabilistic studies 
described 1n Enclosure A indicate that the potential 
safety benefits are large for 1nit1at1ng PTS corrective 
regulatory action for plants approaching the screening 
criterion. 

In a letter to the Chairman on June 7. 1982. (Enclosure 
C) the ACRS conmented that it had not been given 
sufficient information to evaluate the adequacy of the 
NRC Staff's approach to develop regulator¥ requirements 
concerning pressurized thenna1 shock (PTS). In response 
to the corrrnent, the Staff prepared and sent a draft 
report to the ACRS entitled, "Draft NRC Staff Evaluation 
of Pressurized Thermal Shock" dated September 13, 1982. 
This report, with supporting information in the 
Appendices, addressed the numerous technical aspects of 
the PTS issue. 

During the 270th meeting of the ACRS, October 7-8, 1982, 
the ACRS reviewed this draft report and provided comnents 
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in a letter to the Cha1nnan dated October 14, 1982, 
(Enclosure D). The staff responded to the ACRS 1n a 
letter dated November 12, 1982 (Enclosure E). We believe 
that the actions proposed in this paper, and the 
technical information in Enclosure A are consistent with 
the Ar.RS reconwnendat1ons. 

The ACRS •believes that if due consideration is given to 
the items mentioned above, and if regulatory actions are 
based on the proposed screening criteria, the pressurized 
thermal shock matter should not present.an undue risk to 
the health and safety of the public." 

The Comn1ttee recomnended that an orderly, comprehensive 
research ~rogram is needed and suggested some program 
elements. The staff agrees that such a program is 
needed, and is re-evaluating the ongoing program to 
define any changes or additions that should be made. 

The Col'J'l11ittee reconmended five items for special 
attention: 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Careful assessment of the uncertainties and special 
circumstances related to each data point used in the 
correlation of vessel properties with material 
composition and fast neutron irradiation, in the 
range of high embrittlement. The staff intends to 
do this. 

Improvements in PTS-related operator training and 
procedures. These have been accomplished for the 
seven plants already audited (see Appendix C of 
Enclosure A), and are planned as part of the 
comprehensive procedures improvement program for all 
plants. · 

Better characterization of PTS initiating events and 
subsequent operator actions. This is planned to be 
a part of reconmended Long Tenn Action (2). 

Consideration of heating the ECCS water. This is 
included in the plant-specific analysis program 
outlined in Section 9 of Enclosure A. At least two 
plants have already announced their intention of 
heating the ECCS water to alleviate potential PTS 
problems. 

Fast neutron fluence reduction. The staff proposes 
in this paper to pursue a vigorous program for all 
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(3) Note that the staff w111 meet with licensees of 
plants for which near-tenn flux reductions of 
factors of two to five would ensure that the 
screening criterion would not be exceeded throughout 
service life. to determine the licensees' plans for 
such programs. and that the staff will propose 
issuance of 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters to such 
licensees if appropriate following the meetings; 

(4) Note that the staff will prepare additional guidance 
~the plant-specific PTS safety analyses referred 
to 1n the proposed rulemaking, during the public 
conment period on the proposed rule; 

(5) J!2l!. that the staff will consider the possible need 
to amend certain of the regulations to better 
reflect the potential for PTS, as discussed in 
Section 8.6 of Enclosure A. 

(6) Nol!_ that the staff will continue the ongoing 
program to improve procedures and operator training 
regarding prevention and mitigation of PTS events. 
as described in Appendix C of Enclosure A; and 

(7) Note that the analytical and experimental programs 
described 1n Appendix N of Enclosure A, and in the 
Task Action Plan for USI A-49, "Pressuriz~d Thennal 
Shock,• will continue on a h1gh-pr1or1ty basis. 

~t~~<l~c 
William J. Dircks 
Executive Di rector for Operations 

*A. NRC Staff Evaluation of Pressurized 
Thermal Shock (November 17, 1982) 

B. Value-Impact Assessment 
C. Letter, P. Shewmon to Chairman Palladino, 

June 7, 1982 
D. Letter, P. Shewmon to Cha1nnan Palladino, 

October 14, 1982 
E. Letter, W. J. Dircks to P. Shewmon, 

November 12, 1982 
F. Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 21, 

Octobet 30. 1982 
G. Minutes of CRGR Meeting No. 23, 

November 12, 1982 

*Cor.Tn1ss1oners, SECY, ClGC, OPE 
and EDO only. 
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The Commissioners 

Commissioners' conunenta should be provided directly to SECY 
by c.o.b. Friday, December 10, 1982. 

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted 
to the Commissioners NLT December 3, 1982, with an information 
copy to SECY. If the paper is of such a nature that it 
requires additional time for analytical review and comment, 
the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of 
when conunents may be expected. 
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ERRATA SHEET FOR ENCLOSURE A (PTS Report and Appendices) -· -
(Enclosure A was distributed seperately from SECY-82-465) 

1. Insert the attached page numbered 4-3 at the end of Section 4. 

2. Insert the attached page numbered 5-7 at the end of Section 5. 

3. Note that raferences to RTN 01on Figure 7.3 are to mean values of 
RT NOT • 

4. Insert the corrections shown on attached markup of pages 8-10 and 
8-16 (Corrections have already been madP. by hand on most copies). 

5. Replace.page D-6 in Appendix D with the attached corrected page 
numbered D-6. 

6. Replace all 5 pages of l~ble P-1 at the end of Appendix P with the 
attached 5 page "Rev. lN Table P-1 
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plants. The data also show that the CE experience (zero events in 60 
reactor years) does not statistically justify use of a different. less 
rastr1ct1ve criterion for CE plants. Such justification, if presented 
in the near future, could not be based on statistics alone. 

The use of an experience base of on1. r:ht events to develop an 
expected frequency d1str1butior 1 ~s~') yields values with large 
uncertainties and does not take d~~~~ .t of lo~ frequency events that 
have not occurred. In addition. the tr ':.erature histories used in the 
fracture mechanics calculations were me, ·ired in the cold leg piping, 
whereas the temperature of inte··est (at highly irradiated welds) is in 
the reactor vessel downcomer which might have been colder. 

The fracture mechanics calculations assume that flaws of critical size 
are present at the limiting welds (those with highest RTNDT). This is 
clearly a conservat1~m in the analysis. which is considered in an 
approximate manner in the probabil 1st1c fracture mechanics analysis 
(Sect ion 7). 

Because the intent is to select a screening criterion generically, 
covering a wide range of transient sequences, the analysis does not 
take credit for the warm prestress phenomenon which would be beneficial 
in many actudl transient sequences. No account has been taken of the 
effects of weld residual stresses, which would generally add to the 
thermal and pressure stresses. 

Perhaps the most siqn1f1cant uncertainty in the treatment descrihed 
thus far is thDt there are potential low frequency overcooling events 
much more severe than those that have been observed. Because these 
~vents have not occurred, they have not been taken into account in the 
frequency distribution used. 

Because of all of the nonquantified uncertainties noted above, the 
staff has also examined what insights can be gained from calculations 
of the characteristics of various postulated overcooling events and 
cstimate!i of their expected frequency of occurrence; and from a 
probabilistic study of the fracture mechanics calculations. These 
considerations are described in Sections 6. 7 and 8. 
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5.4 11 Evaluation of Irradiation Response of Reactor Pressure Vessel Materials" 
rrepared by Combustion Engineering, Inc. (J. D. Varsik principal investi

gator) for Electric Power. Research Institute, Research Project RP 1553·1, 

Final Report, to be published. 
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reactor accidents. for analyzing how PTS events contribute significantly to 
the risk to the public, the following logic applies: 

1. PTS event sequences leadi~ t.o~JW.V .. failure have overall frequency F per 
reactor-year. Figure-s-8:2 and 8-3 p~vide a very approximate estimate of 

F. A plant evaluat9<f (as described fn Section 5 or 9 and Appendix E) to 
~ I 

be at the 270°F criteriotl is likely to have a true RTNDT of 
150-270°F (two gm 60°F) .. ..for the mean of 210°F, F~ 6 x 10-s per 
reactor-year o the NRC (Figure 8-3). and r . .;1d1 smtiller on the WOG 

curve (Figure 2). 

2. A fraction X<l of RPV failure sequences leads to core melt, giving an 
expected value of XF core melts per reactor-year. 

3. A fraction Y of failures leading to core melt leads to significantly early 
radioactive releases, so the expected value of the frequency of significant 
early releases due to PTS is XYF, which is therefore th~ expected value of 
the frequency of events involving non-zero early de~ths due to PTS. 

4. 1He risk of early deaths to the average individual within one mile of the 
site is given by XYFn, where the factor 0 includes the effects of disper
sion and wind direction. 

5. To show PTS risk to be lower than 10% of the safety goal guidelines would 
involve showing 

XF< 10- 5 per reactor-year 

... i . 
. S' 'f.10 ) 

~ per reac;.t-6r-year 
~-

------
and 

The limiting value for XYFO is approximate, for an averge site. 
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Flaws and Cracks - The deterministic calculations assume the presence of a long 
through-clad flaw of critical depth·-a substantial conservatism. The probabi
listic calculations use a through-clad crack probability that is highly uncer
tain and that some people believe is conservative. No account is taken of 
actual in-service inspection results in these generic calculations. 

The crack growth/arrest model used by the staff assumes long initial flaws that 
grow uniformly over their length. This initial flaw shape is conservative. 
The growth/arrest shape is discussed in Section 3; we believe that, once a 
crack initiates, the long crack is a more realistic description than less con
servative shapes used in other models. 

Stresses - the models include no residual stresses, which is non-conservative. 
The NRC model includes cladding effect, which is realistic for through-clad 
cracks. The probabilistic analysis of small-break LOCA used in Section 8 took 
credit for warm prestressing. 

None of the mod11ls used for generic events currently includes a warm prestress 
(WPS), which is ~ conservatism for transients satisfying the WPS conditions. 
WPS is included in calculation& specifically limited to the small-break LOCA, 
where it has beei1 demapotrated that WPS is applicable. 

Material Propertie~ - Th~ estimation of RTNDT as described in Section 5.4 and 
8.5, is a substantial conservatism. 

ar elastic fracture mechanics in the upper
iate. 

ive because considerable ductility exists in the 
remaining ligament. Until we have validated applicable elastic-plastic models, 
however, the degree of conservatism cannot be determined. 

Uncertainties in Probabilistic Calculations - Substantial uncertainties exist 
in probabilistic calculations as discussed in Section 8.3. The characterization 
of avent sequences by Tf' p, and P is an oversimplification that may or may not 
be on the conservative sjde. 

11/13/82 8-16 PTS REPORT SEC 8 
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n. l.2 ~SS Algorithms 

The total peak stresses (thermal plus pressure plus residual plus any other 
stresses) are assumed to be less than, or at least not significantly larger 
than, the material yield strength so that components of stress can be added 
and that linear-elastic fracture mechanics procedures can be utilized. For 
rapid thermal transients, high stresses usually occur locally at the inner 
vessel wall and a~ceptable stress distributions (total stress below yield) 
over the remaining section can still be obtained if the overstressed region is 

relatively thin. 

0.1.3 Postulated Initial Cracks 

long through~clad cracks, either axial or circumferential, are assumed to 
exist in the welds of limiting (highest) RTNOT" In this case, the cladding 
effect is conservatively applied in that the stresses due to the different 
expansion coefficients of the clad and base metal are added to the nominal 
thermal stresses. For short through-clad cracks or underclad cracks it is 
conceivable that the cladding can.have a beneficial effect if the cladding is ( 
sufficiently tough, that is, it is less affected by irradiation damage than 
the base material. In this case, it could deter crack elongation or could 
even prevent crack initiation depending on the specific transient. At present, 
there are differences of opinion as to clad toughness after irradiation, and 
further research is needed as to the behavior of short or underclad cracks in 
an overcooling event. Also, analyses to date omit consideration of weld 

residual stresses and in !~-e .:~se __ of c~r~_u_m!.::e~~~~acks, the eff~_ct of ., / 
dead weight stresses. -Q\n uneven t:empereture di stffbutiefl i" t-he-al-imut-ha-f • .P 

f"dtlect;on incresses-K
1
. v~f-ef'ential €f'aek'5 There or~C 

~-----------L-----concludes that the more conservative--assumption of long through-clad cracks 
should be used at least for scoping calculations, until further information s 
developed to permit a relaxation of this assumption. 

0.1.4 Fracture Mechanics Algorithms 

Fracture mechanics analyses utilize the linear-elastic boundary integral 
methods of Heliot, Labbens and Pellissier-Tanon (References 0.1 and 0.2). 
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L1bll' P. l RTtltJT Values for All Plants~ l) Calculat~ Per the Recomteodations of t~ 
Worldnq Groui> on RTN{)T (l) for the Vessel Inside Surface. 

r 1,wt 
NSS',/Vt'ssel 
fabric'ltors 

HPY F lu<:"nce 
as of 11/C1112 

12/31181 •W"' 

Cnt•per Hici:t>l f'f"an 
~ ' Initial 

!HNOT (S) 

RTNOT, 8 F, as Lic~s~'s 
of ~ 31, 1981(6) RTNOT' °F 
C ircUlll. AJl ia 1 

----------------- .... -----------------------------------------
Robinson Z 

WICE 

Turi:ey Point 4 
'.!!iS&W 

Turl<ey i>oint 3 
W/MW 

Fort Calhoun 
CE/CE 

Maine Yankee 
CUC£ 

Indian Point 3 
~/CE 

Yankee Rowe 
W/B&W/B&W 

Rancho Seco 
e&WIB&W 

Three Mile Island 
B&W/B&W 

Oconef> Z 
B&W/B&W 

i. 10 04 ! H .n (In 
14.8 (J)(B) 

5.67 9.1 (9t 
No Axial Welds 

S.67 19.1)(9) 
No Allial Welds 

S.07 

S.'JO 

(7.04) 
5. 1 (10) 

(5.0(') 
4.14 

2.98 (1.67) 
rlate Governs 

14 ~6 (11.35) 
Plate Govern<. 

3.54 

3.52 

(Z.33) 
2.05 

( l. 87) 
( l. 81} 

4.71 (2.87) 
Ho Aidal Welds 

(l)See footnote(s). last page of table. 

(U 35) (l.2n} (-56) 
0.21 0.20 -56 

(0.32} (0.57) (0) 

{U. JZ) (0. 57) (0) 

{0.35) C.99 (-56} 
0. 35 0. 99 -56 

(0. 36) (0. 99) (-56) 
0.31.' 0.99 -56 

(0.24) (O.S2) (•74) 
0.24 o.~2 •74 

(0.20) (0.6)} (•30) 
0.20 0.63 •30 

(0.31) (0.59) (0) 
0.35 0.59 0 

(0.31) (0.68) (0) 
0.35 0.60 0 

(0.35) (0.71) (0) 

( 303){4) 
151 

(200) 

(200) 

(264)( 4) 
248 (4) 

(248}(4) 
238(4) 

(90) 
90 

(133) 
133 

(135) 
148 

( 133) 
145 

(172} 

TtM!se values are c;ubject to chanq., whl'.'n pl.~nt-sp<!cifi!:: analyses yi~ld bPlter info,..ation. 

34 (4) 
59 

59 

59 

34(4) 
34 (4) 

34(4} 
34(4) 

48 
48 

48 
48 

59 
59 

59 
59 

59 

Z81 

259 

259 

242 

226 

212 

211 

194 

192 

231 

154 

211 

226 209 (239)( 7) 

216 170 (1?8)(7) 

212 

211 

207 

145 



T~hle P-1 {Conlinu~d} 

Plant l' l'Y f luence Cn1•p<>r Hickel Mean I-lean £1o2~2 RTMOT. bf• as Licensee's 
NSSS/Vessel as of n/cm7 't : I nil ial J.RTNOT 

.. 0 ~ 

of Dec 31. 1981(6) RTNOT· Of 
fabricators ll/31181 x10 1

" RT NOT (5) Circ1.111. Axial 

f'oint Beach 1 8.07 (10. 01) (0.24) (0.57) {O) (151) 59 210 
W/B&W 7.34 0.24 0.57 0 139 59 198 

Oconee l 5.04 (2.32) (0.76) (0.61) fO) (113) 59 172 
MW/B&W 2. 73 0.31 0.55 0 138 511 197 16-0 

Zion 1 4.97 (3.13) (O.l5) (0.59) (0) (166) 59 225 
0.99 0. 31 0.61 0 108 59 167 

Indian Point 2 4.40 Ko Ci rc11111 O"ta 
WICE 2.l 0.34 l. 2 -56 211 (4) 34 (4) 189 

Arkansas ANO-I 4.42 (2.70) (0.31) (0.59) (0) ( 140) 59 199 
B&W/B&W 1. 99 0.31 0.59 0 129 59 188 

Point Beach 2 7.54 (9.35) (0.25) (0.59) (0) (156) 59 215 
~JB&W. CE Ho Axial Welds 

Ginna 8.18 (9.4~) (0.2~1) (0.56) (0) ( 154) 59 213 
W/B&W No Jlyjal W<>ld<. 

S-ln Onofre 9.04 (33.-15) (0.27) (0.20) (-56) (188) 59 191 203 
W/Cl 27.lZ 0.27 0.20 -56 178 59 181 

lion Z 11. 4'1 (Z. 8.1) (0.2&) (O.Gl} (0) (119) 59 178 
B&W/B&\il 0.90 0.3~ 0.59 0 118 59 177 

r-., l i sades 4. :i2 (4. 78) (0.25) ( 1. 2) (-5Ci} ( 174) 59 177 

CE/CE 4.78 0.2'> l. 2 -56 174 59 177 

Crystal River 3 2.1'3 (1 . ..,.,) (0.35} (0.59) (0) (13.S) 59 193 
B&W/B&W l. JE- 0.31 O.Gl 0 118 S9 177 
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Table P-1 {Continued) 

"lant HPY F luence Corp!',. :he Itel Mean H<>an zJu2 +ci ltf NDT • bf. as l icensee 1 s 
~SS>liessel as of n/cm2 "' \ Initial ~RTNOl 

.,. A ,., 
of Oec 31. 1981(6) RTNOT· Of 

fabricators l?/31/81 x10 111 RT NOT (5) Ci rem. Axial 

~~.1rry l 4.'38 (7.61) (0.2~l) (0.51) (0) (Ml) 59 200 
"''8~W 1. 6'J 0.21 o.~9 0 Bl 59 140 

c~~ot: l 4.56 (Z. 87} (0.'10) (0.82) (-56) (222) (4) 34(4) zoo 
.i/Cf. I. 55 0. 13 0.99 -56 58 59 61 

N-Orth Anna 2.41 (4.42) {0. l·l) (0.80) {+38) (76) 48 162 
WIRO No A:dal Welds Forging Governs 48 16Z 

8f'a·•er Val I ey 1. 87 ( 3.16) (0. 37) (0.62) (-5~) (179) 59 182 
W/CE 0.47 0.36 0.62 -56 104 59 107 

rfcrth Anna Z 0. 77 (l. 38) {0.13} {0.83) (•56) (52) 48 156 
W/RD Ne Axial Welds Forging Governs 52 48 156 

~ale111 l 2.26 (1.49) (Q. 24) (0.51) (-t51) (87) 48 150 
W/CE 0.24 0.51 Plate 87 48 150 

Govern~ 

Oconee 3 4.78 (2.92) (0.24) (0.63) (0) (112) 59 (171) 
B&W/B&W No Axial Welds 

Surry Z 4.83 (7. 54) (0.19) (0.56) (0) ( 108) 59 167 
~/B&W, RO 1. 64 0.21 0.59 0 81 59 140 

Calvert Cliffs 1 4.65 {6. 84) (0.30) {0.18) (-56) {135) 59 138 
CE/CE 6.84 0. 2 H 11 ) 0. 85 -56 136 59 139 205(2114)(7) 

St. Lucie 3.~2 {2.22) {0.31) (0.11) (-56) (98) 59 101 
CE/CE 2. 7-2 0.30 0.61 -56 131 59 135 
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Table r-1 (Continuet.I) 

Plant lfPY F 1 tiPllCf.' Coppel· Nick.el f'l<'an HC'an 2Joi•o~ RTNDT. bf. as licensee's 

NSSS/Vessel as of n/cm?. \ % Initial 6RTNOT of Oec JI. 1981(6) RTNOT' Of 

Fabric'1lors 12131/81 x} I) t It RTNDT (5) Circut1. Axial 

Calvert Cliffs Z 3 63 (5.34) (0.30) (0.18) (-56) {127) 59 130 

CE.ICE 0.30 0.18 -56 1£7 59 130 

Trojan 3.00 {2.07) (0. 16) (0.62) ( •10) (65) 48 123 

W CBI Plate Governs e; 48 123 

Davis Besse 1 l. 68 (1. U) (0.24) (0.61) (0) (85) 59 144 

MW/B&W No Axial Welds 

Ha:fda111 Neck 10.gz {14.30) (0. 22) (0.10) {-56) {111) 59 114 

WICE 11. 90 0.22 0.10 -56 106 59 109 

Kewaunee 5.87 (7.Bfi) (0.20) (0.77) (-56) (129) 59 132 

W/CE No l\xial Welds 

Farley l 2 19 (3. 70) (0.74) (0.60) (-!Jr,) (117) 59 120 

~/CE 0.83 0.27 0.60 -56 8,9 59 92 

Hi llstone 2 J.91 (2.19) (0.37) (0.06) (-Sil) (114) 59 117 

Ho Oat" for Axial Welds 

Prairie Island Z 5.62 (7. 53} (0. 19) (0.13) (-56) (81) 59 84 

W/SFAC No Aidal Welds 

Prairie Island 1 5.90 (7.90) (0.14} {0.17) (-56) (60) 59 63 

~/SFAC No Aidal Welds 



Footnotes 

OJ l\rranged in descending or.Jer of the !HNOT as of 0f:'ccmber 31. 1961 considering circ11111ft'rent; "' to be 30°f less severe than axial orientations. 

('..') ........,randU11:, M. Vagins to S. Hanauer, Auqust 30, 1982. 

()) •!liues sllown in parentheses on top lint' are for circumfen~ntial welds, bottom line is for axial welds. When plate governs-·both lines. 

(-1) l'ete1'ined by Reg. Guide 1.99, Rev. 1, Upper limit Line, <J,\ = 0. 

($) •1
0 

(17°F) and u
6 

(24°F) are the standard devi.,.tions of the initial RTNOT and ~RTNOT' respectively. H plate or forging governed, actual initial RTHOT 

'"·J~ avai lahle and o = 0 
0 

(S) T~e Slll of the Hean Initial RTNOT' the mean ~RTNOT and 2Jn~.a~. as of Dec. 31, 1981. 

(7) I~itial RTHDT ass1.111ed by licensee to be -50°F and by CE to be -20°F. Vafues in parentheses are by CE. 

(8} ffuence is per letter from CP&l Co •• Sept. 24, 1982. 

(~) fluence reduced frOll 11.16 n/c•2 per letter from FPL Aug. 31, 1982, on TP 4. TP 3 tentatively ass~d to be the Salle as TP 4. 

(11') fluence reduced to 0. 73 x peak per letter from 0111.=Jha Pro. Sept. 1, 1932. 

(11) Cooper and Nickel values reduced per letter from Baltimore r.\E. Oct. 28. 1982. 
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Enclosure B 

VALUE-IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

, The revised guidelines for preparing value-impact analyses to satisfy the 

requirements of Executive Order 12291 are stated in a memorandum dated 

May 7, 1982 (SECY-82-187) to the Commissioners from William J. Dircks. This 

Value-Impact Assessment is based on the staff's technical evaluation in 

Enclosure A and follows a simplified outline based on the revised guidelines. 

ProRif'Sed Regulatory Actions 

1. Establish an RTNDT screening criterion of 270°F for axial welds and 

300°F for circumferential welds. 

2. Three years before the reactor vessel is predicted to reach the 

screening criterion, plant specific analyses must be started. These 

analyses will be used by the licensee and NRC on a plant specific basis 

to determine the regulatory action required to maintain risks from 

potential PTS events at an acceptably low level during continued plant 

operation. The analyses should consider: plant specific system 

features and possible improvement; identification of events which 



- 2 -

contribute significantly to PTS risk; reliable estimate o~ the reactor 

vessel material properties; deterministic and probabili~tic fracture 

mechanics evaluations; plant procedures and operator training 

improvementsr inservice inspection for cracks at the vessel inner walls; 

flux reduction methods to slow further embrittlement; and detailed 

studies of the feasibility of in-place annealing of the pressure vessel. 

3. Obtain information from licensees of a few plants for which near-term 

flux reduction would ensure that the screening criteria are not exceeded 

throughout plant life, to provide for early evaluation of the need, 

safety benefit, and cost of such programs. 

Consequences of Action 

There are no direct safety benefits for perfonning the plant specific 

analyses, The safety benefits will be derived from implementing any required 

corrective actions identified in these analyses. The plant specific analyses · 

are a necessary step in this process. The operating experience record and 

probabilistic studies, as described in the Enclosure A, indicate that the 

potential safety benefits are large for initiating PTS corrective regulatory 
. 

action for plants approaching the screening criterion. A Value-Impact 

Assessment pursuant to SECY-82rl87, will be prP.pared after receipt nf the 

plant specific analysis and th~ determination of the particular ~~1rective 

regulatory action netc~sary and expedient for a given operating facility. 

. , 
. l' (i 

'<"f 
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The major costs involved in the presently proposed action (anal.:i ··~)arr. the 

cost to industry to perfonn the indicated analyses and the c11st t1J f'.IRC t. 

develop guidelines and to review the results. The costs to 1r:p:eme11L dCtions 

founJ to be necessary have not t·een estimated and will have to be determined 

and evaluated on a plant-specifl basis. They could be large if system 

modifications or annealing are f •. und to be needed. 

• Appendix P of Enclosure A provides RTrmr data for forty pressurized water 

reactors. Based on our preliminary evaluation of the data usin~ the proposed 

screening criteria, four reactors are.estimated to reach tt.e screcnir19 

criterion within ten years. Nineteen plants are estimated to reach the 

screening criterion before end-of-life. 

An e'rt1mate of the cost for perfonn1ng the plant specific analyses was made 

for the staff by engineering consultants at Battelle Pacific Northwest 

laboratories. The items considered in the cost estimates are identificJ 

below. The items were reviewed and collectively discussed with reactor 

specialists in each of the engineering areas. A judgment of cost was then 

made based upon an estimate of the time and facility requirement. 
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(1) ldenti~ication and quantification of PTS events $ SOOK 

(2) Better identification of vessel material properties 70K 

(3) Deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics 

analyses lOOK 

(4) Flux reduction program analyses lOOK 

(5) Inservice inspections and nondestr~ .ve evaluation 

study 75K 

(6) Plant modification study 

(7) Operating procedures and training study 

(8) In-situ anne~ling study 

TOTAL 

200K 

150K 

50K 

$1250K 

. . 

RES experience with an ORNL/INEL study of PTS ev~nts similar to what will be 

neecfiftr'in item 1 of the PNL estimate indicates that contractor costs for that 

ite~ are about $BOOK plus significant support from the utility. 

Incorporating uncertainties and contingency, the staff estimates a cost of 

approximately two million dollars per plant to perform the required plant

specific analyses. For the four PWRs which are expected to reach the 

screening criterion within ten years, this implies an industry cost of eight 
. 

million collars. The NRC guideline development and review evaluation costs 

are estimated to be about two million dollars. These costs are modest and 

appear well justified since the consequence of not performing the recorrmended 

analyses is that certain reactor vessels would become increasingly embrittled 

and the risk of pressure vessel failure would continue to increase. 
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Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino 
Chairman 

WAStilNGH1t•. 0 C. 70!:1S!> 

June 7, 1982 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, O. C. 20555 

Dear Or. Palladino: 

Subject: ACRS REPORT ON PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK 

ENCLOSURE C 

, Ouring its 266th meeting, June 3-5 1 1982, the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards completed its review of the current status of the pressurized 
thermal shock problem (PTS). The NRC Staff is developing a regulation 
based on a combinatio~ of deterministic and probabilistic analyses to 
establish regulatory requirements ~oncerning pressurized thermal shock. 
The ACRS has not been provided sufficient information to evaluate the 
adequacy of this approach. 

The ACRS does not believe there is a need for any immediate plant modifi
cations to permit continued operation of the plants which have been identi
fied up to now as having potential PTS problems. 

·~~ 
The most beneficial bctions for these plants in the short term would be to: 

l. Make certain that the metallurgical properties of the vessel beltlines 
are established adequately with respect to fracture toughness. 

2. Determine which is the most effective in-service inspection capahilHy 
for the beltline that current technology can provide. For those welds 
of principal concern, inspection should be accomplished, if practical, 
at the ne~t refue 1 i ng shutdown using such techniques, if such i nspec
t ion has not previously been accomplished. 

3. Provide effective operator training to avoid pressurized thermal shock 
and provide ~apability to diagnose events that could cause it. 

4. Examine the depressurilation capability for these plants and train 
operators when and how }o use it. 

5. Provide a demonstrat1on of pressure vessel annealing to recover fracture 
toughness. 

There are many intricacies associated with evaluation of pressurized ther
mal shock consequences that deserve attention, but the above actions would 
be the most effective contributors to assuring that pres sud zed thermal 
shock does not create public safety problems. 



Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino - 2 - June 7, 1982 

The ACRS plans to continue 1ts review of pressurized thermal shock and the 
related NRC Staff program. The Committee wil 1 report further at an appro
priate time. 

Si nee rely, 

~~~ 
P. Shewmon 
Chairman 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORV COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551 

Honorable Nunz1o J. Palladino 
Chairman 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Dr. Palladino: 

October 14, 1982 

ENCLOSURE D 

SUBJECT: ACRS REPORT ON DRAFT NRC STAFF EVALUATION OF PRESSURIZED THERMAL 
SHOCK DATED SEPTEMBER 13 ,· 1982 

During its 270th meeting, October 7-8, 1982, the Advisory Committee on 
Reactor $a feguards reviewed the Ora{t NRC Sta ff Evaluation of Pressurized 
Thermal Shock dated September 13, 1982. Thfs matter was also considered at 
a Subcommittee meeting on September 30, 1982 ii Washington, D.C. In its 
review the Committee had the benefit of discussions with representatives of 
the NRC Staff, the Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and Babcor:k and 
W11 cox Owner!; Groups. and the Southwest Research Institute. The Committee 
reported previously to you regarding this matter on June 7, 1982. 

The ·'Nrit Staff 1s developing a regulation based on a combination of determi
nistic and probabilistic analyses to establish requirements concerning 
pressurized thermal shock (PTS). The NRC Staff proposes to use RT 
screening criteria for reactor vessels as the basis for further. act~B~ 
concerning PTS. A :bal ue of 270°F for 1 ong1tudinal welds and base materhl 
and a value of 300 F for c1rcu111f2rential welds have been selected. The!)e 
proposed criteria are reasonable on the basis of current knowledge' and 
provide adequate time for licensees to demonstrate plant-specific capability 
or planned actions in order to avoid unacceptable public safety consequences 
from PTS. For reactor vessels that are expected to be the earl 1est to 
exceed the screening criter1a, we wish to be kept infonned about PTS control 
actions under CDnsideration. 

The NRC Staff report indicates that several years are available before 
the first p1ant will exceed the screening criteria limits. This provides 
adequ..a•.e time to couduct an orderly, comprehensive research program concern-
1 ng measures needed to protect against pressurized thermal shock if a 
diligent effort to implement the program is applied. The NRC Staff has not 
yet defined a suitable program. We believe that the following should be 
elements of such a program: improved nondestructive examination capability; 
a more complete study of in situ reactor vessel annealing; improved fracture 
mechanics analysis methods that will account for rea11st1c crack geometry, 
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cladding effects, and crack arrest phenomena; use of three-dimensional and 
e1a·stic-p1astic techniques where appropriate; and potential improvements in 
diagnostic capability to help the operator recognize and control thermal 
shock events. , · 

In accord with your desire to obtain our views on short-term steps re
garding the NRC Staff's program on PTS, the recommendations in our letter 
of June 7, 1982 still apply. The following items .deserve special attention: 

• The reactor vessels with the greatest potential increase in RTNOT are 
those having relatively high copper content. Only a small frac·t1bn of 
the available irradiation test data can be fully correlated with composi
tion effects at high fluence levels. The correlations relating the rise 
in RTNOT to metallurgical composition would benefit from a caref.ul 
assessment of the uncertainties and special circumstances related to each 
data point used in the correlation. 

• Improvements in PTS-related operator training and procedures should be 
carried out by all licensees with special emphasis on those plants 
indicated to have high RT NDT vessels. Operational problems that need 
to be dealt with include ~~e conflicting need to maintain adequate 
pressure for core coo11ng purposes while avoiding PTS, the control of 
feedwater and aux111 ary feedwater t.o provide adequate heat removal wh11 e 
a~1ng overcoo11ng. and the recovery after a transient event which has 
caused violation of the cooldown rate limits. · 

• The range of initiating events and subsequent operator actions which 
are most likely to cause PTS need to be better characterized. A more 
extensive evaluation of operational events. including operator errors of. 
commission as they apply to specific plant designs. will improve our .. 
understanding. 

• The ACRS has considered the value of heating the ECCS water as a means 
of reducing public safety risk from PTS. Heating ECCS water may be 
helpful in the specific. set of small break LOCAs that result in primary 
1 oop fl ow ,stagnation. If this case is an important contributor to the 
overall thermal shock risk and if heating the w.ater does not unacceptably 
diminisn....containment integrity margins, then it can be a useful measure • ... ,· .. 

• Fas( neutron fluence reduction is being implemented in some plants by 
using revised fuel management techniques. Further fluence reduction can 
be achieved by changing the core design. The value of such measures and 
the penal t1 es 1 nvol ved must be determined for each pl ant i ndivi dually. 
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The Coml"i ttee believes that 1 f due cons fderation is given to the items 
mentioned abovP-, and if regulatory actions are based on the proposed screen
ing criteria, the pressurized thermal shock matter should not present an 
undue risk to the health and safety of the public. 

Additional coo:ments by ACR~ Member David Okrent are presented below. 

Sincerely, 

P. Shew.non 
Chai nnan 

Additional comments by ACRS Member David Okrent 

I generally support the ACRS recommendations in this report and have . no 
problem with use of the proposed screening cri ter1a on an interim basis. 

·rhe comMents which follow are made in no small part because of the generic 
1mpl 1cat1ons to the ·regulatory process of how an 1 ssue 11 ke pressurized 
the~~ shock 1 s handled. · 

I believe it has been useful for the NRC Staff to attempt to examine the 
PTS issue probabilistically. The preliminary probabilistic studies reported 
thus far should be made more comprehensive, repurted in depth, and subjected 
to extensive independent review. 

In Section 8.4 of the September 13, 1982 Draft NRC Staff Evaluation of PTS, 
the NRC Sta ff compares its proposed PTS requirements to the Comm1 ssi on' s, 
proposed policy statement on "Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants: A Dis
cussion Paper," NUREG-0880. 

If, for purpo~€s of discussion, I accept the NRC Staff PRA results in Figure 
8-3, as well as its statement that at the

0
270°F screeninB criterion. 

RT is :tJ-kely to have a m2an value of 210 F (RT of 270 F represent
i n~0l_~A1 upper confidence bound), I have troub 1 e ag~R~1 ng with some s1 gni fi
cant statements made by the•Staff in Section 8.4. 

On page 8-5, the NRC Staff says the following: 

"The core melt Safety Goal gu1 del ine states, 'The likelihood of a 
nuclear reactor accident that results in a 1 arge-scal e core melt 
should normally be less than one in 10,000 per year of reactor 
operation.' This suggests that the core melt frequency ascribable 
to cne sequence, for example PTS, should not exceed approximately 
10· per reactor-year. 
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"Because of the unusually large uncertainty in the risk estirnatio~ 
for PTS, compared to other sequences, a value of 1 ess than i O"' 
might wel 1 be assigned for a safety goal for PTS. We have ngt 
done this in the discussion in this section, but have used' 10- • 
The reader should keep in mind that the risk numbers for PTS given 
in the following discussion are highly uncertain. 

MWe have no technical analysis of the course and consequences of a 
PTS sequence that involves RPV failure. Determination of the RPV. 
failure mode (better, estimation of the probabilities of the 
various failure modes) has not been done and is dependent on the 
details of the scenario. Moreover, the outcome would likely be 
dependent also on the plant design details. In particular, ice 
condenser containments would be expected to have different failure 
modes, with different probabilities, than large dry containments." 

I disagree w1 th the use of 1 o-5 per reactor-year for at 1 east two reasons. 
First, there are many more 

5
than ten potential initiators of 1 arge-scal e 

core melt. A11ocat1ng 10- per reactor-year to a single initiator 1s 
questionable. It is even more questionable in view of the large uncer
tainty. Most importantly, until one knows with considerable confidence that 
a PTS failure has only a small likelihood of leading to early containment 
fa11ure or otherwise leading to gne of the large radioactivity release 
cate~es, the assignment of 10- per reactor-year (b.est estimate, with 
very large uncertainties) is probably unacceptable. 

The NRC Staff states it has no technical analysis of the course and conse
quences of a pre: sequence that involves reactor pressure vessel failure. 
However-, on p~ge 8-6 the NRC Staff defines a quantity Y as the fraction of . 
PTS-caufed failure leading to core melt which leads tt') significant radio- • 
active releasP.. In the Sep2ember 13, 1~82 draft report, the NRC Staff used 
values of Y between 5x10- and sx10· in s~ggesting that its proposed 
screening criterion is compatible with a PTS risk less than lOi of the 
proposed safety goal guidelines. In its oral presentation during the 270th 
ACRS ~eeti ng, _>he NRC Sta f.f modified its approach such that a value of Y = 
8x10"' 1s com~atible with meetins he safety goal. 

' The NRC Staff provides no basis for these val t:es of Y, which are much 1 ess 
thanJm~ty. In the absence of any reasC'nable justification for the sug
gested range for Y, this aspect of the 1 og ~ c support1 ng the choice of the 
screening criterion becomes weak. 

I recommend thi\t, before the proposed screening criteria are adopted for 
the long term, the relevant infonnat1on on containment behavior, given a PTS 
failure, be developed and included 1n an expanded probabilistic study which 
attempts to deal quantitatively with all contributions to uncertainty and 
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states which uncerta1nt1es cannot be addressed meaningfully and why. The 
sens1t1v1ty studies reported in Appendix H are useful but do not take the 
place of a critical examination and evaluation of uncertainties, which the 
NRC Staff currently estimates are a factor of 100 in either direction • 

• 
The NRC Staff should then state a recommended position and include reasons 
for whatever approach 1s recommended 1n light of the uncertainties. 

I might note the incongruity illustrated by the NRC Staff's comment on page 
8-7 that •for scenarios involving core melt without significant releases, 
the core melt guideline will govern and ALARA is not a consideration." This 
conclusion by the NRC Staff may be compatible with NUREG-0880. However, 
I find it hard to believe that the Commission would not credit an appropri-

~ ate benefit to some measure which' significantly reduced the likelihood of 
pressure vessel failure, even if such failure w~re estimated to lead to core 
melt without significant release of radioactivity. 

Finally, ·1 should like to observe th.at PTS 1s a real issue in which the NRC 
Staff, the industry, and others are using probabilistic considerations 
coupled with ad hoc safety criteria as one input into engineering judgment. 
PTS is a significant issue which is subject to such large uncertainties that 

. a pla~sible set of confidence bounds may wel 1 encompass a risk band which 
separates the cl early acceptable and cl early unacceptable areas and that 
the~~confidence bounds may also extend into. those areas. Quite aside from 
any"tomm1ss1on action on safet.Y goals, it seems to me important that 
the Commission take steps to assure that the probab11 istic aspects of this 
issue are done as well as practical and that the appropriate review pl'oces
ses are established and accomplished. I also recommend that the Commission 
participate actively in establishing the criteria to be used on this issue 
for decision making under uncertainty. This includes the basis for action 
if and when flaws or indications of flaws in the size range of interest are 
found during forthcoming inspections of reactor vessels. 

References: 
1. Draft NRC Staff Evaluation of Pressurized Thermal Shock. dated Septem-

ber 13, 19..82, including Appendices A-P. dated September 15, 1982. 
2. Letter fr.om Demetrios L. Basdekas, NRC to P. G. Shew.non. ACRS con

cerning c'omments on the September 13, 1982 Draft NRC Sta ff Ev~'I uat ion 
of Pre~surized Thermal Shock, dated October 6, 1982. 
--· 
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NOV 121~ 

MEMORANDUM FOR: P. S. She\ttmon, Chairman 

H~OM: 

SUBJ~CT: 

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

William J. Dircks 
Executive Director for Operations 

!'.CRS COMMENTS ON DRAFT NRC EVALUATION OF PRESSURIZED 
THERMAL SHOCK 

Your letter of October 14, 1982, to Chairman Palladino provided the comments 
of the ACRS regarding the draft NRC Staff Evaluation of Pressurized Thermal 
Shock, dated September 13, 1982. The Committee indicated that the RT 
screening criteria proposed 1n the draft staff evaluation "are reason~Ble 
on the basis of current knowledge and provide adequate time for licensees to 
demonstrate plant-specific capability or planned actions in order to avoid 
unacceptable public safety consequences from PTS." As you know, the draft 
staff evaluation is currently under management review prior to the submittal 
of recorrmendat1ons to the Commission. The ACRS cor.11T1ents w1 l l be addr,ssed 
by ttft!C:!taff in that Commission paper. 

You requested that the Committee be kept informed about PTS control actions 
under consideration for reactor vessels that are expected to be the earliest 
to exceed the screening criteria. At the ACRS meeting on ~ovember 5, 1982, 
the staf.f informed the Committee that further consideration is being given 
to the need for actions to assure the early implementation of flux reduction 
progra~s for those plants that are currently projected to exceed the screen
ing criteria before the end of design life. The staff will continue to keep 
the ACRS informed of the progress of these deliberations. 

The Committee indicated that there is adequate tir:ie to conduct an orderly, 
coMprehens1ve research program concerning measures needed to protect against 
pressurized thermal shock and recommended some elements of such a program. 
The staff agrees and is developing a better defined program. We will arrange 
a subcommittee briefing on the research program early next year. 

The Committee recommended that the staff's program on rTS give special atten
tion to improve~ents in PTS-related operator training and procedures; better 
characterization of initiating events and subsequent operator actions; the 
value of heating the ECCS water; and plant-specific evaluations of the value 
and costs of fast neutron fluence reduction.programs. The staff agrees and 
consideration of these items is part of the planned progran. 

The Conn1ttee also recommended an additional careful assessMcnt of uncer-

•r•cr~ ............................................... . t. t ••• •t t•t tt•t ••• t•••• • t ttt• •tit• It I It ltlt t tt t tt ft fft t•t•f ttttlt tttttlf t tttt t f tll tttt ttttl t fl tt
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prediction of RT~DT increases with fluence for various materials composi
tions. The staff will include additional studies of RTttDT shift correla
tions in the research progrJm under development. 

The staff is also consideri ·ig the additional comments of ACRS member 
David Okrent 1n its preparation of the Cor.rn1ss1on paper on PTS. 

Note: See previous concurrences.• 
/{ e. +h:;J To r-c f /c.;t 11/s/e ,_ 

ft-(, "'J ;-;, ""--f I',, 3 . 
\"-'l // /_ I \ \ 11\ Cj 

(S'pedl wnnam ~. Dlrckl 

William J. Dircks 
Executive Director for Operations 
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•. •. UNll'EO STATES···.~ ENCLOSURE F 
NUC\,.EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, 0. C, 20555 

OCT 2 0 1992. 

MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dircks . 
Executive Director for Operations 

FROM: Victor Stello. Jr •• Chairman 
Committee to Review Generic Requirements 

SUBJECT: MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 21 

The Committee to Review Generic Requirements met on Wednesday. October 6, 
1982. from 1~6 p.m. A list of attendees is enclosed. 

. . 
s. Hanauer lNRR) presented the technical background and the recommendations 
proposed by NRR to address the issue of Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS). 
These recommendations were included in a draft report that is intended 
by URR to fonn the basis for a Commission paper. The Corrrnittee noted 
that the staff did a thorough job in examining the various technical 
aspects of this comp1 icb~ed issue. The draft report ref1ects a good 
balance between deterministic engineering analyses and probabi11stic 
risk ass~ssment (PRA) techniques. While acknowledging the·large un
certainties involved (the staff estimated as much as two orders of 

..c::'>rnagnitude uncertainty in the vessel failure probability estimate) the 
CC'rr,rnittee believes the PRA ana1ysis is a valuable supplement to the 
deter:ninistic analysis in arriving at a balanced engineer~ng judg:-:-.ent on 
this issue. 

NRR proposed screenirig criteria for the vessel reference temperature 
RT , a purameter that char: _ .. erizes the state of e~brittlement of. 
reYH!or vessels. The Committee agreed that the proposed screening criteria 
(270°F for 1ongitudina1 we1ds and 300°F for circumferential welds) s8em 
appropriate. NRR proposes that. whenever the value of RTynr for a given 
vessel is projected to exceed either of the screening cri~etia within 
the next 3 calendar· years, the 1icensee would be required to submit a 
plant specific analysis, the scop~ of which has yet to be specified. 
HRR also proposes that a number of long term actions be required to 
arne11orate the PTS prob1em. 

0e:;'!etr1os Basd~kas attended the CRGR meeting end sur;.-;-,arized the cor:-u.:~nts 
in his memora~dum of September 24, 1982 to Carl Johnson in RES. In his 
memo, Mr. Basdekas noted the short time available for him to offer 
cor.,:nents on the HRR draft staff report and the fact that he "hld not 
participated in PTS related activities .•. for quite some time .•• " 
Mr. Basdekas agreed with the thrust of CRGR discussions on the need for 
prompt derisions on plant modifications. such as low leakage fue1 loadings. 
Mr. Basd~kas expressed dissatisfaction with the screening criterion 
recommended by NRR but was unable to make specific recoir.':'.endations for 
1ts alteration. Hr. Sasdekas reiterated what he called his long standing 
concern that there is insuffic)ent information available to him or to 
the ~RC generally to properly address the safety implications of reactor 
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control systems \unreso1ved safety issue A~47 .which Mr. Basdekas has 
responsibility to support through his research tasks). He urged more 
attention to obtaining better control system data from representative 
licensees. lt is his belief that the findings of A-47 may eventy~11y 
have an important influence on the decisions on the PTS issue. He did 
not offer ~ny specific examp1es of this influence nor did he hold out 
any hope that the A-47 input would be available in any reasonable time 
frame to support the short term PTS decisions. He also did not have any 
specific criticism concerning the proposition that the draft staff 
report takes .into account the control system contributions.to PTS event 
sequences that have occurred or were· covered by the PRA. 

Th~ Co~~ittee finds Mr·. Basdekas' arguments that PTS decisions should 
depend on the reso1ution of USl A-47 to be generally lacking in substance; 
i.e., we·see no reason that A-47 cannot fo11ow A-49. Furthermore, it 
would appear that requiring resolution of A-47 before deciding on PTS 
would be contrary to the desire for reaching an early resolution of PTS. 

Mr. Basdekas brought to the Committee no new technical information or 
unique insight on PTS not otherwise available to the staff and already 
utilized in the deve1opment of the draft report on PTS. This is not to 
fault Mr. Basdekas - he was asked to comment on the staff ·report 1n a 
very short time period and he is not normally assign~d to·work in that 

---area. The Com.-nittee feels it is counterproductive to efficient and 
effective staff work for NRC manag~-nent to seek his reactions to staff 
proposals on PTS 1n this manner. · 

Mr. Sanford Isr~el also cautioned the CRGR that there could be Qore 
severe overcooling transients than considered in the PRA analysis. The 
Com."l\1ttee agreed with his observation and suggested that t\RR c.ontinue to 
eva1uate the probabilities and consequences of the fu11 range of potential 
overcoo11ng transients in their ongoing PTS work. 

Based on the br1 ef1 ng by NRR and review of the extensive background 
material, the following recom.~endations are made: 

1. The draft report should be modified to make clear that a rule 
change wil1 be required to finally resolve the PTS issue. 

2. It was noted that, because the pressure vessel e~brittlernent increases 
with irradiation exposure, the risk from PTS increases with time. 
ln the absence of remedial ~ct1ons. some P~R vessels tre estimated 
to have RTt:oT well in excess of 300°F at the end of their service 
life. Si~ce this indicates that some remed1a1 action will be 
required for those vesse13,.the Committee requested that NRR devel~p 
further information on the costs and benefits of ·requiring near 
term flux reduction measures such as replacing outer row fuel 
assernb11 es w1 th dunmy assemblies. The CRGR stressed that this 
action, if implemented, ~as needed not because the PTS risk is 
unacceptably hiih at this time, but because the pass~ge of time 
forecloses th~ ~lux reducti~n option as an effective remedy • 

. . . • 
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3. The Committee agreed that· improved operator training and emergency 
operating procedures are needed. However, it was emphasized that · 
these improvements must be done in an integrated manner and must 
not deemphasize the importance of maintaining adequate core cooling 
in the event of a 1oss·of-coo1ant accident by an over. emphasis of 

4. 

the PTS issue. 

The Committee suggested that NRR add a short term task.to investigate 
whether the frequency of overcoo11ng transients for B&W plants may 
be higher than the average, based on operating experience to date. 

The CRGR w111 continue its review of the PTS issue on ~ctober 28, 1982, 
at which time NRR will present information on the costs and benefits of 
requiring near term flux reduction measures. 

-
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C, 20555 

October 26, 1982 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Victor Stello, Jr. 

FROM: Joseph F. Scinto 

SUBJCCT: CO~U~ENTS ON MINUTES OF CRGR MEETIHG NUMBER 21 

On page 1 of the Minutes, dated October 20, 1982, I would note that the 
way in which RTNDT for the screening. er, .. ~rion is to be computed (by 
including a 2 sigma value to.the mean values, p.5-5 of the draft) makes 
the 270°F screening criterion more protective than figure 8.3 in the draft 
report might suggest. That figure provides longitudinal crack extension 
frequencies for mean surface RTNDT, rather than for RTHOT computed as mean 
p 1 us 2 sigma. 

't<>-

cc: R. Bernero 
Erl Jordan 
R. Cunningham 
C. Heltemes 
0. Eisen hut 
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UNITED STATES·· 
NUCLEAR REGULATORV COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20515 

NOV 12 19ftl 

MEMORANDUM FOR: William J. Dfrcks 
Executive Director for Operations 

FROM: Victor Stello, Jr .• Chairman 
Committee to Review Generic Req~irements 

. SUBJECT: MINUTES OF CRGR MEETING NUMBER 23 

ENCLOSURE G 

The Convnittee to Review Generic Requirements met on Thursday, October 28, 
1982, from 1-4 p.m. A list of attendees 1s enclosed. 

s. Hanauer (NRR) presented further technical information on the issue of 
Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) in response to questions raised at CRGR 
Meeting- No,, 21. 

Material was presented which disaggregated the overall PWR ope~~ting ex
perience according to reactor manufacturer. This ~nalysis of operating 
experience suggested that the fre~uency of overcoolin9 trans1ents for 
li&W plants may be higher than that for Westinghouse and CombustfGn 
Engineering plants •. However, because the sparc1ty of data leads to 
1~ uncertainty bands. t.he Committee felt that there was not a sound 
basfs for establishing a different value of the R'fNor screening criterion 
for B&W plants. The Committee agreed with NRR that ~ore detailed analy~is 
nf B&W plants will be required. 

NRR pre~ented further analy~es of small break lnss-of-coolant accidents 
( SBLOCA). which the staff's PRA results had shown to be the dominant 
risk sequence for Westinghouse plants. If, for example. the sm~ll break 
LOCA were to occur in a location where the hreak were isolatable by 
cperator ~ction to clo~e a valve. then the threat ~o the vessel would be 
gre~ter due to (a) repressurization to full Sy$tem pressure and (b} no 
credit could he taken for the ameliorating effect nf wann prestres~. On 
the other hand, recent data from ECC mixing tests show that there is a 
better mixing of cold ECC water with hot water in the cold leg pipes and 
vessel downcomer 8nd. as a result. the vessel would not cool down as 
fast during a SBLOCA than previous analyses had indicated. The net 
result of all these factors fs that the conditional vessel failure 
prob~bi11ty for a~ 1solatah1e SBLOCA would he increased by a factor of 
10 over earlier estimates for an nonfsolatable SBLOCA. NRR did not have 
an estimate for H.e relative probabilities of isolatable vs. nonfsclatable 
SBLOCAs, but in 1fght of the large uncertainties in the over~11 risk 
analyses (the st~ff estim~ted at least a factor of 100 uncertainty) the 
r.omm1ttee dfd not believe thf~ new fnformatfon ~ould sfgniffcantly alter 
the engineering judgments on thfs f ~sue. The Committee reconvnended that 
NRR continue to evaluate probab111tfes and consequences of the full 
ran!Je of pntenth 1 overcoolf n9 trans 1ents for each reactor manufacturer 
in their ongoing PTS work. 

-
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At Meeting No. 21, the CRGR had noted that. because the pressure vessel 
embrf ttlement increases w1th frradfatfon exposure, the risk from PTS 
increases wtth time. In the absence of remedial actions, some PWR 
vessels were estimated to have RT well in excess of 300°F at the end 
of the1r service ltfe. Since thi~0Tnd1cates that some remedial action 
will be required for those vessels, and since the passage of time reduces 
the effectiveness of flux reduction as a remedy, the Corrmittee had asked 
NRR to develop further infonnatf on on the costs and benefits of near 
tenn flux reduction measures. 

NRR presented f nfonnat1on which showed that there are some plants which 
will need no remedial actions for th~1r vessel RTNBT to remain below the 
screening criteria throughout their service ltfe, ased on current in
formation. The remaining p'.ants r.tn generally be grouped into three 
catf;gor1es. 

(1) There are several plants f 1Jr which near tenr. action to reduce the 
flux at critical welds by a factor of 2 or less wfll ensure that 
they do not exceed the s~reen1ng criteri~ throughout their service 
life. Infonnatfon ~vai'1able to NRC from reactor manufacturers 
indicates that a flux ··eduction factor of 2 can be attained through 
installatton of a low leakage core,. which is simply the installation 
of partially burnej fuel assemblies in the periphery of the core in 

~ace of fresh fuel assemblies. This fuel management option is 
already being implemented by some licensees at reportedly. little or 
no additional cost. 

{2) There is a group of about nine plants for which. near term action to 
reduce the flux at critical welds by factors of 2 to 4.5 will 
ensure that they do not exceed the screening criteria throughout · 
their service life. NRR presented analyses which showed that these 
flux reduction factors can be attained through the installatio~ of 
a low leaka9e core and the replacement of some peripheral fuel 
assemblies (estimated 4-12) by dummy assemblies. There would be an 
estimated engineering cost of $20 million per plant, but no sub
stantial increase in fuel cycle costs or operating costs. 

(3J There 1s one plant. H. B. Robinson 2, which is close to reachfng 
one of the screentng criteria and for which the fuel manbgement 
options descrtbed above could not reduce the flux at the critical 
welds enough to prevent reaching the screening criterfa. It was 
suggested at the meeting that there were no practical fuel management 
schemes or operating modes that would prevent Robinson 2 from 
reaching the screening criteria within the next few years, and this 
was confirmed by NRR. It is possible. however, to reduce the flux 
at the critical weld by a factor of about 9 by replacing the entire 
outer row fuel assemblies with dunmy assemblies. This optfon would 
entatl an engfneertng cost of $20 million and probably additional 
operating costs due to the need to derate the power level of the 
plant. 
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The Committee discussed the technical option~ open to NRC to resolve the 
pressurized thermal shock f ssue. 

(a) NRC could continue to refine the analyses, including plant specific 
risk analyses, in the expectation that they would show that the 
plants could meet t~efr service life without remedial actions. The 
Con111ittee felt that this option would be costly and not likely to 
produce convincing arguments for no remedial actions. 

(b) 

(cJ 

NRC could require near term actions to reduce the flux levels for 
those plants where such actions would ensure that the vessel RTNOT 
would remain below the screening criteria throughout .the servic~ 
life. 

NRC could establish a regulatory 11m1t on vessel embrittlement and 
permit plant operation until that limit is reached, at which time 
the vessel would have to be thermally annealed or the plant shut 
down.· Th~ Committee noted that vessel annealing appears to be 
technically feasible, although unproven on b large scale, and costly 
in terms of engineering. plant down time and occupational exposure. 

The 1nitfal NRR proposal would establish screening criteria·for·the 
vesst)_reference temperature. RTuor• for critical welds. Whenever the 
valut'F'of RT ·for a given vessel would be projected to exceed the 
screening c~~teria within the following 3 calendar years, the licensee 
would be requirad to submit a plant specific analysis. The st~ff would 
develop acceptance criteria for determining whether plant modifications 
would be required after the staff review of the plant specific analyses. 
The initial NRR proposal also included a number of long term actions 
intended to ameliorate the PTS problem. 

Discussions with the Committee made clear that for those plants that the 
staff estimates are currently near the screening criteria, the two-step 
process above would result 1n delays which could foreclose options that 
currently appear to be feasible at little additional cost, particularly 
flux reduction options. Such delays could mean th~t. at the point of 
decision, there may be few ff any alternatives to annealing the·vessel. 

For those reasons, NRR proposed and the Committee agreed that the staf'f 
should take steps to initiate f1ux reductions for. those plants in 
categories (1) and (2) above to ensure that RT for critical welds 
does not reach the screenfng crfteria before t"RTend of service life. 
The Committee believes that the PTS risk 1s not unacceptably h1 gh at 
this t1me, but by taking these relatively low cost actions in the near 
term, the PTS rfsk can be maintained at acceptable levels for these 
plants and the nee~ for requiring costly and unproven actions 1n the 
future would thereby be obvftted for these plants. NRR staff indicated 
agreement with this course of action at the meeting. 
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Althouah various methods for 1n1tfatfng flux reduction requirements were 
dfscussed, fncludfng rulemakfng, generic letters and orders, the Committee 
concluded that selection of the appropriate procedural method should be 
1 eft to the staff. 

For the case of H. B. Robinson 2, the Committee recommends that the 
staff promptly have the licensee submft a plan showing what actions they 
intend to take to resolve the PTS fssue for their plant. It fs expected 
that this plan could include consideration of heating ECC water, safety 
systems to prevent repressurfzatfon, flux reduction methods, annealing, 
or some combination thereof, but the Committee judges that some remedial 
actions will be needed in the next few years to ensure that the PTS risk 
for Robinson 2 remains within acceptable levels throughout fts servfce 
1 tfe. 

The CRGR reemphasized that staff actions to improve operator trafning 
and emergency operating procedures must be done in an integrated manner 
and must not deemphasize the importance of maintaining adequate core 
cooling in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident by an over emphasis 
of the PTS f ssue fn the training and emergency procedures. 

In sunmary, the Conmfttee recommends .that NRR develop a program to in
form licensees of the need to modify plant operatfons through flux re
duction programs to ensure that RTMDJ values .do not reach unacceptable 
levEf.l": For plants in categories {T and (2) above, flux reduction 
appears adequate. In one plant, H. B. Robinson 2, a more comprehensive 
plan fs needed. 

En~losure: Lf st of 
Attendees 

cc: Commission (5) 
Office Of rectors 
Regional Administrators 
CRGR Members 
G. Cunningham 

Victor Stel o, J ., Chainnan 
Committee to Review Generic Requirements 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) in nuclear power plants have traditionally been 
considered extremely reliable structural components. Indeed, studies completed 
in the United States and Europe have concluded that the disruptive failure rate 
(loss of the pressure retaining boundary) for nuclear pressure vessels 1s less 
than 10-6 per year at a 99% confidence level for RPVs designed, fabricated, in
spected, and operated in accordance with the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. However, recent results from 
surveillance and research programs and operating experience suggest t~at the 
issue of RPV failure probability should be reassessed. The renewed interest in 
RPV failure probability i~ due to the observation that thermal hydraulic tran
sients occurring in commercially operating nuclea~ ryower plants are subjecting 
RPVs to unanticipated loadings which could contriL ~e significantly to the 
failure probabil~ty of the RPV. In addition, operating experience and research 
programs over the past few years have provided additional information that more 
clearly defines both material property variations in RPVs and the effect of neutron 
irradiation on the material's resistance to fracture. 

As a result of operating experience, it is now recognized that transients can occur 
in pres~urized water reactors (PWRs) characterized by severe overcooling causing 
thermal shock to the vessel, concurrent with or followed by repressurization 
(that is, pressurized thermal shock, PTS). In these PTS transients, rapid 
cooling of the reactor vessel internal surface causes a temperature distribut.on 
across the reactor vessel wall. This temperature distribution results in the ·mal 
stress with a ma~imum tensile stress at the inside surface of the vessel. Tl1 • 

magnitude of the thermal stress depends on the temperature profile across the 
reactor vessel wall. The effects of this thermal stress are compounded by 
pressure stresses if the vessel is pressurized. 
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Severe reactor system overcooling events which could be accompanied by pres· 
surization or repressurization of the reactor vessel {PTS events) can result 
from a variety of causes. These include instrumentation and control system 
malfunctions including stuck open valves in either the primary or secondary 
system, and postulated accidents such as small break loss-of-coolant accidents 
{LOCAs), main steam line breaks {MSLBs), and feedwater pipe breaks. As long as 
the fracture resistance of the reactor vessel material remains relatively high, 
such events are not expected to cause failure. After the fracture toughness of 

the vessel is reduced by neutron irradiation (and this occurs at a faster rate 
in vessels fabricated of materials which are relatively sensitive to neutron 
irradiation damage), severe PTS events could cause propagation of fairly small 
flaws that are postulated to exist near the innJr surface. The assumed initial 
flaw might initiate and propagate into a crack through the vessel wall of sufficient 
extent to threaten vessel integrity and, therefore, core cooling capability. 

The PTS issue is a concern only for operating PWRs. Boiling water reactors 
{BWRs) are not a significant PTS concern. BWRs operate with a large portion 
of water inventory inside the pressure vessel at saturated conditions. Any 
sudden cooling will condense steam and result in a pressure decrease, so 
simultaneous creation of high pressure and low temperature is improbable. Also 
contributing to the lack of PTS concerns for BWRs is the lower fluence ~t the 
vessel inner wall, and the use of a thinner vessel wall which results in a lower 
stress intensity for a postulated crack. 

The PTS issue is being handled separately from the "cold overpressurization" 
issue that was investigated (and for which corrective actions were required} 
several years ago. The "cold overpressurization" problem and corrective a1 tions 
are described in Reference 1.1. "Cold overpressurization" refers to event!> such 
as isolation of letdown flow and/or inadvertent starting of a high pressurt pump, 
while the reactor is in cold shutdown condition. No thermal stresses are in

volved, as in PTS, because the plant is uniformly cold. All of the stresses 
result from the pressure, which alone can cause vessel rupture (if a flaw is 

prejent} due to the much colder temperature present during shutdown (compared 
to PTS events where the vessel is warmer). 
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Corrective actions were applied, for cold shutdown conditions, involving dis
abling of pumps that could cause overpressurization, changing the setpoint 
of the pressur·izer pressure relief valve, and incorporating the shutdown heat 
removal system's relief valves into the system. 

Since the condition leading to 11 cold overpressurization11 events, and the cor
rective act ions for such events, are different from the PTS concern, "co 1 d over
pressurizat ion" was handled separately and is not discussed further in this 
report. 

1.2 Staff Reviews of PTS Information Provided by licensees and Industry 

Evaluations of Pressurized Thermal Shock by the NRC staff in the spring of 1981 

concluded that no immediate licensing actions were required at that time, but 
that since the consequences of overcooling events increase as the vessels 
accumulate additional neutron irradiation, extensive further investigations 
were needed to dete1mine whether and when corrective actions will be needed to 
pr~vide assurance of vessel integrity throughout the intended service life of 
a reactor ve~sel. 

On March 31, 1981, the NRC staff held the first of many meetings that were to 
occur over the following 16 months with licensees, reactor manufacturers, 
and owners groups to discuss pressurized thermal shock concerns and exchange 
technical information. 

Subsequently, the NRC, in letters dated August 21, 1981, requested the licensees 
of eight plants representative of older reactor vessels to provide more deta led 
information on the present and projected pressure vessel materials propertie~, 
on the probability and possible severity of events that could cause tailure ef 
embrittled vessels, and on the efficacy and feasibility of several potential 
corrective actions. 

Many of the event-sequence analyses provided by licensees in response to the 
August 21, 1981 letter can be characterized as design-basis event analyses ~f 

the type generally submitted in Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) in support of 
license applications. Such analyses tend not to be of much help in evaluations 
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of PTS. Many of the assumptions in such analyses were developed and accepted 
for licensing purposes without regard to PTS concerns. Wh;le SAR analyses 
appear to be appropriately conservative for calculations of reactor ctre thermal 
performance, PTS evaluations need best estimate calculations of pressure and 
temperature behavior. In addition, some potential event sequences that are not 
generally analyzed in detail in Safety An~lysis Reports, because their conse
quences are bounded by the design-basis event analyses, can be of greater 
significance for PTS evaluations. Thus, it is clear that plant-specific PTS 
evaluations must include a systematic examination of many potential events, with 
particular attention to the probability and consequences of various possible 
operator actions and omissions, and equipment malfunctivns. 

Appendix A to this report summarizes the meetings that have been held with 
industry, licensee responses to the August 21 letters, and the NRC staff audits 
of operating procedures, operator qualifications, and training with respect to 
the PTS issue. Appendix B lists significant events and meetings concerning 
PTS. Appendix C is a more detailed discussion of the procedures and training 
audits. 

As a result of the review of the extensive information provided by the industry, 
and of studies and analyses performed by the staff, assisted by contractors and 
consultants (see particularly the fracture mechanics calculations performed by 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory described in Appendix 01 and the report of a 
technical review of PTS issues performed cy Pacific Northwest Laboratory, 
Reference 1.2), in the spring of 1982 1 the staff reaffirmed its previous assess
ment that no immediate plant modifications were needed to protect against 
PTS events (other than improvements in procedures and operator training alrr•ady 
underway, and flux reduction programs to reduce the rate of vessel embritth•ment). 
However, the staff concludes that some plants will require hardwa1·e and protedural 
modifications in the near future. The experience of the past 18 months in 
generic evaluations of the PTS concerns has made it clear that decisions on 
the need for, nature of, and timing of, such modifications will require plant
specific, rather than generic evaluations. 
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1.3 Procedure and Training Reviews 

Operators have a significant impact on the course of events following an 
initiating transient or accident, as shown by ooerating experience throughout 
the nuclear power industry. In most cases, operator actions have led to the 
mitigation of severe consequences that could have resulted from the initial 
event. There have been cases, however, where the operator has taken an action 
that was improper for the condition he was facing, which has led in some of 
those cases to severe consequences to plant components. Improper actions by 
the operators could have been the result of operating procedures with incorrect 
technical information for the specific event in progress, cognitive errors, 
operative errors, a lack of understanding of the fundamental concepts of plant 
design, or a myriad of other reasons that affect the range of human capabilities. 
Regardless of the reason, it is important that the operator be given information 
that is technically correct and useable, and that this information and the 
operator's concept of the plant be consistent. 

Audits of procedur~s and training at seven of the plants used for the 
short-term evaluation of PTS revealed that the mitigative capabilities of the 
industry for dealing with PTS were highly inconsistent, and that the knowledge 
gained from studies of the thermal-hydraulic phenomena and materials properties 
must be more closely tied to its application in plant operations. The mitiga
tive capabilities were evaluated generally on the basis of the actions specified 
in plant operating procedures, with the evaluation of operator understanding of 
both PTS and mitigative actions used to determine if the procedural actions were 
understood, as well as to determine if the operator·s understood thermal-
hydraul ic phenomena and material properties well enough to overcome the pro{~dural 
deficiencies suspected by the audit teams. The findings of each of these 
audits are included in Appendix C. 

A review of the event-specific Westinghouse Owners' Group generic technical 
guidelines by Westinghouse resulted in a recommendation that 11 modification~ 
be made to the guidelines. These changes were recommended based on a reeva;ua
tion of the basis for each step in light of the recent knowled~e gained fo1 

PTS. The recommendations included strengthening cautions to maintain pressure
temperature limits, and lowering the target pressure for stabilizing plant 
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conditions during the recovery phases to a pressure consistent with the 
Technical Specification limits. 

Upgrading of operator's ability to deal wit~ PTS is contingent upon having 
sound technical knowledge of the phenomena that are involved, a clear under
standing of how the phenomena relate to equipment operation or malfunction, a 
program to translate the technical information into operational information, and 
a program for presenting the information to the operators in a coherent manner. 
This information must be integrated with other technical information to ensure 
that all relevant technical concerns are considered in the actions that the 
operator is instructed to take. 

The only effective way of ensuring this integrated approach to accident mitigation 
is to provide the operator with procedures that are developed using an integrated 
analytical base, and to provide in the procedures training program the background 
information necessary for the operator to have confidence in the procedures, 
and thus make them useable. The approach the staff is taking is to have the 
industry use technical guidelines being developed for TMI Action Plan Item 
l.C.l as a basis for integrating procedural actions to be used for dealing 
with PTS. By using the procedures developed from those guidelines, the industry 
will gain a consistent and improved ability for dealing with PTS. An additional 
benefit to this approach is th~t by having the analytic base documented, know
ledge of PTS gained from the long-term program can be effectively integrated 
into the existing analytic base. 

1.4 Proposed Approach for Future Evaluations 

For the reasons noted above, there is a need for a disciplined technical basis 
to select plants for which detailed evaluations are required and to determir! the 
timing of such evaluations. The approach proposed by the staff is to select a 
screening criterion that characterizes the present or projected state of 
embrittlement of reactor vessels as a function of neutron fluence. Licensees 
of plants with vesse:s that are projected tc reach the screening criterion ~ithin 
3 calendar yeJrs would be required to submit detailed, plant-specific evaluJtions 
of: the vessel condition; the expected frequency, course, and consequences of 
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experienced and postulat~d overcooling events; plar1t procedures and operator 
training related to prevention or mitigation of PTS e~~nts; possible 
modifications of plant equipment, systems, and procedures that could reduce the 
probability and/or severity of overcooling events; possible improvements in 
in-service inspection :·1ethods that could provide increased as!;urance of the 
detection of existing fldws in critical regions of the pressure vessel; and 
possible modifications to decrease the rate of vessel embrittlement or actions 
to recover ductility. 

These licensees would also be required to provide a technical basis fur the 
acceptability of continued oper.ation of the plant for the· remainder of its 
design life taking into account the risk of pressure vessel failure from 
pressuri,Pd thermal shock events, based on the above plant-specific evalua
tions and such remedial actions as are proposed. 

The screening criterion proposed by the staff is based nn a parameter that 
characterizes the toughness state of the rP.actor vessel beltline region. This 
parameter is the reference temperature for nil ductility transition, RTNDT' 
At normal operating temperatures, vessel materials are quite tough and 
resistant to crack propagation. As the temperature decreases, however, the 
metal gradually loses toughness over a temperature range of about 100°F. 
RTNOT is used to identify where this toughness transition occurs. Its value 
depends on the specific material in the vessel wall and it increases with 
neutron irradiation. These effects are determined by destructive tests of 
material specimens. 

The RTNOT used for screening purposes is the value at the inner surface of th! 
vessel wall. Fracture mechanics analyses, however, take into account the 
tougher material within the wall due to attenuation of neutron fluence and 
generally higher temperatures during a cooldown transient. Equations, based 
on tests of irradiated specimens, have been developed to calculate the shift n 
RTNDT as a function of neutron fluence for various material composit~ons. Th•• 
value of RTNDT at a given time in a vessel's life is used in fracture mechani~s 
calculations to determine whether assumed pre-existing flaws would propagatr. as 
cracks when the vessel is subjected to overcooling events. 
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The staff's approach to selection of an RTNOT screening criterion has been to 
consider the overcooling events that have occurred in U.S. PWRs and, using a 
deterministic fracture mechanics algorithm, calculate the value of RTNDT for 
which assumed pre-existing flaws in the reactor vessel would be predicted to 
initiate (grow deeper into the vessel wall). These "critical'' values of RTNDT 
were related to the expected frequency of the initiating events, based on the 
limited data base (only eight events in 350 reactor-years). Specific values 
of RTNDT are selected f~r use as the scr~ening criterion for axial and 
circumferential flaws. 

In addition, the staff considered a wide spectrum of postulated overcocling 
events that have not occurre·d. These events were grouped into types, estimates 
were made of their expected frequency, dnd stylized characterizations of the 
temperature and pressure time-histories were developed for each event type. A 
probabilistic treatment of the fracture mechanics calculations was developed 
that permitted performance of studies to gain insights into the sensitivity of 
the fracture mechanics calculations to uncertainties in the various input param
eters. By combining the calculated frequencies and characteristics of pos
tulated events with the probabilistic fracture mechanics results, some very ap
proximate estimates of the probability of vessel failure resulting from PTS 
eents were developed and used by the staff to provide some insight into the 
residual risks inherent in use of the screening criterion approach for further 
evalu~tions and resolution of the issue of pressurized thermal shock. 

1.5 Structure of this Report 

This report provides the NRC staff's technical basis for the selection of tie 

screening criterion, and a brief description of the type of plant-specific 1na
lyses that would be required for plants with pressure vessels that are proj !cted 
to exceed the criterion. 

Section 2 of the report discusses the frequency and characterization of over
cool ing events that have actually been experienced. Section 3 summarizes 
deterministic fracture mechanics calculations performed for these experien..:ed 
events and parametric studies of crack growth potential as a function of the 
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event characteristics and RTNDT values. Section 4 combines the results of 
Sections 2 and 3 and proposes values of RTNDT for use as a screening 
criterion. 

Section 5 presents the staff's proposed method for estimntion of vessel

specific values of RTNOT for comparison with the screening criterion. 

Section 6 describes an evaluation of the frequency and character of potential 
lower frequency overcooling events. 

Section 7 summarizes sensitivity studies performed using a probabilistic treat
ment of the fracture mechanics calculati?ns that can be used in combination 
with the results of Section 6 to estimate probabilities of vessel failure. Con
sideration of these results is presented in Section 8. 

Section 9 indicates the nature and timing of the plant-specific evaluations 
that would be requested for plants approaching th~ screening criterion. 

Section 10 presents the conclusions and recommendations of the NRC staff re
garding near-term actions and future programs for resolution of the press~rized 
thermal shock issue. 
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2. FREQUENCY ANO CHARACTERIZATION OF EXPERIENCED OVERCOOLING EVENTS 

2.0 Preface 

The data provided in this section were compiled by the staff as an attempt to 
quantify overcooling events that occurred at commercial U.S. PWRs which appeared 
to be of concern for PTS. 

In reviewing the available Jata, a conscious decision was made to use the data 
in its elemental or raw form, to the extent deemed reasonable. Temperature 
measurements, without consideration of instrumentation errors, taken in the 
reactor coolant system cold leg upstream of the safety injection location are, 
fn general, used to characterize an event. 

It is recognized that use of the data in this manner may be somewhat noncon
servative as the temperature of cor.cern is that at the coldest location itt the 
vessel downcomer. The actual downcomer temperature is dependent on a number of 
parameters which are not available, at least to the degree required, to quantify 
the actual temperature. The~e time-dependent parameters are: (1) cold leg 
fluid temperature upstream of the safety injection location, (2) cold leg loop 
flow rate, (3) system pressure, (4) safety injection fluid temperature, (5) 
safety injection flow rate, (6) heat addition from metal walls, (7) vent valve 
flow rate for B&W plants, (8) vent valve fluid temperature for B&W plants, and 
(9) local flow rates in the vessel downcomer. 

Thermal-hydraulic models are just now beginning to be developed to the depth 
necessary to obtain the information required to determine these parameters ar J 

obtain a downcomer temperature profile. Current efforts by both industry and 
the NRC are also, just now, obtaining th~ experimental data required to verif / 
the new analytical models needed to fully understand these events. 

The presentation of an e~ent as a PTS event, in this section, is speculative. 
The data used address the question "What if? 11 this pressure-temperature history 
actually occurred at the most limiting location. 
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We do not, at this time, have the necessary analyses to adjust the cold leg 
measurements to the downcomer temperature for any given event. We recognize 
that use of cold leg temperature measurements in this way is subject to criti
cism and cannot be completely justified. However, we believe these data are 
repres~ntative of operational occurrences and define an appropriate data set 
for insight into the PTS issue. 

2.1 Introduction 

This section of the report describes the staff's review of eight actual over
cooling transients of interest as potential PTS initiators. The event descrip
tions were reviewed and plots of pressure and temperature as functions of time 
were developed, based on plant data available. Thes~ actual pressure and time 
histories were used, as described in Section 3, in deterrniriistic fracture 
mechanics calculations for each event to determine critical RTNDT values. 

In addition, the actual temperature versus time data for each event were fit 
to a simple stylized characterization of the temperature transients that could 
be used conveniently in parametric fracture mechanics studies. For this pur
pose, the fluid temperature at the reactor pressure vessel inner surface is 

assumed to decrease exponentially from the initial temperature. The eq~ation 
used is: 

Where T = initial temperature, ~F 
0 

Tf = final temperature, °F 
p = cooldown parameter, min- 1 

t = time, min 

For each of the operating experience events, the actual event sequences wert· 
reviewed and values of Tf and p were selected to characterize the event. The 
selection of Tf and p required some engineering judgment. In general, the 
final temp~rature is selected to characterize the observed value when a temper
ature plateau is reached. The cooldown temperature profile is the best fit of 
the cooldown or is adjusted somewhat for cases where the temperature increases 
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following termination of the uncontrolled cooldown. The adjusted cooldown used 
is based on the Westinghouse approach, which considered the fracture mechanics 
response to the actual temperature transients and the fracture mechanics 
response to the stylized formulation with an adjusted p value. The adjusted p* 
is obtained from 

p* 2/t,.. 

where t* = the time of lowest temperature, 
and 
p* is never less than the "natural" cooldown p. 

A representative constant value of the pressure was also selected for each event. 
These stylized representations of the experienced events were then used for 
comparison with parametric fracture mechanics calculations as described in 
Section 3. 

Finally, th~ eight events of interest were used to construct a cumulative fre
quency distribution of observed events as a function of Tf which is considered 
in Section 4 in selecting a screening criterion. 

The eight events represent very limited statistical data, with five events on 
Westinghouse plants, three on Babcock and Wilcox plants, a~d none on Combustion 
Engineering plants. The data represent the best information available, however, 
and were therefore used to define generic screening criteria. The same screen
ing criteria were recommended fo~all three vendors' plants because of the 
limited statistical significance of indicated differences between the three 
groups and (in CE's case) because of their plants' similarity to Westinghouse 
plants, where data is available. Use of the same screening criteria for B&W 

plapts needs further near-term justification, as discussed in Section 4. In 
addition, if there are real differences in PTS risk between the three vendors 
plants, those differences will be identified in the plant-specific analyses 
that are required when a plant "trips'' the screening criteria, and account will 
be taken of those differences before corrective actions resulting from thosP 
analyses are required. In the immediate future, however, we recommend use of 
the same screening criteria for all PWRs. 
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2.2 Event Descriptions 

2.2.1 H. B. Robinson Steam line Break (04/28/70) 

On April 28, 1970, during hot functional testing (no fuel loaded), one of the 
steam generator sa~ety valve connections failed due to overloading. A 360° 
circumferential break allowed the safety valve to blow off the main steam line. 
The plant conditions were: 

- 533°F, 2225 psi primary 
- 900 psi secondary 
- 3 reactor coolant pumps (Rr,Ps) running 
- 45 gpm charging/letdown 
- no f eedwater to the steam generator 

As a result of the 6-in. schedule 80 pipe break, and with no decay heat, the 
plant cooled down 213°F in ~~ hour to a 320°F cold leg temperature. The oper
ator immediately tripped the RCPs (30 seconds) and started the remaining two 
coolant charging pumps (70 seconds). The minimum primary system pressure was · 
1880 p~i; with the safety injection (SI) setpoint at 1715 psi, no safety injec
tion occurred. The plant was recovered to a normal no-load condition of 2050 
psig and charging/letdown reestablished prior to shutdown. 

A post-event review of the data indicated that the pressurizer surge line did 
not empty. An analysis was performed for the event. In addition, a sensi
tivity analysis was performed without RCP trip, with only one charging pump, 
and with a primary heat source. The analysis showed that the pressurizer ~ >uld 
drain and the primary syste111 pressure would fall below the SI setpoint in a:1out 
3 minutes. The cooldown was less and the pressures were lower than the bas• 
case analys~s. It is expected that the operator actions, based on current 
procedures, would be similar to this sP11 ivity analysis. The safety valv • 
stand-off piping was redesigned to prevent any similar occurrences. 

The transient data for this event are provided in Figure 2-1. For the stylized 
characterization of the event the staff selected Tf = 295°F, p = 0.08 min- 1 and 
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a pressure of 2000 psig. This exponential temperature curve is compared with 
the broken loop cold leg temperature data in Figure 2-2. 

2.2.2 H. 8. Robinson Stuck Steam Generator Relief Valve (11/05/72) 

While at nominal full power operation conditions, the operator was using steam 
generator relief valves to provide reactor coolant system {RCS) temperature 
control. One valve would not reclose, resulting in the equivalent of a small 
steam line break. The secondary side blowdown resulted in a reactor trip and 
safety injection. The overall cooldown rate was 200°F ~ver a 3-hour period, 
to 340°F during the course of the event. Insufficient information is currently 
available to address operator actions taken during this •·vent. 

The transient data for this event are provided in Figure 2-3. For the stylized 
characterization of the event the staff selected Tf = 340°F, p = 0.015 min- 1 

e.nd a pressure of 1000 psig. The exponential temperature curve is compared 
with the cold leg temperature data in Figure 2-4. 

2.2.3 H. B. Robinson RCP Seal SBLOCA {05/01/75) 

During full power operation, RCP 11 C11 seal number one leakage exceeded the 
technical specification limit of 6 gpm. A load reduction was commenced at a 
rate of 10% per minute to 36% power and pump 11 C11 was deenergized. Reactor trip 
occurred due to a turbine trip resulting from the load reduction. The decision 
was made to restart pump 11 C11 when seal injection could not be restored to pumps 
11 A11 and 11 8. 11 Shortly after restarting the pump, while at 1700 psig and 480°F, 
seals number two and three failed on pump "C" and the pressurizer level begar 
to decrease. 

Safety injection pumps were manually started, charging flow was diverted to t.1e 
auxiliary pressurizer spray to reduce pressure and the SI accumulators partia ly 
injected when the pressure dropped to 500 psig. 

The cooldown for this event was from 450°F to approximately 310°F in one-hal1 
hour, with the pressure decreasing from 1700 psig to about 1150 psig over the 
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period of interest. The use of the auxiliary pressurizer spray rapidly reduced 
the pressure to 500 psig. 

Th~ operator used SI to stabilize pressurizer level and pressure while using 
the main condenser to cool down the plant for RHR entry. 

There is no indication that SI was used to repressurize the plant. 

The transient data for this event are provided in Figure 2-5. For the stylized 
characterization of this event, the staff selected Tf = 250°F, p = 0.02 min- 1 

and a pressure of 500 psig. The exponential temperature curve is compared with 
the broken loop cold leg temperature data in Figure 2-6. 

2.2.4 Rancho Seco NNI/ICS (03/20/78) (excess feedwater transient) 

On March 20, 1978~ the Rancho Seco plant RCS was cooled from 582°F to about 
285°F in slightly more than one hour (approximately 300°F/hr), while RCS pres
sure was about 2000 psig. The transient was initiated by an inadvertent short 
in a DC power supply causing a loss of power to the plant's non-nuclear instru- · 
mentation (NNI). Loss of NNI power caused the loss of most control room instru
mentation and the generation of erroneous signals to the plant's Integrated 
Control System (ICS). The ICS reduced main feedwater, causing the reactor to 
trip on high pressure. The cooldown was initiated when feedwater was readmitted 
to one steam generator by the ICS (auxiliary feedwater was restored). The 
cooldown caused system pressure to drop to the setpoint (1600 psig) for the 
safety feature~ actuation system, which started the high pressure injection 
pumps and auxiliary feedwater to both steam generators. High pressure injec
tion flow restored pressure to 2000 psig. With control room instrumentation 
either unavailable or suspect for one hour and ten minutes (until NNI power w1s 

restored), operators continued auxiliary feedwater and main feedwater to the 
steam generators while maintaining RCS pressure with the high pressure inject on 
pumps. 

The transient data for this event are provided in figure 2-7. For the stylized 
characterization of this event the staff selected Tf= 285°F, p = 0.10 min- 1 and 
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a pressure of 2300 psig. The exponential temperature curve is compared with 
the cold leg temperature data in Figure 2-8. 

2.2.S Three Mile Island 2 (03/28/79) 

This accident was initiated by a loss of normal feedwater to the steam gener
ators resulting in a turbine trip. As a result of the loss of ~eat sink, thQ 
RCS overpressurized and the power-operated relief valve (PORV) ~pened 1 ~nich 
is a normal response and in accordance with the design. The PORV s~uck open 
and remained open for about 2.4 hours, unnoticed by the operator. High pres
sure injection (HPI) was actuated on low pressure. However, at about 3 minutes 
into the event an operator bypassed the injection actuation signal. One HPI 
pump was turned off, and the remaining flow was reduced as a result of a high
level indication in the pressurizer. HPI was automatically actuated again at 
about 3.3 hours into the event. For the first 73 minutes the RCPs were running. 
After this time the pumps were turned off due to excessive vibratinn. 

The transient data for this event are provided in Figure 2·9. For the stylized 
characterization of this event, the staff selected Tf = 225°F 1 p = 0.04 min-l 
and a pressure of 2300 ps1g. The exponential temperature curve is compared with 
the cold leg temperature data in Figure 2-10. 

2.2.6 R. E. G1nna SGTR & PORV (01/25/82) 

The plant was operating at 100% power with normal pressure and temperature 
prior to the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). The SGTR resulted in auto-
111tic reactor trip and automatic actuation of safety injection. On the SI 
stgnal, automatic containment isolation occurred and the charging pumps were 
tripped. Both RCPs were tripped by the operator in accordance with plant 
procedures. The operators attempted to equalize the primary and faulted SG 
pressure, in accordance with plant procedures, by opening the PORV. The PORV 
failed open. and the operator manually closed the block valve to stop the 
coolant 1011. 

The transient data for this event are provided in Figure 2-11. For the stylized 
characterization of this· event, the staff selected T1 = 325°F, p = 0.12 min· 1, 
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and a pressure of 1400 psig. The exponential temperature curve is compared 
with the cold leg temperature data in Figure 2-12. 

The sudden temperature dip at about 45 minutes has been shown not to be sig
·ni ficant in the fracture mechanics analysis, and has been ignored in charac
terizing this event. 

2.2.7 Crystal River 3 NNI/ICS (01./26/80) (small-break LOCA transient) 

On February 26, 1980, the Crystal River 3 plant experienced a small-break LOCA 
transient when a power-operated relief valve (PORV) w~ opened inaJvertently. 
The resulting transient caused a decrease in RCS temperature (whose magnitude 
is discussed below) with a syste~ pressure of about 2400 psig. The transient 
was init~ated when an electrical short in a DC power supply for the plant's NNI 
caused a pressurizer PORV to open, a loss of most control room instrumentation, 
and the generation of erroneous signals to the plant's ICS. The ICS caused a 
reduction in feedwater flow and a withdrawal of control rods. RCS pressure 
initially increased, tripping the reactor on high pressure, and then decreased 
as coolant discharged through the open PORV. The high pressure injection pumps 
started at 1500 psig and repressurized the RCS to about 2400 psig. The PORV 
block valve was closed, but flow out of the RCS continued through the pres
surizer safety valves. After approximately 30 minutes, the high pressure 
injection pumps were throttled back, but RCS pressure was maintained at about 

2300 psig for the next one and a half hours while shutdown to cold shutdown 
conditions by normal operating procedures was initiated. 

Since temperatures in the downcomer are not measured, and since many of the 
temperature measurements normally available were lost when instrumentation 
power was lost, minimum temperatures were calculated. 

For the purpose of this evaluation, the minimum downcomer temperature is base• 
on calculated mixing in the downcomer of the HPI wi~h the minimum vent valve 
flow (1 vent valve), using the TRAC code and Creare (Ref. 2.1) data for therm1l 
mlx1ng. The mean mixed value for Tf is approximately 250°F (the same value 
indicated by B&W). A cooldown p of 0.10 min- 1 is used, based on a preliminary 
review of the TRAC analy&is, and an approximate time span of 20 minutes prior 
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to the operator r~yaining control of the transient. For the stylized character
ization of this event, the staff selected Tf = 2S0°F, p = 0.10 min-1, and a 
pressure of 2300 psig. 

2.2.8 Prairie Island SGTR (1~/02/79) 

This event was similar to the Ginna SGTR; however, the minimum temperature was 
3S0°F with a p of 0.1 per minute. pis estimated from the adjusted p* valu1! 
for a cooldown period of approximately 20 minutes. A pressure of 1000 psig 
was selected. No plots of temperature and pressure data were available. 

2.3 Summary of Operating Experience 

In addition to the eight events described in Section 2.2, 24 other events which 
could have led to PTS concern have been identified. The datt sources are the 
work performed by Phung (Ref. 2.2) and the various licensee submittals or. PTS. 
The Phung study utilized over 16,000 licensee event reports (LERs) covering 329 
reactor years of operating experience at 47 PWR units. The search was for 
events that had one or more of the characteristics of a severe PTS event, which 
are rapid cooling of the pressure vessel to a low temperature and maintenance 
of the low temperature and/or rapid cooling rate for several minutes (typically 
greater than 10 minutes), plus maintenance of a high vessel pressure or vessel 
repre~surization. A list of significant PTS events was presented and the most 
significant PTS event from the list and from the NRC staff's own experience are 
presented in Figure 2-13, where final temperature is shown for 24 events. It 
is noted that the CE submittals did not identify the Millstone-2 and St. Lucie-1 
events as PTS events of concern. It is also noted that 2 of the 3 San Ono1re-l 
events were not identified by Phung. By vendor there are 21 Westinghouse events, 
4 CE events, and 7 B&W events. Only the eight events discussed above whic~ 
resulted in final temperatures of 350°F and less with significant pressure, 
fast cooling and sustained low temperature are of interest for the detailed PTS 
analyses. These eight events selected for detailed analyses are underlined in 
Figure 2-13. The values of Tf, ~ and pressure that have been selected to 
characterize these events are summarized in Table 2-1. 
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The eight events characterized in Table 2-1 above occurred during approximately 
350 reactor-years of PWR operating experience. On that basis, a cumulative 
frequency distribution has been plotted as a function of the final temperature 
of the event. Tf' as shown in Figure 2-14. 

2.4 Comparison with Westinghouse Characterization of Oµerating Experience 

Westinghouse believes the operational events referred to in this section that 
occurred in Westinghouse-designed plants should be characterized somewhat 
differently. (Their most recent discussion is contained in Reference 2.3) 

The comparison is as fol lows: 

Event NRC Tf W Tf 
HBR 1 75 250 m 
Ginna 325 300 

HBR 1 70 295 295 

HBR 1 72 340 400 

Prairie Island 350 390 

The differences are due to three causes, according to Westinghouse. 

First, they state that we plotted the cumulative distribution of events incor
rectly. We agree, with respect to a much earlier curve we used. We now plot 

Tf correctly in Figure 2-14. 

Second, they state that one of the events (HBR- 1 70) was a pre-fuel loading 
event that occurred during testing conducted to detect weaknesses exactly lile 
the one that was found and, therefore, should not be included. We agree tha1 
inclusion of the event is somewhat on the conservative side, but note that 
deletion of the event would make no significant difference in our conclusion. 

Third, they state that we should terminate an event for PTS consideration wn•'n 
the opertor gets the plant within Appendix G cooldown limits. We do not agree. 
Certainly it is true that a shutdown under normal conditions within Appendix G 
limits i~ not a PTS concern. However, a ccoldown (whether deliberate or 
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Table 2-1 Parameters for stylized representation of 
experienced events 

Event Tf(OF) p(min- 1 ) P(psig) 

Robinson SLB (W) ('70) 295 O.u8 2000 
~obinson Stuck SG Valve (W) ('72) 340 0.015 <1000 
Robinson RCP Seal SBLOCA (W) ( 1 75) 250 0.02 <500 
Rancho Seco (B&W) 285 0.10 2300 
TMI-2 (B&W) 225 0.04 2300 
Ginna SGTR (W) 325 0.12 1400 
Crystal River-3 (B&W) 250 0.10 2300 
Prairie Island SGTR (W) 350 0.10 1000 

. ' 

uncontrolled) within Appendix G limits immediately following a more rapid cool
down of PlS concern can very well exacerbate the PTS concern and must be 
considered. 

References: 

2.1 "Fluid and Thermal Mixing in a Model Cold Leg and Downcomer With Vent 
Valve Flow, 11 Creare Incorporated, EPRI Report NP-2227, March 1982. 

2.2 Phung, O. L., "Pressure Vessel Thermal Shock at U.S. Pressurized Water 
Reactors: Events and Precursors, 1963 to Mid-1981 1

11 ORNL, Interim Report, 
May 1982, and final report ORNL/NSIC-112, pre-print version dated 
August 15, 1982. 

2.3 Letter from 0. D. Kingsley, Jr. to Harold R. Denton dated Sept. 2, 19~2 

rPgarding Westinghouse Owners Grou~ Activities related to Pressurized 
Therf'lta 1 Shock. 
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3. DETERMINISTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSES 

3.1 Fracture Mechanics Discussion 

The calculations N!ported in this section are used to analyze the response of 
a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) to an overcooling transient. The input 
information include~ (l) pressure and temperature of the reactor coolant as a 
function of time, obtained from thermal-hydraulic calculations; (2) materials 
properties, including temperature and irradiation effects; and (3) an actual 
or assumed initial flaw. Vessel integrity analyses, the results of which are 
reported in this document, include a determination of the temperature distribu
tion across the vessel wall versus time, the thermal stresses as a consequence 
of this temperature distribution, as well as fracture mechanics results. 
Thus, the term "fracture mechanics (FM) analysis 11 used in this section really 
means vessel integrity analysis because it includes heat transfer and stress 
analysis. The stresses considered are those as a result of pressure and 
differential thermal expansion between the clad and the base metal as well as 
thermal stresses. 

Once the stress distribution is determined as a function of time and position, 
FM examines the behavior of preexisting cracks (postulated or real) in this 
stress field. For specific crack geometries, a stress intensity factor, K1, 
is calculated and compared to a material toughness property, KIC' When KI 
exceeds Kic for a specified crack, the crack will initiate, i.e., grow deeper 
into the metal. K1 for the crack then increases until it reaches a value 
equal to Kia which is another material property. The crack then arrests, i.e , 
stop growing larger. The material properties (Kie and K1a> vary with 
temperature and degree of irradiation damage and hence are a function of time 
and depth into the vessel wall. 

FM algorithms consider these factors. For pressurized thermal shock (PTS) 
evaluations, linear ela~tic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is used because, at the 
temperatures i nvo 1 ved, the meta 1 is at 1 ess than its maximum or upper she 1f 
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toughness. Illustrations of typical temperature, stress and stress intensfty 
factor distributions within the vessel wall at different times during the tran
sient are shown in Figure 3-1 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. 

The quantities Kie' the vessel toughness that determines crack initiation, and 
K18 the toughness at crack arrest, also vary wit~ position and time, since 
they are functions or irradiation and temperature. When K1 exceeds the value 
of Kie at the location of the tip of the flaw, crack initiation is expected, 
if warm prestressing is not effective (warm pre.stressing fs discussed below 
and in Appendix 0). The crack would then grow to a depth where K

1 
equals the 

value of K18 at the tip of the growing crack. For some transients, metals 
properties, and flaws, K1 will remain above K18 and the crack is assumed to go 
through the vessel wall without arrest if the system is pressurized. 

Similar results would occur for a circumferentially oriented crack except that 
arrest will generally occur at shallower depths because the stress intensity 
factor, KI, for long axial cracks is higher than for long circumferential 
cracks, especially for cracks that extend relatively deep into the vessel wall. 

Equivalent calculations are made as a function of time in the transient, and 
the results cross-plotted on a critical crack depth diagram. From this 
diagram, the behavior of a crack versus time for a particular PTS scenario can 
be determined. Such a diagram is shown in Figure 3-2. See additional 
discussion in Section 3.4.4. 

Warm prestressing (WPS) is a phenomenon that can inhibit or prevent crack 
initiation even though the calculated stress intensity factor, KI, becomes 
greater than the material toughness parameter, Kie' at the time and locati1>n 
of the flaw tip. For WPS to be effective, K1 must be at less than a previ1us 
maximum value at the time K1 becomes equal to or greater than Kie' This c;n 
occur if K1 is monotonically decreasing as the metal cools causing Kie to 
decrease. When the course of a PTS transient can be described with 
confidence, the time behavior of K1 can be evaluated for determining wheth0r 
WPS occurs. For generic studies, however, wherein the pressure variation 
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wersus time cannot ~e unambiguously defined, the NRC does not assume the 
benefit of WPS. In general, K1 will increase after its initial peak only due 

to an increase in pressure. 

3.2 Description of FM Computer Analysis Programs 

The NRC staff utilized its own in-house FM program in performing heat transfer, 
stress and fracture mechanics analyses related to pressurized thermal shock 
(PTS) and has also relied on ORNL to supplement the staff analyses by use of 
the OCA program as reported later in this section. The NRC program is also 
utilized as the deterministic portion of the VISA progtam in performing the 
probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses discussed in Section 7. The NRC and 
ORNL programs are equivalent, as described in Appendix D. Analytical results 
utilizing these programs for specific PTS scenari~s have been compared and 
found to be in close agreement. Similar comparisons have been made with 
results of industry analyses. We conclude that the analytical methods used by 
the NRC, ORNL and the vendors yield essentially the sam~ results if all input 
assumptions are the same. Differing conclusions result primarily from various 

assumptions regarding input parameters. 

When material properties and the transient are known, fracture mechanics 
procedures can predict crack behavior quite well as demonstrated by comparison 
with a wide variety of experiments. The Heavy Section Steel Technology 
research program has included hundreds of irradiated test samples, plus model 
vessels tested at low temperatures to include brittle and transition 
behavior. Tests have included thermal shock, and plans for the near future 

in~lude combined pressure and thermal stresses. 

When a crack initiates and grows deeper into a reactor vessel wall, the shap 
it becomes depends on its initial shape, the stress intensity factor along t e 
crack front and the relative toughness of the metal in which it is growing. 
Thermal stress analyses for typical PTS transients result in higher tensile 
stresses at the cooled surface where the metal is colder atid hence less tou~ 1 

than deeper into the wall. Based on analyses where cladding effects are 
neglected and on thermal shock experiments, cracks tend to grow in length 
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prior to growing deeper. In other words, the cracks become relatively long. 
For this reason, the NRC postulates long cracks at the time of arrest regardless 
of the original postulated crack geometry. 

Discussions with Westinghouse personnel indicated that their analyses assumed 
a self-similar crack shape with a length-to-depth ratio of six during crack 
growth and at arrest. The staff does not accept the Westinghouse assumption 
for the reasons discussed above. Subsequently, the Westinghouse Owners' Group 
has verified that if they utilized the same assumptions as the staff then 
their results are essentially the same as those of the NRC. (Ref. 3.1) The 
original differences in the models resulted in significant differences in 
critical RTNDT at crack arrest. 

In view of the importance of this matter, the staff has consulted with 
recognized experts in this field who have agreed that, although the NRC model 
is somewhat conservative, it is more realistic than models that include the 
assumption of a six-to-one ellipse. 

3.3 Determination of K1c and Kia 

The fracture analyses performed by utilities, vendors and the NRC have all 
utilized the values of Kie and Kia given in Section XI of the ASME Code and 
reproduced in Appendix D. The Code values are bounds on the conservative (low) 
side of experimentally determined toughness values. They have been correlated 
using the relative temperature, T minus RTNDT' which is the reference 
temperature, nil-ductility transition. 

RTNDT is defined in Appendix 0. It is a reference temperature that is useo to 
characterize the transition in material properties, from ductile to brittle, 
that takes place as the temperature is decreased. Actually, the transitio~ in 
properties is gradual, taking place over a temperature range of about l00°F. 

The use of the relative temperature, T-RTNDT has been shown to allow correlation 
of experimental toughness data in RPV materials at various temperatures, ar,d 
irradiation states. The Heavy Section Steel Technology experimental data dlso 
show the T-RTNDT correlation. 
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The initial value of RTNDT in a new, unirradiated vessel is quite low, but 
increases with irradiation. The NRC staff's method for estimating the initial 
RTNDT ~nd the changQ in RTNDT caused by irradiation for a given vessel are 
given in Section 5 and Appendix E of this report. Estimates are given for 
RTNOT at the inside surface of the vessel wall (at the clad-base metal 
interface) for the critical locations, which are almost always the welds, 
either a longitudinal weld or a cirumferential weld in the beltline. The 
attenuation of RTNDT through the vessel wall is then calculated to get KIC 
and Kia at the tips of postulated cracks (see Appendix 0). 

3.4 Genetic Deterministic Studies of Crack Initiation 

Using the models described in the preceding sections and in Appendix 0, NRC 
and ORNL have performed a variety of deterministic FM analyses. The results 
are given in Appendix D and are summarized here. 

3.4.1 Stylized Transients 

The stylized transients used are described in Section 2.1, characterized by 
constant pressure, P, initial water temperature of 550°F, final water tempera
ture, Tf' and exponential decay constant p, minutes- 1 • The wa~er temperature 
is assumed to be uniform over the inner surface of the vessel. A constant heat 
transfer coefficient, h, is used for the water-metal interface. An infinitely 
long through-clad flaw is assumed to exist on the inner surface of the vessel 
wall. 

3.4.2 Crack Initiation for Stylized Trans1~11~s 

At the request of the NRC staff, ORNL performed a series of analyses with dif · 
ferent assumed values of Tf' p, and P assuming t~at crack arrest and WPS were 
not effective. The results are plotted as a series of curves of pressure ver;us 
Tf - RTNDT' an example of which is Figure 3-3. Other examples at·e provided i l 

Appendix D. Note that from these diagrams, the thresholds of crack initiati(n 
can be determined. Thus, for a specific vessel RTNOT and a given P and Tf' 't 

is possible to determine the limiting pressure to avoid crack initiation. 
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Utilizing Figure 3-3, it is possible to relate approximately the RTNDT' that a 
vessel must possess to avoid crack initiation for a given transient, to the 
final temperature of the transient. For conservatism when considering a 
generalized event, it is assumed that a moderately fast cooldown has occurred 
(p = 0.15 min- 1

) and that full pressure (2300 psig) exists in the vessel since 
there is no assurance that it will be possible to take credit for automatic or 
manual pressure reduction. Thus, the upper right-hand portion of the figure 
is used, and it is seen that, for Tf of 250 to 300°F, and for longitudinal 
flaws, final temperatures approximately 5°F above RTNDT are acceptable, but as 
one proceeds to more severe cooldown events (Tf = lSO~F) the final temperature 
must stay as much as 20°F above RTNoT· 

3.4.3 Sensitivity Studies 

In addition to the many uncertainties regarding PTS scenarios such as the 
temperature and pressure profiles versus time, the degree of mixing of cold 
with warm water, etc., parametric uncertainties in the stress and fracture 
mechanics analysis become significant when the cooldown temperature, Tf, is 
approximately equal to RTNDT because small changes in assumptions can 
influence whether or not crack initiation is predicted. The staff performed 
analyses similar to those by ORNL with various assumptions as to crack shape 
and orientation with and without cladding-induced stresses and for different 
models for fluence attenuation through the wall in order to determine the 
effects of these assumptions. (Cladding stresses are induced because of the 
different coefficients of expansion of the stainless steel cladding and the 
carbon steel of the vessel wall.) 

Sensitivity studies used a base case with Tf = 250°F, p = 0.15 min-1, and 
considered various values of P. Some results are shown in Figure 3-4. The 
threshold value of RTNDT for crack initiation is given. 

The importance of the pressure (assumed constant in these stylized transients) 
is shown in Figure 3-4. F~r axial welds, the critical RTNOT value of 245°f 
for a 2250 psig transient i~ increased to 290°F if the pressure can be li~ited 
to 500 psig during the time interval of high thermal stresses. 
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Cladding-no cladding comparisons (Figure 3-4) show a decrease of about 10°F in 

critical RTNDT when the cladding effect is included. 

For this reference transient, with RTNDT = 294°F, the pressure has to be 
reduced to near saturation within about 30 minutes to avoid crack initiation. 
However, if the pressure remains constant after an initial drop or monotonically 
decreases with time for this stylized transient, WPS would be effective at about 
18 minutes and crack initiation would not occur after that time. The measured 
temperature~ and pressure experienced in actual overcooling transients 
(Section 2.2) show ups and downs, some of which would be predicted to negate 
WPS. 

The orientation of postulated cracks affects their behavior during a PTS 
event. For a specified thermal transient and the same shape and depth of a 
pre-existing crack, the thermal stress intensity factor for a circumferential 
orientation is less than that for an axial orientation. The difference is 
minimal for shallow cracks but becomes significant for deep cracks. The 
reason for this difference is the relative stiffness of the vessel wall in the 
two directions which is accounted for in the fracture mechanics analytical 
model. For typical reactor vessels, the axial and circumferential thermal 
stresses are essentially equal in magnitude. Axial prLs5ure stresses, on the 
other hand, are about a factor of two lower than tangential stresses; the 
axial stresses affecting circumferential cracks and tangential stresses 
affecting axial cracks. Thus, the total axial PTS stresses are equal to or 
less than the tangential stresses depending on the system pressure. For the 
above reasons, circumferential cracks are more tolerant of PTS events. 

The difference between the two orientations in terms of critical RTNDT depents 
on the specific PTS scenario. A limited number of examples described in 
Appendix 0 show that for relatively severe postulated transients, the RTNDT 
difference is about 30°F for crack initiation and the order of 100°F for crac< 
arrest situations. The higher RTNDTs are for circumferential cracks. 

Detailed comparison of Westinghouse and NRC calculations show the following 
sensitivities: 
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Assumptions 

(a) Cladding vs. no clad stress 
(b) Continuous flaw for initiation 

vs. elliptical flaw (a/c = 1/3) 
(c) h = 300 BTU/hr-ft2-°F vs~ 

Westinghouse free convection 
correlation 

Change in critical 
value of RTNDT' °F 

10 

20 
15 

The above tabulated assumption differences account for a total variation of 
about 45° in critical RTNDT between staff analyses and those of Westinghouse, 
with the Westinghouse assumptions giving higher values of critical RTNDT than 
the NRC assumptions. The NRC staff is inclined to accept the Westinghouse 
assumptions (b) and (c) as more nearly realistic than the NRC staff 
assumptions, but believes that the cladding effect should be included in 
accordance with the NRC assumption. 

Such "fine tuning" details are relevant to all calculations but are believed 
by the NRC staff to be within the error band of such calculations. Only for 
limiting transients like the small break LOCA with loss of loop flow 
(Section 6 and Appendix G) are these minor corrections important; they are 
taken into consideration there. 

3.4.4 Crack Arrest 

' . 

For much more severe thermal transients, crack initiation may occur due to high 
thermal stresses. In this case it is appropriate to consider the potential 
for crack arrest. Figure 3-2 is a schematic representation of a critical 
crack depth diagram to illustrate the analytical model used by the staff ftr 
determing acceptable arrest criteria. For a small crack, the path of the 
transient is shown by the dotted line in Figure 3-2. An initial flaw of 
critical depth is shown; smaller or larger flaws would initiate later. Af'er 
initiation, the crack runs until K1 = Kia as shown, then arrests. 
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Although the Kia arrest value becomes quite high at larger times, the model in 
its simple form does not include ductile tearing. For this reason, a maximum 
allowable value of Kia is imposed, the "upper shelf" value. For NRC 
calculations, an upper shelf toughness of 200 ksi (in.)~ is assumed; however, 
higher or lower values may be more appropriate for a specific material. 

The vessel remains intact if WPS prevent crack initiation or, if a crack 
initiates, and it arrests, for crack depths where K1 is lower than the upper 
shelf value. 

Since the total stress intensity is the sum of pressure and thermal 
contributions, if the thermal value is known at the time of WPS, a diagram 
like Figure 3-2 gives the maximum pressure allowable for crack arrest. When 
the thermal stress intensity factor is known at the time of WPS, the maximum 
pressure is determined such that arrest will occur at or before the time of 
WPS and for crack depths such that K1 is below the upper shelf curve. The 
limiting case is shown as point "A" in the figure. 

3.5 Prediction of Critical RTNDT (RTc) for Actual Events 

For transients that have actually occurred, it is not necessary to make assump
tions of the stylized transients of Section 2.1 and the preceding sections of 
this chapter. Rather it is possible to perform fracture mechanics calculations 
for the pressure and temperature history as it actually occurred. These cal
culations were performed assuming a range of RTNDT values, for the eight over
cooling transients experienced to date and described in Section 2.2. No credit 
was taken for "warm prestressing" in these calculations. Thus, it was possi.•le 
to predict the limiting vessel material condition (critical RTNOT or RTc) ne<es
sary to prevent vessel failure for each of these experienced transients. Thi 
results are shown in Table 3.1, for longitudinal cracks, together with resulls 
from Section 2.2 of estimating Tf, p, and P for stylized transients to appro~i
mate the course of the events actually experienced. 

It is seen that, with the TMI exception (where cooldown must stop 16°F abo~~ 
RTNDT) cooldowns that have actually occurred to estimated values of Tf shown 
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fn Table 3.1 ~ould not be predicted to fail the vessel unless they (Tfs) were 
from 10°F to 100°F below the RTNOT of the vessel at the t;me of the cooldown. 

When compared with the results of the stylized procedure presented in 
Section 3.4.2, which showed that relatively severe cooldown (p=0.15 min- 1 ) 

should stop 5°F to 20°F above RTNOT' this result shows some of the conservatism 
generally present in the stylized procedure compared to direct calculations of 
critical RTNOT for experienced events. Figure 3-3 presents results showing how 
Tf fs related to RTNOT (for deterministic prediction of vessel failure) at two 
cooldown rates and at any pressure. 

Reference: 

3.1 Letter (OG-79) form 0. Kingsley, Jr., Chairman Westinghouse Owner's 
Group, to H. R. Denton dated September 16, 1982. 
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Table 3.1 

Critical RTNDT Values for Experienced Events 

Plant and Year Tf(OF) p(min- 1 ) P(psig) RT * c 

THI 225 0.04 2300 209 
HBR 11 75 250 0.02 500 354 
Ginna 325 0.12 1400 378*lll 

Rancho Seco 285 0.10 2300 295 
HBR '70 295 0.08 2000 321 
HBR '72 340 0.015 1000 381 
Crystal River 250(?) 0.10 2300 (250) 
Prairie Island 350 0.10 1000 (400) 

*RTc is the RTNDT that is necessry to prevent crack initiation based on actual 
pressure and temperature variations with time. Stylized values of Tf' p, and 
P are shown from Section 2 but were not used in these calculations to 
determine RT c. 

**Applies to circumferential weld. All others apply to axial welds. 
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4. SELECTION OF SCREENING CRITERION 

The experienced events discussed in Section 3 were used as the basis for 
selecting a RTNOT screening value, as described in this section. 

The events were listed on Table 3.1 in terms of the cool down temper~~ure (Tf' 
first column) and in terms of the critical RTNOT described in Section 3.5 
(RTc, last column). Based on about 350 total PWR reactor years operating 
experience in the United States, the Tf values for the eight events can be 
used to develop a plot of the cumulative frequency per reactor year of events 
with final temperatures lower than the temperature shown. This was done in 
Figure 2-14. Similarly, the RTc results of Table 3.1 were used to develop a 
plot of the cumulative frequency of events versus the RTc for which the 
deterministic fracture mechanics calculations predict crack extension will 

occur (Figure 4-1). 

The value selected, 270°F, for longitudinal cracks, was based on earlier 
curves similar to Figures 2-14 and 4-1, which gave valves of approximately 
260°F and 280°F, respectively, for a nominal event frequency of 10-2 per 
reactor-year. The justification for choosing 10-2 is only that this is 
comfortably lower than the range of "anticipated operating occurrences.'' 

Since the 270°F screening criterion was chosen, the curves of Figures 2-14 and 
4-1 have been corrected for earlier errors in the interpretation of the 
experienced events, so that the 10-2 frequency now corresponds to Tf = 285°F 
and RTc ~ 320°F. The original 270°F screening criterion is now believed to 
correspond to a frequency of 9 x 10-3 for Tf ind 6 x 10-3 for RTc. The staf1 
has not readjusted the screening criterion for t11's change. 

The RTc evaluation is, in many ways, a better way to charaLtarize an event 
than using Tf alone. Calculating RTc includes the actual time variation of 
temperature and pressure, and is preferable to the stylized constant pressure 
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and simple exponential temperature behavior approximation inherent in the Tf 
evaluation of Figure 2-14. Moreover, characterization of events by Tf alone 
requires neglect of the effect of different pressure and different time decay 
constants on PTS severity. Therefore, if selecting a frequency of 10-2 had 
any real justification, a screening criterion of 320°F would be given by 
examination of Figure 4-1. 

But in fact using 10-2 was only an intuitively attractive place to start. The 
probabilistic analyses reported in Section 8 of this report show a moderate 
factor of safety -- a moderate degree of conservatism -- for a screening 
criterion of 270°F, so the staff has decided not to increase this value as 
Figure 4-1 and a reference event frequency of 10-2 might otherwise suggest. 

The staff therefo:e proposes that RTNDT values of 270°F for axial welds, and 
300°F for circumferential welds be used as screening criteria to determine when 
plant-specific evaluations should be performed for operating plants. It is 
recognized that the choice of a criterion for action on the basis of generic 
deterministic fracture mechanics analyses and the limited number of overcooling 
events that have occurred is subject to many uncertainties and assumptions, 
some of which are conservative, and some are nonconservative. 

The experience base used for these evaluations comprises the eight overcooling 
events experienced so far in U.S. power plants (Section 2). Non-U.S. experience 
(and non-U.S. reactor-years) have not bee1 included for lack of detailed knowledge. 

U.S. experience has been aggregated for the three ~WR reactor manufacturers and 
various balance-of-plant designers, thus neglecting any differences n exper -
ence that may exist among the different designs. The data, however, suggests 
that B&W plants have a history of more frequent and more severe PTS precursor 
events. Figure 4-2 shows that the difference appears to have statistical 
significance. On the other hand, the primary cause of two of the three B&W 

events discussed in Section 2 of the staff PTS report has been corrected. 
Nevertheless, the staff believes that although at present the same screening 
criterion should be used for all plants, near-term further justification is 
needed from the B&W owners for longer term use of this criterion for B&W 
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5. DETERMINATION OF RTNDT 

5.1 Introduction 

If as is recommended in this report, a value of RTNOT is selected to serve as 
a screening criterion to determine the timing of plant specific evaluations of 
possible needed modifications to provide protection against pressurized th~rmal 
shock events, then it is important for the staff to select a suitably conserva
tive and uniform method for determining the plant-specific values of RTNOT at a 
given time. During the service life of the reactor vessel the intitial value 

of RTNDT (RTNDTo) increases because of neutron irradiation by an amount 6RTNDT 
which depends on fluence and materials properties. The initial value, RTNOTo' 
is determined from materials tests made at the time the vessel was fabricated. 
The change, aRTNOT' is determined from fluence measurements and calculations 
and from trend curves, based on tests of irradiated specimens, that predict the 
effects of neutron irradiation. There are a number of uncertainties in the 

estimation of both RTNOTo and ~RTNDT' and it is important to establish a 
prescribed method for calculation with a degree of conservatism appropriate for 
use in connection with the screening criterion. The methods described in this 
section were selected based on the recommendations of an NRC Working Group of 
staff members and consultants (Reference 5.1). The methods and the bases for 
them are presented in greater detail in Appendix E of this report. The uncer
tainties in estimates of fluence are discussed in Appendix F. 

5.2 Estimation of Initial RTNOT 

The summer 1972 Addenda to Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code contained the first requirements for measurements to be made at the time 
of fabrication of RTNOT for the plates, forgings, and welds that make up the 
reactor vessel. Two types of tests are required--drop weight tests and Charp1 
tests. However, most of the vessels of concern regarding PTS were fabricate<' 
in the 1960 1 s when only Charpy tests were required. 
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Typically, the data available comprise three Charpy tests at 10°F for each 
plate, forging and weld, complete Charpy curves for the surveillance weld and 
base materials, and in cases where the base material was controlling, some drop 
weight data on archive or surveillance material. In the past, the NRC has used 
the guidelines given in the Standard Review Plan Branch Technical Position MTEB 
5-2, to obtain an estimate of initial RTNDT' In summary, those gu;delines were 
to use the temperature corresponding to a Charpy 30 ft-lb level, but not lower 
than 0°F. The Charpy curves from the surveillance tests were used to guide any 
extrapolation needed to get the 30 ft-lb temperature from the three test results 
at +10°F. $uch estimates are not very satisfactory, however. They are overly 
conservative for some cases. 

For compilations of data obtained subsequent to the time the vessels in question 
were made, it is possible to divide the welds into two groups according to the 
weld flux used, and to develop a mean value and a standard deviation (sigma) 
for the generic data. One must then decide if it is prudent to use the mean 
generic value as the best estimate for the vessel welds in question. Except 
for some archive material, the welds that are represented in the data based 
were made at a later time than the vessel welds. There may have been some 
differences in weld chemistry or welding practice. Furthermore, even if there 
were actual RTNGT values for the vessel weld in question, the samples would 
come from weld metal qualification welds, not from actual vessel weld prolonga
tions and not from full thickness test pieces. 

The staff has concluded that a suitably conservative method for estimating the 
initial value of RTNOT for use in comparisons with the screening criteria pro
posed in Section 4 is to use the mean value as described above with an adjust· 
ment for the standard devia+.ion as discussed in Section 5.4 below. Additional 
discussion and details regarding the estimation of the initial RTNOT are 
presented in Appendix E and in Reference 5.1. 

5.3 Estimates of the Shift in RTNDT Due to Radiation (6RTNOT) 

Two methods are generally used to estimate the shift in RTNDT caused by 
neutron irradiation of the pressure vessel: (1) tests of metallurgical 
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surveillance specimens irradiated in the reactor vessel, and (2) "trend curves•• 
of 6RTNOT as a function of weld chemistry and neutron flux developod from 
analyses of a large number of irradiated specimens. 

Surveillance specimens have been withdrawn and tested for many older operating 
plants. However, there are problems associated with using individual surveil
lance results as the sole source of information about a plant. First, the 
surveillance weld often does not match the critical vessel weld exactly, i.e., 
the weld wire heat numbers are different. A broader problem is that caused by 
scatter in the ARTNDT data. This results in part from the fact that ARTNDT is 
the difference between the curves for irradiated and unirradiated material, 
both of which were fitted to data that typically show considerable scatter. 
Thus, there is a preference for the use of trend curves, instead of individual 

surveillance data. 

Regulatory Guide 1.99 Rev. 1 published in April 1977 contains the procedure 
recommended at that time by the NRC to obtain ARTNDT as a function of chemistry 
and reutron fluence. Copper was the dominant residual element in the chemistry 

term (the other was phosphorus). 

Critics of Regulatory Guide 1.99 have asserted that (a) the curves are too 
conservative at high fluences, especially for low-nickel materials, and (b) the 
phosphorus term is not supported by recent studies such as that of the Metal 
Properties Council (Reference 5.2) and EPRI (Reference 5.4). Evidence has been 
accumulating for several years that low-nickel materials are less sensitive to 
neutron radiation. When the PWR surveillance data base was analyzed by the NRC 
in October 1981, the difference between high- and low-nickel content material 
was apparent. Westinghouse and CE reported similar findings and presented 
empirical equations for the low-nickel material. (B&W has no plants with lo 1-

nickel materials in the reactor vessel.) 

The PWR surveillance data have now been fitted by a multiple regression 
analysis technique. The work was done at HEDL by George Guthrie (Ref. 5.3). 

The Guthrie mean curve is as follows: 
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where: 

ARTNDT = (-10 ? 470 Cu + 350 Cu Ni) {f/1019)0.27 

ARTNOT = adjustment of reference temperature, degrees F 
Cu = weight percent copper 
Ni = weight per nickel 

f ~ fluence, n/cm2 (E)l MeV} 

The standard deviation obtained from the analysis is 24°F. 

As shown in Appendix E, the Guthrie mean curve has been compared with a mean 
curve developed by the Metal Properties Council (MPC) for ASTM Committee E-10 

on Nuclear Technology and App1ications (Ref. 5.2) and EPRI (Reference 5.4). 
The MPC data based contains all of the test reactor and surveillance data that 
were available in November 1977, and that fit the criteria for material type 
and irradiation temperature. There is reasonably good agreement between the 
MPC trend curves and the Guthrie curves, considering that the MPC curves were 
for a range of nickel content, but were without a nickel term in the 
equation. 

The MPC trend curve did not contain a phosphorus term, because in the 
regression analysis the addition of a phosphorus term did not p~oduce any 
significant decrease in the residual variance. In a further study of this 
finding, the MPC Task Group found a statistically significant relationship of 
phosphorus content to copper content, i.e., high phosphorus was found with 
high copper. Thus, their combined effects were represented in the MPC trend 
curve formulation by a copper term alone. 

For high values of copper and nickel contents, the Guthrie mean curve 
described above gives values higher than those predicted by the part of the 
Upper limit Curve of RG 1.99, given by the equation: 

~RT = 283 (f/l019)0.l94 
NOT 

Experience has shown that the latter equation bounds the available data. 

Therefore, in developing the method for estimating RTNDT values to be 
compared with the screen1ng criteria proposed in Section 4, the staff 
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reconvnends that ARTNOT be calculated using a combinration of the Guthrie mean 
curve and the RG 1.99 upper bound curve, with acjustments for the stan~Jrd 
deviation as discussed in Section S.4. 

S.4 Reconvnended Method for Calculation of RTNDT 

An NRC Working Group of staft members and consultants reviewed the available 
information regarding RTNDT determinations and recommended that the following 
method for calculating RTNDT values for specific reactor vessels be used for 
comparison with the screening criteria of Section 4 (Ref. 5-1). 

The value of RTNDT at the inside surface of the vessel should be taken as the 
lesser of: 

where: 

11/13/82 

RTNDT(O) = the mean value of the initial RTNDT determined as 
described in Section 5.2 above an( in Appendix E. 

ARTNDT(mean) = the mean value of RTNOT based on the Guthrie trend 
curve 

= (-10 + 470 Cu+ 350 CuNi) (f/lo19)0.2l 

ARTNOT(RG) = the upper bound curve of Regulatory Guide 1.99 for 
high values of copper fluence extended to low 
fluence if necessary 

= 283 (f /1019)0 194 

o
0 

= the standard deviation value from the RTNDT(O) 
analysis (see detailed discussion in Appendix E) 

oA = the standard deviation for the Guthrie mean curve 
= 24°F 
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and 
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Cu = weight percent 

Ni = weight percent nickel 

f = fluence, n/cm2 (E)l MeV) (Se~ discussion of 

fluence uncertainty in Appendix F.) 

No~e that the second of the two equations above does not include a standard 
deviation term for ARTNOT(RG) since the Regulatory Guide term used is an upper 
bound equation. 

This formulation is plotted in Figure 5-1 for three values of copper content 
and a nickel content of 1%. 

~.5 Plant-Specific RTNOT Va)ves 

The results of applying the above methodology to Yll operating PWRs to 
calculate RTNDT now, projected three effective-full-power-years into the 
future, are presented in Appendix P, Table P-1. 

REFERENCES 

5.1 Report of the Working Group on RTNOT' Memo, M. Vagins to S. Hanauer, 
Auqust 30, 1982. 

5.2 Prediction of the Shift in the Brittle-Ductile Transition Temperature of 
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a Report to ASTM Committee ElO. To be published by ASTM. 

5.3 LWR Pressure Vessel Irradiation Surveillance Dosimetry Quarterly Progress 
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6. CONSIDERATION OF LOW FREQUENCY EVENTS 

6.1 Identification of Event Sequences with Significant PTS Risk 

In order to determine the potential significance of challenges to reactor 
vessel integrity due to pressurized thermal shock from low frequency events, a 
systematic approach which identifies all relevant sequences of single and 
multiple failures from all pertinent initiating events is needed. Event tree 
techniques are an orderly approach for performing this quantification. Such a 
study using probabilistic methods and mostly existing PRA data bases was per
formed by Westinghouse for the ~estinghouse Owners Group (WOG}. The descrip
tion and results of this study were submitted to the NRC by the WOG as Refer
ence 6.1. The staff accepts the methodology used in the study to identify 
event sequences which contribute to risk from pressurized thermal shock and 
important portio~s of the discussion presented below have been adapted from 
Reference 6.1. Although there is agreement with WOG on the structure of the 
events that should be considered, the staff differs with the WOG in the result
ing frequencie& for many of the event sequences significant to PTS. 

"The approach taken is to first identify the set of all the initiating 
transients or events which either by themselves or along with succeeding 
failures could lead to potential challenges to vessel integrity. The 
sequence of accompanying branching chains of events including component 
failures and their probabilities is logically traced out in the event trees. 
The output of the event tree is a set of end states and their frequencies. 
These end states can then be evaluated for potential challenges to the vessel 
from pressurized thermal shock. The sum of the frequencies of the en1• state~ 
which are potential challenges is the total frequency per reactor year of 
vessel integrity challenges summed over all types of initiating events" 
(Reference 6.1). 

Initiating events used in this study, based on the WOG PRA, are presented in 
Table 6.1 and include th~se which either directly or through consequential 
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failures may lead to PTS. These events are the same as those used in recent 
risk studies. The first eight of these initiating events do not in themselves 
result in PTS, however, consequential events postulated as a result of these 
first eight initiators do result in transients with PTS. The events which 
could lead directly to a PTS challenge are small LOCAs, excessive feedwater, 
steamline rupture, and steam generator tube rupture. Consequential failures 
for these initiators can also enhance their seriousness as a cooldown 
challenge. 

We believe that the WOG study has been sufficiently general and thorough to 
identify the event sequences of greatest significance to PTS risk. For the 
purposes of this study, we have adopted the significant event sequences that 
they have identified in modified form after staff review. All of the signifi
cant event sequences have been characterized by the staff with respect to fre
quency per reactor year, the temperature reciprocal time constant, p, and the 
final reactor coolant system temperature at the pressure vessel wall. The 
staff review and evaluation of these event sequences included important changes 
to the initiating and consequential event frequencies based on the staff's PRA 
studies fnclud~ng Reference 6.2. Some changes in the reciprocal time constant 
and the final reactor coolant system temperature at the pressure vessel wall 
were also based on what we believe to be better themal hydraulic analyses for 
some of the events considered. The bases for our selection of event frequencies, 
reciprocal time constants and final reactor coolant system temperatures and how 

> 4 

they differ from the values presented by the WOG are further discussed in Appendix G. 
The event sequences determined by the WOG as reviewed and evaluated by the staff 
are further addressed in separate categories below. 

We have chosen tn apply the WOG PRA results to all three PWR vendors' plants 
for purposes of recommending the generic screening criteri~. This is because: 
(1) the WOG results are the most complete available; (2) we believe that the 
PTS risk at all three vendors's plants is acceptably covered by meeting those 
recommended criteria; and (3) if there are significant differences in PTS risk 
at the different vendors' plants, these differences will be identified in the 
plant-specific analyses that are required when a plant "trips" the screening 
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criteria, and account will be taken of those differences before corrective 
actions resulting from those analyses are required. 

The design of the Combustion Engineering (CE) nuclear plants is sufficiently 
similar to Westinghouse plants to conclude that the event sequences identified 
below and based on the WOG study are applicable to CE plants. Babcock and 
Wilcox (B&W) plants which all include the Once Through Steam Generator (OTSG) 
and the Integrated Control System (ICS) are known to behave somewhat differently 
in responding to transients. One of the conclusions of a task force which 
studied and reported on the transient response of B&W designed reactors was that 
the B&W plants are more susceptible to overcooling transients (Reference 6.3). 
For the B&W OTSG the effective heat transfer area increase rapidly with overfeed 
since the water level which is normally at about two thirds the height of the 
tubes increases, and thereby substitutes boiling heat transfer surface for 
~team superheating surface causing more rapid cooling. Also, with overfeed in 
the OTSG the average secondary system water temperature is reduced more quickly 
because of the smaller OTSG water inventory causing more rapid cooling. 

A compensating factor, with respect to severity of overcooling transients, is 
the presence of vent valves in the pressure vessel of B&W reactors. Although 
vent valves do not reduce the frequency of overcooling transients they do reduce 
minimum temperature obtained in many overcooling transients by allowing mixing 
of the warmer core exit water with the incoming cooler cold leg flow in the 

vessel downcomer. 

B&W plants are now in the process of installing equipment to reduce sensitivity 
to overcooling. Modifications which should be completed in 1983 and 1984 

include: 

• Main feedwater overfill protection 

• Auxiliary feedwater (AFW) overfill protection 

• Cavitating venturies in AFW lines (TMI-1) 
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• Programmed AFW fill rate 

• Safety grade AFW system with automatic actuation 

• AFW flow indication in the control room 

Evaluations by the Argonne National Laboratory and the NRC staff based on 
evaluations of B&W plant operating history and plant analysis with the proposed 

' changes concluded that the likelihood of overcooling will be greatly reduced by 

the above changes. 

For the purposes of this report we are using the event sequences based on the 
WOG study as modified by the staff and discussed below as being applicable to 
the B&W plants. It would be desirable to verify this approach by a study of 
PTS event sequences for B&W plants specifically. 

6.2 Characterization of Specific Groups of Event Sequences Identified as 

Contributors to PTS Risk 

As a result of the above more general approach to the problem of identifying 
event sequences reported in Reference 6.1, we believe that the events of 
significance to the PTS issue have been identified as secondary (steam side) 
depressurization, small-break loss-of-cool~nt accidents, and steam generator 
tube ruptures (special case of small-break LOCA). In order to characterize 
individual event sequences within each of these groups, certain additional 
parameters have been identified which determine the significance of these 

sequences as a PTS challenge. 

The level of decay heat present during an initiating event is an important 
parameter in the cooldown from a given transient. The level of decay heat is 
related principally to the operational history (full power operation, hot zer• 
power, other) immediately preceding the transient. The frequencies of chal
lenging event sequences are thus differentiated by the operational status of 

the plant. 
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The time allowed for initiation of proper operato.r action is anoth&r parameter 
that is important in some sequences. This variable has been used as a param
eter in the results which characterize certain sequences that are presented 

below. 

6.2.l Secondary (steam side) Oepressurizations 

This group of cooldown events which involves some type of opening of the steam 
system includes steamline rupture of all sizes, inadvertent safety relief valve 
open to atmosphere, inadvertent steam dump valve open to the condenser, reactor 
trip without turbine trip, or operator ~rror which results in any of these mal
functions. The transient is characterized by a rapid cooldown of the primary 
coolant system with shrinkage and consequential rapid depressurization until 
safety injection is actuated providing additional cooling and eventual primary 
repressurization. Natural circulation and, thrrefore, good mixing conditions 
are maintained in this transient for greater than 30 minutues unless low decay 
heat levels exist. 

P~rameters which are important with respect to severity of reactor coolant sys
te1;~ :>oldowns are (1) plant operational status (decay heat level), (2) operator 
action time to isolate auxiliary feedwater flow, (3) break size, (4) reactor 
coolant pump operation, and (5) location of the depressurization opening w1th 
respect to the main steam isolation valves. 

Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) 

An MSLB with break area larger than 6 inches equivalent diameter results in 1 

rapid cooldown of the primary system. The final temperature can be as low a~ 
around 200°F, depending on the plant operating status (decay heat level) and 
operator action to terminate auxiliary feedwater. The system will repressur ze 
as a result of safety injection and may reach a pressure in excess of 2000 p! ig 
depending on when operator action is taken to terminate safety injection. Tlie 
MSLB results in a signal to close the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) so 
that leaks downstream of the MSIV are bounded by leaks upstream of the MSIVs. 
The event frequency, reciprocal time constant, p, and final reactor coolant 
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system temperature for the parameters of initial power and time for operator 
action to isolate feedwater are presented in Table 6.2. 

The staff results presented in Table 6.2 show that the frequency of this event 
for hot full-power conditions is significant to PTS risk whereas the frequency 
for hot full-power conditions determintd by the WOG study is extremely low. 
The staff's final reactor coolant system·temperature for this transient is, 
however, much higher than the WOG result based on what we believe to be more 
realistic thermal hydraulic analyses for this transient. 

Small Steam Line Break (SSLB) or Stuck Open Steam Generator Safety/Relief Valve 

The SSLB or stuck open SG safety/relief valve can result in an overcooling tran
sient similar to the MSLB but of longer duration due to the smaller break size. 
This event has a much higher frequency than the MSLB. The event frequency, 
reciprocal time constant, p, and final reactor coolant system temperature for 
the parameters of initial power and time for operator action to isolate feed
water are presented in Table 6.3. The staff's results indicate a somewhat 
higher frequency for this event than the WOG study. 

6.2.2 Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) 

The cooldown transient from an SBLOCA of the reactor coolant system includes 
reactor coolant pump seals, primary power-operated relief valve or safety valve 
fail~re or leakage as well as actual piping breaks of various sizes in hot or 
cold legs. For breaks less than a critical break size of about two inches 
(equivalent diameter, i.e., equal in area to a circle of this diameter), natu ·al 
circulation is maintained and mixing occurs and the resulting cooldown rates ?re 
not expected to exceed Appendix G limits of less than 100°F per hour. Both tie 
reactor coolant pump seal leak (break equivalent to 0.5 inches) and stuck-ope1 
power-operated relief valve (break equivalent to 1.4 inches) are included in 
that category. 

Break sizes greater than two inches up to six inches are also included as 
SBLOCAs. For these breaks, the safety injection flow is less than the break 
flow, resulting in a net.mass loss from the primary system. Loop flow (natural 
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circulation) can be lost for this range of breaks, resulting in a rapid cool
down due to the cold safety injection flew. The exact break size where loss of 
flow ocurs is dependent on the safety injection flow rate (and makeup flowrate), 
the break location, the decay heat level, and the SG (heat sink) performance. 
Because of the stagnation of flow, mixing of the safety injection water is poor 
and rapid cooldown of the vessel could result. 

We have reviewed the frequency of events that may result in stagnated loop con
ditions such as SBLOCAs in the 2 to 6 inch equivalent diameter range. There 
are several small diameter pipes in the range of 2 to 4 inches connected to by
pass lines, pressurizer spray lines, power-operated relief valve lines, and the 
main primary system piping. These include charging and letdown lines, RTO 
safety injection lines. SBLOCA events in the 2- to 6-inch range are dominated 
by non-isolatable breaks and, therefore, operator action is not a major param
eter. The event frequency, reciprocal time constant, p, and final reactor 
coolant system temperature are presented in Table 6.4. The final temperature 
selected is sensitive to the mixing model assumed, control volumes, etc. A 
discussion is presented in Appendix G to this report (G.2.3, NRC Staff Charac
terization of SBLOCA) and in Table G.S and References G.8 through G.11. 

As discussed above, these LOCAs can be differentiated by breaks smaller than 
about 2 inches where loop circulation is maintained (and good mixing of the 
cold safety injection water is therefore achieved) and breaks larger than about 
2 inches where loop circulation is lost (and poor mixing of safety injection 
water results). The WOG judged LOCAs with effective diameters greater than 
2 inches to have a negligible probability of causing vessel failure, so they 
only included LOCAs with breaks less than two inches. We agree that breaks 
in the size range less than two inches have small p's and appear similar to 
slightly accelerated shutdown transients where the operator can be expected t > 

control the pressure. 

The significance of breaks in the 2- to 6-inch range to PTS risk has been se~a

rately analyzed. Fracture mechanics analyses performed with a more exact re1 re
sentation of this cooldown transient show that the PTS risk from this transient 
is less than could be anticipated and consistent with the screening criteria 
proposed (see Section 8)\ 
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We have also considered other events that could lead to extended HPSI operation 
with stagnated loop(s} conditions and subsequently repressurize. These condi
tions are similar to those for a SBLOCA in the 2- to 6-inch range except that 
they may repressurize to >2000 psi. The p~tential sequences discussed in Appen
dix G appear to be dominated by a stuck-open safety valve that subsequently 
recloses. The event frequency, reciprocal time constant, p, and final reactor 
coolant system temperature are presented in Table 6.4. 

6.2.3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture 

The response of the reactor coolant system to a variety of steam generator tube 
failure events, up to the complete severance of a single tube, has been analyzed 
in Reference 6-1. These analyses simulate automatic protection systems, such 
as reactor trip and emergency core cooling systems, as well as operator actions. 
A steam generator tube failure should not result in a rapid cooldown of the pri
mary system or excessively high reactor coolant system pressures if current plant 
operating procedures are used. In general, natural circulation should develop 
in all primary loops and mix with incoming safety injection flow to preclude 
local temperature depressions if RCPs are stopped. However, the subsequent 
operator actions to terminate primary-to-secondary leakage may rapidly cool the 
reactor coolant system for short periods and may stagnate the faulted loop. In 
that case, local temperature depressions due to continued safety injection flow 
may occur. The period of this temperature depressions is expected to be short 
and should not represent a significant PTS challenge to vessel integrity. The 
event frequency, reciprocal time constant, p, and final reactor coolant system 
temperature are presented in Table 6.5. The frequency for this event estimated 
by the staff is significantly greater than that determined by the WOG. 

6.3 Low Frequency Event Sequences Contributing to PTS Risk 

Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 summarize the groups of postulated event sequen;es 
that appear to be significant PTS initiators in terms of their estimated expe:t
ed frequency, and the parameters for a stylized transient (Tf' p and P}. ca·cu
lations also have been made of typical temperature and pressure behavior fo~ 

each class of events. In principle, each of the sequences could be used to per
form deterministic fracture mechanics calculations for a range of vessel RTNOT 
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values to determine the limiting value, RTc, necessary to prevent crack initia
tion for each type of event, as was done for actually experienced events in Sec
tion 3.5 above. However, such calculations have not been made. Alternatively, 
the data of Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 can be used to construct a cumul~tive 
frequency versus Tf distribution similar to that done for experienced events 
in Figure 2-14. This distribution is shown in Figure 6-1. In Section 3.5 
above, it is shown that based on the deterministic fracture mechanic~ parametric 
studies, for relatively fast cooldown event {p = 0.15 min- 1 ) with final tempera
tures in the 250-300°F range and high system pressures (~2300 psig), crack 
initiation {in longitudinal welds) is not predicted if Tf is about s-10°F higher 
than RTNDT . Thus, the distribution curve of Figure 6-1 s~~gests that vessels 
with an RTNOT of 270°F (the suggested screening criterion discussed in Section 4) 
would not be expected to experience longitudinal crack extension for events with 
frequencies greater than about 6 x 10-3 per reactor-year. This conclusion is 
similar to that obtained in Section 4 considering actual experienced events. 

However, the frequenc~ distribution of Figure 6-1 extends to low frequency 
events with low valt:ds of Tf. This low frequency "tail" on the distribution 
indicates that there are postulated events with estimated frequencies as high 
as 10· 4 per reactor-year for which the final temperature is substantially below 
270°F that must be considered. This is discussed in Section 8. 

The df scussion above is subject to the same large uncertainties as are described 
in Section 4 above. To gain additional insights into the conservatisms in the 
deterministic fracture mechanics treatment and to gain some notion of the risk 
of vessel failure considering low probability events, the data of Tables 6.2, 
6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 are used in combination with a probabilistic treatment of 
fracture mechanics described in Section 7. The results are discussed in 
Section 8. 
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Table 6.1 Initiating events 

1. Loss of Main Feedwater (LOFW) 
2. Closure of One Main Steam Isolation 

Valve (MSIV) 
3. Loss of Primary Flow (LOPF) 
4. Core Power Increase (POWIN) 
5. Turbine Trip (TT) 
6. Spurious Safety Injection 

Activation (SSI) 
7. Reactor Trip (RT) 
8. Turbine Trip Due to Loss of Offsite 

Power (TT/Loop) 
9. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 
10. Small LOCA, <l.5-inch diameter (LOCA-1) 
11. Small LOCA, >l.5-inch diameter (LOCA-2) 
12. Large LOCA, >6-inch diameter (LOCA-3) 
13. Excessive Main Feedwater (EX FW) 
14. Steamline Rupture Inside Containment 

(STM BRK In) 
15. Steam Rupture Outside Containment 

(STM BRK OUT) 
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FREQUENCY PER 
REACTOR-YEAR 

3.41 
6.00 x 10- 1 

3.21 x 10- 1 

4. 77 x 10-2 

4.00 

1. 59 x 10- 1 

4.11 
1. 01 x 10-3 

3.92 x 10-2 

9.07 x 10-3 

6.11 x 10-4 

3. 88 x 10- 4 

2.50 x 10- 1 

3. 88 x 10- 4 

3.87 x 10-2 
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Table 6.2 Event parameters for the main steam line break (MSLB) 

Plant Status Hot Full Power Hot Zero Power 

Operator isolates 0-5 5-10 10-30 30-60 0-5 ·s-10 10-30 30-60 
auxiliary feedwater 
min. 

Ev~nt frequency per 8xl0- 5 6x10- 5 1. 5xl0- 5 3x10-7 8.5xl0-6 6.8x10-6 1.6xl0-6 Jxl0-8 

reactor-year 

Reciprocal time 
constant, ~ min-1 0.4 0.2 0.09 0.09 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 

-· ,.. 
Final reactor coolant 450 390 300 250 212 212 210 190 

system temperature 
at vessel wall, °F 

Event frequency {MSLB) = ~1.7 x 10-4 per reactor-year 



Table 6.3 Event parameters for the small stec1J1 line break (SSLB) 

Plant Status Hot Full Power Hot Zero Power 

Operator isolates 0-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-60 0-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-60 
auxiliary feedwater 
•in. 

Event frequency per 
reactor-year 

4.Sxl0- 3 3.6xl0-3 s.10-• 6.3xl0- 5 l.8xl0- 5 4.Srl0- 4 3.6xl0-4 8xl0- 5 6.3xl0-6 l.8xl0-6 

Reciprocal time 
constant, p min- 1 0.4 

Final reactor coolant 385 
system temperature 
at vessel wall. °F 

0.2 0.1 

320 250 

Event frequency (SSLB) = ~10- 2 per reactor-year 

0.06 

220 

0.06 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.06 0.06 

200 375 310 235 200 175 
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Table 6.4 Event parameters for the small-break 
loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA); and 
extended HPSI operation with a stagnated 
loop and high pressure extended HPSI 
operation 

SBLOCA Operation 

Event frequency per reactor-year 1. Sxl0-3 10-4 

Reciprocal time constant, p, mfn- 1 0.05 0.05 

Final reactor coolant system 
temperature at vessel wall, 0 f 

125 125 

Table 6.5 Event parameters for steam gener· or tube rupture 

Without steam line break or stuck-open SRV 
Event frequency per reactor-year 
Reciprocal time constant, p, min-1 
Final reactor coolant system 
temperature at vessel wall, 0 f 

With steam line break or stuck-open SRV 

Event frequency per reactor-year 
Reciprocal time constant, p min- 1 

Final reactor coolant system 
temperature at vessel wall, °F 

~Excluded from these evaluations 

Stuck open 
SRV outside 
containment 
2xl0- 4 

0.04 
170 

15 

SLB 

Sxl0- 3 

0.04 

200 

inside 
containment" 
lxl0- 5 

0.04 

170 
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7. PROBABILISTIC TREATMENT OF FRACTURE MECHANICS 

7.1 Introduction 

The deterministic fracture mechanics analysez ~1scussed in Section 3 assume 

specific values for all the input parameters necessary to predict crack 

initiation, growt' ~nd/or arrest. However, many of these parameters are not 

known precisely. In order to quantitatively analyze the effect of a large 

number of uncertainties. a probabilistic approach can be taken to estimate the 

failure probability of a reactor pressure vessel. A Vessel Integrity 

Simulation Analysis (VISA) code was developed to gain insight into reactor 

pressure vessel failure probability due to pressurized thermal shock. 

Appendix H discussed in detail the probabilitistic fracture mechanics 

analysis and the VISA code. A brief description of the VISA code is present 

in Section 7.2. 

7.2 Description of VISA Code 

The VISA code consists basically of two parts. The first is a deterministic 

fracture mechanics analysis for a specified pressure/temperature transient. 

This analysis is similar to that discussed in detail in Appendix 0 (0.1) and 

includes heat transfer, thermal and pressure stress, and applied stress 

intensity value calculations for a range of crack depths. The second part 

uses Monte Carlo techniques to assess failure probability based on a very 

large number of deterministic calculations in which the input parameters are 

varied. 

Certain parameters are treated as random variables, and their values re 

sampled from a statistical distribution defined as an input to the program. 

In each calculation, values of the random variable~ lcrack depths, copper 

content, ;nitial mean value of RTNOT' fluence, critical stress intensity 

factor, Kic' and stress intensity factor for crack arrest, K1a> are selectcu 
from the specified probability distributions, and deterministic calculations 
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are made using these values. Each calculation results in one of three 
outcomes: (1) no crack initiation, {2) crack initiation followed by arrest, 
or (3) pressure vessel failure. 

For each iteration of the simulation, values of fluence, flaw size, and copper 
content are selected from their respective distributions. The means value of 
RTNOT at the inner wall is calculated as a function of fluence and copper 
content. With these values fixed for the iteration, the code steps through 
the time history of the transient. For each time step, the stress intensity 
at the crack depth is taken from the deterministic portion of the code. A 

value of Kie is simulated to determine fracture initiation. 
does not occur, the simulation moves to the next time step. 

If initiation 
If initiation 

does occur, the crack is extended 1/4 in., and the crack arrest toughness 
(K1a> is simulated. If arrest occurs, the simulation moves to the next time 
step; if not, the crack is extended another 1/4 in. and a new value of Kia is 
simulated. This process is continued until either the vessel fails or the 
duration o~ the transient is reached. Each pass through the simulation loop 
represents a single computer calculation conducted to determine if RPV failure 
will occur. Up to a million passes through this loop can be made. The code 
keeps track of the number of crack initiations and RPV failures. The 
probabilities of crack initiation and RPV failure then are estimated by 
dividing these values by the total number of trails. Thus, the VISA code 
actually performs millions of deterministic calculations with each set of 
calculations based on a different set of values selected from the appropriate 
statistical distributions for the significant variables. This is the 
.~culational equivalent to subjecting a population of up to a million 

operating reactor pressure vessels to the pressurized thermal shock transient 
of interest and then inferring the failure probability based on the number of 
observed failures. 

7.3 Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Sensitivity Studies 

Section 3 and Appendix D of this report discuss the sensitivity of crack 
initiation and vessel failure to the various PTS parameters. This section 
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discusses the same sensitivities based on probabilistic fracture mechanfcs. 
Results are portrayed in Figures 7-1.7-2, 7-3 and 7-4 for th~ stylized thermal 
transient discussed in Section 2 above: 

T =T + (To - T )e-Pt w f f 

Figure 7-1 illustrates the sensitivity of th~ conditional vessel failure 
probability to Tf minus mean value of RTNOT' for three values of p and a 
pressure of 1000 psig. A total of 225 cases were run, using three values of 
Tf -- 150, 225 and 300°F. It is seen that the relative risk is low for mean 
value of R1 1mT less than Tf' but if cooldown drops temperature below the vessel 
mean value of RTNOT' then the risk rises qui~~ rapidly. 

Figure 7-2 illustrates the s~nsitivity of conditional failure probability to 
pressure for several values of Tf minus mean value of RTNDT and a p of 0.15 
reciprocal minutes. 

Figure 7-3 illustrates the sensitivity to the decay parameter, ~. with several 
values of Tf minus mean value o~ a RTNDT and the other parameters held 
constant. 

Figure7-4 illustrates the sensitivity of two postulated transients to the heat 
transfer coefficient used. For relatively low heat transfer coefficients, 
f .e., at low flow conditions, the risk is quite sensitive to the value (or 
correlation) used. 

Note that Figures 7-1 through 7-4 are given in terms of failure probability 
per weld. S·ince there are six axial welds in the beltline region of the cort, 
these values times six will yield the vessel conditional failure probability. 

Appendix H includes more information regarding the sensitivity of relative 
failure probability to parametric assumptions. Although these studies assum~J 
somewhat different input, assumptions regarding the relation of mean value o• 
RTNOT to fluence and fluence attenuation through the wall than were used for 
the deterministic fracture mechanics studies (Section 3 and Appendix 0), the 
same trends are found. 
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These probabilistic sensitivity studies do ~ot include the effect of cladding 
stresses. Based on the conclusions stated in Section 3, it is estimated that 
inclusion of the cladding stresses would shift the curves of Figures 7-1 
approximately 10°F to the right, thus increasing the risk about a factor of 2 

or 3 for that assumed transient. 

Because t~e probabilistic fracture mechanics studies were conducted for only a 
limited range of parameters, the results should not be extended beyond these 
ranges. For instance, if Tf were only a few tens of degrees below SS0°F, the 
thermal shock to the vessel would be significantly less severe than say for a 
cooldown to 200°F or lower. Thus, in terms of probability verus Tf minus mean 

value of RTNDT' the results are expected to be considerably different. 

The technology regarding probabilitistic fracture mec~dnics are r2lated to PTS 
scenarios has evolved only during the past few year~ and perhaps is still some 
way from reaching maturity. It is, however, believed to be a useful tooL 
The NRC plans to develop the technology further, and the industry is 
encouraged to do the same. Future work is exp£cted to include consideraticn 
of warm prestressing effects for cl variety of postulat~d transients, the 
effect of cladding and perhaps other crack shapes. 

The discussion i11 Appendix H suggests that the results which have been 
presented are most appropriately used in a relative sense for identifying 
significant variables and variable interactions. Because of the uncertainties 
associated with the calculated failure probabilities, use of the results in an 

absolute sense to establish an RTNDT screening limit would be inappropriate. 
Nonetheless, there does exist a tendency to view the results in an absolute 
sense when evaluating proposed regulatory requirements. Furthermore, there is 
a desire to view the results in an absolute sense when performing a 

probabilistic risk assessment, Utilization of the results in these manners 
is useful in evaluating a regulatory position, but the limitations of the 
analysis as discussed in Appendix H must be kept in mind. 
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8 PROBABILITY OF VESSEL FAILURE 

8.1 Introduction 

This Section summarizes a probabilistic study of reactor pressure vessel (RPV} 
failure as a result of.pressurized thermal shock (PTS). The calculational 
method combines the frequencies of overcooling transient sequences (Sections 2 

and 6) with the probabilistic treatment of RPV failure (Section 7). The 
results are expressed in terms of tt1e probabi 1 i ty, per reactor-year, of RPV 
failure due to PTS. Some risk considerations are also discussed and also the 
relationship of PTS to the current regulations. 

8.2 Methodology 

The basic approach is essentially a combination of (1) a probabilistic analysis 
of overcooling transients, plus (2) a probabilistic analysis of the consequences 
of such transients to the RPV, and the probability of RPV failure, given the 

transients. 

In order for this procedure to be valid, the transient sequences must be sepa
rated, and analyzed in groups with similar properties. The course and severity 
of each transient group can then be used as the input transient for analysis of 
RPV behavior. In the work reported here, the transient sequences were obtained 
from calculations furnished by the Westinghouse Owners Group (Ref. 8.1), and 
also from transient analyses based on the WOG analysis but revised by the NRr 

staff as described in Section 6 and Appendix G. 

The tran~ient groups were derived from consideration of the various possible 
sequences following each of the initiating events--excess feedwater, small
break LOCA-etc.--given in Appendix G. The analyses of the frequencies and 
courses of the different sequences are also reviewed in Appendix G. 
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lhe VISA code, in its present state of development, can accept only stylized 
input transients characterized by Tf, ~. and P or T and P described by simple 
polynomial functions of time. Therefore, each transient group was stylized. 
Cumulative frequency distributions of the Tf values used in this study are 
given in Fig. 8-1. 

For each transient group, the values of Tf, ~. and P were used, with the VISA 
code, to establish a probability of RPV failure, given the occurrence of a tran
sient with the specified characteristics. Multiplication of this conditional 
RPV failure probability by the frequency of occurrence of the transients com
prising the group then gives the frequency of RPV failure caused by this group 
of transients. 

The sum of these failure frequencies gives the RPV failure frequency (per 
reactor-year) as caused by the ensemble of transients of all the groups 
considered. 

8.3 Accuracy and Completeness 

In order for the RPV failure frequency so calculated to be correct, the ensemble 
of transients must be complete. That is, all transaient sequences capable of 
inducing RPV failure due to PTS must be included. 

The WOG analysis included consideration of several hundred candidate sequences, 
not all of which turned out to be PTS precursers. The array of initiating 
events and event sequences is given in Ref. 8.1 and summarized in Appendix G. 
Variations in reactor power level, break size (for LOCA and steamline break 
sequences), and operator actions were included. The staff review concentrat£d 
on the transient groups shown in the WOG analysis to be dominant, but also ccn
sidered other candidates not significant in the WOG analysis; see again Apper1-
dix G. In all, some hundreds of possible sequences were reviewed by WOG, staff, 
or both. 

Like all probabilistic analyses based on event sequences, the probabilistic PTS 
analysis presented here cannot be proved complete. The differences between the 
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WOG and staff analyses show that more work can and should be done to investigate 
additional candidate sequences and to validate some of the approximate sequence 
analyses. Howeve~, the work done to date suggests that the principal contribu
tors have probably been identified as well as can be done in approximate, generic 
analyses. Improved approaches to completeness should be sought in connection 
with the plant-specific analyses we recommended for plants soon to exceed the 
screening criterion (Sections 4 and 9). Some sequences not included are discussed 
in Section 2.6 of Appendix G. 

Over the past few months the staff, with some consultation with the Westinghouse 
Owners Group, has continued to work on improving these calculations. Our experi
ence has been that the calculated results - Figure 8-3 - have changed several 
times in a few months. The causes of such changes have included the following: 

New systems response information, such as downcomer mixing experimental 
results and models; 

New insights regarding additional sequences to be included, such as the 
high-pressure extended HPI group; 

Addition of phenomena to the model, such as ·warm prestressing. 

The changes in results have been well within the quoted overall uncertainty 
band of the calculational methods at their present state of development. How
ever, the estimated risk for a given vessel RTNDT has changed up to a factor 
of 5; the RTNDT for a given risk level has changed by up to 30°F. 

The staff interprets these changes to show the immaturity of the prrhabilist c 
calculations at their present state of development. 

Completeness aside, the accuracy from both the transient sequences and the 
vessel calculations, is subject to substantial uncertainties. In particular 
the probabilistic treatment of fracture mechanics (Section 7, Appendix H) is 

still under development. Both the methodology and the probability distribu~ion 
functions used as input information are s~urces of variation in the results. 
Detailed study of these variations has not yet been accomplished. Moreover, 
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much more extensive sensitivity studies are planned. Therefore, the numerical 
results given in this Section must be taken for what they are worth. Rather 
than close estimates of absolute RPV faiiure probability, the calculated values 
should be used for insight into trends and sensitivities. The values of the 
calculated probabilities of failure for a given set of nominal conditions is 
believed by the researchers (Appendix H) to be uncertain by plus or minus at 
least two orders of magnitude. Also, the steepness of the curves (Appendix H) 
shows a high sensitivity, of the result (calculated RPV failure probability) to 
variations in the values of Tf' p and P assigned to the transient group. The 
calculation of these quantities is approximate, even for a well defined event 
sequence. The lesson from transients don't look like exponentially decaying 
temperatures with constant pressures. Thus, another source of uncertainty is 
introduced by the stylized transients necessarily used in this calculation, at 
the present state of the art. 

These analyses -- both WOG and NRC staff -- are basically for Westinghouse 
plants. Both probabilistics and severities were calculated for such plants. 
The use of these analyses to represent B&W and CE plants has not been investi
gated by the NRC or the industry. The beginnings of a Combustion Engineering 
Owners Group (CEOG) analysis were described in the June 23, 1982, meeting, but 
only frequencies have so far been reported, with on evaluation of severities. 
No comparable study for B&W plants has been reported. 

The results of the probabilistic calculations are, therefore, applicable 
directly only to Westinghouse plants. 

The large uncertainties in probabilistic PTS evaluations at the present time 
have led the staff to use them to estimate the level of safety rather than 
attempt to derive licensing requirements directly from the probabilistic resu 1 ts. 

8.4 Results 

With due consideration of the uncertainties discussed just above, we present 
the results of the probabilistic PTS calculations in Figs. 8-2 and 8-3. The 
details are given in Appendices G and H. 
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Figures 8·2 and 8-3 show, as a function of RPV mean value of RTNDT' the expected 
frequency of RPV failure due to PTS. The abcissas are the reference tempera
tures, mean value of RTNDT' at the inner surface of a RPV having the mean values 
of RTNOTo' neutron fluence, and copper content of the probability distribution 
functions used for these parameters. The ordinate is the failure frequency of 
the RPV so characterized, per reactor-year, owing to tne PTS transient sub
classes (LOCA, SLB, etc.) as labelled, and the total RPV failure frequency due 
to PTS. New vessels start at the left side of these diagrams, with very low 
mean value of RTNDT and negligibly small PTS probability. As the vessels are 
irradiated, their characteristics move to the right, and an increasing number 
of increasingly probable overcooling transients have increasingly higher proba
bility of inducing RPV failure. 

Figure 8-2 gives the results for the WOG distribution of transients; Figure 8-3, 

the NRC staff distribution. 

The steepness of the curves in Figures 8·2 and 8-3 shows a high sensitivity of 
RPV failure probability to the value of RTNOT (as defined for these curves). A 
changt: in RTNDT as small as 20-30°F changes the calculated probability by a 
factor of 10, on some of these curves. Vet we know neither the actual value of 
RTNDT for a given RPV, nor the severity of a given transient, to within this 
order of accuracy. This is another way of restating the substantial uncertain
ties in the present state-of-the-art of making analyses of this kind. For this 
reason, the NRC staff recommends that the PTS criteria--screening or otherwise-
should not be determined by where these curves cross some acceptable value of 
risk. Rather, the probabilistic curves are used to estimate the margin of 
safety for vessel approaching the screening criterion. 

8.5 Relationship to Safetx Goal 

In February 1982, the Commission published for comment a "Proposed Policy S1ate
ment on Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 8.2). Although the sa-.ety 
Goals guidelines have not been adopted (at least not yet), it is instructiv1 to 
compare the proposed PTS requirements to the guidelines. 
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Core Melt. - The core melt Safety Goal guideline states. "The likelihood of a 
nuclear reactor accid~nt that results in a large-scale core melt should normally 
be less than one in 10.000 per year of reactor operation." This suggests that 
the core-melt frequency ascribable to one sequence, for example PTS, should not 
exceed approximately 10-5 per reactor-year. 

Because of the unusually large uncertainty in the risk estimation for PTS, 
compared to other sequences, a value of less than 10-5 might well be assigned 
for a safety goal for PTS. We have not done this in the discussion in this 
section. but have used 10-5 • The reader should keep in mind that the risk 
numbers of PTS given in the following discussion are highly uncertain. 

We have no technical analysis of the course and consequences of a PTS sequence 
that involves RPV failure. Determination of the RPV failure mode (better, esti
mation of the probabilities of the various failure modes) has not been done and 
is dependent on the details of the scenario. Moreover, the outcome would likely 
be dependent also on the plant design details. In partic~lar, ice condenser 
containments would be expected to have different failure models, with different 
probabilities, than large dry containments .. 

The breach in the RPV would be a LOCA, which might or might not prevent ECCS 
effectiveness. A large through-wall crack peak the midplane level of the core 
would most probably lead to core melt. .Axial cracks and most circumferential 
cracks would not likely lead to early containment failure; the massive concrete 
shielding would intercept missiles and the containment could stand the tempera
ture and pressure. (Again, ice condensers have not been evaluated.) Whether 
a complete circumferential failure (which seems low in probability) would •ead 
to large RPV (and core) motions is not well known. 

The result of such approximate and intuitive analysis is that not all PTS 
failure events lead to core melt, but the fraction that do has not been 
analyzed quantitatively. 

Public Risk. - the Draft Policy Statement includes quantitative guidelines for 
risk to individual members of the public. and for society at large, from 
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reactor accidents. For analyzing how PTS events contribute significantly to 
the risk to the public, the following logic applies: 

1. PTS event sequences 1e-1ding to RPV failure have overall frequency F per 
reactor-year. Figures 8-2 and 8-3 provide a very approximate estimate of 
F. A plant evaluated (as described in Section 5 or 9 and Appendix E) to 
be at the 270°F screening criterion is likely to have a true RTNOT of 
150-270°F (two sigma 7~ 60°F). For the mean of 210°F, F~ 6 x 10-6 per 
reactor-year on the NRC curve (Figure 8-3), and much smaller on the WOG 
curve (Figure 8-2). 

2. A fraction X<l of RPV failure sequences leads to core melt, giving an 
expected value of XF core melts per reactor-year. 

3. A fraction Y of failures leading to core melt leads to significantly early 
radioactive releases, so the expected value of the frequency of significant 
early releases due to PTS is XYF, which is therefore the expected value of 
the frequency of events involving non-zero early deaths due to PTS. 

4. THe risk of early deaths to the average individual within one mile of the 
site is given by XYFO, where the_ factor D inc 1 udes the effects of di sper
s ion and wind direction. 

5. To show PTS risk to be lower than 10% of the safety goal guidelines would 
involve showing 

XF< 10-5 per reactor-year 

and -s·x1tJ .. ~ 
XYFD~ l/llllJ per reactor-year 

The limiting value for XVFO is approximate, for an averge site. 
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We have only approximate values for F, and no quantitative evaluation to give 
values for X and Y. It is, however, possible to calculate backwards how small 
these quantities must be to stay within the safety goal guidelines. 

D is approximately equal to 5 x 10-2 • 

If the core-melt guideline is just barely met, XF equals 10-5 • For such a 
plant, Y would have to be 10-1 or less to meet the risk guideline. For a lower 
value of XF, a proportionately higher value of Y would be low enough to meet 
the safety goal. For F = 6 x 10-6 (see Item 1, above) and X set arbitrarily at 
the unrealistically high value of 1, Y would have to be 2 x 10- 1 or less to 
meet the risk guideline. 

While we have no analysis of Y for PTS sequences, PTS involves overcooling of 
the reactor vessel and may well result in a high probability of cooling the 
containment, thus leading to a low value for Y. 

Aside from the containment failure modes given in PRAs for non-PTS events, which 
apply to PTS events also with some probability, an additional prompt containment 
failure m~de peculiar to PTS arises from a postulated circumferential crack. 
If the vessel bre&ks all the way around and separates, the top half will be 
accelerated upwards. Available analyses are not definitive whether the upward 
force will break the restraining structures and pipes and allow the loose half 
to become a jet-propelled missile, or whether such a missile would cause early 
containment failure. The answer may depend on the details of the plant design. 
If this mode could dominate the risk, then the plant-specific analyses described 
in Section 9 should include its evaluation. 

ALARA. - The Draft Policy Statement gives a cost-benefit guideline for decis on
making of $1000 per man-rem averted. 

For scenarios involving core melt without significant releases, the core-melt 
guideline will govern and ALARA is not a consideration. 

For early containment failure scenarios at an average site, as much as 50 x 106 

man-rem might be involved, at a frequency of XYF. The expected value of the 
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exposure would, therefore, be 50 x 106 XYF. For XYF~ 1 x 10-6 , the expected 
value would be less than 50 man-rem, and the ALARA guideline would not be a 
consideration for these sequences, either. For a highly populated site, the 
values would be several times higher, but the conclusion would not be changed. 

In summary, the results of the approximate probabilistic PTS analysis reported 
here suggests th~t the proposed screening criterion is in satisfactory confor
mance with the Draft Policy Statement on Safety Goals for values of X and Y that 
seem achievable, even considering th- large uncertainties. Further analysis 
would be appropriate to improve the technical basis of this conclusion. 

8.6 Relationship to Licensing Criteria 

Several of the Commission's regulations have applicabiltiy to the issue of 
pressurized thermal shock. 

Appendix G of 10 CFR Part 50 sets forth requirements for the fracture toughness 
of reactor pressure vessels "during system hydrostatic tests and any condition 
of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences." In the 
definitions Section of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, "anticipated operational 
occurrences" are defined as 11 those conditions of normal operation which are 
expected to occur one or more times during the life of the nuclea"' power unit." 
Since the usual design life of nuclear plants is forty years, events Nith an 
expected frequency of greater than 2.5 x 10-2 per reactor-year would be con
sidered "anticipated operational occurrences. 11 On the basis of experienced 
overcooling events (see Section 4) and low probability event sequences (see 
Section 6), PTS events with a severity of concern for reactor vessels with a 
value of RTNDT less than 270°F have an expected frequency of less than 10-2 p!r 
reactor-year. Thus, the applicability of Appendix G of 10 CFR Part 50 to sev•re 
PTS events is questionsable, for pressure vessels that do not exceed the pro
posed screening criteria. However, the uncertainties are large. 

Section IV.A.2.a of Appendix G, 10 CFR Part 50 states that: 

Calculated stress intensity factors shall be lower than the reference 
stress intensity fa~tors by the margins specified in the ASHE Code 
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Appendix G, "Protection Against Non .. Ductile Failure." The calcula0 

tional procedures shall comply with the procedures specified in the 
ASME Code Appendix G, but additional and alternative procedures may 
be used if the Commission determines that they provide equivalent 
margins of safety against fracture, making appropriate allowance for 
all uncertainties in the data and analyses. 

The ASME Code Appendix G procedure used for determining "an adequate margin of 
protection" includes the postulation of a reference semi-elliptical surface 
flaw having a depth of 1/4 of the section thickness with a length six times its 
depth. The Appendix G procedure also requires the use of the ASME KIR curve 
for crack initiation which is approximately 70°F more conservative in the range 
of interest than the Kie curve used in analyzing PTS. In addition. the stress 
intensity factor due to pressure is increased by a factor of two. Because 
pressure stresses dominate for hydro testing and normal startup and shutdown 
situations. this factor provides additional margin for normal operation, beyond 
the conservatism provided by the 1/4 T assumed flaw and the use of the KIR 
curve. 

For severe cooldown transients of interest to PTS, however, thermal stresses 
near the inner vessel surface are dominant. The material toughness is also 
lower near the surface than deeper into wall because of the lower temperatures 
near the surface. Hence, consideration must be given to relatively shallow 
flaws. Thus, procedures different from those of Appendix G are necessary to 
provide an adequate margin of protection for PTS events. Such procedures will 
be developed as part of the resolution of the PTS issue. Consideration will 
need to be given as to whether Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 should be amended or 
supplemented by separate guidance. 

Another potential regulation interface is 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR 50, Appen
dix K. While the trust of these regulations is to cooling effectiveness, par~* 
graph (b)(5) of 10 CFR 50.46 requires, 

After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the 
calculated core temperature shall be maintained at an acceptably 
low value and decay heat shall be removed for the extended period 
of time required by the long-lived radioactiv'ity remaining in the 
core. 
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If "successful initial operation" involves a PTS scenario, as can happen for 2 
to 6 inch breaks (Sections 2 and 6, Appendix G), then "long-term cooling" can 
be jeopardi zeJ. 

This scenario is discussed in Section 6. This sequence was the subject of de
tailed examination, as discussed in Section 6.2.2. For this sequence, detailed 
calculations of system response were used, rather than the stylized Tf' p, and 
P. The WOG calculations, which we accepted, include fluid mixing in the cold 
leg as predicted from experimental results, heat input from hot piping walls, 
benefit of warm pre-stressing is assumed, and an assumed temperature of 60°F 

for the injected coolant. These calculations used in the NRC assumptions for 
crack arrest, but should be corrected by -10°F to allow for cladding effect 

.. 

(see Section 1). The WOG result is a predicted allowable RTNDT of approximately 
270°F, consistent with the proposed screening criterion. Recently obtained 
information has led the NRC staff to accept a less rapid cooldown for this 
event. This would indicate a higher, less restricted RTNOT would be acceptable, 
based on this event. 

We conclude that a small break LOCA in a vessel within the proposed screening 
criterion would cause an acceptably low probability of vessel failure, so 
10 CFR 50.46 is not infringed by the proposed requirements. 

Another regulation related to PTS is General Design Criterion 31 Appenjix A to 
10 CFR 50, which states: 

Criterion 31 - Fracture prevention of reactor coolant pressure 
boundary. The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be designed 
with sufficient margin to assure that when stressed under operating, 
maintainance, testing, and postulated accident conditions (1) the 
boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the probability of 
rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. The design shall reflect 
consideration of service temperatures and other conditions of the 
boundary material under operating maintenance, testing, and postu
lated accident conditions and the uncertainties in determining 
(1) material properties, (2) the effects of irradiation on material 
properties, (3) residual, steady state and transient stresses, and 
(4) size of flaws. 
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The proposed new requirements relating to PTS provide additional guidance in 
the implementation of Criterion 31, and it does not appear necessary to modify 
this regulation. 

Section 100.11of10 CFR sets forth dose guidelines for assessing the accept
ability of Exclusion Area and Low Population Zone boundaries, based upon fission 
product releases from hypothesized accidents considered credible. In the past, 
pressure vessel failures have not been considered in the assessments required 
by 10 CFR 100. The staff believes that the considerations of PTS risk presented 
above support continuation of this position, but further consideration of the 
relationship of PTS to 10 CFR 100 is warranted. 

8.7 Conservatisms and Non-Conservatism 

The calculations summarized in Sections 3, 5, 7 and 8 and described in detail in 
the appendices and references, contain uncertainties of various sorts. The fol
l~wing paragraphs briefly summarize the most significant sources of uncertainty. 

Operating Experience - The three most severe events took place in B&W plants. 
We have neglected, for lack of sufficient data to do otherwise, plant design 
differences in evaluating the experience. We have also neglected all the action 
taken since THI, Rancho Seco, and Crystal River to improve design and operations 
and thereby make these transient sequences less likely in the future. These are 
substantiated conservatisms in the inference from operating experience. 

The temperatures used to characterize operating experience were measured in 
cold legs. The fluid in the downcomer could have been warmer (from mixing) 'r 
colder (from stratification) than the measurements. 

Operation Actions - The analyses include the probability of the operating steff 
failing or delaying performing a needed operation, but do not include either 
successful mitigating actions or wrong actions that could make the events mor~ 

severe. 
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Flaws and Cracks • The deterministic calculations assume the presence of a long 
through-clad flaw of critical depth--a substantial conservatism. The probabi-
1 i stic calculations use a through-clad crack probability that is highly uncer
ta;n and that some people believe is conservative. No account is taken of 
actual in-service inspection results in these generic calculations. 

The crack growth/arrest model used by the staff assumes long initial flaws that 
grow uniformly over their length. This initial flaw shape is conservative. 
The growth/arrest shape is discussed in Section 3; we believe that, once a 
crack initiates, the long'crack is a more realistic description than less con
servative shapes used in other models. 

Stresses - the models include no residual stresses, which is non-conservative. 
The NRC model includes cladding effect, which is realistic for through-clad 
cracks. The probabilistic analysis of small-break LOCA used in Section 8 took 
credit for warm prestressing. 

None of the models used for generic events currently includes a warm prestress 
(WPS), which is a conservatism for transients satisfying the WPS conditions. 
WPS is included in calculations specifically limited to the small-break LOCA, 
where it has been demosntrated that WP~ is applicable. 

Material Properties - The estimation of RTNDT as described in Section 5.4 and 
8.5, is a substantial conservatism. 

Fracture Mechanics - The use o~ linear elastic fracture mechanics in the upper
shelf temperature region i~1~p~ropriate. Assuming vessel failure when the 
stress intensity factor for a crack reaches the upper-shelf toughness is bel eved 
by many people to be conservative because considerable ductility exists in tie 
remaining ligament. Until we have validated applicable elastic-plastic modes, 
however, the degree of conservatism cannot be determined. 

Uncertainties in Probabilistic Calculations - Substantial uncertainties exis 
in probabilistic calculations as discussed in Section 8.3. The characteri1ction 
of event sequences by Tf, ~. and Pis an oversimplification that may or may not 
be on the conservative sJde. 
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The net result of the above considerations is that the PTS analyses have sub
stantial uncertainty, and are on balance believed by the staff to be substan
tially conservative. Neither the uncertainty nor the conser·1atism has been 
quantified. 

Reference 8.3 includes discussions of 38 conservatisms, nonconservatisms, and 
factors whose effect is not known. 

Plants with higher RTNDT would be predicted to have higher PTS risk, so the 
additional evaluations and requirements of Sections 9 and 10 are proposed. 
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9. PLANT-SPECIFIC ANALYSES AND EVALUATIONS TO BE PROVIDED BEFORE THE 
SCREENING CRITERION IS EXCEEDED 

9.1 Introduction 

The study of pressurized thermal shock to determine if there exists a need for 
interim improvements while the long·term program continues has led the staff 
to recommend a two-step process. The first step is to establish a screening 
criterion based on RTNDT to identify reactor vessels where radiation embrittle
ment has progressed to the point of potential concern. This criterion was 
selected using simplifications and generic treatmP.nt of certain design features, 
transients, fracture mechanics analyses and plant operating characteristics as 
described in Sections 2, 3, and 4. The second step, to be taken for plants with 
vessels with values of RTNDT that exceed or are approaching the screening criterion, 
involves more detailed plant-specific analyses to determine what, if any, modi
fications are necessary to the plant design and/or- operations to resolve the con
cern. 

The purpose of this section is to outline the analyses and actions to be re
quired of those licensees whose reactor vessels have exceeded the RTNDT sr~~,;

ning criterion or will exceed the screening criterion within three calendar 
years. More detailed requirements must be formulated by the staff in the near 
future so that it will be clearly understoo~ what methods G~ analysis are accept
able to the staff and what level of detail is required. Further, and most 
important, acceptance criteria will be developed and promulgated regarding the 
required analyses and actions. 

9.2 Evaluation of Overcooling Event Sequences 

Asse~sment of pressurized thermal shock concerns on a plant-specific level re
quires a study of the uinque potential for and consequences of severe over
cooling transients at the specific plant. The overcooling transients must be 
chosen for analysis based on a detailed plant-specific control and safety 
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system design, procedural, and a plant spec1f1c human factor study. The study 
must include a systematic search for, and 1dent1f1cat1on of, potential over

coo11ng event sequences to 1dent1fy those sequences wh1ch are the dominant 

contributors to the risk of pressure vessel failure. The human factors 

studies to 1dent1fy needed procedural changes must be based on an integrated 

evaluation of all plant procedures at the specific plant for PTS-related and 
non PTS-related events. The generic studies of potential event sequences done 

thus far by the staff and by the Westinghouse Owners Group, described in Sec-

t ion 6 of this report, have shown that consideration of only the design basis 
accident sequences conventionally presented in Safety Analysis Reports does 

not identify adequately those dominant sequences. The design study must in
clude systems functions pertinent to cooldown transient sequences and must in
clude such systems as the feedwater system, steam generator level control sys
tem, steam dump system, steam generator power operated re11ef valves, charging 
and letdown system, emergency core cooling system, monitoring instrumentation, 

and control and safety systems actuation instrumentation. The procedural and 
human factors study must include operating and emergency procedures, instrumenta

tion available to the operators, operator training, and the ability of the 

operators to diagnose transients and accidents that occur or do result 1n a 
rapid cooldown of the primary system. Any thermal-hydraulic models used in 

these studies must be verified appropriate for use with PTS scenarios. 

The purpose of this study is twofold. First, the results of this study will 
be used 1n event-tree analyses which would identify failures that could 
fnf t1ate cooldown transients and quantify the frequency of these events and 
end states. This information will th~n be used to select those events that 
should be subjected to detailed thermal-hydraulic analyses to determine thE 
coldown rates and end states in characteristic pressures and temperatures, 
which will be used 1n fracture mechanics analyses whose results will help 

determine risk. 

Second, the results of this study should identify systems, instrumentation, 
material, and procedural and training program improvements necessary to re<'uce 

the probability and consequences of pressurized thermal shock events. 

9.3 Vessel Materials Properties (Refer to Appendix E for background and detail) 
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Available information on the vessel prope~ties should be re-examined in detail 
to fill any gaps in the supporting data for making an estimate of RTNDT and to 
support resolution of any disagreements about the validity of values used. 

9.3.1 Improve Basis For Initial RTNDT 

As noted in Section 5.2, and discussed in more detail in Appendix E, for many 
older reactor vessels, few data are currently readily available and validated 
to support the selection of a value for the initial RTNor· The confidence 
that can be placed in estimates of the initial RTNDT depends not only on metal
lurgical tests, but also on the accurate documentation of welding technique, 
weld wire used, and weld flux used. The credibility of such estimates could be 
enhanced by performing more tests on archival material, by discovering pre
viously unreported test results on weld specimens from the particular plant, 
or by evaluating properties of welds considered typical of the plant-specific 
weld. 

9.3.2 Refinement of Chemistry Information for Critical Materials 

If it were necessary to assume 0.35 percent copper, because there was no other 
information, attempts should be made to find archival material suitable for 
chemical analysis or data on the weld material from other vessels where it may 
have been used. If the surveillance material matches one of the critical welds, 
some check for analyses for copper and nickel contents of broken Charpy bars 
should be considered. 

9.3.3 Vessel Fluence (See Append;x F) 

Fluence calculations for the critical welds should be rechecked, using modtrn 
codes and informat;on from surveillance dosimetry. Location of critical welds 
relative to the axial and azimuthal flux map should be taken into account, 1s 
well as changes in fuel loading during periods when dosimeters were expose1. 

9.4 Deterministic Fracture Mechanics Evaluations (See Appendix 0) 
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For the limiting transients as determined in 9.2 and materials properties as 
determined in 9.3, licensees should provide sufficiently detailed fracture 
mechanics analyses to permit the NRC staff to interpret the results without 
its having to redo the calculations. The details should include a listing of 
the assumptions used. the bases for them and a discussion of the sensitivity 
of the results to variations in the assumptions. Items to be discussed are: 

Vessel wall thickness and clad thickness; vessel inner radius 
Location and orientation of the assumed initial crack 
Heat transfer coefficient used and material properti€s, k,(~-~) vs. 
temperature 
Assumed crack shape at initiation and time(s) of initiation 
Crack shape at arrest 
Treatment of cladding-induced stresses 
Upper shelf toughness 
Bases for the determination of limiting RTNDT (at the inner vessel radius) 

The results of each transient analyzed should be protrayed as a plot of critical 
and arrast relative crack depths versus time into the transient. Superpose a 
li11e indicating when warm prestressing is deemed to be effective and a curve 
indicating the depth at which the upper shell toughness is reached. If cra~k 
arrest is predicted and accepted at or above the upper shelf, it must be 
justified. 

9.5 Flux Reduction Programs (See Appendix I) 

Fuel management programs should be instituted to reduce neutron flux at the 
reactor vessel wall and at critical weld locations. This would reduce the 
rate at which the reactor vessel experiences a decrease in ductility and 
fracture toughness properties. Particular areas of concern in the reactor 
vessel should be located from an analysis of the material properties of the 
reactor vessel plate and weld metals. Consideration should be given to re
placing fuel assemblies in close proximity to these critical areas. To re<JCe 
flux levels, these fuel assemblies could be replaced by spent fuel, zircalJy 
or stainless steel spacers, or water. Another scheme to be investigated would 
be an in-out loading pattern where fresh fijel is loaded into the center of the 
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core and moved outward in later cycles. Implementation of revised fuel manage
ment techinques have demonstrated a reduction in the neutron flux at the posi
tions of previous maxima by factors of approximately two without derating the 
reactor coolant power level. 

Appendix I contains preliminary estimates of the flux reduction factors (FRP) 
that can be obtained by reshuffling fuel to place older fuel in the outer 
positions near the critical welds. It also contains estimates of the FRF that 
can be obtained from more radical actions such as removal of outer assemblies 
and replacement with stainless-steel (dummy) elements. 

Appendix I also contains results of a study showing what FRF would be neces
sary to prevent exceeding the screening criteria before end-of-life for each 
domestic PWR. The factors range from about 10 less than 1 (the latter implying 
that plant will not reach the screening RTNDT even with no flux reduction). 

Finally, Appendix I contains first rough preliminary estimates of what the 
needed range of FRFs would cost. The costs will be quite dependent on plant 
specific information (power shape, margin, whether limited by thermal margin 
or ECCS limits etc.) and are greatly influenced by power derate necessary, if 
any. 

9.6 lnservfce Inspection and Nondestructive Evaluation Program (See Appendix L) 

Current requirements specified in 10 CFR 50.55a endorse ASME Section XI as 
defining the examination requirements for reactor vessel welds. The volume of 
weld to be examined includes the near-surface area; however. currently empl iyed 
techniques do not provide sufficient basis for assuming that all near-surface 
cracks can be detected. 

The utilizaton of state-of-the-art nondestructive evaluation techniques 
provides an opportunity to decrease or eliminate a conservatism used in the 
generic assessment of pressurized thermal shock; that is. small cracks exis~ 
at or near the surface of the reactor vessel. Existing inservice inspection 
programs should be reevaluated to consider incorporation of state-of-the-art 
examination techniques for inspecting the clad-base metal interface and the 
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near-surface area. This would include plant-unique consideration of thP- clad 
surface conditions and may require grinding the clad metal smooth enough to 
utilize these techniques. and consideration of increased frequency of 
inspections. Other more detailed recommendations are covered in Appendix L to 
this report. 

9.7 Plant Modifications 

To adequately protect reactor vessels from the effects of pressuriz~d thermal 
shock. the protection needs to be compatible with the plant design and commen
surate with the vessel's fracture toughness properties and/or susceptibility 
to cooldown transients. Modifications to be considered should include the 
fol lowing: 

(1) Instrumentation and Controls (See Appendix J} 

(a) reactor vessel downcomer water temperature monitor 
(b) instantaneous and integrated reactor coolant system cooldown rate 

monitors 
(c) steam dump interlock 
(d) feedwater.isolation/flow c<ntrol logic 
(e) reactor coolant system pres~•1re and temperature monitors 
(f) NOT margin monitor 

(2) Automatic Depressurization Logic 

(3) Increased Emergency Core Cooling Water and Emergency Feedwater 
Temperatures (See Appendix K} 

Because of design differences and transients response characteristics, plan.
specific consideration should be given to any system modification. Further 
for active system modifications such as an automatic depres~urization syste 1, 

a failure mode and effects analysis should be performed to verify that 
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inadvertent operat~on of the system would not induce transients more severe 
than the mitigative capabilities of the plant's safety systems or that other

wise create an unacreptable risk. 

9.8 Operating Procedures and Training Program Improvements (See Appendix C) 

As a result of generic pressurized thermal shock event tree analysis and 
actual reactor operating experience it has been shown that operator actions 
and associated plant response play a key role in the initiation and mitigation 
of pressurized thermal shock events. The licensees of the seven plants cur
rently being evaluated by the NRC for susceptibility to pressurized thermal 
shock have reviewed these current operating procedures for informat10~ 
relevant to the pressurized thermal shock issue. Based on the NRC's and the 
licensee's review of their own procedures, a number of revisions have been 

incorporated. 

These are extensive, industry-NRC ongoing programs to develop a set of inte
grated procedures that will consider the balance of requirement necessary 
to ensure core cooling while preventing vessel overcooling. This program is 

described in Appendix C. 

As part of the detailed analyses and actions to be taken when a plant is 
within 3 calendar years of the screening RTNOT' tha licensee should: 

(1) Ensure that the actions specified in the procedure guidelines are based 
on an integrated evaluation of relevant technical considerations, 
including PTS, core cooiing, environmental releases and containment 

integrity. 

(2) lmp1~ment upgraded Emergency Operating Procedures which are based on 
technical guidelines developed or described in (1) above for NUREG-0737, 
I.C.l, "Guidance for the Evaluation and Development of Procedures for 
Transients and Accidents." All licensees will be required to implement 
these upgraded procedures on a schedule developed in accordance with 

SECY-82-1118. 
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The procedures developed and implemented by items (1) and (2) above should 
address the following types of concerns: 

(a) Instructions should include allowance for system response delay tim~s 
(e.g., loop transport time, thermal transport time). 

(b) The need for cooldown rate limits for periods shorter than one hour 
should be evaluated. 

(c) Methods for controlling cooldown rats should be provided. 

(d) Guidance should be provided for the operator if cooldown rates or brittle 
fracture limits are exceeded. 

(e) The desired region of operation (e.g., subcooling band) on the pressure
temperature curve should be evaluated to determine if it can be revised 
to maximize the operator's ability to prevent brittle fracture. 

(f) Instructions for controlling pressure following depressurization 
transients should be provided. 

9.9 In-Situ An~ealing (Se~ Appendix M) 

Annealing of the reactor vessel is a possible, although difficult and 
expensive, remedial measure for the radiation embrittlement problem. Research 
sponsored by both the regulated industry and the NRC has provided a basis for 
selecting the temperatures and duration of the annealing process with some 
data on reirradiation damage. Research is being funded by the Electric Power 
Research Institute on the feasibility of annealing. A draft report on 
annealing proposes the use of electric resistance heating elements supported 
by a frame that can be lowered into the reactor vessel. The draft report on 
this study finds no insurmountable difficulties; however, many engineering 
details remain to be resolved. These include the potential for vessel damage, 
and protecting the concrete and vessel support structures from the effects of 
high temperatures. For those plants where proposed remedial actions of the 
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types described in Sections 9.2 through 9.3 above do not result in acceptable 
risks of vessel failure for the whole design lifetime, a plant-specific 

engineering evaluation of in-situ annealing should be performed. 

The feasibility of conducting a demonstration anneal on an older, irradiated 

vessel is being investigated and is reported in Appenrix M. The investigation 
has not reached a final conclusion. It is believed that useful information 
could be obtained regarding both material property recovery and regarding 

practical difficulties of actually performing the operation, if a suitable 

vessel could be found. However, the costs would be great and a suitable 

vessel has not been identified. 

9.10 Basis for Continued Operation 

Finally, as part of the plant-specific analysis package, the licensee will pro

vide a basis for concluding whether or not continued plant operation is justi

fied, and if it is justified the licensee must demonstrate that interim com

pensatory measures are in place that will effectively protect the public health 

and safety and that the licensee is proceeding in good faith in a timely manner 

to achieve a final resolution. 

This basis should include details regardi - frequency of PTS events, descrip

tion of the dominant risk contributors, and assessment of the total risk from 

all such events. Vessel and containment failure modes should be discussed, 
and it should be shown quantitatively how such considerations are factored 
into the overall risk assessment. The total projected PTS risk for the 

interim period until acceptance criteria can be met by corrective action 

should then be compared to the NRC safety goal. 
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Conclusions 

As a result of evaluations performed thus far of the issue of pressurized 
thennal shock, the NRC staff has reached the following conclusions: 

(1) The risk from PTS events for reactor vessels with RT values less 
than the proposed screening criterion (270°F for axi~YTwelds, and 300°F 
for circumferential welds) is acceptable. On the basis of presently 
available information, no reactor vessel will exceed the screening 
criterion for the next few years, therefore there is no need to 
shutdown or anneal any operating PWR in the next few years. 

(2) Most plants can avoid reaching the screening criterion throughout their 
service life by timely implementation of flux reduction programs. Such 
flux reduction programs should be implemented on a time schedule that 
will avoid foreclosure of this option. 

(3) Any plant for which the value of RTUDT is projected to reach the 
screening criterion before the end Uf service life, using the 
conservative method of RTNDT determination described in Section 5 and 
Appendix E, shoLld sut:~'it p ant-specific evaluations (of the type 
described in Section 9) to detennine what, if any, modifications to 
equipment, systems and procedures should be required to provide 
acceptable protection against vessel failure from PTS events for the 
remainder of plant life. These evaluations should be submitted three 
years before the vessel is projected to reach the screening criterion. 

(4) In the near future, the staff should develop more detailed 
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guidance for these evaluations and acceptance criteria for determining 
whether plant modifications are needed based on the evaluations. 

(5) Some of the Commission 1 s regulations (Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50, 10 CFR 
50.46, and possibly others} may not appropriately reflect current under
standing of the state of reactor vessel embrittl~ment and the potential 
for vessel failure as a result of PTS. Timely consideration should be 
given to the possible need for amendments to the regulations (as discussed 
in Section 8.6). 

10.2 Comment on Overall Approach 

It will be evident from this report that the staff is.!:!.!!! proposing to resolve 
PTS issues by requiring a "design-basis pressurized thermal shock event11 to be 
analyzed by a prescribed conservative evaluation model with the results to be 
compared to specified acceptance criteria. Rather than this traditional approach, 
the staff has used analyses of overcooling event sequences actually experienced, 
plus a wide spectrum of possible sequences that have not occurrcj, together 
with explicit consideration of the frequencies or probabilities of occurrence 
of the various events. Moreover, t~e staff has used analysis models as realisitic 
as the state of the art permits, with a few explicit conservatisms to provide 
•he needed margin of safety. The overall level of safety thus provided has 
~een estimated (very approximately) using probabilistic analysis. 

The staff believes that this approach, a departure from regulatory practice in 
the past, gives improved coverage of the spectrum of PTS event sequences, 
improved evaluation of the level of safety, and improved accounting for th" 
various possible events that can mitigate or aggravate an ongoing PTS sequtnce. 
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APPENDIX A 

OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES CONCERNING THE PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK ISSUE 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

The subject of thermal shock to reactor pressure vessels from overcooling 
transients is not a new concern; both industry and the NRC have held meetings 
and issued written reports on the subject for several years. The thermal 
shock concern after a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) has been subject to 
considerable review in the past. Analyses and experiments indicate that the 
vessel will still hold water after a large LOCA. Therefore, for large LOCA, 
thermal shock to the reactor pressure vessel is not a new concern. 

The TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0737, Item II.K.2.13 "Thermal Mechanical Report 
Effect of High-Pressure Injection on Vessel Integrity for Small-Break Loss of 
Coolant Accident with No Auxiliary Feeclwater") identified one transient of 
concern which is characterizd by severe overcooling causing thermal shock to 

the vessel, concurrent with or followed by repressurization (that is, Pre~

surized Thermal Shock, PTS). The staff has recognized that there are many 
other scenarios which could result in PTS. On the basis of events which have 
occurred at operating PWRs 1 the staff recognized early in 1981 that some 
operating reactor pressure vessels of the older plants were approaching material 
property conditions which made the PTS issue a greater concern. Thus the "RC 
staff requested a meeting with industry representatives on March 31, 1981, to 
discuss the PTS problem. This initiated the current effort concerning the PTS 
issue. 

The PTS issue is a concern only for operating PWRs. Boiling waler reactor~ 
(BWRs) are not a signifkant PTS concern. BWRs operate with a large portii·n of 
water inventory inside the pressure vessel at saturated conditions. Any s idden 

cooling will condense steam and result in a pressure decrease, so simultaneous 
creation of high pressure and low temperature is improbable. Also contributing 
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to the lack of PTS concerns for BWRs is the lower fluence at the vessel inner 
wall and the use of thinner vessel wall which results in a lower stress 
intensity for a postulated crack. 

The attached appendix provides a time table of events concerning the PTS 
issue. 

A.2 Summary of Industry Meetings with the Staff 

On March 31, 1981, 1 the NRC staff met with the PWR Owners Groups and 
representatives of NSSS vendors to discuss the effects of potential thermal 
shock to reactor pressure vessels by overcooling transients and the potential 
consequences of subsequent repressurization at relativ•ly low temperatures. 
The staff requested the industry to make a plant-by-plant assessment of the 
problem and to scope and bound the problem. As a n·sult of this meeting the 
industry representatives committed to a report by Mc·y 15, 1981, providing an 
account of what immediate problems exist. Subsequently, by letter dated 
April 20, 1981, 2 the NRC reque~ted the Owners of PWR operating plants to 
respond by May 22, 1981, identifying the specific action which the plant 
Owners propose to take. 

Meetings were held with Babcock & Wilcox (B&W), Westinghouse (W) and Combustion 
Engineering (CE) Owners Groups (OG) on July 28, 29, ,111d 30, 1981,3 respectively, 
at the request of the staff in order to present tMe staff's analysis of the 
problem and the actions the staff intends to take and to hear from the PWR 
Owners the results of their analyses and their proposed actions concerning the 
problem. The staff conc1uded at this meeting that Owners of plants of eat 1 

NSSS type which have the highest RTNOT values would be requested to take 
action to resolve the problem for their plants. Subsequently, the NRC req1 ested 
under 10 CFR 50.54f, by letters dated August 21, 1981, 17 the licensees of 
Oconee 1, TMI-1, Robinson 2, Turkey Point 4, San Onofre 1, Calvert Cliffs ; , 
fort Calhoun and Maine Yankee (1) a 60-day response for information relat·d 
to RTNOT and operator action to prevent PTS and ensure vessel integrity and 
(2) a 150-day response for information which would define actions and schedules 
for resolution of the PTS issue and analyses to support continued operation. 

• 
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Follow-up meetings were held with the W, B&W, and CE OGs on Septe~ber 18 and 
22, and October 7, 1981,4' 5 ' 6 respectively, to review the progress and to 
discuss the technical issues concerning the systems analyses, operator 
responses, and the materials and fracture mechanics aspects of the PTS issue. 

The WOG indicated their report for the TMI Action Plan Item II.K.2.13 due at 
the end of the year would address (1) the Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident 
with Loss of Feedwater (SBLOCA + LOFW) (TMI II.K.2.13) and other scenarios 
including steam line breaks, (2) fracture mechanics calculations for each 
operating plant, (3) the date and RTNDT for each plant when acceptable condi
tions will not be met, and (4) evaluation of remedial actions. WOG indicated 
that the most limiting plant has at least 3 EFPY remaining before there is a 
concern. 

The B&WOG indicated that their work woul~ be concentrated on the Oconee 1 
150-day response to the August 21, 198: letter and plant-specific analyses 
thereafter. 

The CEOG indicated that the report due at the end of the year would address 
the TMI Action Plan Item II.K.2.13 and other scenarios including the main 
steam line break event. The CEOG indicated that the most limiting plant has 
at least 5 EFPY remaining before there is a concern assuming the no-crack 
initiation criteria. 

Meetings were held with the WOG and CEOG including the Owners of the six 
selected plants who received the August 21, 1981 letter on February 24 and 
March 3, 1982, 7 ' 8 at the request of the staff. A meeting was held with Oule 
Power Company on March 24, 1982. 9 These meetings were to discuss the respec
tive Owners groups' reports and the 11 150 day" responses concerning San Ono1re 1, 
Robinson 2, Turkey Point 4, Fort Calhoun, Calvert Cliffs 1, Maine Yankee, a~d 

Oconee 1. TMI-1 was not included in these discussions since GPU elected to 
delay their 11 150 day" submittal until June 1982. These meetings were desi<iled 
to respond to specific staff concerns which were identified with the publi~hed 
meeting notices and later were, in part, transmitted to the Owners of the 
selected plants.34-41 
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Meetings were held wfth the Omaha Public Power District and the WOG on May 6
1 

and 10, 1982, 10 • 11 respectively at their request to update the staff on the 
progress of the respective programs and the responses to the staff's concerns 
identified in the previous meetings. 

The WOG provided the results of a study involving a methodology leading to a 
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) related to PTS. The conclusion of this 
study was that the likelihood of a cooldown transient can challenge t~e reactor 
vessel is less than 10-4 to 10-3 per reactor year for that lead plant 1~t 

5 EFPY from today. WOG maintains that the total risk to public health is in 
the area of 10-9 . 

The CEOG provided responses to the staff concerns identified in the meeting of 
March 3, 1982. In particular the CEOG provided the results of their review of 
operating experience of CE operating plants and the results of a probability 
analysis related to the PTS issue. The review representing 49 reactor years 
of operating experience identified 16 events which met a screening criterion. 
Of those only two met the selection criteria. These actual overcooling ev~nts 
were much less severe than the event analyzed in the "150 day'' response and 
there was no uncontrolled repressurization in either event. The probability 
study cone'· Jed that the main steam line break (MSLB) is the most severe event 
and ranges between a probability of 10- 6 to 10-4 • 

A meeting was held on June~. 1982, 12 with General Public Utilities (GPU) at 
their request to provide the staff a status report on the PTS program for 
TMI-1 and to present a summary of the "150 day" response for TMI-1. Signifi
cant in this study was the use of the COMMIX Code in the mixing analysis. fhe 
COMMIX Code shows warmer temperatures for the SBLOCA events than the BAW 1618 
or Oconee l mixing models. The SBLOCA and turbine bypass valve failure wer? 
the only events analyzed. GPU determined that based on EOL RTNDT of 335°F for 
the most critical weld, operation would be acceptable for 32 EFPV. 

A meeting was held on June 9, 1982 1
13 with the ~WR industry representative~ at 

the request of the staff for the purpose of discussing the current NRC staff 
considerations of possible recommendations for PTS requirements. The staff 
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was considering a limit of Tf RTNDT of 230°F for longitudinal welds and 255°F 
for circumferential welds based on a transient which resulted in a final 
temperature/pressure of 250°F/2500 psi (p = 0.15) which would initiate a 
crack. The industry representatives did not agree with the conservatism of 
the staff considerations. They objected to the crack initiation criteria. 

They believed the final temperature was too low and the pressure was not 
possible. They objected to the data base which was used for the probabilistic 
determinations. The staff provided the industry two weeks to submit comments 
in order for staff to consider the industry news in the determination of the 

staff's position. 

Meetings were held on June 22 and 23, 1982, 14115 with the WOG and CEOG 
respectively at their request to respond to the staff's request for comments 
to the staff's proposed recommendations on PTS requirements. WOG proposed a 

screening criteria of a RTNDT of 310°F and 335°F at longitudinal and circum
ferential welds respectively. This criteria was based on Tf = 290° at the 
surface of the reactor vessel weld. The WOG PRA and the NRC probabili5tic 
fracture mechanics was coupled with the~ probabilistic transient evaluation 
to yield s~fety goals somewhat lower than those reported by the staff. The 
WOG analysis indicated that the PTS issue would be of no concern to operating 
plants for the transient for the next five years of plant operation. 

The CEOG recommended the use of CEN-189 best-estimate initial RTNDT values. 
They recommended the current Regulatory Guide 1.99 but used to predict the 
upper bound shift for high·copper, high-nickel material at fluence greater 
than 10 19 nvt and that Guthrie (HEDL) correlation 1e used to predict the upper 
bound shift for medium·low copper, high-low nickel material at fluence les: 
than 1019 nvt. The CEOG believes arrest will occur. The probabilistic 

analysis indicated that the MSLB bounds the PTS events. 

A m~eting was held with the WOG on July 30, 1982, 100 at the request of the 
staff to discuss the apparent discrepancies between the WOG and the staff 
concerning the limiting transients which produce the greatest overcooling. the 
frequencies of such transients, and the fracture mechanics analysis assot1ated 
with the transients. In particular, the meeting discussed the small break 
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LOCAs (SBLOCAs) which result in stagnation flow and the factors in the fracture 
mechanics analysis which account for the differences between the WOG and the 
staff. WOG indicates that SBLOCAs in the area of 211 to 311 were the sizes of 

concern which result in stagnation flow and the frequencies of such events 
were conservatively estimated to be 6 x 10-4 • Factors which account for the 
differences in the fracture mechanics analyses were heat transfer coefficient 
used, crack length assumptions, and effects of the clad. WOG assumed the heat 
transfer coefficient was not 300° continuous. It varies as explained in 
WCAP 10019. WOG assumed an elliptic crack versus the staff's assumptions of an 
infinite long crack. WOG assumed the clad has no effect. 

A follow-up meeting101 was held with the WOG on August 11, 1982. WOG indicated 
that a lower limit for the SBLOCA of concern was 5 x 10- 5 (a medium value). 
More realistic mixing assumptions concerning other factors such as metal heat 
resulted in approximately 60° increase to prior results of analysis of the 

SBLOCA. 

For the longitudinal flaw the calculational differences between the staff and 

the WOG amount to 45° RTNDT' 

The staff proposed a screening criteria as follows: 

TF = 260°F at 10-2 frequency 

RTNDT = 270° for longitudinal welds 
RTNDT = 300°F for circumferential welds. 

The above is based on operating references. 

A.3 Summary of Industry Responses to Staff Requests 

At the meeting of March 31, 1981, with the PWR industry representatives, tt e 

PWR Owners Groups agreed to provide individual owners groups reports by Ma~ 15, 

1981, which would provide an accounting of what immediate problems exist. By 
letters dated April 20, 1981. 2 the NRC requested the Owners of operating f'WR 
plants to provide responses by May 22. 1981 relating to their participation in 
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the Owners groups programs and specific action which they intend to take. By 
letters dated August 21, 1981, 17 the NRC requested 30-, 60- and 150-day 
responses from each of eight selected utilities owning plants which represented 
the three different vendor NSSS and reactor vessels with the highest irradiation 
damage of each group. 

The NRC responded 18 - 41 to each of the utilities responses to the August 21, 
1961 letter. As a result of the 60- and 150-day responses the staff requested 
additional information from each utility which received the August 21, 1981 
letter. 

Each of the Owners groups provided responses by May 25, 198142 - 43 with an 
accounting of the immediate concern and their plans for resolving the issue. 
Owners of all operating PWR plants indicated their participation in the Owners 
groups programs by letters in response to the NRC letter dated April 20, 1981. 

Tables A-1, A-2 and 4-3 provide the summaries of the 30-, 60- and 150-day 
responses, respectively45 - 66 of the selected utilities which received the 
August 21, 1981 letter. Table A-4 provides a summary of the W a!'d CE generic 
reports6 7-68 concerning the PTS issue. 

A.3.1 Responses Relating to Westinghouse Plants 

The WOG response dated May 14, 1981 from Mr. Robert W. Jurgensen44 indicated 
that all Westinghouse operating plants could sustain severe thermal shock 
transient, including repressurization to beyond January 1983. The WOG proqram 
would be completed by December, 1981. Each utility of a Westinghouse plan. 
would provide additional information including a schedule for remedial act·on 
if requested on completion of the WOG program. 

Tables A-2, A-3 and A-4 provide summaries of Lhe 11 60 and 150 day" response· 
and the generic reports. These responses were supplemented by additional 
information received from the WOG and each of the three selected WestinghcJse 
operating plants in May 1982.s9_12 
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The Westinghouse WOG report concludes that a number of reactor vessels will 
require more plant-specific evaluations and may require that remedial actions 
be implemented at some point in the vessel life to demonstrate vessel integrity 
to end-of-life. The licensees of the three Westinghouse reactors all concluded 
that vessel integrity will be maintained to or beyond end-of-life. 

The supplemental informatio~ provided by the WOG at the meeting of May 10, 
1982, 11 concludes that the probability of a transient of PTS concern for the 
11 lead11 plant at 5 EFPY from today is between 10-4 to 10-3, 

By letter dated May 28, 1982,69 the WOG provided supplemental information on 
Reactor Vessel Integrity in the form of a report "Summary of Evaluation Related 
to Reactor Vessel Integrity." This report supported the conclusions provided 
by the WOG at the meeting of May 10, 1982. 

By letter dated June 16 1982, 73 the WOG provided a discussion of benefits and 
penalties of fuel management schemes to reduce fluence in the form of a report 
11 Fuel Management To Reduce Neutron Flux. 11 This report provides methods of 
reducing the flux to the pressure vessel with no power derating or economic 
penalty. 

By letter dated June 22, 1982, 14 the WOG provided the "Review of the Emergency 
Re!Jponse Guidelines Related to Pressurized Thermal Shock." This report 
explicitly identified those steps In the Emergency Response Guidelines (ERG) 
that have been written to provide operator direction to prevent a mitigated 
PTS event. The report also determined those areas of the ERGs that should be 
modified to more clearly identify appropriate operator responses to prevent or 
mitigate potential PTS events. 

By letter dated July 15, 1982 (103]. the WOG provided the material which wa; 
presented at the meeting of June 22. 1982, with the staff on the PTS issue. 
The letter provided discussions on the calculational differences between WQj 
and 'the NRC staff and the use of the technology relating to PTS in future 
regulatory actions. The WOG utilizes a transient with a final temperature of 
290°F to obtain a screening RTNDT value of 310°F to obtain a screening RTNOT 
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value of 310°F. The WOG reconvn~nds this value for a screening criteria for 
prioritizing plants for plant specific programs for the resolution of the PTS 
issue. 

By letter dated September 2, 1982 (104] supplemented by letter dated 
September 16, 1982 (105) the WOG provided material which was presented at the 
August 11, 1982, meeting with the NRC staff. The WOG indicated substantial 
agreement with the staff's methods, techniques, assumptions and the screening 
values for RTNDT (270° longitudinal welds and approxirnatley 300°F for 
circumferential). 

A.3.2 Responses Related to Combustion Engineering Plants 

The CEOG response dated May 15, 1982, from Mr. K. P. Baskin43 indicated that 
the steam line break transient produces the largest magnitude and rate of heat 
removal for the CE-NSSS design. With this transient, approximately 5 EFPY of 
operation wou'ld have to elapse before vessel integrity would theoretically 
become a concern. 

The CEOG r~sponse indicates that a program is planned to address all aspects 
of the PTS issue and a generic response to TMI Action Plan Item II.K.2.13 
would be provided by January 11 1982. 

The Combustion Engineering CEOG Generic Report68 concludes that all CE plants 
can withstand the postulated small break LOCA (SBLOCA) with extended Loss of 
Feedwater (LOFW) scenarios for the assumed life of the plant. The 150-day 
responses60 - 6 2 from the three licensees of operating CE plants all indicate 
that vessel integrity will be maintained for the lifetime of the plant. 

The supplemental information provided by each of the three selected CE 
operating plant owners 75 - 77 indicated that the main steam line break event s 
the most limiting event and ranges between a probability of 10-6 to 10- 4 . 

They also provided an identification of overcooling events from the operat ng 
history of CE plants. In addition the responses discussed the sensitivitj of 
controlling overcooling transients to operator action. 



. . . 

By letter dated June 14, 1982, the CEOG provided a response to the NRC staff 
proposed position that was presented at the June 9, 1982 meeting. This letter 
reiterated the CEOG conclusion that the MSLB event is the most limiting and 

probable concerning the PTS issue. The CEOG concludes that an Rf NOT value of 
320°F is more appropriate for crack initiation criteria for the NRC proposed 
transient (TF = 250°, P = 2500 psi, p =O.SOm-1). 

The NRC staff proposed crack initiation criteria was considered unnecessarily 
conservative. The ability of the CE-NSSS to cool down as rapidly as the NRC 
proposed temperature transient while maintaining pressure at 2500 psi is 
considered physically impossible. The CEOG contends that the NRC calculated 
probability of the NRC proposed temperature transient is much too high. The 
CEOG disagrees with the approach taken by the NRC to resolve the PTS issue. 

Omaha Public Power District provided comments concerning the staff's proposed 
position by letter79 dated June 26, 1982. OPPD suggested that some type of 
screening criteria would be appropriate to focus on plants which might develop 
a potential PTS concern. The screening criteria should reflect the assessment 
of plant operating histories and major design differences. The use of 
best-estimate RTNDT value is most appropriate. 

A.3.3 Responses Related to B&W Plants 

The B&WOG response dated May 12, 1981 from Mr. John J. Mattimoe42 indicated 
that the SBLOCA with no repressurization is the bounding accident. This 
assumes operator action would mitigate repressurization (by throttling HPI and 
utilizing atmospheric dump or turbine bypass valves). B&W contended that ·he 
analysis is conservative and there is no concern for thermal shock through 
1982. The B&W Owners submitted, in December 1980, BAW 1648, which address• 1 
THI Action Plan Item II.K.2.13 "Thermal Mechanical Report - Effect of HPI en 
Vessel Integrity for SBLOCA with Additional loss of Feedwater. 11 The B&WOG 
plans with respect to PTS to submit plant-specific analyses to address the 
conservatf ~ms in the generic analysis. No generic report was planned for U&W 
plants. 
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Oconee 1 and TMI-1 were the B&W sele~ted plants for the August 21, 1981 letter. 

The 150-day response from Duke Power Company66 concerning the Oconee 1 vessel 
concludes that no changes to the plant or additional fuel management, or 
reactor vessel annealing is necessary to assure safe operation of Oconee 1 
through the design life of the plant. The Oconee 1 report indicated that 
severe PTS events were in the probability range of 10-6 to 10-4 . The Duke 
Power Company letter dated ~pril 30, 198280 provided additional information 
concerning operator responses and sensitivity of transient analysis to operator 
action times. 

By letter dated March 17, 1982, 81 GPU Nuclear informed the staff that the 
"150 day11 response concerning TMI-1 would be submitted as soon as the revised 
mixing analysis could be inputted into the B&WOG plant-specific analyses 
(estimated completion June 1982). 

By letter dated June 1, 1982, 82 GPU provided a response to the NRC letters of 
August 21, 1981, and December 18 1 1981. This letter provides a summary of an 
analysis which GPU proposed to provide at the end of June, 1982. The summary 
concludes that the TMI-1 reactor pressure vessel integrity will not be 
compromised due to PTS events during the lifetime of the plant. Also the rate 
of embrittlement of the TMI-1 vessel may be reduced further if the plant 
switches to low leakage fuel scheme in the near term reloads. GPU indicated 
because of the concerns by the PTS issue, operator response will be 
significantly improved through increased awareness and additional training. 

By letter dated July 7, 1982, 102 GPUN provided the "150 day11 response to th! 
NRC August 21, 1981 letter. 

By letter dated June 22, 1982, 83 the B&WOG provided a response to the NRC 
staff's request at the meeting of June 9 1 1982 concerning the NRC staff pro· 
posed position on the PTS issue. The B&WOG indicated that the generic posi ion 
is unsound, unrealistic, and inappropriate unless used solely as a screenirJ 
basis. Also the NRC proposed crack initiation criteria was considered to oe 
highly conservative and the proposed generic transient does not realistically 
represent an actual B&W plant response. The B&WOG recommended the use of 
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RTNDT as a means of 11 flagging 11 plants with potential concerns. Each plant 
should be analyzed for a realistic probable transient. 

Letters84- 88 were received from Duke Power Company, Arkansas Power & Light 
Company, Florida Power Corporation, GPU Nuclear and SMUD in response to the 
staff's request concerning the proposed staff position concerning the PTS 
issue. Duke Power Company indicated that the staff proposed approach can be 
utilized as a screening method of identifying plants for detailed analyses 
with respect to the PTS issue. However. the staff's analysis of the frequency 
of the transient events is not applicable to any real plant. The Duke Power 
Company letter expressed the concern that the staff has failed to provide a 
feedback loop such that plant improvements made are directly included in the 
analyses. Also the screening criterion may need to be established on a group 
of plants or even on an individual plant basis rather than a generic PWn 
basis. 

Arkansas Power & Light Company's comments85 on the staff proposed position 
follows: 

(1) Indexing the operation to actual fracture toughness rather than on RTNDT 
should be pursued. 

(2) RTNDT could be used as a screening criteria. 
(3) The staff's generic approach does not consider basic design differences. 
(4) The transient selected by the staff is unrealistic. 
(5) The crack initiation criteria is not consistent with the ASHE Code. 
(6) AP&L disagrees with some of the basic assumptions of the staff's proposal. 

Florida Power Corporation86 included the following comments on the staff's 
proposal: 

(1) System pressure does not remain constant as proposed by the staff. 
(2) Emphasis should be focused on actual fracture toughness rather than 

RT NOT' 

GPU8 7 offered the following comments to the staff's proposal: 
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(1) The staff's proposed failure criteria is too conservative. 
(2) The proposed governing transient is too severe and overly conservative. 
(3) Emphasis should be placed on the actual toughness of the vessel material 

rather than RTNDT' 

SMUD indicated that the PTS issue cannot be realistically evaluated by focusing 
on a single parameter such as RTNDT' 

A.4 NRC Staff Audit of Operating Procedures, Operator Qualifications and 
Training With Respect to the PTS Issue 

On March 16, 1982, a NRC short-term task force on PTS was organized to make a 
detailed review and prepare a report on the efforts on PTS at the H. B. Robinson 
Nuclear Plant. Specifically, the task force was to provide a report character
izing the problems, methodology of resolution, bases for conclusions and 
recommendations regarding the adequacy of in-place training programs and 
operating procedures. 

The report89 "NRC Staff Audit of Robinson and Procedure!> and Training for 
Pressurized Therma 1 Shock" dated April 15, 1982, recommenc1.ed that prior to 
restart the Robinson 2 operators and STAs should be retrained in areas related 
to the PTS issue and that SI termination criteria and procedures be changed to 
accommodate the PTS issue. 

The task force also recommended similar audits be performed at the other seven 
plants which were identified with the August 21, 1981, lette~. 

By letter dated April 26, 1982, 90 - 95 the seven other utilities of plants of 
concern were requested to cooperate in this effort. 

A.4.1 Robinson 2 Audit 

A visit to the Robinson 2 site took place on April 5-7, 1982, to evaluate 
procedures and training. By letter dated April 20, 1982, 96 the staff cont irmed 
the understanding that of general acceptance of the recommendations of the 
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task force report. This was confirmed in writing by CP&L by letter dated 

May 4, 1982. 97 

A.4. 2 Oconee 1 Audit 

A review of Oconee's procedures and training for PTS WdS conducted May 11-13, 
1982. In general, the review team found the operators adequately knowledgeable 
of the PTS issue, except that knowledge of past PTS events at other facilities 

was weak. The procedures provided mitigative actions to prevent PTS, but 
needed to be strengthened to provide actions if an unacceptable pressure/ 
temperature condition was reached. The audit team felt that a means should be 

provided for plotting cooldown rate and subcooling margin with the plant 

computer out of operation. 

A.4.3 Fort Calhoun Audit 

A review of the procedures and training for PTS at Omaha Public Power 
developments Fort Calhoun plant was completed on June 8-10, 1982 by PNL. 

General recommendations99 regarding procedures and control instrumentation 

made by PNL included: 

{l} The values of parameters of interest in procedurP.s should be consistent 

as appropriate. 
(2} Emergency procedures should note both minimum and maximum subcooling 

temperatures. 
(3} Emergency procedures should identify only one form of saturation curve. 
(4) The current NOT curve should be in every procedure which references i·. 

(5) The subcooling margin indications should be available for all ranges cf 

RCS temperatures. 

A.4.4 San Onofre 1 Audit 

An onsite audlt was conduct~d of the San Onofre Unit 1 procedures and trai.dng 

for PTS June 3-4, 1982. Preliminary findings from the audit indicate that the 

procedures are based on plant-specific analyses of transients and that the 
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operations personnel were familiar with PTS even though their trainfng was not 
completed at the time of the audit. The findings indicate that the remainder 
of the training program should include instruction on past cooldown events. 
Findings on the San Onofre 1 procedures are included in the audit report. The 
procedures were generally found adequate for PTS considerations, and were 
based on Westinghouse analysis. The findings indicate that a method for 
plotting coolJown rate should be provided to the operators. 

A.4.5 Maine Yankee Audit 

A review of Maine Yankee's procedures and training for PTS was conducted on 
May 25-27, 1982. The review team found the plant operations personnel and 
STAs ad2quately knowledgeable of the PTS issue, and the procedures provided 
adequate guidance for preventing PTS. One significant operating philosophy 
already in place at Maine Yankee is the throttling of HPI flow to maintain as 
close to 50°F subcooling as possible during potential cooldown events. It was 
noted by t~e review team that no written exam was conducted after the lectures 
on PTS. Rather, a seminar method was used to determine the level of comprehen
sion. Quest1ons regarding PTS have been included in the written requalification 
examinations.. The review team concluded that the operators were sufficiently 
knowledgeable of PTS. No changes to the operating procedures or training 
program were recommended to meet the objectives of the audit. 

A.4.6 Calvert Cliffs 1 Audit 

An onsite audit was conducted of the Calvert Cliffs procedures and trainin1 
for PTS on July 6-8, 1982. Procedure recommendations were identified in tlie 
instructions for preferred methods of accident mitigation, priorities for 
mitigative actions, and procedure cross-reference. Training recommendatio1 s 
included additional training on accident mitigation methods. 

A.4. 7 Turkey Point 4 Audft 

An onsite audit was conducted of the Turkey Point 4 procedures and training 
for PTS on July 13-15, 1982. No substantive recommendations were identified. 

A-15 
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Plant Ma8e 
(Date of licensee's 
30 day response to 
ltT of B/21/01) 

Calvert Cliffs 1 
(5epte.ber 24. 1981) 

Fort Calhoun 
(septellber Z2. 1981) 

Turkey Point 4 
(september 23. 1981) 

Robinson 2 
(seplellber 21, 1981) 
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Table A-1 Sumary of responses to NRC letters dated August 21. 1981 conceming therul shock issue 

licenstt's 30 day response concerning 5 fteas to be submitted in 60 days 

(1) 
Request for present RTNOTI 
plates and welds 

Will be ansltered within 
60 days 

Will provide value for plate 
aaterial vithin 60 days. 
Will provide value for weld 
material in 150 day 
response. 

Will provide responses 
within 60 days. 

Will provide responses 
wi tilt n 60 days. 

(Z) 
Rate of RTNDT 
increase 

Will be answered 
within 60 days 

Will provide value 
for plate uterial 
vithin 60 days. 
Wil 1 provide value 
for weld 11aterial 
in 150 day response. 
Wi 11 provide 
responses within 
60 days. 

Will provide 
responses within 
60 days. 

(3) 
RT li•ft for 
co~Tnued operation 

Do not think a 
a siaple RTHDT value 
is an appropr ate 
li•it. 

Do not think a 
sf11ple RTNOT value 
is an appl'f>prfate 
lf•it. 

Response will be 
delayed until 
March 1. 1982. 

Response will be 
deferred until 150 
day response. 

(4) 
Basis for RTNOT 
li•it 

Will provide a llOnt 
reasonable criteria 
for a l1•it for 
continued operation 
in 150 day response. 
Will provide a 
response within 60 
days. Response will 
provide bas is for 
response to { 3). 

InfonNtion has been 
provided in 5/14/81 
ltr. Will provide 
additional 1nforaa
tfon with response to 
(3) 

lnfol"Ution has been 
provided, however 
additional fnfoT1W1-
ution will be 
provided in 150 day 
response. 

October 1. 1981 

(5) 
Questions concerning 
operatnr actions 

Will be answered 
in 60 days 

Will be answered in 
60 days. 

Wf 11 be answered fn 
60 days. 

Wi 11 be answered f n 
in 60 days. 

• 



Plant Na. 
(O.te of licensee's 
30 day response to 
ltr of 8/Zl/01) 

San Onofre l 
(OCtober S, 1981) 

Oconee 1 
(No 36 day response 
expected - telephone 
conversation indi
cated no conflicts 
seen). 

TMI-1 
COCtober l, 1981) 

Maine Yankee) 
(Septellber 29, 1981) 
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TABLE A-1 (Continued) 

Licensee's 30 day response concerning S itet1s to be suti.itted in 60 days 

{l) 

Request for present RTHOT 
plates and welds 

Will be provided by 
Hovellber 4, 1981 (15 day 
delay). 

Will provide 60 day 
response. 

Will provide response within 
60 days. 

Could answer within 60 days, 
however, would prefer to 
respond more fully within 
a short time after 60 day 
response is due. 

(2) 

Rate of RTHOT 
increase 

Will be provided by 
November 4, 1981 
(15 day delay). 

Wi 11 pro.,ide 60 
response. 

W~ll be answered 
within 60 days. 

Could answer within 
60 days, however, 
would prefer to 
respond 11<>re fully 
within a short tiae 
after 60 day 
is due. 

(3) 
RT li•it for 
con~Inued operation 

Will be provided as 
soon as aade avai1-
able. Owners Group 
work will not be 
c()lllplete until end 
of year. 

Will provide 60 day 
response. 

Wi 11 be answered 
wfthin 60 days. 

Could answer within 
60 days, however, 
would prefer to 
respond more fully 
within a short time 
after 60 day resp. 
is due. 

(4) 
Basis for RTNDT 
liait 

Will be provided by 
Novetlber 4, 1981 (15 
day delay). 

Will provide 60 day 
response. 

Will be answered 
within 60 days. 

Could answer within 
60 days, however, 
would prefer to 
respond •ore fully 
within a short ti11te 
after 60 day resp. 
is due. 

(5) 
Questions concerning 
operator actions 

Will be provided by 
November 4, 1981. 

Wi 11 provide 60 day 
response. 

Will be answered 
within 60 days. 

Could answer within 
60 days, however, 
'Ould prefer to 

respond 11e>re fully 
within a short ti9e 
after 60 day resp. 
is due. 

• 



l icem.l!·t' s lO day response 
concer:ifng the lSO day 
response. 

Will provide a plan within 150 
days. Ile• 7 of request for 
~itional infof'9cltion will n.;t 
be complete. Will provide a 
schedule for CQllPlete M!'sponse. 

Wt 11 provide U;e 150 day 
response. 

Will provide response Jan. l, 
1982. Vill provide schedules 
& additional analyses for 
re.edial actions by 3/1/82. 

Will provide 150 day response. 
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Table A-1 (Continued) 

Reaarks 

NRC letter dated 10/22/81 indicated staff 
would accept _.,at licensee will provide. 
Staff will continue effort which may result 
in specifying conservatisas where 110re 
definitive info. is not available. 

NRC ltr. dtd. 10/27/Bl acknowledged 
receipt of ltr. dt. 10/20/81 and requested 
licensee to subllit weld material data as 
soon possible as a supplement to ltr. 
dtd. 10/20/81. 
NRC letter dated 10/22/81 indicated staff 
would accept what licensee will provide. 
Staff will continue effort which aay result 
in specifying conservatisms where 111>re 
definitive info. is not available. 
NRC letter dated 10/22/81 indicated staff 
would accept what licensee will provide. 

• 



l i ctmsff • s 30 day response 
concerning the 150 day 
response. 

No conftict seen. 

Will provide ISO day response. 

Intend to subllit response 
following plant-specific 
analysis established by B&W OG 
(Oconee I-Dec. 31, 1981, 
Rancho Seco-Mar. 1, 1982. 
Others-1 ater). 

Will respond tc Il.K.2.13 by 
aid June 1982. More detailed 
fracture aechanics data 
available in 1982. 
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Reurks 

Staff will continue effort which may result 
in specifying conservatiS11s where 110re 
definitive info. is not available. 

NRC letter dated 10/22/81 indicated staff 
would accept what licensee will provide. 
Staff will continue effort which .ay result 
in specifying conservatis•s where 11are 
definitive info. is not available. 

NRC ltr. dtd. 10/22/81 conffnas that 
licensee anticipates no conflicts in 
providing 60 day and 150 day response. 

NRC ltr. dtd. 10/ZZ/81 indicated that the 
staff will use Oconee 1 data as it is 
applicable to TMI-1. Staff encourages 
licensee to subllit info. as it becat1es 
available. Remainder of ltr. siailar to 
to response for Calvert Cliffs 1. 

NRC ltr. dtd. 10/23/81 indicated staff would 
favor the response according to the licensee's 
licensee's proposed schedule. The lack of 
tilM!ly infonnat1on on requested infol"llation 
could result in conservatisas in the staff 
conclusions. 

.. -- ... - --· ... - ~· -.--·r-..-...... -~ .... - ... - _.., 

• 



Plant MMe 
(Date of 60 
day response) 

Calvert Cliffs 

{10/20/81) 
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Table A-Z ~ry of 60 day responses to NRC letters dated August 21. 1981, concerning theraal shock to RPV 
Novellbc!r 10. 1981 

(l) 
Initial & Present RTNDT 
for plates & welds 

(2) 
Rate of RTNDT increase 
for plates-·& weld5 

(3) 
RTNDf li•it for 
cont. nued oper. 

(4) 
Basis for RT~T 1i•it 

(5) 
Response concerninf: operator 
actions 

Re1Ntrks 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

li•iting RTNDT Values 
Initial Values 

Plate 200 
Welds 0 

drc. -20° 
long .. 10° 

f 4.77 EFPY (12/31/81) 

Plate 92° 
Welds 
drc. 146° 
long. 178° 
Peak ID fluence 
7.0Sx1018 n/ca2. 

Licensee provided RTNDT Licensee does not 
values for 7.97 EFPY consider it 
(12/31/85) in resp. appropriate to 

Plate 115° 
Welds 
crrc:- 194° 
long. 235° 

Peak ID fl uence 
i.18x1019 n/ca2. 

define an upper 
I tait RT NOT 
value. 

·I 

Adoption of RTHDT 
li•it would not per
•it consideration of 
wara prestressing or 
other factors. 

---- - - -· .. : -.-~ -----r-·""' ... --~ 

.. 

Operators can r.ontrol feed 
rate and termfn~~ ~PSI to 
prevent overpressurtzation. 
Generic progrma will review 
procedures after detailed 
analyses of transient:. 

l1 censee RT NDT 
values ~re wll 
within the 
staff's 
estfute. 

.. 



Plut Name 
(Date of 6o 
day response) 

Fort Calhoun 
(10/20/al) 
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(1) 
Initial & Present RTHDT 
for plates & welds 

li•iting RTNDT Values 
Initial Values 

Plate 10° 
Welds 
circ. -20° 
long. -20° 

@ S.36 EfPY (12/31/81) 

Plate 112° 
Welds 
crrc.- 245° 
long. 255° 
Peak IO f l&;ence -
7.04xl018 n/cm2 

RTtmT values are based on 
getmf"ic uterial proper
ties. Properties for 
archive .aterial will be 
provided in 150 day 
response. 

Table A-2 (Continued) 

(2) 
Rate of RTlllDT increase 
for plate &-welds 

(3) 
RTNDT li•ft for 
con~ nued op.r. 

licensee provided RTNOT licensee does not 
values for 8.58 EFPY co.,sider it 
(IZ/31/85) f n approprf ate to 
response. define an upper 

li•it RTNOT 
~late 142° value. 
Welds 
circ. 270° 
long. 268° 
Peak ID fluence -
l.12xl019 n/ml. 

(4) 
Basis for RTNOT li•it 

Adoption of RTNDT 
liait would not per
ait considerations of 
warm prestressing. 

(5) 
Response concerning operator 

HPSI throttlir.g and teJWina

nation and feedwater 
throttling criteria are 
provided in e11ergency 
transient procedures to 
prevent repressurization. 
CE 'otill reviw procedures & 
'othere warranted procedure 
revisions will b~ proposed 
and evaluated. Following 
this. procedures will be 
changed and operating staff 
retrained as necessary. 

-~ .. ___ ...... _. -- ....... .. 

RemYrlts 
actfons 

• 

licensees RT NOT 
values are 
within the 
estiutes. By 
letter dtd. 
10/23/81 the 
staff requested 
properties for 
archive .atertal 
as soon as it 
is available as 
a suppleNnt to 
to the 60 day 
resp. 

• 



P1Pl "-e 
(Date of 6o 
day response) 

Maine Yankee 

(1172/81) 

(1) 
Initial & Present RTtlOT 
for plates & velds 

li•iting RT.r-;J Values 
initial Values 

Plate -111° 
weld -30° 

As of 9/30/81 -
,43 x 106 MiAf electric 
T T i lb = 1806 

Peft ID Fluence 
s.4xio18 n/aaZ. 

Turkey Point 4 li•iting RTHDT Values 
(10721/81) initial Values 

22 

forging 50° 
Cfrc. Welds 3° 

Current Values S.61 
eFev c9noze1 

Forg1ngs BS 
Ctrc. Welds 193° 
Peak ID Fluence -
t.iitoi9 nJca:z 
Fluence I 1/4 T 
6.6x1618 n/C82 

(Z) 
Rate of RTNDT increase 
for plates··& welds 

licensee provided RTNDT 
values for 26 110re 
calendar years & end 
of life (35 total 
calendar years) for 
111elds. 

26 110re cal. yrs 300° 

End of life 295° 

70/EFPY for next 10 yrs 
5°/EFPY for re11aining 
life. 

for forgings, this 
represents 30° inc. 
for re11afntng design 
lit,,. of vessel. 

Table A·2 (Continued) 

(3) 
,Twil li•it for 
COi~ nued aper. 

lic~see ~-.. not 

consider ft 
approprtate to 
define an upper 
1i•it RTHOT 
value. 

licensee stated 
in letter dtd. 
9/23/81 that 
response will be 
delayed until 
3/1/82. 

(4) 
Ba~:z for RTNDT li•it 

The progr• the 

l~censee ts working 
on ~onsiders the many 
vari•~les involved in 
the ve.:\el 
capabfHt;~,.. 

licensee stated in 

letter dtd. 9/23/81 
tnforaation has been 
provided in 5/14/81 
ltr. Will provide 
i:~!ti.;:n..;.! :;.:~ ..... -
aation with response 
to (3). 

- -<~ ·~-----~---~ -~ 

(S) 
Response concerning operator 

Operators are instructed 

with procedures to li•it 
repressurization that results 
fra HPSI operation and 
removing RC PUllP operation 
during transients. licen
see maintains these actions 
contribute to proble11. 

licensee indicated no 

oper.1tor action ts required 
for lOCA. Oper•tor action 
is required within 10 •in. 
tor large MSLB. This 
includes criteria fn proce
dures for HPSI tenmination 
and throttling ARI. LOCA 
procedures have si•ilar 
procedures. Operators are 
trained in procedures and on 
simulator. 

;~-~-·- ... -~ -·,,,., ·- . ... 

Remarks 
actions 

licensees RTMDT 
values are wel1 
vithin the 
staff• s 
estimates. 

licensees RTMDT 
values are well 
within the 
staff's 
estiutes. 

• 
• 

' . 
~ 



Plant Mame 
(Date of 6o 
day response) 

Robinson 2 

{lo/26/el) 

San Onofre 
(104/81) 

Z3 

(1) 
Initial & Present RTHOT 
for plates & welds 

lfsiting RTttOT Values 
Initial Values 

Plate 46° I 1/4 T 
weTiiS o• 

Current Values 
IO Pltte 124° 
1/4 T Plate 113° 
ID Wflld 242° 
114 T Weld 210° 
Fh~nce f ID Plate 
r:41xi019 n/cal. 

flue • .c>l @ IO Weld 
l. l0x.10l9 n/ca2 
liaiting RTNOT Values 
Initial Values 

Plate 6'l0 

weid (long.) 0° 

Current Values @ 
8.93 EFPY {lo/31/81) 

Plate 222° 
Weld (long.) 229° 

(2) 
Rate of RTMDT increase 
for plate g-weld 

7°/EFPY for next 10 yrs 

5°/EFPY for retaatntng 
life. 45° total for 
plate. 

For Plate 4°/EFPV 
For Welds 3°/EFPY 

Table A-2 (Continued) 

(3) 

RlNDf liait for 
cont nued oper. 

licensee stated 

in ltr. dtd. 
9121/81 that 
responns wt 11 
be deferred 
unttl 150 day 
response. 

licensee stated 
that response 
wt 11 t.e provided 
upon cmpletion 
of W Owners Croup 
work. 

(4) 
Basts for RTNDT li•it 

Licensee stated in 

ltr. dtd. 9/21181 that 
inforaation has been 
provided; however, 
additional 1nforaa
tion wftl be provided 
fn 150 day repsonse. 

RTNDT should not be 

used as sole para11eter 
to deteraine vessel 
integrity. Such a 
liait should be qual
ified to the specific 
11ethod of calcula
tion. Refers to 
Owners Group report 
of 5/14/81. 

(S) 
Response concerning operator 

Opent.ors are provided in 

procedures HPSI teraination 
crfbrh and FV throttling 
criteria. HPSI pmps have 
1500 psi shutoff heolds. 
Trainfng Protr•s are 
establ fshed. 

Existing procedures provide 
HPSI terafnation criteria 
for LOCA and SLB. Providec 
no provisions for throttling 
HPSl. Provided instruc
tion to throttle feedwater. 
For SLB operator action not 
required before lu •in. 
Training programs are pro
vided. HPSI shutoff head 
is 1160 psi. 

'· .· . 
.. \ 

Rmarks 
actions 

.. 

Licensees RTMOT 
values are 
within the 
esti .. tes. 

lfcensees RTN!!T 
values are 
well within 
the staff's 
estiaates. 

1 •· .-..... ~ 

-



rlant N.we 
(Date of 60 
day response) 

Oconef' 1 

(10/20/81) 

24 

(1) 
Initial & Present RTHDT 
for plates & welds 

liaiting RTNDT Values 
Initial Values 

Plate @ Nozzle 60° 
Weld crrc. 20° 
long. ZOo 

Current Values 
5.13 EFPY (10/1/81) 

Plate 89° 
Weld 
circ. 145° 
Jong. 160° 
Plate Fluence 
l.94d018 n/c-2. 

Weld Fluence 
2.27xl018 n/ca2. 

(Z) 
Rate of RTNDT increase 
for plates""& welds 

Licensee provided 
fluence rate of 
increase for peak 
fluence and for 
critical weld 
location. 

Peak Ftuence Rate -
0.37xl018 n/cmZ/EFPY 

Weld Fluence Rate -
0.33xl018 n/ca2./EFPY 

. . ~ -. :· .. 

Table A-2 (Continued) 

(3) 
RTNO{ li•it for 
coHt nued oper. 

Licensee does not 
consider it 
appropriate to 
establish an 
upper liait 
RTNOT value. 

.. : ' . 

(4) 
Basis for RTNDT li•it 

A RTNOT li•it would 
not provide confi
dence to predict 
toughness of aaterials 
and assurance that 
material vith the 
greatest index is 
the controlling 
material for a given 
analysis. 

(5) 
Response concerning operator 

Emergency procedures require 

operator action for control-
1 ing ste• line break (over
cool fng) and LOCA. These 
include throttling and 
teraination criteria for 
HPSI. The operator can lake 
11anuat control of feedwater 
syste11s to lf•it plant 
cool down. 

- ....... - ·- . --· -----·- ·-. 

. ·~ 

.. 

Reurks 
actions 

The 1i censee' s 
RT values 
arf>~tthin the 
staf1's 
estiutes. 

-



Plant Mae 
(bate of 6o 
day response) 

Three Mile 

Island 1 
(10723/81) 

2S 

(1) 
Initial & Present RTHOT 
for plates & welds 

Liaiting RTHOT Values 
ln1t1al Values 

Plate @ 1/4 T 40° 
Welds @ 1/4 T 20° 

Current Values 

Plate 83° 
Weld 
cirC.. 177° 
long. 170° 

Fluence for Plate 
2.3xl018 n/cra2. 

fluence for circ. welds 
2.lxl018 n/Clll. 

Fluence for long. welds 
l.7xl018 n/cra2. 

(2) 
Rate of RTNDT increase 
for plates & welds 

For Plate 

6. 2° RTNOT/EFPY 

For Circ Welds 
22.88 RTNDT/EFPY 

for Long. Welds 
19.9 RTNDT/EFPY 

These are the curren~ 
rates. As plant life 
increases da/dt 
decreases. 

Table A-Z (Continued) 

{3) 
RTNOT limit for 
cotit. nued orer. 

Use of RTNDT as 
a limiting 
paraaeter for 
continued opera
tion is n0t 
considered appro
priate by 
licensee. 

(4) 
Basis for RTNDT liait 

The owners group will 

establish a set of 
parameters that are 
expected to be other 
than RTNDr 

--....----.-rr--, - ~ .. · -:· . - - .. '-:6' . ...... --- ....,., - - -

... :.' 

\_• : ' .. 
':."<"' 

(5) 
Response concerning operator 

B&W Report BAW 1648 Guide-

1 ines have been inccrporatt>d 
in TMI-1 Emergency Proce
dures. For SBLOCA procedures 
provide for HPSI throLtling 
(tenaination) criteria and 
feedwater control criteria. 
Training on these procedures 
is a part of operator 
training and retraining 
progra.. 

• 

actions Reearks 

The licensee's 

RTNDT values for 
long tudinal 
welds are 
slightly higher 
than the staff's 
estiaates (100). 

" -· iw:' .~'-...--- - ... - - - - ·-~ ... - - ...• -

,· . 
. ' - '; 

• 



Table A-3 Si.m1ary of •150 day'" responses concerning PTS 

Response Wara 
Plant to letters and pres tressing Operator actions 
(NSSS vendors) ~n. conunts Cone I us ions Li•iting transients Criteria of accept. considered considered actions a-dial Actfons 

Robinson Z 1. Irrad?.ttion 31 cal. yrs. Rpt. provided a table Mfn. flaw depth for Yes. for all Refers to WCAP 10019. 1. Wi 11 have low 
1/2S/8Z data of vessel life tri,sients considered crack initiation is transients Credit is taken for leakage core 

<!!> 2. Weld aateria1 reaaintng for which include greater than 1.0 in. considered. LSLB. AfV tenai nated 2. Vill keep 
info. all transients following: HPSI teniinated in abreast on 

Referenced 3. Basis for considered. l. large l.OCA Crack arrest occurs 10 •in. annealing 
WC.AP 10019 cont in~ 2. SBLOCA within 75% of vessel develop-.mts. 

~ration 3. LSLB 3. Studyf ng bene-
4. Operator " SSLB fits of 

actions 5. Rancho Se.:o heating RWST. 
s. Raedial 4. Verification 

actions analysts by 
EPttl. 

Turkey Pt. 4 1. Irradiation Reactor vessel Rpt. provided a table Hin. flaw depth for Yes. all Cannot detenaine but Since integrity 
1121/82 inforwation integrity wi 11 of transients consid- crack fnftiation is transients WCAP 10019 provides has been claon-

2. Weld be 11a fota i ned ered which include greater than 1.0•. except SSLB following: st.rated. no need 
(~) Mterial info throughout following: for action plan. 

3. Transient design life. 1. large LOCA Crack arrest occurs Control AfV 
Referenced fracture 2. SBLOCA within 7SX of vessel 
WCAP 10019 analysis show- 3. LSLB wall thick. 

ing basis for 4. SSLB 
continued s. Rancho Seco 
~ratfon. 

26 
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Response 
Plant to letters and 
(NSSS vendors) gen. contents 

San Onofre 
1/25/82 

(~) 

Referenced 
WCAP 10019 

Ft. Calhoun 
1/18/BZ 

(CE) 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Irradiation 
effects 
Material 
property info 
Basis for 
continued 
operation 
Operation 
actions 
Relledial 
Actions 
Thenaal-hydro 
Eva). 
(a} SlB 
(b) OvercooJ

ing (anti
pated 
occurences) 

Fracture Mech 
Analy. for SLB 
Re:;ponse to 
Dec. 18 ltr. 
Fluence data 

Cone 1 us ions 

Reactor vesse 1 
integrity wi 11 
be aaintained 
beyond design 
lifetime. 

lntegri ty will 
be aaintained 
for lifetime 
of plant. 

Table A-3 (Continued) 

Limiting transients Criteria of accept. 

Rpt. provided a table 
of transients consid
ered which include 
following: 
1. Large LOCA 
2. SBLOCA 
3. LSLB 
4. SSLB 
5. Rancho Seco 

MSLB most limiting. 
Overcooling AOO
stuck open dmp 
valve. 
(SBLOCA + lOFW 
analyzed in 
CEN 189) 

Min. flaw depth for 
crack initiation is 
greater than 1. O". 

Crack arrest occurs 
within 75% of vessel 
wall thick. 

For MSLB (low prob
ab1l ity) - crack 
arrest. 
for AOO + Single 
failure - crack 
arrest 
For AOO - no crack 
initiation 

Warm 
pres tressing 
considered 

'fes. for 
large and 
small LOCAs 
only. 

Benefit fro. 
W.P. not 
considered. 
however. it 
was not 
needed. It 
would have 
been credited 
if needed and 
criteria met. 

Operator actions 
considered actions 

for LSLB 
Tennnate HPSI 
Ter11inate AFW to 
faulted SG. 

For SSLB 
Isolate break (PORV) 
Ter11inate HPSI 

Yes 
For MSlB - 30 ain. 
to reduce HPSI flow. 
For MSLB - trip RC 
pumps in 30 seconds. 
for AOO trip RCP in 
10 •in. Reduce HPSI 
in 90 •in. 

·---~----... 
--· __ _,,. _______ _ 

:-=. 
':-·· 

Remedial Actions 

Plan for relledial 
actions not 
warranted. low 
1 eakage core is 
place. 

• 

1. Will f11ple11ent 
reduced radial 
leakage fuel 
SChelle in 
Cycle 8. 

• 

z. Wfll study other 
fue 1 arrang.
aent sche9es 

3. Do not plan 
increase in 
ECC water tellp. 

4. Evaluating 
annea 1i rig. 

5. Progru plan 
will evaluate 
control systellS, 
procedures & 
potential 
design mods. 



Table A-3 (Continued) 

Response Wana 
Plant to letten and pres tressing Operator actions 
(NSSS vendors) gen. contents Conclusions Li•iting transients Criteria of accept. considered considered actions Remedial Actions 

Maine Yanbe APP A - response Veue 1 vi 11 MSLB most li•iting No crack initiation. Benefit froa Yes 1. Low leak~ 
1/Zl/82 to 4-150 day retain integ- (cooldown below 300°) Response references W.P. not For MSlB fuel 191t. for 

qll@stions rity throughout CEH 189 Report. considered. Trip RCP f 30 sec. Cycle 7. 
(CE) APP 8 - response design 1 ife. Prob. of MSLB is however. it Tenainate HPSI f 2. Will operate 

to Rf I of 8/21/81 very lov. was not 30 •in. RWS to •in-
APP C - response n~. It t.ain higber 
to 12/18/81 ltr. ~uld have For AOO tellp. not to 

credited if Trip RCP f 10 •in. exceed 809 
May do further needed and Tenainate HPSI f 90 3. Will keep 
RHRAH analyses criteria met. •in. info~ on 

annnea 1 i ng. 
4. wn r ev. r •te 

contro 1 str•-
t.egy <1fter 
plant-specific 
evaluation is 
in place. 

Calvert Cliffs l. Was responsive No crack initi- MSLB 90St llmiting. No crack initiation Benefit fr'Oll Yes 1. Scoping studies 
1128/82 2. Fl uence cal. ation for AOO + single failure. for AOO W.P. not For MSlB on fuel llgllt. 
(Resp. to 3. SysteltS assu.ed plant SBLOCA + LOF\I Crack arrest for considered. Trip RCP t 30 sec. 2. Do not plan to 
12/18/81 ltr Analysis life for SBlOCA analysis in CE 189 MSLB however, it RMuce HPSI flow t increase RWST 
1/21/82) 4. fracture + LOFW. Salle was not 30 ain. . tellperature. 

mechanics for stuck open needed. It fc;r ADO 3. No discussion 
(CE) dump valve would have Trip RCP f 10 •in. on anne•ling. 

(AOO) been credited Terainate AfV @ 10 4. Control systa 
if needed and criteria •in. Reduce HPSI changes MY be 
For MSLB. satis- met. @ 90 •in. considered. 
factory perfona-
ance for Zl 
add' l EFPY 
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Rnponse 
Plant to letters and 
(ltSSS vendors) gen. contents 

Oconee l 1. Overcoo l i ng 
1115/82 transient 

analysis** 
(l&W) 

z. S8LOCA 
analysis 

3. Mixing 
analysis 

4. Vessel wa 11 
thel'Sll 
analysis 

s. Material 
properties 

6. Fluence 
deter11ination 

1. fracture 
mechanics 
analysis 

8. Fr_:equency 
deten1ination 

9. SLB aMlysis 
**Turbine bypass 

systee failures. 
overfi 1l 
transients 

Table A·J (Continued) 

Conc1U5ions Liaiting transients Criteria of accept. 

Vessel failure SBLOCA + LOAI 
is not calcu- Overcooling transient 
lated to result 
frm postulated 
transient. 
With ainiaal 
downca.r •ix-
ing. no credit 
for aixing in 
hot leg, no 
credit for W.P.-
16 Ef PY. Wt th 
credit for W.P .• 
for S8LOCA - 32 
EFPY. for over-
cooling transient 
ZS EfPY (Design 
1 ife - approx. 
Z1 EFPY) 

Crack initiation with 
arrest within 114 T 

w .... 
prestressing Operator actions 
considered considered actions 

Yes. for 
SBLOCA. No 
for over
cooling 
transient 

SBLOCA + LOAI 
Trip RCP. Throttl• 
HPIS I 93 •in. 

Overcooling Transient 
Trip RCP. isolate 
EFWS I 20 •in. 
Except MSLB - isolate 
all feedwater within 
5 ain. 

Only assumed above 
aCt.ions where 
necessary to •itigate 
consequences and 
achieve acceptable 
EFPY. 

- -·------. ··~·- ---··-.......-........,..- ·-:- .... , .. -·. r·~-·-- ~ - ... ~ 

Remedial Actfou 

l. 18 aooth fuel 
cycle proviclH 
decrease h• 
leakage flux. 

2. Current wa~r 
taperatun 
sufftci.nt. 

3. In-place 
annuling not 
required. 

4. No control 
systee changes 
are MCHHI')'. 

• .. 



Plant 

TlirJ-1 
1fll82 
(llH) 

lO 

Responses and General Content.s 

l. Transient Analysis 
a) Experience 
b) OvercooHng Transient 
c) SBLOCA 

2. Mixing .nalysis 
3. Yeuel W.11 TherwJ An.tlysis 
4. Naterial Properties 
!>. fluence Det..naination 
6. Fracture Mechanics Analysis 

Tule A-3 (Continued) 

Conclusions li•iting Transients 

Vessel integrity for 1. 58lOCA + LORI 
S8LOCA & stuck open TIV 2. 6 Stuck Open 
is .. intained at 32 
EFPY and longer. ASSUll'" 
eel U4 T flaw-no defect 
growth. 

Criteria of Acceptance 

1. No crKt initiation du1"1ng 
Z. Crack initiation with ar1'est 

V.1'11 
PrH~ssing 

Consict.red 

.. 
• 



Operator Act Ion 
Cons i def'ed 

31 

SBLOCA & LORI Oven:ooling Transient 

1. Trip RCP within 2 •tn. of ES.FAS l. Trip RCP within 30 sec. of HPI 
2. Throttle HPt @ 180 •in. Z. Throttle HPI and isolate TBV within 12 

•in_ 

.. 
• 

Remedial Actions 

1. CUl"rently investigating 18 80nth low leakage fuel cycl 
2. Initiating a progr• to reinforce operator awareness o 

PTS through review of procedures. 

J 

-----·---------- ---------- ----- - --- - -



Table A-4 Smury of generic repcrts concerning PTS 

General liaiting Criteria of Wana Prestressfng Operator Action Potential Owners Group Contents Conclusions Transients* Acceptance Considered Consfder Rtwedf a 1 Actf on 

Westi!!9house 
wtD 10019 1. liaited transient All plants **1. Sllall Steam 1. No initiation Benefit of V.P. Yes-Control AFW 1. Heating RWST to Oecellber i981 development can continue line Break of flaws less considered for Trip RCPs as 80° - provide 
·~ry 2. fluence Cale. operation a z. Rancho Seco than 1 inch SBLOCA and SOiie exa111p 1 es - Rept. of 3 to 30 EFPY Report on 3. Stress & Fracture m.11ber of 3. large Ste• deep. large LOCA and is not very operation. Reactor Vessel Mechanics for yrs (3 for line Break (flaws J l in. large SL breaks. definitive. 2. liatt AFW 
Integrity for Transfents the least) 4. Sita 11 LOCA deep not Benefit was not 3. Cotrol Syste11S to Westinghouse 4. Vessel Integrity before 5. large lOCA asst11ed to considered for aitigate transients Operating Evaluatfons acceptance ex1st} or other transients. a. RC Press. Plants• S.·Potentia1 Reaedial criteria is *Jn order of 2. Crack Arrest Relief Systea 

Actions violated. A severity. occurs "ithin b. Safety lnjec-
6. Conclusions (for table pro- 75.X of wall tion Control 

each operating plant) vides no. of .. Most Hafting. thickness. c. Afll Control 
7. Don't address iden- yrs. for each 4. Core Modl fica-

fication of events pl~t. Eight tions 
causing highest plants are 5 a. low leakage 
PTS risk yrs or less loading 

5. Annealing Vessel 
a. Is feasible 
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Owners Group 

COllbustion 
E(lineering 
C H-18§ 
•Evaluation 
of Pressurized 
Thermal Shock 
Effects Due to 
Saall Break LOCAs 
with Loss of 
Feedwater for CE 
NSSS.,. 
Decetlber 1981 
111(This fs the 
Post-THI •tffd 
& bleed• rept. 
It is not a 
Generic PTS 
report.) 

No B&W Report --

33 

General 
Contents 

l. Only addresses SBLOCA 
with loss of all FW 
transient 

2. Thermal Hydro
analysis 

3. Discussions on •ixing 
Additional studies 
are expected to per
ai t re.oval of 
certain conservatfs•s 

4. Scoping studies indi
cate range of HPSI 
flows llUSt be 
considered 

S. fluence Calculations 
6. Material Properties 
1. Vessel Integrity 

Evaluation 
8. Plant-Specific 

Analysis 

Table A-4 (Continued) 

li•iting 
Conclusions TransienL. 

Each plant's 
vessel can 
safely with
stand SBLOCA 
+ LOFV for 
design life 
without crack 
initiation. 

1. Only con
siders 
SBLOCA + LOFV 

.. (Note that 
MSL break h 
most 1i•itfng 
but was only 
considered in 
u,~ ISO day 
responses) 

Criteria of 
Acceptance 

1. No initiation 
of flaws of 
credible size. 
or if it does 
initiate 

2. Arrest after 
liaited 
extension. 

promised pl~nt-specific analyses. No generic report pro11ised. 

• -

War11 Prestressing Operator Action Potential 
Considered Consider Raedial Action 

Benefit of WP was 
considered 

Yes: None considered. 
1. PORVs opened 

in 10 ain. 
2. ARI refnst.tted 

after 30 ain. 
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APPENDIX B 

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS CONCERNING PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK 

December 31, 1980 B&W licensees submitted Thermal Mechanical Report (BAW-1648). 

March 31, 1981 - NRC meeting with PWR Owners Groups concerning thermal shock 
with repressurization issue. Owners Groups committed to a report by May 15, 

1981 to put thermal shock issue into perspective. 

April 20, 1981 letter to all operating PWR licensees requesting Owners Groups 

Reports by May 15, 1981 and licensee's responses by May 22, 1981. 

May 4, 1981 - Commission Information Paper (SECY-286 (28)). 

May 12, 1981 - Board Notification. 

May 15, 1981 - Received May 15 reports from Owners Groups. 

May 19, 1981 - ACRS subcommittee meeting to discus~ Owners Groups responses. 

May 28-June 4 - Received responses from all operating PWR licensees. 

June 5, 1981 - ACRS Briefing. 

June 11, 1981 - Commission Briefing. 

~uly 28, 29, 30, 1981 - Meetings with Babcock & Wilcox, Westinghouse and 
Combustion Engineering Owners Groups. 

September 15, 1981 - Conunission Briefing. 
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August 21, 1981 - NRC letter to eight licensees of eight operating PWR plants 
(Fort Calhoun, Robinson 2, San Onofre, Maine Yankee, Turkey Point 4, Calvert 
Cliffs 1, TMI-1 and Oconee 1) requesting 60-day response and 150-day response 
concerning Thermal Shock. 

September 21 through October S, 1981 - Received letters from 7 licensees in 
response to the August 21, 1981 letter identifying conflicts with the request. 

September 18, 1981 - Meeting with Westinghouse Owners Group. 

September 22, 1981 - Meeting with Babcock & Wilcox Owners Group. 

October 7, 1981 - Meeting with Combustion Engineering Owners Group. 

October 23·28, 1981 - letters to eight licensees regarding their exceptions to 
the August 21, 1981 letter. 

October 20 through November 13, 1981 - 11 60 day" responses from the eight 
licensees who received the August 21, 1981 letter. 

December 8, 1981 - Commission Paper SECY 81-687 dated December 8, 1981, Subject: 
Designation of PTS as an Unresolved Safety Issue. 

December 18, 1981 - NRC evaluations and request for information concerning 
"60 day" response. 

December 30, 1981 - Westinghouse Owners Group Report Concerning Pressure 
Vessel Integrity. 

December 31, 1981 - Combustion Engineering Owners Group Report concerning 1MI 

Action Item II.K.2.13. 

January 15 through .January 25, 1982 - 11 150 day" responses to August 21, l 9Jl 
letter from seven utilities. GPU did not submit a 11 150 day" response for 
TMI-1. 
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February 24, 1982 - Meeting with WOG to discuss the WOG generic report and the 
"150 day" responses of three ~ plants of PTS concern. 

March 3, 1982 - Meeting with CEOG to discuss the CEOG generic report and th~ 
"150 day" responses of the three CE plants of PTS concern. 

March 5, 1982 - Commission Information Paper (SECY 82-97) Subject: Commission 
Briefing on PTS. 

March 9, 1982 - Commission Briefing, Status Report on PTS. 

March 16, 1982 - Appointment of Special Task Groups to (1) investigate the 
reducing of irradiation damage to vessels, and (2) audit the operator training 
and procedures for the PTS concern at Robinson 2. 

March 15, 16, 18 and 24, April 5, 1982 - Letters to seven of the eight 
licensees of the PTS concerned plants and the WOG requesting additional 
information related to the 11 150 day" responses and the gPneric reports. 

March 24, 1982 - Meeting with Duke Power Company to discuss the Oconee 1 
11 150 day" response. 

March 26, 1982 - Transmittal of Task Action Plan for USI A-49, 11 Pressurized 
Thermal Shock" (PTS). 

March 24, 1982 - Meeting with Duke Power Company concerni,1g the PTS issue for 
Oconee 1. 

April 15, iqa2 - Report of special task force on PTS for Robinson 2. 

May 20, 19~2 - Preliminary Assessment of Techniques for Fluence Rate Reduction 
for PWR Pressure Vessels. 

April 30-M~y 4, 1982 - Received res~onses from licensees of special plants 
concerning PTS to NRC request for information during March 1982. 
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May 6, 1982 - Meeting with OPPD concerning PTS issue. Discussed OPPD's 
response of April 30, 1982. 

May 10, 1982 - Meeting with WOG concerning the PTS ;ssue. Discussed response 
of WOG due at end of May. 

April 26, 1982 - Licensees of other six special plants of PTS concern requested 
to cooperate in audits of operating pr~cedures and training. 

Hay 28, 1982 - Received WOG Supplemental Information on Reactor Vessel Integrity. 

June 2, 1982 - Meeting with GPU Nuclear concerning PTS, Summary of "150 day" 
response. 

June 3, 1982 - ACRS Meeting - Discussed staff's consideration of possible 
recommendations for PTS requirements. 

June 9, 1982 - ~eetfng with PWR industry representatives concerning the staff's 
consideratlons of possible recommendations for PTS requirements. 

June 22, 1982 - Meeting with WOG concerning PTS issue - Followup to June 9, 
1982 meeting. 

June 23, 1982 - Meeting with CEOG concerning PTS issue - Followup to June 9, 
1982 meeting. 

June 16, 1982 - WOG report on Fuel Management to Reduce Neutron Flux. 

June 22, 1982 - WOG report on PTS review of ERGs. 

June 21-July 7, 1982 - Responses from CEOG, OPPD, B&WOG, and licensees of ~11 

operating B&W plants concerning staff's consideration of proposed 
recommendations on PTS requirements. 
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July 9, 1982 - Meeting with OPPD concerning PTS issue. 

July 30, 1982 - Meeting with WOG concerning PTS i~sue - d'scussed staff's 
position on PTS issue. 

August 11, 1981 - Meeting with WOG concerning the PTS issue - Discussed the 
differences between th'· staff and WOG in the evaluation of the critical RTNOT 
for the limiting transient and provided a discussion of the staff's proposed 
position regarding a screening criteria. 
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APPL:NDIX C 

PROCEDURES \ND TRAINING 

C.l Human Factors Considerations 

It was recognized by the task force early in the review of Pressurized Thermal 
Shock (~TS) that plant operators played a key role in the evaluation and 
mitigati,,n of PTS events. There are some key considerations that must be 
evaluated in determining the acceptability of operator action as a mitigative 
action. The sum of these considerations is the need to provide a well-balanced, 
integrated approach to accident mitigation that is based on technical analysis 
and considers PTS in the context of other related concerns, such as core 
cooling, environmental releases, and containment integrity. 

The first consideration is that reactor vessels have been designed to withstand 
the worst design-basis accident. The consequences of a vessel failure are so 
significant that we have always required vessel and system design adequate to 
prevent it. The second consideration is a concern for the ability of the 
operators to 11 prevent11 PTS from breakfog a vessel. Operators in general are 
excellent throughout the industry. But any human can make errors, both 
cognitive and operative. The likelihood of error increases ~ith an increase in 
stress, poor control room design, fatigue, instructions inadequate to deal with 
the particular sequence in progress, and other similar factors. Because of 
possible human errors and the potential severe consequences of PTS, the NR;: 
does not consider operator action an acceptable long-term "solution" to thr PTS 

issue. 

However, the NRC staff recognizes that there is a genuine need to provide 
clear, concise, and integrated procedures and training to the operators, to 
ensure they know the technical issues involved not only for this issue, bu~ 
for other vital considerations they must be concerned with in plant operations. 
After the TMI-2 accident, NRC-directed 'enhancements' to HPI termination 
criteria were developed by the industry. The results of these changes i~. as 
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perceived by the NRC staff, a 'mindset' to maintain HPI flow after an accident 
at al 1 costs. C·~rrent analysis of accidents with continuous HPI flow shows 
that the challenge to vessel integrity is more severe than previously con
sidered. In subsequent evaluations, the staff and. the industry have learned 
that real events, with multiple failures, have led to transient cooldowns more 
severe than previously analyzed. This led the staff to recognize that a 
balance of considerations must be used to control tht operation of HPI and 
other safety-related plant equipment. The industry should have a clear 
understanding of those considerations, including understanding of PTS, in 
determining the best method of operating plant equipment. 

C.1.1 Westinghouse Plants 

The utilities of the three Westinghouse-designed plants being evaluated for 
PTS provided a list of procedural steps dealing with HPI termination and 
control of feedwater. These steps were provided fn the 60-day responses to 
0. G. Eisenhut's August 21, 1981 letter to the tight plants being evaluated 
for PTS. In response to 0. G. Eisenhut'& December 18, 1981 letter to the 

.. . 

three utilities with Westinghouse-designed plants, additional procedures 
information was provided at the same time the 150-day response to our August 21, 
1981 letter was provided. 

At a meeting in February 1982, in Bethesda, Md. 1 Westinghouse presented to the 
NRC staff an evaluation of the PTS mitigative act.ons contained in the Westing
house guidelines, which were developed in response to NUREG-0660 Item I.C.l. 
The guideline for steam line breaks includes modified HPI termination criteria, 
to account for vessel integrity considerations, as described in the follow ng: 
The HPI termination criteria require a level in the steam generator, a level 
in the pressurizer, adequate subcooling margin, ~nd a minimum pressure. Fer 
vessel integrity considerations, the minimum pressure for HPI termination tas 
been lowered in the steam line break guideline from 2000 psig to 700 psig ~hen 
primary loop temperature is below 350°F. 

A letter from S. Varga to the three Westinghouse licensees dated March 16, 
1982 requested evaluations regarding the need and effectiveness of upgrading 
current procedures, and requesting a formal commitment to upgrade operator 
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understanding of PTS. Responses from Carolina Power and Light (H. B. Robinson), 
Florida Power A;.J Light (Turkey Point 4) and Southern California Edison 
(San Onofre 1) dated May 4, 1982, May 3, 1982, and May 20, 1982, respectively, 

were received. 

C.1.1.1 H. B. Robinson 

C.1.1.1.1 Present Procedures 

H. B. Robinson's emergency operating p~~cedures were based on the Westin~nouse 
guidelines developed in response to NUREG-0660 Item I.C.l. They include the 
modified HPI t~rmination criteria for steam line breaks. CP&L stated in their 
150-day response that they believe procedures governing operator action and 
programs governing operator truining should provide a balanced approach to 
handling transients and accidents. Their heatup and cooldown curves are used 
to define acceptable operation to prevent PTS events. An additional training 
program on the recent PTS concerns was completed March 31, 1982. H. B. 
Robinson continues to tie their efforts into the Westinghouse procedures 
development effort. Modifications to the Robinson procedures are being made, 

as outlined in Section C.1.1.1.3. 

C.l.l.1.2 Present Operator Training 

As stated in the previous section, H. B. Robinson believes in a balanced 
approach to operator training. As described in their 150-day response, CP&l 
has committed to assuring that each of their operators has a complete under
standing of the PTS issue. CP&l stated in a June 25, 1982 letter that ope ·ator 
training has been upgraded as outlined in the staff audit report. 

C. 1.1. 1.3 Plant Audit 

On April 5-7, 1982, the procedures and training related to PTS were audite« at 
the site. Some specific changes were recommended to the operating procedu es 

to lower the required minimum pressure for HPI termination and to provide 
explicit instruction for pressure control during cooldown. More specific 
training was recommended·, to include instruction o~ previous overcooling 
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events, walk-throughs of procedures as a shift team, and CP&L evaluation of the 

shift's ability to cope with a PTS event. In a letter from E. Eury to T. Novak 

dated May 4, 1982, CP&L committed to address the staff's recommendations and 

identified other procedure modifications required as the result of Westinghouse's 

review of the guidelines on which the procedures are based . 
• 

C.1.1.2 Turkey Point 3 

C.1.1.2.1 Present Procedures 

Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 emergency operating procedures were developed based 

on the Westinghouse guidelines developed in response'~ NUREG-0660 Item I.C.l. 
As stated in the FP&L 150-day response, they include the modified HPI termina

tion criteria for steam line breaks, and specific direction to terminate HPI 
when termination criteria are met. Operating pressure-temperature limit 

curves are included. Emergency operating procedures provide instructions lo 

(1) minimize RCS cooldown rate and (2) prevent repressurization following 

overcooling. In a letter from R. Uhrig to S. Varga dated May 3, 1982, FP&L 

committed to modify their procedures based on the information provided in the 

staff's H. B. Robinson audit report. 

Additionally, FP&L stated that other NRC concerns with existing procedures 

will be resolved in the guidelines (and subsequent procedures) developed in 

response to NUREG-0737 Item I.C.l. These concerns include both technical 

and human factors considerations. 

C.l.l.2.2 Present Operator Training 

As stated in the FP&L 150-day response, pressure-temperature limit curves ere 

p~esented and discussed in the Licensed Operator Training Program. Simulator 

training includes handling overcooling transients. In a letter from R. Uhrig 
to S. Varga dated May 3, 1982, FP&L stated they will be augmenting operator 

training based on the staff's recommendations in the H. B. Robinson audit 

report. 
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C.1.1.2.3 Plant Audit 

On July 13-15, 1982, the procedures and training related to PTS were audited 

at the site. 

C.1.1.3 San Onofre 1 

C.1.1.3.l Present Procedures 

San Onofre l's em~rgency operating procedures were developed based on the 
Westinghouse guidelines developed in response to NUREG-0660 Item I.C.1. As 
stated in Southern California Edison's 60-day response, they include modified 
HPI termination criteria for steam line breaks, but do not provide specific 
direction to terminate HPI when termination criteria are met. In a recent 
procedure modification made for the Systematic Evaluation Program evaluation of 
steam line breaks, the operators were specifically directed to terminate HPI. 
Information obtained from the staff's H. B. Robinson audit report is also 
incorporated into the recently revised procedures. 

C.1.1.3.2 Present Operator Training 

As stated in their 150-day response, SCE provided formal operator training far 
PTS during the operator requalification training program conducted in February 
1982. Recent format changes to procedures, modified HPI termination pressures, 
and upgraded knowledge of steam generator tube ruptures have recently been 
incorporated into the San Onofre 1 emergency operating procedures. These 
procedures changes will require additional training of the San Onofre 1 
operators, prior to startup from their current outage. 

C.1.1.3.3 Plant Audit 

An onsite audit of the San Onofre Unit 1 procedures and training for PTS wa; 
conducted on June 2-4, 1982. Preliminary findings from the audit indicate1. 
that the procedures are based on plant-~pecific analyses of transients and that 
the operations personnel were familiar with PTS even though their training was 
not completed at the time of the audit. It was noted that the remainder of 
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the training program should include instruction on post-cooldo~o actions. 
Recommendations regarding the San Onofre 1 procedures are included in the audit 
report. The procedures were generally found adequate for PTS considarations, 
and were based on Westinghouse analysis. It was recommended that a method for 
plotting cooldown rate should be provided to the operators. 

C.1.2 Combustion Engineering Plants 

The licensees of the three Combustion Engineering (CE)-designed plants being 
evaluated for PTS provided a description of the procedural actions for dealing 
with HPI termination and contra 1 of feedwater. 

These steps were provided in the 60-day response to 0. G. Eisenhut's December 18, 

1981 letter to the three licensees of CE-designed plants. Additional proce
dures information was provided at the same time the 150-day responses to the 
August 21, 1981 letter were provided. At a March 1982 meeting in Bethesda, 
Md., licensee representatives of CE plants presented to the NRC staff an 
evaluation of the mitigative actions in the specific plant procedures. A 
letter from R. Clark to A. Lundvall, Jr., dated March 18, 1982, requested 
additional in .~rmation regarding the basis and sensitivity of operator action 
assumed in '•'! ,:ma ii:ies performed for the 150-day responses. Responses from 
Omaha Public Power District (Fort Calhoun), Baltimore Gas and Electric (Calvert 
Cliffs) and Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company (Maine Yankee) were received by 
letters dated April 30, 1982, May 4, 1982, and May 11, 1982, respectively. 

C.1.2.1 Fort Calhoun 

C.1.2.1.l Present Procedures 

Fort Calhoun's emergency operating procedures include design-basis events .o 
cover the requirements for 11 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B. Quality Assurance 
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants. 11 In OPPD'·. 
60-day response, a detailed list of procedural actions was provided, incluJing 
explanations of their applicabili\y to PTS. In their 150-day response, Olilaha 

Public Power District, OPPD state< that based on their evaluation of their 
procedures, and on the analysis pe;·f armed for the PTS issue, changes to the 
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Fort Calhoun procedures should be made. These changes included the need to 
provide specific criteria for HPI and charging termination, and improved 
cautions to assure operator compliance with cooldown curves. These changes, 

and any other additional modifications based on the plant's analysis, were to 

be completed by June 11 1982. These changes were in place at the time of 

the audit of the Fort Calhoun procedures and training. Fort Calhoun's 
procedures also require HPI operation for at least 20 minutes, based on 
previous NRC requirements. 

C.1.2.1.2 Present Operator Training 

As described in OPPO's 60-day response, the operator training program is part 

of a two-phase effot·t. The first phase is performing analysis for PTS. The 
;econd phase is dete~mining modifications, if any, that may be necessary, 
including procedure c~anges. Retraining of operators will be conducted on the 

procedure revisions. l1;~truction on the PTS issue have been conducted for the 
operators and for all levels of OPPO's management. 

C.1.2.1.3 Plant Audit 

An onsite audit was conducted at Fort Calhoun to deterhaine the level of 
operator understanding of PTS concerns. This audit was conducted June 7, 1982. 
Preliminary findings from the audit indicate that the procedures were generally 

adequate for PTS, and are based on a plant-specific analysis performed by CE. 

The operators were generally knowledgeable of the PTS issue. Recommendations 
from the audit team included the upgrading of pressure-temperature curves, and 
the consolidation of NOT, satur~tion and subcooling curves onto one plot ftr 

more effective utilization of the curves by the operators. 

C. 1.2.2 Calvert Cliffs 

C. 1.2.2. 1 Present Procedures 

Development of Calvert Cliffs' procedures is part of a two-phase program tu 

address PTS. The first phase is the development of analyses for PTS. The 
second phase involves changing plant operating procedures, if necessary. In 
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BG&E 1 s 60-day response to D. G. Eisenhut's August 21, 1981 request for informa

tion, specific procedural actions were provided, related to operation and 
termination of HPI and charging flow, and control of feedwater. An evalu-

ation of the Calvert Cliffs' procedures has been conducted by plant personnel 

who feel that the procedures adequately address PTS, considering the risk 
i~volved. BG&E considers an integrated, analyzed approach to plant operations, 
of which PTS is one concern, to be the only reasonable approach to responsible 

plant operations. As stated in a letter dated May 4, 1982, from R. Bryant to 
O. Eisenhut, BG&E agrees with the staff that vessel integrity concerns should 
be properly addressed. Changes to Calvert Cliffs' procedures have been made to 
remind the oµerators to observe the vessel integrity-related pressure tempera

ture limits. BG&E stated that they will continue to be involved in the CE 
Owners' Group efforts for emergency operating procedures upgrades for NUREG-0737 

Item I. C.1. 

C.1.2.2.2 Present Operator Training 

As described in BG&E's 60-day response, operator training will be conducted on 

any operating changes resulting from the plant's analysis. Operator training 

based on the changes identified was completed by June 30, 1982. 

C.1.2.2.3 Plant Audit 

An onsite audit was conducted of the Calvert Cliffs' procedures and trai~ing 

for PTS on July 6-8, 1982. The following changes to the Calvert Cliffs proce
dures were recommended: (1) provi~1 clearer instructions for preferred methods 
of accident mitigation, (2) predetermine priorities of mitigative actions, and 

(3) upgrade procedure cross-references. Recommendations for training ifr,.,,,c }! ~ 

ments included the need for additional training on accident mitigation mett JJS, 

to include pressure-temperature control in various abnormal conditions (e.~., 

with and without vessel upper-head bubbles, and with and without forced 

circulation). 
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C.1.2.3 Maine Yankee 

C.1.2.3.1 Present Procedures 

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company (MYAPC) provided a summary of their operator 

actions in their 60-day response to 0. G. Eisenhut 1 s August 21, 1981 letter to 
the eight plants being evdluated for PTS. These actions include criteria for 
HPI and charging termination and feedwater operation. The report further 
stated that a maximum subcooling limit was already in the plant's procedures. 
The subcooling limit is 200°F, and was based on pressurizer over~tress concerns. 

C.1.2.3.2 Present Operator Training 

The training program described in the 60-day response included a discussion of 

operator training on emergency operating procedures, emphasizing maintenance 
of 50°F subcooling. A more detailed training outline WJS provided in the 
150-day response, and included technical as well as operational information. A 
schedule, included in the 150-day response, showed that training for operating 
crews was completed by June 1982, and that RO and SRO trainees would receive 

training in this area. 

C.1.2.3.3 Plant Audit 

A review of Maine Yankee's procedures and training for PTS was conducted on 
May 25-27, 1982. The review team found the plant operations personnel and 
Shift Technical Advisors adequately knowledgeable of the PTS issue, and the 

procedures provided adequate guidance for preventing PTS. One significant 
operating philosophy already in place at Maine Yankee is the throttling of t'PI 

flow to maintain as close to 50°F subcooling as ppssible during potential 
cooldown events. It was noted by the review team that no written exam was 
conducted after the lectures on PTS. Rather, a seminar method was used to 
determine the level of comprehension. Questions regarding PTS have been 
included in the written requalification examinations. The review team 

concluded that the operators were sufficiently knowledgeable of PTS. No 
changes to the operating procedures or training program were recommended. 
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C.1.3 Babcock & Wilcox Plants 

Oconee Unit 1 is the B&W-designed plant being evaluated for PTS. All analyses 
performed by B&W are specific to the Oconee plant. 

C.1.3.1 Oconee 

C.1.3.1.1 Present Procedures 

Oconee l's current emergency operating procedures include design-basis events 
to cover the requirements of 10 CFR Part SO Appendix B and were developed 
based on design analysis. In the Duke Power Company 60-day response to O. G. 
Eisenhut's August 21, 1981 letter to the eight licensees whose plants were 
being evaluated for PTS, a discussion of the procedural actions related to PTS 
were provided. The actions discussed included feedwater operation, HPI opera
tion, and instrumentation. Also included was a graph of pressure vs. temperature, 
with allowable operating regions indicated for conditions with and without 
reactor coolant pumps operating. In the graph's notes, the operators are in
structed to maintain a 50°F to 100°F subcooling band with RCPs off. Duke 
Power.Company stated in their 150-day response that based on the analysis pre· 
sented in their letter, no major changes in existing plant procedures were 
considered necessary. The letter also stated that when implemented, the 
Abnormal Transient Operating Guidelines will include appropriate operator 
instructions for mitigation of overcooling transients. 

C.1.3.1.2 Present Operator Training 

As stated in Duke Power Company 1 s 60-day response, the Oconee operators receive 
instruction on HPI termination and feedwater control during requalification 
traininy. Training on plant response and emergency operating procedures is 
al~o conducted on the B&W simulator. The 150-day response further stated that 
Duke Power recognizes the importance of ensuring operators have sufficient 
training and the procedures are adequate to prevent the occurrence of severe 
thermal shock events. Additional training to augment operat~r understanding of 

PTS is to be conducted, but Duke considers the current knowledge of in-place 
plant procedures to be acceptable for the short term. Duke also stated that 
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their operators have been made aware of the PTS concern, although no formal 
training has been conducted. 

C.1.3.1.3 Plant Audit 

A review of Oconee's procedures and training for PTS wa~ conducted May 11-13, 

1982. In general. the review team found the operators adequately knowledgeable 
of the PTS issue, except that knowledge of past PTS events at other facilit·1es 
was weak. The procedures provided mitigative actions to prevent PTS, but 
needed to be strengthened to provide actions if an unacceptable pressure

temperature condition was reached. The audit team felt that a means should be 
provided for plotting cooldown rate and subcooling margin with the plant 
computer out of service. 

C.2.0 Conclusions 

Technical guidelines for Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) are being 

developed generically by the NSSS vendor owners' groups in response to TM! 

Action Plan Item I.C. l, "Short-Term Accident Analysis and Procedures RevLion. 11 

These guidelines and their supporting analyses will address the actions requ1red 
for mitigating a wide range of accidents and transients including multiple 
failures and operator errors. These guidelines will include the operator 

actions necessary to prevent or mitigate pressurized thermal shock. Incorpora· 

tion of PTS concerns in the guidelinP.s is beneficial and more effective than 
current procedures in that the analyses supporting the guidelines will verify 

that the mitigating actions for PTS do not result in inadequate core cooling 
or other problems. The Westinghouse Owners' Group has reviewed its existing 
Emergency Procedures Guidelines and is conc;idering the PTS issue in developir•g 
the remainder of these guidelines. This effort w~s completed in July 1982. 

The B&W Owners' Group has incorporated desired operating regions in the 
Anticipated Transient Operating Guideline (ATOG) for Oconee, which take PTS 
concerns into account. The B&W approach is considered acceptable until the 
long-term PTS program has been implemented. The CE Owners' Group has submit .ed 

draft Emergency Procedure Guidelines whicl1 provide a desired operating rang~ 
for pressure and temperature. The CE guidelines are presently being reviewed 
by the staff. Another CE Owners' Group activity deals with verifying the 
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''correctness" of the actions specified in the guidelines with respect to the 
PTS issue. The revision of the guidelines to be submitted in August 1982 will 
include the results of this activity. 

The NRf staff recognizes that the owners' groups' efforts on the emergency 
procedure guidelines would not be completed until late !982 and staff review 
will not be completed until early 1983. The staff considers this schedule 
acceptable considering the low probability of occurrence of PTS events, the 
past operating history of PTS precursor events, and upgrades in instrumentation 
reliability resulting from the Rancho Seco and Crystal River events. Never
theless, the staff has undertaken a program to audit the procedures and training 
covering pressurized thermal shock at the following plants: H. B. Robinson, 
Oconee 1, San Onofre 1, Maine Yankee, Fort Calhoun, Turkey Point 3, and Calvert 
Cliffs 1. The purpose of these audits is to assess the adequacy of current 
procedural steps and operator training necessary to mitigate PTS events and 
to determine if corrective actions are required before the longer term PTS 
program provides acceptance criteria and generic resolution of the issue. 
Additional plant-specific recommendations or generic recommendations may result 
from these audits. 

Based on the audits conrlucted to date, the staff concludes that industry 
operators are ger.erully knowledgeable of the PTS issue and of the mitigative 
actions for PTS ~ncluded in their procedures. Further, the procedures reviewed, 
with some specific exceptions delineated in the reports, provide a scheme for 
mitigation of PTS events. The procedures are usable for PTS, and can be 
understood by the operators. 

C.2. 1 Audit Results 

The general conclusion based on review of the seven plant's procedures and 
training programs was that operators are adequately knowledgeable of the 
technical issues involved in PTS, and were aware of procedures guidance 
currently existing for dealing with PTS. 
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C.2.2 Procedures 

The seven plants currently being evaluated for PTS have reviewed their current 
emergency operating procedures for instructions relevant to the PTS issue. 

H. B. Robinson's procedures, based on generic Westinghouse guidelines, included 
in its HPI termination criteria a minimum required pressure of 2000 psig, with 
HPI shut-off head at approximately 1500 psig. This could have resulted in 
extended HPI operation when not desired. Based on an NRC audit and the 
licensee's evaluation, H. B. Robinson has lowered the minimum pressure for HPI 
termination to 1560 psig, changed the temperature monitoring for operation 
from the RCS hot leg to the RCS colct leg, strengthened the emphasis on termi
nating HPI when its termination ~•·it~ria are met, and provided more detailed 
instructions on RCS pressure and temperature control. The staff finds the 
H. B. Robinson procedural guidance adequate for the immediate PTS concern. 

Turkey Point 3 procedures, based on generic Westinghouse guidelines, contain 
specific direction for HPI termination when the criteria are met. Personnel 
at Turkey Point 3 have reviewed the staff's H. B. Robinson audit report and 
made changes to Turkey Point's procedures based on the findings from the 
staff's H. B. Robinson audit report. Based on these commitments the staff 
finds the Turkey Point 3 procedural guidance adequate for the immediate PTS 
concern. Further verification was conducted during the onsite audit. 

San Onofre 1 procedures, based on generic Westinghouse guidelines and modified 
for the SEP evaluation, contain directive actions for termination of HPI and 
the information learned from the H. B. Robinson evaluation. The staff finds 
the San Onofre 1 procedural guidance adequate for the immediate PTS concern. 
Findings from the onsite audit are included in the audit report. 

Fort Calhoun procedures provide some specific guidance to the operators for 
operation of HPI, charging, and feedwater. Omaha Public Power District (OPPr) 
~as identified changes necessary to provide criteria for HPI termination to 
reflect the PTS concern and improved precautions to assure operator compliar,~e 
with coolcown-based pressure-temperature curves. The staff concurs with the 
need tor these changes .. A reevaluation of the requirement for running HPI for 
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at least 20 minutes after initiation should be made by OPPD and the staff. We 
strongly recommend removing any minimum running time requirements for HPI. A 
more detailed evaluation of Fort Calhoun procedures was conducted during the 

onsite audit. 

Calvert Cliffs' procedures provide some specific guidan'e to the operators for 
operation of HPI and feedwater. Cautions and a Technical Specification are 
intended to provide assurance that HPI or feedwater flow will be terminated 
prior to vessel challenge. The instructions, by themselves, do not provide 
the specific guidance the staff feels is necessary. They should include a 
directive action step for control of HPI. A determination was made during the 
plant audit that some procedures modifications were necessary for the operators 
to effectively deal with PTS. 

Maine Yankee's procedures provide some specific guidance to the operators for 
operation of HPI, charging and feedwater, including a subcooling band (50°F 
minimum, 200°F maximum). Maine Yankee has requested, in their discussions, 
that the staff reevaluate its position on requiring HPI flow for a minimum of 
20 minutes, and on requiring immediate RCP trip after a safety injection. We 
concur that this needs to be done before PTS can be completely addressed in 
any plant's procedure. The staff finds the Maine Yankee procedural guidance 

adequate for the immediate PTS concern. 

Oconee Unit l's procedures provide some specific guidance to the operators for 
operation of HPI and feedwater. When below 500°F, the operators are instructed 
to maintain a subcooling band (50°F minimumt 100°F maximum). The operator is 
specifically directed to throttle HPI when 50°F subcooling is reached. The 
staff finds the Oconee procedural guidance adequate for the immediate PTS 

concern. 

C.2.3 Training 

The seven plants currently being evaluated for PTS have all stated that they 
are augmenting their operator training for PTS. The staff conclusions rega,·ding 
individual plants are included in each audit report. 
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C.2.3.1 Improvements in Emergency Operating Procedures 

Westinghouse performed an evaluation of procedural actions for PTS by reviewing, 
step by step, guidelines that have a realistic technical basis. In reviewing 
the technical basis for each step, a determination could be made of its appli
cability to the PTS concern. This program shows the importance and viability 
of an integrated approach to accident mitigation, where new technical problems 
can be evaluated in a manner that includes incorporation of concerns of other 
technical issues. Combustion Engineering and Babcock & Wilcox have done a 
significant amount of work on developing their own appr~ach to generic 
guidelines. All three owners' groups are developing guidelines to be function
oriented, in accordance with NUREG-0737, Item l.C.l. This approach to accident 
mitigation will provide a means to significantly reduce operator error by 
providing mitigative actions that are not dependent on diagnosis of specific 
transients or accidents. This approach will increase the accuracy of operator 
response by reducing complex diagnostic problems to a prioritized, simplified, 
function-level response that will be used even if an event is incorrectly 

diagnosed. 

The staff concurs, and strongly encourages, the approach stated by the seven 
plants being evaluated to ensure that the guidelines and subsequent plant 
procedures developed in accordance with NUREG-0737 Item I.C.l address PTS, as 
well as coordinate the PTS actions with actions to mitigate other serious 
transients or accidents. We believe this is the best method to provide an 
integrated set of emergency operating procedures to deal with a wide range of 
transients and accidents, and will provide the analytic base for evaluation of 

future technical problems. 

In reviewing industry responses to comply with NUREG-0737 Item l.C.l, the 
staff will review the technical guidelines for emergency operating 
procedures (EOPs) and will review a description of how EOPs are developed fro.1 

the guidelines for each operating plant. This will provide assurance that 
procedures at each plant will be oased on analysis of PTS and other events. 
This review will be performed for all operating reactors and operating licen~e 

applicants. 
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C.3.0 Recommendations 

, . , 

In view of the above described ongoing programs to develop and implement a set 
of integrated procedures, and considering the low risk due to PTS events from 
plants below the screening RTNDT (which is where all plants are, currently), 
we conclude that current procedures and training are ~cteptable, for the 
present. However, since PTS risk increases with further irradiation, we make 
the following recommendations for the future: 

(1) The industry and the NRC staff will ensure that actions to mitigate PTS 
are included in the technical guidelines developed for NUREG-0737, Item I.C.l. 
The NRC staff will, in their review of the analyses that form the basis 
for the technical guidelines, ensure that the actions specified in the 
guidelines are based on an integrated evaluation of relevant technical 
considerations, including PTS, core cooling, environmental releases, and 

containment integrity. 

(2) When plants are determined to be within 3 years of exceeding the staff 

criteria for RTNOT' those licensees should be required to implement 
up~raded Emergency Operating Procedures which are based on technical 
guidelines developed for NUREG-0737, I.C.l, "Guidance for the Evaluation 
and Development of Procedures for Transients and Accidents." All 
licensees will be required to implement these upgraded procedures on a 
schedule developed in accordance with SECY-82-1118. 

The procedures developed and implemented by items (l) and (2) above 
should address the following types of concerns: 

(a) Instructions should include allowance for system response delay 
times (e.g., loop transport time, thermal transport time). 

(b) The need for cooldown rate limits for periods shorter than one h 1ur 
should be evaluated. 

(c) Methods for controlling cooldown rates should be provided. 
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(d) Guidanc~ should be pro~ided for the operator if cooldown rates or 
brittle fracture limits are exceeded. 

(e) The desired region of operation (e.g., s~bcooling band) on the 
pressure-temperature curve should be evaluated to determine if it 
can be revised to maximize the operator's ability to prevent brittle 
fracture. 

(f) Instructions for controlling pressure following depressurization 
transients should be provided. 

This item should be completed in the same time frame stated in item (1). 

(3) The staff recommends that the initial training on the procedures developed 
from the guidelines discussed in recommendation 1 and 2 above include a 
specific section on the technical concerns of PTS, and the specific manner 
in which the procedures provide the mitigative actions. This training 
should be integrated into each plant's overall training program. 

(4) The staff recommends that training programs for periodic operator 
requalification include the recommendations of item (3) above. 

This item should be implemented at the first requalification training 
cycle following implementation of the upgraded procedures. 

The staff feels that these recommendations provide balanced approach to ensure 
the adequacy of operator response to PTS events. This is accomplished by 
determining the adequacy of operator understanding at the plants of most 
concern, then providing for all plants the best available means to ensure th? 
procedures used for plant operation cover a wide range of transients and 
accidents. while covering a wide variety of multiple failures. 
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APPENDIX 0 

REACTOR VESSEL FRACTURE MECHANICS ANAl~SIS 

The vessel integrity analyses, the results of which are reported in this 
document, include a det~rmination of the temperature distribution across the 
vessel wall versus tir:, th~ thermal stresses as a consequence of this tempera
ture d'1stribution, as well as fractu.re mechanics results. The analyses were 
performed either by the NRC staff using its in-house program or by ORNL using 
the OCA program. These programs are described in the following sections. 
Illustrations of typical temperature, stress and stress intensity factor 
distributions across the vessel wall at a certain time in the transient are 
shown in Figures 0-1 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. It should be noted in 
Figure D-1 (c) that the stress intensity factor, KI, for long axial cr3cks is 
higher than for long circumferential cracks, especially for cracks that extend 
relatively deep into the vessel wall. K1 is due to contributions from thermal 
stresses, pressure stress and other stresses that may be present. Superposed 
in Figure 0-1 {c) are Klc' the vessel toughness that determines crack initia
tion, and Kia' the toughness at crack arrest. When K1 exceeds Kie' crack 
initiation is expected (for axial cracks having depths between points C and c1 

in the diagram), if warm prestressing is not effective (warm prestressing is 
discussed in 0.3). The crack would then grow to a depth where K1 intercepts 
the arrest curve, Kia {point A in the diagram). Similar results would occur 
for a circumferentially oriented crack except that arrest will generally 
occur at the shallower depths. 

Equivalent calculations are made at other times into the transient and the 
results cross-plotted on a critical crack depth diagram as shown on 
Figure D-2 (b). Also shown in Figure 0-2 (b) is the depth at which the uppe1 
shelf toughness of the metal is reached (nominally 200 ksi .{lrl). If the 
arrest point falls above the upper shelf, arrest is assumed not to occur. 

Figure D-2 (a} illustrat~s the trend of K1 for a particular crack depth versus 
time for a hypothetical PTS transient. If pressure remains constant or 
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decreases with time, KI will increase to a maximum and then decrease as the 
thermal stresses die out. The time at which K1 reaches its maximum determines 
the time of warm prestressing (WPS). When the entire initiation curve falls 
to the right of the WPS time as shwon in Figure D-2 (b), crack initiation is 
not expected to occur; however, care must be exercised in reaching this judg
ment because of analytical and material uncertainties. The dotted line in 
Figure 0-2 (b) indicates that crack initiation might occur because of uncer
tainties and might reinitiate later in time because of an increase in KI at 
that time. If this were to occur, arrest is not expected because then the 
arrest curve is above the upper shelf toughness. 

0.1 NRC Analytical Procedures 

The NRC procedure to evaluate the effect of cooldown transients and postulated 
accident scenarios on the integrity of reactor vessels was developed in 1978 
and subsequently updated to include technological data as they become available. 
It is designed primarily for investigations of thermal shock to the beltline 
region of vessels with a vessel radius to wall thickness ratio of about ten. 

Heat transfer algorithms are based on classical closed form solutions which 
provide temperature distributions across a vessel wall versus time into a 
cooldown transient. These temperature profiles are used to calculate thermal 
stresses versus time and depth into the wall. The calculation of fracture 
mechanics stress intensity factors is based on the linear-elastic boundary 
integral equations method for cylinders and the superposition of stresses due 
to all causes particularly those due to temperature differences, pressure and 
residual stresses fn welds. Although certain simplifying assumptions are usej 
in the procedure, its results have been compared with those from more 
sophisticated analyses and found to be in good agreement. 

0.1.1. Assumptions 

Geometry 

For heat transfer and thermal stress analyses, slab geometry is assumed. For 
typical reactor vessels with a vessel ra~~,,s to wall thickness ratio of ten or 
more, the error introduced by this assump~lon is negligible compared to other 
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uncertainties inherent in the analyses. This assumption permits a more simple 
calculational procedure that is adaptable to programmable calculators or 
computers. Cylindrical geometry is used, however, in the fracture mechanics 

analyses. 

Heat Flow 

In a cooldown or heatup transient, heat flow is assumed to occur only in the 
wall thickness direction. Thus, the procedures are one-dimensional. 

Heat Transfer Coefficient 

The heat transfer coefficient, h, during a typical transient can vary over a 
considerable range depending on the hydraulic and thermal conditions. Its 
magnitude may even be difficult to determine versus time as the transient 
progresses because of hydraulic and other uncertainties. However, for values 
of heat transfer coefficients in the range of interest for most thermal 
transients (approximately 300 Btu/hr ft2 °F), short perturbations to higher 
values do not cause significant increases in thermal stresses. Therefore, for 
typical transients of interest, metal temperature and stress distributions are 
obtained by utilizing a constant heat transfer coefficient. The value used is 
conservatively selected on the basis of experience and judgment. For maximum 
conservatism, a value of infinity can be used. The heat transfer coefficient 
is also assumed to be the same at all water cooled portions of the vessel 
wall. 

Temperature Dependence of Metal Properties 

The physical properties of materials are temperature dependent. When thermal 
transients result in a significant temperature range and difference through 
the vessel wall, accurate results require consideration of this phenomenon. 
Data for materials of interest are taken from recent ASME publications. 
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Analytical Model 

Prior to the thermal transient, the water temperature is assumed to have 
remained constant for a sufficiently loog time so that the ve:isel wall is at a 
uniform temperature equal to the water temperature. Prior to and during t~e 
transient, heat flow at the outer insulated surface of the vessel is assumed to 
be zero and the vessel cooled or h~ated only at the inner surface with no 
sources of heat within the metal. For typical transients of interest, these 
assumptions introduce minimum uncertainties in the end results. 

Finite Number of Series Terms 

Solutions for metal temperature distributions at various times during a 
transient are in the form of an infinite series. Because of obvious practical 
considerations, it is necessary to truncate the series to a finite number of 
terms. The error introduced by limiting the number of series terms is signifi
cant only at or very shortly after the start of the transient (time = zero) 
where an infinite number of terms is required to obtain correct temperatures. 
Shortly thereafter, however, higher terms in the series decay rapidly to 
insignificant values. Because, for transients of interest, the maximum thermal 
stresses generally occur relatively late in the transient, little or no error 
is introduced by utilizing a finite number of terms. Six series terms are 
used for deterministic analyses; however, the last two terms contribute very 
little. Therefore, for probabilistic analyses only four terms are used. 

Effect of Cladding 

Because the material and physical properties of the stainless steel cladding 
differ from those of the carbon steel wall, the cladding effect must be 
accounted for in reactor vessel integrity analyses. The presence of claddin~ 
affects the heat transfer and stress calculations as well as the fracture 
mechanics analyses. The heat transfer coefficient is readily adjusted to 
account for the higher thermal resistance of the stainless steel clad 
(Figure 0-3). The stress effect of the clad, however, depends on the stres~ 
relief and operational history of the vessel. Once this is established, this 
effect is accommodated by superposition of cladding induced stresses with 
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those from other causes including those due to temperature variations across 

the wall of the vessel (Figure D-4). Fracture mechanics effects of cladding 

depend on the assumed shape and location of postulated cracks. Procedures for 

treating long through-clad axial cracks are used. The treatment of elliptical 

and circumferential cracks needs further development. In general, thermal 

stresses and stress intensity factors due to temperatur~ differentials across 

the wall are calculated assuming only the thermal resistance of the clad, then 

calculating the clad induced stresses and stress intensity factors assuming a 

constant metal temperature and superp~1Jing the results. Thus, the effect of 

cladding is accounted for in the heat transfer, thermal stress and fracture 

mechanics analyses when long axial through-clad crack~ are assumed. 

The NRC model for determining the clad effect for postulated long through-clad 

cracks is as fol~ows: 

Assume that the clad is stress-free at reactor operating temperature. As 

the vessel wall cools down, tensile stresses in the cladding and lesser 

compressive stresses in the base metal develop and reach a clad stress of 

about 30 ksi at room temperature. 

The average clad temperature is assumed to be the cooled surface 

temp~rature during a transient; however, to determine the incremental 

effect due to the clad, the entire wall temperature is assumed to be 

constant (the effect of the actual temperature variation across the wall 
during a transient is superposed later). The lower thermal conductivity 

of the cladding is included in the determination of the surface temperature 

by a reduction in the heat transfer coefficient. 

Knowing the clad incremental stress, the stress intensity incremental 

effect due to the clad is then calculated via the influence function 

technique described brief'y in Section 0.1.4. 

The results of an example calculation of the clad effect on the stress 

intensity factor as determined independently by the staff and ORNL are show· 

in Figure 0-5. 
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0.1.2 Stress Algorithms 

The total peak stresses (thermal plus pressure plus residual plus any other 
stresses) are assumed to be less than, or at least not significantly larger 
than, the material yield strength so that components of stress can be added 
and that linear-elastic fracture mechanics procedures can be utilized. For 
rapid thermal transients, high stresses usually occur locally at the inner 
vessel wall and acceptable stress distributions (total stress below yield) 
over the remaining section can still be obtained if the Jverstressed region is 
relatively thin. 

0.1.3 Postulated Initial Cracks 

Long through-clad cracks, either axial or circumferential, are assumed to 
exist in the welds of limiting (highest) RTNDT' In this case, the cladding 
effect is conservatively applied in that the stresses due to the different 
expansion coefficients of the clad and base metal are added to tha nominal 
thermal stresses. For short through-clad cracks or underclad cracks it is 
conceivable that the cladding can have a beneficial effect if the cladding is 
sufficiently tough, that is, it is less affected by irradiation damage than 
the base material. In this case, it could deter crack elongation or could 
even prevent crack initiation depending on the specific transient. At present, 
there are differences of opinion as to clad toughness after irradiation, and 
further research is needed as to the behavior of short or underclad cracks in 
an overcooling event. Also, analyses to date omit consideration of weld 
residual stresses and in the case of circumferential cracks, the effect of 
dead weight stresses. An uneven temperature distribution in the azimuthal 
direction increases K1 value for circumferential cracks. Therefore, the NRC 
concludes that the more conservative assumption of long through-clad cracks 
should be used at least for scoping calculations, until further information s 
developed to permit a relaxation of this assumption. 

0.1.4 Fractur~ Mechanics Algorithms 

Fracture mechanics analyses utilize the linear-elastic boundary integral 
methods of Heliot, Labbens and Pellissier-Tanon (References 0.1 and 0.2). 
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At each time step, the thermal and other stresses are expressed as polynomial 
functions of the relative depth intc the wall of the vessel: 

0 <t. t) 

where oj's are constants determined by curve fitting. The stress intensity 
factor for this stress distribution is then; 

In the NRC procedure, the ij's are expressed as polynomial functions of the 
relative crack depth. Different expressions for the i .'s are used for different 

J 
crack geometries and directions. 

The stress distribution due just to the cladding, however, cannot be expressed 
by a polynomial equation without resorting to a large number of terms. For 
this application, the staff used the basic equations in the references and 
adapted them to obtain an expression for long axial cracks in a cylinder 
(expressions for other crack geometries and directions need further development): 

n n 

K1 = ~na (n:z) { (i
0 

- ~) J
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0 0 

where: 

sin w = X , o ~ x ~ a 
a 

and i
0 

is the influence function for a uniform stress. 

0.2 ORNL Analytical Procedures, OCA-I, OCA-II 

In addition to performing its own PTS analyses, the NRC staff also utilized 
the services of ORNL. The ORNL analytical code differs from that of the NRC, 
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yet compatible results are obtained. The ORNL program is described in 
Reference D.3 from which some of the following is taken. 

The OCA-1 code is a computer program that performs a two-dimensional 
linear-elastic fracture mechanics analysis for long axial inner-surface flaws 
in a cylinder subje~ted to time-dependent thermal and pressure loadings. Six 
basic calculations are performed: (1) a one-dimensional thermal analysis to 
obtain temperature distributions through the wail of the cylinder as a function 
of time; (2) stress analysis, neglecting presence of flaw, using thermal and 
pressure loadings; (3) calculation of stress intensity factor {K1) as a 
function of flaw depth and time; (4) calculation of static initiation and 
arrest toughness values (Klc and K1a> at tip of flaw as a function of flaw 
depth and time; (5) calculation of K1/Klc and K1/K1a dS a function of flaw 
depth and time; and (6) construction of the critical-crack-depth curves, which 
indicate the behavior of the flaw at all times during the transient. 

Input to the thermal analys·s includes the coolant temperature vs. time, L~e 

fluid-film heat transfer coefficient, and the initial temperature of the 

cylinder. All necessary material properties, with the exception of the 
reference temperature (RTNDTo) and the concentrations of specific impurities 
(copper and phosphorous), are included in OCA-I, but different values may be 
inputted. The calculation of Kie and Kia considers the temperature and 
fast-neutron-fluence distributions through the wall, RTNOTo and the copper and 
phosphorous concentrations, which influence the radiation damage effect. 

The K1 calculation is based on a superposition technique that uses the 
uncracked-cylinder stresses and a set of unit-load K1 values (K*) that corre 
spond to cylinder dimensions typical of a 1000-MW(e) pressurized-water reactrr 
pressure vessel (4.37-m ID x 4.80-m 00). The K* values were calculated usin• 
finite-element techniques and are included in OCA-1. 

The development of OCA-1 was prompted by a growing interest in the behavior 1·f 
surface flaws in reactor pressure vessels during overcooling accidents. The 

OCA-I code was designed specifically for these accidents in an effort to 
minimize time and expense associated with the analysis. To this end, special 
provisions were made for. parametric-type analyses. OCA-II, which was used for 
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later studies, includes plotting refinements plus the incorporation of the 
cladding effect in the stress intensity factor. 

The OCA·1.I code (Reference 0.4) which was developed by Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory utilizes: 

(a) the latest NRC calculation method for determining neutron fluence 
attenuation with depth into the vessel wall, which is described in 

Section 0.4 of this report, 

(b) the latest NRC calculation method for determining shift in RT:mT with 
neutron fluence, which is described in Section 0.4 of this report, 

(c) a finite element. one-dimensional code with a constant heat transfer 
coefficient, h, in thermal analyses, 

(d) thermal, pressure and clad stresses and infinitely long axial through-clad 
crack in the finite element linear-elastic fracture mech 1ics (LEFM) 

analyses,· 

(e) any prescribed water temperature during the transie t. 

The OCA-11 code and NRC LEFM analyses performed for this study do not include 

plate-to-plate weld residual tensile stresses. We believe that OCA-II and 
NRC stress, thermal and fracture mechanics dnalyses are sufficiently conservative 
to permit a parametric study of vessel fracture without including these 

stresses. 

0.3 Warm Prestressing 

Although warm prestressing (WPS) can theoretically prevent crack initiation 
during a pressurized thermal shock transient, the staff believes that the 
fluctuations of pressure and temperature during these transients are possibl·; 

therefore, our scoping calculations did not rely upon WPS to p~event crack 
initiation. The NRC staff believes that it would not be or11r:..it. for operators 
to rely primarily on warm prestressing to assure reactor vessel integrity 
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during pressurized thermal shock transients. The staff is aware of and accepts 

the theoretical basis for warm prestressing. One explanation for the WPS 

effect is: 

"During temperature reduction, initiation of crack propagation from an 

arrested crack in the reactor vessel cannot occur ~nile the K value is 

constant or decreasing." (Reference D.5) 

Another explanation rests on a physical picture of blunting at the crack tip 

and development of favorable residual stresses caused by the warm prestress. 

The theoretical basis for warm prestressing assumed that K1 is decreasing with 

time in monotonic fashion after it reaches its maximum value. In a real 

transient, the pressure component of t<.
1 

may rise and fall in an unpredict1ble 

fashion as the system is being brought to a stable condition. Some variation 

in the thermal component of KI may also occur. Of particular concern to the 
staff is that emergency operating procedures at some facilities permit repres

surization after a thermal transient to as high as 2000 psig. Thus, the 

potential benefit effects of WPS may be deliberately negated. 

Experiments have shown that when there js an increase in K1 after coolduwn to 

a temperature at which K
1 

exceeds Kic' there is an ever-increasing probability 

of fracture as KI increases such that the probabi 1 i ty is very nearly 0r:e for 

K
1 

= K
1 

maximum. The probabi 1 ity of fracture decre.ases to acceptably low 

values for K
1 

- Kie~ 25 percent of (KI max. - K1c>· (Reference 0.6) The 
experimental information also shows clearly that t~e beneficial effects of 

warm prestress are nearly eliminated if KI drops to a low value after reachi ig 
Ki-maximum and then increases, for example, repressurization late in transier.t 

after the vessel has cooled down. 

During a typical transient scenario, the reactor coolant temperature and 

... . 
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pressure both decrease initially from their normal operating values. Therea ter. 

the trend of both temperature and pressure d~pends ·on the nature of the even 

and the actions taken by operators and/or automatic systems. Because of the 

relatively rapid decrease of the reactor coolant temperature, thermal stresses 

are developed in the vessel wall which are superposed on the pressure stresses. 
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The n~t result is an increase of the total stress intensity factor, KI versus 
time. The thermal component of XI reaches a maximum and then decreases and 
the wall temperature tends toward a uniform value. Typically, the total KI 
also has a maximum during this initial period. Thereafter, the change in KI 
versus time depends on the assumed actions taken by operators and by automatic 

systems. 

There are, of course, many possible variations in the cooldown scenario that 
will produce different degrees of departure from the ideal monoton1c decrease 
of KI after reaching K1-maximum. Our knowledge is insufficient to draw the 
line between acceptabl~ versus unacceptable transients with regard to the 
acceptance of warm prestressing, other than to say that we ought not to rely 
on it at this time. The exceptions are transients such as certain LOCAs 
where pressure is limited as described below. 

Following a severe cooldown transient, the NRC staff believes that facility 
operators should limit reactor pressure by manual and/or automatic means to 
the extent practicable. Preferably, reactor pressure should be decreased 
monotonically consistent with S0°F subcooling and the pressurizer water level 
increased o~ly to its normal operating range. In particular, water-solid 
conditions should be avoided especially if the reactor coolant reaches low 
temperatures. Repressurization should not be permitted until the transient 
has been evaluated, and for severe transients, the vessel should be inspected 
to assure its integrity. 

Even if these procedures are followed~ it still is conceivable that a small 
crack may initiate and grow deeper. However, in the absence of pressure, it 
will not penetrate the wall. With pressure stresses also present, it is 
possible that a crack would create an opening in the vessel, especially when 
the wall material has cooled down. 

In conclusion, the staff believes that it would not be prudent to rely on wa·m 
prestressing to assure reactor vessel integrity during a pressurized thermal 
shock transient. The basis for this position rests on uncertaintie~ regarding 
system considerations and on insufficient experimental information to confirm 
the benefits of warm pre&tressing under these circumstances at this time. 
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While the odds in favor of warm prestressing being a viable phenomenon to 
prevent initiation or reinitiation of a crack during a particular transient 
scenario may be relatively high, facility operators should also consider the 
relative risk. 

For small break LOCAs of sufficient size such that the pressure is limited to 
some low value during the critical period of the transient or is monotonically 
decreasing because of the inability of the ECC and charging systems to maintain 
high values, then conditions are attained where warm prestressing can be 
effective and credit can be considered for it. 

0.4 Determination and Utilization of Material Toughness 

To make the fracture analyses of pressurized thermal shock, it is necessary to 
have values for the fracture toughness of the material at the tip of the 
postulated cracks in the reactor vessel wall. Toughness must be known as a 
function of time in the transient, and temperature and fluence must be known 
as a function of position in the wall. 

0.4.1 ASME Code Section XI Curves 

The fracture analyses performed by utilities, vendors and the NRC have all 
utilized the values of Kie and Kia given in Section XI of the ASME Code and 
reproduced in Figure 0-6. The toughness values are given as a function of the 
temperature, T minus RTNOT' the reference temperature, nil-ductility transition. 
The quantity, RTNDT is the sum of two quantities; the initial RTNDT and the 
6RTNOT ~aused by irradiation. Appendix E of this report describes the bases 
for estimatin~ ;,.:t•~1 RT~OT and aRTNDT for the individual plants. Estimate~ 

are given for the inside surface of the vessel wall (at the clad-base metal 
interface) for the critical locations, which are almost always the welds, 
either a longitudinal weld or a circumferential weld in the beltline. The 
second step is to determine the attenuation of ~RTNDT through the vessel wal 1. 
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0.4.2 Attenuation of Fluence and RTNOT through the Vessel Wall 

Some recent changes have been made in the way the attenuation calculations are 
performed. These are illustrated in Figure 0-7. In the past. the attenuation 
of fluence has been calculated by an exponential equation fitted to the results 
of calculations given in surveillance reports. as follows. 

f = f e-. 33x 
0 

f = fluence at any point, n/cm2 (E) 1 MeV) 

to = fluence at inside wall 
x = distance from i n side wa 11 , inches 

However, changes in the neutron energy spectrum within the wall cause the use 
of the above formula to be unconservative. Therefore, the hRC has chosen to 
use displacements per atom (dpa) as the damage function, following a report 
received from HEDL (Reference D. 7). They provided six plots of the ratio. 
dpa/fluence (E ) l MeV), versus depth in the vessel wall. At 8.0 inches, the 
ratio averaged 2.06. To achieve this reduction in the attenuation at 
8.0 inches. the equation for fluence attenuation becomes: 

f = f e - . 24x 
0 

Thus, we use a "dpa equivalent" attenuation equation. while retaining the 
description of fluence in terms of n/cm2 (E ) 1 MeV). 

As illustrated in the lower part of Figure 0.7. the combination of the 
dpa-equivalent equation for attenuation of fluence and the Guthrie trend cur e 

formula gives an expression for the attenuation of RTNOT that is much less 
steep than that previously used. We believe that the new expression is 
realistic and have incorporated it into our program and the OCA-11 code 
described in Section 0.2. 

The staff recognizes that the technical community is not in total agreement 
that dpa is the best physical model for the correlation of neutron damage a~ a 
function of fluence where the neutron energy spectrum varies significantly. 
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However, it does seem important to account for spectral changes and dpa is the 
most generally accepted method. 

O.S Stress/Fracture Mechanics Procedures Summary 

The analytical methods used by NRC, ORNL and vendors ditfer somewhat but yield 
essentially the same results if all input assumptions are the same. Differing 

conclusions result primarily from assumptions as to crack shape, clad effects. 
efftct of warm prestressing, :tc. 

When materials properties and the transient are known, these procedures can 
predict crack behavior quite well as demonstrated by results from the ORNL 

thermal shock experiments. 

For generic studies, the NRC uses an exponential decay of water temperature to 

envelope a variety of transients. The staff has also used the Rancho Seco 

event as an analytical model. Our objectives are: 

Avoid crack initiation, if possible. 

Avoid vessel failure, in any event. 

The staff has studied the PTS issue both deterministically (conservative 

assumptions) and probabilistically (mean values of parameters) to assess risk 

to a vessel. 

0.6 Discussion of Results 

The NRr has performed both deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanic· 

analyses to generate a basis for judgment regarding the safety margins again t 
PTS transients especially for the more highly irradiated vessels. Although 

recognizing that the transients that occurred at Rancho Seco in 1978 and Ginr a 

in 1982 are unique, and are very unlikely to happen in the same way again. t 1e 

staff concludes that they provide measures of the severity of a PTS event. 

The NRC and ORNL have arbitrarily utilized an idealized Rancho Seco pressurc

temperature transient as a benchmark model for other vessels. 
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For generic investigations, however, a postulated exponential decay of water 
temperature has proved to be more appropriate in that it can be characterized 
by two parameters, p (min.- 1 ) which is the reciprocal time constant and Tf 
(°F) the final postulated equilibrium temperature. The initial temperature, 

T0 , is the normal operating temperature. Thus, iw = Tf + (T0 - Tf) ept 
Information obtained from transients that have actL1ally occurred at nuclear 
facilities indicates that the above formulation adequately describes the water 
temperature at least for the initial critical portion of the transient. After 
Tf is approached, operator and/or systems action can, of course, affect the 
longer term variation of water temperatura. Typical values of p have been 
found to be in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 min.- 1 as a consequence of the physical 
limitations of a real facility. Higher values of p of about 0.5 min.- 1 or 
more have been estimated for hypothetical, low probability design basis 
transients. Typical values of Tf for the worst cooldown transients to date 
(including those at BWR facilities) are in the range of 25~ to 300°F. The 
Rancho Seco event, for instance, resulted in p of about 0.0~ min.- 1 and a Tf 

of about 290°. 

For the more likely transients, the times of crack initiation Mave been 
calculated to be 20 to 30 minutes or more after the onset of c~oldown, the 

actual time varying up to one hour depending on the pressure and RTNOT' Thus, 
operators have time to gain control of the event if properly instructed and 

trained. 

The OCA II Code was utilized to determine the lowest RTNDT fJr crack initiation 
as a function of constant pressure, final watpr t~~~~rature (Tf) and the 
reciprocal time constant (~). From these data, Figures 0-8 and 0-9 were 
plotted which indicate the effect of Tf, ~ and pressure on crack initiation. 

The principal objective of the NRC (and the industry) is tv prevent crack 
initiation, and for more probable PTS events, this may be possible. However 
for the less likely events such as a postulated small break LOCA, crack init a
tion is likely in vessels with a relatively high RTNDT' For these cases, th· 
objectives must be to prevent any crack from propagating through the wall. 
Early in the transient, a pre-existing crack can initiate and propagate to the 
order of half the wall thickness or somewhat less, and then arrest because the 
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metal at this location is still much warmer than at the cooled surface and 
because the metal at this depth has experienced less irradiation damage. As 
previously mentioned, linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) methods are 

used for analysis of PTS transients. Typical values of K1 at the first crack 
initiation range from 60 to 100 ksi .[fn. 

LEFM is not valid for tough materials such as are encountered on or above the 
upper shelf. Other techniques are necessary. These techniques ha~e been 
developed for analysis of piping flaws and for pressure vessels under pressure 
loads only (Task Action Plan A-11). To date, they have not been adequately 
developed for treatment of more complex stress patterns such as occur in a 
PTS event. 

Therefore, the NRC conservatively assumes that, if a crack is calculated to 
propagate itbove the upper shelf of the material (200 ksi ~in is assumed), it 
is assumed to continue propagating through the wall. It is recognized that 
subsequent elastic-plastic or fully plastic analyses may show that this may 
not be the case. On the other hand, it must be recognized that if the pressure 
is high enough, crack propagation through the wall is possible, even in tough 
material, because the remaining ligament may not be sufficient to sustain the 
pressure and residual thermal stress loads. Pending further research in this 
area, the NRC concludes that a conservative approach must be taken. 

D.6.1 OCA-11 Parametric Study 

The OCA-Il code was used to make a parametric study of the effects of pressure P, 
final water temperature, Tf' and the reciprocal time constant, ~' on the 
critical values of RTNDT at the inside wall for crack initiation and crack 
penetration through the wall (no arrest). (Strictly speaking, initial RTNDT 
should be mentioned as a variable, because it is only ~RTNDT that attenuates 
through the vessell wall, but the difference in critical values of RTNDT for 
different initial RT NOT values is negligible.) 

Some of the results of the parametric study, plotted in Figure 0-8, show thJt 
the Tf - RTNDT is a fairly reasonable normalizing parameter, although the 
curves for different Tf values are separated by as much as 10-20 degrees at 
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low pressure. Figure D-8 indicates that crack initiation will occur at lower 
material RTNOT as pressure increases or final water temperature decreases. 
Figure 0-9 indicates that crack initiation will occur at lower material RTNDT 
asp increases, but, the effect is slight for values of p greater than 0.15. 
The 11 dogleg 11 in the curves of Figures D-8 and D-9 occurs because the critical 

crack size changes. At low pressure, K1 - thermal predominates in the fracture 
analysis and the critical crack sizes are a fraction of an inch, whereas at 
high pressure the critical size is near the arbitrary limit of 1.25 inches. 

A cross plot of these Figures, shown in Figure D-10, illustrates the effect of 

pressure and Tf on the critical value of RTNDT' for a given value of P 
(0.15 mfn.- 1 ). To use Figure 0-9, the plant condition as characterized by 

RTNOT is related to the transient severity as characterized by P, Tf and p to 
determine if the vessel is safe from crack initiation. This is, of course, a 
deterministic calculation, which assumes that the critical flaw depth given by 

the analysis is indeed present in the critical weld. Stated in another way, 
if the value of RTNDT used is the true value, the probability of crack 
initiation is the probability that the critical flaw is indeed present. 

Also shown in.Figure 0-10 is a set of "no arrest11 lines, which merge with the 
solid lines for crack initiation at about 600 psig. This means that at very 
low pressure, cracks will arrest if Tf is between the solid line and the 
dashed line. At higher than 600 psig, the analysis shows that a crack, once 
it has initiated, will penetrate the vessel wall. The assumptions on which 
this analysis is based are thought to be conservative--they assume that the 
material will behave as indicated by linear-elastic fracture mechanics. 

Finally, in Figure 0-10 there is a steeply slanting dashed line marked 
"Circumferential cracks. 11 It was drawn on the basis that at low pressure 
K

1 
- thermal is the same for cracks of any orientation (which is nearly true 

for shallow cracks) and on the basis that K1 - pressure for circumferential 
cracks is approximately one-half of that for axial cracks. 

The fluid film heat transfer coefficient, 11 h11
, is another variable (in addition 

to Tf' P and p) that is part of the characterization of a transient. The 
parametrk study described above was made using an 11 h11 of 1000 Btu/hr ft 2 °F, 
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which is characteristic of a 11 pumps on" condition. To check the effect of a 

chan-,:e in "h" to 300, for a "pumps off" condition, idght cases were repeated, 

using OCA-II. The results, shown in the following table, are the differences 

in critical RTNDT (in degrees F) for a calculation using h = 300 minus the 

result for h = 1000. As expected, a higher value of RTNDT can be tol~rated 

when "h" is lower, but the dfffert>nce is only about 10°F or less at high 
pressures. The difference is seen to be greatest at low pressure, where 

K1 - thermal is the predominant part of K1 - total, and for a severe cooldown. 

This means that the near vertical lines of Figure 0-10 would move to the left 

5°F at P ~ 2500 psig and about 29°F at 500 psig. Figure D-11 is a repeat of 
Figure 0-10 for h = 300 instead of 1000. 

T -f - 150°F T - 300°F f -

~ = 0.015 t-1 = 0.15 f3 = 0.015 f3 = 0.15 

p ::: 500 psig 9 29 O* 25 
p = 2500 psig 11 5 7 5 

iii: 

Both calculations stopped at RTNOT = 400°F 

0.6.2 Fracture Mechanics Analysis for Several PWR Recorded Transients 

In the past, a number of events have occurred that can be categorized as PTS 

transients. Some of these have previously been analyzed by fitting the actual 

temporal temperature and pressure variations with smoothed and/or bounding 

curves in order to facilitate the analysis. lhese transients have recently 

been reanalyzed u~ing the recorded temperature and pressure traces with all 
their respective fluctuations. The results are presented in an ORNL report, 

Appendix 0, and as is discussed elsewhere in this document, were used as par1 

of the basis in arriving at RTNDT screening criteria. 

0.6.3 Fracture Mechanics Example Analyses 

In addition to the many uncertainties regarding PTS scenarios such as the 

temperature and pressure profiles versus time, the degree of mixing of cold 
water with warm water, etc. there exists parametric uncertainties in the 
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stress and fracture mechanics analyses. The treatment of these uncertainties 

becomes significant when the cooldown temperature is to approximately RTNDT 
because small changes in assumptions can influence whether or not a crack will 

initiate. 

Assuming infinitely long crackst h = 330 Btu/hr ft 2 °F (including clad effect) 
and using, for examplet an assumed downcomer water temperature transient of 

T = 250 + 300 e-O.lSt °F, t =minutes 
w 

which is only slightly more conservative than transient~ that have actually 

occurred and RTNDT at the cooled surface of 294°F which is only slightly 
greater than that which exists in some facilities, the NRC staff found that to 

prevent crack initiation, the pressure versus time would have to be less than 

as shown in Figure D-12. That ist the pressure should be reduced to near 

saturation conditions by about 30 minutes if warm prestressing (WPS) is assumed 

to be ineffective. If the pressure had been reduced approximately monotonically, 

then WPS, which occurs at about 18 minutes for this assume~ transient, could 

also preclude crack initiation. From the results of this tran5ient provided 

by ORNL, which were calculated using somewhat more conservative assumptions 

regarding input parameters, crack initiation was predicted at about 24 minutes 

even for zero pressure if WPS is not effective. The main contributor to this 

difference in conclusions is believed to be the effective heat transfer coeffi

cient used in the respective analyses. Thus, for cases where the final 

temperature is in the range of RTNDT' the sensitivity of results to the various 
input parameters needs to be investigated before final conclusions can be 

reached as to limiting pressures. 

A factor for consideration regarding these transients is that, in general, 

larger pre-existing cracks are necessary before crack initiation would occur 

for the cases of higher RTNor's. This factor is not illustrated in the figu1es 

in this appendix. 

This same temperature transient was also analyzed for different values of 

RTNDT at the vessel inner radius and for a circumferential crack. The results 
are shown in Figure 0-13. Note that the effect of the clad is approximately 
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8°F and that a circumferential crack will tolerate about a 30°F higher RTNOT 

(considering crack initiation only) for this transient. Similar variations 

would be expected for other transients. This example illustrates the benefits 

to be attained by monotonically decreasing pressure in the event of a moderately 

severe thermal transient in that it is possible to avoid crack initiation. 

For much more severe thermal transients, crack initiation may occur due to 

high thermal stresses. In this case it is necessary to consider the potential 

for crack arrest. Figure 0-14 is a schematic representation of a critical 

crack depth diagram to illustrate the analytical model used by the staff for 

determining acceptable arrest criteria. An upper shelf toughness of 

200 ksi ,ffO: is assumed; however, higher or lower values may be more appropriate 

for a specific reactor vessel. When the thermal stress intensity factor is 

known at the time of warm prestressing (WPS), the maximum pressure is deter

mined such that arrest will occur at or before the time of WPS and for crack 

depths below the upper shelf curve. The limiting case is shown as point "A11 

in the figure. The thermal transient selected for th1s example is: 

T = 60 + 480 e-~t 
w 

Figure D-15 illustrates the effect of the cooldown rate with a water to metal 

heat transfer coefficient of 100 Btu/hr ft 2 °F. Figure D-16 shows the equiva

lent results for a lower coefficient. Note that the sensitivity to the heat 

transfer coefficient is greatest for the more rapid cooldown. Figure 0-17 

shows the effect of various assumptions rrgarding the attenuation of RTNOT in 

the metal as discussed in Section 3 and Appendix E of this document. The 

above figures are for long axial cracks. Figure 0-18 shows the effect of 

assuming long circumferential instead of axial cracks. In terms of RTNOT' 

instead of being about 30°F for crack initiation, the difference now is about 

l00°F for crack arrest, depending on the specific pressur~. Also shown in 

Figure D-18 is the effect of crack shape at arrest. (An ale value of 0.1 

represents a crack which is 20 times as long as it is deep.) 

Figure D-19 is for another transient. It illustrates the uncertainty in RTNOT 
that can occur due to the selection of the time of warm prestressing because 

of the relative flatness. of K
1 

versus time near its peak value. Again, the 
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difference between axial and circumferential cracks is shown when warm 

prestressing and arrest are considered. 

As stated earlier, the NRC staff assumes an infinite flaw length in its 
analyses; that is, an ellipse with an aspect ratio of zero. For circumferen
tial cracks that arrest at some depth, this assumption is believed to be 
reasonable if the vessel wall is uniformly cooled in that direction. On the 
other hand, growing axial cracks could be limited in length by reathing the 
ends of a critical weld and intercepting tougher plate material. Also, they 
could extend into less irradiated regions of the vessel wall and hence into 
tougher materials even within the weld. Thus, the assumption of an infinitely 

long axial crack is conservative. 

Figure 0-20 shows the effect of the assumed crack shape at arrest. If an 
aspect ratio a/c = 0.1 is assumed instead of zero, there is a gain in RTNOT of 
about 60° for the case illustrated. This appears to be reasonable in that, if 
the crack arrested at the ends of an axial weld, it would be approximately 
ha1f-wall thickness in depth. An assumed aspect ratio of 1/3 would lead to 

higher tolerable RTNOT 1 s; how~ver, analyses and experiments related to growing 
cracks during a severe thermai transient indicate that cracks arresting with 
this shape are very unlikely. Also wall penetrations might occur before the 
ends of the crack reached tough materials. Therefore, the staff does not 
accept this assumption. If other than infinit~ly large arresting cracks, say 
those with an aspect ratio up to 0.1, are to be accepted, then reasonable 
assumptions have to be made regarding all stresses especially weld residual 
stresses that can be present in addition to those due to pressure and tempera

ture distribution. 

These illustrations are intended to Jemonstrate the importance of limiting th! 
reactor system pressure in the event of a severe cooldown transient as well a. 
the necessity to allow for uncertainties both in analyses of transients and i.1 

material properties. 

Based on the examples illustrated in Section 0.6.3 and on the analyses of 
other organizations for similar PTS scenarios, it is seen that variations in 
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input assumptions can lead to differences of limiting RTNor's for axial crack 
initiation. Specific differences will, of course, depend on specific scenarios. 
The following are typical results: 

Assumption 

(a) Clad stress vs. no clad stress 
(b) Continuous flaw for initiation 

vs. elliptical flaw (ale = 1/3) 
(c) h = 300 Btu/hr ft 2 °F vs. 

Westinghouse free convection 
correlation 

Effect on 
RTNDT' OF 

10° 
20° 

15° 

The above assumption differences account for a total RTNOT variation of about 
45° between staff analyses and those of Westinghouse. The Westinghouse model 
for fluence attenuation into the wall is equivalent to the dpa model of the 
staff. Other vendors. however, may still be using other models. The attenua
t1on effect on limiting RT~or's for crack initiation is not expected to be 
gre~~ but fut crack drrest situations, the difference can be significant as 

illustrated in Fip~re D-17. 
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APPENDIX E 

DETERMINATION OF RTNOT FOR PLANTS FOR COMPARISON WITH SCREENING CRITERIA 

E.l Introduction 

In Appendix 0, RTNDT was shown to be an important quantity in the fracture 
analysis of PTS, because the toughness values, Kie and Kia are given in the 
ASME Code, Section XI as a function of T - RTNOT' (In such analyses, the 
metal temperature, T, and the adjusted reference temperature, RTNOT' are the 
values at the tip of the postulated crack.) Moreover, the results of the 
parametric studies described in Sections 3 and 7 and Appendixes D and H show 
that Tf - RTNOT is an important factor in the characterization of cooldown 
transient severity for a given plant. In this case, Tf is the asymptotic 
cooldown temperature of the water in the downcomer, and RTNDT is estimated at 
the inside surface of the vessel. This finding led to consideration of RTNDT 
as a screening criterion. Obviously, RTNOT for a given plant is not related 
to the severity or probability of occurrence of a PTS in that plant and is 
therefore not necessarily the overall criterion for rating plants. Neverthe
less, the value of RTNOT at the inside surface of the vessel is a good 
screening criterion for the tendency of a reactor vessel to suffer damage from 

PTS. 

RTNOT is the sum of two quantities: the initial RTNDT from tests made at the 
time the vessel was fabricated and the 6RTNDT estimated from tests designed to 
measure the effects of neutron radiation. The purpose of this discussion is 
to describe the bases for estimated initial RTNOT and 6RTNOT for the individual 
plants. Estimates will be given for the inside surface of the vessel wall 
(at the clad-base metal interface) for the critical locations, either a 
longitudinal weld or a circumferential weld in the beltline or occasionally a 

beltline plant or forging. 

r I ' 

As described below, there are a number of uncertainties in the estimation of 

initial RTNDT and 6RTNDf' and thus there is the difficult question of 
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establishing a proper, known, degree of conservatism in the estimate of 

RTNDT' To resolve this question, a Working Group on RTNOT was assembled for 

.. . 
' 

a two-day meeting (June 17 and 18, 1982) to review the NRC methods and recom
mend a method for use in the report. The work of that group is described in 
Referenced E.10. The method described below follows the recommendations of the 

Working Group. 

E.2 Initial RTNOT 

E.2.1 Code Definition 

The Summer 1972 Addenda to Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Code contained the first requirements for measurement of RTNOT for the plates, 
forgings, and welds that make up the reactor vessel, measurements to be made 
at the time of fabrication. Two types of tests are required--drop weight 
tests and Charpy tests. However, most of the vessels in question were 
fabricated in the 1960's when only Charpy tests were required. 

E.2.2 Absence of Actual Measurements of RTNDT 

Typically, the data available to the NRC staff comprise 3 Charpy tests at 10°F 
for each plate, forging and weld, complete Charpy curves for the surveillance 
weld and base materials, and in cases where the base material was controlling, 
some drop weight data on archive or surveillance material. In the past, the 
NRC has used the guidelines of Branch Position MTEB 5-2 to obtain an estimate 
of initial RTNOT' In summary, those guidelines were to use the Charpy 30 Ft. 

lb. level, but not lower than 0°F. The Charpy curves from the surveillanc1· 
tests were used to guide any extrapolation needed to get the 30 ft. lb. 

temperature from the 3 tests results at +10°F. 

In summary, values of initial RTNDT measured according to ASME Code rllles re 
not generally available for the welds in question. Estimates based on the 3 
Charpy test results and MTEB 5-2 are not very satisfactory, because they , re 

overconservative for some cases. 
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E.2.3 Generic Data 

From comp;lations of data obtained subsequent to the time the vessels in 
question were made, it is possible to divide the welds into two groups 
according to the weld flux used, and to develop a mean value and a standard 
deviation for the generic data. One must then decide if it is purdent to use 
the mean generic value as the best estimate for the vessel welds in question. 
Except for some archive material, the welds that are represented in the data 
base were made at a later time than the vessel welds. There may have been 
some differences in weld chemistry or welding practice. Furthermore, even if 
there were actual RTNDT values for the vessel weld in question, the samples 
would come from weld metal qualification welds, not from actual vessel weld 
prolongations and not from full thickness test pieces. Thus, a mean plus 
2 sigma value appears to be the best engineering estimate the initial RTNOT 
for use in the screening criterion. 

In the Combustion Engineering Report, CEN-189 (Ref. E.2) there is a table of 
values of initial RTNDT which contains 49 values for Linde 0091, 20 values for 
Linde 124, and 13 values for unidentified weld fluxes, some of which we have 
identified as Linde 1092. By inspection, the three groups appear to be in the 
same population, and the total has been treated as such to yield a mean value 
of -56°F and a standard deviation of 17°F. It was pointed out by PNL (Ref. E.3) 
that these data are not normally distributed, but were skewed to the high side. 
However, the resulting error is swamped by the uncertainty in the application 
of these data to the actual vessels. An earlier weld flux, ARCOS B-5, used on 
one or two vessels, was deemed to be in the same population based on comparison 
of available Charpy energy values. 

For Linde 80 weld flux, a set of 10 values provided by Babcock and Wilcox 
(Ref. E.4) had a mean value of 0°F and the range was from -40° to +20°F. 
Because the sample size for the Linde 80 welds was small, the standard 
deviation was taken to be the same as for Linde 0091 welds, 17°F. 
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E.2.4 Comparison with Vendor's Values 

Westinghouse (WCAP 10019) (Ref. E.l) used MTEB 5-2 to estimate RTNDT values. 
Combustion Engineering (CE) (Ref. E.2) proposed two bases: (1) 60°F below 
the Charpy 50 ft. lb. level, and (2) an upper-2-sigma value from generic data 
for the weld fluxes in their vessels, Linde 0091, 1092, and 124. Their 
utilities used method l, but the CE report made for each plant used method 2. 
Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) used upper bo•~nd values from generic data for 
Linde 80 weld flux, which was used in their vessels. An exception is Three 
Mile Island l, for which a lower vaiue of initial RTNDT was used, basis not 
specified. 

The following table compares vendors' values with NRC values. The latter are 
mean plus two sigma values. As described as paragraph E.4, in combining 
initial and ARTNDT' the full two sigma value is reduced about 10 degrees by 
the use of the quantity 2~cr02 + cr6

2 • 

Linde 80 flux Linde 0091 etc. flux 

NRC 0°F mean plus 34 = 34°F -56°F mean plus 34 = -22°F 

w 0 to +10°F 0 to +10°F 

CD -20° 

CE Utilities -50°F 

B&W +20F 

E.3 Adjustment of RTNDT Due to Radiation (ARTNDT) 

E.3. 1 Trend Curves versus Surveillance 

Most of the plants in question in the thermal shock issue have withdrawn at 

least one surveillance capsule and tested the irradiated specimens therein. 
The fluence is generally not exactly the value of interest, but the result' 
can be extrapolated to the fluence of interest by using one of the trend 
curves to be described. 
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However, there are problems associated with using individual surveillance 
results as the sole source of information about a plant. First, the 
surveillance weld often does not match the critical vessel weld exactly, 
i.e .. the weld wire heat numbers are different. A broader problem is that 
caused by scatter in the 6RTNDT data. This results in part from the fact that 
6RTNDT is the difference between the curves for irradiated and unirradiated 
material, both of which were fitted to data that typically shows considerable 
scatter. 

Thus, there is a preference for the use of trend curves instead of individual 
surveillance data. To use any of the trend curves, the chemistry of the 
material must be known, in particular, the copper content. This is obtained 
from analysis of the weld metal qualification weld for the weld wire heat 
number and weld flux number that were used for the critical weld. If not 
available, data were sought for that weld wire heat number as used in other 
vessels. Failing that, best estimates were made from the surveillance weld 
(even through the heat numbers did not match) and from generic data for welds 
made in that time period. As a last resort, a value of 0.35% copper was used, 
that being the value which gave the upper limit or bounding line for all data 
in Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 1 (Ref. E.5) as described below. 

E.3.2 Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 1, Bounding Curves 

Regulatory Guide 1.99 Rev. 1 published in April 1977, contains the procedure 
recommended at that time by the NRC to obtain aRTNDT' the ''adjustment of 
reference temperature" as a function of chemistry and neutron fluence. Copper 
was the dominant residual element in the chemistry term (the other was 
phosphorus) as can be seen at the top of Figure E-1. The exponent on the 
fluence term is 0.5, but there is a cut-off or upper limit line for which the 
exponent is 0.194 for high copper content and fluence exceeding 6 x 10 18 n/cm2 

(E)l MeV). 

Criticism leveled at Regulatory Guide 1.99 became more insistent when the PTS 
issue made it necessary to look hard at all sources of conservatism. It was 
said that (a) the curves were too conservative at high fluences, especially 
for low-nickel materials·, and (b) the phosphorus term was not supported by 
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recent studies such as the MPC report (Ref. E.6) described below and an EPRI 

report (Ref. E.11), and should be dropped. Nevertheless, Regulatory Guide 1.99 

was used for high-nickel materials by all 3 vendors in the reports that were 

concurrent with the utilities' 150 day reports. The high-nickel materials are 

ASTM A 533 plates, A 508 forgings, and welds of comparable chemistry, for which 

the nickel content is generally between 0.5 and 1.0 p~rcent. The low-nickel 

materials are ASTM A 302 plates and welds of comparable chemistry, which 

generally have less than 0.25 percent nickel as a residual element. A 

relatively small number of older vessels have low-nickel material. 

E.3.3 Gutherie Trend Curves 

Evidence has been accumulating for several years that the low-nickel materials 

are less sensitive to neutron radiation. When the PWR surveillance data base 

was analyzed by the NRC in October 1981, the difference between high and low 

nickel content material was apparent. Westinghouse and CE reported similar 

findings and presented empirical equations for the low-nickel material. (B&W 

have no plants with low-nickel materials in the reactor vessel.) The PWR 

surveillance data have now been fitted by a multiple regression analysis 

technique. The work was done at HEDL by George Guthrie, whose name is 

attached to the new trend curves (Ref. E. 7). The Guthrie mean curve is as 

fol lows: 

~RTNDT ~ (-10 + 470 Cu + 350 Cu Ni] [f/1019]0.21 

6RTNDT = adjustment of reference temperature. degrees F 

Cu = weight percent copper 

Ni = weight percent nickel 

f = fluence, n/cm2 (E ) 1 MeV) 

The use of a copper-nickel product term reflects the advice of J. R. Hawth .rne 

(Ref. E.8) of the Naval Research Laboratory to the effect that nickel seem. to 

enhance the effect of copper, but nickel does not cause increased embrittl !

ment in the absence of copper. The product term is also consistent wi~h ~ork 

reported by Varsik and Byrne (Ref. E.9) in which their "chemistry factor" was 

the product of copper and a quantity, nickel plus other elements. 
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Figures E-2, E-3, and E-4 show how the Guthrie formula fits the PWR 

surveillance data. The residual value (predicted minus measured) for each 

line of data is plotted against fluence, copper content, and nickel content to 

give a graphical check on the effectiveness of the multiple regression 

analysis. 

E.3.4 Guthrie Upper Bound Trend Curves 

The standard deviation for the data analysis described in paragraph E.3.3 was 

24 degrees F. From inspection of Figure E-2, it appears that a constant 

2-sigma upper bound is satisfactory over the fluence range of interest. 

E.3.5 Comparison with MPC Curves 

As further support for the Guthrie mean curve, Figure E-5 gives a comparison 

of the Guthrie mean curve for representative copper and nickel content5 with a 

mean curve developed by the Metal Properties Council for ASTM Committee E-10 

on Nuclear Technology and Applications (Ref. E.6). The latter is being bal

lotted as an ASTM Standard. The MPC data base contains all of the test 

reactor and surveillance data that fit the criteria for material form and 

irradiation temperature that were available in November, 1977. There is 

reasonably good agreement between the MPC trend curves and the Guthrie 

curves, considering that the MPC curves were for a range of nickel content, 

but were without a nickel term in the equation. 

The MPC trend curve did not contain a phosphorus term, because in the 

regression analysis the addition of a phosphorus term did not produce any 

significant decrease in the residual variance. In a further study of this 
finding, the MPC Task Group found a statistically significant relationship of 

phosphorus content to copper content, i.e., high phosphorus was found with 

high copper. Thus, their combined effects were represented in the trend 
curve formulation by a copper term alone. 
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E.3.6 Comparison with Vendor's Curves 

Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering drew bounding curves for low-nickel 
material. figure E-6 gives a comparison of the Gutherie mean plus 2-sigma 

curves for 0.15% nickel material with the low-nickel trend curves presented by 

Westinghouse and CE. The latter lie below the Guthrie curves over most of the 

range of fluence. 

E.4 Screening Value of RTNDT 

The Working Group on RTNDT (Ref. E.10) agreed that the value of RTNOT to be 
used in screening plants should be calculated as the sum of 3 quantities: the 

mean value of initial RTNDT (RTNOTo)• plus the mean value of 6RTNDT at the 
inside surface of the vessel, plus twice the square root of the sum of the 

squares of the standard deviation on each, i.e .• 2.Jo
0

2 + a6
2 . 

E.4.1 Uncertainties 

Uncertainties in the screening value of RTNDT arise from several sources. 
Those associated with the estimate of initial RTNDT were discussed in para

graph E.2. For f:!,,RTNOT' there is the scatter about the trend curve (shown in 
Figures E-2, E-3 and E-4) which is made up of the uncertainty in response of 
material to radiation, plus errors in the copper and fluence values in ~he 
data base and errors in the Charpy shift measurement itself. In addition, 
there is uncertainty in the copper content of the critical weld in the 

vessel. Because copper was introduced as a plating on the weld wire, and 
plating thickness was not controlled, variation in copper content through 1he 

vessel wall and along the length of the weld is expected to be considerable 
From a number of measurements for certain weld wire heat numbers, one stanoird 
deviation is expected to be about 0.03 percent copper, typically. This is 
equivalent to 15 degrees F in the plants with higher fluences. 

Nevertheless, the copper contents used in calculating RTNOT for plants wer 
best-estimate values. They were not mean plus 2 sigma values. This is one 
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reason why the Working Group on RTNDT felt that the screening values should 
have the 2 sigma measure of error added to the mean. 

E.4.2 Alternative Calculation of RTNDT 

For high values of copper and nickel contents, the method described above 
gives values higher than those predicted by that part of the Upper Limit of 

R.G. 1.99, given by the equation: 

6RT = 283 (f /10 19 )0. 194 
NOT 

Experience has shown that the latter bounds the available data. Therefore, 

the screening value of RTNOT is taken to be the lower of two quantities: 

RTNOT = RTNDT 0 + Guthrie Mean 6RTNOT + 2 Jo~ + a~ 

or 

RT =RT + 283 (f/10 19 )0.l94 + 2 a
0 NOT NOTo 

as illustrated schematically in Figure E-7. 

The 2-sigma term f n the second equation does not include the error in 6RTNOT 

because the term for 6RTNDT is an upper-bound equation. 

The Upper Limit line of R.G. 1.99 actually consists of two branches, the one 

described above, for fluences above 6 x 10 18 , and a lower branch that has an 

exponent of 0.5. The latter was not used, because it does not bound all of 

the observed data in that fluence range. Thus, for the purpose of this 

screening criterion, the alterative equation, 

ART = 283 (f/10 19 )0.l94 
NOT 

is used at fluences below 6 x 10 18 as well as for higher fluences. 
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APPENDIX F 

PRESSURE VESSEL FAST NEUTRON FLUENCE UNCERTAINTY 

F.l Introduction 

The following discussion deals with the components of the staff's fast fluence 
()1 MeV) predictive calculational uncertainty. 

There are two major sources of uncertainty in fast fluence computations, i.e., 
(a) the uncertainty which results from the measured values of the fluence used 
in benchmarking the computer codes, and (b) computational, which originates 
from uncertainties of input quantities to the code. 

F.2 Benchmarking Uncertainty 

The prediction of the calculation is benchmarked to measured values of carefully 
performed experiments. The benchmarking process has been instrumental in recent 
improvement of the uncertainty as shown in Fugure F-1. It can be seen that in 
the early years of commercial nuclear power the predictive uncertainty was very 
large. Figure F-1 represents the FSAR predicted values of the fluence and their 
comparison to a posterior measured value with the surveillance capsule. Measured 
values from the surveilance capsules and the Pool Critical Assembly improved the 
predictive ·~.apabil ity in the 1970s and is s11own in 1980-81 when surveillance cap
sules were removed. The staff has a techniccal assistance program to BNL to 
benchmark the neutron transport code DOT 3.5 and verify the fluence values in 
the eight pressure vessels which have been thought to have marginal toughness . . 
At this time the benchmarking is nearly complete. 

The benchmarking includes data from the following: 

(i) The Pool Critical Assembly pressure vessel dosimetry benchmark 

experiment (Re!. F.2). 

F-1 



(ii) The AN0-1 surveillance capsule and reactor cavity flux measurements 
(Refs. F.3, F.4, F.5, and F.6). 

.. 

EPRI-sponsored measurements in the reactor cavity provide flux values 
to an estimated accuracy of ±15 percent (undesignated distribution). 
Surveillance capsule measurements are being used to adjust the 
fluence calculated on the inside of the pressure vessel. 

(iii) Fort Calhoun surveillance capsule. 

(iv) Main Yankee surveillance capsule. 

Figure F-2 shows a typical configuration of a surveillance capsule. The overall 
length corresponds to that of a fuel assembly and~ contains an upper, middle, 
and lower tensile monitor compartments. Tensile specimens are housed in this 
section along with radiation monitors (Figure F-4). Charpy impact specimens 
are housed in separate compartments (Figure F-3). Typical locations of surveil
lance capsules are shown in Figure F-5. 

The causes of uncertainty in dosimetry measurements are related to reaction 
rate cross-sections, the photofission correction, counting calibration, 
flux-time history, etc. The overall benchmarking uncertainty is ±15 percent 
(la). 

F.3 Computati~nal Uncertainty 

Computational uncertainty results from uncertainties in cross-section data 
(inelastic scattering of iron is a particular source of error), modeling, 
numerical methods, source representation, geometry, etc., which are inputs to 
the DOT 3.5 code. The DOT series of codes are two-dimensional neutron trar sport 
codes based on finite differencing with anisotropic scattering in (x,y), (1 ,0), 

or (R,z) geometries. The DOT 3.5 version is operational at BNL (Ref. F. 7) 

ln order to evaluate calculational uncertainties and provide an additional 
independent assessment of the uncertainty, a direct parametric analysis is 
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being performed. In this analysis major uncertainty components (e.g .• source 
representation. geometry. cross-section. etc.) have been identified and are 
being quantified. DOT sensitivity calculations are being performed to 
propagate these uncertainties and determine their effects on vessel fluence 
and 6RTNDT (Ref. F.8). The expected uncertainty is ±15 percent (lo). 

We estimate the overall predictive uncertainty to be ±20 percent (lo) comparable 
to ±15 to ±20 percent recently claimed by the vendors (Refs. F.9 and F.10). 

The above is illustrated in diagrammatic form in Figure F-6 which illustrates 
the overall uncertainty. its components, and the sources of the experimental 

uncertainty. 
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APPENDIX G 
OVERCOOLING EVENT SEQUENCES LEADING TO POTENTIAL PlS CONDITONS 

G.l Critical Parameters 

G.1.1 Temperature 

The temperature of concern is the fluid temperature at the reactor pressure 
vessel (RPV) inner surface (at the point of interest, typically a weld). For 
PTS analyses, the initial steady-state temperature is taken to be 550°F. Final 
temperatures of 350°F and less are expected to be potential PTS initiating 
events. 

G.1.2 Rate of Cooldown 

The rate of cooldown is also important. Events which can be controlled within 
the limits of Appendix G heatup/cooldown limits are not considered to be PTS 
initiating events. As a guide, transients which do not exceed l00°F per hour 
cooldown may be excluded from PTS consideration. 

Present fracture mechanics analysis methods input the temporal coolant temper
ature behavior in a stylized manner approximated with an equation of the form: 

T =To - (To - Tf) (1 - exp ( - ~t)) 

Where To - initial temperature, °F 
Tf - final temperature, °F 
~ - cooldown parameter, per minute 
t - time, minutes 

Although using this formulation to characterize the coolant temperature temporal 
behavior is advantageous from a fracture mechanics standpoint, it does not 
consider variations in the cooldown rate which can occur as a result of operator 
action, and control or prottction systems operations. Also, the predicted final 
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temperature is uncertain, as stored heat in the primary system metal and the 
decay heat output from the reactor core will increase the coolant temperature 
once action is taken to terminate the cooldown. 

When approximating the coolant tempr-;ture temporal behavior as a result of 
specific initiating event with this form of stylized e4uation, the selection of 
Tf and p (the final temperature and the cooldown parameter) which best approxi
mates the actual transient behavior, requires some engineering judgment. In 
generai, the final temperature is selected as the lowest calculated value and 
the cooldown parameter is either the natural (for example best fit) cooldown 
parameter or an adjusted value for cases where the temperature increases follow
ing termination of the cooldown. The cooldown parameter used for these analyses 
has been adjus~ed to account for this temperature increase and is based on the 
Westinghouse approach. This approach considers the fracture mechanics response 
to the actual temperature transient and the fracture mechanics response to the 
stylized formulation with the adjusted p value, designated p*. The designated 

p* value is obtained from: 

p* = 2/t* 

where t* is the time of lowest temperature, minutes and p* is never less than 

the natural cooldown rate. 

G. 1. 3 Pressure 

The predominant stress associated with PTS is the thermal stress associated 
with the rapid cooldown of the RPV wall. It is noted that the thermal strlSS 
alone is not sufficient to cause loss of RPV integrity. The other important 
stress is due to pressure. Maintaining system pressure relatively high or 
repressurizing following a cooldown is of primary concern. Control of the 
primary system pressure is achieved by operator action to terminate chargin J 

and HPI flow to the primary. Other systems, such as letdown, pressurizer 
heater and pressurizer sprays are not considered here for pressure control 

A review of current Westinghouse guidelines for HPI termination indicates that 
primary system pressures. of 2250 psig could be obtained prior to HPI termination 
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for certain coldown events, such as steam line breaks. This pressure can also 
be reached as a result of delayed operator action in terminating charging or 
safety injection flow. Therefore, 2250 psig was considered appropriate for 
this evaluation unless a lower pressure can be justified when a specific 

transient is considered. 

G.1.4 Frequency 

The expected frequency of occurrence of an event which could result in PTS 
conditions is an important parameter because it defines the relative probabil-
ity of a PTS initiator. When combined with other probabilities and consequences 
associeted with specific events in a sequence, the risk due to PTS from that 
sequence can be estimated. Theoretically, by adding the risk from all significant 
event sequences, the total risk can be obtained. The practical difficulty is 

obtaininq reasonable assurance that all significant event sequences~ in fact 

included. 

G.1.5 Uncertainty in Tf, ~' and P Values for Characterization 

It is not nossible, at this time, to determine the uncertainty in either Tf or 
~ as used to characterize a PTS transient. The computer programs and models used 
to determine the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the PTS transients 
are still under review by the staff. The input data and assumptions used in 
these computer programs and models range from "best estimate" to "conservative 
for PTS, 11 and in some cases inconsistent data are used to enhance the cooldown 
or the coolduwn rate. While the staff has endorsed the use of best estimate 
analyses tr characterize the PTS transient behavior, we relied very heavily on 

the analyses presented by Westinghou~e to support our evaluation. (Reference G. 1) 

G.2 Events to be Considered 

The selectiori of events to be considered is based on the event sequences 
identified by Westinghouse. The staff has reviewed the sequences, the 
associated fr~quencies of occurrences, the ~·s and Tf 1 s. Based on a number of 
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technical meetings with Westinghouse, we have established a set of events of 
significance to the PTS issue which have been identified as Main Steam Line 
Break (MSLB), Small Steam Line Break (SSLB), Small Break Loss-of-Coolant 

Accidents (SBLOCA), and Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR). 

In order to characterize individual event sequences wiLhin each of these 
groups, certain additional parameters have been identified which determine the 
signifi~ance of these sequences as a PTS challenge. 

The level of decay heat present during an initiating event is an important 
parameter in the cooldown from a given transient. The level of decay heat is 
related principally to the operational status (full power operation, hot zero 
power, other) immediately preceding the transient. The frequency of challeng
ing event sequences are thus differentiated by the operational status of the 

plant. 

The time allowed prior to initiation of proper operator action is another 
parameter that is important in some sequences. This variable has been used as 
a parameter in the results which characterize certain sequences that are 

presented below. 

G.2.1 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) 

The MSLB, with a break area larger than 6 inches equivalent diameter, results 
in a rapid cooldown of the primary system. The final downcomer coolant temper
atures can be on the order of 200°F, dependent on the decay heat level and oper
ator action time to terminate auxiliary feedwater. The system will repres~urize 

as a result of continued safety injection flow, and may repressurize in excess 
of 2000 psig dependent on the time operator action is taken to terminate Scfety 
injection. Stored metal heat and decay heat also aid in the repressurizatiJn. 

Frequency of Main Steam Line Break 

There have be~n three large breaks in steam-bearing lines in commercial nuclear 
plants. Two (at H. B. Robinson in 1970 and Turkey Point in 1971) occurred dur
ing hot functional tests. prior to commercial operation and caused failures in 
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branch lines or headers associated with the steam generator safety valves. 
These two failures were attributed to underdesign of the piping at the failed 
locations. A recent failure occurred at Oconee in a line off of the high 
pressure turbine exhaust. The preliminary evaluation attributed the failure 
to wall thinning by steam erosion. 

The estimated median frequency of a pipe break ()6 inches) in the primary 
coolant system was 10-4/RY in WASH-1400 based on evaluations of several data 
sources including nonnuclear experience. The steam lines including bypass 
lines ()6 inches) between the steam generator and the main steam isolation 
valves in 3-loop Westinghouse plants are about 1.7 times longer than 
comparable primary system piping which would yield an equivalent steamline 
break frequency of 1. 7 x 10-4/RY. Median estimates of the frequency of 
steamline breaks (up to MSIV) in the Zion and Indian Point Probabilistic 
studies were 4 x 10- 4/RY and 10-4/RY, respectively, based on no major failur2s 
in these lines during commercial nuclear operations. There are about 600 
reactor-years of commercial operation at nuclear power plants, so the recent 
Oconee failure represents a point estimate of 1.6 x 10-3 /RY for steamlines 
downstream of the MSIV which have a lower level of quality control than the 
steamlines upstream of the MSIV. The length of steam piping ()6 inches) 
downstream of the MSIV may vary from plant to plant but we assumed it to be 
three times the length of piping upstream of the MSIV, so that an equivalent 
failure frequency estimate for the piping upstream of the MSIV would be about 

5 x 10-4/RY. 

The two events at Robinson and Turkey Point occurred prior to commercial 
operation during shakedown tests expected to identify plant design and 
operating deficiencies so that these data should not be given equal weight 
with the Oconee event. Bush (Reference G.2) estimated that about 70% of the 
piping failures occur in the first two years of operation. Thus if one assumes 
that the Robinson and Turkey Point events are part of the first two years' 
operation at all plants (140 RY), the effective steamline pipe break frequency 
for mature plants would be estimated to be about 4 x 10-3 /RY. 
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Based on an evaluation of several sources of data, Bush (Reference G.2) 
estimated the frequency of large disrupture failures to be between 10- 5 

and 10-6 /RY and also pointed out that "virtually any type of piping damage may 
be considered to result from some kind of human error or lack of knowledge in 
design, fabrication, or operation." 

A probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis of pipe fracture in the primary 
coolant loop of a PWR plant was presented in Reference G.3. This study 
estimated very low pipe break frequencies <10- 6/RY based on cyclic stresses 
and seismic events imposed in service. These results are limited by the scope 
of the analysis. Thus, these results are given little weight compared to 
experience. 

The estimates of steamline break frequency appear to cluster around 10-4 /RY. A 
frequency of 1.7 x 10-4 /RY is used for evaluating steamline breaks for 
screening purposes. It is estimated that the upside uncertainty is a factor 
of 10 and the downside a factor of 100 based on the preceding discussion. The 
Westinghouse Owners Group contends that the frequency of major steamline 
breaks ()6 inches) is much smaller based on Reference G.3. 

We coosidered other failures in addition to the initiating event that might 
result in extended HPSI operation such as failure of reactor coolant pump 
seals, unisolated letdown lines, and a stuck-open PORV. We have assumed that 
the RCP seal cooling will be maintained during this event; however, this 
assumption should be confirmed for the Westinghouse plants. Therefore, the 
conditional probability of RCP seal failures is considered to be low. 
Simjlarly, we have assumed that the letdown line will be automatically 
isolated and will not automatically open on reseting SIS or containment 
isolation signals. This assumption should be confirmed for the Westinghou~~ 
plants. In some plants with high shut-off head ECCS pumps, the PORV may bl 
challenged. The conditional probability of a PORV sticking open is estimat~d 
to be 10-2 /0 in WASH-1400. The conditional probability of an operator fai 1 ing 
to isolate the PORV in ten minutes is about 2 x 10- 2 /D from Reference G.4. 
The combined event frequency is not significant (10- 6 /RY). Thus, only si.i1µle 
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large steamline breaks without any additional failures will be considered for 
this sequence category. 

Qperator Actions 

The operator is trained to isolate the faulted steam generator in a steamline 
break event based on loY pressure in one steam generator compared to the others. 
Operator action time to isolate the feedwater to the faulted steam generator is 
presented in Figure II-4 of Reference G.5 based on simulator experience. Using 
human error estimates from Reference G.6 for high stress situations and as
suming three operators in the control room, human error probabilities (HEPs) 
for failing to recognize that the AFW has to be isolated are estimated to be 

0. 7 at 5 minutes and 0.04 at 10 minutes compared to 0.3 and 0.9 from Figure 
II-4 of Reference G.5. We will assume HEPs of 0.5 at 5 minutes and 0.1 at 10 

minutes, 3 x 10-3 at 30 minutes (based on WASH-1400 estimate for switchover 
from injection ro recirculation) and 10-3 at 60 minutes for purposes of this 
screening analysis. These human error split fractions are presented in an event 
tree format in Figure G.l. The conditional probabilities for successful termi
nation of auxiliary feedwater in specific time intervals are indicated in 
Figure G.l. The estimated uncertainty in the probability of successful operator 
action is a factor of 2 to 10. 

The operator could potentially control the primary system pressure by 
terminating high pressure injection and venting through the PORV. This is a 
highly dynamic situation with the pressure recovering rapidly after water has 
reentered the pressurizer. The generic procedure guidelines have an allowable 
HPSI termination pressure of 2000 psi. For these screening analyses we have 
assumed that the pressure will be at 2250 psi. 

Operational Status of the Plant at the Time of the Initiating Event 

The operational status or power split data developed by Westinghouse considers 
the decay heat level following each outage and startup (the assumed point of 
the PTS initiating event) based on operating data. The staff has reviewed the 
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operating history over a period of four years for one Westinghouse plant. 
The data indicates that the time at power (greater than 50% rated) is on the 
order of 90% to 95%, as shown in Figure G.2. 

For the purpose of this evaluatiJn, the power split selected is 0.9 for hot 
full power (HFP) and 0.1 for hot zero power (HZP). HFP is equivalent to decay 
heat levels of 1% or greater, HZP is equivalent to decay heat levels of 0.25% 
or less. It is noted that Westinghouse uses three levels: 0.75 for HFP, 0.1 
for HZP, and 0.15 for intermediate power levels (0.25% to 1% decay heat), based 
on Westinghouse operating experience. HFP cases, unless otherwise stated, are 
cases run by Westinghouse using the conservative assumption of being at hot 
shutdown or hot zero power with decay heat levels of 1% or greater. The 
larger secondary side mass inventory enhances the cooldown, resulting in a 
conservatively low temperature calculation. 

NRC Staff Characterization of the MSLB 

Two cases are used to characterize the MSLB for this evaluation. The first 
case is for initiation from hot full power and nominal operating conditions. 
The data was obtained from the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) Emergency 
Response Guidelines E-2, Loss of Secondary Coolant (September 1, 1981). The 
case selected is for a 0.6 sq ft break. The data have been extrapolated for 
times greater than 10 minutes. This event is summarized in Table G.l as a 
function of operator time to terminate auxiliary feedwater to the faulted steam 
generator. Also presented are the parameters for initiation from hot zero 
power. These data are taken from the Westinghouse data for the 0. 77 sq ft 
break case. 

WOG Characterization of the MSLB 

The data used in the Westinghouse evaluation for the HFP case is conservati1ely 
based on the use of initial operating conditions at hot zero power. The d< ta 
are presented in Table G.2. 
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G.2.2 Small Steam Line Break (SSLB) or Stuck Open Steam Generator Safety/ 

Relief Valve (SOSGRV) 

The SSLB, or stuck open SG safety/relief valve, can result in an overcooling 
transient similar to the MSLB but of a longer duration due to the smaller 
break size. This event is expected to occur at a much higher frequency than 

the MSLB. 

Freguency of Small Steamline Break 

The steamline contains several pressure relief devices to accommodate rapid 
pressure increases caused by plant trips or other perturbations. There are 
turbine bypass lines that are connected to the steamline downstrea~·of the MSIV 
and discharge into the condenser. Valves in these lines are designed to open 
at pressures above operating conditions and provide normal decay heat removal 
following plant trip. Since these lines can be isolated by the MSIV, we believe 
that the frequency of a secondary depressurization caused by malfunctioning of 
these valves is bounded by potential relief valve failures upstream of the 

MS I Vs. 

For very rapid steam pressure increases associated with turbine trip or in
adequate MSIV closure, the atmospheric dump valves or safety valves upstream 
of MSIV are likely to be challenged and have a finite probability of sticking 

open. In Reference G.1, Westinghouse estimated the frequency of a single 
stuck-open relief valve upstream of the MSIV to be 3.4 x 10- 3/RY and CE esti
mated the frequency to be 1.5 x 10-2/RY in Reference G.7. A survey of events 
relevant to PTS has indicated only two events in about 350 RVs having a small 
secondary depressurization that resulted in relatively high cooldowns. For 
purposes of this screening analysis, we will assume a frequency of 10-2/RY for 
small steamline breaks (equivalent to a stuck-open steam generator safety/ 
relief valve) with an uncertainty spread of a factor of 3. 

We considered additional failures besides the initiating event that might 
result in extended HPSI flow. Specifically, we looked at the same failures 
explored for large steamline breaks. The potential impact of RCP seal 
failures and an unisolated letdown line are judged to be small as discussed 
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under large steamline breaks. The conditional probability of an unisolable 
open PORV is less than 5 x 10-4 which would yield a combined small steamline 
break-small LOCA of less than 5 x 10-6 /RY. We do not have a thermal-hydraulic 
analysis of this event fer extended time periods and, therefore, cannot 
evaluate its contribution. This type of event should be explored as part of 
the long-term program. Its estimated frequency is sutficiently low that it 
does not represent an immediate concern. 

Operation Actions 

The severity of this event can be reduced by terminating auxiliary feedwater 
to the faulted system generator. For this analysis we will assume the same 
operator action probabilities as were used in the section addressing main 
steamline breaks for similar actions. 

NRC Staff Characterization of the SSLB 

Two cases are used to characterize the small steamline break. The data are 
taken from the Westinghouse conservative bounding analysis performed at HZP 
for a 0.22 sq ft break. A decay heat level of 1% is used to represent HFP 
and a decay heat level of 0% for HZP. The actual cases analyzed were from HZP 
conditions, therefore, the HFP case is a conservative representation. The 
transient summary is presented in Table G.3 as a function of operator time to 
terminate auxiliary feedwater to the faulted steam generator for the initial 
conditions of HFP and HZP. 

WOG Characterization of the SSLB 

The data used in the Westinghouse evaluation for these cases appear to be 
based on a break size greater than 0.22 sq ft. The data are presented in 
Table G.4. 

G.2.3 Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) 

The SBLOCA was considered in two categories. The first category is for break 
sizes less than 2 inches. equivalent diameter. For this category, the safety 
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injection (or makeup) flow exceeds the break flow. For breaks in this range, 
the break cannot remove all the decay heat generated in the core, and natural 
circulation, using the steam generators to remove the decay heat not removed by 
the break, will occur, maintaining loop flow. Within this first category are 
RCP seals, ~rimary PORV or safety valve leakage or failure as well as actual 
primary piping leaks. The cooldown rates for these SBLOCAs are not expected 
to violate Appendix G limits (less than 100°F per hour cooldown). For these 
reasons this category of small breaks was excluded as not being significant 

for this evaluation. 

Typically a SBLOCA in this range will depressurize the primary system to the 
pressure corresponding to the saturation pressure of the secondary (steam side). 
The primary coolant temperature remains just above the secondary coolant temper
ature in order to maintain a decay heat removal path until sensible heat addi
tion to the incoming SI water is capable of removing this energy. At that time 
RCS pressure and temperature should decrease slowly. If SI flow at this equilib
rium pressure meets or exceeds the break flow, the RCS should remain in natural 
circulation. Operator actions which reduce the secondary pressure may have a 
favorable impact on natural circulation, but would increase the cooldown rate. 

The second category includes the break size range from 2 to 6 inches 
equivalent diameter. For these breaks, the safety injection flow is less 
than the break flow, resulting in a net mass loss of primary coolant. In 
addition, for breaks greater than 2 inches, the break can remove all of the 
core decay heat. The combined effect of mass loss and energy removal by the 
break will result in an extended loss of natural circulation flow in the 
coolant loops. The continued injection of cold safety injection water into 
the stagnant loops has the potential to allow relatively unmixed safety 
injection water to rapidly reach the downcomer and contact the vessel wall. 
The exact break size where loss of flow occurs is dependent on the safety 
injection flow rate (and makeup flowrate), the break location, the decay heat 

level, and the SG {heat sink) performance. 

The factors which affect the rate of cooldown following a SBLOCA are: 
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Break Loe at ion 
Break Size 
SI Flow 
Decay Heat 
Secondary Pressure (steam dump and feedwater) 

frequency of Small SBLOCA 2 to 6 inch range 

(he staff has reviewed tl,e Westinghouse thermal hydraulic calculations and has 
determined that small LOCAs which have equivalent break sizes of 2 to 6 
inches will result in stagnated loop conditions and primary system pressures 
less than 1000 psi. We have examined events that might result in stagnated 
loop conditions such as LOCAs in the 2 to 6-inch range. There are several 
small diameter pipes (in the range of 2 to 4 inches) connected to the main 
primary system piping. These include charging and letdown lines, RTD bypass 
lines, pressurizer spray and scoopline, PORV line, and safety injection 
lines. We have also considered the following events. 

(a) pipe breaks less than 2 inches with loss of one train of HPSI, 

{b) unisolated open PORVs with the loss of one train of HPSI, 
{c) failure of all RCP seals due to loss of cooling. 

A median frequency of 3 x 10- 4 /RY for small LOCAs in the range of 2 to 6 
inches is based on WASH-1400, and the uncertainty band is ± a factor of 10. 
Assuming a lognormal distribution, the estimated mean frequency would be 
1.5 x 10- 3 /RY. The Westinghouse Owners Group estimated the mean frequency of 

LOCAs in this range to be 6 x 10- 4 /RY. 

In evaluating small LOCAs, we have focused on events which stagnate the f 11 w 
in the pressure vessel and involve a monotonic decrease in primary system 
pressure. Other stagnated loop flows type events may result in repressuri; ing 
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the primary system following an extended period of HPSI operation with 
stagnated flow and low pressure. There are several events that have been 
considered in this category. These include: 

(a) Stuck open safety valve that subsequently closes after the vessel is 

chilled. 

(b) Considerable RCS inventory is lost during the initial surge in an ATWS 
event. If the reactor coolant pumps are tripped. no primary system leaks 
occur, and the HPSI operates for an extended period of time 1 low vessel 
temperatures may be obtained with high system pressures. 

(c) A small-small LOCA initially with only one train of ECCS operating may 
result in stagnated loop conditions. If the other ECCS trains are sub
sequently recovered, high pressures may be achieved after the vessel is 
chilled. 

(d) A small-small LOCA with no cooling in one steam generator may lead to 
high pressure low temperature conditions. 

(e) A small steamline .break with a subsequently st~ck open PORV may lead to 
extended HPSI flow with a stagnated loop (caused by isolating the 
faulted steam generator). 

(f) Loss of all feedwater that results in losing primary system inventory 
with a subsequent rrcovery of feedwater and HPSI operation without loop 
flow may also lead to these conditions. 

Engineering analyses are not available for all of the events postulated 
above. The most significant is thought to be the stuck open safety valve that 
subsequently recloses. In Ref. G.4, it is indicated that the Westinghouse 
Owners Group estimated the frequency of a stuck open safety valve to be ~ 10- 5 /RY 
as~uming the PORV's are blocked 90% of the time. This estimate i~ based nn 
a conditional failure to close probability of 10-3 /D. The review presented in 
Ref. G.4 reestimated the conditional failure probability to be ~10- 2 10 so 
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that the frequency of a stuck open safety valve in Westinghouse plants would 
be about 10-4/RY. This frequency estimate may be somewhat high; however, con
sidering the other potential events noted above, it is prudent for screening 
purposes to use a frequency of 10·4 /RY for extended HPSI operat;on with loop 

stagnation and high pressure. 

NRC Staff Characterization of SBLOCA 

Three breaks in the hot leg for a typical 3 loop PWR were reviewed. These 
breaks were of equivalent diameters of 1, 2 and 3 inches. For the 2-inch 
break, loop natural circulation is lost at about 12 minutes, and for the 3-
inch break at about 7 minutes. In addition, three cold leg breaks, 2, 3, and 
4 inches were also reviewed. The hot leg breaks are bounding for those cases 
where circulation is lost due to the higher energy removal rates. Loss of 
circulation occurs later for an equivalent cold leg break. The loss of 
circulation is dependent on the break location, the break size, the decay heat 
level, and operation of the RC pumps (pumps off). For breaks 2 inches and 
larger, circulation is assumed to be lost. For breaks less than 2 inches, the 
cooldown rates are less than 100°F per hour and therefore were not included in 
this evaluation since such slow cooldown does not present a PTS concern. 

The most limiting break size for PTS concerns is the 2-inch break. The 
primary system pressure remains relatively high (1000 psig) for an extended 
period of time (30 minutes) following loss of loop natural circulation flow. 
For larger breaks, the pressure will be lower as a result of the faster time 
to uncover the break and depressurize the system. 

The t~ansient characterization based on recent work performed by SLI 
(Reference G.8) was used to determine the appropriate mixing control vol um<. 
This volume is the cold leg piping from the loop seal to the vessel plus 
one-half of the vessel downcomer volume. The wall heat from the oiping, tt~ 

vessel, and the core support barrel was included in the analysis. The resl Its 

of this analysis show a leveling of the coolant temperature at about 125°F 
(assuming a safety injection temperature of 60°F) for the time range of 
interest, which is 2000 to 3000 seconds after loss of flow is assumed. 
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On August 11, 1982, the staff solicited advice from leading thermal-hydraulic 
experts to determine how mixing during no-loop flow conditions could best be 
treated for this evaluation. In particular, we were interested in determining 
what was the most realistic acceptable method for predicting mixing under 
no-flow conditions. There was a consensus at the meeting that the method 
presented by Leviy in Reference G.8 was appropriate; however, stored energy in 
the vessel metal, the lower plenum v~1ume, and the pipe volume upstream of the 
safety injection location to the pump should also be accounted for. In addition 
these volumes should be included in the mixing volume. 

Westinghouse presented ~ts evaluation at this meeting. There was general 
agreement on the methodology used by Westinghouse. The Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research (RES) requested three of their experts to perform independent 
analyses of this event, to confirm the Westinghouse results. 

The RES analyses have been reviewed by the staff and the results of these 
analyses (Reference G.9 and G.10) have been used to characterize the SBLOCA 
event. The models used have been compared to recent Creare experiments, for a 

1/5 scale geometry (Reference G.11). These comparisons indicate that the 
modets are a reasonable representation of the mixing phenomena under no-loop 
flow condition. The characterization used for this evaluation for this event 
sequence is presented in Table G.5. 

WOG Characterization of SBLOCA 

For breaks in the cold leg, the Westinghouse evaluation uses a 1-inch break, 
which bounds the RC pump seal failure case and assumes no operator action. 
For decay heat levels of 1%, the Tf is 315°F and p is 0.007 per minute. At 0% 
decay heat, Tf is 105°F and~ is 0.007 per minute. For breaks in the hot leg, 
Westinghouse uses a 0.75-inch break, slightly less than the area of a typical 
PORV (1.4 inches). For decay heat levels of 1.%, Tf is 528°F and~ is 0.004 
per minute. At 0% decay heat, Tf is 166°F, and p is 0.004 per minute. 
Westinghouse excluded larger breaks from the PRA evaluation. For these breaks, 
crack extension is accepted. However, as a result of the decreasing pressure, 
the Westinghouse fracture mechanics analyses, which includes warm prestress, 
has shown that crack arrest occurs for these cases. 
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G.2.4 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTfll 

The SGTR transient is governed by operator actions prescribed in current plant 
emergency procedures. The tripping of the RC pumps, the use of the PORV during 
a SGTR event, and the subsequent cooldown and depressurization to isolate the 
break all impact on the transient. When the RC pumps ~re tripped, natural 
circulation in the faulted loop can be lost for a short period of time, since 
the recommen.ded action is to isolate the secondary side of the faulted steam 
generator, thus e 1 imi nat i ng its heat remova 1 capability, prior to the recovery 
procedures. Delayed safety injection termination can enhance the cooldown and 
increase the consequences of the event. In general, the SGTR event will not 
result in loss of vessel integrity when current plant procedures are observed, 
as the downcomer temperature is expected to remain greater than 325°F. The 
SGTR event does become a potential initiator for PTS if additional failures 
are included in the event sequence. Two of these are of definite interest. 
They are failure by the operator to t(!rminate safety injection in accordance 
with the prescribed proceduri~s and a stuck-open steam generator safety valve. 

Freguency of SGTR 

The estimated frequency of a steam generator tube rupture event is' x l0-2/RY 
(4 events in about 250 RY for Westinghouse plants) which by itself is not a 
particular PTS co~cern if the HPSI is terminated in a timely fashion (~30 

minutes). The Ginna-type event (1982), which resulted in extended HPSI opera
tion, may lead to PTS conditions of concern. Since this is one event out of 
four, the estimated frequency of SGTR events that lead to extended HPSI 
operation (1 hour) is 5 x 10· 3 /RY unless subsequent guidelines are effecti\e 
in reducing the frequency of this event. 

We have considered other failures in addition to the SGTR which may result in 
extended HPSI operation. In the Ginna event, the operator isolated the atm1-
spheric dump valve on the faulted steam generator and challenged the steam 
generator safety valve. Assuming a conditional probability of 10- 2 /0 for 
failure of the saf~ty valve to close (WASH-1400), there is a potential 
event of an SGTR with a stuck-open SG safety with an estimated frequency of 
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2 x 10-4 /RY. The frequency of this scenario can be reduced if the HPSI is 
terminated in a timely fashion (~30 minutes) and/or the atmospheric dump valves 

are not isolated. 

Another potential compound event is extended HPSI operation which results in 
flooding the steamline and it subsequently fails. The staff has estimated 
the probability of failure of water-filled steamlines to be negligible. 
If we assume a conditional failure probability of 10-3 for water-filled steam
line failure, then the estimated frequency for a combined event of SGTR followed 
by a steamline break is 10- 5 /RY (there have been two SGTR events with water in 

the steamlines). 

The PORV may be used to depressurize the primary system. The conditional 
probability of having an unisolated open PORV is 5 x 10- 4 as discussed previous
ly. The frequency of this combined event is estimated to be 10- 5 /RY. We do not 
have thermal-hydraulic calculations to describe this event for an extended time 
period. We would judge that it may be bounded by a small LOCA event which has 

an estimated frequency of 3 x 10-4/RY. 

We also considered the potential for developing excessive steam generator tube 

leaks following steamline breaks. We had insufficient information to evaluate 
this event in the short term; however, they should be pursued in the longer 

term study of pressurized thermal shock. 

In summary, we will use the following frequencies for SGTR events for this 

screening process. 

(a) simple SGTR with HPSI termination in 1 hour 
(b) SGTR with stuck-open secondary safety valve 
(c) SGTR with subsequent steamline break 

5 x 10-l/RY 
2 x 10- 4 /RY 
1 x 10-~/RY 

There are considerable uncertainties in these event frequencies which may be as 

much as a factor of 10. 
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NRC Staff Characterization of SGTR 

The base case SGTR is similar to the one used by ~~stinghouse Tf = 325°F, ~ = 
0.12 per minute, at 1000 psig. This case assumed operator action as prescribed 
in current plant procedures. Delayed SI termination will result in lower final 
temperatures. Based on the Westinghouse data, the characterization is as follows, 
as a function of operation time to terminate safety injection flow. 

The data for the SGTR with a stuck-open safety valve is taken from the 
Westinghouse study case for the SGTR with a small break inside containment 
(SLB). The data for the case with a steamline break is taken from the 
Westinghouse study case for an SGTR with a small break outside containment 
(SOSV). The transient characteristics are presented in Table G.6. 

WOG Characterization of SGTR 

The Westinghouse data is used with the exception of the base case p value 
used by Westinghouse of 0.09 per minute. Based on a review of operating 
experiences, a value of 0.12 per minute appears to be more appropriate and is 

used for this evaluation. 

G.2.5 Excess Feedwater 

The contribution to PTS from an excess feedwater transient is considered to be 
negligible due to the low frequency of occurrence for Westinghouse and Combus
tion Engineering plants and is not considered in this evaluation. Because of 
the difference in steam generator water level and inventory and main feedw;,ter 
design for Babcock and Wilcox plants, the excess feedwater transient shoull 
be considered as a potential PTS initiating event for 8 and W plants. 

G.2.6 Other Events 

There are numerous other events, or variations (multiple failures) of the 
above described events, which may also warrant consideration in a PTS 
evaluation of this nature. However, due to the scoping nature of this 
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evaluation, combined with the time constraints to produce this preliminary 
evaluation, all of these additional events could not be systematically 
identified and evaluated. These other events include situations where loop 
flow is lost, as a result of loss of the heat sink (SG). For example, 
Westinghouse has indicated that secondary side depressurization (MSLB and 
SSLB) might result in loss of natural circulation some time after 30 minutes, 
dependent upon the transient specifics such as break size, delayed operator 
action, and decay heat level. Once loop flow is lost, the cooldown will be 
accelerated due to the nonmixing of the safety injection flow. In addition to 
cases where loop flow can be lost, there are many other events which should be 
considered as part of future, detailed evaluations. These are generally 
scenarios which include multiple failures (for example, MSLB and subsequent 
SGTR; multiple RC pump seal failure due to loss of component cooling water; 
and feed and bleed operations). A detailed PTS event tree analysis would be 

required to determine those events which could result in PTS conditions. 
Such an evaluation would have to consider plant-specific information, such as 
safety injection pump shut-off head, safety injection and auxiliary feedwater 
flow rates and temperatures, and specific control and protection system set
points. This evaluation would have to be performed as part of a long-term PTS 

effort. 

The above evaluations gave no credit for the operator reducing primary system 
pressure to minimize the potential for PTS and also assumed that the operator 
would not deliberately put the plant into a PTS condition after it has been 

stabilized following some event. 

There have been events such as the TMI-2 accident in which the plant was repres
surized even though low fluid temperatures were present. We cannot adequately 
evaluate the potential for the operator repressurizing the primary system because 
of some unforseen situation ur dilemma. However, the potential impact of such 
events can be considered by combining operational experience with postulated events. 
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G.2.7 Limitations 

The selection of events noted above to be analyzed for establishing a screening 
criterion were based on the dominant sequences identified by the Westinghouse 
Owners Groups in the June 22, 1982 meeting. In addition, the staff has con
sidered some lirnit~d variations of these events in an ~ttempt to identify addi
tional failure that may lead to significant PTS conditions. Transients with 
significant reliance on ad-hoc operator action will be based on operating 
experience. These events were based on a generic 3-loop Westinghouse plant, 
so plant-to-plant variations are not considered. The set of sequences con
sidered above is not complete, but was meant to provide some short-term per
spective for a screening criterion for Westinghouse plants in anticipation of 
more rletailed long-term studies that are being pursued by NRC and the industry. 

In developing the sequence frequencies, we have assumed that the reactor coolant 
pump seals are cooled following all the above events, the letdown line is isola
ted, the feedwater system has three isolation devices in series that are acti
vated on the different signals, the allowable primary to secondary leakage and the 
operator will depressurize for small LOCAs (<2 11

). These assumptions shou1d be 
confirme1: as part of the longer term program. In addition. we have omitted some 
compound sequences because of insufficient information to perform an adequate 
evaluation in the short-term. This evaluation does not include low temperature 
overpressurization for which pressure relief devices are available. 
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TIME 
INTERVALS 0-6 min 6·10 min 10-30 min 30-60 min 

.6 .5 SUCCESS 

.8 .4 SUCCESS 

.6 .!fl .097 SUCCESS 

.2 .7 2 x 10-3 SUCCESS 

3 )( 10·2 

.3 1 x 10·3 FAILURE 

FIGURE G-1: HUMAN ERROR SPLIT FRACTIONS FOR AUXILIARY 
FEEDWATER TERMINATION 



FIGURE G-2 
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., .. ,, .. Table G. l NRC staff event par...eters tor t~ main steam line break (HSLB) .. 
? ., ... 

Pl•nt St.ttus Hot full Power Hot Zero Power 

<>p.r•tor Isolates 5 10 20 30 60 10 20 30 60 

Aull I Ii•"")' f efltw• tt' r 
••n 

lnnt f~nc, 8• 10-1' 6xl0-r. 1. SxI0- 5 3.xI0-7 8.Sd0-6 6.Sd0-6 l.6xl0-6 J.xio-• 
~r ha(tor·'fear 

JI •tn·' 0.4 0.2 iJ. l 0.09 0.09 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

ft~I Aeactor Coolant 450 390 JSO JOO 250 212 212 212 210 190 
'>yil"9 T~rature 
at Y~ss~l Wall, 0 f 

.;-, f in.1 Pnnsure (p!.lg) • 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 
N .... 



Table G.2 Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) event parameters 
for the main steam line break (MSLB) 

Plant Status Hot Zero Power 

Operator rsolates 5 10 20 30 60 
'·•xili· ry Feed-
water min. 

Event Frequency 2x10- 8 7x10- 8 7xlQ-1 o 4.xl0- 11 

per Reactor-Year 

~ min- 1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Final Reactor Coolant 220 220 212 210 200 
System Temperature 
at Vessel Wall, °F 
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Table G 3 HRC staff event paraaeters for the saa11 st.eaa li~ break (SSLB} 

Plonl ~Ului. Hot Full Power Hot Zero Power 

Operator ls.olates 5 10 zo 30 60 5 10 20 30 60 
Au1d liary f.ed-
water, Min. 

tvent frequency 4. 5-10· 3 3 .. 61110· 3 8dO-• 6.3.dO-s. l.8dO-s. 4.Sdo-• l.6x10- 4 8xl0· 1 6.Jxto-• l.8dO-• 
per Reactor-Vear 

tl ain· 1 0.4 o.z 0. l 0.06 0.06 0.4 0.2 o. l 0.06 0.06 

final Reector Coolant 385 lZO z~ l10 200 375 310 235 200 175 
Sy'l>lftl lMiperature 
at Vessel Wall. 0 f 

..... 
• ,., 
~ .... ._, .. 



TaDle G.4 Westinghouse Owner's Group(~) event para11eteri for the saall steam line break (SSLB) 

Plant Statu~ Hot full Power Hot Zero Power 

Operator Isolates ~ 10 20 30 60 5 10 20 30 60 
Aux i1 i a ry feed-
waler. M1n. 

hent fr~quency Z.itl0- 3 9.xl0- 4 9x10- 5 4x10-6 sxio-5 2xl0- 5 Zxl0-6 Zxl0- 6 lxl0-7 

per R~aclor-Year 

~ •in-' 0.4 o.z 0.1 0.06 0.06 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.06 0.06 

fioal Reactor Coolant lZO 290 260 2SO 220 230 230 230 220 200 
Syste91 l~erature 
at Vessel Wall. °F 

"-' 
~, .... 
' ..., 
CD 

,,.• 
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Table G.5 NRC staff event parameters for the small-break 
loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA), and extended 
HPSI operation with a stagnant loop 

SBLOCA Extended 
HPSI Opera-
tion 

Event Frequency Per Reactor-Year 1. 5xl0-3 10-4 

~, min- 1 0.05 0.05 

Final Reactor Coolant System 125 125 
Temperature at Vessel Wall, OF 

Final Pressure, psig 1000 2250 
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Table G.6 NRC staff event parameters for steam generator tube rupture 

With delayed safety injection termination by the 
operator delay in terminating safety injection, 
minutes 

Event Frequency per Reactor-Year 

~. min- 1 

Final Reactor Coolant System Temperature 
At Vessel Wall, °F 

Final Pressure, psig 

With Steam Line Break or Stuck-Open SRV 

Event Frequency Per Reactor-Year 

~ min.- 1 

Final Reactor Coolant System 
Temperature at Vessel Wall, °F 

G-10 

20 ~o 60 

5x10··;., (to ta 1 for all 
de 1 ays) 

0.1 0.07 0.04 

290 260 200 

1000 1000 1000 

Stuck open SLB 
SRV Outside Inside 
Containment Containment 

2xl0- 4 lxl0- 5 

0.04 0.04 

170 170 
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APPENDIX H 

REACTOR P~ESSURE VESSEL FAILURE PROBABILITY STUDY 

Reactor pressure vessels (RPV) in nuclear power plants have traditionally been 
considered extremely reliable structural components. Indeed, studies completed 
in the United States and Europe have concluded that the disruptive failure rate 

(loss of the pressure retaining boundary) for nuclear pressure vessels is less 
th~n 10-6 at a 99% confide11c~ level for RPVs desiqned, fabricated, inspected, 
and operated in accordance with the Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code of the Ameri
can Society of Mechani ca 1 En!:ii nee rs. However, recent results from survei 11 ance 
and research progrJms and operating experience suggest that the issue of RPV 
failure probability should b~ reassessed. The renewed interest in RPV failure 
probability is due to the observation that thermal hydraulic transients occurring 
in commercially operating nuclear power plants are subjecting RPVs to unanticipated 

loadings which could cJntribute significantly to the failure probability of 
RPVs. In addition, operating Lxperien·.::1:. and research programs over the past 
few years have provided additional information that more clearly defines both 
material property variations in RPVs ~nd the effect of neutron irradiation on 
the material's resistance to fracture. The objective of this study is to assess 
the contribution to RPV fail~re probabiiity of recently observed thermal hyraulic 
transients using recent ~3terial property data. (Note: The material properties 

formula and the mo~el for ARTNDT attenuation in the vessel wall differ from 
those specified in Appendix E. Future work will use consistent models.) 

Generally, RPV reliabilit~ studiP~ have used either one of two methods to calcu
late the probability of RPV failure. These methods are (1) the analysis of 
statistical data from observea non-nuclear pressure vessel failures to infer 
failure rates for both nuclear and non-nuclear pressure vessels and (2) the use 
of mathematical models that predict failure rates by analytically generating 

pressure vessel failures. Mathematical models used in the later technique have 
been primarily closed form analy~es. ln this effort, Monte Carlo simulation 
techniques have Jeen used because of the ability to consider a greater number 
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of significant random variables and to perform a .. ide range of sensitivity studies. 

The results of extensive sensitivity studies which have been conducted are ex

tremely important because they quantify the affect of uncertainties in the input 

parameters, thereby providing an estimate of the .ccuracy of the calculated 

failure probabilities, and they identify the significant variables and variable 

interactions. The results are best applied in a relative sense for use in deci

sion making, and extreme caution must be exercised in applying the results in 

an absolute sense. 

Section H.l of this rtport describes the reactor pressure vessel considered in 

this study, Section H.2 describes the fracture mechanics techniques and simula

tion model used to calculate RPV failure probabiliti~s; Section H.3 presents 

results of a r~f~rence case and sensitivity analysis performed using the simu

lation code; and Section H.4 presents a discussion and conclusions of the study. 

H.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel Description 

The reactor vessel geometry in this study has a 9-inch wall thickness and a 

90-inch mean radius. Figure H-1 presents a schematic of how the RPV i~ fabri

cated. The failure probability is calculated for one ve~tical weld in the two 

beltline shell courses, which have lengths of approximately 72 inches. These 

dimensions are typical of most operating PWR vessels. Only the welds are con

sidered because they have the greatest propensity for flaws, are most sensitive 

to radiation damage, and hence, should dominate the failure probability. The 

reactor vessel is fabricated of carbon steel with stainless steel cladding on 

the internal surfaces that are in contact with the primary coolant. 

H.2 Probabilistic Model 

H.2.1 Fracture Mechanics Algorithms 

Pressurized thermal shock transients can subject the reactor pressurP vessel to 

an unusual combination of high thermal and pressure stresses that create tl1f 

potential for fracture of the reactor pressure vessel. Given well defined µres

sure and temperature-time histories for a pressurized thermal shock transient, 
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heat transfer and stress analyses can be conducted using either closed form or 
numerical analysis techniques. 

In this study closed form solutions have been utilized for the heat transfer 

and stress analyses. The closed form solutions allow the primary coolant temper
ature time history to be expressed as either a fourth order polynomial or an 
exponential function of the form: 

T = T + (T - T )e-pt 
f 0 f (H-1) 

where T is the temperature of the primary coolant as a function of time; T
0 

and 

Tf are the initial and final primary coolant temperatures, respectively; ~ is 
the decay constant that determines the rate of cooldown; and t is time. The 
pressure time history is represented by a fourth order polynomial. The heat 
tr~nsfer analysis is performed using an effective heat transfer coefficient 

which takes into account the fluid film heat transfer coefficient and the 
thermal resistance of the stainless steel cladding. However, the stresses due 

to the difference in thermal expansion between the stainless steel cladding and 
the base metal have not yet been included in the probabilistic code. A sensi
tivity study in Section H.3.2.9 provides an indication of how these stresses 
might affect the calculated failure probabilities. 

The temperature and stress intensity values calculated using the above techniques 

were found to be in excellent agreement with the temperatures and stress intensity 
values calculated by the OCA-I code developed at ORNL. 

Once the transient temperature and stress states have been calculated for the 
pressurized thermal shock event, linear-elastic fracture mechanics analysis is 
used to evaluate RPV integrity. Lintar-elastic fracture mechanics {LEFM) is 
used to determine if a pre-existing flaw will propagate unstably through a mdterial 
under certain loading and material conditions. The LEFM :riteria for unstable 
fracture is: 

{H-2) 
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where K1 is the applied stress intensity factor and Klc is the critical stress 
intensity factor. Warm prestressing which can effectively inhibit crack extension 

even when K1 exceeds K!c (see Section 0.3) was not considered in the analyses 

with the exception of the sensitivity studies presented in Section H.3.5. 

Although for many of the transients analyzed, warm prestressing would be effec

tive, these transients were only assumed for convenience in conducting parametric 
studies. System considerations and operator actions do not ensure that warm 
prestressing will be effective in every case. 

The applied stress intensity factor, KI, is a function of the stress state; 

crack depth, a; and fl aw and component geometry. The stress state at any time 

in a pressurized thermal shock transient is defined by the pressure and tempera
ture-time histories. The component geometry of interest in this study is the 

RPV beltline with an assumed longitudinally oriented flaw. The assumed longitu
dinal orientation is that expected in longitudinally oriented welds and is the 

flaw orientation that experiences the maximum stress and KI in the reactor 

vessel beltline. Deterministic analyses assume that a flaw of a specific depth 

exists with certainty. In the probabilistic model developed in this study, the 
crack depth is treated as a random variable. 

The critical stress intensity factor, Klc, is the material's resistance to unsta

ble fracture. K1, is a function of the temperature at the crack tip; the mate

rial's initial nil-ductility reference temperature, RTNDTo; and the shift in 

RTNOT' 6RTNor· The temperature at any depth in the vessel wall is defined by 
the heat transfer analysis of the pressurized thermal shock transient. 

RTNOTo is a material property determined by a destructive material testing p ·o
cedure and is a measure of the temperature at which the material begins a tr nsi

tion from a "brittle" to ductile fracture mode. Determination of RTNOTo is 
subject to material variability and measurement errors. Furthermore, estima es 

of the RTNOTo for a specific plant often must be made from ~ genPric data ba e 
not totally representative of the specific material ot interest. Therefore 

RTNOTo is treated as a random variable in the probabilistic model. 
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The shift in RTNOT is a result of neutron irradiation. As the vessel beltline 

fluence increases, the RTNDT of the material becomes higher. This means that 

in order to exhibit the same resistance to fracture, Klc' the material must be 

at a higher temperature. The attenuation of fluence through the RPV wall for 

the results presented in this study was represented by the following relation 

(H-3) 

where a is the depth in inches into the vessel wall and F10 is the fluence 

(\ l MEV) in neutrons/cm2 at the surface of the RPV wall. More recent stu1ies 

based on the concept of displacement per atom, dpa, consider a wider spectrum 

of neutron energies and suggest that the exponential decay constant should be 

~maller to more accurately predict radiation damage through the RPV wall. Fluence 

o~ the inside surface of the RPV wall varies with location in the RPV beltline 

due to the core design and power profile. In addition, there are relatively 

large uncertainties in calculating fluer~es. Thus, fluence has been considered 

a random variable in this study. 

In the probabilistic analyses, the mean shift in RTNDT has been represented by 

the following function: 

ARTNDT = [-4.83 + 476 · Cu + 267 · Cu • Ni] [F/JQ19]0.218 (H-4) 

where ARTNOT is the mean shift in RTNDT' Cu is the copper content in weight 
p~rcent, Ni is the nickel content in weight percent, and F is the fluence in 

neutrons () 1 MEV)/cm2 . This equation was developed at HEDL through regression 

analysis of surveillance and research program results. Copper and nickel contents 

vary throughout the RPV material, and uncertainties exist with the values specified 

for plant specific welds. Hence copper and nickel contents should be treated 

as random variables. Copper content was t1·eated as a random variable in this 

study. However, the effect of nickel has just recently been recognized; and 

hence, nickel was not considered as a random variable in the original development 

of the code. ~uture versions of the code will include nickel as a random ~ariable. 

The results pres('nted here ware generated assuming a constant nickel content of 

0.65%. The equation used in Appendix E and in Section 5 of the main report 

for calculating the mean shift in RTNOT i~ based on a more recent regression 
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analysis performed by HEDL. In order to maintain consistency between sensi

tivity studies, the earlier form of the equation (equ. H-4) was used throughout 

the probabilistic analyses. This equation predicts a lower shift in RTNDT than 

the equation used in Section 5. 

The surveillance and research program data on 6RTNDT as a function of fluence 
exhibit significant variability as illustrated in Figure H~2. However, it is 

believed that much of the variability is due to variability and uncertainty in 

the measured fluences and copper contents in the data base. Therefore, it seems 

inappropriate to consider this variability twice and for the results presented 

in this study the mean trendline for 6RTNOT versus fluence specified in equation 

(H-4) was used. A proposed sensitivity study to be conducted in the future is 

to compare the results of this study with results generated by using mean copper 

contents and fluences and treating 6RTNDT as a random variable. However, for 

this study it was desirable to be able to conduct sensitivity studies on copper 

content and fluence; hence, these parameters were treated as random variables. 

Once the initial RTNDT and shift in RTNDT have been specified either determinis

tically or probabilistically, the critical stress intensity factor, Kie, can be 

calculated. Figure H-3 shows a plot of Kic data ve.·sus T-RTNDT' where r is the 

temperature of the material and RTNDT is the sum of the initial RTNOT and the 

shift in RTNDT' Because Kie is a material property, it exhibits some variability 

and is treated as a random variable. A mean curve for Kie versus T-RTNDT was 
developed through regression analysis. The equation for this mean curve is: 

Kie - 36.2 + 49.4exp(0.0104(T-RTNOT)) for T-RTNDT < -50°F 
(H.5a) 

ilc = 55. 1 + 28.0exp(0.0214(T-RTNDT}) for T-RTNOT ) -50°F (H-5b) 

If crack initiation is predicted, the crack may c1r'rest as it run!) deep,~r inti 

the wall encountering hotter, less irradiated, and hence, tougher material. 

Arrest of the crack is predicted if 

(H-6) 
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where Kia is the stress intensity factor for crack arrest. Figure 5-4 shows 

the data for Kia versus T-RTNDT and a mean curve fit using regression analysis. 
The equation for the mean curve is: 

Kia= 19.9 + 43.9exp(.00993(T-RTNDT) for T-RTNOT ( 50°F (H-7a) 

Kia= 70.1 = 6.5exp (.0196(T-RTNDT) for T-RTNDT) 50°F. (H-7b) 

Both the mean crack initiation and crack interest toughness were truncated at 
an upper shelf value of 200 KSI ~in. Thus if crack arrest is not predicted 

before KI reaches a value of 200 KSI ~Tri. vessel failure is predicted. 

H.2.2 Simulation Model 

Figure H-5 illustrates the simulation model developed for RPV failure probability. 
The left hand column in the figure is the deterministic analysis which includes 
the heat transfer, thermal and pressure stress, and applied stress intensity 
value calculations for a r~nge of crack depths at ten time steps in the transient. 

Matrices of temperature and KI values are stored for use later in the 
simulation analysis. 

The variables designated "simulate" in the diagram are treated as random varia
bles, and their values are sampled from a statistical distribution defined by 
input parameters. As discussed in the previous section, crack depth, a; fluence; 

RTNDTo; copper content; K1c; and Kia were treated as random variables in this 
study. A value for each of these random variables is sampled from the appropriate 
statistical distribution. Once the flaw size is simulated, the corresponding 
K1 value is retrieved from the K1 matrix developed earlier in the code. The 
mean Kie value is calculated according to the equation (H-5) using the temperature 

corresponding to the time step and simulated crack depth and an RTNDT based on 
the values of copper content, fluence, and RTNDTo sampled from their corresponding 
statistical distributions. Since the Kie data exhibits significant variability, 
the Kie value is simulated by sampling from a distribution about the mean Kie 

value. 
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If crack initiation is predicted. the crack is allowed to advance through the 
RPV wall in discrete steps of 0.25 inches, and a check for crack arrest is made 

at each crack advance. Kia is treated in a similar fashion to Kie as mentioned 
above. If crack arrest is predicted, the code continues to analyze successive 
time steps in the transient using the arrested crack depth. Since the applied 

K values and material temperature at the crack tip are a function of time in 
the transient, reinitiation of the crack may occur. 

Each pass through the simulation loop depicted in Figure H-5 represents a single 
computer experiment conducted to determine if RPV failure will occur. Up to a 
million passes through this loop can be made. The code keeps track of the number 
of crack initiations and RPV failures and the probabilities of crack initiation 
and RPV failure are estimated by dividing these values by the total number of 
trials. Thus the code actually performs millions of deterministic calculations 
with each set of calculations based on a different set of values selected from 
the appropriate statistical distributions for the significant variables. This 
is equivalent to subjecting a population of up to a million operating reactor 
pressure vessels to the pressurized thermal shock transient of interest and 

then inferring the failure probability based on the number of observed failures. 

H.2.3 Statistical Distributions of Random Variables 

The simulation model described above suffers from the same problem as all ~nalytic 

models, its output is only as good as its input. Unfortunately, very little 
information exists in the literature regarding the required statistical inputs, 
and the time frame of this initial study was not sufficient to allow the necessary 
research and analysis to develop rigorous statistical inputs. Therefore, m ·ny 
of the statistical distributions associated with the random variables in th1 
model are based on expert opinion and have somewhat i 11-defined "levels of 'on
fidence.11 It is appropriate to interject at this point that, because of thi 
uncertainties associated with the input parameters, the best use of the res1 lts 
of this study is in a relative sense to assist in the decision-ma~ing proce s. 

The number and size of cracks in the weld material of the RPV i~ µrobably ' ie 

random variable with the greatest uncertainty. Several crack size distribu
tions exist in the literature. These distributions are based on the experience 
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of RPV fabricators and nondestructive examinations. The flaw distribution is 
of course difficult to quantify since the flaws of interest are not the flaws 
that have been detected, but those of unknown size and number that remain in 
the RPV because they were not detected. Figure H-6 shows the probability of 
having a flaw of depth a in a reactor pressure vessel longitudinal beltline 

weld as estimated in the OCTAVIA computer code. The weld volume associated 
with the OCTAVIA flaw distribution was defined as the volume of longitudinal 
weld material in the beltline region of a PWR. To obtain the flaw distribution, 
for a single beltline weld, as considered in this study, the OCTAVIA flaw 
distribution was adjusted assuming that the flaws were equally distributed 
among six longitudinal beltline welds. For illustration, the crack depth, a, 
in Figure H-6 is represented as a continuous random variable. However, in this 
study, the crack depth was used as a discrete random variable. For the curve 
in Figure H-6, approximately nine distinct crack depths ranging from 0.125 to 
3.5 in. were used and the probabilities indicated at these crack depths were 
reduced by a factor of 1/6 to represent the probability of a flaw in one weld 
and were used to construct a stepwise cumulative probability distribution. The 
Monte Carlo simulation in the computer code used the stepwise cumulative 

distributions to generate a crack depth for each simulation cycle. 

The distribution of RTNOTo is dependent on the variability in the material and 
measurement error. In discussions with the metallurgists at materials testing 

laboratories, they indicated that they believed their accuracy in determining 

RTNOTo was ~20°F. No data exist from which to infer the shape of the distribution. 
Therefore, for a reference case, a normal distribution with a standard deviation 
of 15°F was assumed. Sensitivity studies were conducted assuming that the standard 

deviation was 30°F. 

The variance in fluence is due to the power distribution in the reactor core 
and inaccuracies in calculation. Experts at Hanford Engineering and Oevelopme11t 
Laboratory in Richland, Washington, have estimated the uncertainty in fluencP. 
estimates to be on the order of ! 30% (la) using common practice techniques. 
For the reference case, a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 30% 
was assumed. Sensitivity studies were conducted assuming standard deviations 

of 50% and 15%. 
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A study was conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of the calculated failure 
probabilities to the tails associated with the normal distributions assumed for 

RTNOTo and fluence. In this study the distributions were truncated at the mean 

plus and minus three standard deviations. The results indicated no appreciable 

difference, and it was concluded that the tails of the assumed normal distribu

tions do not dominate in the calculations. 

Copper was introduced into the welds of the RPV from welding rods that were 
copper coated to improve the welding process. Chemical composition analyses of 

welds from RPV prolongations have recently provided extensive data for welds 
representative of those in operating plants. Rigorous statistical analysis of 

these data is not yet complete. However, the distribution does appear to be 

symmetrical with a standard deviation in the range of .02% to 0.5%. For the 

reference case, a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.025% was 
assumed. In the sensitivity studies a 0.07% standard deviation was considered. 

In all analyses the range of simulated copper content values was limited to 

0.08% to 0.40% copper. 

As described in Section H.2.1, K1c and Kra and also treated as random variables 
with a normal distribution and a 10% standard deviation about their respective 

means curves. Due to lack of sufficient data, the distribution of K1 and KI c a 
about their mean is difficult to rigorously determine. However, several papers 

,,. 

have suggested using a normal distribution about the mean with a standard deviation 

of 10%, and this distribution was assumed in generating the results presented 
here. The normal distribution about the mean was applied to both the transition 

and upper shelf toughness regions. Sensitivity studies were conducted to evaluate 

the sensitivity of the calculated failure probabilities to the assumed vari 1bility 

in Kic and Kia· 

H.3 Results 

This section presents results of a reference case and of certain sensitivit 
studies performed using the simulation model described in Section H.2. As .tat~d 

earlier, due to uncertainties in the input data, it is suggeslt'd that the• 
results be considered in a relative rather than an absolute sense. The sensi
tivity studies performed. identify important parameters and their interaction 
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and suggest how sensitive the reference case failure probabilities are to uncer
tainties in the input data. The results presented are conditional probabilities; 
that is, the probability of failure of a RPV weld given that the pressurized 
thermal shock transient under consideration occurs. To convert the result; 

presented here into failure rates, the frequency of occurrence of the transient 

considered must be defined. Since the results presented are for an individual 
weld in the RPV beltline, the total conditional failure probability of the RPV 
beltline welds is the appropriate summation of the failure probabilities for 
each weld. If these values are sufficiently low and independence is assumed, 
the failure probabilities for the six welds can simply be summed. If the failure 
probabilities become high, the intersection of the weld failure probabilities 

must be subtracted. 

H.3.1 Reference Case 

The reference case analysis is defined as follows: 

The Rancho Seco transient (Figure H-7) 

The OCTAVIA flaw distribution, 

Copper ~ N(µ, 0.025%), 

RTNOTo ~ N(µ, 15°F), 

FLUENCE ~ N(µ, 30%), 

6RTNDT - HEDL mean curve, and 

Kie and Kia treated as random variables. 

Figures H-8 through H-12 present the conditional failure probabilities calcu
lated for the reference case condition. Each figure presents the failure pro
bability versus the mean fluence for a specified mean copper content and thr~e 

mean values of RTNDTo· Also, plotted across the top of each figure, is the 
ARTNDT calculated using the mean HEOL curve. These shifts are based on the 
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mean copper content and fluence value in each figure. These curves make it 
possible to estimate the failure probability for the beltline region of a PWR 
for which the mean values of the random variables can be estimated. 

Several important observations can be made regaraing Fir~res H-8 through H-12. 

The first observation is that no failure probabilities less than 10- 5 are calcu
lated for any combination of mean fluence copper content, or RTNOTo· This result 
occurs because the Rancho Seco transient will result in an applied K1 value 
greater than the assumed mean upper shelf toughness of 200 KSI/rrl. for flaws of 
3.0 inches or greater depth, and the probability of such flaws existing is near
ly 10-s in the flaw distribution assumed. Therefore, the lower limit on calcu
lated failure probabilities would change for different transients, flaw distribu

tions, or assumptions about the upper shelf toughness. 

The second important observation is ~hat any specified value of failure probability 

corresponds within a few degrees to a specific mean value of RTNDT' independent 
of the copper content and fluence by which the RTNDT value was achieved. For 
example in Figure H-8, based on a copper content of 0.34%, a failure probability 

of 2 x 10- 5 corresponds to a mean RTNOT value of approximately 255°F to 260°F 

for the three values of RTNDTo' Similarly, in Figur~ H-11, based on a mean 
copper content of 0.28%, a failure probability of 2 x 10- 5 corresponds to a 

mean RTNOT of approximately 255°F for the two values of RTNDTo' These results 
demonstrate that RTNDT is in fact an excellent criterion for evaluating reactor 
pressure vessel integrity under specified thermal shock conditions. The mean 
RTNDT value corresponding to a specific failure probability will, of course, be 
different for different pressurized thermal shock transients. 

H.3.2 Reference Case Sensitivity Studies 

Sensitivity studies were conducted on the distribution for copper content, i.titial 

RTNOT' fluence, and fracture toughness. In addition, conditional fail1ire pr -
babilities were calculated assuming that specific flaw sizes exist with a pr 1ba
bility of 1.0. Finally, a sensitivity study was coiducted for a set of hyp1 .heti

cal transients with assumed exponti~l temperature decays and co11stant pres~ures. 
These cases are intended to provide insight into how sensitive RPV failure 
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calculations are to thermal hydraulic parameters such as temperature, pressure, 

rate of cooldown, and heat transfer coefficient. 

H.3.2.1 Copper Content 

Figure H-13 illustrates the results of the sensitivity study on co~.1per content. 
When the standard deviation for the copper distribution was increa~;ed from 0.025% 
to 0.07%, the calculated failure probabilities increased by approximately a 

factor of 5. 

H.3.2.2 Initial RTNDT 

Figure H-14 illustrates the results of the sensitivity study on RTNDTo' When 
the standard deviation for the RTNDTo distribution was increased from 15°F to 
25°F, the calculated failure probabilities were increased by a factor of approxi

mately 3. 

H.3.2.2 Fluence 

Figure H-15 illustrates the results of the sensitivity study on fluence. The 
standard deviation for the fluence distribution was increased from 30% to 50% 
and decreased to 15%. The increased standard deviation resulted in approximately 
a factor of three increase in calculated failure probabilities, while the decrease . 
in the standard deviation had little effect on the calculated failure 

probabilities. 

H.3.2.4 Fracture Toughness 

Figure H-16 illustrates the results of the sensitivity study on fracture toughness. 

Three different representations of the fracture toughness distribution were 
considered. In the first two cases the normal distribution about the mean fracture 

toughness values for Kic and Kia was maintained but the standard deviation was 
increased to 15% and then 20% of the mean value. In the third case Kie and Kia 
were treated deterministically using the lower bound fracture toughness curves 
from Section XI of the American Society of Mechanical Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code (see Figures H-3 and ~. '· The sensitivity study was conducted for a mean 
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copper content ot 0.34% and a mean initial RTNOT of 0°F. Assuming the larger 
standard deviations resulted in less than a factor of three difference from the 

reference case failure probabilities for a mean RTNDT of 236°F or less. At 

higher values of RTNOT the calculated failure probabilities for the assumed 
standard deviation of 15% and 20% were a factor of 50 and over an order of 

magnitude greater than the reference case. respectively. When the lower bound 
fracture toughness curves from Section XI of the Code were used. the calculated 
railure probabilities were one order of magnitude to almost two orders of 
magnitude higher than the reference case. 

Results of intermediate scale tests conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
suggest that long cracks in large reactor vessels may exhibit "lower bound" 
fracture toughness. Several points should be made regarding this hypothesis. 
First, the "lower bound" performance was relati'le to fracture toughness data 
generated from small specimens not all of sufficient size to qualify as valid 

•• 

in accordance with ASTM-E-399 criteria. Second, cracks that exhibited "lower 
bound" performance in the ORNL tests were long flaws (~38 inches), and shorter 
more realistic flaws are expected to exhibit toughness more closely represented 

by the toughness distribution assumed in the reference case. Finally, the inter

mediate scale tests performed have exhibited statistical variability in fracture 
toughness, but none of them have demonstrated fracture toughness as low as the 
ASME Code Section XI toughness curves. 

The results of this sensitivity study show that the failure probabilities are 
sensitive to the distribution in fracture toughness, especially for mean values 

of RTNDT greater than approximately 240°F. Thus, an effort should be made to 
better define this distribution. Experience to date suggests that fracture 
toughness may be a function of crack length as well as other parameters, anv 
that in analyses assuming a bivariate flaw distribution of depth and length, it 

may also be appropriate to consider a relation between crack length and frac .ure 
toughness. 

H.3.2.5 Simultaneous Increase in the Variability of All Random Variab]~ 

Figure H-17 presents the failure probabilities calculated when all the random 
variables were assumed to show the increased variances used in sensitivity studies, 
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including one case where Kie and Kia were treated as random variables and one 
case where they were modelled using the lower bound curves. For the first case 
the calculated failure probabilities were approximately an order of magnitude 
greater than the reference case, while for the second case (lower bound Klc and 
K
1

a> the calculated failure probabilities were almost three orders of magnitude 

higher. 

H.3.2.6 Flaw Distribution 

Figure H-18 presents the conditional failure probabilities calculated assuming 
that flaw sizes ranging from 0.125 inches to 2.0 inches exist with a probability 

of 1.0 and for several different mean fluence values and values of RTNOT' 

The curves presented in Figure H-18 are useful because they can be used to calcu
late failure probabilities for different crack depth distributions. In Table H-1 

the conditional failure probability is calculated for a reactor pressure vessel 

with mean copper content of 0.34% and mean initial RTNDT of 0°F, assuming a 
flaw distribution less severe than the OCTAVIA distribution assumed in the refer
ence case. The estimated failure probability for the less severe flaw distribution 
is 4.7 x 10- 5 compared to 7.5 x 10- 5 for the OCTAVIA distribution. The relatively 

small difference in the estimated failure probabilities results because the 
flaw distributions considered are not significantly different in the range of 
flaw depths that contribute most to the failure probability. An advantage of 

this approach to evaluating sensitivity to the assumed flaw distribution is 
that it allows easy identification of the range of flaw depths that contribute 

most signficantly to the failure probability. 

H.3.2. 7 Shift in RTNOT 

A sensitivity study was conducted using the fluence versus ~RTNDT relation 
from Regulatory Guide 1.99, "Effects of Residual Elements in Predicted Damage 
to Reactor Vessel Materials." Use of the upper bound trendlines presented in 
Regulatory Guide 1.99 is not considered appropriate in a probabilistic analysis 
but was considered in this sensitivity study in an effort to quantify the effect 
of differences in assumed trendlines. Figure H-19 presents the results generated 

assuming ARTNDT as predicted by the HEDL trendlines and the Regulatory Guide 
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1.99 trendlines. Assuming the more severe Regultory Guide 1.99 trendlines in
creased the calculated failure probabilities by a maximum of nearly two orders 

of magnitude. 

H.3.2.8 Upper Shelf 

As discussed in Section H.2.1, the results presented in this study are based on 
linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis. In the transients of in~erest, 
however, linear elastic fracture mechanics may not be valid when cracks are 
predicted to run deep into the vessel wall where the material is operating in 

the upper shelf temperature regime. In the upper shelf temperalure regime, 
crack extension generally occurs in a ductile mode referred to as tearing rather 
than in a cleavage mode as predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics. In 
the reference case analysis, the mean fracture toughness curves were truncated 
at an upper value of 200 KSI.Jfri. 1 and it was assumed that if crack arrest did 
not occur before the applied KI reached 200 KSI,JTii., the crack would tear through 
the wall. In reality this problem requires an elastic-plastic or tearing insta

bility type of analysis which has not yet been fully developed and validated 

for pressurized thermal shock conditions. A study was conducted to evaluate 
the sensitivity of the calculated failure probabilities to the assumed upper 
shelf v~lue. In this study the mean upper shelf value was increased to 300 
KSI.[lri., 400 KSI.[lri. and infinity and a check was incorporated for plastic 
instability of the remaining section. The assumed higher upper shelf toughness 

values all resulted in the same cal~ulated failure probabilities. as illustrated 
in Figure H-20. The calculated failure probabilities with the increased upper 
shelf values are more than an order of magnitude less than the reference case 
failure probabilities for mean values of RTNDT less than approximately 240°~. 
At a mean RTNDT value of 250°F the failure probability associated with the n
creased upper shelf toughnesses is approximately a factor of four less than the 
reference case; and at a mean RTNDT value of 275°F or grea•a· the calculate 
failure probabilities are the same. Thus upper shelf mat' i behavior may 
decrease the probability of catastrophic vessel failure for dean RTNOT valu s 
of 250°F or less but provides very little additional margin at higher value; of 

RTNDT' Two notes of caution are in order. First, recent information sugo st, 
that the gradient in fluence attenuation may not be as steer as assumed in 
these analyses, and a different model assuming greater radiation damage deeper 
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in the vessel wall may bring the reference case and increased upper shelf tough

ness failure probabilities closer together at a lower value of mean RTNOT' 
Second, the calculated probabilities of crack initiation, which are significant 
from an economic point of view, are unaffected by the assumption regarding upper 

shelf toughness. 

H.3.2.9 Cladding 

For surface cracks as assumed in this evaluat~on, the stainless steel cladding 
will increase the applied stress intensity value due to differential thermal 
expansion between the clad and base metal. This effect has not yet been included 
in the fracture mechanics code used in the probabilistic analysis, although it 

has been evaluated deterministically. A study was conducted to estimate the 
magnitude of the effect of the increased KI due to cladding on the calculated 
failure probabilities. In this study the thermal compo 1ent of the applied stress 

inten)ity factor, Klt' was increased by 10% and 20%. This is a gross approxima
tion since the actual increase in KI will be a function of crack depth and time 
in the transient. However, calculations indicate that for the Rancho Seco 
transient the maximum contribution to the thermal component of the applied K1 
is less than 10%. Therefore, the case of a 10% increase in Kit should be 
bounding for the Rancho Seco transient as analyzed deterministically. The case of a 
20% increase in Klt gives some insight into sensitivity of the assumptions 
regarding initial stress in the cladding at normal operating temperature. The 

results of the study are presented in Figure H-21. For an increase in Kit of 

10% there is essentially no change in the calculated failure probabilities for 

mean surface RTNDT values less than approximately 250°F. Above a mean RTNDT 
of 250°F the failure probabilities increase by less than a factor of three. 
Figure H-22 illustrates the factor of increase in conditional failure 
probability assuming a 10% increase in the thermal component of the applied 

stress intensity factor due to the affect of cladding. For a 20% increase in 

Kit the calculated failure probabilities increase by a maximum factor of 

approximately 4. 

It should be noted that the differential thermal effect between the cladding 
and base metal may be more significant for more severe thermal shockJ, and caution 

must be exercised in extending the results of th~s study to those transients. 
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H.3.3 Transient Sensitivity Studies 

In addition to the reference Rancho Seco transient, postulated MSLB and turbine 
trip with stuck-open bypass valve transients were evaluated using the prob
abili5tic code. The same transients were analyzed deter~inistically by ORNL 
in Reference H.l and were selected for probabilistic analysis to provide some 
estimate of the conservatisms in the deterministic calculations. Also, a set 
of hypothetical pressurized thermal shock transients with assumed exponential 
temperature decays and constant pressure level~ was analyzed to determine the 
sensitivity of failure probability to the minimum temperature reached in the 
transient, rate of temperature drop, pressure level, and heat transfer 
coefficient. 

H.3.3.1 Main Steamline Break and Turbine Trip With Stuck Open By-pass 
Valve Transients 

figures H-23 and H-24 present the pressure and temperature time histories asso
ciated with the postulated MSLB and stuck-open bypass valve transients, respec
tively. The solid lines in the figures represent the pressure and temperature 
time histories calculated by Brookhaven National Laboratory using the IRT Code. 
Reference H.l provides details of the assumptions made in performing the thermal 
hydraulic calculations. The solid lines in each figure represent the pressure 
and temperature time histories calculated by the IRT analysis. The dashed lines 
represent the fourth order polynomial fits to the IRT pressure and temperature 
time histories used for performing closed form heat transfer and stress analyses. 
The applied stress intensity values resulting from these polynomial fits agr~e 
well with those calculated by ORNL using the OCA-1 numerical heat transfer 
analysis. Figures H-25 and H-2b present the calculated failure probabilitie 
for the MSLB and stuck-open bypass valve, respectively, for a longitudinal 
beltline weld with a mean initial RTNOT of 0°F and mean copper contents of 
0.22% and 0.34%. The failure probabilities are very high for both of these 
severe thermal transients. 
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H.3.3.2 Hypothesized Transients with Exponential Cooldowns and Constant 

Pressures 

Table H-2 presents the failure probabilities for a set of hypothesized pres
surized thermal shock transients. The temperature time history in each transient 

is assumed to follow an exponential decay defined by 

-pt 
T(t) = Tf + (550 - Tf)e 

where T is the temperature in °F, tis time in minutes, Tf is the final tempera
ture of the transient in °F, and p is the decay constant in min- 1 • Three values 
of Tf, 150°F, 225°F, and 300°F; three values of p, 0.05 min- 1 , 0.15 min- 1 , and 
0.50 min- 1 ; and five constant pressure levels, 0 psig, 500 psig, 1000 psig, 
1500 psig, and 2000 psig were considered for a total of 45 different transients. 

Each of these transients was then evaluated for five levels of fluence, 0.5 
1019 neut/cm2 , 1.0 x 10 19 neut/cm2 , 2.0 x 1019 neut/cm2 , 3.0 x 10 19 neut/cm2 , 

and 4.0 x 101 9 neut/cm2 assuming a mean copper content of 0.30% and a mean initial 

RTNDT of 20F. The data presented in Table H-1 have been used to evalu~te the 
sensitivity of failure probability to the normalizing factor Tf - RTNDT• p, and 

pressure. 

H.3.3.2.1 Tf-RTNOT Sensitivity Study 

Figure H-27 presents failure probability versus Tf - RTNOT for the thre~ dif
ferent values of p considered and a constant pressure of 1000 psig. An ideal 
normalizing factor would combine the significant transient parameters in such a 
way that one curve of failure probability versus the normalizing factor could 
be used to estimate the pr~bability of failure for any arbitrarily defined tran
sient. Several factors combining Tf, ~. pressure, total temperature drop. and 

RTNOT were considered but no combination of these factors yielded a perfect 
normalizing factor. However, for the range of transients considered here, Tf -
RTNDT is a fairly effective normalizing factor for any specific ~and const~nt 
pressure level. Figure H-28 indicates that failure probability is highly sensi

tive to the value of Tf -RT NOT' For example, considering a~ of 0.15 min- 1
, a 
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decrease in Tf - RTNDT from -20°F to -70°F results in a factor of approximately 
150 increase in failure probability. 

H.3.3.2.2 Cooldown Rate Sensitivity Study 

Figure H-27 indicates a much greater increase in failure probabilities when p 
is increased from 0.05 to 0.15 than when pis increased from 0.15 to 0.50. 
This observation is more clearly illustrated in Figure H-28 where failure proba
bility is plotted as a function of p for several values of Tf·RTNOT and 1000 
psig constant pressure. The curves illustrate that failure probability is 
very sensitive top in the range below 0.15 min- 1 while increasing~ beyond 
0.15 min- 1 increases the failure probability by less than a factor of five. 
This is most likely a result of the assume~ thermal inertia of the system, and 
the sensitivity curves will change if different thermal characteristics are 
assumed in the heat transfer analysis. 

H.3.3.2.3 Pressure Sensitivity Study 

Figure H-29 is a plot of failure probability versus p~essure for several values 
of the parameter Tf - RTNOT' The failure illustrates increasing sensitivity to 
pressures as the parameter Tf - RTNDT increases. For example, for a Tf - RTNDT 

value of -25°F an increase in pressure from 500 psig to 2000 psi~ results in 
approximately a factor of 200 increase in failure probability while a similar 
pressure increase for a Tf - RTNDT value of -120°F increases the failure prob
ability by only a factor of 5. Thus pressure is a more important parameter in 
the transients wher~ the minimum temperature is near the value of RTNOT 
rather than well below it. It should be noted that for a pressure level of 0.0 
psig, the failure probability is zero. Thermal Shock Experiment 6 recently 
completed at ORNL demonstrated that although severe cracking may occur unde1 
the condition of no pressure, thermal stresses alone are not sufficient to 
drive a crack through the RPV wall. 

H.3.3.2.4 Heat Transfer Coefficient Sensitivity Study 

Figure H-30 presents the results of a sensitivity study conducted on heat transf~r 
coefficient. The two curves in the figure present RPV failure probability versus 
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heat transfer coefficient, h in BTU/hr/ft2 °F, for two different hypothetical 

exponent;a1 cooldowns. One has a final transient temperature of 150°F while 

the other has a final transient temperature of 200°F. A constant pressure level 

of 1000 psig was assumed and the RPV material was assumed to have an adjusted 

RTNOT of 250°F. When the thermal conductivity of the cladding is considered, 

the range of the effective heat transfer coefficient for the thermal hydraulic 
tran~ients under consideration is between 200 BTU/hr/ft2 °F and 400 BTU/hr/ft 

°F. The results indicate that over that range, the assumed heat transfer coef

ficient can make as much as an order of magnitude difference in the calculated 

RPV failure probahilities. The results presented in this study were generated 

assuming an effective heat transfer coefficient of approximately 300 BTU/hr/ft2 . 

The assumed thermal diffusivity in this study was 0.98 in2/min and a constant 

Ea 
value of 0.332 was used for the parameter <i-v>· Where E ;s Young's Modulus, 

a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and vis Poisson's ratio. 

H.3.4 Inservice Inspection Sensitivity Study 

Sensitivity studies were conducted usir.g Figure H-18 to ev~luate the effect of 

various levels of non-destructive examination (NOE) reli~bility on reactor pressure 

vessel failure probability. Three different functions of flaw non-detection 

probability were consider~d. The first function for probability of flaw non

detection was taken fFom Reference H.2. This function was based on a survey 

of NOE experts. The other two flaw nondetection probability functions assumed 

probabilities of non-detection of 0.5 and 0.05, respectively, over the entire 

range of crack depths. The latter two functions were selected primarily for 

the purpose of evaluating the sensitivity of failure probability to a wide range 

of NOE reliabilities. However, they were also intended to correspond to condi

tion of rough surface finish and smooth surface finish, respectively. ~t w~s 

assumed for all functions of NOE reliability that crJ~ks of greater than 2.0 inches 

in depth would be detected with certainty. The results of these evaluations 

are preser ted in Tables H-3A through H-3C. The first column in these tables 
gives the flaw depth, a, in inches; the second column is the probability of 

existence of a crack of depth a as estimated by the OCTAVIA flaw distribution; 

column three is the probability of non-detection; column four is the probability 
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of existence of a crack of depth a after performing an NOE (the product of columns 
two and three); column five is the conditional probability of failure given the 
Rancho Seco transient and existen~e of a crack of depth a; and column six is 
the contribution to the conditional failure probability of the reactor vessel 
weld for each crack depth (the product of columns four and five). The conditional 

failure probability of the reactor vessel weld given that the Rancho Seco tran
sient occurs is given by the sum of the probabilities in column six. 

The conditional failure probabilities of a reactor pressure vessel weld following 
inservice inspection can be compared to the conditional failure p.-obability of 

7.Sxl0- 5 before the inservice inspection, from Figure H-8. This comparison 
indicates inservice inspections conducted with reliabilities cor1esponding to 
the Reference H.2 report probability of non-detection function or ~he constant 
0.5 probability of non-detection problem will do very little to improve reactor 
pressure vessel reliability under pressurized thermal shock conditions. However, 
if a probability of non-detection of 0.05 can be achieved. even for small flaws, 
then a substantial decrease in failure probability, approximately a factor of 

20, will result. 

H.3.5 Warm Prestressing Sensitivity Study 

A study was conducted to determine the effects of warm prestressing on the cal
culated conditional failure probabilities for the idealized Rancho Seco transient 

that was considered as the reference transient in Section H.3.1. The warm 
prestress phenomenon was modelled by simply not allowing crack initiation at 
any time step in the transient for which the applied K value for the simulated 
crack depth was gr~ater at the previous time step. No allowance was made fc~ a 

possible increase in the allowable K1 to Kie ratio above 1.0 resulting from 

warm prestressing. 

For the Rancho Seco transient warm prestressing was very effective in inhibi ing 
crack extension. The conditional failure probabilities calculated assuming 

warm prestressing were less than 10- 5 for mean RTNOT v~lues less than 290°F 

(See Table H-3.) 
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TABLE H-JA: A Marsht.11 Report Probability of Nondetection 

a llil P{Non-Oet11ct ion) P(a Inspection) P{Failure} P(Failure) 

0.125 0.83 .69 .57 0 0 
0.25 0.16 .49 .78 5xl0- 5 3.9xl0- 6 

0.50 4.2xl0-3 .24 1. Oxl0- 3 1. Oxl0- 2 l.Oxl0- 5 

J..00 4. lxl0- 4 .061 2.5x10- 5 S.4x10- 2 1. 4xl0- 6 

1.50 1. Jxl0- 4 .018 2.3xl0-6 S. 6x10- 2 1. 3x10- 7 

2.00 4. 2x10· 5 8.lxl0- 3 3.4xl0- 7 4.Sxl0- 2 1. 5x15- 8 

CONDITIONAL FAILURE PROBABILITY 1. Sxl0- 5 

TABLE H-38 Constant 0.50 Probability of Non-Detection 

a llil P(Non-Oetection) P(a 1 Inspection) P(Failure) P(Failure} 

0.125 0.83 0.50 0.42 0 0 
0.25 0. 16 0.50 0.08 1. 5x10- 4 1. 2xl0- '' 
0.50 4.2xlv- 3 0.50 2.lxll)- 3 1. Oxl0- 2 2. lxlO-'' 
1. 00 4.lxl0- 4 0.50 2. lxl0- 4 5.4xl0- 2 1. lxl0- 5 

1. 50 1. 3xl0- 4 0.50 6.Sxl0- 5 5.Gxl0- 2 3.6x10-H 
2.00 4.2xl0- 5 0.50 2. lxl0- 2 4.5xl0- 2 9.5xl0- 7 

CONDITIONAL FAILURE PROBABILITY 4~· 9 x1o ~·r. 

TABLE H-3C: Constant 0.05 Probability of Non-Detection 

a ~ P{Non-Detection) P(a 1 Inspection) P(Failure) PCFailure) 

0.125 0.83 0.05 4.2xl0- 2 0 0 
0.25 0.16 0.05 8.0xl0- 3 1. 5xl- 4 1. 2xl0- 6 

0.50 4. 2xl0- 3 0.05 2. lxl0- 4 1. Oxl0- 2 2. lxl0- 11 

1. 00 4. lxl0- 4 0.05 2. lxl0- 6 5. 4xl0- 2 1. lxlO- 7 

1. 50 1. 3xl0- 4 0.05 6. Sxl0-6 5.6xl0-2 3. 6x10-· 7 

2.00 4. 2xl0- 5 0.05 2. lxl0- 6 4. 5xl0-10·· 2 9.5xl0- 8 

CONDITIONAL FAILURE PROBABILITY ra>e10.::r. 
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Based on the above studies it can be concluded tha• for transients whose thermal 
hydraulic characteristics ensure warm prestressir 1ditions, the probability 
of RPV failure can be signlficantly reduced. 

H.3.6 Flaw Orientation Sensitivity Study 

Results presented thus far have concentrated on th~ longitudinally oriented 

beltline welds. The volume and orientation of weld material in the reactor ve~sel 
beltline region depends on whether the beltline shell was fabricated from rolled 
plates or forged rings as illustrated in Figure H-1. Several operating vessels 

are fabricated from ring forgings or have limiting values of RTNDT associated 
with circumferential welds. 

The orientation of the beltline welds is significant in the evaluation of pres
surized thermal shock transients because flaws oriented in a circumferential 
direction have a lower propensity for extension than those orient~d parallel to 
the longitudal axis of the vessel. The circumferentially oriented crack has a 
lower propensity for crack extension because it is suLject to a pressure stress 

only half 3S great as the longitudinal flaw and because the applied stress inten
sity factor is lower due to the increased bending stiffn~ss of the cylinder 
about its azimuthal axis. In addition, these two factors also create a greater 
propensity for crack arrest in a circumferentially oriented flaw. Because flaws 
in the \1eld material are generally assumed to be oriented in the direction of 

the weld, re~ctor vessels fabricated from forged rings with circumferential welds 
are expected to have a greater tolerance for pressurized thermal shock loadings 
than reactor vessels fabricated from rolled plates with longtudinal welds. 

A study was conducted to evaluate the relative differences in integrity between 
longitudinally and circumferentially oriented welds. Both determinstic and 
probablistic calculations were performed for two different transients. The 
transients were the idealized Rancho Seco Transient illustrated in Figure H-7 
and the MSLB accident illustrated in Figure H-24. Two dimensional (infinitely 
long longitudinal and 360° circumferential) flaws were evaluated using linear 
elastic fracture mechanics analysis. 
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The resu· s of the deterministic calculations indicate that the Rar~ho Seco 
transient will not cause catastrophic failure of the reactor pressure vessel 

for a surface RTNDT less than 350°F (calculated by R.G. 1.99). For a surface 

RTNOT of 350°F or lower, the deterministic calculations predict crack arrest 
less than halfway through the vessel wall in the linear elastic regime. For a 

surface RTNDT of 370°F, crack arrest is predicted approximately three-fourths 
of the way through the vessel wall. Although some margin still exists for cir

cumferentially oriented flaws, this depth of crack extension is approaching the 
condition where the vessel would fail due to plastic instability of the remaining 
ligament. Furthermore, this amount of crack extension leaves little margin for 
tearing of the crack which could occur in low upper shelf materials. 

Ti~ probabilistic analysis of the Rancho Seco transient generally supports the 
conclusions from the deterministic calculations. The failure probabilities 
calculated for the Rancho Seco transient assuming that a 1.0-inch flaw existed 

with certainty were less than 10- 5 for a mean surface RTNDT values of 275°F or 
less and approximately 3.2 x 10- 5 for mean surface RTNDT of 290°F. Comparable 
fail~re probabilities for longitudinally oriented flaws were 7.5 x 10- 4 , 10- 2 , 

and 4.5 x 10-2 for mean surface RTNOT values of 250°F, 275°F, and 290°F, respec
tively. Thus, for the Rancho Seco transient, the failure probability of a circum

ferentially oriented flaw is at least three orders of magnitude less than that 

of a longitudinally oriented flaw for mean surface RTNDT values of 290°F or 
less. A comparison of the crack initiation probabilities for longitudinal and 

circumferential flaws indicated that the probability of initiation of a circum
ferential flaw ranges by approximately a factor of 1000 to 25 less than that of 

a longitudinal flaw for a corresponding range in mean surface RTNDT values of 
215°F to 290°F. 

Deterministic calculations for the MSLB indicate that vessel failure due to 

extension of circumferential cracks will occur at RTNOT surface values of 226°F 
(calculated by Regulatory Guide 1.99) or greater. Since 226°F was the lowest 

RTNDT evaluated, vessel failure might be predicted at even lower values of RTNor· 
The probabilistic analysis of the MSLB indicated that the probability of failure 

of a circumferentially oriented flaw can oe as little as a factor of 12 to 3 

less than that for a longitudinal flaw for a corresponding range in mean surface 

values of RTNDT between 250°F and 290°F. Figure H-32 presents the factor decrease 
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in failure probability for circumferentially versus longitudinally oriented 

flaws of 1.0-inch a~d 0.5-inch depths. For a mean surface RTNDT value of 215°F, 
no failures were generated in the simulation analysis. The probability of crack 

initiation for the postulated MSLB accident was essentially equal over a range 

in mean surface RTNDT values of 215°F to 290°F for the flaw sizes considered. 

In summary, both deterministic and probabilistic evaluations indicate that for 
transients a~ severe as those which have been observed (the Rancho Seco transient 
being considered the most severe) circumfrrential flaws will not lead to cata

strophic vessel failure for relatively high values of RTNDT' Furthermore, the 
probability of initiation of circumferentially oriented flaws is significantly 

less than that of longitudinal flaws until relatively high values of RTNDT are 
reached. However, for much more sevt:e postulated transients, deterministic 
analyses predict that catastrophic vessel failure can result from circumferen

tially oriented flaws at relatively low values of RTNDT' In addition, probabil
istic analyses indicate a relatively small difference in failure probabilities 
between circumferential and longitudinal flaws and essentially no difference in 
the probability of crack initiation for more severe transients. 

H.4 Application of Probabilistic Analyses in Establishing Regulator¥ Criteria 

Probabilistic analysis is a very powerful technique for yaining insight and 
understanding of complex technical issues and when used correctly can result 

in effective regulation without excessive conservatism. However, misapplication 
of the results of probabilistic analyses which may occur due to inadequate 

understanding of the bases upon which they were developed could compromise 
safety and economic objectives. In this context, the purpose of this section 
is to identify some of the limitations of the work performed and to define how 
the results presented previously can be most approximately used in developing 
a regulatory position on the pressurized thermal shock issue. 

H.4.1 Limitations of Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Analyses 

As indicated in Section H.2.3, the statistical distributions used to generate 
the results presented in Section H.3 are based largely on expert opinion and 
are subjective in nature~ Efforts are currently in progress to assemble improved 
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data bases and develop more rigorous statistical distributions. However, results 
generated using improv~d input data will not be available to assist in developing 
a short-term position on the pressurized thermal shock issue. Uncertainty in 

the statistical distributions used in the model is one of the main reasons for 
conducting the sensitivity studies presented in Section H.3.2. The results of 

these sensitivity studies, in which the variability and form of the statistical 
distributions were varied, indicate that uncertainties in the statistical 

distributions for copper content, initial RTNDT' and fluence could contribute 
as much as an order of magnitude uncertainty to the results presented in 
Section H.3. 

Flaw depth is the random variable with the greatest uncertainty. The sensi
tivity studies on flaw depth distribution and inservice inspection indicate 
that the calculated failure probabilities for the Rancho Seco transient are 
relatively insensitive to changes in the distribution for crack depths greater 

than approximately one inch. This is because relatively small flaws can 
dominate the failure probability due to the nature of the stresses and tough
ness gradient associated with pressurized thermal shock events. The sensitivity 

studies also indicate that the calculated failure probabilities could change 
substantially given a significant change in the distribution of crack depths. 
When the probabilities of all crack depths are altered by a constant factor, 
the calculated failure probabilities change by approximately the same factor. 
Thus, the uncertainty in the calculated failure probabilities is directly 
related to the uncertainty in the same crack distribution. Unfortunately, 
little data exist from domestic operating reactor vessels that would allow a 
rigorous determination of the flaw depth distribution, particularly in the 
range of crack depths less than one inch. The distribution of crack depths has 
large uncertainty associated with it and could easily contribute plus or minus 
an order of magnitude or more uncertainty to the calculated failure 

probabilities. 

The sensitivity studies conducted on fracture toughness indicate that the cal
culated failure probabilities are very sensitive to the assumed variability in 

the fracture toughness data. At high values of RTNOT• relatively small increa~e 

in the variabiilty of the fracture toughness can increase the calculated failure 
probabilities by well over an order of magnitude. 
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The above discussion suggests that the calculated failure probabilities could 
be underestimated due to uncertainties in copper content, initial RTNDT' and 
fluence; the calculated failure probabilities could be over or underestimated 
due to uncertainty in the crack depth distribution; and the calculated failure 
probabilities could be underestimated due to uncertainties in the fracture 
toughness distribution. In addition to these uncertainties, there exist 
uncertainties due to elements not considered in the prcbabilistic model. 
Specifically, the toughness of the stainless steel cladding which may be great 
enough to inhibit the initiation of small flaws and warm prestressing which 
may inhibit crack extension were not considered. If, in fact, the vessel 
cladding does maintain high toughness in the range of fluence levels of 
interest, the extension of finite cracks could be inhibited and the failure 
probabilities may be greatly overestimated. Similarly, warm prestressing 
which will be effective for a large class of pressurized thermal shock events 
would greatly reduce the calculated failure probabilities for such events. 

Work is continuing to better quantify the confidence levels that can be 
associated with the calculated failure probabilities. However, based on the 
currently available data and analysis, it appears that plus or minu~ two orders 
of magnitude is a reasonable estimate of the uncertainty associated with the 
calculated failure probabilities. 

H.4.2 Application of the Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Results 

The discussion of the previous section suggests that the results which have 
been presented are most appropriately used in a relative sense for identifying 
significant variables and variable interactions. Because of the uncertainties 
associated with the calculated failure probabilities, use of the results in an 
absolute sense to establish an RTNDT screening limit would be inappropriate. 
Nonetheless, there does exist a tendency to view the results in an absolute 
sense when evaluating proposed regulatory requirements. Furthermore, there is 
a desire to view the results in an absolute sense when performing a proba-
bi 1 istic risk assessment. Utilization of the results in these manners is 
useful in evaluating a regulatory position, but the limitations of the analysis 
as discussed in the previous section must be kept in mind. 
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In conclusign, it is suggested that the regulatory criteria should be based on 
deterministic fracture mechanics analyses and that the probabilistic analyses 
not be used as the basis for de~eloping such criteria until such time as 
greater confidence in the probabilistic analyses can be attained. It is 
suggested, however, that the probabilistic analyses be used, with caution, to 
check deterministically derived criteria relative to desired margins of 
safety. 
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Table H-1 Flaw distribution sensitivity ~Ul 

a(inches) P(a) P(Fla) P(F) = P(F 1 l)P(a) 

0.125 0 0 
0.25 4 x 10-2 1.5 x 10- 4 4 x 10- 6 

0.50 3 x 10-3 1.0 x 10- 2 3 x 10- 5 

1.00 2 x 10- 4 5.4 x 10- 2 1 x 10- 5 

1. so 1 x 10-5 5. 6 x 10- 2 6 x 10- 7 

2.00 1 x 10-6 4.5 !. 10- 2 5 x 10-8 
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Table H-2 Cu = 0.30 Cu
0 

= 0.025 F = 30% Ni = . 75 
J.I a 

IRTNCTµ = 20°F IRTNOTo = 15°F OCTAVIA Ft.AW DISTRIBUTION 

HEDL MEAN ARTKDT T = r, + cr1 - r,>e _,t 

Tf 1S0°F 225°F 300°F 
Pre:. sure Jl .05 .15 .50 .05 .15 .so .05 .15 .50 
~2Si} Ffuence (neut/er) 

0 0.5 x 1019 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 
1.0 x 1019 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 x 1019 2 x 10-'' 0 0 4 x I0-6 0 0 0 
3.o x io1• 5.8 x 10-'; 0 0 I x I0-5 0 0 0 
4.0 x 1019 2.1x10-4 3.1 x 10-2 9.1 x 10-2 0 0 0 0 

500 0.5 x 1019 0 8.3 x 10-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.0 ll 1019 2.2 x 10-5 2.6 x 10-3 1.1 x 10-2 ll 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 x I01" 2.9 x I0- 4 2 x 10-2 6.3 x I0-2 0 1 x 10-5 4.8 x 10-5 0 0 0 .; 3.0 x 101!1 9.3 x 10-• 5 x 10-2 1.3 x 10- 1 0 9 x I0-5 0 0 0 ;:. 4.0 x I019 1.7 x 10-3 8.3 x 10-1 2.I x I0- 1 0 4.3 x I0- 4 2.3 x 10-3 0 0 0 

1000 0.5 x 1019 2.4 X 10-S 1.2 x I0-3 4.1 x 10-3 0 2 x 10-• 4 x IO-• 0 0 0 
LO x 1019 2.6 x io-• 1 x 10-2 3 x 16-2 0 2 x 10-6 8 x 10-8 0 0 0 
2.0 x 1019 1. 7 x 10-3 4.9 x 10-1 I.2 x 10-1 4 x 10-6 1.3 x 10-4 5 x 10-4 0 0 0 
3.0 x 1019 5.1 x 10-3 9.8 x 10-2 2.2 x I0- 1 3.2 x I0-4 8.1x10-4 3.4 x 10-3 0 0 0 
4.0 x 1019 1.1 x J0- 2 1.5 x 10-1 7 x 10-5 2.6 x 10-3 9.6 x 10-3 0 0 2 x 10-6 

lSOO 0.5 x 1019 1.9 x 10- 4 3.8 x 10-3 l x 10-2 4 x 10-6 1 x 10- 5 1.4 X 10-5 0 2 x 10-1 4 x 10-6 
1.0 )( J.!;019 L 1 x 10-3 Z.5 .( 10-2 5.6 x 10-2 0 2.8 x I0-5 6.6 X 10-S 0 2 x 10-6 4 x IO-• 
2.0 x 1019 6.2 x 10-? 9 .. , 11 I0- 2 I.9 x I0- 1 Z.8 x I0- 5 6.I x I0- 4 z x 10-3 0 Z x 10-6 4 x I0-6 

3.0 x 1019 1. 7 x 10-2 1. ,; x I0- 1 1.8 x I0- 4 3 x 10-3 9.I x 10-2 0 4 x 10-8 8 x 10-6 

4.0 x 1019 3.4 x 10-2 2.4 x 10-1 4.4 x 10-4 8.2 x 10-3 Z.3 x 10-2 0 1.2 X 16-5 3.2 x 10-5 

2000 o.s x 1019 5.5 x 10-4 1.0 x I0-2 2.1 x 10-2 2 x 10-s 3.6 x 10-5 2 x 10-6 1 x 10-5 

1.0 x 1019 2.7 x 10-7 4.9 x 10-2 9.4 x 10-2 1.8 x 10-5 9 x lCl- 5 2.) x 10-4 2 x 10-6 1 x 10-3 1.4 x IO-& 
2.0 x 1019 1.6 x 10-2 1. 5 x 10- 1 2.8 x 10-l 1.7 x 10-4 2.1 x 10-3 5.1 x 10-3 2 x 10-6 1 x 10-5 1.4 x 10-5 

3.0 x 1019 4.0 x 10-2 2.6 x 10- 1 6.7 x 10-4 8.7 x 10-3 z x 10-3 2 x io-• 2 x 10-3 3 x 10-5 

4.0 x 1Ql9 6.6 x 10-2 2. 6 x 10- 1 1.6 x 10-3 2.1 x 10-2 4.4 x 10-2 1 x 10-5 6.8 x 10-3 1.2 x 10-4 
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APPENDIX I 

FLUENCE RATE REDUCTION TO PWR PRESSURE VESSELS 

I.1 Introduction 

The NRC staff, as part of its evaluation of the Pressurized Thermal Shock {PTS) 

problem for PWR pressure vessels {PV), has undertaken a survey of domestic and 
foreign PTS experience and an evaluation of various fast neutron fluence rJte 
reduction concepts {Ref. 1.1). The survey included all three PWR vendors and 
the eight most affected PWR plants,* that is, those with significant vejsel 
fluence. The staff found general agreement among those surveyed as to the 
techniques available for fast fluence rate reduction. The reas~n for this 
agreement is the generic similarities of the PWR plants of different manufac
ture and limited number of options which are considered viable. 

The staff evaluation includes concepts for: (1) fluence rate reduction {by 
factors of 2 to 3) employing low leakage fuel loading, and (2) reductions (by 
factors of 10 or more) using select fuel assembly replacement on the core 
periphery with nonfueled assemblies containing stainless steel rods. The 
impact of implementing any of these schemes is so plant dependent that it was 
not possible to do more than estimate the impact on the total peaking factor as 

part of this study. 

The low 1 eakage fue 1 1 oadi ng schemes are also characterized as an 11 in-out" fuel 
loading scheme in contrast to the usual 11 out-in11 loading scheme. The 11 in-out11 

(
11 out-in11

) refers to fuel assembly movement during refueling from the core 
interior (periphery) to the core periphery (interior). In a low leakage fuel 
loading scheme, therefore, twice or thrice burned fuel assemblies (or even 
poisoned fuel assemblies) ~re placed on the core periphery. In our evaluation 

-Fort Calhoun, San Onofre, Oconee-1, Maine Yankee, Calvert Cliffs-!, H. B. 
Robinson-2, Turkey Point-4 and Three Mile Island-1. 
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We used stainless steel rod$ in the nonfueled assemblies. Other choices, how· 
ever, could be made for the stainless steel rods. 

This report also includes a survey of foreign reactor experience with respect 
to fluence rate reduction to the pressure vessel. 

1.2 Survey of Licensees, Owners' Groups, and Vendors 

Th2 staff visited Combustion Engineering (CE) and Westinghouse (~). Lengthy 
discussions were held with cognizant personnel in reactor physics, thermal
hydraulics, fuel manayement, and licensing. A visit could not be arranged with 
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) so that information was obtained with a telephone con
ference call. The vendors were asked to discuss (1) the reduction of peak and 
longitudinal weld steam fluence accumulation rates by factors of 2. 3, 5, or 10, 
(2) the corresponding impact of fluence rate reduction schemes, and (3) the 
estimated cost of implementation of various schemes. The same questions that 
we asked the vendors were also asked the licensees of the eight most affected 
pl1nts through the NRC project managers {Ref. 1.2). These licensees had little 
information to offer and, generally, referrP1 us to the respective vendors. 

Limited cost estimate data was obtained from our survey. Low leakage fuel 
loading schemes (in-out) ~ay result in overall cost savings to licensees 
because of the benefits of extended cycle operation which could accompar.y such 
schemes. However, extremes of low leakage loading schemes could cost from 1 to 
$5 million. Replacement of fuel assemblies with stainless steel rodded assem
blies on the core periphery could cost up to $20 mill ion per year due to 
derating plus a one·time engineering cost of $1~ to $25 million. 

I.3 Survey of Foreign Experience 

Several foreign reactor plants with radiation-induced pressure vessel embrit
tlement have been modified or modifications are planned. Such modifications 
include raising the temperature of the high pressure injection water and 
reducing the fluence accumulation rate (i.e., lowering the fast flux to weld 
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seems or plate material of the vessel). In the following we will deal with 
modifications related to fluence rate redur,tion to the pressure vessel. The 
information gathered was the result of a questionnaire directed to several 
countries around the world in the summer of 1981 shortly after the PTS task 
force was formed by NRC (Ref. 1.3). 

I. 3.1 Finland 

Loviisa-1 The Soviet built, 420 MWe Finnish reactor was put into operation in 
1977 (Ref. I.4). The loading consists of about 360 hexagonal fuel a~se~blies. 

The reactor had operated for about 3 years when it was determined that the 
radiation-induced weld seam embrittlement was higher than originally estimated. 
In 19RO, with only 3 years of operation, the estimated nil-ductility transition 
temperature increase was 76°C. The originally predicted increase for 40 years 
of operation was 85°C. 

It was decided to remove 36 fuel assemblies on the periphery of the core and 
replace them with hollow steel rods in the hexagonal shroud identical to that of 
the fuel assemblies. The assemblies that were removed represented 10% of the 
core inventory. However, there was no reduction in the power level because 
the plant had adequate thermal margin. Due to the hexagonal shape of the fuel 
assemblies the azimuthal flux distribution was fairly uniform varying from . 73 
to 1.00. The peak fast neutron flux decreased by a factor of about .7. The 
new flux peak appeared in the location of the previous minimum, reduced by a 
factor of 2.8 from .73 to about .25 (estimated nonpeak value between .22 to 
.30). This modification along with an increase in the temperature of the 
emergency injection water and changes to the emergency operating procedures is 
expected to provide adequate protection for the remaining life of the plant. 

Loviisa-2 This is a sister plant to Loviisa-1 that was put into operation in 
1980. The Finns could not decide from cost-effectiveness considerations 
whether a modification similar to that for Loviisa-1 should have been imple
mented during the first cycle in Loviisa-2. Nevertheless, the same modifica
tions could be made in a later cycle. 
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No information is available to us on surveillance prop,rams, neutron transport 
calculations, uncertainties, or specific fluence values. 

I.3.2 Germany (Obrigheim and Stade) 

The PWR plants in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) have pressure vessels 
with only horizontal weld seams, hence, the azimuthal position of the peak 
fluence is immaterial* and the concern is in the irradiation of the base metal 
(Ref. 1.8). An extensive surveillance program has been instituted in all FRG 
PWRs. Present estimates indicate that at the end of the 40 EFPY of operation 
there would be excessive irradiation of the pressure vessel of Stade and 
Obrigheim and that fuel assembly substitutions to lower the projected peak 
fluence would be needed. These reactors are very similar to Westinghouse 
plants, hence, we surmise that the azimuthal distribution has localized peaks. 
Becuase there is no discussion of potential consequences we assume that element 
substitution will be of a limited extent with no power derating. The stade 
reactor has been using a low leakage loading (Ref. I.6) for the last few 
cycles. The estimated end of pressure vessel life fluence for Obrigheim is 
somehwat higher than that estimated for Fort Calhoun and for Stade is consider
ably lower than most American pressure vessels (Ref. 1.5). The Federal Ministry 
of Internal Affairs of Germany in its August 10, 1981 reply to the NRC 
questionnaire indicated that nonfueled assembly replaced was contemplated 
(Ref. I.7) for these two reactors. 

I.3.3 France 

Recent information received from the French (Central Service for the Safety of 
Nuclear Installations) (Ref. 1.8) indicates that a program for the study of 
material embrittleme11t was instituted about 10 years ago. This program has 
only recently been expanded to include pressure vrssel dosimetry. No defini
tive plans are known at this time for pressure vessel fluence rate reduction 
modifications. 

*The PWR at Gundremmingen, currently under construction, has longitudinal welds. 
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I.3.4 Other Countires 

Replies to the NRC questionnaire have been received also from Italy, Spain, 

Sweden, Korea, and Japan. 
any steps to lower fluence 
the problem. Surveillance 

However, none of the operating utilities have taken 
rate to the pressure vessel. All show awareness of 

programs have been established in Sweden and Japan. 

1.4-, Evaluation of Fast Fluence Rate Reduction Schemes 

In order to assess independently a number of fluence rate reduction schemes, 
an evaluation was performed for the staff by its consultants at BHL (Ref. 1.9). 

From the eight most affected PWR reactors, three plants, Oconee-!, Fort 

Calhoun, 
and Robinson-2 (one from each PWR vendor), were selected for the staff evalua
tion. These plants were selected because of the availability of plant-specific 
data and the relatively large vessel fluence. Table I-1 presents some pertinent 
information concerning these plants. Included in the table are the vendors' 
and our consultant's estimate of the present and end of vessel life fluence. 

The approach taken by the staff in performing this evaluation was: 

(a) To use. the transport theory code DJT 3. 5 to calculate the fast fluence lo 

th~ pressure vessel. The calculations were two-dimensional and used 
16 neutron energy groups. The BNL methods have been benchmarked to a 
number of tests and are comparable to those used by the vendors. 

(b) To use as-built dimensions. material compositions, and measured values of 
the neutron source to evaluate H. B. Robinson-2, Oconee-1, and Fort 

Calhoun. 

(c) To calculate for each of these plants the (1) current values of the peak 
fluence at the longitudinal we~ds, (2) projected value of the peak fluence 
to the end of 32 effective full power years (EFPY), (3) fluence attenua
tion through the prP.ssure vessel, (4) fluence time spectra al various 
wall thicknesses. (5) pressure vessel fluegce azimuthal distribution, and 
(6) end of vessel 11fe fluence value for various fluence rate reduction 

schemes. 
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(d) To evaluate the impact of these modifications in terms of the potential 

increase in the total peaking factor. 

(e) To compare the staff's calculations to similar calculations from the 

licensee or vendor when possible. 

Since the fluence to the pressure vessel is caused priMarily by the fast 

neutrons in the peripheral fuel assemblies. schemes for reducing fluence 

accumulation rate to the pressure vessel fall into two main classes. The 

first class i:. designed to lower the neutron leaka0e from the periphery of the 

core by lowering the power level of the peripheral fuel a~~emblies. The 

second etas~ is designed to lower the fluence rate to the pressure ve~sel by 

placing a thick metal shif>ld between the core periphery and the pressure 

vessel. This second class of fluence rate reduction schemes will not, however. 

be discussed further because of the lack of space betwPen the core and vessel 

to accommodate large thicknesses of metal. 

The first class of f luence rate reduction schemes consider the lowering of 

the peripheral fuel assemblies' powers by (1) using low leakage fuel loadings, 

and (2) removal of fuel assemblies and replacement with assemblies containing 

stainless steel rods. Note that the use of nonfueled assemblies contains 

elements of both cl~sses of fluence rate reduction schemes. The power of the 

reactor could also be lowered in order to reduce the peripheral assemblies' 

powers. This power derating was not considered in our evaluation. Instead, 

the assumptions in the staff evaluation are (1) the total power of the reactor 

is constant, (2) the shape of the power distribution remains the same from the 

periphery toward to center of the core, (3) the maximum linear heat generation 

rate is assumed constant. and (4) the core flow is assumed constant. 

Since the Prs problem solution will be plant-specific, no attempt was made to 

optimize core fuel loading patterns on a cycle-by-cycle basis to lessen the 

impact on fuel cycle economics or to assess the impact on normal operation. 

transients. and accidents. Only a rough estimate was made of the impact in 

terms of a potential incrert<ie in the total pe.:ikinq factor. 
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Some of the plant-specific factors include, among others things, the location 
of the weld seams in the pressure vessel, the cooper and nickel content of the 
weld seams, the core power and size, the peripheral fuel location, the presently 

accumulated fluence, the fuel management scheme presently employed, and the 
location of the peak fluence on the vessel. An example of one of these plant

specific items is the weld seam location for the three plants. Figure I-1 

shows the three weld seams at Oconee-1 folded onto a quarter core. The Fort 
Calhoun weld seams are shown in Figure I-2 folded onto an eighth of the core. 
figure I-3 shows the weld seams at H. B. Robinson-2 folded cnto an eighth of 

the core. 

Calculations were performed by BNL for the three plants to evaluate the low 
leakage fuel loadings and periphera: element replacement with assemblies 
containing stainless steel rods. Similar results were obtained for all three 
plants. The conclusions of our analysis agreed with stat• ments made by the 
parties we talked to in our sruvey. These BNL calculations will be reported 

in a forthcoming BNL-NUREG report (Ref. 1.13). 

Table I-2 shows some results from the BNL calculations for Oconee-1 for three 
cases in which the ratio of the peripheral assembly power to the core average 
power was varied. One should roughly assume the 0.910 power ratio to be 
representative of normal out-in fuel assembly loading, the 0.527 ratio to 
represent in-out low leakage fuel loading using partially burned or poisoned 
assemblies, and the zero power ratio to represent peripheral fuel assemblies 
for which the fission source was artificially zeroed (not achievable in 
practice). Table I-3 shows the same results in a different format giving the 
fluence for the remaining 28 EFPY in terms of the relative fluence rate to the 
peak longitudinal weld seam for the original out-in fuel loading. Two addi
tional cases are also shown in Table I-3. Both of these cases are repre~entative 
of fuel element removal and replacement with stainless steel assemblies. In 
one of the cases the stainless steel rods are spaced in the same way as fuel 
rods while in the other case the rods are more closely p~cked with additionJI 
stainless steel rods. Both Tables 1-2 and I-3 clearly demonstrate the tluence 

rate reduction factors that are possible for the two fluence rate reduction 
schemes. Table I-3 further demonstrates the effectiveness of including 

stainless steel rods in the replacement assemblies. 
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Figure 1-4 shows in graphical form the fluence rat~ reduction factor for the 
remainins 28 EFPY (data from Table I-2) for the original peak ve~sel fluence 
location as a function of peripheral fuel assembly power. The results are 

linear as a consequence of our assumptions and modeling. 

The fase neutron flux attenuation through the pressure vessel is shown in 
Figure 1-5. The curve is nonlinear but shows more than a factor of 10 reduc
tion in flux on the outside wall of the pressure vessel. This figure allows 
the estimati?n of fluence rate accumulation at various positions within the 
pressure vessel when the fluence rate is known on the inside wall of the 
vessel. 

Figure I-6 provides a summary of the staff 1 s evaluation for Oconee-I showiny 
results for a number of fluence rate reduction schemes as a function of effec
tive full power yearb of operation. Shown in the figure are the 1 icen~ee's 

FSAR value as well as the vendor 1 s (B&W) estimate of the vessel fluence for 
the current in-out low leakage fuel loading scheme. Note that the staff 1s 

evaluatfon for low leakage fuel loadings closely agrees with the B&W ·,·esults 

and both results are about half of the FSAR estimate. Three other evaluations 
for element removal and replacement with stainless steel assemblies are shown 
in the figure. Pattern 1 refers to the removal and replacement with stainless 

steel elements of the entire peripheral row of elements. Pattern 2 was chosen 
so that the fluence rate to the weld seams could be reduced to a minimum 

number of assembly substitutions. Pattern 3 was chosen to reduce the power 
peak at the core flats caused by Pattern 2. For Patterns 1, 2, anJ 3 fuel 
assembly removals and substitutions numbered 40, 20, and 32, respectively. 

Figure I-7 provides a s:immary similar to that of Figure I-6 of the staff's 
evaluation for Fort Calhoun. Shown in the figure are the licensee's f SAR 
value as well as the vendor's (CE) estimate of th~ vessel fluence for the 
current fuel loading scheme. Note that the staff's evaluation for the current 
fuel loading scheme is in reasonable agreement with the CE results and both 
results are about a factor of 2 larger than the FSAR estimate. Staff results 

are also shown for two in-out low leakage schemes; in one the peripheral power 
is 0.41 of the core average power and in the other the peripheral power is 
zero. Three additional cases are shown in the figure for fuel assembly removal 
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and replacement with stainless steel assemblies. The three cases are for the 
removal and replacement of 40, 24, and 16 assemblies. 

Ffgure I-8 provides a summary similar to that of Figure 1-6 of the staff's 
evaluation for H. B. Robinson-2. Shown in the figure is the vendor's (~) 

estimate of the vessel fluence for the current fuel loading scheme. Note that 
the staff's evaluation for the current fuel loading scheme is a factor of 

about 1.14 larger than the vendor's evaluation. Staff results are shown for 
the out-in loading scheme for which the peripheral power to the core average 

power ratio i~ 0.89 as well as for two in-out loading schemes for which this 
ratio is 0.45 and zero. 

Table I-1 summarizes the staff survey and evaluation of the peak vessel fluence 
for the three plants for various schemes and the associated decrease in the 
total peaking factor. The table also gives present and end-of-life estimates 
of vessel fluence by BNL, the vendors, and the FSAR value for the current fuel 
management scheme. 

1.5 Cost Estimate for Fuel Assembly Substitution to Lower Neutron Flux to 
the Pressure Vessel 

Cost estimates of fuel assembly substitution require consideration of 

plant-specific factors such as, azimuthal flux distribution. longitudinal 
weld seam location, thermal margin, operating history, and future fuel 
management. A proper and accurate cost estimate study of fuel substitution 

requires core redesign. fuel management analysis. and fuel management deci
sions by the licensee. The staff has not attempted plant-specific analyses, 
but has approached the problem on a generic basis, using the following 
assumptions: 

(1) The peak fluence to the critical weld will be the criterion for flux 
reduction requirements. This is a reasonable assumption for the older 
reactors under consideration because the peak fluence location has 

received considerably more irradiation than other azimuthal locations. 
For the newer plants. methods exist which allow fuel assembly management 
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with low leakage schemes to even out the fluence accumulati~n in the 
belt region or minimize fluence to the welds. The latter considerations 
are beyond the scope of this study. 

(2) We assume that a core redesign could take advantage (in part or in 
total) of s~me relaxation of Appendix K, lowering of MDNBR, or 
power derating depending on the required flux reduction and the 
plant-specific parameters. 

(3) To estimate the effect of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K, we assume 
that the linear heat generation rate could be increased by 20 per
cent if a best estimate evaluation model were used rather than the 
conservative evaluation models specified by Appendix K (Ref. .t.14). 

The 20 percent figure may be true for some plants (those limited by 
decay heat or stored energy) but is not necessarily true for all 
plants to the same extent. No effort has been made to distinguish 
whether specific plants are Appendix K limited or not. 

(4) To estimate the effect of the ONBR limits (for those plants which 
are ONBR rather than Appendix K limited) we assume that lowering 
the DNBR criterion by 10 percent would allow raising the average 
heat generation rate by about 20 percent (Ref. I.15). This assumption 
is based on a sensitivity analysis of MDNBR to eight ONB pararr.~'.~ers, 

one of which is power. A standard Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, 
and Babcock and Wilcox plants were used with the corresponding correla
tions. The suggested relationship is accurate to better than 1.5 percent. 
The study was carried out by Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories. 

(5) We assume that the daily power replacement cost (hence, plant shut
down cost) is $0.3 M. Daily power derating costs are derived from 
this by proratiny. It is assumed that fuel cycle costs caused by 
the new core (due to increased enrichment, more freo•tent refue 1 i ngs, 
possible redesign of the control rods, etc.) are included in the 
above cost. Plant redesign, power replacement, etc., are plant
specific quantities, and the above figure is for reference purposes 
only. 
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(6) A one-time core redesign cost of $20 M is assumed for any core needing 
fuel assembly replacement. This cost will depend on the number of fuel 
assemblies to be replaced, the size cf the core, the objectives of the 
redesign, etc. This cost is only an approximate figure and should be 

appropriately adjusted for individual plants. It includes fabrication of 

dummy replacement assemblies and other necessarv core changes; for example, 
flow adjustments. 

Table 1.4, Operating Reactor RTNDT Evaluation, was compiled using currently 
available information (Ref. 1.16). The table shows the critical element of 
the pressure vessel, i.e., circumferential weld, a.xi al weld, or the plate and 

the remaining increase in RTNDT before the screening criteria are reached. 
The EFPYs of operation and the fluence at the end of 1981, and the total 
fluence at which the screening criteria would be reached are also listed. 
Using the above information, the required annual fluence to just reach the 
screening criteria at the end of 32 EFPYs was computed. Finally, from this 
information, the factor by which the flux to the pressure vessel must be 

reduced so as not to exceed the screening criteria at the end of the 32 EFPY 
was calculated. 

The Flux Reduction Factor (FRF) permits the staff to distinguish the following 
categories of plants (a) those with FRF(l which indicates that no flux reduc
tion would be needed; (b) plants with 1( FRF (2, which indicates that the flux 

reduction necessary not to exceed the screening criteria before the end of life 
of the plant can be achieved with ordinary low leakage fuel management (which 

can result in economic benefits due to longer fuel cycles and increased burnup); 
{c) plants with 2( FRF (3, which indicates that combined low leakage loading 
and azimuthal flux distribution management can achieve the goal of meeting the 
criteria at 32 EFPY (depending on the particular plant under consideration, 
loss of thermal margin and operational flexibility may result, which may offset 
part of the economic gains of low leakaqe fuel loading); and (d) pl~nts with 
FRF )4. There are four plants in this last category, i.e., H. B. Robin~on 2, 

Turkey Point 3 and 4, and Fort Calhoun. Due to the large flux reduction 
required to meet the screening criteria at the end of the 32 EFPY, these pldnt~ 
are discussed separately. 
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The effect of low leakage and of fuel assembly substitution has been studied 
by the staff in some detafl. The aziMuthaJ variation of the end of life 

fluence in a variety of peripheral assembly substitutions has been studied, 
including zero power assemblies, nominal stainless steel rods, and closed 

packed stainless steel rods. These studies were carried out for Maine Yankee, 

H. B. Robinson-2, Oconee-I and Fort Calhoun (Ref. 1.17). Analysis of San Onofre, 
Turkey Point, and Three Mile Island is well under way. 

H. B. Robinson 2 

The applicant's end of life fluence to the pressure vessel for H. B. Robinson-2 
was 6.4 x 10 19 n/cm2

• Staff sponsored calculations indicated a corresponding 
value of 7.4 x 10 19 n/cm2 . This brought the estimated fluence to the end of 
1981 to 1.64 x 10 19

• In the meantime H. B. Robinson-2 has refueled in 1982 
with a low leakage core (extended burnup) which lowered the flux to the peak 

location by about 50 percent. The current cycle will last about 1.0 EFPY with 
an accumulated total of 8.0 EFPY. The peak fluence location will be at 
1.76 x 10 19 n/cm2 which brought the available margin at the end of 1982 to 

.31 x 10
19 

n/cm2
, i.e., RTNOT = 290°F (10°F remaining) and at the end of the current 

cycle to .17 x 1019 n/cm2 , i.e., 296°F (4°F remaining). 

The required peak flux reduction factor to meet the screening criteria at the 

end of the plant life )9.5 with the current low leakage scheme or )20 without 
a low leakage core. The maximum obtainable with the removal of the outer row 
of assemblies is about 9.5 

Assuming removal of the outer row of assemblies and substitution with close 
packed stainless steel assemblies, the plant will reach screening criteria 
at 14.2 F.FPY. At the current rate of fluence accumulation the plant wil I 

reach the screening criteria in 2.8 EFPY from the end of 1981, or 1. I ErPv 
from the end of the current cycle. 

Removal of all peripheral assemblies and substitution with closed packed 

stainless steel rods will bring the end-of-life vessel fluence to Jbout 
1.9 x 1019

, i.e., at the required value, shown in Table I.4. The removals 
will amount to 36 peripheral assemblies and will result in an increase of 
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about lO percent in the absolute peak power assuming the same power level 
and fuel distribution. Recent experience indicates that a factor of two 
in the peak power difference can be accommodated with fuel loading measures 

and careful fuel management. For the remaining lS oercent there are three 
options or a combination thereof: 

(a) If the plant is decay heat or stored energy limited, relaxation of the 
Appendix K requirements would allow an increase of up to :o percent; 

(b) If the plant is limited by MDNBR; a reduction of the criterion by 0.10 
would allow increasng the linear power by about 20 percent; and 

(c) aerating by 15 percent. 

Options (a) and (b) will cost about $20 M for the design of the new core and 

wil I shorten refueling intervals by about 24 percent, if the maximum enrich
ment remains the same. Increased fuel enrichment might add to the new core 
costs. Option (c) will cost about $20 M for the design of the new core and an 

additional cost of $9.9 M per EFPY for power replacement. 

Turkey Point 3 and 4 

The required flux reduction factor is 4.5 from the present fuel loading mode. 

Since these plants are identical with respect to core arrangement, size, 
dimensions, material and neutron source distribution with H. B. Robinson-2, we 
have used the results of the Robinson study. Removal of the three assemblies 

at the flats with careful fuel management, will reduce the flux by the 
required amount. It is unlikely that derating would be required. The maximum 
number of removed peripheral assemblies is 12, i.e., 7.6 percent of the fuel 
inventory, which produce about 4.3 percent of the power. 

The cost is estimated at $20 M for core redesign. Power replacement cost 1s 

not significant. 
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Fort Calhoun 

Total required flux reduction factor is 4.0. This can be accomplished by the 
removal of two central assemblies in the flats or the periphery for a total of 
8 assemblies. (However, while removal of the central assemblies would reduce 
the flux by the required amount, the remaining two assemblies may not be 
f•·.,ctional in their position with the central assemblies removed.) The 8 

~s,.;embl ies represent 6 percent of the fuel inventory and about 5. 5 percent of 
the power. Actual power derating may not be necessary. 

The cost is estimated at $20 M for core redesign. Power replacement cost is 
not sf gnf ficant. 

1.6 Conclusions 

(1) All vendors and licensees provided similar r~sponses to our survey 
inquiries. 

(2) Presently employed in-out, low leakage loading schemes J:-Mvide about a. 

30% reduction of the fast neutron fluence rate as a side benefit derived 
from extended cycle core designs and may represent overall cost savings 
to licensees. 

(3) In-out, low leakage loading schemes using twice or thrice burned fuel 

assemblies on the core periphery can provide a factor of 2 to 3 reduction 
in the fluence rate to the pressure vessel. 

(4) If in addition to twice or thrice burned fuel, peripheral assemblies 

loaded with burnable poisons are used, a factor of 5 reduction in fluence 
rate can be achieved with in-out, low leakage loading schemes. 

(5) If one attempted to maintain the core power rating while implementing low 
leakage schemes, the power distribution would become more centrally peaked 
and would require core redesign and fuel rearrangement to flatten power 
and probably would result in plant derating depending on available plant 
thermal margin. 
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(6) In-out. low leakage schemes can be used to reduce locally fluence rates 
fn areas of peak welds. but may result in slightly higher fluence 
elsewhere and the appearance of peaks at new locations. 

(7) The exact impact of in-out, low leakage loading schemes is plant 
dependent and cannot be generalized. 

(8) The effectiveness of in-out, low leakage loading schemes is greatest for 
plants with large azimuthal flux peaks (CE & ~). Implementation in B&W 
plants would probably involve a large numer of assemblies because of the 
more uniform azimuthal flux distribution. 

(9) Reduction of the fluence by factors of 10 or higher can be affected by 

peripheral ass\:1111.Jly replacement with nonfueled assemblies (e.g., 
stainless steel). This can be done locally or uniformly, as needed, 

depending on the azimuthal flux distribution and location of weld seams. 

(10) use of nonfueled assemblies would result in significant loss of heat 

transfer area (10-15%), reduced core size, increased thermal peaking, 
increased linear power generation rates, and increased rod worths. It 
would require a new core design, with different fuel enrichment and new 
transient and accident analyses. New limiting safety system setpoints 
would have to be generated and fuel management philosophies would 
change. 

(11) Selected replacement would provide local reductions of fluence by a 
factor of 10 or more. If core symmetry is not maintained, however, the 
normal means of monitorinq t::ore power distribution based on neutron 
detectors and 1/8 core symmetry would have to be ch;rnged. 

(12) Use of nonfueled assemblies cou)d rPsult in power derating of perhaps 
30%. 

(13) Effectiveness of any of these fluence reduction schemes depends on 
previous vessel exposures ~~d materials and is less significant once 
significant fluenc• has been accumulated. 
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(14) The staff is continuing to study the effect of low leakage core and fuel 
assembly substitution on ~he fracture toughness properties of operating 
reactor pressure vessels. There have been four vessels identified which 
may require large flux reduction to prevent exceeding the proposed 
screening criteria prior to the projected EOL. Our cost estimate for 
core redesign and fuel assembly substitution is $20 M plus power 
replacement cost. 
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Table I.l Vessel fluence for Oconee-I, Ft. Calhoun, and 
H. B. Robinson-2 

Total Effective Full Power Years 
of Operation (EFPY) as of 12/81 

(a) Out-in loading EFPY 
(b) In-out low leakage EFPY 

Present Vessel Fluence Using 
Current Fuel Loading Scheme 
(xl0 18 n/cm2 ) 

(a) BNL calculation 
(b} Vendor calculation 

End of Vessel Life Fluence 
(xl0 18 n/cm2 ) 

I. Using Current Fuel Loading 
Scheme 
(a) BNL calculation 
(b) Vendor calculation 

(c) FSAR value 

Oconee-I 

5.1 

4 
1.1 

2. 70 
2.55 

(Ref. I-10) 

12.1* 
12.5 
(Ref. I-10) 
22.0 

*II. Using In-out Low Leakage 
Loading Scheme/ 11.2 
(Incre~se in Total Peaking 
Factor (i)) (7) 

**III. Using St~inless Steel 
Assemblies on Periphery/ 1.90 
(Increase in Total Peaking 
Factor(%)) (23) 

Ft. Calhoun Robinson-2 

5 

5 

7.24 
6.60 

(Ref. I-11) 

45.9 
42.0 
(Ref. I-11) 
20.0 

30.0 

(17) 

12. 7 

(30) 

7.1 

7.1 

18.8 
13.8 
(Ref. I-12) 

85.0 
65.6 
(Ref. I-12) 
51,0 

53.7 

(17) 

28.1 

(23) 

*Out-in loading scheme value is 18.5 x 101 8 n/cm2. 
**BNL calculation. , 
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Table 1-2 Staff evaluation of flux and f luence to weld seams 
and peak fluence location for Oconee-! 

Weld* Weld Weld Peak Wall 
SA-1430 SA-1493 SA-1073 Location 

I. Flux (xl0 10 n/cm2-sec) 

Fuel Loading Method 
(a) Out-in, PIP= 0~910 1. 59 1. 37 1. 45 1.84 
(b) Low leakage, P/P = 0.527 .984 .915 . 911 1.11 
(c) Low leakage, P/P = 0.0 .125 .188 .125 .188 

1 I. Fluence for 28 EFPY 
(xl0 18 n/cm2 ) 

Fuel loading M!thod 
(a) Out-in, P/P = 0~910 13.5 11. 7 12.3 15.6 
(b) Low Leakage, P/P = 0.527 8.35 7.76 7. 73 9.41 
(c) Low Leakage, PIP= 0.0 1. 05 1. 60 1. 06 1. 60 

II I. Fluence for 32 EFPY 
(xl0 18 n/cm2 ) 

Fuel loading M!thod 
(a) Out-in, PIP= 0.910 16. l 13.9 14.6 18.5 
(b) Low leakage, P/P = 0.527 9.93 9.23 9.2C 11.2 
(c) Low leakage, PIP= 0.0 1. 25 1. 90 1. 26 1. 90 

~see Figure I-1 for weld seam location. 
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Table I-3 Staff evaluation of the ratio of the fluence rate to the 
weld seams and the original peak fluence location to the 
fluence rate of Weld Seam SA·1430 for the remaining 
28 EFPY for Oconee-! 

Relative Fluence and /luence Rate Reduction Factor* 

Fuel Loading 
Method 

Out-in, PIP= 0.91 

In-out, low leakage 
PIP= 0.527 

In-out, low leakage 
PIP= 0.0 

Stainless Steel 
Assemblies, 
PIP= 0.0 

Stainless Steel 
Assemb 1 i es, 'Hr 
P/P = o.o 

Weld 
SA-1430 

1. 00 I 1. 00 

. 618 I 1. 62 

.078 I 12.8 

.049 I 20.4 

.033 I 30.3 

Weld 
SA-T493 

.863 I 1.16 

.575 I 1. 74 

.118 I 8.47 

.103 I 9. 71 

.081 I 12.3 

Weld Original Peak 
SA-1073 Fluence Location 

.909 I 1.10 1.15 I .87 

.572 I l. 95 .697 I 1. 43 

.078 I 12.8 .098 I 10.2 

.057 I 17.5 .077 I 13.0 

.040 I 25.0 .061 I 16.4 

*First number is the fluence rate ratio; the second number is thb flt•ence rate 
reduction factor. 

**This case includes nonfueled assemblies with additional stainless st~el rods 1n a 
close packed array. · 
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Plant, 
Vendor/ 
PY 
Fabri
cator/ 
MWe 

Contro 11 in9 
element Axidl or 
CircUllfferent 1a J 
weld or plate 

RObinson-2 circ. 
W/CE/665 

f'Ort Calhour ax;al 
CE/CE/486 

Turley Pt.-4 circ. 
W/8 & W/666 

Turley Pt.-3 circ. 
W/8 & W/666 

Maine Yankee a~fal 
CE/CE/825 

talvert 
Cliffs-I axial 
CE/CE/850 

Indian Pt.-3 plate 
W/CE/965 

Yankee Rowe plate 
W/B & W/175 

Rancho Seco axial 
B & W/B & W/913 

Three Mile 
lsland-1 axial 
B & W/8 & W/792 

Oconee-2 circ. 
B & W/B & W/860 

Zion-1 circ. 
W/B & ~1!1040 

Point Beach-1 a1ial 
W/B & W/497 

Oconee-I axial 
B & W/B & W/86C 

fndian Pt.2 axial 
W/CE/873 

:;,~ 
Screening 
Criteria 

(Of} 

19 
12 
44 

41 

41 

54 

131 

58 

59 

63 

66 

69 

75 

72 

73 

81 

Total 
Fluence 
E>l MeY 
to Meet 

Screen inc; 
Cri~eriis 

n/cm .xlO 

l. 95 
l.95 
1.18 

1.85 

1.85 

1.18 

8.22 

1.04 

4.48 

.77 

.75 

.99 

J 25 

3.48 

1.33 

1.18 

EFPY 

7.1 
7.1 
5.07 

5.67 

5.67 

5.90 

4.65 

2.98 

14.56 

3.54 

3.52 

4.71 

4.97 

8.07 

5.~ 

4.40 

- I -
As of 12/31/81 

Additional 
Fluence 

Fluence To Reach 
per ~FPY Screening 

Flue2ce 19 (n/Oll xlo19) Cr1~eri!g 
(n/cm xlO ) n/cm xlO 

1.41 
1.64 
.51 

.91 

.91 

.41 

.68 

.167 

1.14 

.205 

.187 

.287 

.313 

'734 

.273 

.22 

.199 

.230 

.100 

.160 

.160 

.069 

.146 

.056 

.078 

.0513 

.053 

.061 

.063 

.091 

.054 

.050 

.54 

.31 

.67 

.94 

.94 
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7.54 

.873 

3.34 

.5C5 

.563 

.703 

.937 

2.750 

1.057 

.960 

24.9 
24.9 
26.93 

26.33 

26.33 

26.10 

27.35 

29.02 

17.44 

28.46 

28.48 

27.29 

27.03 

23.93 

26.96 

27.60 

.0217 

.0124 

.0249 

.0357 

.0357 

.0295 

.276 

.0301 

.1915 

.0199 

.0198 

.0258 

.0347 

.1149 

.0392 

.0348 

9.2(1) I 
18.5 1 
4.0 

4.5( 2) I 

4.s<2> : 
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l. 9 
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- 2 -
As of 12/31/81 

Controlling Total I I f I 
FRF>41 

Plant, 
FRfc.11 l~FRf .. 212 .. FRF .. J, Vendor/ eleatnt Axial or Fluence ! ' ' PV C.1 rcU1Rferent ia 1 f,.l HeV Additional To Reach Screening • l 

i fabri- weld or plate :!¥Bl to Meet Fluence Criteria at 32 EFPY ! ca tor/ Screening Fluence To Reach Remaining MWe Screening Crizer1 19 per 2FPY 9 Screening EFPY in rluence Flux I Criteria n/cr:1 xlU Flue2ce 19 {n/cm x101 ) Crizerii9 Plant Life per2EFPJ9 Reduction
1 (OF) EFPY (n/cm xlO } n/O"i xlO {32 EFPY) (n/Cll xlO ) Factor · 

' liinna c1rc. 87 4.95 8.18 
W/B & W/490 

.949 .116 4.000 2~.82 .1679 .7 x 
Point Beach-2 circ. 85 4.65 7.54 .935 .124 3.697 24.46 .1511 .8 x W/B & W, CE/497 
Arhnsas, 

JIJi0-1 axial 82 1.23 4.42 .199 .045 1.031 27.58 .0374 1.2 x 8 & W/8 & W/836 
San Onofre-1 a>ri a 1 89 12.23 9.04 2. 71 .300 9.520 22.96 .4146 .7 x W/CE/436 
zTon-2 axial 93 • 77 4.49 .09 .02 .680 27.51 .0247 .8 x B & W/B & W/1040 

Pa1isaoes axial 93 
CE/CE/740 

2.33 4.12 .478 .116 1.852 27.88 .0664 1.7 x 
Crystal 
River--3 axial 93 1.18 2.48 .136 .055 1.044 29.52 .0354 1.6 x B & W/S & W/825 

Surry-l .::ire. 100 5.50 4.88 .761 .~:J9 4.74 27.12 .1748 .9 x W/8 & W/775 
Cook-l circ. 100 
W/CE/1054 

1. 94 4.56 .287 .063 1.653 27.44 .060 1.05 x 
MOrth Anna-I plate 108 11. 57 £.41 .442 .183 11.13 29.59 .376 .486 x !!/RG,'865 

Beaver Valley circ. 118 2.06 l.87 .316 .169 l. 744 30.13 .058 2.91 x W/CE/833 
Horth .anna-2 plate 118 
W/RD;890 

10. l .77 .138 .179 9.962 31.23 .319 .56 x 
Saleri-1 axial 130 3.68 2.26 .148 .065 3.532 29.74 .119 .55 x W/CE/1090 
OConee-3 circ. 129 5.04 4.78 .292 .061 4.748 27.22 .174 .35 x S&W1B!Li.'860 
Surrv-2 axial 130 14.8 4.83 .754 .156 14.05 27.17 .517 .30 I x ~16&l;:'75 

-



- 3 -
As of 12/31/81 

Plant. Controlling Total : FRf, 11 Ic FRF~2! z, FR~ Jj Vendor/ element hial or Fluence 
I I PY Circumferential E7 l HeY Additional To Reach Screening I I I Fabri- weld or plate 

:!¥~ to Heet Fluence Criteria at 32 EFPY I ca tor/ Screening Fluence To Reach Remaining 
Piie Screening Cri~erii 9 EFPY in Fluence Flux I per 2FPY Screening 

Criteria n/cm xlO Flue2ce 19 (n/cm x1019) Cri~erifg Plant Life per EFPJ Reduct1on
1 (oF) EFPY (n/cm xlO ) n/cm xlO (32 EFPY) (ntcm2xlO 9) Factor 

St. lude-1 axial 
CE/CE/777 

135 3.02 3.52 .222 .063 2.798 28.48 .098 .64 
Calvert Clitf5-2 axial 
CE/CE/850 

140 8.48 3.63 .534 .147 7.946 28.37 .280 .53 
Trojan plate 
W/CBI/1130 

147 16.2 3.00 .207 .069 16.00 29.00 .552 .13 
Davis Besse-1 circ. 156 5.25 1.68 .111 .066 5.14 30.32 .170 .39 B&W/B&W/906 
Haddal'! Neck axial 161 36.48 10.92 1.190 .109 35.29 21.08 1.674 .07 !ljCE/582 

Kewaunee circ. 
W/CE/535 

168 17.14 5.87 . 786 .134 16.35 26.13 .626 .21 
F'irley-1 axial 
W/CE/829 

168 11.61 2.19 .370 .169 11.24 29.81 .377 .45 
M'fllstone-2 circ. 
CE/CE/870 

183 7.62 3.91 .219 .056 7.40 28.09 .263 .21 
Prairie island-2 axial 
W/SFAC/520 

216 90.7 5.52 .753 .134 89. 95 26.38 3.41 .04 
Prairie I5la~d-l axial 
W/SFAC/~20 

237 292.1 5.90 .790 .139 291.3 26.10 11.16 .01 

Sul!ll'.a ry ~ 

(lj 
The lower lir.e in H. B. Robinson lists the staff's calculation3. The differences have not been resolved as of 11/10/82. 
Note tha~ ~he current cycle of the Robinson plant (after 12/31/81) is a low leakage cycle, therefore, the FRF would 
c~rrently be lower by a factor of 2, i.e., 4.6 and 9.2 for licensee and NRC calculations. 

(Z) The staff has been notified by Florida Power and Light {~ef. Sl that the fluence at 5.67 EF~Y was .91 x 1019 ntcm2 and the 
projec~Ea fluence for the next 3 EFPY will be 1.39 x 10 n/cm i.e., the fluence accur.~lations rate will remain the sar.ie. 
Ttiese ••alues have not been reviewed by the staff. 

' 

{J) The •al~e of the fluence required to reach the screening criteria is based on .21i copper content in the weld sea~ (Ref. 6). 

I x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
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FIGURE 1-6 Peak Fluence As A Function of EFPY For Various Fluence Rate Reduction Schemes for Oconee-1 

Pattern 1 
Pattern 2 
Pattern 3 

Removal and replacement of outer row of assemblies wtth 40 stainless steel assemblies 
Removal and replacement of 20 assembl;es opposite weld seams 
f1odif1cat1on of Pattern 2 with add;tional removals and replacement of 
peripheral assemblies (32 total) 
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Figure 1-7 
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Peak Fluence As A Function of EFPY For Various Fluence Rate Reduction Schemes For Ft Calhoun 

·Pattern 1 
Pattern 2 
Pattern 3 
Pattern 4 
Pattern 5 

low leakage scheme(perfpheral to core average power= 0.41) 
low leakage scheme(zero peripheral power) 
Assembly replacement with 40 stainless steel assemblies 
Assembly replacement with 24 stainless steel assemblies 
Assembly replacement with 16 stainless steel assemblies 
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Figure 1-8 
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EFFECTIVE FULL POWER YEARS (EFPY) 

Peak fluence As A Function of CFPY for Various fluence Rate Reduction Schemes for Robfnson-2 

Pattern-1 Out-in fuel loading, P/t = 0.89 
Pattern-2 low leakage loadf ng. P/f. • 0.45 
Pattern-3 low leakage loading. P/P • 0.0 
Pattern-4 ruel assembly replacement with 12 stainless steel assemblies 
Pattern-5 Fuel assembly replacement with ZO stainless steel assemblies 
Pattern-6 ~uel assembly replacement with 36 s~ainlr.ss steel assemblies 
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APPENDIX J 

SUMMARY OF NRC STAFF POSITION ON REVIEW OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 

J.l Introduction 

The following summarizes the staff philosophy on the review of control and 
protection systems and delineates actions completed or planned to address the 

effects of control systems on plant safety. The following also specifically 
discusses the possible impact of control system failures on pressurize~ 
thermal shock and actions which should be considered to minimize the pos
sibility of control system failures resulting in an exce5sive plant cooldown 
transient. 

J.2 Philosophy of Separation of Protection and Control Systems 

The philosophy on the separation of protection systems and control systems was 
developed in the 1960's and early 1970's through interactions between the 
regulatory staff and industry. The interactions occurred primarily through 
the development of industry standards such as IEEE-279, "Criteria for Protec
tion Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations." The staff did not dictate 
a particular philosophy, but rather explored through the standards committees 
and early plant licensing reviews various approaches which could be taken 
toward reactor protection. 

A brief, simplified description of the approach toward protection and control 

is as follows. A nuclear power plant must satisfy utility requir~ments for 
the economic production of power. These requirements include plant operation 
with a limited number of operators, high plant availability with few unpl~nnPd 
shutdowns, and the ab i1 i ty to fo 11 ow the ut i 1 i ty grid load demand. l he r,·q111 ,.,.

ments for operation are based largely on matching the capabilities of nonnuclear 

plants. Plant control systems to accomplish the desired economic operational 
characteristics are established. The control systems, of course, have to be 
capable of allowing the plant to perform normal operations with margin to 
plant safety limits. 
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To assure that safety limits are not exceeded should any system used for 

normal operation fail, various protective functions such as rea~tor trip and 
decay heat removal have been established in the Commission regulations. 

Systems whose primary purpose is to accomplish the protective functions ~re 
provided to fulfill these requirements. 

One. thus, has two somewhat differing objectives. The first is to allow 
normal plant operation within a utility grid which is also supplied by many 

non-nuclear plants. For this, control functions have been established. The 
second objective is to ensure that even with failures of the operational 
equipment, safety limits are not exceeded. For this, protective functions 
have been establhhed to assure plant safety. 

Once control functions and protective functions are defined, a decision has to 
be made as to whether the same systems should be used for both or whether 

separate systems should be used. The philosophy developed through the standdrds 

committees was one in which the protection systems were treated separately. 

This allowed a set of guidelines to be established with the intent of ensuring 
th~t protection functions are accomplished with a very high degree of reli
ability. Having a specific, well-defined group of protection systems to 
accomplish required safety functions allows both industry and the regulatory 

agency to concentrate their efforts and make effective use of limited resources 
in accomplishing safety goals. 

In development of the philosophy, it was recognized that some limited ties 

between protection 5ystems and control systems are approp iate and even unavoid
able. For example, the systems will always be interrelated through the fluid 
procPss systems. Additional interfaces such as the use of the same sensors 
for protection and control were considered acceptdble providing appropriate 
rules are followed. General Design Criterion 24 ~nd IEEE-279 permit limited 
interconnections between protection and control 
implementing these interconnections. 
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J.3 NRC Staff Reviews of Control Systems 

NRC staff reviews have been performed on currently licensed plants with the 
goal of ensuring that control system failures will not prevent automatic ot 
manual initiation and operation of any safety system equipment required to 
trip the plant or maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition following 
any "anticipated operational occurence" or "accident." The approach has been 
to either provide independence between safety and nonsafety systems or to 
require isolating devices such as isolation amplifiers between safety and 
nonsafety systems such that failures of nonsafety system equipment cannot 
propagate through the isolating devices to impair operation of the safety 
system equipment. In addition, a specific set of "anticipaterf operational 
occurrences" and "accidents" have been analyzed to demonstrate that plant trip 
and/or safety system equipment actuation occurs with sufficient capability and 
on a time scale such that the consequences are within specified acceptable 
limits. In these analyses, conservative initial plant conditions, core physh.s 
parameters, equipment availability, and instrumentation setpoints have beer 
assumed. Conservative parameters (for example, h~at fluxes, temperatures, 
pressures, and flows) which could result in core or reactor coolant system 
pressure boundary damage are also assumed. Where active control system 
operation would mitigate the consequences of a transient, in general, no 
credit is taken for the control system operation. In some cases, credit has 
been allowed for the operation of specific control systems in mi~igating the 
consequences of particular "anticipated operational occurrences." Where this 
has been allowed, special design features and/or technical specification 
requirements such as periodic testing have been provided. 

Where active control system operation would not mitigate the consequences of a 
transient, no penalties are taken in the analyses for incorrect control system 
actions caused by control system failures. In the case of control systems, 
for example, the loss of forced reactor flow is analyzed assuming the reactivity 
control systems either operate properly or do not operate at all, whichever is 
the worst case. A loss of forced reactor flow occurring simultaneously with 
an inadvertent rod withdrawal is not considered. Among the specified set of 
"anticipated operational occurrences" analyzed are occurrences resulting from 
both mechanistic and nonmechanistic control system failures. The conservative 
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analyses performed are intended to demonstrate that the potential consequences 
to '::.t.e health and safety of the public are within acceptable limits for a wide 
range of postulated events even though specific actual events might not follow 
the ~ame assumptions made in the analyses. 

In general. until approximately one year ago systematic evaluations of control 
systems designs had not been performed to determine whether single event 
induced multiple control system actions could result in a transient such that 
core or reactor coolant system pressure boundary limits established for 
"anticipated operational occurrenc·'- 11 are exceeded. Single failures or events 
which could include multiple control system actions such as discussed above do 
indeed exist, but experience with operating plants indicates that incidP.nts 
resulting in transients more severe than currently analyzed as "anticipat.•~d 

operation.11 occurrences 11 have a low probability. Recent operating plant 
license applicants have been required to address the possibility of m11Jtiple 
control system actions caused by certain specified events such as a power 
supply failure or sensor impulse line failure. 

The app ~ c; have been required to identify any power sources, sensors. or 
sensor impulse lines which provide power or signals to two or more control 
systems and demonstrate that failures of these power sources, sensors, or 
sensor impulse lines will not result in consequences more severe than those 
bounded by the analyses of "anticipated operational occurrences" in Chapter 15 

of the FSAR. At this time, similar reviews have not been required of 
operating plant licensees. However, the effort on the current license 
applications will provide general guidance on whPther siqnificant problems may 
exist on operating plants. 

Until approximately two and one-halt years ayo systematic evaluations of 
control system designs had not been performed to determine whetlH~r poc;tulated 
accidents could cause control system failures resulting in control actions 
which would make accident consequences more severe than presently analyzed. 
Accidents could cause control system failures by creating a harsh environment 
in the area of the control equipment or by physically damaging the control 
equipment. Licensees have, however, now reviewed the possibility of 
consequential control system failures which exacerbate the effects of high 
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energy line breaks and taken action, where 1teeded, to assure that the 
postulated events would be adequately mitigated. Similar efforts are also 
being performed on plants currently under operating license review. 

It should be emphasized that the issue is not whether reactor trip or safety 

system equipment action would be defeated by control system failures, but 
whether control system failures could cause a transient or accident to proceed 
in a manner potentially more severe than currently analyzed. Systematic 
reviews of safety systems have been performed with the goal of ensuring that 
control system failures (single or multiple) will not defeat trip or safety 
system action, and both industry standards and staff regulatory guides are 
quite clear that this is a design requirement for safety systems including 

those used for reactor trip. 

As part of the staff's ongoing activities to access the adequacy of non-safety 
grade control systems, Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-47 "Safety Implications 

of Control Systems" was established to perform an indepth evaluation of the 
control systems that are typically used during normal plant operation and 

(1) to verify the adequacy of current licensing design requirements or (2) to 

propose (if necessary) additional guidelines and criteria to assure that 
nuclear power plants do not pose an unacceptable risk due to inadvertent non
safety grade control system fai~ures. This activity will review the plant 
designs of the manual and automatic control systems for each of the four nuclear 

steam system supplier designs (B&W, CE, GE and~). 

The activity will evaluate and identify any non-safety grade control systems 
whose failure (1) may lead to transients or accidents more severe than those 
analyzed in Chapter 15 of the plant FSAR, or (2) could produce unacceptable 
frequency of occurrence of those transients bounded by Chapter 15 analysis. 
As specific subtasks of these reviews, failures that could lead to steam 
generator or reactor vessel overfill or overcooling transients will be evaluated. 

It is anticipated that the technical resolution of this safety issue will be 

completed in 1984. 
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J.4 Instrumentation and Control System Impact on Pressurized Thermal Shock 

Control system failures can cause inadvertent reactor coolant system cooluowns 

and inadvertent increases in reactor coolant system pressure. Whether any 

credible control system failures can cause unacceptable reactor coolant system 

temperature/pressure combinations, however, requires further analyses. 

There are control system failures which can cause excessive feedwater flow or 

abnormally low feedwater temperature, either of which could lead to reactor 

coolant system cooldown. If it is found necessary through review of limiting 

transients, feedwater flow can be terminated automatically with safety-grade 

equipment following detection of an excessive cooldown. If the problems of 

concern are found to be only with the control system (and not, for example, 

with feedwater valve failures) then safety-grade interlocks could be used to 
redundantly override the control system and terminate feedwater. If there is 

a concern with excessive feedwater caused by valve malfunction (such as a 

feedwater control valve failing open) feedwater could be terminated with 

safety-grade equipment by closing redundant valves or by tripping feedwater 

pumps and closing a single set of valves for redundancy. This method of 

terminating feedwater flow could, however, require the addition of expensive 

equipment on some plants. Also, analyses would have to be performed to 
determine if feedwater pump trip or valve closure could be accomplished 

sufficiently rapidly to mitigate any transient of concern. 

There are control system failures which can cause excessive steam flow through 

electric, air, or hydraulic operated steam valves which could lead to reactor 

coolant.system cooldown. As with the feedwater flow, steam flow could be 

terminated with safety-grade interlocks or safe 'y-grade isolation valves 

following detection of excessive cooldown. If a cooldown transient, however, 

is initiated by a 11 stuck open•• safety valve, it could not be terminated by 

safety system equipment since design codes prohibit isolation valves in series 

with safety valves. 

Inadvertent reactor coolant system pressure increases caused by control system 
failure can be terminated by redundantly turning off pressurizer heaters or 

redundantly terminating charging flow if shown to be necessary. However, it 
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should be noted that inadvertent cooldowns of sufficient.magnitude will, in 
general, result in eventual automatic initiation of safety injection which, in 
turn, results in an increase in reactor coolant pressure if operator action is 

not taken. 

A number of plants currently employ interlocks and valves which are redundnnt 
and at least 11quasi-safety-grade 11 to automatically terminate feedwater flow 
and/or steam flow under conditions which could lead to inadvertent cooldown, 
overfill of steam generators (PWRs) 1 or overfill of reactor vessels (BWRs). 

In addition to inadvertent cooldowns or increases in pressure which can be 
caused by control system failures, actuation of certain emergency safeguards 

systems can cause inadvertent cooldown and consequential increase in reactor 
coolant pressure. For example, actuation of auxiliary feedwater on a PWR 
following a reactor trip can cause an inadvertent reactor coolant system 

cooldown, contraction of water in the reactor coolant system, depressurization 
of the reactor coolant system, automatic actuation of safety injection, and 
then a repressurization of the reactor coolant system. This could occur if 

operator action is not taken to manually control auxiliary feedwater after its 
automatic initiation. During recent operating license reviews, the Instrumen

tation and Control Systems Branch has been reviewing the circuits, equipment, 
and indications used by the operato,. to control auxiliary feedwater after 

automatic initiation with the goal of ensuring that a single failure will not 
cause uncontrolled auxiliary feedwater flow. A staff position on the design 
of the auxiliary feedwater system, including instrumentation and controls, has 
been proposed and is currently under review by the Division of Safety Technology. 
Implementation of this position would significantly improve the failure 
tolerance of the auxiliary feedwater system from the standpoint of failures 
which could result in excessive plant cooldown. 

J.5 Actions Completed or Underway to Oetemine Potential Conseque~ces of 
Control System Failures 

The consensus judgment of the NRC staff continues to be that the risk associated 
with control system failures is not sufficient to require immediate corrective 
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actions. However, to provide added assurance, the following actions are being 
or have been taken: 

(1) The resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-47, "Safety Implications of 
Control Systems" will systematically determine if current 1 icensing 
practices with respect to control systems are adequate. The plan for 
resolution of this issue specifically addresses evaluations to determine 
any actions required to prevent control system failures from causing 
unacceptable reactor coolant system cooldown or overfill of a steam 
generator (PWR) or reactor vessel (BWR). 

(2) Standard Review Plan Section 7.7 calls for staff reviews to assure that 
failures of control systems will not impair the capability of the protec
tive system in any significant manner or cause plant conditions more 
severe than those for which the plant safety systems are designed. The 
staff has pursued these reviews primarily to ensure that electrical inter
connections between protection systems and control systems are implemented 
such that failures in control system equipment cannot impair the operation 
of protection system equipment. The Chapter 15 design-basis event analyses 
have also been reviewed to assure that sufficient conservatism has been as
sumed so that these analyses adequately bound the consequences of single 
control system failures. The Instrumentation and Control Branch has been 
reviewing control system des~gns of operating license applicants to 
confirm that the Chapter 15 design bases analyses also bound multiple 
control system failures initiated by credible failures of common power 
sources, sensors, or sensor impulse lines. In addition, operating 
license applicants have been requested to review the potential for 
control system malfunctions caused by high energy line breaks. Section 
7.7 of the Standard Review Plan was revised in 1981 to be more exr>licit 
on criteria applicable to control systems. Specifically, the criteria 
shown in Table J. 1 are now delineated in Section 7.7 and reviews of 
plants currently under licensing review are performed with the goal of 
verifying that the criteria are met. 

(3) In September 1979, all licensees were asked to review the possibility of 
consequential control system failures which could exacerbate the effects 
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of high energy line breaks and ident1fy appropriate actions, where needed, 

to assure that these events would be adequately mitigated. The review 
was requested as a result of postulated scenarios involving consequential 
control system failures identified by Westinghou~". All licensees responded 

to the request and the responses were screened. On the basis of the 

review, no specific event ~eading to unacceptable consequences was identi
fied and, in general, control equipment locations were such that 
consequential failures would be unlikely. Some licensees, however, did 
make changes to operating proced•Jes to address the possibility of control 

failures. 

(4) I&E Bulletin 79-27 was issued to licensees requesting that evaluations be 
performed to ensure the adequacy of plant procedures for accomplishing 
shutdown upon loss of power to any electrical bus supplying power for 
instruments and controls. In their response to the bulletin, licensees 

have indicated that corrective action has been taken including hardware 
changes and revised procedures, where required to assure that the loss of 
any single instrument bus would not result in the loss of instrumentation 

required to mitigate such an event. As part of operating license reviews, 

we are requesting similar verification by operating license applicants. 

(5) Implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for 
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs 
Conditions During and Following An Accident," and NUREG-0737, "Clarifi
cation of TMI Action Plan Requirements," will significantly upgrade both 
the quantity and quality of information available to the operator to 

diagnose and respond to control system failures. 

(6) In 1979 B&W completed a failure modes and effects analysis and review of 
operating experience for their Integrated Control System (JCS) and reported 
the results in B&W Report BAW-1564, "Integrated Control System Rel iabi I ity 
Analysis." B&W made several recommendations regarding control system 
improvements which could be made to improve overall plant performance. 
Licensees with B&W plants were requested to evaluate the B&W recommenda
tions and report their follow-up actions to the staff. Responses were 
received and reviewed. Based on the review of BAW-1564 and the responses 
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to the B&W recommendations, the staff has not identified any specific 
control system failures or actions that would lead to unacceptable 
consequences. 

(7) The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is coordinating efforts with 

the IEEE to establish design criteria for systems important to safety 
which are not covered by and do not need to meet all of the rigorous 

standards for safety system equipment but nevertheless may be sufficiently 
important to safety to be included in the NRC review process. 

J.6 Conclusions 

At this time, the staff knows of no specific control system failures or 
actions which woulrt lead to unacceptable consequences. A variety of efforts 
are still underway to determinf' the potential safety consequences of control 
system failures including their impact on pressurized thermal shock. Should 
these reviews indicate that ddditional criteria for control system designs are 
necessary or that ~pecific problems require resolution, appropriate action 

will be taken for plants in the licensing process and for plants now i11 

operation. 
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Tabl2 J.l 

Standard Review Plan Guidance for Control System Review 

(1) Confirm That The Plant Accident Analyses in Chapter 15 of the SAR Do Not 

Rely On The Operability Of Control Systems To Assure Safety. 

(2) Confirm That The Safety Analyses Include Consideration Of The Effects Of 
Both Control Systems Action And Inaction In Assessing The Transient 
Response Of The Plan For Accidents And Anticipated Operational Occurrences. 

(3) Confirm That Consequential ~ff~cts Of Anticipated Operational Occurrences 
And Accidents Do Not Lead T~ rontrol Sy~tems Failures Which Would Result 
In Consequences More Severe Th3tl Thosa Sounded By The Analyses In 
Chapter 15 Cf The ~AR. 

(4) Confirm That The Failure 0t Any Cor1trol System Component Or Any Auxiliary 
Supporting System For Control Systems Wil I Not Cause Plant Conditions 

More Severe Than Those Bounded By The Analyses Of Anticipated Operational 
Occurrences In Chapter 15 Of The SAR (The Evaluation Of Multiple 
Independent Failures Is Not Intended). 
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APPENDIX K 

EFFECTS OF HEATING ECCS WATER ON PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK 

Increasing the temperature of the ECCS water can have a positive effect on PTS 

for LOCA events, where the ~ominant overcooling results from the injection of 
the cold ECCS water. 

K. 1 Large- and Small-Break LOCAs and Secondary ~ide [rfects 

It can be shown by analysis that large-break LOCAs a~e not considered to be a 

serious PTS problem. This is because in the unlikely event of a large break in 

the primary ~ystem, high pressure cannot be maintained in the reactor pressure 

vessel. Small-break LOCAs (less than two inches equivalent diameter) also are 

not a PTS problem because breaks in this size range result in cooldown rates of 

less than 100°F per hour. Such transients do not cause large thermal stresses. 

Breaks in the range of two up to possibly as large as six inches arr of concern. 

These breaks are capable of removing all of the decay heat generated in the 

core an~ do not require or establish natural circulation for decay heat removal. 

Mi~inq o~ ECCS water in the downcomer is minimized in this case. (Se~ Sec-

tion K.3.) In addition, reactor system pressure can remain relatively high 

<~1200 psi) for the considerable a~~unt of time required to uncover the break 

(i.e., steam discharge out of the break), or repressurization can oc.cur after 

initiation of the break for some plants with high head HPI pumps. This scenario, 

loss of natural circulation with high pressure, at present appears to be the 

one most likely to benefit from heating ECCS water in order to reduce the PTS 

problem. For secondary side events (e.g., main steam line breaks), rapid cool

down and depressurization of the primary system can occur. ECCS actuation will 

repressurize the primary system. However, since there is no primary system 

LOCA, only a limited volume of ECCS water will be injected into the pr rr1ary 

system by the operator to make up for shrinkage due to cooldown. Therefore, a~ 

far as PTS is concerned, the cooldown is not affected u~ r"1ch IJy ECCS injecti1in 

as by primary to secondary heat transfer. However, for .ertain 5econdary ~ide 

events (e.g., steam and feedline breaks) including steam generator tubt- rupture, 

interruption of circulation and consequent temperature transients 
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that could be influenced by ECCS water temperature could be possible. At this 
time, sufficient analysis hal not been done, and conclusions regarding these 
events would be premature. 

K.2 flant~_Which Have Raised ECCS Water Temperature 

Several plants have the capability to heat the ECCS water. ConnecticLt Yankee 
heats the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to 50°F in the winter to prevent 

water in the outdoor tank from freezing. Maine Yankee has a technical specifi
cation to maintain the RWST at a minimum temperature of 40°F. The water 

currently is heated OP hioher than 80°F. Yankee Rowe is the only U.S. plant 
that I.eats its ECCS 11ater substantially above normal ambient temperatures, 

even in the summer. The safety injection tank water temperature is maintained 
at 120°F (130°F maximum) to minimize any PTS problem. A review has been 
conducted by Yankee Atomic Electric Company to ensure that the increased water 
temperature would not adversely impact p~3tulated accidents. 

The Loviisa plant in Finland maintains the ECCS water temperature between a 
minimum of 113°F and a maximum of 140°F. One of the reasons for this is 

because the low pressure ECCS system injects through nozzles directly into the 
reactor vessel. There is no mixing in the cold leg, so the ECCS water is 
heated to minimize the thermal shock. 

K.3 Mixing of ECCS Water 

Mixing of ECCS water with water in the reactor vessel has been and continues 
to be evaluated through analy~·~ HGd experimentation (Ref. K.1-K.3). As long 
as adequate reactor coolant flow is maintai1ed, good mixing of ECCS water in 
the cold leg downcomer is expected, and heeling the ECCS water is expected to 
be of little benefit from a PTS standpoint. In the event that loop flow 
stagnated, the degree of mixing of ECCS water injected into the cold leg is 
less certain. If mixing were minimal, colder ECCS water could contact the 
reactor vessel wall, and therefore, heating the ECCS water would be beneficial 
in reducing thermal stresses. 
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Investigations of the mixing phenomena under stagnant loop flow conditions are 
underway in order to better quantify the degree of mixing. 

K.4 Maximum ECCS Water Temperature 

The maximum heating that could be allowed without causing other problems with 
ECCS operation has not be~n calculated. The impact on containment sprays, 
pump net positive suction head, and ECCS performance are examples of factors 
that could limit the water temperature. Evaluations such as these would have 

to be done on a plant-specific basis. 
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APPENDIX L 

NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION METHODS 

L.1 Detectability of Underclad Cracks 

In order to have confidence that an inservice inspection (ISI) could detect 
near surface flaws in reactor pressure vessels that would be of interest in a 
pressurized thermal shock incident, it is necessary to demonstrate high prob
abilities of detection for 6.0 mm and larger cracks. Cracks of interest are 
those normal to the inside surface and oriented both parallel and perpendicular 
to the direction of clad lay. Weld defects within the first 25 mm as well as 
cracks resulting from clad dtpositfon are of Interest. European techn'11ue!i 
using longitudinal waves are gencrelly accepted as prov1dfng optimum detection 
results and have been shown to be effective in detecting 3.0 mm ~r smaller 
underclad cracks under the more ideal conditions of smooth clad and cracks 
prsdominantly perpendicular to the clad lay found in European pressure vessels. 
Most circumferential welds in U.S. pressure vessel~ have been clad using the 
manual metal arc (MMA) process. This welding process creates rough and noisy 
inspection conditions that inhibit inspection effectiveness. The NRC has, 
therefore, requested the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to evaluate the 
reliability and effectiveness of these techniques for inspecting U.S. vessels. 
(See Section L.2.) Results of tests show that light grinding of the clad sur
face (specifically improving the surface ri:.1.1gh1.iss by a factor of 2, from 
0.012 in. RMS to 0.006 in. RM":.J imprcni~~ the c:·ack detuctability confidence 
level from low to very high. 

Further work is planned to refine the measurement methods for clad conditions, 
develop appropriate examination (and calibration) methods, determine crack 
detection probabilities for various inspection techniques, and to establish 
performance of techniques for crack sizing. Hence, the surface roughness and 
cladding noise under field conditions could be quantified, a criteria estab
lished for determining if the cladding conditions permit a valid inspection to 
be performed, and a procedure given for an effective inspection. 
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L.2 Influence of Improved NOE Techniques 

PNL has developed estimates to predict the influence of improved vessel 

examination techniques on vessel failure and allowable RTNOT. 

Table L-1 summarizes the results of this investigation. Using "best estimates" 
on probability of flaw detection, we have attempted to provide bounds for 

adjustments in allowable RTNOT to reflect the benefit of 01timized vessel 
inspection techniques. Table L. 1 shows that the probability of flaw detection 
using optimized techniques varies from 50 to 95%, depending on clad type and 
surface finish. The corresponding benefit from inspection expressed as an 

increase in allowable RTNDT varies from 10 to 33°F. In addition, we have 
provided supporting material for fracture mechanics and NOE in Sections L.2. l 
and L. 2. 2 that indicate methodology used to derive Table L-1. 

L.2.1 Fracture Implications of Improved Inservice Inspection 

The results of probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations were available to 

PNL from the work of Mr. J. Strosnider of NRC (see Appendix H). lhese results 

were used to estimate an allowable increase in RTNDT which could be justified 
on the basis of the estimated probability of crack detection for inservke 
inspection (ISi). 

Figure L-1 shows trends of the NRC results for failure probability as a function 

of RTNOT" Results for the NRC cooling rate curves for parameter!:> I~::: 0.051, 

0.15, and 0.50 are shown along with other results for the temperature/pressure 
curves of the Rancho Seco transient. It was assumed that the range of interest 
was a failurP rate of 10- 4 given the occurrence of a transient. In Figure L-1, 

Po is the probability of failure at a given transient and RTNOT' and Pis the 
probability of failure for the same transient but increased value of RTNDT' 

All calculations here were based on the~= 0. 15 cooling rate parameter. 
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CLAD FINISH 

Strip Smooth 

Single Wire Smooth 
Strip Ung round 

Single Wire Smooth 
Strip Unground 

Manual Ground 

Single Wire Ung round 

Manual Ung round 

TABLE L-1 

ESTIMATED DETECTABILITY OF UNOERCLAO CRACKS 
AND ESTIMATED INCREASES IN ALLOWABLE RTNOT 

FLAW DIRECTION FACTOR OF 
WITH RESPECT PROBABILITY OF IMPROVEMENT (1) 

TO CLAD DETECTION IN RELIABILITY 

Perpendicular and 95% 20 to 40 
Parallel 

Perpendicular 35%. 0. 511 -1. 011 Flaw 7.4 to 14.8 
Perpendicular 90%, 1. 011 or Greater 

Flaw 

Parallel 
Parallel 

Perpendicular and 75%, 0.5 11 -1.0011 Flaw 4.3 to 8.6 
Parallel 

Perpendicular and 80%, 1. 011 or Greater 
Parallel Flaw 

Perpendicular and 50%, 0.511 -1.011 Flaw 2.8 to 5.6 
Parallel 75%, 1. 011 or Greater 

Flaw 

ALLOWABLE 
INCREASE 

IN RTNOT' 

27 to 33 

17 to 24 

13 to 19 

10 to 15 

(!)Factor of Improvement= Probability of Failure without Inspection/Probability of Failure 
with Inspection. 

Lower bound assumes f1aws are isolated and independent occurrences. Upper bound assumes 
possible occurrence of multiple flaws in a given weld. 

Of 
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-
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A 

0.125 
0.25 
0.50 
1.0 
1. 5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 

TABLE L-2 

ESTIMATE OF FAILURE PROBABILITY WITH ANO WITHOUT IHSERVICE INSPECTION 

Failure Probability 
P(A)·P(F/A) P(A}·PNO 

P(A) PNO P(F/A) (without ISI) (with ISI) 
8.3 x 10- 1 0.5 0 0 0 
l. 6 x 10- 1 0.05 1. 5 x 10- 4 2.4 x 10- 5 1. 2 x 10-6 

4.2 x 10- 3 0.5 1. 0 x 10-2 4.2 x 10- 5 2.1 x 10-6 

4.1 x 10-4 0.05 5.4 x 10-2 2.2 x 10- 5 l. l x 10-s 
1. 3 x 10-4 0.05 5.6 x 10- 2 7.3 x 10-6 3.6 x 10- 7 
4.2 x 10- 5 0.05 4.5 x 10-2 1. 9 x 10-6 9.5 x 10-8 
l. 3 x 10- 5 0.05 
5.0 x 10-6 0.05 
3.3 x 10-6 0.05 

Po(F) = 9.7 x 10- 5 P(F) = 4.8 x 10-6 

Notes: (1) Based on data from status report by Jack Strosnider on "Failure Probability of a RPV 
Subject to Pressurized Thermal Shock," March 5, 1982 

(2) ~8§ ~~~Rc~~u~~Eg !r~?ai~"toigference Case, 11 m~an copper= 0.34, mean RTNOT = O.O 
(3) Probability of flaw nondetection (PND) for smoo:h strip clad 
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In PNL's calculations, the decrease in vessel failure probability due ~o 151 

was first estimated. A trade-off between this decrease with an offs0tting 
increase in failure probability due to relaxation in RTNDT requirew~nts was 
then performed. Table L-2 illustrates the estimate of failure pr~bability as 
a function of probability of nondetection of a flaw {PM

1
}. in Table L-2: 

A = Flaw depth 

P(A) = Probability of a flaw of depth A in the critical weld 

P{F/A) = Probability of failure for the Rancho Seco transient given the 
presence of a flaw of depth A 

PN0(A) = Probability of not detecting a flaw of depth A based on PNL 
estimates 

P(A)·P{F/A) = Probability of failure without ISi given the occurrence of the 
Rancho Seco transient 

P(A)·P(F/A)•PND =Probability of failure with ISi given the occurrence of 
the Rancho Seco transient 

Table L-2 used the best detection capability corresponding the more favorable 
conditions of PNL's flaw detection studies. Results for other inspection con
ditions are given in Table L-1. The ratio of failure probabilities in Table L-2 
was 20:1 for the no ISi case versus the ISi case. Turning to Figure L-1, 
an increase in RTNDT of 27°F will give an offsetting 20:1 factor in failure 
probability. Therefore, it is estimated for this particular example that the 
allowable RTNOT can be increased by 20°F with no net increase in failure 
probability provided that inservice inspection is performed. 

It is recognized that the flaw size distribution in the NRC probabilistic 
analyses is subject to considerable uncertainties. Therefore, the estimated 
flaw size distribution as modified by ISi is subject to the same uncertainties. 
However, the relative improveme~t in reliability due to ISi is believed to be 
significantly more accurate than the absolute values of failure probability. 
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The upper bound estimate of the allowable increases in RTNOT is an attempt to 
consider the statistical nature of underclad cracks. Evidence ~uggests that 

one can expect either no cracks at all or a large number of cracks. Given a 

large number of cracks is indeed very small (PND~ = 0.05 10= 10- 13 ), thus, one 
can arrive at vastly different conclusions regarding the benefits of ISI, 
depending on the assumption on the stochastic structure of the flaw distribution. 
The upper bound estimate as shown in Table L-1 on the benefit of ISI conserva

tively assumes that half the flaws in vessels are random occurrences and that the 

remaining flaws occur in groups so to be readily detectable. The assumption 

that all flaws are random occurrences will tend to greatly underestimate the 

potential benefits of ISI. On the other hand, it is unreasonable to assume 

that random flaws will not occur, since one can be led to accept any level of 

embrittlement in a vessel provided that an !SI reveals no flaw~. 

L.3 Flaw OetectabiJ~Measurements 

Flaw detectability experiments have been carried out on strip clad, single 

wire sub arc clad, and manual clad. Both ground and unground surfaces were 

evaluated. The test blocks used for this evaluation were: a 750-mm-dia. 

strip clad pressurizer dropout, two 600-mm square bl9cks with striµ and single 

wire clad with one side ground and the other as welded*, two small blocks with 

ground and unground manual clad. The pressurizer dropout contained through 

clad notches as well as actual thermal fatigue underclad cracks. The two EPRI 
blocks contained unclad notches and the manual clad samples contained two 

reference reflectors for evaluation of general noise level. The measur(~ments 

reported here were taken using a 2-MHz dual beam lonnitudinal (SEL) 70° tran.,ducPr, 

with 10- by 15-mm elements and focal cross over point of 17 mrn. This unil wf1<, 

considered optimum for the clad conditions and thicknesses (6 to 9 mm) LP·~ed. 

All measurements were performed manually. 

The results of signal amplitudes compared to the signal amplitude of a 3 mm 

flat bottom reference reflector are shown in Table L-3. In addition, a blind 

test was conducted. This blind test used the pressurizer dropout sample that con

tained nine actual underclad cracks generated by a thermal fatigue process. fhe 

*Access to the;e two samples was made possible through J. R. Q11inn, f leclric 
Power Researc~ Institute (EPRI), Palo Alto, CA. 
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cracks were oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the 
cladding. The cracks ranged in depth from 0.25 to 0.75 inch through the wall. 
Although none of the three operators had prior knowledge of crack location, 
each operator detected every crack. The probability of detection data reported 
in Table L-1 are estimates based on an optimized inspection system, our flaw 
amplitude measurement and our blind test. 

TABLE L-3 

FLAW AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

SENSITIVITY STANDARD: JMM FLAT BOTTOM REFERlNCE REFLECTOR 

FLAW DEPTH FLAW RESPONSE RANGE (+) GREATER 
SAMPLE TYPE RANGE REFERENCE REFLECTOR 

Ground; Strip Clad; 5mm to 18mm 0 to +9dB 
Underclad Notch 

Unground; Strip Clad; 5mm to lBmm 0 to +8dB 
Underclad Notch 

Ground, Single Wire; 5mm to 18mm -1 to +lOdB 
Underclad Notch 

Unground; Single Wire; 5mm to 18mm -1 to +l2dB 
Underclad Notch 

Ground; Strip Clad 5mm to 18mm 0 to tll dB 
Pressuirzer Dropout 
Underclad Cracks 
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APPENDIX H 

. iN Sf'fU ANNEALING 

nnealing of the beltline region of reactor vessels is a potential remedial 

ineasure for the PTS problem for vessels that have suffered considerable 

J~adiation embrittlement. 

rime-Temperature Effects ()Jlt'R!cT.>"er~ .of Properties 

~he re is a fair 1 y good experi men ta 1 basis for choosing the annea 1 i ng tempera tu re 

~nd time. From the Naval Research Laboratory, research funded by the NRC has 

~evealed the effects of annealing at 650°F and 750°F and the effects of relrradi-
1 

:ation and reannealing (Ref. M.1-M.3). Research at Westinghouse funded by the 
! 

:Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has revealed the effects of annealing 

~t temperatures of 650, 700, 750, 800 and 850°F (Ref. M.4). As expected, there 

is a clear trend toward better recovery of properties at the high temperatures 

~nd at longer times up to one week. In this discussion, theref0re, we will 

~ssu~e that annealing would be done at 850°F for one week, and that the result-

ing recovery of fracture toughness properties would be about 80 percent. 

eirradiation Effects 

~ith regard to the rate at which 6RTNDT increases upon reirradiation, the data 

t, re scattered and somewhat c~nflicting. The rate of reemb1·ittlement should be 

~s low as that just prior to annealing, and is almost certainly significantly 
lower than that at the start of life. Thus, a plant that ilrrneah•d its vpc,s~~l 

~fter, say 8 EFPY should expect much more than 8 Jdditional EFPY betun! reachi114 

fthe sdme ARTNDT' Obviously, a better estimate of the relrradiation rate is 
fesired for economic considerations before undertaking annealing; but for pur

foses of safe operation in later years, there wi 11 be additional information 

irrom test reactor programs and from plant surveillance data. 
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One technical question that has yet to be thoroughly investigated is the 

verification test program for a specific plant. which will be required to 
measure the effects of the annealing operation and the reirradiation. 

Appendix G of 10 CFR 50 requires that the degree of recovery be measured 
11 
••• by testing additional specimens that have been withdrawn from the surveil

lance program capsules and that have been annealed under the same 
time-temperature conditions as those given tne beltline material.'' 

The specimens in most capsules have been irradiated substantially more than 

the vessel; hence, measurement of 4RTNOT for those specimens after annealing 
should give a conservative estimate of the condition of the vessel. Their use 
as a guide to the rate of reembrittlement is not well understood. One alterna
tive is to test ''reconstituted" Charpy specimens from earlier surveillance 
capsules, i.e., fabricate Charpy specimens by welding ends on the broken 

halves of specimens that have lower flu~ncP.s because they were withdrawn from 
the vessel early in life. Anoth~r dlternative is to irradiate archive material 
to the desired fluence in test reactors and then check the effects of annealing 
and reirradiation. 

With regard to the feasibility of annealing, NRC staff has the results of the 
EPRI study (Ref. M4) and the (potential) advice of vessel fabricators who have 

experience in post-weld heat treatment after field fabrication and after repairs. 
The EPRI study developed a means of heating by electric resistance elements 
supported on a frame that would be lowered into the vessel before the water is 
removed. No insurmountable difficulties were reported, but many engineering 
details remain to be resolved. 

From the standpoint of risk, the main concern seems to be the potential for 
distortion of the vessel and the economic risks associated with problems in 
reinstallation of the core support structure and the closure head. At 850°F, 
some creep and relaxation could occur at regions where there are significant 
stresses caused by differential expansion during heatup and cooldown, by 
residual stresses, and by the stresses near the supports caused by the dead 
weight of the vessel. These problems have not been dealt with very carefully 
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or completely as yet. From what has been done, it dos not appear that the 
p;ping would have to be separated from the vessel. Again, the experience of 
field fabricators of vessels must be tapped. 

Other components that require study of the risks of annealing are the vessel 
insulation, the adjacent concrete and the supports. The movement of the 
vessel relative to the support when heated to 850°F will of course be greater 
than that at the design temperature of 650°F. Also, for those supports where 
the concrete is only a short distance below the vessel nozzle that must carry 
the load, the structural integrity of the concrete must not be impaired. 

In conclusion, it appears that from the safety standpoint the benefits of 
annealing are quite clearcut and the risks are low. The risks of annealing 
are economic risks. There is, of course, a cost in man-rem and dollars if 
everything goes as planned. The largest uncertainty remains the economic and 
exposure risks associated with correction of distortion of the vessel or other 
damage if things do not go as planned. 
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APPENDIX N 

FUTURE CONFIRMATORY STUDIES 

N.l Introduction 

The following issues relating to pressurized thermal shock require confirmatory 
study. 

1. Applicability of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) for initiation, 
propagation and arrest for reactor pressure vessels subjected to a pres
surized thermal shock scenario. 

2. Effectiveness of Warm Prestress 

3. Vessel failure under nonpressurized thermal shock conditions. 

4. Behavior of small finite flaw when subject to PTS conditions. 

5. Cladding-flaw interactioni bim~tallic effects. 

6. Irradiated cladding material and fracture properties. 

7. Arrest on the upper shelf. 

8. Postarrest performance for a deep crack in upper shelf material toughness. 

9. Definition of margin when using RTNDT to set fracture toughness curves. 

10. Variation of through-wall fracture toughness degradation. 

11. Validation of fracture toughness degradation as a function of fluence for 
ferritic welds. 

12. Effect of trace elements (copper, nickel, phosphorus) on the embrittlement 
rate of RPV steels at reactor operating conditions. 
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13. Effectiveness of thermal annealing on fracture toughness recovery and 
reembrittlement rate. 

14. Establishments of criteria and standards to be applied to any proposed, 
in situ thermal annealing of operating reactor vessels. 

N.2 Summary of Prior Studies 

Thick section pressure vessel materials have been characterized to form the 
basis for fracture toughness and crack growth data in the ASME B&P codes. 
Crack arrest methodology has been extensively evaluated and preliminary specimen 
designs developed. Methods of elastic-plastic fracture analysis have been 
developed and evaluated. Irradiation effects on pressure vessel plate, forging 
and weldments, including low-shelf thoughness weldments, hav~ been studied 
using compact specimens up to 4 inches thick. Thirteen intermediate tests 
have been perform~d on nine vessels to validate methods of fracture-failure 
analyses, to demonstrate the capability of NOE methods and repair procedures 
in thick sections. Seven thermal shock (unpressurized} experiments have been 
performed on thick-section cylinders to demonstrate the applicability of LEFM 
in predictions of flaw behavior and to establish the applicability of small 
specimen toughness determinations in fracture analysis. Unique crack arrest 
data have been developed in these tests. Small scale stainless steel cladding 
tests have been performed to determine the influence of cladding on flaw 
development. Computer codes have been developed to evaluate fracture potential 
to define and quantify the principal variables that need to be considered in 
operating systems. The effect of trace elements, such as copper, nickel and 
phosphorus, on the embrittlement potential of commonly used reactor pressure 
vessel steels when subject to different levels of neutron bombardment has been 
determined. The effect of thermal annealing, at various temperatures on the 
fracture toughness recovery of neutron embrittlement steels has been defined 
and quantified. Elastic-plastic material fracture toughness testing procedures 
have been developed and elastic-plastic fracture data basis are being developed 
for unirradiated and irradiated reactor pressure vessel steels. Extensive 
participation with NRR, code writing bodies (ASME, ASTM}, information 
dissemination through formal and informal exchanges, and international 
cooperative efforts have. been maintained. 
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N.3 Present Programs Addressing Issues 

The followfng programs are underway or are planned to address the issues 
identified in Section N.l. The numbers in parentheses refer to issues in 
Section N-1. 

0 
Complete 3 dimensional finite element fra~ture computer codes (ORFLAW-30 
and ORVIRT-30) (4)(5)(6) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- completio1' date: March 1983 

Complete evaluation of finite flaw behavior (4) 
-completion date: December 1982 

Complete development of unified LEFM-EPFM methodology considering all 
regimes of toughness (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)(8) 
-completion date: September 1983 

Complete testing of low-shelf weldments (8)(11) 
-completion date: December 1983 

Complete testing lTCT irradiated specimens of present practice steel (11) 
-completion date: September 1983 

Complete irradiation of cladding material (6) 
-completion date: June 1983 

Complete testing of irradiated cladding mt~erial (6) 
-completion date: December 1984 

Complete material procurement for Krc (4T) study (7)(9)(11) 
-completion date: December 1983 

Complete irradiation for Kic (4T) study (7) (9)(11) 
-completion date: June 1985 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Complete testing for Kie (4T) study (7)(9)(11) 
-completion date: September 1985* 

Complete development of irradiated crack ar .. t data base (6)(7) 
(9)(10)(11) 

-completion date: September 1986 

Complete probabilistic fracture mechanics version of Computer Code OCA-2 
(9) 

-completion date: September 1982 

Complete Thermal Shock Experiment TSE-7 (1)(3)(4) 
-completion date: March 1983 

Complete Thermal Shock Experiment TSE-8 (1)(3)(4)(5) 
-completion date: March 1984 

Complete Thermal Shock Experiment TSE-9 (1)(3)(4)(5) 
-completion date: March 1985 

Complete feasibility study and system design for Pressurized Thermal 
Shock Experiments (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)(9) 
-completion date: September 1982 

Complete PTSE facility construction checkout (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)(9) 
-completion date: April 1983 

Complete PSTE-1 (1)(2)(4)(5)(7){9) 
-completion date: March 1983 

~Interim data from testing program will be available at earlier dates in 
1984 and 1985. 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Complete PSTE-2 (1)(2)(4)(5)(7)(9) 
-completion date: March 1984 

Complete development of crack arrest specimen and test procedures (1)(7) 

-completion date: March 1983 

Complete construction of capsules and begin irradiation of specimens in 
dose rate study. (11)(12)(13) 
-completion date: October 1982 

Complete dose rate study [show irradiation more closely simulating 
operating reactor experience] (11)(12)(13) 
-completion date: October 1985 

Complete testing of SSC-2 and PSF dosimetry specimens 
(10( 11)(12) 

-completion date: March 1983 

Complete variable radiation sensitivity study (11)(12)· 
-completion date: May 1983 

Complete high temperature (454°C) annealing study (13)(14) 
-completion date: March 1985 

Complete high temperature (454°C) annealing 

-reembrittlement rate study (12)(13)(14) 
-completion date: May 1986 

Complete study on the effectiveness of drop weight method of determining 
NOT and applicability of RTNOT (9) 
-completion date: October 1984 

Complete program on System Requirements and Standards 

development for annealing of reactor pressure vessels (12)(13)(14) 
-completion date: October 1984 

. ~ 
, , . . 
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0 Completion of testing irradiate~ material from KRB Block A pressure 

vessel wall {10)(11)(13)(14) 
-completion date: October 1983 

N.4 Applicability of Research 

The research program is integrated with the needs of NRC licensing in addressing 
the issue of pressure vessel integrity, both under normal and accident or 
upset operating conditions. Every element of the described program is based 
upon the need of NRR to define and quantify methods use for evaluating pressure 
vessel safety issues. Every element of the described program is reviewed 
frequently by NRR, from the U.S. industry, and American and International 
technical community for its appropriateness and applicability to known or 

anticipated safety issues. The timeliness of this ongoing research is such 
that approximately 70 percent of the issues to be resolved in PTS will be 

addressed and results obtained by the research effort within Fiscal Year 1983. 
The remaining 30 percent of the intially needed information should be available 
as follows: 20 percent in FY 1984, 5 percent in FY 1985, and 5 percent in FY 

1986. The planned funding effort is as follows: 

FY 1982 
$6,650K 

FY 1983 
$6,850K 

FY 1984 
~$6,000K 

FY 1985 

~$6,000K 

FY 1986 

~$6,000K 

It should be noted that though most of the initial data will be developed as 

described above, a considerable confirmatory effort must be continued during the 

years 1983-1986 to ensure that the results obtained are statistically valid. 
Another reason for the extension of the program through FY 1986 is the time 
required to carry out an effective irradiation study. 

The funding shown above is committed to four contracts through FY 1983 and 

thereafter to three contracts. 

1. HSST program (ORNL) 
2. Pressure Boundary Integrity for Water Reactor (ENSA) 
3. Pressure Vessel Simulation (ORNL) 
4. Systems Requirements for Annealing (EG&G/INEL, terminates FY 1983) 
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N.5 Confirmatory Studi~ on Fluence Trend Curves 

N.5.1 Refinement of Chemistry and Fluence Factors 

Immediate steps must be taken to scrub down the PWR surveillance data base and 

add data from BWR surveillance. Then a reanalysis is required to refine the 

copper and nickel terms and determine what the exponent on fluence should be. 

and whether it should be constant over the whole fluence range. Probauly, 

test reactor data should be omitted until later when a time-temperature param

eter is better understood. This represents a change in attitude from that on 

which Regulatory Guide 1.99 and the MPC trend curves are based. The change 

reflects the increasing number of surveillance reports in recent years, more 

than it reflects any increased suspicion that test reactor data and surveil

lance data are separate populations. There is now an EPRI data bas~ in which 

the Charpy curves have been fitted by a hyperbolic tangent function and new 

values of Charpy shift calculated. These values must be compared with the 

existing data base. which was obtained from curves drawn by eye, and dif

ferences reconciled where possible. After these steps are taken; and the new 
regression analysis is performed, the results will be incorporated in 
Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.99. 

N.5.2 Long-Range Effort 

There are two refinements that require further input from research efforts 
before incorporation in further revisions of Regulatory Guide 1.99. One is 

the change from fluence measured in terms of neutrons/square centimeter. 

(E > 1 MeV) to fluence measured in terms of a damage function that considers 
the effects of different energy spectra, probably displacements per atom 

(dpa). The other refinement to be expected is a time-temperature parameter 

that accounts for irradiation temperature and exposure time. Both refinements 

are needed to permit the inclusion of test reactor and surveillance data in 
the same data base with complete confidence that they belong in the same 
population. 
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N.6 Study of PTS Event Scenarios 

N.6.1 Objective and Scope 

The objective of this study is to provide an independent probabilistic analysis 

of PTS at a representative B&W, CE, and~ PWR. The results will estimate the 
likelihood of vessel cracking due to PTS, identify what is important (dominant 
sequences, important operation actions, etc.) and will identify major uncertain
ties. The results will also provide a comparison of the risk-reduction effect~#.e
ness of alternative corrective actions. 

The scope of the st~dy is limited to addressing the reliability of pressure 
vessel integrity and does not address the consequences of vessel failure. The 
study of the three plants, Oconee 1, Calvert Cliffs 1, and H. B. Robinson 2, 
will be plant specific. Extension of this study to a generic analysis of 
classes of plants is beyond the scope of this study. 

The study will support resolution of USI A-49 in four ways: 

(1) Confirm understanding of PTS; e.g., how likely is vessel failure? What 
are the important event sequences, operator actions, and control features? 
How effective are various proposed measures for reducing the likelihood 
of vessel failure? 

{2} Improve methods for analyzing PTS. 

(3) Provide a plant-specific analysis of PTS for three plants. 

(4) Provide an improved basis for staff evaluation of plant-specific analyses. 

N.6.2 Study Plan 

The study will use a functional approach rather than a detailed component-by

component approach. Conceptually the plan is first to identify phenomena that 
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could caus~ overcooling such as too much feedwater or too much ECC; second, to 

identify initiating events; and then to analyze the reliability of functions 

that prevent overcooling. 

The study involves the following steps for each of the three plants. 

First, the analysts (ORNL for probabililistic and fracture-mechanics analysis 

and LANL/INEL for thermal hydraulic analysis) obtain information on the plant 

and understand how the plant operates regarding overcooling transients. 

Then ORNL performs an event-tree analysis to systematically delineate event 

sequences that could lead to overcooling and estimates the frequency of occur

rence5 of these sequences. 

About a dozen of these sequences are s~lected for detailed analysis by LANL 

using TRAC or by INEL using RELAP-5 to calculate temperature and pressure in 

the downcomer during the transient. These dozen cases are selected to cover a 

range of severity. Initially, in the Oconee study, both TRAC and RELAP-5 are 

used to compare and help check out the codes. Subsequently TRAC will be used 

to analyze Calvert Cliffs, and RELAP-5 will be used to analyze H. B. Robinson. 

The method for assessing these TRAC and RELAP-5 models of specific plants 

(including secondary and control systems) is still being developed. Tentative 

plans are to calculate plant behavior during a transient such as a turbine 

trip and compare the results with plant data regarding behavior of turbine

bypass valves, feedwater flow, steam generator levels, reactor coolant tempera

tures, etc. The intent is to verify that the code behaves reasonably in 

transients of interest. 

For each transient the coolant temperature and pressure calculated by TRAC or 

RELAP-5 will be u~ed in a fracture mechanics calculation of the conrlitional 

probability of vessel failure given that transient occurs. Based on these 

results, ORNL will estimate the consequence to vessel integrity for each of 

the transient sequences in the event trees. Each of the sequences wi 11 then 

be sorted into one of a half dozen or so damage bins. These bins will be 
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identified in terms of how many years the plant could operate before the 
transients in that bin could crack in the vessel. Bins, for example, would be 
0-5 yrs., 6-10 yrs., etc. The likelihood of vessel cracking will be added 

up for all the sequences in each bin to obtain the frequency of vessel-cracking 
vs. effective-full-power years. Dominant sequences will be apparent in the 
results. 

N.6.3 Status and Schedule 

Following a preliminary survey of available information in the Summer of 1981, 
the Oconee probabilistic study started in FY 1982. The analysis is scheduled 
to be completed in February 1983, and the draft report in March 1983. 

In July 1982, the owners of Calvert Cliffs and H. B. Robinson agreed to partici
pate in the study. This Calvert Cliffs analysis began in August 1982 and should 
be completed in October 1983 with a draft report completed in January 1984. 
The schedule for the H. B. Robinson study has not yet been established. 

N. 7 Reactor Vessel Annealing Study 

N.7.1 Status of NRC Annealing Program 

In a letter from Harold R. Denton to Robert B. Minogue dated June 15, 1982, 
NRR requested RES to perform a study to determine the feasibility of conduct
ing a demonstration of in situ annealing of an irradiation-embrittled reactor 
pressure vessel to restore the fracture toughness properties. The teasibility 
study woulrl consider potential candidate vessels, the value and generic appli
cability of information to be gained from a demonstration, and the cost
effectiveness of such a program. 

RES engaged EG&G Idaho, INEL, to conduct the study. A survey of the reactor 
vendors, architect engineering firms, and consultants was conducted by EG&G 

Idaho during the past two months. The tentative conclusion from the survey is 
given in the draft interim report EGG-FM-6083, October 1982, "Evaluation of a 
Reactor Pressure Vessel Anneal Demonstration." The consensus view is that in 
situ annealing of an irradiation-embrittled reactor vessel is practical. 
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However, a demonstration anneal is advisable only if the ves~el ~elected 

possesses the appropriate geometry, materials of construction, and damage 
level of concern. The review has indicated that Humboldt Bay, Indian Point 1, 
Shippingport, and BR-3 vessels were not ideal for the demonstration, and 
therefore a final recommendation has not been made. 

The work is continuing to meet the objective of the NRR request. 
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APPENDIX 0 

SUMMARY OF ORNL FRACTURE-MECHANICS ANALYSIS FOR SEVERAL PWR RECORDED 
OCA TRANSIENTS" 

Fracture-mechanics calculations.were made recently for several PWR overcoooling 

accidents (OCAs) that have occurred since 1970, including the 1918 R<rncho 

Seco transient (Ref. 0-1). Information pertaining lo these tran'.ientc; is 

presented in Table 0-1 and Figures 0-1 to 0-6. 

lABU: 0-1 PWR OCA OATAa 

-·----·-

Vessel Di men~ ions ..J.i!.!.:l RT NOlo t>F) ---- ·----
Plant Date of Inner Wa 11 Cir. long. 

Accident radius thickness weld Wf'ld 

H. B. Robinson 4/28/70 78 9.31 -20 -20 
H. B. Robinson 11/5/72 
H. B. Robinson 5/1/75 
Rancho Seco 3/25/78 86 8. 5 b •60 
TMI-2 3/28/79 86 8.5 l.J •20 
Ginna 1125/82 66 6.5 •20 c 

--•->••->•-W• 

aOata obtained from Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC, 6/16/82. 
bData not available. 

cForged vessel (no longitudinal welds). 

Figures 0-1 to 0-6 describe the primary-system-pressure transient and the 
coolant-temperature transient in the cold leg upstr~am of the point where the 

emergency core coolant ([CC) is injected. Because of thf! location of thr 

temperature measurement, the recorded temperatures are not nece~sJrily ~tc11r~l~ 

indications of ne coolant temperatures in the downcomer. For in&l~nce, the 

injection of ECC would result in a lower temperature, and recircul~tion of 

•contribution by IL 0. Cheverton, 0. G. Bolls, and S. K. l'>k•11ulerrt of ORNL. 
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core coolant through the vent valves ;n a B&W plant would result in higher 
temperatures. However, the fracture-mechan;cs calcuations have been made 
using the recorded temperatures in Figures 0-1 to 0-6 as downcomer temperatures. 
The curves in Figures 0-1 to 0-6 were digitized for input purposes. using 
enough time steps to describe the curves ac~ur~tely; essentially no smoothing 

of the curves was necessary. Thus, the analysis reflects the effect of nearly 
all of the irregularities in the curves, except perhaps for the pressure curve 
in Figure 0-2. For this case it appears that the pressure dropped below 1700 

' ' 

psi but was not recorded. In the calculation, it was assumed for this particular 
case that the minimum pressure was 1700 psi. 

The fracture-mechanics calculations were performed using OCA-II and the basic 
input data shown in Table 0-2. 

In the process of making the fracture-mechanics calculations. a search was 
made for threshold values of the nil-ductility reference temperature at the 

inner surface (RTNDTS) corresponding to incipient initiation (11). Results of 

the analysis are µresented in the form of sets of critical-crack-depth curves 

for the threshold conditions (Figs. 0-7 to 0-18). A summary of the data is 
shown in Table 0-3. 

In Figures 0-7 to 0-18, the existence of minimum points in the constant K
1 

curves indicates that the requisite conditions for warm prestressing (WPS) 

exist (dK 1/dt ( 0). Howev~r. the existence of more than one minimum would 
indicate that K1 fluctuated with time, and under these circurn5taces it is not 
clear that WPS would actually be effective. It was ignored, therefore. 
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Table 0-2. 

Parameter 

. '--' 

Input Data for OCA Analyses 

Value 

See Table 1 

0.025 

Vessel dimensionsa 

Cladding thickness, a/w 
Flaw Type Long axial and continuous circumferential 

on inner surface and extending through 
cladding 

Range of flaw depths 
included in analysis. a/w 

Limits imposed on critical 
crack depths. a/w 

KIC and Kia 

(Kla)max, ksi [fn. 

ARTNOT = f(Cu, Ni, F) 

Fast neutron fluence (F) 

b 
6RTNDT (a) 

6RTNOTs' oF 

Fluid-film heat transfer 
coefficient (hf), 
Btu/hr·ft2 ·°F 

Thermal conductivity (k), 
Btu/hr·ft·°F 

0.01-0.95 

0.025-0.15 

ASME Section XI 

200 

F = F
0 

exp (-0.24a in.-1) 
c -1 = 6RTNOT

5 
e-o.o65a in. 

(500 

300d 

Cladding 

10 

lhermal coefficient of expansion 
(ct). °F- 1 

10 x 10-6 

Modulus of elasticity {E) 
lbs/in. 2 

Specific heat (c ), Blu/lb·°F p 
Density (p), 1bs/fl:1 

Poisson's ratio 

28 x 10" 

0.12 

489 

0. 3 

Base Material 

24 

8.04 x 10- 6 

28 x 10" 

0. 12 

489 

0.3 

aSets of Ki values were calculated for each 

b6RTNOT ~t the tip of the flaw. 
set of dimensions. 

c6RTNOT at the inner surface of the vessel. 

dCorresponds to main circulating pumps off. 
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TABLE 0-3 Re$ults of OCA Analyses 

Transient Welda RTNDT boF s, a,,d in 

Robinson 1970 broken loop L 321 (F) 0.93 
Robinson 1970 broken loop c 351 (A) 0.93 
Robinson 1972 L 381 (F) 1.4 
Robinson 1972 c )480 
Robinson 1975 loop C L 354 (F) 1. 4 
Robinson 1975 loop C c 372 (A) 0.93 
Robinson 1975 loop B L 395 (F) 1.4 
Robinson 1975 loop B c 440 (A) 1. 2 
Rancho Seco 1978 ' 295 (F) 1. 3 .. 
TMI-2 1979 loop A L 209 (F) 1. 3 
TMI-2 1979 loop B L 225 (F) 1. 3 
Ginna 1982 loop B c 378 (A)c 0.91 

al and C ref er to longitudinal and circumferential. 

bF and A in parentheses refer to failure and arrest. 
cSmall increase in RTDNTs would result in failure. 

dcritical crack depth. 
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APPENDIX P 

CALCULATED RTNDT VALUES FOR PLANTS 

P.l RTNOT Screening Values for All Plants 

Table P.l contains the results of the calculations described in Appendix E for 
40 operating PWR plants comprising all of those having significant radiation 
damage plus all others for which information was readily available. As of 

June 28, 1982, there were 7 recently-licensed PWRs omitted. 

In the column headed 11 Recommended RTNOT Value for Screening" separate values 
are given for circumferential and axial welrls, because the stress intensity 
factors produced by certain transients are different for the two cases. For 

many transients for which pressure is high, the critical value of RTNOT is at 
least 30 degrees higher for circumferential cracks. Plants are listed in 

descending order of RTNDT' taking that difference into consideration. For 

plants where the plate or forgoing governs, its RTNOT value is listed in both 
columns. Repeating from Appendix E, the recommended RTNOT is the sum of the 

mean inHial RTNDT' the mean ~RTNOT at the inner vessel wall and the 11 2-sigma" 

term. 

The sources of information from the various plants are as follows. ThP EFPY 
ae calculated from data submitted monthly to the NRC for total megawatt hours 
thermal. This value is divided by the rated thermal power to get effective 
full power hour5. For fluence, copper, and nickel content, the 8 plants that 

had been submitted reports containing the results of a recent review of all 
available data. fhese 8 plants can be identified in the Table by their values 

for "Licensee's RTNOT" 11 Mo!"t of the other plants had submitted detailed 
information on their vessel beltline materials and fluence at the critical 
locations in response to an inquiry from the NRC in May 1977. Finally, there 
were surveillance reports for a number of plants, which contained updated 

calculations of fluence at the vessel wall. 

11/13/82 P-1 PTS REPORT APP P 



P.2 Comparison of NRC and Licensee's Values 

For the 8 plants, Table P.l shoes licensee's values of RTNor· For the three 
CE plants, Table P.1 also shows the values calculated by CE in Appendices to 
CEN-189 (Ref. E.2.). These CE values range from 28 to 39 degrees F above the 
licensee's values, largely because of differences in the estimates of initial 

RTNOT' For the CE plants, the NRC value of RTNOT fall, between the licensee's 
value and the CE value for Fort Calhoun, falls 18 degr ~s F 3bove the CE value 
for Maine Yankee, and Falls far below the CE value for Calvert Cliffs 1, 
because we recently accepted a lower estimate of copper content. For the 
three Westinghouse plants, the NRC value of RTNDT is 9 degrees lower for 
Robinson 2, and 12 degrees lower for San Onofre. For Turkey Point 4, the NRC 
value is 48 degrees higher, because the licensee used a surveillance value 
that happens to fall well below the Guthrie mean trend curve. for the B&W 
plants, the NRC value is 48 degrees higher, because the licensee mean trend 
curve. For the B&W plants, the NRC value of RTNOT gives a higher value than 
the trend curve from Regulatory Guide 1.99, which B&W used. for Three Mile 
Island 1, the NRC value of RTNOT was 59 degrees higher than the licensee's 
value because: (a) they used an initial value of RTNDTof -14°F whereas the NRC 

used a mean value of 0°F and 2 sigma of 34 degrees F, and (b) they used 
Regulatory Guide 1.99 as described above for Oconee 1. Actually, B&W did not 
give the values quoted in the Table. Those values were calculated by the NRC, 
using copper and fluence values from proprietary references given by B&W. 
These differences will have to be reso1ve for those plants that fail th~ 

screening criterion. 
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Table P.l RTNOT Values tor All Plants(l) Calculated Per the Recomnendations of the 
Working Group on RTNDT (Z) for the Vessel Inside Surface. 

Nickel 2Joi+ai of. Licensee's Plant EFPY Fluence Copper Mean Mean RTNOT, as 
HSSS/VeHel as of n/c1112 ' x Initial ~TNOT 
Fabricator'§ lZ/ 31/81 •10 18 RTNOT'°F (5) efr~tii. 31 • ~'1~ 6 ) 81NOT• 

Robtnson Z 7.10 (14.1)(3)(8) (0.35) (1.20) (-56) (303)(4) 34 (4) 281 290 
~/CE 14. 8 {3)(8) 0.27 o.zo -56 151 59 154 220 

Turkey Point 4 5.67 9.1 (9) (0. 32) (0.57) (0) (200} 59 259 211 
~/B&W No Axial Welds 

Turkey Point 3 5.67 (9.1)(9) (0. 32) {O. 57) (0) (200) 59 259 
~/B&W Ho Axial Welds 

Fort Calhoun 5.07 (7.04) (0.35) 0.99 (-56) (2. 64)(4) 34(4) 242 (7) 
CE/CE 5.1 0.35 0.99 -56 248 (4) 34 (4) 226 209 (239) 

Indian Point 3 2.98 (1. 67) (0.24) (0.52) (+74) (90) 48 212 
WICE Plate Governs 0.24 0.52 +74 90 48 212 

Yankee Rowe 14.56 ( 11. 35) (0.24) (0.52) (+74) (90) 48 212 
~/B&W/B&W Plate Governs ". ')(} 0.63 +30 133 48 

Rancho Seco 3.54 (2. 33) (0.31) (0.59) (0) (135) 59 194 
B&W/B&W Z.05 0.35 0.59 0 148 59 207 

Three Mi le Island 1 3.52 (1. 87) (0. 31} (0.59) (0) (133) 59 192 (129) 
B&W/B&W (1.87) 0.35 0.60 0 145 59 204 145 

Oconee 2 4. 7l (2. 87) (0.3~} (0. 71) (0) (172) 59 231 

See footnote(s), last page of table 

These values are subject to change when plant->pecific analyses yield better infonution. 



Table P-1 (Continued) 

Plant EFPY Fluence Copper Nickel Hean Hean 2Joi+a~ RTNOT, Of, as Licensee's NSSS/Vessel as of n/c1112 x x Initial ~~THDT 
Fabricators 12/31/81 d018 RTNOT'°F (5) efr~fii. 31 • ~1~6 > 81NOT• 

Point Beach l 8.07 (10.01) (0.24) (0.57) (0) (151) 59 210 
~/B&W 7.34 0.24 0.57 0 139 59 ~ .f<'. 

Oconee 1 5.04 (2.32} (0.26) (0.61) (0) 113 59 172 B&W/B&W 2. 73 0.31 0.!>5 0 138 59 197 160 

Indian Point 2 4.40 Ho Circum Data 
~/CE 2.2 0.34 1. 2 -56 211 (4) 34 189 

Arkansas AH0-1 4.42 (2.70) (0.31) (0.59) (O) 129 59 199 B&W/B&W 1. 99 0. 31 0.59 J 129 59 188 
Point Beach Z 7.54 (9.35) (0.25) (0.59) (0) (156) 59 215 
~/B&W, CE Ho Axial Welds 

Ginna 8.18 (9.49) {0.25) (0.56) (O) (154) 59 213 
~/B&W No Axial Welds 

San Onofre 9.04 (33.45) (0. 27) (0.20) (-56) (188) 59 191 203 ~/C[ 27.12 0.27 0.20 -56 178 59 181 
Zion 2 4 49 (2.83) (0.26) (0.61) (0) (119) 59 178 B&W/B&W 0.90 0.35 0.59 0 118 59 177 
Palisades 4.12 (4. 78) (0.25) (l. 2} (-56) (174) 59 177 CE/CE 4. 78 0.25 1.2 -56 174 59 177 
Crystal River 3 2.48 ( 1. 44) (0.35) (0.59) (0) (134} 59 193 B&W/B&W 1.36 0.31 0.61 0 118 59 177 

• 

• 



• 

• 

Table P-l (Continued) 

Plant [Fpy Fluence Copper Nickel Mean Mean 2Ja~+cx RT NOT ISF' as licensee's 
NSSS/Vessel as of n/ca2 s s Initial ~~1NOT • 
Fabricators lZ/31/Bl xl018 RTNOT'°F (5) efrPSi. 31 • ~l~6 l ip«>T' 

Surry 1 4.88 (7.61) f0.25) (0.51) (O) (141) 59 200 
W/B&W l. 66 0.21 0.59 0 81 59 140 

Cool!; 1 4.56 (2.87) (0.40) (0.82) (-56) (222) (4) 34 200 
WICE l. 55 0.13 0.99 -56 58 59 61 

North Anna l 2.41 (4.42) (0.14) (0.80) (+38) (76) 48 162 
W/RO No Axial Welds Forging Governs 48 162 

Beaver Valley 1.87 (3.16) (0.37) (0.62) (-56) (179) 59 182 
~/CE 0.47 0.36 0.62 -56 104 59 107 

North Anna 2 0. 77 (1. 38) (0.83) (+56) (52) 48 152 
W/RD No Aidal Welds Forging Governs 152 

Salem 1 2.26 (1. 49) (0.24) (0.51) {+51) (87) 48 150 
~/CE 0.24 0.51 Plate 87 48 150 

Governs 

Oconee 3 4.78 (2.92) (0.24) (0.63) (0) (112) 59 (171) 
8&Wi8&W No Axial Welds 

Surry 2 4.83 (7. 54) (0.19) (0.56) (0} (108) 59 167 
~/B&W, RO l. 64 0.21 0.59 0 81 59 140 

Calvert Cliffs 1 4.65 (6.84) (0.30) (0.18} (-56) (135) 59 138 (7) 
CE/CE 6.84 0.21 0.85 -56 136 59 139 

St. Lucie 3.52 (2.22) (0.31) (0.11) (-56) (98) 59 101 
CL'CE 2.22 0.30 0.64 -56 132 59 135 



Table P-1 (Continued) 

Uai+a~ RTNDT, 8 F, as Licensee's Plant Ef PY Fluence Copper Nickel Mean Mean 
NSSS/Vessel as of n/cr % % Initial ~TNOT 
Fabricators 12/31/81 xl0 18 RTNDT'°F (5) ef ~!ii. 31, ~1~6> ifNDT' 

Calvert Cliffs 2 3.63 (5. 34) (0.30) (0.18) (-56) (127) S9 130 
CE/CE 0.30 0.18 -56 127 59 130 

Troj~n 3.00 (2. 07) (0.16) (0.62) {+10) (65) 48 123 
W CBI Plate 48 123 

Davis Besse 1 l.68 (l.11) (0.24) (0.61) (0) (85) 59 144 
B&W/B&W No Axial Welds 

Haddatn Nee k 10.92 (14. 30) {0.22) (0.10) (-56) (111) 59 114 
~/CE 11.90 0.22 0.10 -56 106 59 

Kewaunee 5.87 (7.86) (0.20) (0.77) (-56) (129) 59 132 
WICE No Axial Welds 

Farley 1 2.19 (3.70) (0.24) {0.60) (-56) (117) 59 120 
W/CE 0.83 0.27 0.60 -56 89 59 92 

Mi 11 stone 2 3.91 {2.19) (0.37) (0.60) (-56) (117) 59 117 
No Data for Axial Welds 

Prairie Island 2 5.62 (7.53) (0. 19) (0.13) (-56) (81) 59 84 
~/SFAC No Axial Welds 

Prairie lsla!ld l 5.90 (7.90) (0.14) (0.17) (-56) (60) 59 63 
~/Sf AC No Axial Welds 

• 

• 



Footnotes 

(lj ~rranged in descending order of the RTNDi 6S cf Decemlber 31, 1981 considering circumferential to be 30°F iess severe than axial orientations. 

(2) "4ettorandt.e, M. Vagins to S. Hanauer, August 30, l~2. 

(!; •i'~es shown in parentheses on top lin~ are for :;rcumferential welds, botto~ line is for axial welds. ~~n plate governs--both lines. 

(4j :~~ennine by Reg. Gude 1.99, Rev. 1, Upper Liait Line, o~ = 0. 

• 

• 

(5; o0 (17°F) and o0 (24~F) are the standard devi~tio~s of the initial RTNOT and ARTNOT' respectively. If palte or forging governed, acutal initial RTNOT • 
available and o

0 
= 0 

(6) The s1.1111 of the Mean Initial RTNOT' the mean •~TN{)i and 2Jo~.a~, as of Dec. 31, 1981. 

(7) l~itial RT 
NOT assumed by licensee to be -50°F and by CE to be -Z0°F. Values in parentheses are by CE. 

(8) rl~e~ce is per letter from CP&L Co., Sept. 24, 1982, pending agreement on final value. 

(9) ~l~er.ce reduced from 11.16 n/cm2 per letter 'r09 F?L Aug. 31, 1982, on TP 4. TP 3 tentatively assU11ed ~c be the salll! as TP 4. 

(10) Flvence reduced lo 0.73 x peak per letter fr08 .:..a~a PPO, Sept. 1, 1982. 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

November 5, 1982 

SSINS NO.: 6835 
IN 82-42 

IE INFORMATIO~ NOTICE NO. 82-42: DEFECTS OBSERVED IN PANASONIC MODEL 801 AND 
MODEL 802 THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS 

Addressees: 

All NRC licensees 

Description of Circumstances: 

Many licensees use thermolumines~~nt dos!~eters (TLOs) for personnel radiation 
monitoring. One of the major suppliers of these TLD systems is the Panasonic 
Industrial Company. It has come to the attontion of the NRC that Panasonic 
Model 801 and Model 802 dosimeters have exh\bited a defect that could reduce 
the response of affected elements. Panasoni,~ has sent a letter to its customers 
describing the problem and providing actions to be taken in case the defects 
are found in the customers' dosimeters. A copy of this letter is attached. The 
purpose of this Information Notice is to inform NRC licensees of the defect and 
its significance and how tl' respond if their dosimeters are affected. 

Discussion: 

In September 1982, during an interlaboratory calibration check, the NRC noted a 
decrease in the response of a number of the dosimeters which ft uses in its TLD 
Direct Radiation Monitoring Network. Inspection of the dosimeters indicated that 
the affected elements had bubbles on the carbon-coated polyamide backing material 
and the aluminum substrate. ~The bubbles affect the heat transfer and thus the 
calibration. When these defects were discussed with the manufacturer, NRC staff 
learned that four other customers had also observed the same defect in their 
dosimeters. The precise cause of the defect is not yet known with certainty, 
but the following characteristics have been observed thus far: 

1. Affected dosimeters apparently lose sensitivity to a variable degree, thus 
underestimating r~diation exposure. The NRC has observed response reduction~ 
as high as a factor of two and other users have reported even greater 
reductions. 

2. The effect appears to occur randomly. Though two dosimeters may be handled 
identically and have the same production date, one may produce a bubble in 
one or more elements and the other may not have any. 

3. The bubbles usually appear on the carbon-coated polyamide backing material 
but have also been seen on the aluminum substrate., Changes in element 
calibration factors may also indicate the presence of a defect; however, 
bubbles have been observed that have not significantly affected element 
calibration factors. The bubbles are large and easily seen. 

8208190245 
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4. lhe effect has been seen on both lithium borate and calcium sulfate 
elements, but 1nore frequently on the latter. 

Although Panasonic believes that this defect is the result of manufacturing 
problems at the factory, the possibility that the defect may be reader
related has not been ruled out, because of possible TLD element overheating. 

Guidance: 

NRC licensees are required to perform personnel radiation monitoring in 
accordance with 10 CFR 20.202. Licensees who use Panasonic Model 801 or 
Model 802 TLD systems should verify that their dosimeters continue to ~espond 
accurately and should be prepared to take compensatory actions if the defects 
described herein appear on tt1eir dosimeters. Other Panasonic models that 
employ calcium sulfate elements may also be affected and s~ould be checked as 
well. The only way to ensure that one's dosimeters are not affected is to 
visually examine each dosimeter. Therefore, recalibrations and visual e~amina
tion of dosimeters should be sufficient to identify damaged dosi1neters. The 
dosimeters should be recalibrated whenever bubbles are observed. Where damaged 
dosimeters are detected, perso~nel exposure should be re-evaluated using data 
from undamaged elements or by using other available dosimetry such as self
reading dosimeters. 

No written response to this information notice is required. If you need additional 
information regarding this matter, contact the Administrator of the appropriate 
~RC Regional Office. 

Technical Contact: J. Metzger 
301-492-9747 

Attachments: 

lu/J~L~ 
L. I. Cobb, Dire(;or 
Division of Fuel Facil;ties, Materials 

and Safeguards 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 

1. Ltr. fm Panasonic Industrial Co. to its 
customers signed by Panasonic Natl. 
Sales Manager. 

2. List of Recently Issued Information Notices 

·-------------··-., .. 



4. The effe,t has been seen on both lithium borate and calcium sulfate 
elements, but most frequently on the latter. 

While Panasonic believes that this defect is the result of manufacturing 
problems at the factory, the possibility that the defect may be reader
related has not been ruled out. because of possible TLD element overheating. 

Guidance 

NRC licensees are required to perfonn personnel rad1at1on monitoring in 
accordance with 10 CFR 20.202. Licensees who use Panasonic Model 801 or 
Model 802 TLD systems should verify that their dosimeters continue to respond 
accurately and should be prepared to take compensatory actions if the defects 
described herein appear on their dosimeters. Other Panasonic models which 
employ calcium sulfate elements may also be affected and should be checked as 
well. The only w~y to ~r.su:-:: that one's dosimeters are not affected is to 
visually examine each dosimeter. Therefore, recalibrations and visual examina· 
t1on of dosimeters should be sufficient to identify damaged dosimeters. The 
dosimeters should be recalibrated whenever bubbles are observed. Where damaged 
dosimeters are detected. personnel exposure should be re-evaluated using data 
from undamaged elements or by using other available dosimetry such as self
reading dosimeters. 

No written response to this Information Notice is required. If you need additional 
infonnation regarding this matter, contact the Administrator of the appropriate 
NRC Regional Office. 

Technical Contact: J. Metzger 
301-492-9747 

Attachments: 

L. I. Cobb, Director 
Division of Fuel Facilities. Materials 

and Safeguards, IE 

1. Ltr. fm Panasonic Industrial Co. to its 
customers signed by Panasonic Natl. 
Sales Manager. 

2. List of recently issued lnfonnation Notices 

bee: G. Wayne Kerr, SP 

IE : FFM,t-1 
J.Metz f/DM 
10//ff I 

ll18:C 

~inbotham 
10,, /82 
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4. The effect has been seen on both lithium borate and calcium sulfate 
elements, but more frequently on the latter. 

Although Panasonic believes that this defect is the result of manufacturing 
problems at the factory, the possibility that the defect may be reader
related has not been ruled out, because of possible TLD element overheating. 

Guidance: 

NRC licensees are required to perform personnel radiation monitoring in 
accordance with 10 CFR 20.202. Licensees who use Panasonic Model 801 or 
Model 802 TLD systems should verify that their dosimeters continue to respond 
accurately and should be prepared to take compensatory actions if the defects 
described herein appear on their dosimeters. Other Panasonic models that 
employ calcium sulfate elements may also be affected and should be checked as 
well. The only way to ensure that one's dosimeters are not affected is to 
visually examine each dosimeter. Therefore, recalibrations and visual examina
tion of dosimeters should be sufficient to idFntify damaged dosimeters. The 
dosimeters should be recalibrated whenever bubbles are observed. Where damaged 
dosimeters are detected, personnel exposure should be re-evaluated using data 
from undamaged elements or by using other available dosimetry such as self
reading dosimeters. 

No written response to this information notice is required. If you need additional 
information regarding this matter, contact the Administrator of the appropriate 
NRC Regional Office. 

L. I. Cobb, Director 
Division of Fuel Facilities, Materials 

and Safeguards 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 

Technical Contact: J. Metzger 
301-492-9747 

Attachments: 
1. Ltr. fm Panasonic Industrial Co. to its 

customers signed by Panasonic Natl. 
Sales Manager. 

2. List of Recently Issued Information Notices 

bee: G. Wayne Kerr, SP 

*See previous sheet f ~r concurrences. 

WPU:JD 
11/01/82 
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IE: Fr MB* 
J. Mt tzger/DM 
10/ /82 

If: FFMS: C1111 
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Information 
Notice No. 

82-41 

80-35 

82-40 

82-39 

82-38 

82-34 
Rev. 1 

' 

82-37 

82-36 

LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED 
IE INFORMATION NOTICES 

Subject 

Failure of Safety/Relief 
Valves to Open at a BWR 

Leaking and Dislodged 
Iodine-125 Implant Seeds 

Date of 
Issue 

10/22/82 

10/6/82 

Deficiencies in Primary Con- 09/22/82 
tainment Elec~rical Penetra-
tion Assemblies 

Service Degradation of Thick 9/21/82 
Wall Stainless Steel Recircu-
lation System Piping at a BWR 
Plant 

Change in Format and Distri- 9/22/82 
bution System for IE Bulletins 
Circulars, and Information 
Notices 

Weld~ in Main Control Panels 09/17/82 

Cracking in the Upper Shell 9/14/82 
to Transition Cone Girth 
Weld of a Steam Generator 
at an Operating Pressurized 
Water Reactor 

Respirator Users Warning for 9/2/82 
Certain 5-Minute Emergency 
Escape Self-Contained 
Apparatus 

OL = Operating License 
CP = Construction Permit 

' " . 
""'-~-

Attachment 2 
IN 82-42 
November 5, 1982 

Issued to 

All power reactor 
facilities holding 
an OL or CP 

Medical licensees 
holding specific 
licenses for human 
use of byproduct 
material in sealed 
sources 

All power reactor 
facilities holding 
an OL or CP 

All BWR facilities 
holding an OL or CP 

All NRC licensees 

All power reactor 
facilities holding 
an OL or CP 

All power reactor 
facilities holding 
an OL or CP 

A 11 powc ,- reactor 
facilities holding 
an OL or CP, fuel 
facilities and 
Priority I material 
licensees 

~ . 
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GROUP a 01 TYPE lAf[l~ - ! 
99'9<19 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
XXXllXXXXXXXXXXXXXJJXXXX~XXXXX 

GRCl'JP ti :>I TYPE LABELS - l 
c,99c,9 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

GROUP t 01 TYPI:. LABELS - J 
9'1'199 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
xxxxxxxxxxxx•~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

GROUP t 01 JYPE LABELS - J 
999'19 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

GROUP I 01 JYPE LABELS - ) 
99999 

···················••4•••••••• 0193ZOOOS4Zd 1 99999 
MA~JCRIE 11 AAMUOT 
R 0 IS 
COATESVILLE PA 19320 

Ol 1l2000S319 
R08tkl IO AULER 
ASST ATTNY GEN 
!»OS EXEC HOU!"IE 
HAKRl~BURG 

l 9<1999 

8UR Of REG CNc.L 
PO BUX 2351 

OltJU008lSllS l 
THOMAS APPLEGATE 
3950 W0008KIOGE KO 
C.OLUl1KUS 

077C9800SH1t 
&RYAN L SAKER 
l 9Z J ll41i HILl(NE 
HOUSTON 

06SC6100649l 
SU1Ull J 81o(K 
RI! U tSUX 2"'1 
MURRI SU~ 

06t8010015P7 
C All~N !ICl.K 
ES'1UJ kl:. 
PO 8fJX l,._2 
UKdANA 

0111\JlOv 1111 I 
LOUISE OkA~•UkJ 
1011 GklEN Sf 
HAJIJ( I '>llUJ.!G 

PA l 1lZO 

99999 

OH 43220 

99999 

TX 11098 

99999 

flllO 65061 

99999 

IL 61801 

PA l 7102 

SllEtfl~N - 000000 ~ET' - ~l 

·····························~ ,,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

SflfCTION - 000000 SETS - 02 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAXXXAX 

SllfCTION - 00~000 SETS - vZ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Sl:.LEtTION - 000000 SETS - OZ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

SELECTION - 000000 SETS - v2 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0021090004"'4 l 99999 
NILLIAM S A880lt 
ATTORNEY & COUNSfLLOR AT LAW 
50 tONGKESS STRtET 
SUITE 925 
BUSTO~ Ml 02109 

093401000949 l 99999 
~LIZABETH APFELRERG 
l 41 S tOZAOERO 
!".IN LUIS OBISPO CA 93401 

032217006296 l 99999 
MITCHELL ATTALLA 
~028 PONCE DELEON AVE 
JACKSONVILLE Fl 32217 

049120005S03 
JIJANN IHER zu,._ Cl f.'HON ST 
CtiARlEVOIX 

02760800Slt90 
SHELLY BLUM 
l7lb ;CALES STREET 
RALEIGH 

011178066814 
ktJNALll BOMllllER 
10 WAll'iUT ROAD 
J(IJ(KY POINT 

99999 

Ml '"9120 

NC 21608 

99999 

N'f 11778 

06526Z0001t90 l 99999 
EARL BROWN 
St.HOOL OISTMltT SUPERINTENDENT 
PU BUX 9 
wr~r.~n~ rttY wn 1~?~~ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxx,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

wo• -219999 i.u DATE - 110982 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

i.Ot 999999 WO DATE - 110982 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• LA6t:L '.> l I !>'i.? 
UATt 'u~PltTto - ll/ 0/82 
Tl~t tO~PLETEU - 1254 • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• AXXXllXXXXXXXXlXXXXllXXXXXXXXl 

• LABELS 2IS'l2 
UATt L~MPLETEO - 11/ 0/82 
Tl~t tUM~LEfEO - 1254 • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

• LABELS 2.592 
DATE COMPLETED - 11110182 
TIMt tOl4PltTEO - lZSlt •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

• LABELS z.s92 
DATE CUMPLETEO - ll/10/82 
llME COflllPLEfEU - lZS4 . ........................... .. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

I LABELS 21592 
OATE COMPLETED - ll/ 0/82 
TJME LOMPLETEO - 1254 

···············~············,· 
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_, •• J 

Ii("' • J ~; •. ,A t"'t j 

14t..l<I'( I )u'• 

0111Jl.JJ7lll l 
LOUl~E Uk~J~UkJ 
Hill "ktE~ ST 
HAR6' I SriOJ!G 

01907600086 7 
8RHT A !"UPSEY 
MLUT~ I ecx 93-C 
LI TILE "O~UIN 

PA l H Ul 

SC. 79016 

091672\klllA) 1 99999 
CITT Cf SA~ CLE"'FNTE 
GEORGE CAMAVALHJ 
C ITT "'ANAGl::W. 
100 AVENluu PRl::SIOIU 
SAN C.Lt"ENJE CA 92672 

061108006510 99999 
UIANt CHAVEZ 
602 UAK STREET APT •~ 
A ct Kf ORO IL 6 ll 08 

002018005481 l 
ALAN R C. lEErON 
ll NACKINTOSH ST 
ffilAllKllN 

99999 

MA JZOl8 

Olll2000S444 99999 
"AP.IC COHEN 
512 E-l KAIN CAPITAL BLDG 
HARRISdURG PA 17120 

07100005148 
CAROL lltA C.ONN 
1414 SC.lNIC. ~IDGE 
HOUSTON 

03343300621)3 l 
fW.EOE~ICK P CC-AN 
6152 YEW.OE JMAIL 
BOCA RAlCN 

99999 

TX 11043 

99999 

i"L H43l 

014119005186 l 99999 
ANON.Ek T OALlCN JR 
f.Sl.l 
1437 S~TH KAIN STREET 
TULSA CK 74119 

047250030·J"I! I 
THC~AS M ~ATTILU 
ATTCl'flEl' ll LAio 
lll t MAI~ \lW.l::l::T 
14AOI !.IJN 

99999 

·,·"t..LLY ·lW" 
1116 )(AL[~ ~THtET 
k.\LllGH 

Ol l 17'!·lot,81" 
""~Al :J ::'::l,.~( II 
I J WAL II.UT kOAiJ 
•c'l"-Y ?UINT 

008080000Z-.6 
OA\110 A CAC.C.IA 
MO Z 80.lt 10 
SEWELL 

l';'I' 11715 

9999q 

NJ Od080 

092037005012 99999 
A S C.AR S TENS 
Z07l C.AMINITO C.IRCULO N~RJE 
~l LA JOLLA CA 920J7 

06683900502 
lloANOA CHI!. IS lY 
515 N ISJ St 
BVltLINGTOl'f KS 661:139 

011788005094 l 99999 
C.LUNJl' EXEC./LEGISLATIVE BLOG 
PETER COHALAN 
SUFFOLK COUNTr EXE<.UTI ve 
VETtMANS ME:l'!ORIAl HIGHWAY 
HAUPPAUGE NY 11788 

008070~0560 1 
ALFRED C C.OLEMAN 
ELEANOR G ~OlE:"AN 
15 K ORIVE 
PENNSVILLE 

0152280555)2 l 
JAMES C.001tlNHAM 
IOU ROYCltOFf AYE 
Pl TTSllURl>H 

003813057219 l 
JJNE ~ OAIGNEAULT 
lit lloOOOLAwN CIRCLE 
l::XElER 

99999 

99999 

PA 15228 

99999 

NH 036]3 

o ... 7151J00146l l 999-,9 
THOMA~ M DATTILO 
ESl.IUJRF. 
lll EAST MAIN STREET 
MAOl~ON IN ~7150 

02 lf>lJOO!>HS l 
kAlPU ~ OE<.KER 
kOUTE ... llOX 1900 
CAMBRIDGE: 

99999 

flfO 11613 
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Oft7l'>0010Jftfl 1 
1H0P'A~ .. i)AllllU 
&llC"NH .H lAlll 
111 t MAI~ SIREET 
MAOISUN 

IN ft 72'>0 

oe-;021012286 l qqqqq 
SHPHt,. UI C.El'CSD 
1920) N 2qfH AVl NO ft65 
PHC( .. IX Al 85027 

0770ll005lOB l 9q~9q 
.JOtO. f UUIJGHERT'f 
ftJ2' AllONBURY ST H~USILN TX 77021 

Oft65lft066158 1 qq9q9 
STEPHEN J ORlSC.Otl 
Jltftft E tAKt UR NOklH 
ELKHAkT lN lt65llt 

027602000lt87 l 
lt10MAS ERWIN 
E sioul 11F 
ll'> W MORGAN ST 
IULEICiH 

Ht 27*>02 

085282062527 99999 SUITE 
WILLIAM G FISHER 
203~ tAST 8KOAO~AY RO 
SUI IE 112 TEMPE AZ 8~282 

0911t4000091t8 9999q 
RAYL ftt:MING 
\'i20 MAil 11; ROAO 
SHE:Ll BE AC.II (.A 'Jllt40 

09770?00b2S5 l 
RllHARO F FOSTE~ 
PU tt!IX 1t263 
SUHR IVFR 

0021070t>ft6'>7 
0 t-Plfl'IAN 
8 Pt NNAL um:. !) T 
NGllt-UU· 

OR 91702 

"A 02107 

"IH OHH 

99q99 
0Zl6l30J'>H5 l 
MAL Ptl ) DELKER 
POUIE ft BOX 1900 
tAl'IBlllOGt 

'40 21613 

028461005902 l 
(.HARLES R Ol[Tl 
PLANT MAN.f.GER 
PU imK .. 58 
SOUTHPORf 

NC. 28 .. 61 

0631300 .. 0077 qq99~ 
LEO OREY 
515 liltST POlNT AYEHUE 
UNIVERSITY CITY 140 63110 

OZ770500l049 l qqqqq 
iijELLS EOOtEMAN 
718-A lllEOEll ST 
OURHAM NC. 27705 

06 06 3008000 l l 
JUHH J FINERTY 
SOS5 • •INDSOR &YE 
C.HltAGO 

IL 60610 

020006005993 l qq999 
DAVID S FlEIStHAKER 
1735 I STREEf NW SUITE 709 
WASHINGTON DC. Z0006 

0802100Cl3~3 99999 
.JO"IN Ill FLORA 
NlJtlEAR C.ONSUlT&NT 
1076 SOUT11 HIGH ~TREET 
UENVEK C.O 80210 

oq111000&111t 
J C. fKH:OMA"I 
BOK 553 
(ANNON BfAC.H 

l 

OS5108005\ 72 \ 
STEVE GAOLEll 
2120 CARTER AVENUE 
ST PAUL 

IJR 97110 

,..,. 55108 
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~.i'70f00l2b8 l 
PHYll ~ M .. AlLA'-Hl~ 
ESWll<f: 

"A Oll!l7 

qq9qq 

l6~S alST C.Rt~~lNT AVl 
:.u1JE lll 
AIUHl H! C.A 92701 

Oll78800509S f 99'199 
tOUNTY l&lC./llG SlATIVE PLOG 
OAVIO GIL'4ARTI~ ESw 
SUffClK C.~UNTY ATTCVNEY 
VlllKANS ~E•OPIAl ~l~HWAY 
HAUPPAUGl NY 11788 

060611005)44 1 
aoPEIOT l i;.tAHAN 
Ollll lt!M PlAlA 
44TH FLOOR 
(.HltAGU 

070119007040 
GAkY L GROlSC.lol 
1251 8AYKON l<GAO 
r.ua Ofl.UANS 

ll 60611 

LA 70ll'i 

09725800~279 99999 
ttE 
WILLIAM l HALLMARK 
lSQUIRE 
lJ"l SOUJHtilE ST tolU'48U 
SUITE 800 
PONTl.UCO OR 97258 

033118000804 1 qqqqq 
MARTIN H HClOOER 
lSIOUIRf: 
ll3l NE 86JH STRf:ET 
MIA!lel Fl 33138 

0480710-05002 9999Y 
DAV Ill l t<O•l LL 
ESQUIRF 
3139 WUOOWARi> AVENIJl 
8lkKllY Ml 48012 

01783000!H05 l 
llALT<:k H Jlll<OAN 
061 W OUlEK ORIVE 
UAk RIO.;t; 

OZ151.,0061~,. 
JA"'t S C. l A"'ll 
313 wur,oH&wlN k040 
(.HAPfl t1llL 

TX 17043 

99'199 

·.·,.·., '.; •r "',;,'!._ • 

US'HOSOO'il 72 
:. H v£ i,;aoL tk 
lllJ tART!:M AVE~~ 
ST PAUL 

., & • 

!'Oh 5!>108 

Qq)Jl0011497 99999 
JUHJI. f- GIBSON 
'.>2ll H F llf:SNO 
fkl~MJ (.A 93710 

0~0?06006074 I 9qqqq 
ANIJAf:W C GCOOHQP[ 
JJlO tSTt.llE lEkRAtE 
•HEATON "0 l090b 

0714110051 .. 5 1 
RUdlN GRIFFITH 
1034 SA-l.Y ANN 
ROSfNSERl:O 

029201007018 l 
ROBt.Rl GUILO 
fSQ 
314 PALL MALL 
COLUfllBU 

rx 11 .. 11 

99999 

SC 29Zvl 

002111006561 l 99999 
Hf:Nl<'f HERRl'IANN 
151 TltEltONI 
RM I0 .. 5 
BOSTLN MA 02111 

osso .. 000;10• i 99999 
PAJRltU l HO~llfAN 
6.,13 SOUTH 261H SJ 
PHOENIX Al 8!>040 

094586006512 
HEl EN HU8BAAD 
PO llOX 61 
SUNCL CA 94586 

061107001584 l 99999 
PHILIP 8 JOHNSON 
~RS 
1907 SJRATFORO LANE 
ROLKFURO ll 61107 

09125800594.. l 99999 
fKANK JOSSt:lSON 
ONE SO~lHWEST COLUMPIA 
~URTLANO Oft 97258 

Ol 7ll90054l2 
JA•ft lt:t 
>tO J llOX 3511 
tlTf:RS 

9q99q 

PA 11319 
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•1& l I 
(.Ll :.i1•1· I.'. 

04lbC4~vbll~ ~q~qq 
ff;<RY lviJl ~ 
A11U,.l'Ol Y H"'. t.>'Pl lf~A'.t~ 
915 SPIJ[rw qJlLUl~G 
fLLlO~ ~H 4~~04 

020!!SJO:.~ll I 
R R •A((.Al<Y 
93Cb OVf:Pll( ~ OP 
ltrlt K JI ll E 

07140 l00513 7 
0 "ARRACK 
420 ~UlBERRY LA~E 
8t:LLAI~~ 

048640091591 l 
WENDALL MARSHALL 
ROUH 10 
MIDLAND 

199?9 

140 lJ!l~J") 

qqqq'} 

qqq~ 

Ml 411640 

092653006388 l yq999 
tHARLlS f 14CCLV"'IG 
240l2 CALLE Of LA PLAlA 
SUI ft 330 
LAGUNA HILLS CA 92653 

053111006541 1 
GARY L l'tJLHOLLIN 
C.HAIRMAN 
1815 JfFFERSON ST 
MADISON 

01703500f>262 l 
MA L 14RS FAAMSON 
4822 ~AYNESBORO OR 
HCVS TU"'I 

9q999 

.. , 53111 

99999 

TX 77035 

094602064669 1 99999 
8 E NYt: 
RECOkUS SPECIALIST 
4308 t:VERflT AVENUE 
OAKLAND CA 94602 

010808055135 
ROY A PAilKE H 
SO&i ABtLIA ORIVl 
IUTON ICOUG£ 

0176051)0704 J 
TkAVIS PAY'll: 
ESU 
113 W JIJttNSON ST 
BGJI l.1'&43 
RALEIGH 

00)0510u4402 
RINA PETIT 
RFC 4 132 PA~E KO 
L lTC.Hf-l(liJ 

LA 70d08 

NC 2lbJ5 

9999'1 

NH vl051 

• i .. I - t.. t : , i. 

ll 7">14007048 l 
DHYLLI§ LOTCHIN 
1 Jb tlP llllE RUN 
( ••J\Pll 111ll 

049 l 20005384 I 
l.HMIS.IA "'Aki& 
IWUT ~ 2 BUX l Ot!( 
V•ARLEVOlll 

018li:>NO149 7 
COLLE~lti flllARStf 
801! 558A RU4 
lilfJUNrA IN 1CJP 

048&400014.?3 l 
WENUl:LL MARSHALL 
llUUTE 10 
MIDLAND 

07107•001110 l 
BRENDA A MC.tORKLE 
6140 DARNELL 
HOUSTON 

049120005186 1 
Jlflll E l'llLLS 
ROUTE 2 BOX 108 C 
CHAP'.EVOIX 

999"19 

'" 1t91l0 

qq9qq 

PA 18707 

"'I lt864U 

99999 

99999 

Ml lt9720 

osso•~oor~~o 99999 
8RUCI: NQflTON 
I: SQUIRE 
3216 N THIRD ST SUITE 202 
S.UlTE 202 
PHOENIX AZ 85012 

049664005389 
JOHN 0' NE I LL II 
MOUTE 2 BOX 44 
MAPLE Cl TY 

095814017536 l 
ALAN 0 PASTERNAK 
455 CAPllOl MALL 
WITE 380 
SAtRAMENTO 

0770250051'"7 l 
WILLlAflll PENNENCO 
lt070 fllll:KRICk 
HOUSTON 

"'' 496b4 

99999 

CA 95814 

TX 7102':1 

021101006419 l 99999 
WlLllAflll G PftffERKORN 
PO ROX 43 
WINS.TUN-SALEH Ht 27101 
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... l ..... 1,: 
~FC ~ lJ/ t-~~~ ~J 
L llC. ... f l.l Lil .. ., v \O'.> l 

LA 1oe~1 

Ol9C87006ll8 99999 
PAIJL W PURUO"I 
245 u.JLPH HILLS RCIO 
RAU~CR PA 19081 

06~262006110 99999 
JOHN G RHO 
ltfO U 
KINGDOM CITY MO 65262 

017471005138 1 99999 
WAYNE. Rf~TFRO 
PO 60X 1335 
ROSENBERG TX 17471 

014614006178 1 99999 
WARREN 8 KOSENBAU" 
l "'AIN S.1 EAS.T-11llDEr< SLOG 707 
ROCHESTER NY 14614 

OOZ14600007 1 
Nt.Rfl'AN R~SS 
JO FRANCI SIREET 
BROOKLINE 

06041606.\406 
ROilf.Al SAYERS 
RR ll 60X l '>8 
COAL C.ITY 

0770lil00511tl I 
WILLIAM J SCHUESSLER 
5610 O!\Rl'IEll 
HClUSTGl'I 

06017ZOt.4ll7 l 
KElfH H SlEliEL 
531 OH LA~E 
ROSH LE 

IJ(l999 

MA 02146 

99999 

IL 60416 

99999 

TX 7701t3 

999'19 

IL 60172 

06b2050065Z3 1 999y9 
JOHlll M SI ,4PSON 
ATTLRh~Y FLR INTERVENURS 
lt400 J'JttNiON u~IYE 
SUITE llO 
SHAN~(( MISSIOh KS 66205 

014618005398 l 99999 
IHl:HA[l SLAOI: 
12 l~AllWOUO t IRClE 
kOCH£STt~ NY 14618 

! L '- l -~ " > •'' r • t r. . 
PU "'l~X "tJ 
•I l'oSTUH-SALl.'4 

~1T080U06247 99q9q 
~ H POl JHOff 
ldl4 Pl~E VILLAGE OK 
HUUSTU~ T• 77080 

019148005334 l 99999 
LAWRENCE R UUARLES 
kE~OAL AT LONGmOUO APT 51 
KENNETH SQUAKE PA 19148 

016801005400 1 99999 
fl)l(REST J REMICK 
105 E HAMILTON AVE 
STArE COLLEGE PA 161501 

019401001254 l qq999 
ROGER 8 REYNOLDS 
ESQUIRE 
32<o SWEDE SJREET 
lltORRI STOWN PA 19401 

008402006300 l 99999 
Will.ARD M ROSENBERG 
8 NORTH RUMSON AVE 
MAR~ATE NJ 08402 

0668J900S.70 1 
MARYELLEN SALA VA 
ROUTE l BOX 56 
BURLINGTON 

048103005173 l 
•ILLIAM J SCANLON 
Z03.\ PAULINE BLVD 
ANN AR80M 

019475006439 1 
JOHN SHNIPER 

99999 

KS 66839 

99999 

l'U 48103 

99999 

MEETIN~ HOUSE LAW BLOG 
MENNO~ITE CHURCH Ri>-RJ 724 
SPRING tlfY PA 191t75 

093401000945 2 
GORDON A SILVER 
SANDRA A SILVER 
1760 ALISAl STREET 
SAN LUIS ORISPO 

99999 

CA 93401 

048640021864 99999 
"'ARY Sit.CLAIR 
,111 SOMERSET DRIVE 
MIOlANO Ml lt8640 

0194040012,, 1 99999 
JOSEPH A SMYTtl 
ASSISTANJ COUNTY SOllClJOR 
MO!lt l1!9~EK:W: COUNTY cou~ !HUVH 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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..,u, LvlS UiilS••t· (.A ,j ..... d . 
-, 

• .. ·'' , . ... 
06620S006SZ l 9Y99~ Olt8ftltUvZl861t qqq99 

• JOHN M !.t.CPSON MARY SlhClAIR 
,.. 

ATTC.P:~Y fC.R INTEllYENOllS 5Tll SUM£R)ET DRIVE 
/ ltltOO J'JtillhON ·;JI I Yl "' OlA"IJ "'t lt8640 ___ _.,,,,.,, 

SUITE. 110 - SHA,.~.( l '"i ss1cr. i<.S bbZO'> 
,.. ·--

Ol46l8'10H9!J 99999 Ol9404001Z55 99999 

• l'tJC.HAE l ~lAD~ JO)lPH A SMYIH • 
ll IRAllWOOO CIRCLE ASSISfANf COUNTY SOLICITOR 
KOC.HE ST~ I< NY '"618 MONTbOMERY COUNTY C.UlR THOU SE 

loUR1H S fOi.N PA 191t0" • • 
0411613005118 l 9qq99 0050240061t87 1 99999 

• 8AR8A1U ~UMIR S HOlllRO SHFFEN • 
51'15 N klVER •AYOR 
FRfELANO flj)J 48623 C.HAMOIS l'tO 6'.i0l4 

• • 
g4q50JOOS388 l 9'l999 006lllt081U8 1 99999 

• PETER .i SH~HH ROBYN TAYLC.R • SOS PfOPllS BUILDING 19"7 BROAD ST 
GAANU kAPlOS "'1 49501 HAR1FORO CT 06114 

• • 
OZ84Z2006569 l 99999 OCANAD079706 l 99999 

• FRANKY I HO"'AS C.HR IS TOOl'tE'f' • (.HA I llMA,._110 OF CU~ISSIONERS 37 LOCKOARE STREEf--AGINC.OUllf 
PU &Oll Zlt9 ONTARIO MlS 2l5 CANADA 
80l1VJA NC 281t22 

• • 
09430200f>OOO l 9CJ'f99 060602006323 1 99999 

• PAUL C. VALENTINE ROBERT .J VOUEN • 121 LYTTON AVENUE 1Q9 NORTH DEARBORN 
PALO ALIO CA 9001 tHlCA\iO IL 60602 

• • 
060601'>05140 99999 020815029135 1 99999 

• N REGI~ ENVIR CONTROL DIV SEYNOUR .. ENNER • JOHN Y VRA~KEN 4807 MORGAN DRIVE 
188 WEST RANOCJLPH STREET ASL BP 
(.HJ (AGO IL 60601 CHEVl' CHASE MO 20815 

• • 
019010006461 99q99 Ol90lOIJ66205 l 99999 

• JOSEPH H .. ttlTE JOSEPH tt .. HUE • 11 SOUftt l'tERION AVF 8 N WARNER AVE 
814YN MA1dl PA 19010 BRYN MA\iltt PA 19010 

• • 
00822 l 0062'J9 l 99999 02388)005666 99999 

• JOHN dlllA14SON J L .ilLSON • 211 FOR~sr on1ve '4ANAGER 
LI NWQ.J:) NJ 08221 PO BOX 315 

SURRY VA 23883 
\; 

02750Z0070it6 l 99999 044109006126 99999 

'-' 
RIC.HARO 0 WILSON DANIEL D WILT ..J 
725 HUNTt:R ST PO SOX 08159 
APEX NC 27502 CLEVELAND OH ltltlOB 

r" v w 

.' 
020015001629 l 999'1'1 021560079702 1 '19999 

,.· 

1. "" 
JOHN F WOL~E ES~ WILLl.\14 M YEAGEK .., ~:--. 

31t09 Slft.P>fERU S REET 8W( 3) ROUTE 1 
..... 

~--
CH[ VY C.tlASl 140 20015 NIJKRISVILLE NC 275b0 

·'" 

~ 
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ll "'•"·;o 

027S()lU:l70'>6 l 
RICHA~O D WILSG~ 
72S HU,.TtK Sf 
Al'lX 

~J Udlll 

9999•) 

"'(. 27502 

02001SOOl629 1 999'1-l 
JCHN F MOL•( ES~ 
l't09 SHtl'H[RO STREET 
CH[YY (.HAS!: MO 20015 

04311100SlttS l 
ILlNE H YOUNGHEIN 
1900 CASHION PLACE 
OKLAHOl'IA C.ITY OK ltlllZ 

O'J~lt900~Z9llt 99999 
ABEX C.URP 
Rtl'IC.0 HYOflAULICS OIY 
R STRAIT 
NUCLEAR PROJECT COURO 
•B4 S "'A ll'f ST 
WILLITS CA 9Slt90 

0170420S5JOJ l 99999 
Atf INDUSTRIES INC 
WKM VALVE OlYlSION 
k Y HJPKINS 
MGR-RELIA~ILITYtPROOlJCT ASSR 
l6f>J ORI ARPARlt 
HOUSTOM TX 7701t2 

099J520S68S't l 99999 
AOVANCEO ENGRG tONSULTANJS :Nt 
RICHARO WONG 
VP Of OPERATIONS 
1955 JAOMIN AYE 
SUITE .ft70 
RICHLANO WA 99152 

07l20 l06.l6Sf 
AF 0 STEEL NC 
RUBE.RT .. OATES 
QA l'IANAGEM 
PO BOX 211 
l.I TT lt: II Ct It 

99999 

AR 1220) 

Olt.lO't0058't2 
ALAl!Al'IA OEl>f 
STAT!: Ht:AllH 
STATE OFF ICE 
MONT GOPIE NY 

l 99999 
Of PUBLIC ~EALTH 
OFFIC.tR 
l\UILDING 

0361t2000655l 1 
AlABA~A tlECTRlt CO 
CHARLES R LOWMAN 
PC 81.ill 550 
ANDALUSIA 

Al Jt.lO't 

99999 

AL 36ftZO 

01s291ousa7s 1 99999 
AlARAMA PO~ER CO 
F L C.LAYTON 
SENIUR Vitt PRl:SIOENT 
PO lli.lX 261tl 
BlllMINGHAM Al J~l'#l 

036ll200760l 99999 
ALARA~A PCWER (..~ 
fAMLIY N~tltAN PLANT 
W G HAll(SJCN 
PLANT l'IAPIAf; .. ., 

.... ',.\ vt ~ 

"" tu.II. Jl'> 
!>UNRY 

Olt1tlOeOOblZ6 
u4NIEL 0 WILT 
PO tll.ll IJ8l59 
tlEYllANu 

UZ7560079702 l 
WILLIA>I M YtAGEK 
81JI( 31 ROUTE 1 
~UKRISYILLE 

VA 2lll~J 

OH lt4108 

'#9999 

005354007093 l 
llAL Hll lAlUZNY 
C.HAlqMAN-80ARO Of 
PO BOX 116 

99999 

SELEC.TlltAN 

VERNON VT 05l!>lt 

O't5237064624 99999 
ACC.ESS CORP 
0 E MERCHANT 
NORTHEAST MlkltET MANAGER 
4815 PARA DRIVE 
CINCINNATI OH ltS237 

077.ft59053152 1 999~9 
ACF INDUSTRIES INC 
W-K-M VALVE OIVISION 
C E MORCATE 
QA l'IANA4.>Ell 
16500 SOUIH MAIN ST 
MISSOURI CITY TX 771t59 

092672000874 1 99999 
ADVOCATE FOR GUARD 
LYN H HICKS 
lltS 
)908 CALLE ARJ»tA 
SAN CLEMENTE CA 92672 

0(9002006465 1 99999 
A R ~ aATER POLLUTION PATROL 
FRANK It ROMANO 
CHAlR"Atf 
61 FOREST AVENUE 
AMdlEll PA l90u2 

016130056611 99999 
AlAOAMA DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEATH ADMIN 
AUSREY GOCWIN 
C.HIEF-BUREAU OF RADIO HEALTH 
510 STATE Oft BLOG 
~ONTGOMERY Al 36130 

OJS29l081005 1 99999 
AlARAMA POWER CO 
PO "OX 2641 
BIRMINGHAM AL 3!>291 

035291006187 1 99999 
ALA~AMA POwER CO 
PUW~A GENERATl~N 
f l C.lAYJON JR 
SR VICE PRESlOENT 
PU OUX 2641 
tllk~INGHAM Al 35291 

01529100291t6 l 99999 
ALABAMA POWER CU 
NUCLE.AR t:N&lNEtKING 
OLIYEk 0 KINGSLEY 
"4~~1Af.fq 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 0351910019'>8 l 9999~ 
ALABAMA P(.WiP CO 
NUCllAk GE~tHAllCN 
H 0 rt-RASH 
GEl\IH<Al "'14l\.AGfR 

OlSZ9lOU295J 99999 
ALA'lAMA POWER Ct; 
SAfElY AUDIJ & t~GANG AEVIEa 
J w i"ICGO•AN 
P lJ HOJI'. 1641 
8-.JOu 
RINl"llNGHA~ Al 3SZ~l 
036112080905 99999 
4LA8Al'IA POtiEA CU 
S4Ftry AUDIT & EIWGAG REVIEW 
11 G WARE P 0 !ILJ.IC ~641 

8111.M I ~11hA."'I Al 35291 

03SZ9100S~2l I 99999 

• SUPEkVISOM 
OMAlofR 470 
ASHfCRO All63lc • 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Al ABA,.A PDWER CO 
11 0 llHITi 
EXECUTIVE VfCE PRESIDENl PU 61 If ~b41 
61R"i~GH4" Al 3SZ9l 

00 700607966 l 1 99999 
ALISUN c.c~rMOl INC. 
J AJIC E:S 0 Pll C. Ell 
OIRELTUR Of "ARICEllNG 
JS DANIEL ROAU WEST 
FAl~FIELO NJ 07006 

02981206"600 99999 
AlllEO ClNEMAl NUC SERvtc.es G F FIELDS 
SUPV" OFffC.E SERVICES 
PO llCll 847 
BARNWELL SC 29812 

011405052911 99999 
ALLIS CHAlMlRS CORP 
PllEC.ISION COMPONENlS DIVISION FRANC.IS KAMC.WhAK 
MGR-~UAlfTY METHODS 
BUX 1'4-JOl 

YOtclt PA l 7405 
0100040815]6 99999 
AMERICA~ ElEC POWER Svc C.ORP 
INUIANA ' MICH tlECJRJL LO JOHl\f E DOI.AN 
VICE C.HAIP.MAN-ENGINEERING l &ROAD•.U• 
NEii YORK NY 10004 

0100~4006110 l 99999 
AMERJC.U. tlCC PUwER Svc C.OKP 
Nut.LEA~ ENCINElKIHG 
ROdtRr w J~RGf hSEN 
Vitt: PRESIOtNT 
2 lll<OAOWAY 
NEii YCNIC NY 10004 
00603ZOJl448 1 99999 
AMlMICAN NUClEAR INSURERS l lt!RAitY 
DOTfy SHER"AN 
210 FAk~l~~fCN AVE~UE !>UIH 145 
FAkMIN~TON er ~60lZ 
01 ''-04052922 l qqq99 AlUCLl'llJA en 
CLNTINt~TAL WIRE ANO CARLF COR 
OUAllTY A!>5U;(A~CE MA"'AGt~ 
GULTU~ kOAO 
YORK PA 11404 

017701001849 999~~ 
AIWU<llH <lAMl ING VALVE tll 
llj 16 llll(LHf 
llC.HNILAL UIMECTCR 
101 flll!>I 5.l 
WILLIA~~P~Rl PA 177~1 

099811011192 99999 
ALASKA ENVIRON CONSERV OEPJ (M"'S l II l"UEll[R 
CC.HHISSJO~[R 
POUCH L 
JUNEAU AK 99811 

029812025953 1 99999 
ALllED Gt~EKAL NVC SERVICES 
J A BVCKW•M 
PO ~OJ[ 847 
6ARN11Ell SC 29812 

017405052918 1 99999 
ALLIS CWA~i"IERS f.ORP 
VALVE: DIVISION 
H l liDLOM41f 
OA HANAGE.A 
llNCClN •'«> HARflEY STREETS 
YORK PA 17405 
05JOZ405Z919 99999 AMERACE CORP 
C.U1'4TROL PRGDUCTS DIVISION 
11. .J 6(RTllNG 
1000 HICKORY SIREET 
100 HICKORY SfREEr 
GAAFfON WI ~1024 
01000•005696 1 99999 
AMEll.ICAN ElEC POWER SVC CURP 
ROBERT II JURGENSEN 
CHIEF NUCLEAR EN~lNEER Z tlROAOllAY 
NEW YORK NY 10004 

006032017866 99999 
AHEMICAN NUCLEAR INSURERS 
PROPERTY EN61NElRJNG OEPl 
MICHAEL P f ERRANJ[ 
210 f4RMINGJON AVE 
S.UIH 245 
FAHHINGJO~ er 060JZ 
09Z02JOS350Z 
A"ElEK lllwC 
~11<All\ IJIV 
W J PHT 
QA OIRt:CfOR 
790 GRlElllFlllO DRIVE El CAJON 

99999 

CA 9lOZl 

99999 
OU68J005JS01 l 
4NACONOA-tHICSSGN INC 
Hlll.H S ANUEkSUff 
"GR-ENVIRON !>AFfJy & HEALTH 
16ME[NWICH Of~ICE PART l 
IOH~lNWICH Cl 06830 

0~4402052923 1 99999 
At~(. HOM UAl<l ll'tC VAL Vt. CO 
~ALES OIVISJON 
R f MEtK 
VIC.I: PMlSIDfl'tT ' ~ .... 

• 
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00681703l 71tO 
A"Hlfl INC 
J D !'!URPHY 
90<t l H1M4 All[N 
PO ilOll <oH 
ll ID:>Ef IHJ 

011•0<t0050 7 I 
Al'l1Tf-h1JCU A;( 1.illt,UP 
GAIL P hKAOfORU 

99•199 
REPRE::. Y!JIU, 

Z .. 5 W PHllAOlLPHIA 
YOPlt STREET 

PA 17"0" 

OZ0,,60006l6l 1 99999 
UfTIOtH Sttl()Ul OF LAW 
URBAN lAw IN£FITUTE 
HEMbtkJ SE-."'tl 
tOUNSFL FOR CHRISTA-MARIA E1AL 
Z6)J lbTH ST Nii 
WA~JfltG.TON DC Z0..60 

060915001635 l 99999 
APPLESEED lUOROINATUR 
BRIDGlT L ICORflC 
117 NUICTH llNOEN STREET 
ESSEX IL 60935 

029115055• .. 3 l 99999 
APPLltO ENGlNEfRING CO INC 
NUCLEAR PRUJEtTS NANAGER 
PO 80X ll.21 
ORANGEBURG SC Z9ll5 

010080067150 l 99999 
APPLJEO PHYSICAL TECHNOLOGY 
NUlLEAK DATA POWER DIV 
SUE ICAl.TESE 
3830 SC~TH COBB ORIVE 
SUITE 125 
SMYRNA GA 30080 

09 .. 303056998 l 99999 
APTtCH tNGINEERING SERVICES 
STl:Vt A LEFTON 
795 SAN ANTONIU ROAD 
PALO ALTO CA 94103 

09810506•751 99999 
ARCADIA ASSOC. 
F Ii KLUNOE" 
VICE PKlSIOtNT 
4712 lBTH AVE lllURTHFAST 5 
SEAJlLE WA 98105 

06041900641• l 99999 
APG~lllNE NATIONAL LA60RATOllY 
NllC ASSISTANCE PROJECT 
l tHMAK 
MANAt.fK 
9700 )UUTH CASS AVlHUE 
ARGONNE IL 6a4J9 

060<t'tJ0~5J07 l 99Y9l 
ARGON°"[ NATIONAL LA80RATOl<Y 
OFFltf UF UPlRAFJl.NAL SAf[fY 
fOWAHO A lfl"'UNC 
•noo s (ASS AVMUE 
ARGOlllNE IL 60•41 

"- ' .A I J'< I 
~[Ll.\lRt rx 114ul 

OITALYOdl551 l 
A'tjSALUu SPA i>BGV 
fUll lu !IAl)J~O 
O\JP !CA 'cAvf. R 
VIALE SAMl.A .H6 
l"I I LANO .Zill.lb 

99999 

I To\LY 

vzo•c.11001119 
ANTIOt~ SCHOOL OF LAW 
URRAN L41f INSTIJ 
HlRRER T Sl:ilUtlL 
CUUN~El FOR C~ISfA 
26H l6Tit ST NW 
WASHINGTON 

!CARIA 

Ol511700Z966 l 
APPALACHIAN POWER CO 

DC. 20<t60 

99999 
F l tGl'ldS 
SAfllY/SlCURITY COOROINAlOR 
818 SKINNER DRIVE 
ST ALBAlllS 25117 

09501006633? I 99999 
APPLIED ENGll4EERING ASSOC 
R08FRJ PETROKAS 
PlltS IUEIH 
IS<tZ5 LOS GATOS BLVD 
LOS GATOS CA 95030 

029115052926 1 99999 
APPLIEO ENGINEERING tO INC 
S MHTA 
QA ltlANAGER 
1525 CHARLESTOWN MUAO 
URANGE8UP.C SC 29115 

094303063067 t 99999 
APTECH ENGINEER hG SERVICES 
ROBEIH CARGILL 
795 SAN ANTONIA ROAO 
PAl.O ALTU CA 9•303 

Q9811806't58<t l 
ARCAOU ASSOC 
K R AStHNER 
PRESIOENJ 
PO BOX !8587 
SlATT• :' 

99999 

lfA 98118 

083401002213 I 99999 
AMGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
IUA~O FACILlflES 
ll8R4RIAN 
P 0 AOX 2528 
IOAHu FALLS 10 83401 

0604J9J06423 99999 
AKGONNE NAJIONAL LABORAlORY 
!CARTIN J STEINOLER 
?100 SOUTH C.ASS AVENUE 
ARGONNE IL bO•J9 

oa5oa1001J76 99999 
AHllONA ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CHARLES ~ PIERSON 
ASSISJANT ATTORNfY GENERAL 
1100 WEST WASHINGTON 
PHOENIX Al 85007 

0~5036~8IO?S 1 99999 
A~IZONA PUBLIC SEllVICE CD 
G C. ANUOVNINI 
VP OF lLECfRIC OPERATIONS 
STA HON 1 HO 
PHOENIX Al 85036 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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:!'hllJ7 

06~Jtb0~15~J qq~~~ 
AMllii'CA Pu.JU( ~f~\lltl lt,, 
NVtlt.\k .,>tt.l.hc1. h 
E ( VAiii PotUlliT 
VI<.£ Pl<tSIUL"H 
PU i\1a l 1 f>l>t> 
P"°(~IX Al d5alf> 

085lfll1Jb4l?~ yqy~~ 
AllllU .. A AlllUT flt:1.uLATUkY AGCY 
t~AkltS f T(UFCRa 
UlllfC.flJtl 
925 SflUfH 52ND AVF SUIT£ 2 
TtMPf Al 8~l8l 

01z1a1ao58l4 l 99999 
ARKA'CSAS HURfAU ENVJR HLT~ SVt 
OIRf;CTOR 
4815 wtST MAt<kHA~ STREE1 
Llffll RGCK AR 7lZOI 

07220J;)OSOU4 l 99999 
ARKA~SAS PU•ER ' LIGHT CU 
Ulf RG Y SUPPLY 
N tAVANAUGH 111 
SR VICE PRfSl~lNf 
P 0 BOX S5l 
LITTLE ROC~ AR 72201 
07Z80l019l76 l 99999 
ARKANSAS POWER 'LIGHT CO 
ARKAhSAS NI.CLEAR ONf 
.II" I'! ltVl"ff; 
PLANJ .. Al'HGlA 
PU SOX 608 
RUSSlLlVILlE AR 7Z80l 

03278SOS29Z8 l 99999 
AR,.CO INC 
StAJNlESS STEEL DIV 
ROBERF W SCHUlJl 
QUALITY AS~IUIAllCE SUPV 
HJ Z RO.II IA 
•ILOwUOU fl l2785 

0208Sl0796V0 l 99~9 
ARTHUR M CARTER .IA ' ASSOC 
l4bl2 tAOSSwAY RO 
ROCKlllLLE MO 20853 

0902140~2929 I 99999 
ASSOC PIPHIG t ENGINEERl"'G CO 
Ulv Uf .JOH~!>Ulll tO,.TKOLS 
1701 w tu"rTnN qLVO 
CU~PlJ~ CA 90224 

06~80lCU5lBl I qq9q9 
A~SUtlAf lU ELEC tCOP lNt 
t.t-P.Al!l f OlUOlf 
Gthtio:AL "A>jAGt:ll 
PU l'Ull 1~4 
~PRl~~FllLO "0 65~01 

Ol0l>OlU8l8qq J yqqc;q 
AlHf~IANS fUP CLEA~ E"LM~Y 
1(.111 tlll'<E"TS 
PIJ l!O• -, 7 
AT Ht 'II::. GA l<)l>l)l 

L ' 
, ... !ll ·,...; > .... '• 1 ~. • 

yP ~f lLtLf"'lL CPtwAJIL~~ 
STATION 17.,0 
i>H~t~I• AZ 85Jlb 

J95C3600l<;47 l 99~99 
A"Jl~~A PU~lll ~tVVltf t~ 
'Wt.l t A" PllC..JH. TS 
£ l VAi\ ~.(U"T JR 
Ill(.£ Pw(;tlOE•tl 
.. 0 tlJX 2 l bf>f> 
PHOf,.IX AZ d5QJ6 

072101~02410 l 99~yy 
ARKA~SAS 80ARO Of HtALJH 
DIV OF EhVIROh HEAlfH PRuft(fN 
l • wasor. 
UlliEtTOll 
~g15 •tST MAAKHAl'I ST 
LI fLE ROCK AA 72lO! 

072801007100 l 99999 
AllKANSAS M.lt PLAN & AES .. Ol~S[ 
S L SMl fH 
UPEAAffUNS OFFICER 
PO 8Cll 11~9 
RUSSELLVILLE AR 728~1 

072ZOJ00581S l 99999 
ARltAlllSAS POWElt ' ll~T CU 
ENERGY SUPPLY 
NILLJAl'I CAVANAUbH 
Sk 'I tE PRESIUENl 
Po aox 551 
LITflE ROCK AR 72ZOJ 

072801064687 l 999~9 
AKKANSAS PO•ER & LIGHT tu 
JESSALYN DAV IS 
ASSJ Oft SERVltES SUPERVISOR 
PO eax f>Oe 
RUSSELLVILLE AK 72801 

01Zl0J005808 1 99999 
ARKANSAS POWER t LICH CO 
.IOHl\i "AASHAlL 
~ANACEM-LltENSINC 
PO Bil.II S51 
LITTLE ROCK AR 7ZZOl 

09S003C67159 l 99999 
AkREMOl\iY ASSOCIAfES 
NOE SUPPOKJ SERVllES 
DON ""REl'IONY 
J060 VALENCIA AVE SUITE G8 
APJOS tA 95003 

04-.04700644S l 999Y<a 
ASHIABUlA COUfllfl' 
.IUHl\i G tAAO HIAL 
PROSECUTING AJTW<NEY 
tOUfllTY COURTHOUSE 
JEFFERSON OH 4 .. 047 

084015051930 l 99999 
ASSUt PIPING & lNGJNEERING CO 
J .J JONES 
VICE PMESIOENT 
851 fRFEPOAT INOUSTRIAL PKWY 
CLtARflfLO UT 8•015 

0~7011055837 I 999~9 
ASSQtlAfLU JtLHNOLOGIES INC 
J llALLoJ 
lZOO ROUTE 4C. 
lll~TO~ NJ 07015 

00840 .. 005789 1 99~99 
AlLA,tlC tlTY ELECTRIC to 
•RAN~ ~ ffLANOEl\itf 
Sk YICE PRtSIUENf 
l .. .J(l PArfFlr /IV~ 

-
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Ol0dl40400bZ 1 99 .. 99 
AJO>tlC INOUSJRIAL FORUM 
JEC.H~•ILAl ll[PT 
PAfRJLK L HIG~l~S 
•HNAGf;« 
1101 ~ISCUNSlN AVENUt 
BETHESDA NO 10814 

OZ09lOuJ8a~4 l 9~999 
AUfUMAJ 10'1 INOUSTRIES JNL 
VITRO LA~ORAT~MIES oiv SION 
JAY H1HJ 
14000 GEORGIA AVf 
4-ll07 
SllVE~ SPRING NO 10910 

062249052949 1 ~99 
8 LHIE SYST'-NS ll'ft 
E 0 NATLCCK 
Q A NAHAGEll 
509 111EST l'ICU.ROE STREET 
HIGHLA:-.0 IL 62Zlt9 

02450506589l ) 99999 
8A8C.uCK t. WllCCX CO 
NUCLl:AI< PO•ER GENERATIOltl OIY 
LIBRARY 
PO BOX IZ60 
lYNCHSUkG VA 24505 

021t5050809U l 
~18COCK ' WILCOX CO 
VIRGINIA OPERATIO~S 
ft A ALIO 

99999 

NANA~ER-lfUt l'IAfLS ' l'IA"IU DIV 
PO Sl:ll 800 
l. 'INLHAIJM. G YA 

020814005115 1 99999 
dABCUCK ' WlltCX CO 
NUC.ltAR POWER GENERATION DIV 
RUl'E:ICT 8 BOKSUM 
7910 ICOOO~ONT AVE 
SU 11: lZO 
8ETHtSOA MO 20Bllt 

99999 

VA 2005 

024505001346 l 99999 
BABlUlk t wllltX CO 
WPPS~ - PEObLl: SP~INGS 
E G WARO 
SENIOR PRO.JltT NANAGER 
PU llUX IZbU 
LYNLHRURG VA 2450~ 

020Uu6006Z6b 9qq99 
SAKt:. R r. 8ll1 T S 
GLRUUF. (;UuCH 
E~14UIRE 
1701 P~NNSYlVANIA AYE NW 
WA~HING1CN Dt 20000 

I ·". . t .• t I ·" l '-: 
l.llt IL.,.. 

~C.ANA00~68l9 l 99999 
ATCMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LTD 
l I llMARY 
su:.•~ NISH 
l~OJ OORC~ESJER 8LVO WEST 
HJH lP9 
MONT-EAL QUEBEC CANAOA 

0079)207'1111 1 99999 
AUIOMATIC SllllTCH tO 
llllLLIAM N IS~U~N 
SUPE~VISOR-GOVT t NUCLEAR SALE 
HANOYl:R ROAO 
FLORHAM PARK NJ u79ll 

OCANA005Jl97 I 
8 t. W CANADA LTO 
GALT OlllTAIUO 

<l't4l030529l5 l 
8AB(ULK t. WllCCX CO 
ltlEO-IJIST 

9'1999 

CANADA 

99999 

91 STIRLING PO BOX 
BARBER TOlll 

Z71 
OH ltlt203 

024505001577 1 99999 
8ASCOCK t. •lltOX CO 
RESEAllCH ' UEYELUPNEltlT OIY 
LltENSl: AOMINISTRAfOR 
PU eox 1260 
lYNCHBUMG Vl l450S 

020814001431 1 99999 
BABCOCK ' WILCOX CO 
POWER GENERATION GROUP 
R 8 llORSUM 
7910 WOODMONT AVE 
SUITE lZO 
etTHtSOA l'ID 20814 

<l't460l08ll9t 1 99999 
8A8tOtk ' W ltOX tO 
ALLIANCE RESEARCH ttR 
l: H f ISHER 
1562 BEEStlH ST 
ALL&ANC.E OH 44601 

OZ450500ll4l I 
8A8CULK ' WILCOX CO 
R A WALLIN 
PO BOX 1260 
LYNCHBURG 

077002000120 l 
BAKER f. BOT t S 
.I G COPELAND 
ESlolUIRE 
UNI: SHELL PLAZA 
HUUS ION 

07700ZOl>Ol68 
BAKER t. AC'lt JS 
~f:LdERT 0 SCHWARZ 
E!.QUI Rl: 
U'-41: Slff:LL PLAZA 
HGUSTUN 

99999 

VA 24505 

99999 

TX 77DOZ 

99999 

TX 7700l 

Oll203005869 99999 
UAlflHOttE GAS t llEtTntt to 
.IANl:S A !HOUISON 
Gl:NEAAL tOUNHL 
Pt: t!CX H15 
H~LflMURE MO 21201 
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AVE Niii 
Dl. lOOOb 

Ol~lOlOJ58£'4 9qqq9 
6All.r ~·H~HAM n•~EM t HAWIHO~N 
~UAlRf A hU[ll,tM 
Pl,: Si;JL 3 UC> 
~IR~INuHAM Al )'j20l 

02ll0l0Rl!lb7 l 9q999 
8ALJll'lt>+.t f.AS t. ELHHtlC. to 
Gt: NC Ol SEii VI(.£ S 
NOk~AN bU•"AKlK 
VICL PRfSIUE~f 
=~LYT~o~t'~ "o 21201 

OZ065TOUb"1l l 99999 
SAlff~(,llf; GAS t ElECTNIC. C.U 
QUALITY AS>URANCt OlPARTMtNT 
S M UAVIS 
SUPEllVISOR 
CLVRT CLIFFS NUC PWR PLANl 
LUSSV "0 Z0b51 

02110)081508 l 99999 
8ALTIM0Ml ~·s t ELEC.TRIC. to 
SlCU~llY SERVICES 
R C Of.RNOl>A 
GlNEKAL SUPEMVl~R 
PC t!UJ. 1 .. 75 
8AlllMOMf MO ZllOl 

02llOlU058,0 I 99999 
6AlllMORE ~AS t ELECTRIC l.O 
A E LUl'WVAt.L 
VILE PMtSIOENT-SUPPLY 
PO 8Ull 141t7'j 
6AltlMORE MO lllOl 

021201005810 99999 
8ALTIMOKt !>AS t Elt:CTRIC CO 
A C OLSON 
ROD~ 912 ~E BUILDING 
60Jl lolol'j 
~&LTIMCRE MO 21201 

020657007021 I 99999 
BALTIMOKE ~AS t ELEtfklC LO 
CALVERT CLIFFS NP~ 
.I A f ltJOIAN 
"ANAu£M-NUCLEAR POllER DEPT 
MARYLANO RflS 2 t olo 
LUS6Y MO 2Ub~7 

0950600bJC.60 l 
6ARON t AS!>OCIAIES 
SHPtlEN l AAllUlii 
201 MISSION SIMtET 
SANTA C.RUl CA 95060 

.:Jolo)2010t12ll5 l 99q•~q 
8ATJLLLE C.OlUMRUS LAO 
NUC.ltAR TtC.H t PHY!> !>Cl OEPJ 
WALlt R J Hl>lN 
PkUJtl T .. &~il\iil~ 
SOS K ll~l. AV c 
C~LUMRUS OH olotlOl 

099)'j/Q06415 l q9q9q 
8AtllLL~ PAC.If IC. NORtHWt>l LAB 
WAL t APLt:Y 
(./U MU C.LAUSEh 
6A lllllt 6l VO-SluMA IV SLOG 
RICHLANU WA q~)S~ 

5f foulOOOlb8 

flt 7100/ 

OllZ0300S869 l q9qqq 
UALTIMOME GAS t lllC.TRIC. C.U 
J&MtS A 6lOUISUN 
GU1EAAL l.OUN!>H 
PC ecx 1"75 
RALflMUKl MU 21ZOJ 

02065100 7021 1 qq9qq 
6ALf IMOKE GAS t ElELTRlt tO 
C.ALVUIT CLIFFS NPS 
!> .. DAVIS 
SUPEKVISUlt-OPfRATIONS '' 
HARVLANO RtES l t 41t 
LUS8V 140 70657 

020651001023 l 9q99q 
8AlTIMUAE ~AS t ElEtTRlt lU 
CALVtRf CL IHS NPS 
R E OlNJllN 
!>UPEMVISDR-TRAIN ' TECH SERV 
MARYLANU llTES 2 & olo 
LOSSY MO 20657 

02120)005875 l 99999 
8ALTIMORE GAS t ELEtTRlt C.0 
QUAt.lTY ASSVML~CE OEPf 
R M OOUIOLASS 
FIJICT SMALL•OOO llOAO COMPL F II 
BUX , .. rs 
RALTJMORE 140 21201 

021201006139 l 9999q 
B&Lf IMOKE &AS t ELECTRIC CO 
SUPPLY 
A E LUNDVALL JR 
Vitt PMl:SlDENT - SUPPLY 
P(J 80ll lo1175 
6AlTl14CKI: MO 21201 

020657uu587l l 99999 
BALTIMORE GAS ' ELECTRIC tO 
tALVERT tLlffS NU( PO•ER PLANT 
U UN IS RUSSELL 
PLANT SUPERINTENDENT 
LUSBY 140 106,7 

0212030794)5 l ~99 
8ALTIMOME GAS t El~tTRlt C.O 
J A TIER .. AN 
MANAGER-NUCLEAR POlllER 
PO 80ll l47S (.HARLES CENTER 
LUS8Y MO l1203 

oql749052940 l 99999 
8AMTON JNSlRUMENlS 
UNIT Of l H 
Ii II WELT 
WA Dlttl:C.1'011 qoo StJ(JlH TUtlN8Ull (ANYON HO 
LITY Of INOU5TllY tA 9l}o119 

04J20106olo6)7 l ~q999 
6ATTELL~ tULUM8US LAB 
LI KRARY 
I\ A RAWLES 
~l.H AD .. IN t INFO SERVILES 
!iO'i KI NC AVft~UI: 
COLUMnus OH olo)20l 

oq91c,200632V 1 9qq99 
•JATTELU PACIHC NORTHllU:ST LAS 
SPt"4U.K H 8U~H 
PO l!OX 999 
ACKS 
HllHLANO WA 993~2 
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CA q'>ObO 

O<olZOlOttZll5 I 
BAlJELLE tULUHPUS LAS 
NUC:.lt.AR JlLH L PHY~ ~Cl 
WALftR J flt.IN 
Pl<OJtl l MA'•Ai#fR 
Sil!> ~.II«. AVt 
C.OLU14kUS OH 

DEPT 

.. 1101 

0993SZQ0et415 I 99999 
8ATflLU PAC.If I(. NORTHW~SJ LAB 
WAL l APU.Y 
tlli MAX CLAUSEN 
8AfltLLt BLYO-SlvMA IV BLDG 
RltHLANO •A 9~J~i 

0.\8106001113 
8ECH1tl PU•fR CORP 
ttNTMAl LI t<ltA•Y 
L lt'kA!l.lAN 
p c !Ulll 11>00 
ANN AllSOll Ml .i,8106 

OZQ16000587Z l 99999 
8EtHf•l PUwtR CORP 
J H AtLL 

iHIEf NUCLEAR lNCl~ftR 
514U SHAUY Gl!.CYf ROAU 
AIH<l1tS8Ul{G MO l0160 

090040001116 l 99999 
8tC.Hlll PQwfll CURP 
LOS ANGELES POW~R DIVISION 
JEAN ;,,.,(i;!IMY 
Llu.tAMl.!11" 
lER14INAL A~NEX PO aox 60861) 
LOS A~ulLtS CA 900etU 

07P25l06<o612 l 999q9 
BEt~TtL POWER C.UAP 
ll L Hl(.11.14A"I 
REC.OROS NAl'Oul'R 
PO BUX llbo 
HOU::O lU,. TX 11152 

1JlllOJ071 .. l"> ) ., ..... I 

ttALll•O~E vAS 'lLttlNIL LU 
J A lll""'AN 
MA~Av(N-~Ull(AN POWER 
P~ RU• 1"1'> tHAKLlS [l~liA 
L0Sdf HO llZGJ 

uql7.\9o~zq"o l Q9~"q 
uAMfQN INSJRU14fhTS 
u1H T Of lTT 
, .. "« •fl r 
.JA !JIKU.TUA 
'100 Sill.TH TUlt"i6UlL C.ANYUN 110 
LITY Of INUU~fRY CA ~17•9 

O<oJZOl0b4b)7 l ~q'lq~ 
8ATTtLLl C.ULUl48US LAB 
ll ttll.All.'t 
R :. RAWLES 
~vK AOMlN t INFO SERVlltS 
SO'> KING AVENUE 
tDLU•~us OH .\lZOl 

099)5100b3Z9 l 99999 
~ATTELLt PA(.(~IC NORfHWEST LAB 
SPt.NC.tll H 8uSH 
PO BOX 999 
AtltS 
RltHLANO WA 993SZ 

094ll90b.\124 
"HHTH POwfR 
NfO UBRARY 
PO BOX J9et!> 
SAN f llA...C l SCO 

1 
CORP 

C.A 9'°'119 

09 .. 11906 .. 588 l 99999 
BltHTEL PO•ER CORP 
M H ltRUINS 
SfAFF ASSf ADMIN SVCS 
PO l!IOX J9bS 
SAN FRA~C.ISCO CA 9.\119 

048106052~.. l 99~99 
8ECHltL PO•£R COllP 
J I OUfSON 
PROJEt I MANAGER 
Post Offltt SOX 1000 
ANN ARBOR .. • ltlt l 1)6 

0770010U7061 1 
BECHIEL POWER CORP 
CHARLES HALLIGAN 
Pt) 8U.t ll6Ct 
HUUS TON rx 11001 

01087706 .. 616 l 99~99 
BECHTEL P<.~EM C~AP 
f P JONI: S 
SUPERVISOR Mft MGMT 
I !>740 SliAOY GROVE ROAD 
uAITHElt~BURG MO Z0817 

0112S20C>4f>ll l 
RfCHfEl POWtR COkP 
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Qf)4l l"OO'>lr!l 
tllAC.K f. VfAf(.H 
N 11 MUU I lllSUI• 
PO 80X tl .. O., 
KAl>SAS C.llY 

01180lUol"ll 
8lAU I. C.OHN 
HOWARD l !!LAU 
f Sv\JIRI: 
ll1 NtwBRIOGt MO 
HltKSYILl£ 

0911f 740529Sl 
80t NG CO 
E ltGM £. C.ONS lRUtll ON 
G!:OkGE I C.OULKOUkN 
PO 8CX 3707 
1145 <;A-7J 
St.UllE: 

'1A 0~110 

,.0 b<itl I .. 

NY ll80l 

~7~8~9H9 l ~q~ 
BONNfYILlE POWEil AUMIN 
PU t!UX Jbll 
PCRlLANJ Olt 97208 

O'iO 74'>078990 l q9990 
eu .. G ioAIHd:R lQRlt 
~Ykuh JAC.KSON PUMP OIYISICN 
NERKlll HUulNS 
PU llUX 49bf. 
MIS 1'1 
CARSON !:A 907'9 

090740071811 I 99999 
llORG "AkNlk C.UkP 
BYRON JAC.KSON PUMP UIVISIQ~ 
JUH~ '41llAlli 
tNEkl>Y SYSHM:. UlVttl<PMl llR 
PO lllJX lo'lbb 
(.ARSON LA 90149 

00219906470b l 9999~ 
ROS llll<i l U 1511111 tll 
io l M:Ul II ~(JN 
NUtltAM fN<..lNHR 
800 ~ULYSTU~ 5TMltl 
t!l~10~ MA Cll~q 

UOllH40oblf.l qqq?q 
BOSIO~ tUl~JN CO 
NUtLfAk OPL~ATIONS 
JL~N t F U!>t I< 
2~ MRAINlkff Hill PARll. 
P 2i.o 
8RAINlMlf NA 02lfl4 

)9, 2100'>.!'148 1 'l'l'l'l'I 
~1~~1'4A• MlLLANlTfl lU 
!.llY f ATK I NSUN L•J 
C I RO\t'l 
wA NAlollU,.E!l 
l~OO N w f RONT A\t'fNUl 
PUkTLANO OM 91ll0 

Ob .. ll400ll28 9qq99 
HlllC.~ (. VEATC.H 
LlU HA(K 
ll t!llARIAN 
lSOO NlAOOW LAKE PK•Y 
KA~SAS C.llY NJ D"ll4 

OWGfllNuO~ J! 8 
tll<lfT 
MEACfOR SAFETY 
1'4f1Nl SEIPEL 
AOl<llNISUAlOR 
HE:lNEMANNSTMASSE 2 
SJOO lll.ll<IN 2 WCifRNAN'f 

0221800b4704 1 99999 
8tJEING C.UMPUTt.R SEllVIUS 
E"'f:ocCY tECH APPL 
S lo LINO.O. 
1'180 uALLUwS C.OUllT 
C.11-31 
Vlf;l'llU YA 22180 

OC.ANAOOS19b4 l 
!SUit lo MARNER tOllP 
HYRUN JAlKSON OIV 

99999 

JAC.11. Al<tOE:R SON 
SUPYR-R&M El<iGINff Rll<iG 
PO UOX 180 STA1lUl<i H - IORONTO 
UIH Al! I 'J M"C. '>J l C.ANAUA 

O~l4090SJ,79 1 99999 
t!URG WAAl'IER C.ORP 
l'IUC.lEAR VALVE: DIVISION 
P L MILINAllU 
MAl>AGER QUALITY ASSURANCE 
7'>00 lYkUNl AYtNUE 
VAN NUYS CA 'll~Q'I 

0900580529b5 l 9q99~ 
BORG WAllNER CORP 
BYRllN JAlKSON PUMP OIY 
M l RUl4£1i1U 
ZlOO EA~r YtKNON \VE~UE 
Ob 
LOS ANGELES C.A 900~8 

00Zl99001541 99999 
ROS TOl'i f.O I SON C.O 
lllUl:lf.AM t>ltOJU. f.) 
R 114 8U1lER 
MANAGE ft 
~UO OOYLSJUN SIRELI 
ttUSfUN 114A 02199 

Q\il l 990blob01 1 qqqqq 
llUHUN lOISCN C.O 
ll A ulJRUuN 
INGR PlK114ANENf Fill SYS 
800 BOYLSfON STRfll 
RUSIUN MA 02199 
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V'\• !. '·" ·• fU •' 

'111:. , .. 
tAitS.O"i 

0907•q0718l7 l qq~ .... 
l)Oli...; aAl<"tll'I l;.UkP 
8Yl<ON JAt.11.S~'" P-JMP i.>IVISIO:ll 
JUtth olll.L """ tNllt&Y S.YS.IL•~ utvf LUP~l LlR 
PO 1>1.J• , .. ob 
(.AMSIJt, C.A 'Y07••J 

00ll .. qUo•7U~ q .. qq .. 
sos 1 ''" l u I Su>i l.<l 
.. l Al:iJf II S.llfto 
111\JC.LLAI< fNt.lllllCA 
dOO "-UL':OT( 'I '.)Ti1U1 
~ls.Tu~ ~• oztqq 

U'i>Z l 'l•vv&Zt.l l qqqrn 
8GSJ0'1i t ulS'Jlli to 
NU(LEAM OPL"Al IONS 
Jl. ... h • f otA)tll 
ZS 8RAINTMf f HILL PARK 
p 21>0 8RAllljfRtE MA OZl~~ 

00219~080929 ....... 
~LSTLN EOISLN C.O 
Ill/( NUC.UAll 
Wllll~M 0 HARRINGTnN 
SENllllll Y Pt<f SIUEl't1 Lf NU<.LkAR 
800 SOYLS.lUN StMEtl 
80S1GN MA 021~? 

OOlJ~OOOS6lS l <>99q9 
80S10N tOl~UN CO 
RltHAli.0 U '11Alh~lll 
PIL&MlM StATIOh MANAGER 
RfO l 11.Q~KY Hlll ROAi) 
PLYMOUTH MA OZlbO 

00ll9900!i•'U 1 
IW '\ Tl'ti l 0 l !>JN C.U 
W M ::.lOt:S 
QUALITY ASSU-ANC.E 
80U l\OYL S fl.IN 51 
ROSl t N 

MANAGER 

MA 0Zl99 

OZOOJ1>00bl0~ \ 
llR l£.t4 ..UitlllN I'll tr"°t.M 
ElllC. A llS!N 
ll~O tO ... ~LllltUl &Vt ~
S.Ul H llOU 
wA:i>>HNt'10"f oc. 

i ..... ' ''"· • t .. , 

VA"' "'U t '• 
~ .. ~o~l.lOS29oS l qqqqq 
~I~" WAii.NE~ CORP 
8Ylllllli JAl.11.SON PulieP Ql\I 
ii l llU~t.1<!J 
2\00 E•Sf VtMNON AVENUE 
Ob LOS l"'GtlES C.l ~00~8 
JJZ19900l~•l qqqq'I 
f\fl )fllN lJ HON t 0 
'-1Jl..llA1< t>ll.OJtl.f ~ 
R "' 8UllfR 
°'AltAGt;ll 
AJJ B0'L5fUN 51Rtll 
ttU~tON MA 0Zl99 

Ol'll990t>°'b01 l qqqq'I 
3U5fU" tOlSC"I C.0 
II a WRU4.N 
tNGR PCM•AHENJ fllt SYS 
800 8CYLStCN STRE(t 
AUSTON MA 021'19 

002199001~31 l 
euSlUN lUl:i>OH cu 
PILGRIM NUC.l~AR SlATlON 
•llllAM F HIC~EY 
LIC.E~SING MANA~tR 
800 tlOYL5fON STMltl 
8USTCN 

ao z 1 qqooe.o n l 
llOSTUN EOlSClff tO 
1t l l.l. IAM 5 S. fUWE 
800 BOYLSTON 5TMEt1 
BUS TON 

14A 02199 

OOZl~lOo2!iZb l ~qqq 
At> TEC.HNIC.Al SEMYIC.ES 
18 HU~Ll'f :>tlUt:f 
lAMllMIUGE MA 021~1 

ono1not.l099 t 
8KANT 'ASSOC.IATfS 
alll l&M A llMt.M 
l'H3 8ARC.lAY 
M l~ttAIWSUN 

ll 7~081 

02~lOIJ~Z9~l l 999'19 
UKl>fOl >TEEL t IRON wOKK:) 
PLA"'l I) 
I.> Ii 1106tR l !> 
l.lA 114Al'tACfll ~Rl>TUl/WASH C.OUNfY INOUSl PK 
~~t~lUL VA l~lUl 

ull~l)Obod!il I 9999~ 
l\'I Ut;ll.H•W llll NA fl UNAL l A BIJll A IUll Y 
Mi:AC.TU~ OlVl)lUN 
w J t;RYNOA 
UPlON 
tllLJG 103 LUNG l~lANO NY 11973 
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l:)S.. L.-yr.·~A.: · l i ~ 
A>>ul. lJl'< JVI ,, .-11 ll '> 1'·'
l.EOl'tAll.C L l"'l,.A ASSISIA~J lU f~l UIRtLlUI< 
UPIU,.. l\IY 11 'I 7l 

lll 11001 

07100l;.)l>ltfZd l 

8111..•h c. "'""' '""· J l l'Atll:!'• M<.R lNu uotU .. fNTU IUN 
PO 8Ull } BLOv 41 TX 771JOI 
HOU> llJl<I 

Ol~~170Sl7l4 9qqqq 
SRO•,.. tl<JVEMI tlttfRIL INL 
SwlltH~EAR svstt .. s OlV 
0 0 O\JVALL 
1111.l PRt>lOENT ROU1f. :l0"1 i;. NOfl.RISTO•N ROAi> 
SPMIN" HOUSE PA l94Tl 

040202000S08 l qqqq9 
81lO•N TUOD t HtY8URN 
JOS~PM 8 .. HM 
ESQUIRE lblH tLOUR tlllLENS PLAZA 
LOUISVlLLE r.Y 40202 

001b4900b0Ab l qqqqq 
8 UllhS t RO( I NC. 
S !IAROft 
100 KlNUERKAMAtK ROAD ORADELL NJ Olb4Q 

0076't90b4blb l qqq99 
&URttS i;. ttOE INC 
S A JORDAN STAFF AOMINISTRATOA 
800 ~lNUlMr.AMALK 11.0AO 
ORADELL NJ Olb4U 

007b4900b818 l 999q9 
l\UllNS f;, ROE INt 
r.EhliETH LlSH 
100 KlNOERr.AMACK RO ORADELL NJ 07b4Q 

007b4900llhU l 9q999 
BUIOtS f. .. 01; INC 
NUtLEAM LlCENSIN~ 

I 

NtA'&AVL•·· • \:l•H'-U~ "'°IJ''°' 
P1.. i:)llJI. 1 Ol-lbl 
HllU>lll"' TJI. n.:01 

01101Jl0529'i8 l 
ttR0•1• f. AOl.H I Nt 
l'll .. lk 
• "' lll(.f GRWVP VILE P~tSIUE,..l 
PU~l OFtlC.E SOX l 
HUUSlON 
O•GERMOS3J29 l 
81lUWN ~ovERl REAKTOA 
A8l TPt: 14 
l'AC.tliWtHERE l 
ouDtNSTR ... 
b800 MAttttHElM 1 

oot.SS60S7905 
8URND'f (.OAP 
PUwER 

Ill T10Ul 

u 71001 

9999'i 
GM8t1 

M R 140NASHK IN 
(.UNN AND RIC.HAROS AVE 
201 tt ObdSb 
NOR"IAl.k 
0993520064~7 1 9q999 
BURNS f. ttOE INC 
W If tONN 
N/M GROUP SUPERVISOR 
601 WILLIAM> BLVD AltHLANO WA 99)52 

007b49006459 l qqq99 
BURNS f. ROE I ftC MAtLRIALS If.& SfANDAROS SUPV 
H t JUNG 700 KINDERKAMAtK RO 
ORADELL NJ 01649 

0076490646]9 l qqqqq 
l\URftS & ROE tttt 
H L RIESS 
DOC.IJME NT CONTROL SUPVR 
700 KINDE~KAMAtK RD 
ORADELL NJ 07~9 

015077005708 l 9q9qq 
~URRUUGH Uf SHlPPlNGPDRf 
THOMAS J ClERP H 
MAYOR 
PO BOX 26 SlANLEY S KOSfllj 

800 KINOlAKA~ACK RD URA~ELL NJ 07b49 
SHIPPllilGPORl PA 1S077 

99999 

001b4SOl805S l 99999 
BUTLER SlRVICt GROUP 
ALEX~NDEll J MAtUOUuALL 
Vitt PllESIOENT-SALEi 
llO SUMMll AVl PU UOX 460 
MONTVALE NJ 0764S 

09190ZOSZ'i10 9999'i 
t F l.ll'AUN (; C.U 
A H "IHI 1 Alf.lit 
Vilt PkLS-l'OWtR UIVISION ALHAM8~A CA 9180Z 

091802008724 
C f 811AUN f. CU 
WlLLIAM A .JAC.k 
VICE PAESIDE~l 
1000 SOUTH FREMONT 
AlHAM81lA 

C.A 91802 

006450020109 1 9q999 
C. t4 FLAGG C.0 
GLENN R LAC.EY 
MANAGER-QUALi lY ASSURANCE 
450 MUAOUC.~ A~ENUl MERIDtN tl 06~50 

J w 

\,,. 
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091902051~70 ~~99 
t f SHAU" C. tO 
A H •HI 1 Alllfl 
VJCl PktS-Po.lfA ~IVISION 
AlHAM8kA tA 91802 

095914006S35 l 99999 
'Allf~RhlA UEPT CF CONSEAV 
OIY Of "INlS ~ GEOlUGY 
Pl~MY AMl'fOT'l 
lftlb 9JH SHIHT 
KCOfll 1341 
SAtRAMENfU tA 95814 

0958140llOS6 1 99999 
CALIFWINtA UEPJ Of HEAllH SVCS 
MAOlOlu~lt H~ALTH RRAftC.H 
JOE 11AMU 
CHIEF 
1H P STllEET 
SACAAMENIO CA 958lft 

09~825006094 l 99999 
CALIFURNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
tHKl~TOPH ELLISON 
l ll I HOlllE AVE-.ut 
SACKAMlNTO CA 95815 

OCJ5Bl4051457 l 
tALlfOKNIA Uffll.E or 
ENCll'Y C. ENVIRONMfNT 
PHILLIP A GKEENdEllG 
l6UO 'ifH sr 
ROCM ll4 
SALRA"4ENTO 

9q9qq 
GOVERNOR 

C.A 958lft 
094102007066 I 99999 
tALl~tmNIA PURLIC UTllllY COM 
JANll.E l llfKW 
)50 HtALLISTEM ST 
SA~ fllANtlStO CA 94102 

020COl0051o6 l 99999 
CALIFORNIA SIATE Offltl 
ELlANOR SCHlllARTZ 
~~o z~P>NSYL VA"lU AV[ SE 
lllASHIN~TON DC 20001 

NY 10016 

015077005708 l 99999 
dUKRUUGH Uf SHIPPINGPOMf 
lttOl'AS .J tLERPAH 
"'& Y:JR 
PO S!lX 26 
SHIPPJ"«;PORT PA 15077 

09180200872'> 
C f 8JiltJN I. CU 
lllllllAM A .JAtll 
VJC.E PRESIOE .. I 
1000 SCUTH FREMONT 
ALHAML'IMA (A 911102 

006ftS0020l09 99999 
t N FLAGG CO 
GLENN R LACEY 
NANAGER-gUALJTY ASSUAAN~t 
Ct50 MURDOCK AVENUE 
MERIDEN er 06Ct5Q 

095814006285 l 99999 
CALIFORNIA DEPT OF HEALTH SVCS 
RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH SECTION 
(Hllf f:NYIR kAO CONTROL UNIT 
114 P S lREEJ 
llUON .. 98 
SAtllAMENfU CA 9581'> 

09S82S0809J9 l 99999 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY CONMJSSION 
SlllNG t ENVlRONMENlAl 
l R OtTJER 
DIV C.HIH 
l ll 1 HO•E AVENUE: 
SACMAMENTO CA 95825 

09581'>005986 1 99999 
CAllfO~NIA LEGAL AFFAIRS SECY 
BRYON S ~EORCIOU 
SfAIE CAPlfAL-GOVERNORS Oft 
SACAAMlNfU CA 95814 

094\02006009 l 'W999 
CAL fCRNlA PU8l C UTILITY COM 
LAWMENC.E W GARCIA 
:>06C. SIATE BLOG 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102 

095814080'l)8 l ~999 
tALIFO~NIA RESOURCES AGl~CY 
HUlY 0 JOHICSON 
SECRETARY fOR RESO•JRCES 
Hlo 91H SlRtEl 
ROOM llll 
SACRAMlNTO CA 95814 

095oJ007895o 1 99999 
CALlfOkNIANS FOR SAFE tNER~Y 
ELLIS S TRAU8ER 
CHAIR!lilAN 
J671 MESA VERDE AYE 
EL DORAQO HILLS CA 95610 

091)61079010 1 9999~ 
LANTON ~E~EARCM GMUUP I~ 
C~~ESl J CONWAY 
7~1 lA~tfJELO ROAD 
SUI TF A 
hESTLAllE VILLAGE CA 913«>1 

028208000669 1 99999 
CAllOl INtl FNYlllON STUOY (",.tttJtJP 
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0605i 107''"" 1 1 
CAU1,.YI f( l .. C 
lJOl Sl'ICllllG RO 
SUI IE 530 
on. HPIJUK 1l b0521 

090064001221 99999 
CfllifllC flJR LA~ PU8Lll lNlEREST 
Jt'14N R PHILLIPS 
l:.S(,UllCc 
10951 WEST PltO 8LVO 
LOS ANGELES tA 90064 

0784030014~0 1 99999 
tENllCAl l'OWlR t llGHT CO 
M L f\Ok(.H(l T 
Pu aux 2111 
CORPUS CHRISTI TlC 78 .. 03 

OFRANCOOJS2.. l 99999 
tENTICE U'lfUOES NUtlEAIRES 
OtPI UE SuREll NU~lEAIRl 
GA8RHLLE kAJZ 
8P NO 6 
92.2b0 
FO"'rt.NAY-AUX-ROSES FRANCE 

005404053041 l 99999 
tHAMPLAlN LABlE CORP 
MIBE t CA8lf DIVISION 
t l MARTIN 
P 0 BOJC 1 
WINOOSkl VT 05404 

002199067190 t 99999 
CHARLES T MAllll NC 
THERMAL PUNlR CIYISION 
J H N08lt 
PRUDENTIAL CfNTER 
80S10N MA 02199 

028207007020 l 991199 
CHARLOTTE MltKlENBURG ENV tOAL 
HENRY PllESLl:J< 
CHAIRMA .. 
11 .. l HENLY PLAtE 
CHAllLUTJ E NC 28207 

060602005200 99999 
CHEl!llY !. FLYNN 
MYttUli tHERICY 
THREE flMSl NATIONAL PLAZA 
SUJJf .HOO 
LHICAGU IL 60b02 

038113052969 911999 
lHltAC.0 llklllGl t lkON CU 
2700 CHANNEL AVl P ~ 80JC 13308 
MlMPHlS TN J9ll3 

060611005731 l ~9997 
'HltAG~ ~llRU SANITARY OISf 
CECIL Liit Hl~11; 
OIMtCTOR Of ~lSEAkCH t OEV 
IOU LAST fkll )lwCrT 
tHlt..111.ll II ~ll'>l l 

ul9b03U52968 l qqqqq 
[.lllCP[NltM llCHNOLCGY COPP 
" fl KECtR I SC 
C.t. N '4CR l•UCL EAR PWUOUL TS 
101 WEST BlK~ STRtlT 
lllADl .. G PA 19603 

Ol9l020Z8~bb 
CATALYTIC INC 
PAUL Kll CHART 
l~oa MAMkET STMEEI 
PHILADELPHIA PA 19102 

OSPAINOZJ959 I 99?99 
ttNTNAl NUt..LtAR Ot ALMAkAl 
JUAN M BLANCO 
PRff\jCESA J 
MAOf!IO - 8 SPAIN 

OBEL,IOS7S62 1 991199 
CENTRE O'ElU~E OE L 1 ENER NUCL 
POWER PlANl l!K 3 
FMANCOIS MOTTE 
ADMINISIPATOR 
BtJEIU:TAN(, 200 
8-Z.,OU MOL BELGIUM 

06ll~Z006l04 l 99999 
CHAtKES & HUARE 
KENNEfH M CHACKES 
AJNY FOR JOINT INTERYENORS 
314 N BROAOMAY 
sr LOUIS MO 63102 

021514007042 
LHANGl 
DANIEL F READ 
PRESIDENT 
PO OOJC 524 
CHAPEL HILL 

99999 

OZSJ0.,063988 l 99999 
(HARLESTON AREA MEDICAL CENTER 
l"IEl'IORIAl DIV 
RIDGELY co"''"'' OJREtTOR OF NUC MEDICINE 
3200 MACCURKLE AVE Sl 
tHAllLtSTON WY 2Sl04 

U29210066210 l 99999 
CHEM NUt..LEAR SYSTEMS INL 
INFORMATION SPEtlAllST 
2'0 STGNtRIDGf OMIYE 
SUI JE 100 
COLUMBIA SC 29210 

021218006421 l 99999 
tHLSAPEAKt ENERGY ALLIANC.E 
RUBERf ~ POLLARO 
609 MUNIPtllER STREET 
OAlTlMORE MO 2121H 

OJS201052971 1 99999 
tHltAGU RRIOGE £ IRON tO 
wELOl~G L ~A OEPT 
PO BOJC 217 
H1RMINGH~M AL 35201 

002f90l20Z3 l 
LINC. NNAfl Alli fOR 
TOM CARPENTCR 
l>lREt TUIC 
l210 VINE SJRHJ 
C.l Ntl NNA Tl 

99999 
RESl'UN lNG 

OH .. S2l9 
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U4S2Jl0l9,20 l 99999 
CJNCINNAl ~AS ' lLECTRlt CO 
"UlltAR S(RWl(tS DtPT 
ll I'. (.HI l"ARA 
lllAhAGlR 
PU 80X 9b0 
tllWC.INNAll O~ 4S20i 

07410700;18"°' I ~~99 
(,.ITIZENS ACT FOR SAFE ENER l~t 
UilRll OJ(;llfltSON 
PO 80X 924 
CLARtMOlll CK 1~107 

Ol8SOl00149~ l 99999 
Cl lllEJitS AC: INST NUt OANut:RS 
TH01114S J HA~LluAN 
(.HU RPlR SON 
PCi Blil !> 
StRANlON PA l@SOl 

07SlZ400l600 l 99999 
tltlZFNS ASSOC FOR SOUND ENGY 
JUANllA t:LLIS 
PRESIDENT 
l1tZ6 SOUTH POLK 
DALLAS Tl 1S214 

060605006404 99999 
CllllENS fOk A BETTER ENVIRON 
DANI fl tll(!H Z 
COUNSEL FOfl. PET 11 IUNERS 
S9 EAST 'AN BUMlN SJKlET 
SUI H UoOO 
CHICAGO IL 6060!> 

0774Z200S309 l 99999 
t.lllllNS fOK EQUITABLE UlllS 
PtGGY AUC110M"t 
EXftUTIVE UIMECTCR 
RUUft l 601C lP.1!4 
RRAlORlA TX 11422 

0787f>f00l48l l "9'199 
till Uf AUSllN 
ELttTFIC U1lLITY OEPARTlllLNr 
Nl~HCLAS M MEISllR 
t I TY 114ANAl>tll 
PO dCX 1U8H 
AUSllN TX 18767 

01'HOlJOb431 I 99'f419 
Lill UF P~llAOt:LPHlA 
" W l.OOOl 
MAhAl.lN~ OIMtllCM 
PHILAOLLPHIA PA lql07 

04-.0lllO~ISOl l 99999 
lllVtLAhO tLtl llLUMlhA\lhC CO 
Ar~··~v ,.,.~ 

~•51510~09Z5 999~~ 
ClNC.lN~~TI GAS L ELECTRIC CC 
W"I ~ El"lllltR NUC.LEAK STAf lUN 
J R SC.HUH 
PLAPtT "IANAGER 
PQ BUX ill l 
~uSC.OW OH 45153 

04S22008l49S 1 99999 
C.ITlllNS AGAINST A llAOIO ENVIR 
2b99 (.LIFTON AYE 
Cll'tCINNAtl OH 4S2ZO 

027612007043 l 99999 
llflllN> AGAlNSJ NUCLEAR ~O•ER 
C.l>-CCUllUI NA JOR S 
PATRICIA T NE11fMAN 
:S.LAHll t: NEllfMAH 
Z )09 •EYNDUlH C. f 
KALEIGH NC 27612 

078lJ3006lSO l 99999 
CITIZENS CO?ttERNED ABT NUC P•R 
lANlitY SINK [lit 
5106 CASA ORO 
SAN ANTONIO TX 711233 

017043005514 99999 
C.llllE~S FOR A SAFE ENVIRON 
VIRGINIA SOUfllAllO 
CHAIRMAN 
264t NAlfOH ST 
LEMOYNE PA 17043 

0181610010)9 99999 
ti TY Of AUSTIN 
llltHa.O C. 8ALOUGH 
ASSf CITY ATTORNt:Y 
PU 801C 1088 
AUSTIN TX 78767 

049l0600S69l l 
C.lTY af 8RIOGMAN 
JAlllES BtMtNEK 
HAYOR 
811 I O"lllAN 

999<19 

.. , 49100 

015219005711 1 
C.llY Of PlfTS~UMGH 
MARYl"I FEIN 
UTILITY COUU:S.El 
JlJ CITY C.OUl'fll 8UILOING 
PllT>B~GH PA lS219 

0600'1908lSSl 
C.llY Uf llU!tt 
JuK!tt 8 SPE~tf;R 
"'AlOR 
Z828 SHl::RIUAN MD 
ZION IL 600?9 
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0060~S~6itS~7 l 99999 
C~"~USflO' tNGINEEklNG INC 
H ;J !\ROS'4A't 
~G'l G~!JUP RECOS ~ SELDfY 
1000 P~USP~CT Hill kUAJ 
6110-1'101 
•l~OiOk CT QoC?5 

006095005~73 l 99999 
CO"RUSTlON tNGINEERING l~C 
P a llRUSl 
"ANAGER-tNGINEERING SERVICES 
PO BUX 50J 
WINOSGR CT 06095 

Ol00lit0l805Z l 99999 
Cl"UU>TION ENGINEERING INC. 
ELEANOR lfUHlER 
"65) CORDtll AVE 
BETHESOA "O 2001'-

00609S0265d" l 99qq9 
COlfSUSTla~ ENGINEERING l~C 
A E SCHERER 
OIREtTOf<-NUtlEAR LICENSING 
1000 PROSPECI Hill ROAO 
91tJ!!-l9ZZ 
WINUSOR CT 0609S 

006095001299 I 9999~ 
t0•8USllON ENGINEERING INC 
CE PU•ER SYSIE~S 
J w VElRS 
1000 PROSPECT ~Ill ROAD 
WINOSOR CT 0609S 

OMEXIC064504 I 99999 
COlflSIOl't NACIONAL ~EGURIDAO 
NUCLEAR Y SALVAIOIJAROIAS 
INSURGtNTES SUR NO 1806 
"EXICO Of 01030 MEXICO 

049101029240 1 99999 
C01f'40NWEALTH ASSOCIATES INC 
PC.aER OIYISION 
w tt RANOAll 
SA DEG CUNSULTANT 
Z09 E WASHINvTON AYE 
JACKSON HI it9l01 

060690079j84 1 99999 
CO"MONWEALTtt EDISON CO 
R CUSAllU 
SITE CCNSTRUCTION SUPEAINTENOT 
PO BUX 161 
CHICAGO IL 60690 

9999~ 
co 

0C.0690JOta2ll 
Cl»4MONwEAlfH EDISON 
LCUIS OEl~fORCE 
DlkEtTUK Of NUCLEAR 
PO BOX 7t.7 
CHICAGO 

LICENSING 

IL 60690 

060690079)89 1 99999 
cn~MON•lAlfH EDISON co 
K L "fi.ll SS(R 
STATION SU~ERIN1ENOENT 
PU 80X 767 
lHI CAGO IL 60690 

OZ0011t005901t 1 99999 
(JMeusTIUN ENGINEERING ·~~ 
C-E ~O•ER SYSTE•~ 
CH-'>RUS fl SRISll."'..\N 
loRS l CtlRUEll AVl 
)UITE A-1 
ArlH(SOA MO l0Jl4 

Ov609500633l l 99999 
C.!!Mt:!USTION ENGl!iHRI~ INC. 
V C. HALL 
1000 PRJSPECT Hill ROAD 
W(NJSQR CT 06095 

006905008721 l 99999 
CU~BU~TION ENGINEERING INL 
P L !4CCILL 
VICE PRESIOENT 
1000 PRUSPECT Hill AOAO 
•INOSOR er 06905 

006095001440 1 99999 
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING INL 
A NEWlfAN 
1000 PROSPECT Hill ROAD 
wlNuSOA Cl 06095 

OJ71t020S2975 l 99999 
COMBUSTION EHGINEERlhG INC 
II l STUNt: 
QUALITY EHGHG MANAGER 
911 Iii MAIN SI 
(HATIANOOGA TN 371t02 

08RAZl008064 l 99999 
tOMISSAD NACIONAL OE ENERGIA 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS OFFICE 
ELVE " OE CASTRU 
AOltlNISIRUOK 
RUA GENERAL SEYERIANO 90 
RIO OE JANEIRU 20UOO !UtAZIL 

060690064240 I 99999 
Clllfl'IONWEALTH ED~SOH CO 
NUCLEAM. SECURITY AUMIN O~fltE 
PO BOll 767 
72 ~EST ADAMS - ROOM JZ30 E 
CHlCAbO L 60690 

060690055268 1 99999 
CO .. MUNWEAlTH EOISOft CO 
l OHi;t:OllGE 
Ol~cCTOll ~f NUCLEAR LICENSING 
PO KOX 767 
tHlCAGO IL 60690 

061141081556 99999 
(OMMONWEALTH EDISON CO 
LA SALLE COUNTY STATION 
G J OIEOfR ICtt 
SUPEAINlt:otUENl 
llR I PO 601 Zit 
"ARSElllES IL 61341 

060690079380 1 99999 
l.U~MON•EALTH EOISOl't CO 
J F GI.JOA( 
STATIUlt SUPElllNTENOENT 
PO ilOX 761 
CHICAGO IL 60690 
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010511·:>0~718 JI 99999 
tUNSCLIOAflU tDISGN CO UF NY 
CHAitlfS • J·\C1<'.>u•1 
VICE PRESIDtNl-1\\JtLtAR Pt.Wf;R 
IHl.UAOloAY A,_,i, tllEJ.kLtY AVtS 
BUCHANAN NY 1~511 

010511005717 ll 99999 
CONSOLIDATED ECISON CO Uf l'fY 
fRAll.K "IAlRA 
RtSWE"H CO'ISTRUl.TICN llANAGEll 
BROADWAY AN~ PLEAKLEY AVES 
ttut .. At,AN NY 10511 

0191070064)4 1 99999 
CGNSUME~S EOUC: & PROTECl ASSCC 
SJEVEN P H£~St-'EY 
SYLVANIA HUvH 
JUNIPER t LOCUST STREETS 
PHlLAUElPHl~ PA 19107 

04920100142 l l 99999 
CONSU1'1ERS POWER CO 
JA,.ES E 8MU!'f'U:R 

~~~ wlST MICHIGAN AVENUE 
JACK~ON Ml 49201 

049201006276 l 9999~ 
CONSUMEKS POWER CO 
.J w COGK 
Vitt PRESIDENT 
1945 WEST PARNAll RO 
JACKSCN Ml 49201 

0492Ul00302b l 99999 
CUNSU"IEK~ PUaER CO 
WILMA G FOG.; 
NUllfAR LICENSING ANALYST 
1945 WEST PARNAll KOAO 
JAtKSON Ml 49201 

049720081510 I qqq99 
CONSU"ERS POWER CO 
ISIG RL.C.K PCl~T NPS 
0 P HUff,.A!lf 
PLANT SUPERINlENJE .. T 
Rl.iUTE J ISC.X 591 
CHAkllVUIX Ml 49120 

049043005137 l 99999 
CONSUMERS PCaER to 
PALI SAOfS PLANJ 
RO~tRT ~ ~INTROSS 
Pl Al\ r MA NAi;f R 
COVtRT Ml 490'3 

060450081512 1 999qq 
CON SIJMt RS POWER t 0 
ORESOtN NPS 
U J SC.CH 
STATION SUPERINHN.,lNT 
RR l 
MlJRPl S IL 60450 

0492010~54q7 l 99999 
lO~SU~EkS VCWlR LG 
OAVlO VA .. llEllllLU 
NUCL(AR LIL AJ~INISTRATOR 
212 W MllHIGAN AV~ 
JACK~UN Ml 49201 

020952064749 l 
C.OtHkUL OA J 11 C.OKP 
R L Pltlt:M 
MAR~tllhG ASSUtlATE 
"r rn r· r • , "' r v 11 v•• 

99999 

. 
1 •• )1 ~ • PL j '"• l ,, 1.~ t , ... :, 
l U.;t ~t l >1!1 I '111 l. 
~R RADIATION P•GllCT INSTRUCJ 
UUC.HANA~ NY 10511 

01000J005724 999~9 
CONSGLJDAltO EOISU~ CO Of NY 
L~UIS F Ll8fRATuRI 
NUCLEAR LICENSING ENGINEER 
1o flh'ING PLAtl 
NE~ YURK NY 10003 

010003005119 99999 
tO"CS1JllOAHO EOISCN CO Of NY 
NUC AfFAIR~ t QUALITY ASSUl!.ANC 
JOHN 0 OTOOLE 
llltE PRlSIUE"fT 
4 IRVING PLACE 
NEW YORI< NY 10003 

049201005343 1 99999 
CONSUMERS POWER CO 
JU.10 L BACON 
212 WEST MICHIGAN AV~ 
JACKSON Ml 49201 

049201064735 1 99999 
CONSUMERS POWER CO 
0 M 6UUllK 
PROJ RECORDS MGltT SUPVR 
1945 W PARNELL ROAD 
JACKSON Ml 49201 

Olt920l058220 1 
CONSUMERS POWER CO 
J 11 C.OOK 

99999 

VICE PRESIDENT 
1945 W PAii.NALL RO 
JACKWN Ml 49201 

049101064581 1 99999 
tON~UMERS POWER CO 
J R FREY 
"ANAG"ENT SYSTEMS AOMIN 
1945 • PARNALL RO 
JACKSON "I 49201 

~20814006416 1 99999 
CONSUICERS POWER CO 
RUGER W HUSTON 
7910 WOOU"ONT AVE 
SUITE 220 
6ETHtSOA MO 20814 

049ZOl005J9l 1 99999 
tON~Ul'1ERS POWER CO 
PAUL A PERRY 
SECRETARY 
2ll WES1 MltHICAN AVE 
JACKSON Ml 49201 

040640066519 1 99999 
CONSUMERS POWER CO 
NUCLEAR TRAINING CENTER 
PEGGY STOLL 
PO 130X lHOI 
1'110LANO Ml 48640 

092714052938 99999 
CUNTPCL CO"IPONENTS INC 
lSb1 SE MAIN SfREET 
lllVINE CA 92714 

04305u052981 1 99999 
COOPER INDUSTRIES lNC 
COOPER fNlRGY SEkVICES 
G W MIZER 
rrrs., ;1.vv 11,.-.,ri ..,1\ .. ~-.,,ar;r:o 
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, , _. ~ ,·...;, .i ·~ t , · •.. ._ ,. I 
PU tF,A '1.! 
!l1't,•r • .-1u.l 

031513005790 l 99999 
CQU~TY Uf APPLING 
C.CU~TY tOl'll'llSS.IU"'ERS 
CHAJR"'A"' 
COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
HAXlEY GA 31513 

020768005876 l qq99q 
tOUNTY OF (At.VERT 
BO Of C.OIJf•lY 1;.0l'l"IJSS.IONERS 
l'l,Uy HARR I SON 
Pltl:SIDEtH 
PRINCE FREDERICK l'ID 2D768 

OJ6250DU5796 l 99999 
COUNTY Uf I;. I fRUS 
BOARD OF COM"'ISSIONERS 
Ill I l SUR lAllGH Y 
CHAIRl'IAN 
lYfltNfSS ~l 36250 

033130006555 l 99999 
COUNTY OF DADE 
Ill R. S.TlUtHElft 
C.OUNlY "'ANAGEP.-l'l[TRO DADE CTY 
"IAl'll FL 33130 

065066006~89 1 99999 
(;(;UIH'Y llF UASCONAOE 
HAKOLU LOTlotAN 
PRfSIDl'H• JUDGE 
RC.Ul r I 
Owt~SYlllE "0 6506b 

0171010070113 I 
COUNTY Of ~AUPHIN 
LANKY HU(HENUO"'Elt 
COl'IMISSI0"4ER 
Po aux 129'> 
HAIO<l S&Jl<u 

99999 

PA 17101 

017101~05~37 l 99999 
tcu~TY Uf UAUPHIN 
OAU .. >H!li COUNTY COURTHOUSE. 
JOhN £ MIN~JCH 
CHAIR.P~RSCN ~O Uf CGMl'llSSl~NER 
fR.UNf 4 MAqKEf SfREtf 
HARRISSURG PA 17101 

Ob0~50005~U2 l 99999 
C.Ull"' TY 1.Jf C.llUND f 
HCARI: llf SUPlKYISllRS 
CHAI llMA'~ 
GllU'IO'r COUNTY 'OUltTHOUSE 
MORRIS IL 60~5~ 

0524060J56~6 9999~ 
tCIJ!lllY llf L 11\N 
IH,All•J Uf SUPf.i<VI SGkS 
LHA!;('"A'~ 
CfOAll RAPIUS IA ~2~0b 

~~.~~t~ ~LLi~kw~4JJ~;, 1·.,J 
'UMIH SA~UU§~Y STll~f l 
~T VERNON UH ~30SO 

002~10052983 l 9~999 
CGR"'ER t LAU& C.U I~( 
w f ALLEN 
QUALITY ASSURANCE ~N~ll 
l34l (l~~uoo AVlNU~ 
LllANS1VN Rt Ul~lO 

OS~60l0064lb I 99999 
LUULlE P.EblON f~ERG'r CUAllllON 
GEURi;E R NYLAARO 
.:'301 EAST AVENUE 
LACROSSE WI 54601 

065151006106 l 
COUNTY OF CAllA~AY 
II.OBERT G WRIGHT 
ASSOCIATE 4UOGE-EASTERN 
ROUTE 11 COUTY COURT 
fUL TON MO 

DIST 

65251 

~9720005390 1 99999 
COUNTY OF CHARLEVOIX 
CUUNlY BOARD Of SUPERVISORS 
CHAIRl'IAN 
tH.ARLEYUIX "I 49720 

0975010063'\5 l 9999~ 
COUNTY UF COLUMBIA 
~D OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
RUBERT M HUNT 
CHAIRMAN 
ST HELENS OR 97501 

02953500655.\ l 
CUUNTY OF CARLINGTON 
80ARU Of SUPERVISORS 
MCCUEN HORRE:ll 
CHAIRMAN 

999'19 

COUNTY COUltfHOUSE 
DARLINGiOl't SC 29535 

99999 Ol11010050J l 
COUNTY OF DAUPHIN 
EMERGENCY PREP,REONESS 
l.OURT HOUSE 
FRONT ' MARKET STREET 
ROOM 1 
HARRISBURG PA 17101 

017101005~)4 1 99999 
COUNTY OF DAUPHIN 
DAU~HIN cou~·y C.O~THOUSE 
EARL 8 HOF' .N 
C.O~MISS&m,~, 
FRUNJ t HAR~ET STREET 
HARRIS!lURG PA 17101 

OS5066005~1 1 99qq9 
C.UUNTY OF GOODHUE 
R L TAllllllER 
C.OUlfTY AUDITOR 
RED •ING NN 55066 

o~'u77006l28 99999 
C'.lUNfY OF LAKE 
DONALD T EllUNE 
A~~ISJANT PROSECUTING AtJORNfY 
l05 MAIN STREET 
PAINSYllLE OH 44077 

065069006488 1 9999~ 
tr.UNTY OF MONTGONERY 
FREO LUEKET 
Pkf::SIOJNC. JUOGE 
l<U~AL ROUff: 
RHINELAND MU 6506q 
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.,,, 
61<i...ilo..,wU.L~. "l cd3l 1 

CA llSll 

OZ07b800S~16 l 99999 
tUUPffY llf lAlVEMT 
80 Of COUtolY t.OIOOSSIONERS 
1'1ARY HAkOISCJN 
PlllSlOE,.T 
PllJNCC FREOEllJCK MO l0768 

.Jlb2500US794> 1 
COUNTY OF C. I fRIJS 
80AllD Of t01'11'1ISSIONERS 
_,llBUll LA14Gll\' 
l;HAI '"'AN 
IVfllNfSS fl 

OJ31J0006555 999q9 
tOUNlY OF DADE 
1'I R STIEMHEll'I 
COUNTY MANAGEll-MEJAO DADE tTY 
1'11A1'11 Fl JllJO 

0650M>006 ... 89 l 99'1199 
LC.IJNfY OF UAStONADE 
HAkCJlU LOT1MAN 
Pllt.s JO (NC. JUDGE 
AC.UH l 
U•ENSVILlE MO 6506b 

01710l0070ff3 I 99999 
tOUNrY OF JAUPHIN 
LAIOIY HOCH[Nl>ONEll 
COl41'1lSSIO'-ilA 
PO BOX 129'> 
HARklS8Uk~ PA 17101 

Ol 7101UOS01 l 99999 
CVUhlY uf DAUPHIN 
OAUl'HIN tOIJNfY COURTHOUSE 
JOhN £ 1'1IN'4f CH 
tHAIMPERSC~ ~O Of t01'IMISSl~NER 
fkUNf t "AMKET ~fREET 
HARRlS~URG PA 17101 

Ob04~00QS ... UZ l 99999 
COUNTY !JF C.MlllilOY 
"ClARC o• SUl'l::1<V I SORS 
CH41PMA•• 
&l!U"'40Y CUUN TY COUit THOU SE 
"ORRIS 1L 604!>0 

052406U~Sb'6 9qq9~ 
CGU>;lY llf l 1!11"' 
DCA•llJ ur Su Pt k v r !>Ck s 
t.HAIM"IAl<i 
CfOAk kAPIOS IA ~240b 

•. .- ,,. ».;.·,.;t.,,, >·"' • , r .. i..t I 
,., \llMr.UN !JI' .. ~' ')c.) 

OOZ'H0052'i8 J l q-.qqq 
CCliNER t lAlJA C.O HIC. 
w T ALLEN 
OUAll TY ASSiJRAl'tCI: lllllivM 
ll~l ll~WUOD AVtNUE 
C.MAN~fU~ RI Ol~lO 

0';4b0l0064lb 99q99 
tUUltE MEI.ION ENERGY C.UAllf lON 
vEIJRliE II. NYl.AARD 
2101 EAST AVENUE 
lACRO~~I: wl 54601 

06SZ51006l06 l 
C.OUNTY OF CALLAWAY 
ltCJ6ERT G Ntl IGHT 
A~SOCIAfl: JUDGE-EASTERN 
ROUTE 11 COUTY COURT 
fULTO'- MO 

OIST 

b52!>1 

()<1)9120005190 l 99999 
CUUNTY uF CHARLEVOIX 
C.UUNlY BOARD Of SUPERVISORS 
CHAI RIHN 
(HAMLEVUIX Ml 49720 

09150l00b345 l 99999 
COUNTY Of COLUMBIA 
SD OF CO~JY COM .. ISSIONEAS 
RUBERT H HUNT 
CHAIRMAN 
ST HELENS OR 91501 

OZ95J5006554 1 999~9 
tUUNfY OF OARLl~TUN 
80ARO OF SUPERVISORS 
"C.CUEN MOMR(:LL 
CHAIRMAN 
COUNTY COUfl11iOUSE 
DARLINGTON SC 29515 

0111010054)) t 
CUUNTY OF OAUPH H 
EMERGEPK;Y PREP,MEONESS 
lOURT HUUSE 

99999 

FRONT & MARKET STREET 
ltOO" 1 
HAIUUS8URG PA 17101 

0171010054)4 l 99999 
COUNTY Of DAUPHIN 
OAU~HIN COUHtY tOUfilTHOUSE 
ElRL 8 HOFFMAN 
t01'1"'lSSIONElt 
fRUhf t ~ARKl:T STREET 
H4KMIS8URG PA 11101 

OS50f>600S94 l l 
lUUNTY Uf GOODHUE 
R l TANNER 
tOUlllTY AUOl TOii 
REO iolNG 1'1N S5066 

04~J17006l28 99999 
COUNTY Of LAKE 
OUl'IAlD l ElZUNE 
A~Sl>fA~T PMUSECUTING ATTORNEY 
lt>S "AIN S1REFJ 
PAINSVlllE OH 44077 

06506900648~ l 99q9~ 
tnu~TY Of MONTGUMEICY 
fMfrJ LU£KEY 
PktSIOINI. JUOGE 
kUMAL RllUTl 
RHINELANr. 1'1U 65069 
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06!!J'J')(}j)'}ij...... 1 'i'IQqq 
(.1,,U"1fY 1,.I- M l'IAl<A 
!lt.A .. tl Of (.OM!ltl :,,JCt.ilAS 
WILLIA"' !)H-<t"l 
C.C"'"'ISS!l .... t'I 
!IH•'.~"11\ lUv'- J f' l.OUk THOUSf 
AU!'.l•JP.!• °'l 6 i3 J') 

O.ftJ.ft5l00'>71~ l 9qqqq 
C.Ollhl't llf .iltAliA 
eu.UIU Of CIJ .. f<!J )'>JO'<t>I'> 
Pflt!>IUt.•H 
PUICT t.llNJ(JfW OH .ftl4'}l 

06ll0l~0'>8SO 99999 
tCUNfY Of MOC~ ISLANO 
Bl.CARO iJf SUPE. •n1 I SCM S 
PAUL "Ult.AHL Y 
tttAlll"AN 
Rot.• ISLA~O COUNTY CvUltTHOUSE 
ROC.~ lSlANU ll 61201 

092l01005J71 t 
C.UUNTY Uf SAN 0 EGO 
80AMO Of SUPERVISORS 
C.HAlllMAN 
SAN OIHiO 

99999 

CA 92101 

02368)005668 l 99999 
COUl\ilY Of !.URRY 
80AMO Of SUPERVISORS 
SHf:•LOC~ HOl,.tS 
CHAI KMAN 
SURRY C.UUNTY COURTHOUSE 

YA 23683 

080ftll006l15 99999 
C.VUHTY Uf liHO 
80 01- ~OUNTY tO""ISSIOHERS 
CHll!tMIH 
~REElfY CO 80631 

0070~037904 99999 
COURIER ' LO lfllt. 
1.1.l/O( 
JAMl S T SCHfU T 
ISO ~E.IOOWLINOS PKWY 
SECAUCUS l\IJ 07094 

0011'>1053717 99999 
CRANE to 
l~OIA~ URC.HIRD PLANT 
0 f: ~UHlll 
I.IA MANA(,EA 
lOJ 1<A .. PS~IRf SfNf[T 
INOllN Ult(HAkO M& Oll~l 

00209l052q~6 l 99999 
(.AOSdY V-LVE 4 GAG£ C< 
•J KlNORIC- ~;Rl£T 
liRf;NfHA~ ~A 0209) 

Ol94680568ll 99999 
Cli<OUSl lllUl:.1. EAR f;IHRGY Sf l<V ltf S 
.I T STE l liMU L 
UPPl~ llMI\ POAO 
l INF l ELO PA l '146R 

09Z075o665~7 qqvqq 
CYGNA f~(k~Y SERYltES 
22., !>TEYt"1'.. SJ 
SUI fl lul 
SOLAN& ~lAlH (A 91075 

• ' - -•l. ~ , ''- l l 

I<" ll•fl .\l't;; 

02·1tall 00580.. l 
tliUNf'r LJf UCONCF 
JA'4tJ. " PHINNl'f 
(\IU'4T'f SwPlMYl SOM 
WALHALLA 

07l8010058ll 99999 
tlltJ'li1\' Cf POPE 
tW'41l GRANf 
Al:.tlNG l:.UUNfY .JUDGE 
PrtPF COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
kUSSllLYILLE AA 7l80l 

0334500~5903 l 
COUNTY Qf sr LU(Jf 
WELDON 8 HMIS 
(U~TY AOMINISTMAlOR 
2300 VIMGINIA AVENUE 
ROO" l :> .. 

99999 

fUIH PIERCE fl JH50 

068008005922 l 99999 
tOUNT'f Cf •ASHlhGTON 
AOAAO Of SUPERVISORS 
.JAC.K JENSEN 
CHAIRMAN 
t0UMfHOUSE-l6TH & COLfEX Sl 
BLAIR NE 68008 

OSS3llOOS66~ l 99999 
CO~T'r OF IORIGHT 
60ARO Of COMMISSIONERS 
0 S OOUlilAS 
400 I WR 
BUl-fALO MN 55111 

06U5210S2914 9'J999 
CRAr.E CO 
01.tftTOR Of ENGINEERING 
649 lXECUflVE 8LYO 
WILLOW AROO• ll 60Sll 

06)104052985 l 9'i9V9 
tRANE KIOWEST FITTINGS 
0 F tU:Tl 
lolA MANAGER 
1•50 SUUTH SEtOND STREET 
Sl LOUIS 110 63104 

Ol94b8052203 l 99999 
C.MOUSE NU~lEAR ENERGY SEii.ViC.ES 
w J MANOUS 
YIC.E Pl(i:SIOENT 
UPPER LEWIS RUAO 
LINFIELO P& 19468 

O.ft 321606"6 7 
CVl l"'C 
lfALLACl R RUSklN 
IJA r.ANAGEM 
PO HOA lll8 
(iJl U"'HUS 

99999 

00Zll006b2l~ 9~9¥9 
C'fGNA ENEMGY SERYIC.ES 
C.EUAGE 0 l!oRAOlFY 
LICENSING lNC.INl:ER 
60u ATLANTIC &YE 24TH fl 
d0~10N ~A Ol210 
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0189170;)6~7~ 
Ufl-AWA"t 
JA.,t:. ._ "ft IU. 
A~~u~IAlt ~uU~'>El 
l'IOJI 'II l 
OUllL I ... PA l.i'H7 

Olq<JOl)J.to'H7 l 9<f99Q 
UHA•I.~£ ::JI Pf Cf 111.&ll lil '>UulfCE 
f: NV I ROOt"'f NT Al {. 0111 T KOL 
HAl<M 1 II f TO 
le.&hA~[A-l[L~~lLAL ~ERVILt 
P c; so11 t•vl 
DOVE~ Ol 19901 

OJ990lOO~J9 I 999~9 
OFLA•Altl Of PvTY ATTOA"ff:Y wlN 
.llJNL LJ "'.&(.AH T (.; R 
OLPut1 &lfv~NtY G£NLKAl 
JATNAll RUILVIN~ 
80ll I 'oVl 
OtVEk OE 19901 

080201006116 l 99999 
UElllVfk DEPf ~F LOCAL AFFAll>S 
DIVISION OF PlAMNING 
OJRf:Cflllt 
l84S SHl:RM~:t-6lS Cut.UM81NE BOC 
Of:HVl:K CC 83ZOJ 

048216006501 l 
UETRCIT EUISON CO 
FERlel l NPS 
WllllAM J FARNER 
PRUJCtJ MAHAGElt 
2000 Sf.C.DflfD Al/C 
UtlltCIT 

04822606'4715 l 
OETRClt EDI:.~ 0 
L E JO'-E S 
UIK PMUJ REt MGMT 
2UUO SCCONO AVENUE 
OHROif 

~82260T9ll9 l 
DETROIT CDliON CO 
R G KAit.iC.~ 
20110 !>lCUNO AVE 
OETROIT 

99999 

Ml 48226 

99999 

Ml 48ZZ6 

.,.. 48226 

048226006228 99999 
OEIM~lf EDISON CO 
ENulhl~RING L CONSTRuCTIUh 
HARRY t AUK Ek 
YIU PMl:SIDtNT 
ZUOO Sf:LONU Avl: 
OllROIT "I "t8226 

Ol2)0lQBlllO I CJ9999 
Ol:vlR!tlflEO NUCLEAR INC 
llAOllllOC:.ICAL ElllG-NG 
SHPtt("lf l •lllfR 
MANAut .t 
PO llllA Z09 
SCHE'•LC. f AOY NY l,l:JOl 

002lJAOll6C5 l 
UIS/AOLP lPt l"'C 
llAllAtt II •I< It.HT 
!JS Wlftll l;R Sf 
ClMlll< lllul !l'IA 011 lA 

049IOfJOU'..ob9"t l '1'19'19 
OL1'ALO (. tUtn~ PiUCllAM lllANf 
N G !>Hllt< 
PlANT OIA!'fAul'< 
PU oLA 'tSA 
ttRluu"'A"" !I'll 4~loo 

0198~900]040 l '1999'1 
OlLMAkYA POWf:K ' LIGHT tO 
F A CUUK 
!100 KING STREET 
wllMIN~TON OE 19899 

OWCf:RMOllll~ l 99999 
DER dUNOESNl~ISfER DES INNlRN 
kf:GULAltON' lit OF NUt REACT 
HELleUT StHNUltEk 
A01'lNtSJRUOR 
REFERAt RS I 2 POSTFACH 170290 
~l'C RONN l WCERMA~Y 

04S216006S02 ClO 
.JEfRClf EDISON 
WAY!ttf: JENS 
lOOO SECOND AVE 
OE TltOl l 

002260005)0 l 
OfTllOlt EDISON CO 
PETER A MAAQUAMOT 
lSQUIRE 
20UO SECOND AVENUE 
OE TRO& f 

IU •U2l6 

99999 

048226004989 3 99999 
~l:TMOIT EDISO'I tO 
ENGINEERING ANO tONSTRUCJION 
HARRY JAUBER 
VlC.E Pkf:SIOENl 
11100 Sl:CONO AVE 
OlTAOll Ml 48226 

Ul507700l761 99999 
OIC:K t.ORP 
J A LOii.ii 
~.& tUOROINATOR 
PO 8Cll 4'f 
SHIPPll'IGPORT PA 15077 

022 l 0106522 7 l 99999 
oc>Ml!lllCN E"'GINEl:RING INC 
M J PAM JR IOGE 
b8t.2 HM S TMEE T 
MC.LEAN VA 22101 

0941010056~4 I 99999 
;>UNCHUl JUNes RKOlfN C. C.L I HOKO 
LINDA J OROlfN 
100 VAl't NES.S AVE 
l '1 Tli ~ lOUR 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102 
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DO• Otl "'ltt:l CC -Jflol C .. t,. It Al CC 
ltlA[l,•1> Ul'(•,AllC .. S l•ll: l • 0.1.(.'"t" 
F J ll"•'.-l.I wt £Lf1JI( loul'fl(Vl:..OM 
111 Sf A~'"' •a-.. a,;•P f. r; .. Allo.'"A~ lt.v" ~VILJl'I" 
lo,0/ ·•vllJI •v •l HA~!l 
llltj OlAt •. J •I 4-~b~C 

O•db•wJ~l•~~ l 999?9 
Dt.w lt11 "'l(AL tt 
MAU14Tlt;1'4 >-tH Tr t>Uf 
l w 11.\•rY 
Ct<Allll'll>'" 
l80J UUILDl'd.; 
•IOLA .. J ~t •~b•O 

O•S7SOQSZ"i91 99~~q 
'>RAVO C.OllP 
PIPt FA6RICAllO~ OIVISIO~ 
K~h~l~ A AHUtl(SOh 
'°'f: .. lKAL •A!<A ... llll 
Ill~ GILMA .. AVE•UE 
•&ttlfllA OH ~S7SO 

060~SOU0642l I 999~9 02._142080967 
OUIC.f PUlllER C.O 

"'' '"dt.;,u 

(.A 906~0 

99999 
IJlll!.Ol .. '-Ill.EH POllEA SUTIOl'f 
PlAhl SUPt~l~TtHO~ .. l C.HEllOltH "IUC.U:AA SUTIOtt 
kUAA(. II.OUT~ tl 
MOlllNJS IL bO~SO 

028242007094 l qq999 
O\l'll POWtR CO 
S~EAM PRGOUCTICl'f DIV 
G A C.UPP 
PO BUI 3)189 
CHAMLOfTE NC l8l4Z 

028l42a\llS47 99999 
OUl'.f: PU•flt C.O 
UESIC .. tNGINEt:lllNG OEPARl"ENT 
L C. DAIL 
VIU: PltfSll)ENT 
PU ilU~, HUi 
CHAlllOfrE NC 28242 

028l~l0fl>S237 I 99999 
UUll.t PQ'fER tO 
SfUM PNUJUCT ION 
II ~ klESUR 
PO l!UX Jll89 
CHANlvTTE NC 28l4Z 

0281~1006)27 99999 
UUll.l i>tl"l;;li lU 
.. C.GJl~l NP~ 1 t l 
J l MOUKE 
PROJLl T 14A'UCEll 
PO dUI lJB9 
CHARLlll 1 E NC 28142 

02Al4lu004~J 99999 
UUKl PUo1Ell 1.0 
111lllA14 PORHA 
4<!2 ~ (HUM(.H ~T 
CHA AL II J1 t "" l8l4l 

02967800)0~U 9~999 
DUKl P(1,.flc (.II 
U(Oflslt ~UlL'-AM STATtO-. 
J t: j,l"l lt• 
5. TAT I 'J'1 14A'tAiolR 
PU "''" l fo J•i 
~lhElA St 29b18 

M E !JAllEY 
SI TE 14AHAGCR 
PU 80Jl "00 
<OAFF'-f Y SC 29342 

028242003~5 
OUltE PO.tit C.O 

l 99999 

NUClEA~ PRODUCTION DEPT 
It S iANAOY 
42Z ~HUMCH ST 

NC tHARLO 'L 211242 

021l4208lCUJ 99999 
OUll.E PO•E:A C.D 
OESlc.N ENGINEERING 
l C. OAIL 
VICE Pllt:SIDE"T 
PO BOX Jll89 
C.HARlOIH NC 28242 

OZ91l00809t.l 99999 
DUKE PO•ER 0 
CAT All&lA NPS 
J W HAMPTON 
STA flON MANAGER 
PO BOX Jill 
CLOVER SC 19110 

0280Jl080896 99999 
UUKE POWER CO 
MC.<.UIRE "tPS l t 2 
" D 14CINTOSH 
PlANJ "&HAGER 
PU OOX 488 
C.Ull!'WEL IUS NC. 28031 

028242028120 1 9~999 
oyKE POllER to 
S t.A" PRODUCflON 
V(LLllM C PAIUt[R 
ltlZ WUTH C.HURC.H ST 
BUil .H.89 
CHARLO Tf NC 182"2 

029110007427 
OUKE PUllER tO 

l 99999 

J c 110.;1:1e s 
Pti &UX 2Z} 
C.lUVf;R SC 29710 

IJ28Z42000b22 <i9'1'1'1 
1,lllK ( POii( It CO 
H !\ fUC.Kl:lt 
Vl~E PRl~IOE~T-NUClEAR PROO ,zz SOUTH CHURCH SI -.u. }).89 
(;.HARLU TE lift ldl'2 
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?"'1 "·~·" '""', ~t~lLA 5( l~b16 

OZ8Z4208ll•1 qqq~q 

au11.£ "''""" tL H U IUC.11.lk 
VIC.E PRfS-•MtLE~ll POWER O~l'T 
4ll S (.11~(H :>T 
(.HARLLIJE SC ll'll4? 

015orr~~'-6•• q9999 
OUwU~S~l LlvHf c.u 
8EAVt~ iAL~tY NP5 
J J l.AllF'f 
Vitt Plll~l>ENT-NU(llAR 
PO A:JK '> 
SHIPPllllGPORT PA 1~011 

Ol50170U101Z 9~999 
OUOUtSNf LIGHT CO 
~UALIT'f A~~UkA"'CE OEPT 
t E tlil1'4G 
MANAlltM 
PO 6uK l 1!16 
SHIPPIN~PORt PA 15077 

OlS0770U6S'>6 l 99999 
OUQUESNt lfGHT CO 
NUCLEAR OPERAflONS 
f 0 JO"ltS 
MANAvlK 
PO 9Clll 4 
SHIPPINGPORT PA lS017 

01SZ050010ll I 99999 
OUOUtSNE LIGHT CO 
81CUlllN VAllfY Z 
E f ICUJITl 
A08INSON PLAZA BLOG 2 RT 60 
PITTSdUllGH PA 15Z05 

015219030948 l 
OUQUtSNE LIGHT CO 
ll It l"IAfR. I Ct 
NU<:LCAR EH~IHEER 
4)5 SIXTH AVENUE 
Pl TT!>6URGH 

99999 

PA 15219 

015077061815 l 99999 
ouou•SHl LIGHT (0 
SHIPPINuPORT ATOMIC POWER STA 
J V Mt:t.EE 
SJATION OFFICE MA~AvER 
BOX !!>7 
SHtPPINGPO~T PA 15077 

015205019394 l 99999 
OUUUES~E LIGHT CO 
H " Sl!:GEL 
OIRECTOll OF ENGINEERING 
RO~INSUN PLAZA BLOG t2-RtE 60 
SUIH 110 
Pltl!>RUR'H PA 15205 

0150770791'>8 99999 
DUUUlSNf Lll>HT tO 
BFA~FR VALLEY NPS-~CLEAR 
N R IC~Et 
"ANAutR-NUClEAR ENGINEERING 
PO llOJ It 
SHI PP I Nt.P!JP T PA l 5077 

015205079434 
DUIJUlSNt LIGHT en 
lllUC.llAll C1,;N!>lR~TIUP4 
R WASHAll41Ju .. 
PROJt.l T M4NA;;Eol. 
Ru~IN~U~ PLAZA NC 2 
P 1 Tl StlUR{,H 

99'199 

DIV 

SlllH .!10 
PA l 5ZU5 

01s2oso191tt.o 99999 
OUUUfSNt LIGHT tO 
BEAYlR VALLlY l•D PROJECT 
lARl J AU!;lt:VER 
RU1Hr;s1m PlAlA 8LU\i 2-PA RT 60 
SUIH •ZlO 
PITTS~U~GH PA 1520) 

-,•;I iJ1~1 
LHARLUTTE NC ldi~l 

Ol5011J03061 ~qqqq 
OuwUlSNE LIGHT tu 
~I A'lll< 'IAU .. l Y Pl1•f R ST ATIU!t 
F J 'ii SSCICT 
P u t:IUX • 
>HIPPllllGPORT PA 151111 

Ol5ll?U0571) ~9999 
DUwuE>Nt LIGHT tu 
NU(.L(AM DIVISION 
JOHN J (.AREY 
Vl'.t l'RESIUtNT 
4 )!J SIXTH A VU•UE 
PJTTSttUPGH PA 15'19 

015077079196 l 99999 
DUUUESNE LIGHT CO 
~UALITY ASSURANC.E DEPT 
C. E EWll',jG 
~UALITY ASSUftANtE "ANAGlR 
PU BOX 186 
SHIPPl~PORT PA 15077 

015205079195 99999 
UUQUESNE LIGHT CO 
E f l!.UKTZ 
DIREtTOR OF LICENSING 
RUBINSON PLAlA BLDG t2-RJE 60 
SUITE 210 
PllT~BUflGH PA 15205 

015077080919 1 
UU~UESNE Llt>HT CO 
Ill S LACEY 
CHIEF ENGINEER 
PU BOX It 
SHIPPINGPORT 

015219081569 1 
OUQUESHE LIGHT ,0 
R MARTIN 
NUCLEAM ENGINEER 
't3S SIXTH AVE 
Pl tTSBURt.H 

99999 

PA 15077 

99999 

PA 15219 

015~77079147 l 99999 
DUQUESNE LlGtlT CO 
NUCLEAR SAFETY L LICENSING DPT 
J 0 SIEBER 
MANAGER 
PO BOX 4 
SHIPPINGPORT PA lS077 

Ol52050070l't 1 99999 
DUQUESNE LIGHT CO 
llEAVlk VALLEY 2 
H Ill SIEGEL 
OIKEtTOR OF ENGINEERING 
RUBINSON PLAZA BLDG 2 RT 60 
PITTSBURGH PA 15205 

OISZ05006499 I 99999 
OUl.lllESNt: LIGHT CO 
.. J •ASHABAUGH 
ev-z PRUJE~T MANAGER 
ROUl,..'>C"l l'tAlA Bll><. Z-ROUTE 60 
Sul H: 2l:J 
I' I TT S:H.1¥ GH PA l 5205 

01~077J05709 l 99999 
~Ul.IUES~t llGHT CU 
tllAVER VALLEY PCMER STATION 
H P WllllAl'IS 
STATION SUPERINTENDENT 
PO dCX " 
Siii PP l NI.POI<. t PA l S077 

015l0500lS63 99999 
CJtJi;UESNI: LIGHT CO 
NUCllAtt tllfllSTKUtTION 
f:ARL J WOGLEVER 
VIC.L PllCS1Dtl'4T 
llU~lNSU~ PLAZA NO 2 RTE 60 
PITTSKUPG PA 15205 
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.. i ~ ; 
Al,.._.t~W.A ._ ... ..... .i >.>~ 

03009201~060 1 9999<t Oll375Uu097'1 1 99999 
EBAS£.U Sl:KVitES ll\t l:IU'.itfl SUV IUS INt ""' PIPE ST~ESS ANALYSIS ..... ,., GllU;>l -~.· ':.;:~ It H OlLfl l 10-1.. 7 lRU MOAD 
SUPERVl>lNG l"'~J~fER FOKEST ,.ILLS NY l l .J15 
145 llC.HNCLUGY PAP~ 

""' NCkCKUSS GA 30092 

Ol00.,80'>553u l 999qq 01000500626.. l 99999 ,..., EBA.>C.U '.)ERVJCES INC fllASC.0 .>fRVICES lift "" 
_,..• __ / OICNE 11.C!OBlll'-Y RAY l'IATLE.LU 

2 WOMLO TRAuE C.tNTER Pl(U.JH. T l'IANAGER ACNGS 
88TH FLOOR l'l R(C.TOR. H 

10005 NEil YOl\11. NY 10048 Ntlil YORK NY .... 
030092026013 l 99999 0100 .. 8038050 l 9999'1 -· UAst;O St:RVICES INC E~ASCO SERVICES llttC .... 
.JAP'!:S C O'HARA NUtllAR LICENSING OEPT 90 
C.DNSULTl"'G t"'GINffA. VINCl PATUTO 
1 .. 5 TfCHNOLCGY PARk/ATLANTA TWO WORLD TRADE CENTER ,... NCikC.RUSS GA 30092 15TH FLOOR 

""' M:iof YORK NY 100 .. 8 

011153022462 l 9q9q9 010006007978 1 99999 ,... EBAStO SLRVICES I NC. f8ASCO SERVICES INC "' l P!<ElAN l !<EICHEL 
LI BR Aid AN VICE PRESIDENT NUCLEAR 
l .IER lt;HO PLAZA 2 IU:CTOR STREET 

10006 t'\ .JERICHO NY 11753 NEW YOMK .. y .., 
o l oo.r.806'-"6" t 99999 09'-612081 .. 39 1 99999 

ri. E8ASt;O SERVICES INC ECHU ENERGY CONSULTANTS ~ "All ENGR t I.IA MANAGER OF OUAllTY ASSURANCE 
8 l TENZER l .. 99 FRANKLIN ST 
VICE PRE SIDI NT OAKLAND CA 94612 

"' 
TWO WORLD tS..ADE CENTER ~ 

NEii YORK liY 100.,e 

015219006305 I 99999 019355008722 1 99999 

• ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN MELLOTT ElOLAIRt SYSTEMS INC 
8AIHOl'W l cc .. ~ f.r.GINtERING 
600 .. RANT STREET CARL l NEWMA~ 
.,2NO FLOOR VICE PRESIDENT 

• Pl TTSl'UMGH PA 15219 TilU CUUtlTRY YIE\11 ROAD 
l'IALVERN PA 19355 

020036079255 l 99999 09 .. 598057367 2 99999 
tit EDISCN ELECTRIC INSTITUTE EDS NUCLEAR INC 

~EOEkAl REGULATORY COORDINATE LIBRARIAN 
lARllY LOGAN 3~0 lE'iNON LANE 
FEDERAL REGULATQftY COORDINATOR ilALNUT CRt:Ell CA 94598 .. 1111 NINETEF.NTH ST NW 
WASHINGTON DC. 20036 

09410402688'; 1 99999 09" 598 05 7030 1 999'19 

"' 
EDS t.UCLEAR INC E.DS NUCLEAR INC 
LIBRARY PROJECT UEYELOPMENT 
ll6RAMIAl>t l'IANAGER 
220 P10NT .. OMfRY STREET 350 LENNON LANf 

" 
SAN ~II.AHL lSlU LA 91tl04 WALNUT CREEK CA 91t598 

09"'10 .. 053000 l 999~9 030092066906 1 99999 

" 
t:US NUC.lEAR INC lOS NUClEAK .... , 
R A AYRE.S OH 8RlfT 
QA l'IANAGER LIBRARIAN I 220 f>IUNTGCHFRY sr .H3 TECHNOLOGY PARK 

• SAN f MAl'H.nro CA 9'ol04 NORCROSS GA 30092 

091tl0400548ll 1 99q99 094l01t061t7f>7 1 99999 

• EDS NOC.UAR INC EDS NUCLEAR INC " R A f-Ol<JNt.Y l Jiii FNANK 
Z2u MlJkTCOMlRY ST TITLE 
SAN fltANUSt.0 C.A 94104 220 "0NTGOl'IERY STREET 

• SAN ft(A"4C. I sr;;o CA 91tl0 .. ... 
09.,l0406lt7on l 999'1'1 09lt l 04065 H6 1 99999 .. EUS NUCL[ll< INC l:DS NUtlUlt lNt • N HAllAOAY AUVANCEO ANALYSIS DIV 
K£t.UMUS ~OMINISTRATCk AktJN SEIKEN / 2ZO MUNltiOMfRY STRllT S._ ENGM 

"" 
SA,., Hi.ANC.1 Sl..t; CA 91tl04 lZO MONTGOf4ERY ST • ,. ' 

; SAN F RANt. I sec. CA 91tl01t 
.~ 

Ofll4l'i!lf>1S'ita qqqQ'l OR340l0646ll 99999 
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ICAHCJ ~ALL,;, IC 8J41., 

083•1~0Jl484 qqqqq 
u.LG I aAHO I NC. 
lNEL Tt{H~ICAL LIBRAKY 
811011 I• JAC.•it:!~E~ 
llt:!kA~Y SUPckYfSOll 
PU !\IJl< lb.Z!> 
IUAH~ FALLS 10 834lS 

0~34010b4744 99999 
E&tl> IOAHO t't(. 
F J 11.0C.SIS Ill 
CONFl6 OOC. CONTROL ~GR 
PO 80l lb2S 
IOAHU FALL~ ID 83401 

083415062748 
t:e.tG I OAHO I NC. 
POWER llEAtlORS 
M S VMlGO 
1'4NAl.tk 

999'19 

SPECIAL PRCJECT 

PO BOl 1625 
I OlH(J fll. LS ID 83415 

OS!olTZ057S66 1 9999q 
ElOG AM1 FUii ENERGIEWIRTStHAFT 
NUC.LEAA SAtETY Di~ISION 
ROLANU NAlGCllN 
AOMINISTUTOR 
53Q3 WUEllENLINGEN SwlTZERLA 

094303054728 1 q999q 
ELEC.Tklt POWER RESEARCH INSf 
NSAC. 
llURERT LEYSE 
PRUC.11 Alli MANAGER 
PO llOl 10 .. 12 
PALO ALtO Cl 94303 

0200)7000) .. 6 1 99999 
E"8ASST Of JAPAN 
!.ti E Nt.E SEC. Tl ON 
TtTSUHISA SHIRAKAWA 
600 NEW HAMPSHJR~ AYE NV 
SUITE 900 
WASHINGTON I)(. 20037 

015222062525 l 99999 
EhfRGY C.ONSut.TANTS INC. 
C.CRPUPAlE llt!RARIAN 
lZl SEVENTH StREEt 
PITTS~URGH PA 15222 

020850051943 l 999q9 
ENERGY INC 
KAY iJO'iE 
RlSEAAC.H CONSULTANT 
ll~ MONMOE ST •lOZ 
MOC.KYILLt MO 20850 

002154032003 l 99999 
ENlkl.T Rt~tAAtH GROUP ll\lt 
RURthl taP5llC.~ 
40U-l TUlllN PCNO ROAD 
WAL1HA" Ml 02154 

095159055107 
ElllTQI CURP 
OOlllALO BAUL 
PD llOX 284r,Q 
SAii JOSE tA 95159 

01680l0285J3 I 99999 
ENVIRON C.OALITION ON NUC. PONEA 
JUOITH .IOttNSl-:UO 
433 ORLANDO AVE 
SfATE tULLEGE PA 16801 

Q8J4)';06422l 
t.(,L~ 10.UtO INt 
~U&LJTT OEPl 
~ J KIR5LHEN'4ANN 
'"lllllAl.f R 
PU FW• l bZ5 
lDAHu FALL!) 10 8341'; 

083401062537 99999 
E..;r.c; lDAttO INC 
OAYiD C YAN LEU~EN 
PU BOX l62S IRA ~q 
JOAHU FALLS 10 83401 

046)20001446 1 99999 
~iCHHORN l"ORROW t EJtHt1ClRN 
•llLlAM H EICHHORN 
HQUIP.E 
5z,3 HOHMAN AVENUE 
HAM~ONO IN 46320 

094303064766 l 99999 
ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INST 
N5At 
JOSEPHINE FISHER 
3412 HILLVJEV AVENUE 
SOX 10412 
PALO ALTO CA 94303 

020008079698 1 99999 
EMBASSY O~ GREAT BRITAIN 
ALISON COULTER 
3100 MASSACHUSETTS AVE NV 
WASHINGTON Dt 20008 

OITALT008074 9999q 
ENEA 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS DISP 
PIERO VANNI 
ADMINISTRATOR 
VIALE REGINA MARGHERlfA 125 
00198 ROME ITALY 

Ol52l206S752 1 
ENEM~T CONSULTANfS 
OPERATION SERVICES 
llBR.UllN 
800 PENN AVlfNUE 
Pl TtSllURGH 

083402002752 
ENERGY INC 
TECHNICAL LIBRARY 
.IAC.KIE LOOP 
PO ROX l3b 
IOAHO FALLS 

99999 
INC 
DIV 

Pl 15222 

99'l99 

to aH02 

002154001~13 l 99999 
ClllERCY RESEARCH GROUP INC 
MARC. V GOl.OSMltH 
400-l TOTIEN PONO ROAD 
llAlltlAM MA 02l54 

095126054738 1 
ElllTOR CORP 
JAtK vese11 
1885 THE Al AMEOl 
SAN JOSE. 

99999 

CA 95126 

016801001 .. 95 l 99999 
ENVIRON tOAllTION OM NUt PU~ER 
CHAU!litEY KEPf URO 
433 ORt•NDO AVENUE 
STATE C.OLLECE PA 16801 
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,); 1 t .,;t" '~·L 
At.14! k I'.> I;. A I ! .. '1 
PCJ 1:10.ll lb8 
00101 HELSINKI JO FINLA~O 

OS015f'OS3007 1 
FlSHfk Cv~T~OLS CC 
J R i!CJVE E 
PO 80ll l 'iO 
"AA SHALL TO•N u 50158 

09l1200S10l5 l 99999 
FLf:.ll ANALYSIS CENTER 
GIOLP 
11llllA14 AANITZ 
PROi.RA14 OIPECTCR 
'ORONA CA 91120 

012101005802 l 99999 
flORIOA CLLARINGHOOSE 
STATE PLANNING t OEVf:.LOPMENT 
CAPJIAL SLOG EllEC CFC Of GOV 
TALLAHASSLE FL JZJOl 

032301001o85a 99999 
FLORIDA DEPT Of ENVIR REG 
HA~JLT~ OVEN JR 
AO"l!WlSllUlOR 
lbOO 8LAIRSTCNE ROAD 
TALLAHSSEE FL 32301 

03223100'1133 99999 
FLORIDA OEPf Of HLTH ' REHAB 
JOHN LANHA" 
PUBLI' HEALTH PHYSl,JST 
PO BOX 210 
JACKSONVILLE Fl 32231 

Ol34S0080956 1 qqqq9 
flORIOA POWE1l ' LIGHT CO 
Sf LUC.IE l NPS 
8 J ESCUE 
PLANf "ANAGUl 
PO BOX 128 
FT PIERCE Fl 33to50 

Ol3to540b46l8 1 99999 
FLORIDA POWER t LIGHT 'O 
J P LEWIS 
VAULT CUSTODIAN 
PO BOX 1L8 
PSL-1 Qt. 
FT Pl[RCf FL 334'54' 

0331S2006l4l 99999 
FLORIDA POllER t LIG~T CO 
ADVAN~EO SY~TE"S t TECHNOLOGY 
ROBE MT E UHi< JG 
VI(.[ PRf:.S lDt:.NT 
PU BOX 5291\lO 
"IAMI FL 33152 

03345407915l I 99999 
FL~RIOA POWtR ' LIGHT C.O 
ST LUCIE UNITS l t 2 
C M "ETHY 
PLANT 14ANAGt:A 
PO BOX 128 
FORT PlEkCE fl 33,.5'> 

033152064656 99999 
FLORIDA PU.tK t LIGHT lO 
II. N Yt;;RIC. 
OOCUl'IENf CONTROL SUPVA 
PO BOX '!i2'H00 
MIAl'll fl 331S2 

9999q 03HH00579S 
FLORIDA POwek CORP 
S A 6kANUll'l1!RE 
VllE P"ESl~l~l ' ClN tOUNSEL 
Pf.I UOX 1'>04.Z .... . .... ......... , . ' . "'' 

~ ·~u.J .. jr:ii. 
0111.H TO" 
P !J SOI'. Zb8 
OJlOl .. ELSINKI 10 

0';0158021209 l 
FIS .. Ek CCNTROLS CO 
11(.i't ll 8110011\i 
t.-.G C.OUf S t STOS 
PLl !ltJ l ll 
MAA5t-ALLTOllN 

FINLAND 

<J99'1'i 

IA S0158 

032304005799 l 99999 
fLO~IOA ATTORNEY GE~ERAL 
DEPT OF LE~Al AffAIMS 
THE CAPITOL 
TALLAHASSEE FL 3230'> 

032)01005198 99999 
FLORIDA DEPT OF ENVlR REG 
PU~ER PLANI SITING SECTION 
AOl'flNJSTAATOR 
2b00 BLAIR STONE ROAD 
TALLAHASSEE FL 32301 

03230l0120S'> 3 999<J9 
FLORIDA OEPT OF HLTH ' REHAB 
KAOIOLOCIC.AL HEALlH PROGRAl'I 
LYLE JERRElT 
AOl41NISTRATOR 
1317 wlNEwOOD BLVD 
TALLAHASSEE Fl 32301 

032104005797 l 99999 
FLORIDA OFFICE OF PUBL COUNSEL 
JACK SCHREVE 
HOLLAND Bl.DC 
ROD" '> TALLAHASSEE FL 3210'> 

033'>08081117 l 99999 
FLORIDA POwER t LlGHT CO 
ADYANtED SYSTEMS ' TECHNOLOGY 
ROBERT EUHRIG 
vlC.E PRESIDENT 
PO SOX 1'>000 
JUNV BEACH Fl 33'>08 

03315206,.725 I 99999 
FLORIDA POllER ' LIGHT ,0 
0 f lllORGAN 
"GR-CORP RECORDS SERVICE 
PO BOX 529100 
"IAMI Fl l31S2 

033450080957 1 9999~ 
FLOMIUA POWER t LIGHT CO 
ST LUC.IE l NPS 
NAT WEEMS 
~A CONSTRUCTION MANAGt:R 
PO BOX 128 
FT PJERC.E Fl 33450 

033101006556 99999 
FLORIDA POWER ' LIGHT CO 
TUKKEY POINT NPS 
HENRY YAEGER 
PLANT MANAGER 
PO BOX 013100 
~IA141 FL 33101 

033133079122 5 99999 
FLORIUA POWER CORP 
NUC.LEAR LICENSING 
MANAG£R 
PO SOX 14042 
l'IAC H-2 
St PETERSBURG FL 33733 

033733005803 l 99999 
FLORIDA POWER tOAP 
N•.!CLEAR OPERATIONS 
J • 11ANCUtK 
PO SGX 1'>042 
"At: t+-Z 
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f i..ll "f '• LA• .J<.t • > 1 t 'Ill,. l 111.t -''"l 
111 f-AST 1ol '>tUf<SIN AYEl..Ul 
"llwAUKtE wt ~lZOZ 

OOl0390S60Jq q~qqq 
fCSTf R WH[f llR CNERGY tORP 
C.t<Allll:S NAilol 
llO SCIUTH ORANGE AVENUE 
LlVING>TON NJ 07039 

99999 002035064.,65 I 
FU8URO C.O 
SYSTlNS OPfltATIONS 
SYSTt"S Q ALJTY SERVICE 
NCtH•Nlt ST 
09&1 
f0X8Clk0 

l 

NA 02035 

9«;1999 0023330e.41t66 
F OlltlC.ltO C.O 
~UALlTT C.ONIROL EM>lNEERING 
GCOR~f OUS H•AN 
600 N BE:Dfl!ltO ST 
0-784 
tAST 8RIOG£WATE• MA 02333 

019103064783 l 99999 
fRAl'lJC.llN INSTITUTE 
FRAN~LIN RlSEARC.H C.ENTER 
S P URfAGNO 
NRC C.C"tTRAC.T 
20TH r. RACE STS 
PHILADELPHIA PA 19103 

019065006440 1 99999 
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH 
DELA .. ARE VALLEY 
ROBlkt L ANTHONY 
103 VFRNON LANE anx 186 
MOYLAN PA 19065 

~3603007102 l 999«;19 
FULLEM r. HEN•Y 
PAUL M SMA"T 
300 MADlSOh AVE PO BOX 2088 
TOLEDO OH 43603 

085010052916 l 999'J9 
GARRETT TURBINI: ENGINE CO 
LIBkAllT 
lll SOUTH ;4TH SJREEt 
PHOENIX AZ 85010 

002 lit90530U 
<OAULI N COMP 
lt4 GAROLN ST 
EVfRflT 

020006006319 
GlNE~~L AlUMIL C.O 
CAST C.OAST HFf lU 
JAl4E~ A Gf(At<AM 
20Ll k SJM~tt ltiW 
SUIH 709 
WASHINl>TON 
Q<jl21380Ul466 l 
l#ENlRAl ATUlllllC. (.0 
FkAl\K A wAFNHt 
p r> t'flll 8if.O" 

99q99 

lllA 02149 

q99qq 

oc. 20006 

99999 

t ~ t- l A..,..) ""'·• "-ls.l.• ~ 
llt.Y.., K Ht.1.;e.ll 
lql~Z S RA~E:RS FEkMY MOAU 
!Hill lt.iG OR <J7Cll9 

iJ\l7039053011 l 99999 
FOSTER •~Etltll tNERGY C.OkP 
w J f J NA"" 
~UALllY ASSIJllANC.E: 
llO ~OuTH ORA .... Gt AV(NUE 
LIVl~GSTON NJ 07039 

01711000!>4~9 l 99999 
fOX FARR t tUHNINGHAM 
J~ROAN 0 C.UNNINGHAM 
ZllO N SEC.UHL> Sf 
HARRISRURG PA 17110 

OOZ035053012 3 
FOXBORO C.O 
NEPCltiSEt PLAHJ 
HAROLD 0 DENZER JR 
38 NtrDNSET AVENUE 
OE Pt. 131 
FOXBORO 

l Ol S2 35011881 
fRAllAJD"E 
C/O WESTINGHOUSE NIES 
CLAUDIA GaANC.HE 
300 PENN CENTER BLVD 
SUITE 600 
PltrSBURGH 

qqq99 

MA 02035 

99999 

PA 15235 

020037006298 l 99999 
FRlfO fltANK HARRIS Et Al 
HAROLD P GREEN 

AVE NW 
THE •ATEAGATE 600 
600 NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUITE 1000 
WASIHNGTDN 

091tl ll006026 

DC 20037 

99999 
fR1ENOS OF THE EARTH 
ANDREW BALDWIN 
l21t SPEAR ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111 

08RAZ1028680 1 99999 
FURNAS CENTRAIS ELECTRIC.AS SA 
DIV 818LIUTECA 
MUil REAL GRANOEZA 219 2038 
RIO DE ~ANEJRO 22283 BRAZIL 

091tl2J061t672 
GATEWAY SYSJE" 
II L A"tOE:ltSON 
PRE:SIOE:NT 
2271 UNION ST 
SAN FMANLlSC.O 

SUIJE 5 
C.A 91tl23 

092138001584 999?«;1 
GChERAL ATO"IC CO 
NUCLEAR MATLS CONTROL DIV 
LltENSING ADMINISTRATOR 
p 0 80lC 8l608 
3AN DIEGO tA 92118 

oq211so64J5o l 99999 
GlNll'Al ATOMIC C.O 
l "I RAB.JOHltiS 
SUPERVISOK REC. MGMT 
PU tmx 61609 
SAN OlE~O CA 92118 

006340020097 2 99Cjl9Cjl 
GlNERAL DYNAMICS tORP 
FLltlRIC BUAi ~!VISION 
M~l~f l~E~~~~! ~3,3 
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NASHlflt.Tf•l\i .>t lvvOb 

092lll:IOOJ466 1 9999'1 0063ft0020097 2 9'19•'9 

• GENEllAL ATtJl'llt to Gl~ERAl OTNAl'llCS CORP "" 
FRA .. IC A .. .r.PNf:ll 

~lltTKlt bUAT OlVISlON 
P o eox e1&or:1 MAl~FILE-OEPI 63] 
SAN UIEGU CA 92118 EASH.RN POINT kO ~'S) • GROTON CT 1)6.HO • 
09Sll!-OOl5'18 I 99999 018 ... 02001616 l 99999 

• &ENlkAl lLlCTRlt CO G\NlAAl ELECTRIC. C.O • ' . 
NUCLLAk ENlRGY OlV W Ll'llNIOTON MANUFACTURING DEPT 

... 

t llSRAllT MANAGER-LICENSING ~ NMM 
..... /' 

75 tURTNt:M Ul P 0 BOX 7SO 

• Mt 528 Jlt> • SAN JOSE CA 95125 wlLICINGTON NC 28402 

006602053715 l 99999 019142053020 l 99999 

• GENERAL ELEtTRII C.O GE~~RAL ELECTRIC. C.O • WIRE £ CABLE eu Jht:SS DEPT SWITCHGEAR BUSINESS OEPARl"ENT 
1285 80SION AVENUE t E BEDFORD 
BRIDGEPORT c;T Ot>602 GENERAL MAN:O~ER 

• 6901 ELl'IWCIOD AVE • PHILADELPHIA PA 19142 

001910053023 l 99999 095125029555 l 99999 

• GENER~ E~EC.TRIC co GENERA~ ELECTRIC. CO • R F 8 KL Y LAWREN E J C.HGCKIE 
l'IGR-t.NGHU:ER ING 175 C.URTNE~ AVENUE 
40 FlOEKAL STREET M/t 827 

• WEST LYNN MA 01910 SAN .JOSE CA 95125 • 
028402053015 l 99999 01'11420552'>0 l 99999 

• GENERAL ELECTRIC C.O GENERAL ELECTRIC co • WILMINTON MfG DEPARTMENT PWR SYS MGMT BUS OEPT 
C. w IJ(lYl E E J flEIUtO 
POST OFFICE BOX 780 GENERAL MANAGER 

• All 6901 EU .. 1000 AVE • WILMINGTON Nt 28402 PHILADELPHIA PA l 9lit2 

095125007112 l 9999'1 052601053024 l 99999 

• GENERAL ELECTRIC. c.o GENtRAL ELECTRIC. CO • 0 L FDREMAh Swl tHGEAlt BUSINESS OEPAATMENT 
PROJLCJ MANAGER kOGER f GREDIE 

-----.......... 

l 75 C URTNElt AVE MIC 682 MGR BURLINGTON PLANT OPERATION 

• SAN .JUSE CA 95125 AGENCY ROAO P 0 BOX 488 • ~URLINGTON IA 521>01 

060521065205 1 99999 095125064718 l 9999q 

• GENEPAL ELECTRIC c.o GENERAL ELECTRIC. CO • k C 1100PER T C LANCASTER 
81., tUMMl:RCE Oil SPEC.lALlST OP SUP ENG 
SUITE lU5 175 C.URTNER AVENUE 

• OAK !!ROOK lL 60521 Hit • SAN JOSE CA 95125 

0951<!5006263 l 99999 028402064770 l 99999 .. GENERAL ELECTRIC. c.o GENERAL ELl:C.TRIC. co • RAY LEBRE f M MALlGA 
PROJFCJ MAhAGER ACNGS MGR QUAL VERI L RECORDS 
l 15 C.URlNEk AVE PO BOX 780 M/C 872 

• AN .JUSI: CA CJ5125 WJLMINGJON NC 28402 • 
0951250(16 .... 2 l 99999 0940860tt61t8ft l 99999 

• GENl:l<AL Elf CTR IC. co GENERAL ELECfRIC CO • J W MILLARD LICENSING L REACTOR SYSTEMS 
PROJE<.T MA,.AGER W W PHELAN 
175 CURTNER AVE-MAil COt>E 395 310 DEGUlGNE DRIVE 

• SAN JOSE C.A 95125 PO BOX 508 • SUNNYVALE CA 9408#> 

0 I 73 5 5063069 l 9999q 095125006033 l 99999 

• GENERAL ELftTRIC CO GENERAL ELECTRIC co . .. 
POWER STS MGMT BUSINESS DEPT GLENN SHERWOOD 
C.ASE SCOH ITS C.URTNER AVENUE 
205 GREAT VALLEY PKY M/t 682 

• IU>-llOf> ~A"f .JUSE CA 95125 t 
MAL VI: RN PA 17355 

095125006384 1 99999 0200lit03964l l 99999 

• GENERAL ELEC.TRIC C.O GENERAL ELECTRIC co t 
NUC.LlAR ENCRGY OlVlSlOh .JOAh STARR 
.JOHN ~ SKAkPflOS 7910 WOOOMUNT AVENUE 

l 
17~ tURlNlk AVENUE SUITE 21H n • MC.117 flETHESDA MD 20014 (.,; 

SAN JOSE tA 95125 
flQW,1 ;'"ii),,.,,,. qqqqq Ot>ll01038048 1 99999 

-

~ .... .. • .,.. ... ,...., 'r ,.,., f I;.' . . .~1 
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~ ~ :· . "' ... \,. (,} ' . ... ' '• , . , "" 
~lllllRAL llflf~IL lG 
HUCLfAR lHCRGY OIYISIOH 
.JUHN ,. SllAllPft.CS 
17~ CURl~l~ AYfNUE 
NCtl7 
SAN JOSE CA 9Sl2S 
09512S065234 l 99999 
GEhlRAL ELECTRIC CC 
H0111APO l WA1ANA8E 
l 7~ CURT'Cfff Aitl 
""' 682 SAN JOSE CA 9Sl25 

07403t>OSS265 1 999'l~ 
GEhE~Al. ElfCTRlC CC 
ftUC.ll:AR Elllf itGY 
A M llYATJ 
llDUH l BOX 378 
INOLA OK 7•036 

02104..079621 l 99999 
GENERAL PHYSICS CORP 
flCHhlCAl llllFCRMATIOff CENTER 
Ill L kl'fJ(i.Hf 
ADMl"1l>TIUTOJI 
1000 CENJURr PLAZA 
CtlUJlt8U ftO 21044 

03033~055201 l 99999 
~£0AGIA DEPT OF HU!'Ulll llESOUACE 
AAOIOLOGICAt. HEAl.lH SEtJION 
908BY AUTLEOGE 
1256 RAIAlllLl•F RO NE 
ROOM 42!>-S 
A ILANTA GA l0J34 

030334004860 l 999<19 
GtOAGIA DEPJ OF NATL RESOURCES 
ENYIROi"ENTAl l"ttOTEtllON OlV 
.I L lED6ETTEM 
DIRH.f~ 
210 wASHINGTON ST Slf 
ATLANTA GA 1033~ 

030332080964 l 99999 
GECRGIA INSTITUTE OF JECH 
A P SHEPPAAO 
ACJING VP FOil RESEARCH 
225 NORTH A~EN~E 
AllANJA ~ 30332 

030302005794 l 99999 
~E(;ltGIA POWER CO 
.J T 6ECKHAM 
VICE PRESIDENT-Nut GENERAJION 
PO SOii: 4545 
ATLANJA GA 30302 

0315l3D80997 l 9'l999 
GEORGIA POwf.R CO 
t C flElFLOwi;:R 
SITE QA SUPtRVISOA 
PO ltOX 442 
BAXLEY GA 31513 

03030200649') l 
GEUMGIA POWER CO 
D 0 •CSTER 
PO 80X ._54S 
ATLANTA 

0308)008090) l 
GEORGIA P~wER CO 
H H "llfGOAY 

GA 30302 

99999 

tllHS TRUC l 10"'1 
PO 80Jt 21J2 
lfAYNES60RO 

PROJECT MANAGER 

GA 30830 

030302001 .. 31 1 9'l999 
GEORGIA POWtR to 
l f GUt.loA c..,. t r..,.. ~.H tr• s ,, :1 ~ "'r. t •. J. c: o 

061701038048 1 99999 
GENERAL ELECJRIC CO 
CHARLES WCIHR 
PO 80% l'H:J 
8LCO"J">GTON IL 61701 

Ol7415CZ6lTl I 99999 
CE~ERAL PHYSICS CORP 
(HAlTAJitOCGA DIVISION 
TEtte!llCAL INFORMATION CENTER 
ONE lllOkTHGAlE PARK 
tHATJANOOGA JN 37415 

0201~06465) l 99999 
btNERAl PHYSICS CORP 
R R JOUZlfC 
SENIOA SPfCIAllST 
1000 CENJURY ~lAZA 
COLU"81A NO 201~ 

0303~0lo<J91 l 99999 
GEORGIA DEPT OF NATL RESO~CES 
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION 
.J4MES C HARDEMAN 
270 •ASHINGlON ST SW 
RM 82S 
ATLAhTA GA 30334 

030332000551 1 99999 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECH 
NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER 
It S KIRKLAND 
kEACTOR SUPERVISOR 
ATLANTA GA 30332 

030334005793 1 99999 
CCORGIA OFC Pl ..... ING ' BUDGET 
CHARLES H BADGER 
270 llASHINGTON STREET SW 
ROON 610 
ATLANJA GA 10334 

030302001706 1 
GEOllGIA POWER CO 
NUCLEAR GENERAllON 
J T BECltHA" JR 
PO BOX 4545 
333116 
ATLAlllJA 

030302001\49 1 
GEORGJA POWER CO 
'"O•ER SUPPLY 
OUUG DUTTON 

99999 

GA 30302 

99999 

VltE PRESIOENf-PIUJOUtT ftGNT 
PO 80X 454!> 
ATLANTA GA J030Z 
030)0f 08090l 1 99999 
GEORG A POWER to 
0 O FOSTER 
PROJECT GENERAL "AHAGER 
PO llOX 4545 
ATLANTA GA 3030Z 

030830080902 1 
GEORGIA POwER CO 
E 0 l;ROOVER 
QA SlfE SuPERVISCA 
PU eox zaz 
WA l'!llE S80RO 

99999 

GA 30830 

030lOZ080904 l 99999 
GEOR~IA POWER CO 
R J II.ELLY 
' "" • ,,. . T • ~· • • • r • ""'•• .. ~ • ,.., _. • .. 
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OJQJ.;< Jl.l 1 .. H l ·n••-•" 
~ECJkGIA PUWlR LO 
~Hf e~u~~~lfAP ENGl~EfR 
:vl:~~4" 5" 5 CA 10302 

0 303 3000 .. 7 ll l 
GEGN!LI A PO•t ll <:U 
VOGflt "IPS 
'4 "A~'f 
Pla-.T MAl'.AGtR 
PO IJUX ZEil 
•UIU~RURU 

OllS1308011q8 1 
llEORGIA PUW~~ (;O 
HAl(;H "IPS 1 r. 2 
H <: NIX 
PLANT l'IANAGER 
PO BUX .. )9 
BULB 

CA 30SJO 

99999 

GA 31Sl3 

020B30064731 1 99999 
GEORGIA P()wER CO 
W L SHllf'tAN 
SITE DOCUMENT SUPERVJSOlt 
PO 80X l82 
WAYNES80~0 GA 20830 

OWGER"081467 1 999<19 
GESEllSCHAFT FUR REAKTURSICHE 
E llNOAUER 
GlOtkENGASSE 2 
SOOO COLOGNE 1 WGERMAN 

010001022168 1 
GIBBS ' Hill INC 
N N KEDDIS 
MANAGER QA 

99999 

393 1TH AVE 
NEW YOIUt NY 10001 

095110064501 1 99999 
GIBBS L Hill INC 
WESTERN REGIO~Al OFFICE 
.JAtQUELYN L RICHARDSON 
SR TECH ADM SPECIALIST 
2 lt. W BROKAW ll 0 
SAN .JOSE CA 95110 

0~0001008101 l 99999 
GIBBS & Hill INC 
PEHk H SMITH 
PRESIDENT 
393 SEVENTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK NY 10001 

Dl9603053027 l 99999 
GILBERT ASSOCIAlES INC 
IND L ENERGY RtS DIV 
llf H fllAFFlS 
525 LANCASTER AVENUE 
lA220 
READING PA 19603 

019603081110 l 99999 
GILBERT ASSOCIATES INt 
RITA .ORTH 
PO BOX 1"98 
R~AOING PA 19603 

04~081064634 1 99999 
GILBERT tOM-.ONVEALTH 
R 0 PUTTS 
RE,ORDS MGMT SUPERVISOR 
PO BUX <17 
PERRY OH 44081 

070116001292 I 
GILLESPIE & JOhES 
lUkt FONfANA 
Ct'l'ttlOC' 

99999 

J J...., • ' -
.,(l.i,..,lA >'t,,,.tk Ct.. 
fl J KELLY 
ExE~UllVE ilCE PRESIDENT 
PC ftCX ,.545 
ATLA~TA CA 30302 

C>l1'>1300'5Jql 1 
CCURGIA P011Elt CO 
tJWI~ I HAf(;H PLANT 
"'l&X 14A"IRY 
PO dOX .... .l 
BAXLEY 

99999 

GA llSll 

03081006 .. 729 1 99999 
GECRGIA POWER CO 
8 R QUICtf. 
Sift RECORDS l'IGMT SUPVR 
PO 80x 282 PLANT YOGTLE 
WAYNESBORO GA 30830 

030334080966 I 99999 
GEORGIA PU~llC SERVICE CON 
HUGH S .JORDAN 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
144 WASHINGTON ST SW 
ATLANTA GA 30334 

010001001192 1 99999 
GIBBS ' Hill INC 
ll8R&RY 
RALPH F DEANGELIS 
CHlf;f LIBRARIAN 
11 PENN PLAZA 
NEW YORK NY 10001 

010001081577 1 99999 
GIBBS & Hill INC 
0 C PURDY 
l'IANAGER-AOVANCEO TECH 
11 PENN PLAZA 
NEW YORK NY 10001 

010001006517 l 
~l88S ' Hill INC 
H R ROCIC. 
39J SEVENTH AVE 
NEW YORK 

Ol960300870B 1 
GILBERT ASSOtlATES 
.JAMES R STOUDT 
PRESIDENT 
Pli BOX 1"98 
READING 

019603007983 3 
G LBERT ASSOCIATES 
LIBRARY 
ll WIRTH 
P Cl BOX 1 .. 98 
Rt AD ING 

99999 

NY 10001 

99999 
INt 

Pl 19603 

99999 
INC 

PA 19603 

019601064712 l 99999 
GILBERT COMMONWEALT~ 
l B EILAND 
RECORDS MGMT CONSULTANT 
PU BOX 1498 
READING PA 19603 

019606064635 l 9'J999 
GILRERT COMl'IONVEALTH 
INFORMATION MGMT DEPT 
B M PRATHER 
MANAGER 
PO 80)( l49B 
READING PA 19606 

0315200261711 l 99999 
GLYNN tOUNTY HEALTH DEPT 
JERRY MOllklS 
RAOIATION SAFETY Of'FttER 

-
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00705 .. 0d09'15 l 
GPU SEPVICf cu~P 
,. k PA!>lOR 

0705~ 

PllOJEC.T .. ANAliE~ 
l60 (.!IERRY HI ll AD 
PAMSIPPANY NJ 07054 

074101005167 99999 
G•EEN FELO~AN HALL £ VOODARD 
JOSEPl-i A: FAKRIS 
tsQ 
el6 ENTERP~lSE BLOG 
TULSA OK 7•101 

00881&064458 l 99999 
GULF t WESlERN ~FG CO 
fAYLOK 80flfNEY OIV 
N 8 GROH\.oL 
QA M~-TAYlOR FORGE STAINLESS 
ltEADING";ON kO 
SO~RVILLE NJ 08876 

060690053033 99999 
GULF t WESlERN MFG CO 
~"EKGY PRODUCTS CROUP 
DAVID l SHIRA 
P 0 l'IOX 485 
tHltAGO IL 60690 

032520008709 
GULF POlllER C.0 
8 111 GUlHKH 
ElllCUllVE VICE 
PO &OX 1151 
PENSAtoLA 

1 qq999 

PR ES ll>EltT 

fl 3Z5ZO 

0717040645~3 l 99999 
GULF STAfES UTILITIES to 
f E A"EK IN!: 
SUPV ltUC.LEAR DOCUMENT CTR 
PO 80X .l95l 
8EAUMUNl TX 1110• 

0111a.oa1a11 l 99999 
GULF SJAlES UTILITIES LO 
RIVER 8tND NUCLEAR GROUP 
VILLIAM J tA~ILL 
~ENIUK VICE PkESIDtNT 
PO BOX 29!tl 
8EAU .. 11Nl TX 71704 

017704006•83 1 99999 
GULF STATES UTILITIES CO 
WILLIAM .J ltEED 
OIREC.TOR-NUC.LEAR LICENSl!fG 
PO ltCX 29Sl 
8EAUMUNT TX 1110• 

0926270~303~ l 99999 
GULlON INUUSTRIES INC. 
CUL lufll !> t O 
8RUCf f I fZHUGH 
PKESIOHH 
1644 wHllTl[R AVENUE 
C.OSTA MfSA CA 92627 

00b4l4U05•15 1 99999 
HAUOA" NtLK PLANT 
SUPE I< l Nl E ~UlJH 
Pust u•rtll ~ex l27E 
tt•o u 
S:A<;l llA,.l'T'1N CT Cf>'-24 

.-t,.,.._ L l 1-t • ., l "'~i· • ... ·~ 
luu lNTt~?Att ~·M~-~T 
PARSlPPANY NJ 

OlqoOl064751 l 99?99 
!>PU Sfll'IU.E COl'P 
l 8 !.HAHUCK 
SUPVM EUUC.ATION/ST&NOAROS 
PC ct.J 1018 
i;fAOIN!> PA 19603 

OGAEEC057S57 99999 
l>KEEK ATO,.IC lNERGY COMMISSION 
NKl OE•Ull.R ITOS 
JOHh KOllAS 
NUC.lEAK ~EGUlAJORY SERVICES 
AGHIA PARASkl V 1 
Al TIKI GREECE 

090040053034 l 99999 
~REER HYl>MAULJl~ INC. 
DONALD DIPAOLA 
SUPERVISOR CONlRACTS &D,.INISTR 
6500 E SLAUSON AVENUE 
CJJY OF LOMMERCE CA 900•0 

052803055300 1 99999 
GUlf ' •E~TERN "FG CO 
EAGLE SIGNAL DIVISION 
JAY HAllKINSON 
Q A MAr.AGER 
716 FEOEKAL STREET 
DAVENPORT IA 5l80l 

002886064453 l 99999 
CUlf ' llESTERN "FG CO 
FLUID SVSTE"S 
JOHlt F ICAL l ER 
GENERAL MANAGER 
25 GRAYSTllftE STREET 
ICAR9lCK RI 02886 

070775062571 l 9q999 
GUlf STAfES UTILITIES CO 
RIVER BENO SJATION LIBRARY 
PU eox zzo 
ST FRANCISVILLE LA 70775 

017704001519 1 99999 
GULF SfATES UTILITIES C.O 
R 8FND NUC.LEAM GMOUP 
WILLIAM J CAHILL 
SENIOK VICE PaESIDENT 
PIJ BOX Z95l 
BEAUMONT TX 7770• 

077701064636 1 99999 
GULF SIATES UTILITIES CO 
R !> RAMSEY 
NOC.LEAR STAFF ASSISTANl 
PO 801. .Z9Sl 
8fAUMONf TX 77701 

07770106•765 1 99999 
GULF STATES UTILITIES CO 
J a. SYME 
NUCLEAR RECORDS REP~ESENT 
PO !SOX 2951 
HtAU"ONl TX 77701 

0070290~l513 99999 
GUYON ALLOYS IN~ 
GtUKGE GRUNTHALER 
9)q SOUTH FUURTH STPEET 
HARRISON NJ 07029 

020006007111 99999 
HAMl"ON & WEISS 

.UNION Uf CONCtRNEO SC.IENTISTS 
l72> I STREEl "'"' 
SUI If ~06 
9ASHlNGllll't OC 2000~ 
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JLP~f,. .>I"' r·,t- L •••'"' .f~1 t-4l.ALIH 
t'u 1.>1JJ1 JJ7d 
HONOLULU HI 'iodCl 

01700Z00115h 1 
HOUSTUJll BAil tlNTER 
<.ARMU HINOCKSTEIN 
7Zl MAIN Sir.HT 
SUI TE 500 
HC,USTOll; 

9999q 

Tx nooz 

077001000243 I 9<1999 
HUUSTUN LIGHTING t POWEM CO 
EXFCUllVl VICE PRESIDENT 
PO 6uX 1700 
HOUSTrJ"' TX 77001 

077001064711 l 999'19 
HOUSTON LIGHTING t POWER tO 
T DllALO 
LEADER RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
611 WALKER 
HOUSTON TX 77002 

077001081032 1 99999 
HOUSTUN LIGHTING t POWER tO 
NULllAR ENGhG & CCNSTAUCTl~N 
.J H GOLDBERG 
VICE PlllSIDF.NT 
PO BOX 1100 
HOUSTON TX 77001 

07700100152B l 99999 
HCUS TON LI GllTI hG C. POWER CO 
G Iii OPllEA 
Vl<.E PRESIOLl'CT 
P(J BOX 1701> 
HOUSl~N TX 77001 

077001064730 1 99q99 
HOUSTON LIGllTltfu & POWER (0 
P KUO 
REtOROS MANAGEME~t SUPVR 
PO BOX 1700 
HOUSTON TX 77001 

077001064651 l 99999 
HOUSJON LIGHTING t POWER tu 
P A SiolRING£.1• JR 
GEN SUPYR P•OJ AOMIN 
PC llCX 1700 
HCUSlUt4 TX 77001 

06l856063B95 l 99999 
HUMAN fAtJOI S SOCIETY 
CHARLES C Hf'PKJNS 
28 FOCJTHlll 11.D 
MUNJlttlLU IL 61856 

oz lZI 1000 79 J l 
HUNlU"' & WILLIAMS 
If T IH:VLLU 111 
t.s~UIRI: 
PO tiOX 1535 
R ltH .. fl"IO 

99999 

VA 73?11 

. . . 
-.A 'IA'l,\vL" 
~i~r M•r ice ao• ~.,,, 
RUllLl~GTU~ vr J~~Ul 

OZ0036005460 l 99~9~ 
HILL (HRISTO~HER & PHILLIPS 
t<fR8ERJ H BRUlrN 
LA~ltENCl COE LANPHER 
190:> '1 ST Niii 
11A!;Hfr.1GTUM Ot 2003b 

OE .... LA053198 
HOPK INSUl'IS LTD 
tH<IJ AN"'IA .,OAKS 
R l!IATSUN 
PU OUX ttl7 
llDZ 2URJ 
HUOOE1t SF I ELD 

99999 

ENGLAND 
Ol6JOI00582J l 999q9 
HOUSJO"' COUNTY COMMISSION 
tHAlltMAN t 
OUTHAN Al 36)01 

077001001479 l 999~9 
HOUSTO"' LIGHTING t PO.,Ek tO 
SOUlH TEXAS PRO~Ecr 
0 G ttARKl:R 
MANAGUl 
PO BOX 1700 
HOUSTON TX 77001 

077001006267 99999 
HOUSTON llGHtlNG & PlhlER CO 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING t CONSTRUC 
.J H GOLD8f.AG 
VICE PRfSIDlNJ 
PO 80X 1700 
HOUSTON rx 77001 

077001006265 l 99999 
HOUSTON LIGHTING t POWER tO 
P A HURN 
PO BOX 1700 
HOUSTON TX 77001 

07700100)119 l 99999 
HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER <.O 
G W OPREA .JR 
Viti: PllESIDENT 
P 0 BOX 1700 
HOUSTON TX 77001 

077001~05308 l 99999 
HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER tO 
CLOIN R08ERJStlN 
MANAGER-NUCLEAR LICENSING 
PO RCX 1700 
HOUSTON TX 77001 

08J64Z053042 1 99999 
HUltO INC 
PUST OfFltC BOX 208 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 

021212005665 1 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS 
MICtfflEl W MAUPIN 
PO BLX 1535 
ltlCH'"ONO 

99999 

VA 23212 

0419770007061 ' 99999 
HURST & HANSON 
COUNSl:L FOil INT[ltYENORS 
Jll 112 E MlTtHl:LL 
PETCSKY Ml 49770 

• 
• 
• 

0 

• 
• 
• 

• 



..tl ·• 
PC. !!I:• 11..JO 71•)0 l • HC.US1U'4 u 

0619560638q~ l 9<;9qq OZJ212005t>ft5 l 999cn 

• H\P'!A'4 FAC.TOtS >OC.lETT HU~f U' & •ILLIA"S 
... 

U4ARLE.S C Hl"PllJ'l;S fl'lttt\El it "A\JPI"' 
,. 28 fOt.THILL 1\0 PC i!Lll. 1Sl5 

::) 

/ "Ulrlfll.HLO IL bl85t> RIC.H"'ONO VA ZJ2lZ • 
• 

023f ll00019! l 9q999 04'H700070bl l .. qqq~ 

• HUN U~ t WllllA"S ..mSt t HANSON • 
.. T !tt:YI: lt:Y 111 CUUhSt:L FOR INTEMYENORS 
E 5'.;!UI ~E 311 1/2 E "ITC.HELL 
PO 80.lt 1S35 PE1CSKT "I 49170 

• ltl C. Kfllfl"U VA ZlZ12 • 
094lOSOM599 1 99'1"1'11 07170406-.605 99"199 

• IB" C.URP 18" CORP • 
l A EVERS t 0 liANOY JR 
SENIOR l~OUSTRY SPE.tlALIST l~O~STRT SPEC.IALISl 
4£5 "ARKtl ST 18TH FLOOR PO 80Jt 831 

• SAN fllAlll. l SC.0 (.A 9410'> Bf:AUMONT T x 11104 • 
083120026J80 1 99999 062701005970 1 ~9 

• IDAHO OEP Ot HEALTH t WELFARE llllNOIS ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 
.. 

RAOIATIUN CONlaOl SECTIO~ lEEO Nt:UIUN 
RU8Ettl FUNUlll8URG SOO SOUTH SECOND STREU 
"Al't&GEA. SPRJ"9GflELO lL 62701 

• !if .U E ttOU SE 83120 
• 

BOlSt: ID 

060610007029 1 9999'1 Oh060107'1l7} 1 '19999 

• JLLlNUlS •1sr A TORNET yt:NERAl llLfNOIS AT ORNEY GENERAL Oft • 
NVIRCl'llNEh Al tOHJROl. D Y NY RONNENTAL C.ONTROl DIV 

PHILIP l ~llL .. AN llAREfl RORGSUDT 
ESQ l88 W RANDOLPH 

• 188 M RANDOLPH ST - 211s SUIJE 2115 • 
C.HJCAGO L b06l0 CHICAliO IL 60601 

Oft06.ll00'>489 l 99999 060b0l005403 l 99"199 

• l~LINOl> ATTORNtY GENERAL Oft llLfNOIS ATTORNEY GENERAL Oft • 
0 AN HANSELL ENV RONMENTAL tONlROL DIVISION 
188 WEST MANDOLPt4 ST SUSAN IC SEICULAR 
~UITE 23U 188 • RANOOLPH STREET 

• Hll:'.AGO IL f>Of>Ol tUITE 231S • Hlt&GO IL b060l 

06270 .. 00SSOb 1 99999 Obl10400'S 72 8 l 99999 

8 l~\lNOIJ DEPT Of NU~~EAR SflY ILLl"IOIS DEPT Of :ttLEAR SFTY • 
l S GU ER PARK DR H FLOOR MANAGER-NUCLEAR FA ILllY SflT 
SPRINGFIELD ll e.Z704 lOJS OUTER PARK DRIVE -STH FL 

SPRINGf1ELO IL 62 7::14 • 
(.; 

Oft27040b4197 9999q 06170 .. 080914 1 99999 

L 
ILLl,..OlS OfPT Cf NUCLEAR SFTT ILL lNOIS OEPl OF NUCLEAR SFTY • 
PHILIP f GUSlAFSON HUC.LEAR fAC.lllTY S&FtlY 
1035 OIJlER PARK OR GARY H MRlGHT 
SPK lNGf I l:LO IL 6270 .. fl AN AGER 

1035 OUf ER PARK DRIVE • SPRlti\iflELO ll 6Z704 

061717064'>~7 I 9999') 0&2525007035 l 99999 
lll llilCI S PU•ER c.o llllNCIS PO•ER c.o • 
D S flJNE S .IUl. I US GEi fl( 
ADMl"IStMATIVt SUPERVISOR ;ou SOUTH 2 7TH STREET 
It R l SOX 228 Ot.CATUR IL &2525 
tLINTON IL bl121 • 
Ob2'>2S007034 1 99999 Obi 1Z70b4134 1 999q9 
llLl~:Ol!io P(;Wfll co ILLINCI S POWER to 

.. 
l .I 11.C(.H CLI NTOl't NPS 
Yl<.f PICL S lOENT l. • aALOl:.N 
500 SOUTH 2T1H !.lREET SUP'lfl SITE ootu .. ENTS 
Utt.Al Ult IL c.2525 Po syx c.. 78 

.., 
l.llfo ON IL 61727 

: I 
06252S0047Cl l 99999 06252'!1007036 99999 
ILLlhCIS P~wER C.u llll~OlS PO•ER CO • 
NUC.LlAR STATION tNGR DEPT 1.£.Ull\OE WLLER 
'- l wULLt:R ~UPl:.~VISOR OF LIC.fNSlNG 

·-- SUPf~Vl~CR-LICf~Sl~G Sv~ SUUTH 21TH STlll:.f T 

"" 
500 SOIJTH ZTTH SlkHT DECATUR IL &2525 • 
nJr~'f11u IL f.lSZ'> 



• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

'. i 

NY 10511 

OlOC04005689 1 99999 
lhOlANA ' MltHl~A~ PO~ER CO 
JOH"' UOL ... 
YH.E PiH~f~)lld 
8lNLINI# ~fCN SlATIO~ 
PO llllll 18 
NEW \OPk NT 10004 

04t>20b012l28 99999 
IMll~NA 8UAR0 OF HEALTH 
Rat. PH C. P It.KARO assr CU~MISSIONEK-ENVIR HEALTH 
lllO kt~T ~ILHIGA~ STREET 
INOlAHAPOLIS IN 46206 

~7401000516 l 
ll'IOjANA SA:>SURAS 
OAV 0 G fRH 

99999 
AUOU80N SOC. 

MRS 
2625 S SMIJH ROAD 
8LOOM1NlllUN IN "'l40l 

02081lU64650 l 99999 
llllFO ' 8USINESS SYSTEMS lNt. 
D R SuPGEN 
PRES 
9168 GAITHER RD 90X 635 
GAITHERS8UMG "'O 20817 

06611006~96 I 99999 
INLAND VITAL RECORDS CENTER 
S St.H\ll t l 
MANAio ER 
HOO IMl.Ahll DRIVE 
KANSAS tlfY KS 66110 

0100700611~5 99999 
INS 1111: NRC 
OON MAIHIN 
1221 AVl Cf THE AMl:AlCAS 
NEW YOkK NY 10020 

OOEN,.A0b691t9 1 
INSPltTORATE OF NUt 
AACE JENSEN 
AD"IHllSTAATOR 
PO 80~ 217 RISO HUSE 
OK-lt.>00 Rl..iSKllCE 

99999 
INSULLATN 

ll 
OENMAAK 

OYUGOS06727l 1 99999 
l~SllfUI RU0[ 0 tiCSKOYI~ 
PETAA IOIOS 
81.11:,_l(.K.A (;4 
4l0QO ZAGREB YUGOSLA 

021403081456 99999 
INSTITUJE t-OA RESOORCE "1ol 
BOBBY ll0UA140 
4l8 FOUotfH ~T 
ANNAPULIS "0 21401 

OPOLAN001288 l 999q9 
INSTITUTE Of ~UCLEAR REStARCH 
AEAC.ILR l~GINEEMING DEPT. 
A SfRUPC.Zl'WSkl 
ASST PkJf 
o:;-400 
SWll~K ~EAR WARSAW POLAN.> 

092U5b01t00l4 l ?999~ 
l"'ll (.OliSULTANTS 
JO ~ IYlll 
lbZO ~AGUN NH~tl ORIVE 
Prt ••1-.f'I~ CA <>l0!>6 

I ·•·• • ·• 

.\t •' L* '""~) 

.IUHlic •JOlAH 
vltl PRESIDENT/CHIEF Effi.INEER 
Pll 6011 18 60Wlll\IG ~Hl't STA 
NEW \'URI<. litY lu004 

U49106004699 l 99999 
l .. DlAN& ' "'ICHIGAN POWER tu 
OU~ALO t COOK N~LEAR PLANT 
• i.. :."'ITH 
PLA .. l "Al\IAGFR 
P U i'IOA 4S8 
8RID{.111Alic Ml 49106 

0462~4064100 l 99999 
INUIANA PUtillC. SERVICE "'"' 
ROBERT GLAZltll 
C.HIH ENGINHR 
901 STATE OFFICE 81.0G 
INUIANAPOLIS IN 46Z~ 

008650064452 l 99999 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING WORKS 
HK "'ERMITT 
QA/C.ONTROL MGR 
PO 80l 8008 
TRENTON N.1 08650 

092805064102 l 99999 
JNFOOETltS CORP 
SHYE GILHEANY 
SYSTE"S ENGINEER 
1341 S CLAUDINA STMEET 
Fl9l 
ANAHEIM CA qzeo5 

008060065236 1 99999 
INNOVATION TECHNO&.OGY I~ 
IRWIN SPANOAU 
PO BOX 71 
MOUNT HOLLY NJ 08060 

OZ00450J1906 1 99999 
llicSIOE NRC 
MARGARET RYAN 
•ASHINGTON EUIJOll 
4ll NATIONAL PRESS BLDG 
WASHINGTON OC. 20045 

OYUGOS064849 
INSTIJUT JOSEF 
80RUT MAYKO 
AIJ"llNISlkATOR 
.1A"'0VA 39 

!TEFAN 99999 

61001 lJU8LJANA YUGOSLA 

OZ0009081S38 I · 99999 
INSflTUJl FOR PULIC.T SJUOIES 
~UYI AC.COUNTABILITY PROJLCT 
THO-.AS OfYINE 
h~CC. DlloECTOR 
1901 0 STRUT NW 
WASHINGTON DC Z0009 

0}~)39066104 1 999~9 
INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR PWR OPER 
1EC.HNIC.Al LIBRARY 
UZI> WATt:R PLAC.E 
ATLANJA GA 30339 

0~~56~0808)0 l 99999 
INTERSTATE NUCLEAR SERVICES 
Y 1\Jt;Hfll OUTMAN 
I 4C ll If T MAlllAGER 
f l !illX 2111 
. ·Li. A'.>AlllJUN CA 94566 

0Jlll4063070 l 99'J9~ 
llllTL ENERGY ElllG lllEERING lNt 
Kll11AK0 l GMHN 
11 N WASHINGTO~ SIREEI 
BLSfON MA 02114 

.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
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·-

.J . .- ... ,.. 4 

1 -. ·,.,Lt t 1 1"" 4 1 t r -.v c I · • .,, 1 a L l A 1 '• 
AA~E Jl•~f~ 
AO•l 'H s fllA ro;. 
PU ao• 111 KISC HVSf ll 
OK-<tJJO Ru~KILCE OENMAR .. 

OYVGOSOb121 J l 'l'l'l'19 
IN~lJtur llUOt~ ~C~KUVI~ 
PETAP. IOM\~ 
8IJE"llC.11.A {><I> 
<t I 001.1 lAC.Olf 11 YUGO SL& 

052<t0600a.oo l 994'99 
IOwA ELtllRIC LIGHT ' PO•ER CO 
U11ilNHRl"ll# 
OUANE AllNOlO 
ASSf Vitt PRESIDENT 
PO OOll J5l 
CtO~M RAPIJS IA 52406 

051801005845 I 99999 
IO•A lLLINUIS GA~ t ELEC. CO 
0 fl StlCHNUTH 
PIH: SI Dtt'H 
/06 tAST SEC.L'NO AVENUE 
DAVENPORT U 52801 

06060)0065>CJ l 919qq 
lSHAM llN~~LN t 8(Alt 
RUSERT G fl,ZGtR8C"IS 
) tlRST NAllU~AL PlAZA 
SUlft 5.?00 
CHltAiOO ll 60b0) 

I L' 1 11 ~· • .J·L>t. _it t ..... 
ttlftlvf MAVKl. 
llJ•INI S fl<A JOit 
J o\111G v A Jq 
blUOl LJV8LJANA YU<.OSLA 

O.?Q\l0908l5l8 I qqqqq 
lhilllvll tGM PULICY STUOIES 
uOVT AtCOUNTASlllTY PROJLC.T 
JH()llA'.> Of-V 1 .. t 
h:.CC. Olt.EC.IOR 
l'fOl Q UREET NW 
11AS~INGTUN DC lOOO'l 

0 J\:13)9066104 l 99999 
INSTITUTE OF N~<LEAR PNR OPER 
1tCHflllCAL LIBRARY 
1920 •ATl:R PU(E 
ATLANTA GA 10319 

050ll905SSSO l 99999 
IONA CW.MERCE COMMISSION 
AfllOREW VARLEY 
LHAl104AN 
SUJE CAPITOL 
DES ~INES IA S0119 

OS2~0600~S l 99999 
IOWA ELEtlRIC LIGHT 'POwER CO 
0 l Ml"4EC.I( 
PO 8Cll l'>l 
ttOAR RAPllJS IA S2406 

044708000122 l 99999 
IRN!N STtEl fABRltATOAS 
hfJULlfr ... FG IJI 'i 
L A OOEAY 
~UALITY ASSUllANC.t MGR 
l~~S NHIPPLE AVE SW 
C.A~JON OH 44708 

0•060300&204 l 99999 
l:.~Alol LINC.OLN ' BEALE 
ALAlw S f-ARNELL 
O~E FIRST NATIONAL PLAZA 
'-l"O fl 
LHH.AGC IL 6060) 

Ol0036005l79 I 999~9 
!SHAM Lll';(;Ol"4 L BEALE 
JOStPli GALLO 
~SQ 
lllO C.ONNECTICUT AVE 
MOU"' lZ'> 
•A>Hl~~TON OC 200)6 

060602081S~O 99999 
l~H~~ llllltCLN & BEALE 
14l~Ht:Al l'llllllER 
l.•~MSf NATIONAL PLAZA 

... 
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"' ~ '~ ' ~ . IV•A .;tt lL: .... ,.- ~i ·.~..... • ; .... 
~lJ tA~t l~ ft< ;>?~tt I 
DtS MUl~I:~ IA ~OJlq 

Ob0010U~ll~4 l 99999 
JSHAM LllllCliLN t BEALE 
PAUL M MUltl'HY 
f!.,,jUlitt 
ONI: Ftll>T NATICNAL PLAZA 
42ND HUOlt 
CHltA{.;O IL 60.70 

Ob060JOO•Z02 99999 
ISHAM LINCOLN ' BEALF. 
RONALD~ ZAMARIN 
UNE flR>T NA110NAL PLAZA 
4ZNO FL 
tHJt.AGO IL b0b03 

OlS1lAEO~l~b8 l 99999 
ISltAEL AlOMIC ENERGY CtM 
LICENSING OlVISION 
OAN LITAI 
AOflllNl S lRAf UR 
PO ~X 7061 
fEL AVIV bl070 ISRAEL 

OOZ9010J80'ol l 9q99q 
I H Gil lNNELL CORP 
EOw•ltU lll:HA 
ZbU •fST f XLHANGE 
PROVIUENCE 

S TRf;E T 
R l 02901 

01160]0~]048 l 
ITT GitlNNEll CORP 
OIA-tLO OIVISICN 
(: l 1\11.00Mt: 
CONT1tAC.f!t .. GR 
Jl tLNfEltVlllf. ROAD 
LAt•LA!.TEll. 

99999 

PA l 160) 

OOl881lO'>l049 1 999911 
ITf uMlN~Ell tOltP 
l T 1 HA"4'4t.l [)AHL 
OONALu A ~Jtll.lT1E 
I.I A '41\NAl.E" 
11''> onst 11.lJAD 
WAMW1C.K RI 0288~ 

0 l 'H l '>OU ll t.>f> l 99'J<l9 
J t LONl R&AN C.O 
I A f'fl(.IU:Y 
QA l'l•NA..,Ell. 
REU l lUN kD WI: S l Ot Vt:RREI: RO 
PHILAOl:LPHlA PA 111115 

0.122Ul00ll3b l 99999 
JAtK;O~VlllE fl.EC. •UTHURlTY 
A II HAllM I r~u ION 
ASSOC. MANA\;(NG DIRltTOR " ' .. ,, 

. '.. • '; ' .... t 
liaJU"-lt.f 1-fJ.\.I UI-, 
l A UUL.0 
wUALlfY isSUltA~( MGlt 
l~~S •~IPPLf AVE S• 
CA~TO~ OH 41o708 

Ob0bOJ006204 9~q~9 
l~~AM LIN<.Ulh t 8tAlf 
Al~~ S ~AltNtll 
J~E FIRSf NAf IONAL PLAZA 
'olhil fl 
LMILAGC IL bObOl 

Ot ZOOJC. 

Ob060208l590 99999 
ISHA~ LINC.OLN t BEALE 
"'14..t<EAI. 'OLLER 
l tlMSI NAllONAL Pl.AZA 
!HST FLOOR 
C.HIC.ACO IL b060l 

U6060lOOS710 l 99999 
l~HA"' LINtOLN t 8EALE 
PHILl.IP P SfEPfOE 
U~E FIRST NAtlONAl PLAZA 
~UITE 4200 
C.t<ltlGO IL b060l 

OJAPANOSJ04• 99999 
ISHlKAWAJl~A HARJMA HEAVY IND 
NUCLEAR POWER DIVISION 
K lOMllA 
l SHIN-NAKAHARA-CHO 
NO ZJS 
ISOGO KU YOKOHAMA JAPAN 

O'll20lOSSZ99 l 
ITT GENERAL tONTROl.S 
~10 U:HlllAN 
C.UURO i;. Q C. lNG 
801 ALLEN AVENUE 
GLENO•l.E 

011284t05104l ! 
lfl ~INN(Ll C.ORP 
INUUSTRIAL PIPING 
It 8 6EKLIEN 

CA 9ll01 

99999 

VP I;. OlR-QA 
ll50 W MOUNTAIN STREET 
K~ltNERSVILLE NC. 2728" 

002901Ul804t4 l 999~9 
lfT GKINNELL C.ORP 
CHARLES HC.Kf~hA 
lbU WEST EXC.HANGE ST 
PMOVlOt;NtE 

0029160510'>6 l 
ITT GRINNELL (.011.P 
PIPE HANGER OIYISION 
THDPHS SMITH 
'4uR APPllC.ATION EN" 
lbO • ~X~HANGE ST 
l'ROYIOfNC.E: 

Rl 02901 

RI 02916 

0<1404l065217 l 99q9q 
JACK M BENJAMIN ' ASSOC 
tUUMT HOUS~ PLAZA BLUG 
FIHO A 1olB!>fE1< 
~~7r~"~o~LAZA """ tASTRO sr 
~~Uf'flAIN VIE• CA 94t04l 

UJ.ll0l00b295 l 
J•t.KSONVlllE JOUllNAL 
IH.I> tltOWOtR 
P<J BUX l 94'J 
HO'.flNVIUF 

119999 

Fl HZOl 
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•, I 
t'M,l..t.Jt1..P~1._A •'A, 1 • ' ' '.) 

Jo!A OlbO'> 

OJ 7<1 l 'Jl>t>45 H 1 q.,,99q 
l"I( J RF AS SU( t.\ f !: S 

!OMO"' (.ASAJA 
HtlO DUa"lll'""' 
tc.NOlllllllt 

"t;ST !ILVO 
Tiii 37919 

ooa11100049l 9~999 
JEMStY (fNlRAL PWP t ll~Hf C.O 
UY~ltK Lktltc. "IUC.L(AM STAllO"I 
J f (ARllOLl JM 
UIMtflOK OYSTER (RtEK OPS 
PU dUI J88 
fORKlD RIVER NJ 08731 

0087l1UU5JZ4 99999 
JlRSfY C.tNTRAL PVR ' LIGHT CO 
OYSlt~ (RltK NU( PWK STAllO"I 
.. LA(;(iARI 
PLANT SUPtklNTENOENT 
PU 801 3811 
fURKtO RIVFR ~J 087)1 

070119038)81 l 999q9 
JOHNSQl'lj L HIGGINS 
NUC.LtAR AOlllSUKY GROUP 
IHtOUURE R~OOOC.K 
ONC ~HtLl ~wUAR~ 5T~ FLOOR 
Nf• UoU.tANS LA 101J9 

09l7'11005l05Z l 
JOHNS IW-. PU"'P CO 
1r1s FAST ALLfH AVENUE 
GLEl'lOOMA CA 91140 

4..A ·; .. ,,,. l 

UJllOIOObl.95 l q9?q9 
JAL~~UhVlllE JOUMNAl 
lltu (.l\LWUtM 
P J AUX 194'# 
JAC.~SuNWlllE rL J;:ut 

TX 11)1) 

008711006194 ?'1999 
JEKSfY ltNlRAL PWR ' LluHT (0 
UYSltM C.RfEK NUL GCNERAT >IA 
llL~~SllllG SUPERVISOR 
PO dUll )88 
FUllll.EJ RIVER NJ U81ll 

0087JIOOlS6Z 99999 
JtRS[Y C.tNTllAL PWR & LICHT CO 
UYSIER <.RElK NUC GtNERAflNC Sf 
P 11 FIEDLER 
VILE PRESIUENT-GENERATION 
PU t!Oll J88 
fORKEO RIVER NJ 087Jl 

OlOOOSOl6889 l 99999 
JOHNSON ~ ~IGGINS 
~UC.ltAR AUVISOkY GROUP 
f t.UJo!ISKEY 
qc; WALL STREEf 
~tM YORK NY lOOOS 

OSJZOl06oZH l 99999 
JOHNSON CONTROl> INC 
HtANK RECK 
S07 tASt ~ltHIGAN ST 
Jo!IL•AUKEE WI SllOl 

0.,.,11S066699 l 99~99 
JCNfS UAY RtAVIS L POGUE 
ll .JK EK T BllUWN 
1700 UNION CU14MERCE BLOC 
CLE~ELAND OH ... 4l1S 

Ol00360lZl57 l 99999 
KANSAI ELECTRIC POWER CO INC 
11.UllllHIMIJ UlA 
"IA NAGER 
1100 l 7TH :H N W 
SUITE C.06 
WASHIN~TON OC lOOJ6 

06 ... l4l0d09l5 I 
KANSAS LlTY POWER 
IJ f Jo!CPHtE 
VICE PMESlllENf 
PO 80X b 19 
11.AN~AS. CITY 

99999 
L LICHT LU 

MO 6.,l.,l 

0666l00l2l.,O 99999 
11.A~SAS OEPT Of HEALTH ~ lNVIRN 
ll•JlllAU Uf 11.AUIAT lOlli C.ONTMUL 
l>lllALU Iii ALLEN 
lll1HCJOM 
6100 S TOPfKA AVE 
TOPtKA KS 66bl0 

•loJZOIOOllH l 9999q 
KANSAS GAS t Eltt tU 
lf(,Al 
!tAI PH tOSTtll 
! <;.iUlRf 
l'L oull Z08 
WICHITA KS 67201 
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O"tl· .. o ... . ~'~~tii...- .. ~ l 
~1li~~.~~~~~~t)ty~~~~~ .. i~~~ 
1.~AlolLt~ ~ ~~~ft~ 
.. AlliAhl:i< 
PU !iUJ l JZ hi OA ... LA~U CA 9"b21 

Ob720lOO!> .. T4t 1 99'1<1'1 
11.AN'l.&N"> Hlk ::.Elll.i I !ILE t "' "''-'" 
PU SUll H'U wlCHllA "~ b1l0l 

o•••lZOO~~rl 99qq<1 
"AN~AS SfAlE tORP COMMlSSlON 
MltHAlL t "HNtll. iiOlf CREEK PROJECI DIRECIDR 
StATl OffltE SLOG TOPEll.A KS obol2 

o•05780o48qz l 9qq9q 
lltNlUCKY OlPI Of ENERGY 
81JltEAU Of ENGY PROO I. UllL 
A~THUQ • NltHCLSON 
lKON 1tllltKS PIK!: 
P08 u1u;s lEXl~~t~N KY 40518 

OOb4810SlOS• qq9q9 
K[Mlll tU 
ENC.lMEUNu DEPT 
R f FLi:MING NUt.LElR OtV(LUPMf~T ENGINEER 
c,q O&Y Sl P~ BUX «tSZ 
SEYMOUR CT 06481 

011102ou1101 l 99999 
KERA "ICGH C.ORP 
NUC l1ClNS1NG ' REGUlAllON 
W .I SHtlLEY vu.e P1u:.1..:>t:Nf 
KfRR-MC~Ef CENlER 
0KlAHW4A t.llY OK 7.U02 

019lOto<lOf>«tS!I l <t'J'l9't 
KE:YSFINl 4LLl,Ntt 
ALAh J 'WGU. 
110~ ~HtSl~UT )IR~ET 
PHllADtLP~IA ~A 19lO«t 

01. lOO lb 

000620012140 99999 
"A~~AS OEP1 OF HEALTH & llllVIRN 
f\IJ;tEAU Uf R&OIAl ION (.QNTROL 
lil lot ALO ii AL U.N 
IJliU:CIUK 
0700 S tOPf"A AVE TOPEKA KS 00020 

001201001)~1 l 99999 
KANSAS GAS & ElEt tO 
LE\;&L 
RAI PH fOSTER 
fS.;UlRE 
PO ~UX 208 WICHITA KS 07201 

ot.JZ010015S4 l 
KANSAS GAS & ELEC CO 
NUtll:Alt 
llLE:Nlll L llOESlU 
201 NORIH MARKET STAEEI 
PO BOX 208 
11tltHITA KS o1.!01 

000012001010 l 99999 
KANSAS STATE CORP COMMISSION 
llGAl. Ol VIS ION 
' l PtlERSON STATE OFFICE 8Ull01NG 
4TH fLOUlt fUPEKA KS o•oll 
040bOlOOl4b2 l 99999 
KlNTUC.KY ATTORNEY GENERALS Oft 
UAVIO K MARllN 
ASSISTANT ATlORNEY GENERAL 
CAP ltUL e&.OG FRANK~Olll KY 40601 

OltO<tll009JJ7 I 99999 
KtNlULKY DEPI Of HUM RESOURCES 
AUMEAU FOR Hf.ALfH SERVICES 
OUNALO R HUGHES MAN&GEA-RAOIATN CDNlAOl BRANCH 
215 EAST MAIN SlltEET 
FRANKFURT KY 40621 

Ol!>Z220b44SO l 99999 
KLKU1EST MANUFACTURING tURP 
M MAKAllClYK 
UA MANA~t.ll 
2~2S llBl:kTY AVE PltfS8uRG~ PA 1S222 

OS42loOOS81l l 999~9 
KE•AUHEf COUNTY 8DARO 
OONALO l OUIStROff 
(.HU KMAN KlWAUNC.t COUNTY COURtKOUS~ 
Kf WAUNEE Wl >42le> 
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NU( ll(l,..~!~~ L ~f~UlAfl8N 
ilf J ~- titl lf. 
\I IL t "'"I :.l .Jt .. a 
l(tllU-'41;vfi lt"ll·'< 
Oto,UUiP!A llh 1111. 7HJ2 

01qlQ400~4)8 l 9999q 
KEYS f :)'k Alli llNCt 
AlAh J ·~t,,C.U; 
310\J .:11t!.fNUf :.IRlH 
PHllADtlPHlA ~A 19104 

OlllC.E!: .. U'> JO., 1 
KlOCkNtR-WfRk A~ 
GCO~uSMARltNWfkkf 
W AtJSH l 
~ A l'IANAG[R 
PO 80ll 27 !10 
0 4~00 USNA~RUCK WGERMANY 

01210100198'> I 99999 
kNCLLS ATOMlt POWER LAB lf llRARY 
l 9RAlllAN 
PO AflX 1072 
~CHEl>tf:C T AOY NY 1Z30l 

0100230247~6 I 99999 
KUMANOFF EN~KGY AS~OCIAJ[S 
CHARLES KOMANOff 
lll loEST E~IO AYE 
l4fH HOUR 
NEW •OMK NY 10023 

0606040014'>1 l 99999 
LAkE MIC.Hit.AN Ft:OEICAT ION 
RICHAl<O l k0081NS 
f Sl.liJlltE 
~J west JACKSLN OCULEYARO 
CHICA~O IL 60604 

0920200.,30~0 l 99999 
lAMl.O INUUSTRIES INC 
1 !>~fJ NOi< h+ JCHNSON S JRH 1 
El t.AJCN C.A 9lOZO 

09455007'1fJ.,6 l 99999 
lAWklNCl liYfk"ORE lARORAJCRY 
lNGlNll::klNr. ~llHANltS SlCTION 
C.AkUl A Hl::ltk 
PU tlOX 8011 l-lt6 
llVEkMO><f C.A 94550 

06J1JOOOfJlll 1 99999 
lEAGUt u• ~v~l~ V0TfkS 
UNIV•M5JTY LITY LHAPltR 
IURJl.'fl It I\ (l ll Y 
E~tMl.) 1.HAl><'IA,.. 
70t.!J PtK!>Hl,..G AVE 
UNIV~K51fY CIT' MU 6JlSO 

02003607q)h" l 99'19'1 
ltflo~ur LAl\tl LE Ill' (. HAC.kAI. 
lhllUi'Y 
l~lNF L tA1<S1L11;::. 
1311 Nfw HAMPSHIRE AVE Nw 
!1.Ulh llu1.o 
wA:.HJNt.TllN OC Z003f.t 

~, • ~· .) i... • ~ t" f y /'. ,; ~ 
"I If ~tiJ.rl~t< 

O'.> .. ll6JU58ll I ~yq~q 
•twAVNll C.OUNfY BUAMO 
U~NALU l CUl5lROff 
UUllH4At>i 
~l•AVNll LUUNTY C.OUklHUU~t 
"''"~ullitl wl '.>'ell6 

OZilO J60070fJ2 l 
l\lRl\PAlkllk LOCKHART 
HtRtltR1 I< llRUlllN 
E:S"' 
1'100 11t ST Nw 
•HH HOUK 
WA!>HJNuTON 

Ol00)600 70Clit 1 
KlkKPAfklC.K l0CKHAR1 
II.ARLA J lEISC.HE 
tSl.l 
l'IOO H Sf Niii 
wASHINGlOfll 

oc 200}6 

99999 
Er Al 

DC 20016 

Ol00060fJ728l 99999 
K .. C INC 
JOA1' 8kEAOY 
171t1 PENNS•lVANIA AYE N• 
WASHINGTON OC 20006 

Olll0800S4l8 l 99999 
KNUPP & ANOMEliS 
llUl!tRl l 9'NUPP 
ASSJSfANT SOllCJTOR 
lt07 N fMUNT STREEJ 
PO BOX P 
HARRISBURG PA 111011 
015222057893 l 99999 
L K COMSJOC9' t CO INC 
fECHNltAl SERVltES 
JAMES W 0£ll 
MANAGE II 
qzo fOMT DUQUESNE 8LYO 
PITl~6UAGH PA 15222 

05320905~059 l 99999 
LAKESIDE 8MIOGE & STEEL C.O 
WILLIAM E JONAS 
OIRE:CfOR-QA 
5JOO NOllTH 33RO STREEf 
MILWAUKEE WI 51209 

049423081887 99999 
LAWRENCE FNGlfllEERIN~ ASSOC INC 
tt7~ E l6fH ST SUITE 20 
HC.LlANU HI 49423 

063114006112 1 99999 
lfAGUE Uf WOMEfll VOTf NS 
HlSSUURl CHAPTER 
lENOl<E LUE 8 
2138 ROOOSUN ROAD 
ST lUUIS MU 61114 

063lllt006ll3 l 99999 
lEACUE Uf WOMEN VOTERS 
MIS)CURI C.HAPIER 
llAkHAKA SHULL 
llJB WOOO!i.UN MOAD 
sr LOUIS MO t.3114 

JZOUJ6006l 79 l 9<1',9'1 
ll HllLUI LAMH Lt: IKY & MAC.kA~ 
~UlltRT S FAIH)N 
lH3 NlW llAMPSHIRE AYE NW 
~.ul H ! 100 
wA~HIN~lUN OC. l00J6 
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Uhl\ltK:illY 1.ITY t.HAl'Hil 
i-A1t.J1'llH W.flllY 
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UlOJJb07QJ~4t l qqqqq 
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tlll"'f l tAR)H.!117) 
111~ NEW HAlllPSHIRE AVE N• 
~Ul H llO\; •A::.HIN~fON OC. ZOOlb 

qq<N9 
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Alll .... 

Ol 20D3C> 

<J</'1<19 
i; MAC .. Af. 

A ~f Na 

oc. l'J\)Jb 

qqqqq 
£ MAC.KU 

AVE NW 

UC lOOJb 

0}910l00b~bl l 99999 
L H[lllC:K EC.ULObY AC.TION 
JUOllH A UllllSE:Y 
l~l~ WALNUT STllEfl 
SUITE lbl2 PHll~OtLPHIA PA 19107 

020llbOl804tZ l 
llHllCACJUl tOllP 
f r. Otl\IHAM 
VltE PttCSIOEtoil 
Sll" WIJUOALL 'tO 
L YNCHtHllll> 

PC SUit llll8 
VA l4tS06 

OOblilRO'il'# rq l 
Lllf~N .... ouSTRIAl 
tChl><O"lll IC.S DIV 
NE Al PA>IC ll ii A 
~UALllV A>~Uloi.ANC.l 
lll IHlt\fllf!> :OT 
[AST HAl<lHlllU 

9qqq9 
PRUDUC. TS I NC. 

Ht:NAblR 
<.l Ot.108 

Oll';OlUSl'iT'i l 99'199 
LON~ ISLANU ll~HTl'1oG C.0 
lOaAllJ 'I 8ARIH 1l 
btNckAL \.Ullli:.I: I. z o;o !lll> ( CUN1 kY KO 
MINLULA NY 11501 

011801081513 l 9qqqq 
LC.t.1,, I SLA"'D LIC.Hl llliG (.(.. 
1 f Glkf\.11.l 
"1AlliA\8ll'-.,jA Oll'l 
If) t CLU tLU~lllY uo 
ttlLKiYllLl NY 11801 

O\l~Ol0Sll10 l ,~qqqq 

nou:w.ooclN l qq'#QQ 
(. IU.lllAl 

Alli: t<IW 
LfffULUf LAIC6 Ltl6Y 
>IOtH:lll S f ARON 
lJll NEW HAlllPSHIR[ 
Sul H 1100 
a A Sr< I Nv l ON OC. lOO)b 

qqqqq 
t MAC.IUI: 

AVE hW 

OZOOJbOObl21l 
Lf6GEUf lAM6 LEIBY 
lllAll ll Y '' A StiAti 
1333 NE" HAlllPSHIRE 
SUITE llOO 
•ASHINl..10111 DC lOOlb 

""""'" {. ICA(.llAl 

AllE l'<W 

OC. ZOOJb 

Ol9"'i"002167 I 
LEl:US ~ NORTHRUP C.0 
U w LllllRIU• 
llliOUSllllAL MANAGER 
SUMlliEYfUifN Plr.I: 
NORIH wALl:S 

Obil6ll0014t47 I 99999 
ltYUIG vutt OSANN MAYER t HCll 
COWAlllJ Iii OSAN"t 
t!:>IJU IRE 
(l"tl I BM PLAZA 
WI H 4t61l0 
lHI lAbO 

0)56llOOS84l l 
llMlSfONE (.OUNTY C.OM 
C.HAllLES R C:HRlSTOPHfR 
CHAIRMAN 
PU !IOX 18!1 
Al HEN> 

024!>02064449 l 
LIMITORIJUE CORP 
WM J MILUSZUSKY 
UC. MANALoEll 
Sll4t it!JOOALL RO 
lYNC:HSUMCi 

IL 60611 

3S61l 

OZOS'i"Obf>.587 l 
U-lR ASSGC.IAHS 
8b0~ GRIHS&Y C.OURT 
l>Uf OMAC. 

9q99q 

MO Z08S4t 

OllSOl08lS7" l 999119 
LUNG ISLAND LlbtlTlNG CC 
JlfHUY L FUITElt 
~lNlMAL AllORNlY 
z;o OLD COUNTRY RO 
MINEOLA NY ll~OI 

0 l l 79lDb"f>2 J l 9'i'i'JQ 
LONb ISLAND Llb~TINb CU 
J L ltATSCN 
lllC.OllOS 14ANAGEll. 
I>•.) t;l;ll 6() ... 
WADING KIVER NY 117'12 

0 l l ilO I O\Jf>061t I 99999 
I <t•tt", I '>LANO l tGHf I Nb CO 
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orosvsooll9b 1 99~9 
1.CUl'.clAlilA &tTOli. .. lT GEll!EllAI. 
LANO~ (. NATURAL RES 
llll.LIAl'I J t>u:.TE 
Alhi: J UA>lllJ ~Nf.11.l Ill 
1~34 PERKlNS ~OAO 
8ATUN kUU~r LA 7~80K 

Olulll001191 l qqqqq 
LCVl,IAlllA O(PT Uf JUSTl(l 
R l'-t<ARl.) M (Wt.IT 
A>>l:.TANl AJJOPNEY ~lNl~Al 
ZJ4 LOT~LA AVtN~l 
Nlw ~llltA~> LA 7011Z 

07.J8040JZ4'.i J ""19'H 
l OIJI > IA64A Lil Pr IJf ""'' " \L ti.lo> 
Cf( ~~ l~VlllON AFFAIR~ 
11 J PQllf H 
A~H :.E<:.RH AllY 
PO BOA 440&b 
BATUN RUUCt LA 70,04 

07Cl74Q0~~49 l ~999 
LOUISIANA PllllER t llCiHT C.O 
NUCUAli. 
F J l.lkUM .. Ol'tO 
PROJlCI SUPPORT MANAGER-NUC 
Ul UEl AMfJ'tOI: ST 
NEW UkllAN~ LA 70174 

070174001280 1 99999 
l~UISIANA PUWE• t LIGHT CC. 
WUElt .. 011.0 l ~lS 
0 I\ LE:STl:R 
PRODUCTION ENCilNEER 
142 OELARL~UE Slllttl 
NEM ORLEANS LA 10114 

070t1402829J I 99999 
LOU SIA~A POWEil & LIGHT CO 
NULLEAR OPEMATIONS 
l V MAUil i H 
PO BU• b008 l~Z DELARONOE Sf 
NE• ORLEANS LA 70174 

0200:160061~) l 99999 
LOWENSTEIN NEwMAN REIS ET Al 
MAURl'E AXELRAD 
lOZS COMNEtTltUT AVE NW 
SUITE 121-
MASHIN~fUN O'- 200)6 

0201ll'1001011 I 99999 
LOwENSftlH NEwMAN REIS El AL 
JA(.k M NEWIUN 
toz; (UNNFCTICUT AVENUE 
MASHINGJUN Ot 200)4> 

0200JbOOtbJ2 1 99999 
LOMlNSTE N Nl•l'IAN REIS ET AL 
KAlHL([N H SH~A 
lOlS CONNlLTILUT AVENUE NW 
WASHIN~TUN OC 200)6 

0901ZJ~S3090 99999 
M Ill l\lllUGG {fl 
PULL•A~ POwEM PROOULf ~ 
l4S01 S PAVAMOUNT ALVO 
PAKANUUNT (A q~7Zl 

00,. HlJlt>5-lq 
l'IAINE Ui:.Pl OF 
OIV tlf IHA<. TH 
U (. t1dX It 
Ul1<£lf0k 
~UH .~·lUSf 

l I ,, L .... l " l. t..v•, l,.. t 
HI (. .. :>'I' Ill I: l,;f l l Ov l 

01080Zu01078 l 9999~ 
LOUISIANA (.Qf>jSUl'ltRS lEAGUl 
OUPIS FALKl:NHl:l~ER 
'>n 't(;RlH blH ST 
dAIUN llOU~t LA 70d02 

0108011001079 9q9~9 
LOUISlANA DEPl Of JUSTICE 
LllllOA II aUlllNS 
SlAt-f AlNY 
1~34 PEklllNS RO SUllE C 
dAfCN ROUGt LA 7Ull08 

070~980114~8 l 99999 
lvUl!>l.V.A OEPf OF NAlUMAl RES 
NUClfAlt ENERGY DIVISION 
•ILl.IAM H SPlll 
AUMINl!>fltAIOk 
I" 0 8011 l4f>9ll 
8A10N ~ou~E LA 10898 

070f 1407917S l 9~999 
LOU SIANA POWEii & LIGHT CU 
t GEMRETS 
loiA MANAl>EK 
1't2 OELARONOE ST 
NEM ORLEANS LA 70174 

070l7400S9S 1 1 99999 
LOUlSIANA PO•ER & LIGHI CO 
NUCLEAR OPERATIONS 
l V MAURIN 
VltE Pllf>IOENJ 
l4Z OELARONOE ST 
NEw OMLLANS LA 70114 

07~808007080 l 99999 
LOUISIANIANS F01' SAff ENER~Y 
l#AETtHEN R &OTHStHILO 
1'159 GLEN"ORt AVE 
KATON ROUGE LA 70d08 

OZOOJbOOOOlO l 99999 
LOMEN~TEIN NEWMAN REIS ET Al 
MOBtRI LO-tNSfEIN 
FSl.IUIRE 
102S lONNEtTltUt AVENUE NN 
!>UlfE 1Zl4 
WASHJNGfON Ot ZOO)b 

0100)6007089 l 99999 
LOWENSTEIN HENMAN REIS ll Al 
HAMULD F Rl:IS 
lOZS CCNNECllCUT AVE NN 
SUI IE 1214 
MlSHlNGTON Ol ZOO)b 

Ol614S053132 1 
MA\iNI:. TICS 
lNOUSJMIAL CONTROL 
l C NCCLELLANO 
lONIKOL IWAkU MGJ\ 
PfJ eox 4S 1 
S.AN!JY LAKE 

99999 

DIV 

Q043lCOOS9J9 l 99999 
MAIN!:. 1:.XECUllV( OEPARJMl:.NT 
STAT!:. PLAl'tNIN& Offl(ER 
l8<J STUI:. SflUET 
AUGUStA Ml:. 04l)0 
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09072JOS3090 99999 
Ill • t1.£LLUGC (.O 
Put.L"A~ PO•ER PROOUC.TS 
l4S01 S PAPAl'tOUNt ~LVO 
PARAMOVNY CA 90721 

004 JHJ36Silq 
KAINE O!:PT Of 
OlV Of HEAt..TH 
O L 11Ull H 
Oli<.E (.TUR 
STAll HOUSE 
AUGUST.t. 

SUTlOl't ll 
l'IE 0 .. 33) 

004))b<J)b418 
lllAINt TAN~Ft ATOMIC 
NUC.LEAll I "It· I Nt ER I NC 
JOHN H C.All .ITT 
SE"lllJR 1.>I• eC.fOR 
83 lO I SON UA I vE 
AUGU:>T A 

001tllC.0081l q l 
MAINE TAN~ll ATONlt 
JOHN R RAN<lAllA 
VIC.E P!tESlUll\IT 
83 EOISON URIVE 
AUuUSU 

ME 04J)6 

9999q 
PO•ER tO 

00 .. )10004692 99999 
MAll\IE TAN~fl ATOllllt POMER C.O 
ELWllll W THull.lClo 
PRlSIOtNT 
9 ullHltf STREET 
AU~USTA "E 01t330 

09202S0~'"747 t q9999 
NANAu[l'ltllif A~ALYSIS CO 
J L ~IL .. LE 
CONSULllN~ ASSOtlAlE 
810 LU~A Vl~TA JRIVE 
ESLONUIDO CA 9202S 

OwCERl'IOSJObl I 99999 
lllANNl~~ANN ANLACENSAU A~ 
kw 
F 81(Ullil 
.JIRECTOOI 
PO 8Gll '00'.\'H 
'"000 OU[~~ll~UPF FP' wCCRl'IANY 

090l02JSJ7JO I 99999 
l'IA~VIN l~~l•EERl~G CO LTD 
G FJ<lllJl'IA"4 
tXEtUTlV~ VlCE PllESlOENT 
251 wlS1 AlAtH Avf .. Ul 
l~GLi..000 (.A 9Jl02 

UZ12JIU8J9J~ l qqq9q 
"ARTL~ .. ~ ulPT HLTH ' 111 .. ll HTG 
I: NV J 11!1'>'4t "'Ill PWllGl<Al'IS ,. , • '' ......... 'l 

J2J)S&.Ju..,J1..., l ~11., 
L.,••".:.,T~I .. 'IH•i4Al\i illl) il .l.L 
llCdtlll lu•t .. ~Tll'I 
• s..;wt P £. 
lJl~ tC .. NE~TICUT A~fNUE "" 
)Ul It 1Zl4t 
w.1,t1l"'~fU,. Ot ZvJlo 

JJ0Jlb~J7089 l q9~qq 
lll,,.ll<SHl!IC '"flo"AN RllS tT AL 
11.1,."LU f .ttlS 
llZ~ tLN~ttllCUl AVF N• 
!.ul H 1214 
alS~l .. ~TO'" ut lJClo 

016l"50S37J2 99999 
l'IAulllt:T lC.S 
l~OUSfklAl. CONTROL OlV 
L C 111(.tLELlANO 
CONTROL BOAku MGR 
PO EOX ltS 1 
SANOY LAKE PA l614S 

00~))0005939 1 999q9 
M&l .. E EXEtUllYE DEPARTMENT 
STATE PLANNlH(. OfFltER 
189 STATE STllHT 
AUGUSfA ME 043)0 

001101005q4Q 99999 
"Al .. E YA'IKlE ATOMIC. PO•lR LO 
RUIH:RT H GROtl 
SlNlOR [lllul~EEP-LICENSING 
lb71 ~DMt(SfEM MO 
FRAMINGHAM MA Jl70l 

004J3o006S7S l 99999 
"AlNE YAN~EE ATOMIC POWER CC 
F • THUttLOll 
PRESIOENi 
EO I ~ON ORI VE 
AUGUSTA ME 04336 

004578006~79 1 99999 
MAl .. E YA .. KfE ATOMIC POloEM CO 
[ C WOuO 
PL •~T l'IANAGEtt 
PU ROii 3210 
lllSCASSEl ~E 0~578 

99999 Ol0'>1f01q4Q~ l 
l"IAN~A TAN COLLEGE 
MfC.HANlCAL ENulNEERINt OlPt 
llONALO KANE 
RlAL10A AO~INISTRATOR 
l"IANt1Af l AN (..~LEC.E PARKWAY 
qRo .. x NY 10411 

Y~700SOSl7Jl 1 q99q9 
l'IARUIJA SCltfllllflC COltfTAOL l~C. 
DONALD l DENISE 
,.4 14AfllAGER 
i\0011.lOfll AVENUE 
kUOfllTON NJ 07COS 

0212010097)9 2 99999 
l"IAMTLAND DEPT HLTH & NNTL HYC 
J1Vl>ION Of ~AOIATION CO~T~Ll 
~U~CKl E COMCOMAN 
C.HIH 
201 a PRLSTON SlRCET 
P~Llil"IOAE 1'10 21201 

O~lZ01tOOS819 q9q9q 
"ARYLAfll~ DEPT Of NAT RESOURCES 
lflllRCT t (UASTAL ZONE Aul"llflllST 
~.,.,.I "H <; Tll'AJOll'-P11A Pl NT S. IT l ,..C 
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OOZ10900606'f I 
MASSACHUSETYS CfC 
P•lRl(ll. J IHNllY 
73 tRfl'll.JNl SlREEY 
80Sl0N ""' OZIO'! 

002108006070 99999 
MASSAtHUSEffS l'IJ9 PMOTf:lf BUR 
ENYIMlJN PMUTECTIUN DIVISION 
STtPH~N M LtONARU 
UN[ ASH8UllT•JN PLAlE 
l9fH fLUCM 
8DSTOH "IA 02108 

002108006061 l <t'J999 
ltAS~AtHUSEflS PUB PROIECJ AUil 
Oft Q~ AlfHY GENER~l 
JO Al'ltH SHOT wt LL 
Ohl ASH8URHlrt PlAU 
l9fH HOOll 
8USTON "IA 02108 

00Zl0l06621~ l 999~9 
MAflRIAL H NOLIN~ t\1UIPMENT 
Sff:V(N PARltlflJRSf 
PO SOX 118 
80STON MA 02101 

IL 6J007 

0770)608111~ l 99999 
MLTIU M&-.Ar.!'4li'WT STSlEMS l"'IC 
JtH GltAHAl'I 
!iitlllo PUINT .ifSf Ot<IVE 
flOlll 170U20 
HO~StoN IX 71036 

017U5700!t~ft/ I qq<,99 
METMC~UlllA~ tOISUN CO 
011-2 
J J llAMION 
AlllN~ UlMftTUM Of T'41-2 
PO lll•A <11"0 
MlUVl•TU•N PA 11057 

0110!> 7066)09 l q99•i9 
lltHllOPOL JT AN EOI SClf lO 
!>PU t.lJ(.L l AM 
Hl llifi Y U HUil lll 
Vlll PtcfS & OlRflTOM-IMll 
PL nu: .. 110 
MIOUllfVw"' PA 110~1 

ooz 1)80~ l 91 z 
"" SSACttuSE HS I NH 
>Ll£NLE tECHNOlCGT 
5lJILDING lOtJ-212 
CA"l'\M I OGE: 

OOZ10!!0.'.l0ft4Z l 
l'!ASSACHUSlTJS ore 
lHVIRO PROT OIY 
LAUMlt 8<Jlll 
l ASH8URfCJN Pl 
RI'! 1<102 
~USYC.; 

'H9'1<f 
Of TE(H 
ANO Su<; I £TT 

"A O.? ll8 

99999 
AlTOflNE't CEN 

MA 02108 

002108006071 l 99999 
MASSACHUSETTS Pye ~llO!ECT BUA 
UTIJ.ltltS DIVIS ON 
MICHAEL 8 "'EtEil 
O~t ASH8URTON PLi~f 
l9rH FLOOll 
60Sf0N MA OZ108 

OOl76l00607Z l 99999 
'4ASSACHU>ETTS MlLDllfE ftDlRAT 
USfER 8 5"'101 
DIREtlOR Uf CONSE•VATlON 
PO eoa HJ 
NATICK l'IA 01161 

02921008160Z 99999 
10 J ~lO 
OAlllD A HAltlET 
~lGIUNAl MANA~ll 
lit lXEtUTIVE CENTER OR 
>U H lOl 
~OLUMBJA SC 29Zl0 

UOZ06ZU,J06~ l 99999 
MtGRA• tDISOl'f tO 
"'ASONEILAN DIVISION 
6i hAHATAN Sf~Ell 
NORwOOO MA 02062 

;>qlJll055Z91 99999 
"'llAL 8ELlOMS tORP 
OIV Mf:fAl BtLLO•S-SHARON MA 
DON wlLLIAl'IS 
MARl!;f:tlNC. MGR 
20960 ltNAPP '>T 
CHATSWCl~fH tA 91311 

068106007016 1 99999 
•lfRU AMEi PLANNING AGEHtT 
O~GNIA PMIEOlllS 
7000 M CENTER RU 200 
i'Ul1A NC 68106 

0170~100~51) l q99q9 
MtfRCPOLl1AN EOlSOftt CO 
(i.AL[ HOVEY 
VP & OIMttlOlt Of TMl-2 
Pu eux .. ao 
MIOOLflUw,. PA 170~1 

0170~7006~13 l 99V99 
MtfROPOLllAN lOISON to 
Sift OPEkAllUNS fMl-Z 
l KING 
At ll,.G MANAC!:. • 
PU 60X 480 
•llllJll fllllH PA 110~1 
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l lll.lh>l .. (, 
PA l 70S1 

095lZSOOS9~6 qqqq~ 
MHb lfC.HNILAL AS§DC 
Mll.HAKO b HU8SAR0 
ll2l HAMIL10N AVE 
SUI 1E "' SAN JOSE CA 95125 

048909!"01425 q«J999 
Mll.HlbAN OEP1 OF PUBLIC HtALTH 
UIV Vf RAOJOLOGltAL HEALTh 
OON VAN f ARl.lMl 
tHIEf 
PO SOX llOlS LAhSlNG Ml 48909 

048909019446 l 999~9 
MICHIGAN OFf ILl Of GllVE~NUR 
tOMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY MGMT 
DENNIS PAYlll[ E JtlC.Ul I VE nfC. - C.AP lfOL &LOG 
AOCM l LANSING Ml 48909 

048909<W4~8b l 99999 
MIC.Hl~AN PU8llt SERVICE C.OM 
RONALD tall.EN 
Ci 
f,OX lOZ2l LANSING Ml 48909 

070l61006470 l qq999 
MIDDLE SOOTH SERVltES 
0 <'.. \il8RS 
VICE PC!ESIOENl 
225 SAltONllit SfREET 
BOX 6100 NEW ORLEANS LA 70161 

ONETHt067l62 l 99999 
MINISTRY S(CIAL AFFAIRS L tMPL 
HEAO-Nl.ll.ll~R Of Pl 
t J VAN DA~ISELAAR 
ADl411'tlSTRAHlk 
Pl. 6Cll bQ VIJORbURu NET!-IERL 

0554400056&) l 99999 

~u J 1 ~ ... _ 
'..AN JL:,t 

..... , 

oq5llSOob540 9qqq9 
'4><!:1 TEC.Hl\olC.AL ASSI)(. 
UALl 8RlOlNdAUC.H 
\7~J hA"ILlCN AVt 
5.Jl Tt r. SAh JCSF C.A q5ll5 

048ql)0014Zl 9q9q9 
MIC.KIGAN UFC. Of ATTY GtN 
ENVIRON PROTECTION DIVISION 
STEMART H fRElMA~ 
ASST ATTORNEY GENERAL 
720 LAM BUILDING 
LANSING Ml 48911 

04A9ll005l9Z 2 
MltHIGAN Off ICE Of 
•lLLlAM R RUSTEM 
tAPJfOL SUlLOING 
llOOM l 
LANSING 

q9999 
GUVE:RNGR 

09404)06475) 1 ~~999 
MltRCfOkM DATA SYSTEMS 
.J VER tfUl St 
PRODUC.l "'ANAGER 
830 MAUDE AVENUE MOUNTAlNV\EW CA 94043 

04652605)066 99999 
MIDLANO ROSS 
METAL fAAMlNG DIVISION 
f l YODER ~UAlllY ASSURANC.E SPECIALJSt 
802 EISENHOWER DRIVE H GOSHEN IN 46526 

055101065220 1 99999 
MINNESOTA OEPT LAB r. INDUSTRY 
SOILEll DIVl>lDN 
HENRY BARON 
tHIEf INSPECTOR 
44~ LAFAYETTE AO ST PAUL MN 55101 

055440079~~7 l 9q999 
HJNhESOTA DEPT Of HEALTH 
FN~l~UNMENTAL HEALTH DIVISION 
MOGER L DEROOS 

MINNESU1A otPt Of HEALTH 
COMMISSJONLR Of HEALTH 
111 DELAWARE STREET SE 
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55440 

OlllEClUR 717 DELAWARE StREEl SE ~lNNEAPOLIS MN 55440 

05,414005660 l 9999q 
MINNtSOlA ~N11R C.ONl tlTZ ASSt 
ENlRGY lAS~ FGRC.E 
11.USSFLL J 11UllNI. 
(HA l IO'IAN 
144 MlLOOURNE AVE SE 
MINNEAPIJLIS MN 55414 

05s1uao11211 l 99qq9 

055111024874 l 99'i99 
MINhESOTA POLLUTION C.ONT AGt~ 
J014M FEii.MAN 
NUC.LEAR ENGINEER 
1935 w. LOUNTY RD 
6-Z ROSEVILLE MN 55111 

0~5113005b6l l 
99qq9 

CONT At.CY 
MlN!~tSOlA ~ULLullCN C.ONl AGC.Y 
S It: V lh J (il\l)L ER 
2120 <.ARfl.( Al/l Sl PAUL MN 5Sl0R 

MlNhLSUlA POLLUTION 
lt:RKY HUffMlll 
tKELUTIVE UIRt:CTOA 
l~}~ ~ COUNTY ROAD 
l\Z 
ROS EV ILLE: MN S5lll 

055ll)0059Q8 l qqqq~ 
MllloNl>OlA PULLUJIO'• C.ONl AC.C.Y 
J(.t.fLYN r vLSl;N SPlt.lAL ASSl ATTUR~~y GlNERAL 
1qJ~ • cuu~TY R~ R2 ~o;lll 

055lJ020219Z6 1 
Ml N"lt:Slll A l'UWlll t 
J f RO•tf 
40 ~t:Sl SUPERIOR 
\1iJLUTH 

q9999 
llGHf tU 

STREET 
HN 55302 
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l ......... 11.''" 
144 ~!lo~u~~· •vt >' 
... .., •• t'"""'.ill:> ·~ '.s.;.1.-. 

039lO'JOQ42'1'1 I 99999 
Ml>SIS)lPrl 8CAMU OF HEAll~ 
OIY uf k&ulULUGltAL Hl&LfH 
EOCIE S fiJEl'CTE: 
OlfilEC.TOll. 
PO tiOllf l 70J 
J&(KSO~ MS 19205 

OJ9l'>OOA09b5 1 ~qqq 
MISSISSIPPI POVfR 4 LIGHT CO 
GllA!oiU t.Ulf !oiPS 1 f. 2 
(. ll P'l(.(.1.;Y 
PLAl,IJ •&lllAGER 
Pu BOX 75to 
PCPI GlbSG!oi MS 19150 

OJ9105001515 1 ~999 
Ml5515SlPPl POMER t LIGHT CO 
PRU~UtfJO~ NUCLEAR 
J P •(i>AUt.HY 
ASSIST&Nf ~ltE PRESIDENT 
PL 6GX lb40 
JACKSON MS )9205 

0392050b4b8) l 99999 
MISSISSIPPI PO•lR t LIGHl C.U 
L F SUOAl(K 
NUCLEAR REC.OROS &OMIN 
PU 60Jt lb40 
JA(kSON MS 39205 

065101001155 l 99999 
l'!lSSIJUkl P1..'8LIC SERVICE COl'I 
A S (..AIJl.>E:R 
AS~T GENERAL COUNSEL 
PO 80X lbO 
JEFFl~SUN CITY MO b510l 

Ob3130?06108 l 99999 
l'llS5'Jl)lllA._S FOR SAFE ENERGY 
DONALD BOLLINGE~ 
MEMBER 
6lb7 Of:Ll'IAR l:IL VO 
UNlVE:RSITY CITY MO b3130 

0701)0001279 l 999~9 
l'ICNKOI: f; l[MANN 
W "' STt:.Yl:'tSON 
E SOI.JI QI: 
l4Z4 WHITNEY 9UILOING 
NI:• u~ll:ANS LA 70130 

0910bl055ZBS 1 999Y9 
l'!Cl~E T~C.H~ILAl SERYIC.t 
Ror;uc " '4GOIH 
59~d flA~l~G Sl~tEf 
Sl"'l VAlltY CA 930b) 

l' ,, ' .,.,..: 
1 • '> •• LLii.)'if T i.\~) 
~-
u0 EVlll[ MN ~~lll 

055113005tobl l 99999 
"'1~1\LSUTA POLLUTJO', C.O"IT Al.CY 
tuon HUFF•Al'C 
t•~tU?lVf Ul~tC.TOR 
1~3~ • c.uuNTY ROAD 
RZ 
k~SEYILll ~~ 55113 

05530~02192b l 9qq~q 
P'll"1Nt5UIA PUWEK t L(GHT tU 
J F ROotf 
\0 WlST SUPlklOI' STREET 
"JvLUTH l'IN ';580.l 

03920l0b4188 l 99999 
l'llSSISSIPPI aEPT ENGY f; fRANSP 
WI Lt!UR G SALL 
510 GEORGE Sf wAT~lNS BLOG 
JACKSuN l'IS J9l01 

039205008b56 l 
MISSISSIPPI PO•ER 
J P MCGAUGHY 

99999 
t LIGHT CO 

ASST Y ICE PRES -
PO eox 16'-0 
JACKSON 

l'fUtlEAR PROD 

"s 392115 

03920500530'- l 
"'IS51SSIP~I POWER 
JOliN ICJCHARDSON 
PO SOX lb40 
JAtKSON 

99q99 
' LIGHT C.O 

06510206489! 99999 
Ml~SOURI Dl:Pl O~ NAT RESOURCES 
llUNALO A II.UC.ERA 
Of PUTY DIRECTOR 
SOX 176 
JEFFERSON CITY "'O 65102 

Ob5102031055 l 99999 
'41SSOURI PUBLIC SERVICc 'UM 
U ((TR IC. DEPT 
RONALU Pl FLUEGGE 
lHREtTOIC 
PO SOX 360 
JEFFE1<:.0111 CIJY 

095030066310 l 
PIOLLERUS ENGINEERING 
JAMES 0 GILCREST 

MO 65102 

99999 

45~ LOS GATOS BLVD SUITE 208 
LOS uATOS C.A 95030 

J5962000S498 9'?999 
PIPNTA~A DEPT OF HLTH ' ENY Sti 
RAUIOL t OCC.UP HEALTH PROGRAM 
LARllY l LLOYO 
C.PGSIOELL 6UIL01NG 
R"' All3 
HELENA MT 59620 

0200160053H 
"'ORC.All. LEIOIS 
0 S HEI STANO 
ESwUIRt 

l 999"19 
t 80Ci<.IUS 
JR 

1800 "' 51REET NW 
WA:>HlhGTUN DC. l003b 

08J729J646'-l 1 99999 
MUR~lSOlll KNUOSC~ tO INC 
PO•flf ;.;ROUP 
THU~AS SAUERBRUN 
~A~&uER SPECIAL PROJE,TS 
l•U PLAZA PU BUX 7808 
OOl~t 10 8J729 
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027b0200~8l7 l 9q91q 
N tAAOLINA DEPT OF JU~Tltl 
ATTORNlY GlNERAL 
JUSf ltE 8UILJING 
RALllGH Nt 27602 

027625005•117 f 
N tAROLl'tA "PA
PO BUX 9'H62 
RAU:IGH 

OZ760l0l27U5 l 9q999 
N CAROLINA UTILITIES CD" 
ROBERT flSt~RAC.~ 
EXltuTIYE OIRttTUA PUB STAFF 
PO Billi 'I'll 
RALEIGH NC 21602 

0286580H729 
NAl4C.O CON1ROL INC. 
F IUNll. J NAPOLI 
QA MANAC.l~ 
PO BUii HO 
KE..iUN KC 28658 

031li0065l14 1 99999 
NATIONAL BOARD Of ~OILER INSP 
(. 9 AU.lSON 
611 w()C.HllLE OR 
NASHVILLE JN 31220 

019102006•32 l 99999 
NATIONAL LAMYERS ruJLO 
DONALD S 8PUNSTElh 
1425 wALNUl ST~EEf 
THIRD FL 
PHILAO[LPHIA PA 19102 

OENGLA08l54Z l 99999 
NATlOt.AL ~utllAW C~RP 
SAttlY L llll~SING GROUP 
J StRIVINS 
CA~U~IOGt PO wHETSTUNE 
LEltt~IER L~8 ~LH lNGLANO 

01!>2J005307l 
~~l ~~~~c:ALVI: 

1 99999 
L MFG CO 

BOX l 00 
Pl lf StHIRGH PA 15110 

09410800701~ l 99999 
NAlUkAl Al511URCES DEFENSE CNCL 
RA:.PH CAVANAGH 
zor; llfAl(NY Hltllf 
SAN tRANtl~tO CA 94108 

"' I 

.J2160100b!>21 1 qq999 
N ~AROLINA CLE41tlNGl10USE 
nu~~ET L MANAGE~lNT 
(HllTS. dAGGE.TJ 
lib •EST JUNES STREET 
RALEIGH NC 27603 

027605002SOJ l 99999 
N CAROLINA DEPT Of HUM RES 
DIV UF FACILITY SERVICE 
OAYld: H 811.0tlN 
LHlff-ltAUfATN PROTECTION SECTN 
P u SOX 12ZO.J 
RALEIGH Ht 27605 

OZ7bll005948 l 99999 
N tA~OLINA ELEC "E14B CORP 
1)3 t.IURTH 8lVO 
ROX Z1106 
KALEIGH NC 27611 

02760)005807 1 99999 
N CAROLINA Uft Of INTGOYT REL 
lib alST JONtS STREET 
RALEIGH NC 27603 

058501004306 99999 
N DAKOTA DEPT OF HEAlT~ 
OIY O• ENVIRON"NTL ENGINEERING 
DANA MOUNT 
1200 MISSOURI AVENUE 
R" JO• BISMARCK NO 58501 

OOENlllA066991 1 99999 
NATIONAL AGENCY-ENYJR PRUTECT 
lNERGY OfFJCt 
8JORN THORLAKSEN 
AOMl"IJSTRATOR 
19 STllANOGAOE 
OK-l•Ol tOPEl>tttAGEK K DENMARK 

043229065206 1 99999 
NAllONAL BOARD OF BOILER INSP 
R JAGGER 
1055 CRUPPER AYE 
COLUMBUS OH 41229 

O"EXIC0~•851 l 99999 
NATIONAL NUC SFTY ' SFGUS C.UM 
ROBERTO T~EYINO 
A0141NI STIUTOlt 
AVENIOA INSURGENTES SUR 1806 
MEXICU 20 OF MEXICO 

016020064661 l 99999 
NATIUhAl UNDERGROUND STORAGE 
A 0 BLACK 
PltESIDENT 
BuYEkS PA 16020 

02000!>::106)95 1 99999 
NATU~AL MESOURCES DEFENSE C~CL 
l 7l!> l S r~U:T Pol 
~ASHINGlOM 0, 20005 

06850900,854 l 99999 
Nt81tAS~A DEPl Of ENYIR CONTROL 
OlREC1UR 
PU ~ux 9•871-STATE HOUSf STAlN 
L;NCOLN NE 68;09 
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LL·~• ~ •·J · ... l ! \ 1 l , • 
l l l ~ ') :,[" 
5 TAT J:;'• .>UP!• I '>H '-;>E •1f 
P G ><Ol ~" 
8AG•'VILll '-E b83ll 

06~bOlOJ~851 I qq~qq 
11H.8k6So.£ Pu, 1..I( PU•lli. ;;JISY'<l(T 
LICl~SIMG' ;uAtlfY A55UMA~(E 
J .. ,.>Jl.ll,!'if 
Ulf!f;:Y1·~ 
Pi.; d•,J. 49-. 
C'JLUl"'«JS Oj£ ~8601 

o~q11001~ll' 1 99?~? 
~lVAvA Li.;NSU .. ~11 HlfH POUT ~vc 
RACl!JlUGltAl hEAl Th 
JC'"i~ \IAUl"I 
KINO.fAU ~LOG 505 F KlNG ST 
l<OfJ .. 101 • 
CAliSON CITY ,,.V "9710 

0891580llll7 qqqqq 
NlVAOA OFPJ Of HFAlTH t •ELFAE 
8UJ< llf- tUNSu•lR HL11< PllUH:t 5¥ 
LAl<l<Y fk.t.1'11!1.:. 
lllAt:lAl ION C.ll~ll'OL SPEC. Ill I ST 
620 l'ELROSE 5 T 
LA> \'El#A) tfV '19158 

00l8b206J071 1 99999 
NEW lNGLAt.0 ~UtlEAM COM.P 
RAU •Aifl ENGINttRI~ GKOUP 
ktlillY 8flit"IEK T 
601 TRE6lE C~VE ROAD 
BlllEklCA •& 01862 

OOJJul08091J I 9'*999 
NtW HA,.PSHJRE CIVIL DEF AGENCY 
EllHN f-01.(Y 
DI REC. TOR 
ONl AIRPORT ROAD 
CCNCORO NH OJlOl 

OOJIOSOOl410 l 99999 
NE• HA .. PSHl~E PUB svt c.o 
llllutt: d 6ECitlEY 
PMOJtCT MA!'U&ER 
lOvt> HM SUH i 
PC. tlOX .HO 
MANCHE)TER NH 01105 

003105007081 99999 
NE• HA•PStilllE PUS SVC CO 
S TEPH(N D FLOYD 
PO BOX llO 
MANCHt:STER NH 01105 

001105081129 l 99999 
NEW HA~PSHlAE PUB SVC CO 
STEVEN 0 flOYD 
1000 ELM ST~LET PO BOX llO 
MANtHLSlfR ... H 01105 

OOJl05U015~~ l 99999 
Nt• HA"IPSHIME PUR svt to 
If (; IALL 'IAN 
PllESWtNT 
1000 ll,. STllEET 
PO dCX :HO 
NANC.HESTER NH 031C5 

00l87 ... 0b ... 76J l 99999 
Nl• HA~P~HlKl PUR Svt tu 
0 (;( 
VI ~I. f 'Iii Y [lllllA l 
AO~IN UEPT SUPlRVlSU~ 
SEARRLJOK STA PO ACJ; 300 
SEAB~DCK ~k U387 ... 

00710200532 l l 9'i999 
NE• JlkSEY O~PT Of E"tlMGY 
CL,."11 :.'.>I t."il" 
101 t~~'llRt~ ST~EEI 
NfWAf<K "fJ 07102 

t. 1 t. t, • , ' · •. ,/ t. • .;~ i l l • - '.l -

J I" PllA .. f 
JlvlSIC"t •U"fAGEI< 
p c "0" ... 9 .. 
(~lU"dJS NE os~c1 

0~8~0l005A)2 1 99'19'1 
'H•WAS,.;A PUFll It PO•lt< UISTo<IC T 
G IJ ... H:.t...iw 
c>~ t•l KAL ccu,.:S.EL 
i'"J ctra ..,?., 
1.CLu~au~ NE b86Ul 

uaq11001988J 99999 
l~l:VAOA OtPJ OF ENERGY 
~EPl OF HUNAN ~ESOUMtES 
AtE "'ARlEllf: 
,.;IN~EAO HLUC. 505 E Kl~~ SfAEE:T 
l<CJO~ b.>O 
[AKSO~ LITY NV 89710 

1)1)'';}"'601)5884 l 999'19 
Nlw EN~LANO COAL ~ NUC. POLluT 
Hill & OAlE fARl4 
wtST HILL-FARA•AY RO AO ll 
~Gll ZlJ 
PUTNEY Vl 05346 

OOJlOl002419 I 99999 
NEW HA,.PSHJRE OJV OF PUB HLTH 
Oft OF RADIATION C.OHTROL 
DIANE fEFH 
HEALlH & WELFARE BLDG-HAZEN OR 
CONC.OllO NH uJJOl 

OuJl05005151 1 99999 
~E• HA~PSHIRE PU8 svt c.o 
0 G (AltEAIJN 
GENE!lAl C.OUNSEl 
1000 El" SfREH 
PO tlOX 330 
NANC.HESHR 

00Jl0500T099 1 
NE• HA"PSHIRE PUB 
SfEPHEN 0 FLOYD 
PO 80JI' lJO 
MANC.HESfEll 

NH OHOS 

99999 
SVC. C.O 

NH 01105 

003874064759 l 99999 
NEW HA~PSHIRE PU8 SVC CO 
DC.C. 
M G ll ZOtrE 
OC.C. SUPERVISO« 
PU l'!OX 100 
StA8K0~ NH 03874 

OOJI0502200fl 1 99999 
Nf:W HA .. P:S.HIRE PUB SVC. to 
• C f All•AN 
C.HAIR"llN 
IOOO ELN STltEET 
PU llUX .no 
"'-'~HESHR NH 0311)5 

008628005122 1 99999 
~l• ~E:RSEJ BUR OF RAO PROTECT 
"t:1£ FlSHEM 
liU~CAU tHIEF 
.UIU iC.OT TS ROAD 
TR~NTON NJ 08628 
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008625006302 l 99999 
td:i. .JER:!>l Y JlPl Of PU!'IL AOVOCT 
•lf<IAI" N SPA .. 
ASST ulPUlY PUBLlt AOvltATE 
520 [ASt SlAtl ST~Ell 
PO !10~ 1.,1 
tAE~lL~ NJ Offt>ZS 

00110200~32q l 99999 
NEW Jt~SlY OEPT Gf PU8Llt UTIL 
C.Lll•l!>SluNl"' 
101 CGl"•fRLl STREET 
Nt•A~~ NJ 01102 

00862!>00b30l l qqqqq 
Ntw .lfRSlY OEPUTY ATTNY Gl~ER 
Rl(H~RO M HLUtHAN 
RlH[((A • FIELDS 
STAll HOUSE ANNEX 
lRENfGN N.I 08625 

087503000003 l 99999 
Nfi. tl[llCU ASST ATTY GENERAL 
RAND L GRlfNflELD 
ASSISlAhl AlfURNEY ~ENERAL 
BATAAN MEMORIAL BUILDING 
SANTA FE NM 87503 

070160005708 l 99999 
NE• UPLEANS PUBLIC SERVICE C.C 
M L ... uRSTELL 
VltC PRESIOENt-ENG & PROO 
ll 7 BAROl'<INl S l 
NEW OkLEANS LA 70160 

0100130559)6 99999 
MEW YORK CITY DEPT OF HEALTH 
BUREAU FOR RADIATION CGNTROL 
LEONARD SOLON 
OIREClOR 
65 wCRTH ST 
Nl• YORK NY 1001) 

0122~700972~ l 99999 
NEW YOKK OEPT Of' lifALTH 
ENV RAOIATION PROTECTION 
8[MN~kD A HEALD 
CH1Ef-~NV1RUN ~AO SECTION 
EMPIRE STATE PlAlA TOWER BLOG 
AL 8ANY NY 12 23 7 

010047005352 1 99999 
NEW YURI<. UtPT Of LAW 
ENVIRC~Htl'<llAl PROTECTION 81.Jfl. 
EZKA I UlALIK 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 
Z WOPLO TR~UE CENTER 
NEW YURK NY 100~7 

012223059613 l 9999q 
NEW YOkll. ENERGY Off ICE 
W!LLIAM OllVIS 
OEPUlY L~~MISSIONER 
AGtY ~lOw l EMPIRE STATE PLAZA 
lOlH FLUOR 
ALttANY NY 12223 

017223005892 5 99999 
NEw Y~RK ENERGY OFFICE 
TtLH UtVELOPM£NT PRCG 
.J OUNKLEBURl.ER 
ACTIN<. OlktttnP 
Z ROCKEFELLER PLAZA AGCY ULOG2 
ALUANY NY ll2Z3 

0122230l0b)7 5 99999 
NE:W YllRll. EROA 
WEST VALLEY PROGPAM 
T K UEIWLW. 
UIRElTOK 
2 ROCKEfELltR PLAZA 
•1 ,, •· v llY 17273 

aoa62soooo~2 i 9'1'l99 
~~w JERSEY DEPT OF PUBl AUVOCT 
OIV Cf PUHL INTEREST AOVC(ALY 
<tOdE:RT 11ESTREIC.H 
PO ttO;t l.r,l 
l~ENT0N N.J OR~2~ 

00862500b189 l 99999 
Ntll JER~EY C[PUTY ATTNY GENER 
OE:Pf OF LAW & PU8ll( SAFETY 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
lb W STATE Sl C.N-112 
L!'t-112 
TRENTON N.I 08625 

OQ11J20Ub455 l 99q99 
NEW JERSEY hUCLEAR ENERGY tNCl 
!4AICK L f IRST 
O~PUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
36 WEST STATE STREET 
TKENTON NJ 01102 

08750~031209 l 99999 
NEW MEXILO DEPT OF HLTH L ENV 
RADIATION PAUTEC.TIUN 8\llEAU 
ALPHONSO A TOPP 
CHIEF 
PO dlJll 968 
SANTA Ft NM 87504 

010047081081 l 99999 
NEW YORK ATTORNEY GEN OFFICE 
UIV-C.ONSUMER FRAUO-ENGY & UTIL 
RUlU:RT ROTH 
2 WORLD TRADE CENTER 
ROOllll ~615 
NEW YORK NY 10041 

012233002487 l 99999 
NEW YUR~ DEPT Of ENVIRON CONSV 
TOXIC L RADIATION SECTION 
TH0'4AS J CASHMAN 
CHIEF 
50 WGLF ROAD 
AL9ANY NY 12233 

010047009730 l 99999 
NEW YORK DEPT OF LABOR 
RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH UNIT 
FRANCIS J BRAOLlY 
PRINCIPAL RAOIOPHYSIC.IST 
2 WORLD TRADE C.CNTER 
NEW YORK NY 10041 

012221005396 1 99999 
NEW YORK ENERGY OFFICE 
lttHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
DIRECT CR 
t'4PIRE STATE PLAZA AGC.Y BLOG 2 
ALBANY NY 12221 

012221001361 1 99999 
Ntw YORK ENERGY OFFICE 
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT PROG 
1 K DEBOE.t 
OIREtJGR 
EMPIRE STATE PLAZA 
ALBANY NY 12223 

012223000090 l 99999 
Nlw YOICK ENERGY OfFltE 
JAY OUNKLEUURGER 
UlPUTY CUllllMISSIONER L COUNSEL 
tMPIKE STATl PLAZA AGY BLOG Z 
ALBANY NY 12223 

UlU01900573J 99999 
Nl• YORK POWER AUTtiOMITY 
NUC.LEAR GENERATION 
J P RAYNE 
~ENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
10 CGLUMBUS CIRCLE 
1'<1£:W Yl•Rk NY 1001'1 
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N[lo Y1;1<-. 

01os1101q43~ 1 ~'199~ 
NE• 'lf(,ic~ Pl,,.fR AUTHORlT'Y 
l"<JIAPo P(J'<T J NU( P•R PlUIT 
• IJ HA"l l '• ASST f(, klS!uE,_1 •4,AGEM 
PU O'Jll .21; 
~UCHANAN NY 10~11 

\)l}CO}OJo;)S qqqqq 
Nl• YUK~ PU•l~ AUT>40RITY 
JA•ES A flllPAT~l{~ NU{ PwR Pl 
C.1..Rill-. A "(N(Jll 
Rt:>IUEH1 "IA'1AGV~ 
PO ROX .. 1 
l Y(l.i4 l t~ NY l l<l9 J 

0100190032~0 99q9~ 
Hl• YO-k PO•ER AUTHORITY 
LtROY :;tSC.LAIR 
PRESIOt.NT 
10 lULIJ"IBUS UlltlE 
NE• YG?.~ NY lJOl9 

Ol00l90J5628 l 99999 
NE• TOR~ PC•ER AUTHORITY 
TECHNICAL LIBRARY 
SARETTA SPAt!E:K 
lU C.ClUl'CSUS tlRC.lE 
NEW Y0kk NY 10019 

Ol001900b5l9 l 99999 
NE• YORk PO•ER AUTHORITY 
r.EOR~E ,. •llVEROlNG 
C.HAlR"AN-SAft.TY RtVIEW co~" 
10 ClllU!C81JS tlRtlE 
NlW YOR~ NY 10019 

Ol00070Jl7bO l 99999 
NE• TORk PUSL IC. INT RES \,ROUP 
INOIAN POINT PR04EC.T 
9 "UAllAY ST 
HE• YOK~ NY 10007 

012223081572 l CJq999 
NE• YORk PU8llC. SERVICE tC~ 
PO•Ek 01 Vl:>ION 
OIRf:ClOK 
3 L .. PIRL StATl PLAZA 
ALBANY NY 12223 

01390200JlE:~ 
NEw Y(Jl(X SfAfE ElEC 
RICHARD L AHOfRSON 
~~00 VESTAL PARAWAY 
8Jlli(;HA14TCN 

qqqqq 
g, GAS CC 

E 
NY 13902 

OZ36070l803b '"999 
NEMPUltl NlWS INOUSlklAl tG~P 
SUSlNESS OlVELCP .. ENT 
l c; 11.EHE 
230 "1::01 STllH t 
NEWPOkT NeWS VA llo07 

NY llH7 

Ol309lOS0._..,1 1 qqqqq 
NlA~AqA l'ILH4MK Pu•ER (O~P 
141'1t>C I.IA 
PU Still bl 
LY(UHl!lfu NY 1J091 

•. 1 •. 

·''·' OlJJ l l) 
dUCHAhlA~ NY hl~l l 

0100190065)7 l 99~~q 
hl~W YUMK POWER AUTHORITY 
A 11.lAUS.MANl'I 
Vl(f PKtSIOENT-~UAllTY ASSU~ 
l~ (OlU"'~us tlRtll 
~t• YOK~ NY l0Ul9 

01001900S13S 1 99999 
~~W YCllK ~OWEk AUTHORITY 
(HARLES "" PRATT 
AS~ISTANT (;fNERAL CUuNSEL 
10 tClU~~us ~IRtLE 
~Ew YURk NY 10019 

01001900573• l 9999j 
NEW TORA PLJlofER AUTHORITY 
LEROY • S.INtLAIR 
PR[S.IDENT t CHIEF OPERATE o~c 
10 COLUMBUS llRtlE 
hltW YOkK NY 10019 

0110930&4674 l 99999 
NE• YORX POWER AUTHORITY 
JAMES A FlllPAIRI~ NU( P•R Pl 
E: L lUfELT 
UPEitATING OOC.UMENT tOORO 
PO BOll •H 
lYCO~lNG NY 1309) 

010018005681 1 99999 
NEW YCRK PUBLIC INT RES (;ROOP 
JOAN HOLT 
PRU.JEC f OlRECTOR 
5 stf:llMAN STRf:Cl 
NE• YtlRK NY 100319 

012223001605 l 99999 
NEW YORK PUSLIC SERVICE CUM 
MUIHt:• J KELLY 
ROCKEFELLER E"PlRE STATE PLAZA 
ALBANY NY 12223 

013902064&10 1 99999 
NE• TORK st&TE ClEC. ' GAS to 
J J HARVILLA 
PROJEc. f E'4G INEER 
4500 VESTAL PARK•AY EAST 
BINl#HA~PTON NY 13902 

02)607053075 l 99999 
Nf:WPORT NEWS SH P8UllDlNG 
IC f C.lARK JR 
~101 •ASHINGTON &VE 
NEWPORT NE•S VA 21607 

090017057903 99999 
Nlfl(. !)PRING CO LTO 
lUO SOUTH FLOWER ST SUITE 1900 
LOS ANvELES CA 90017 

OlJ093012251 l 
NI AGAR A MOHAWK P011ff R 
NINE MILE: POINT UNIT 
JOH."t ALOlt ltH 
S.UPERYl>Olt-OPERATIUNS 
PO KCX 32 
LYtffi'tlltG 
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Jolt •11,.. 'c 
l'l'C.~W\, !\Y l JO'I j 

Ol3202JO)lql qqQq~ 
NIAGAKA Mllt'A•K POW[R (.GKP 
NUC.llAR ~ENE~AtlON 
THOMAS. I: Lt~P\,fS 
300 tMIE 1:>lV!.J •EST 

" SYRA(U5t NT 1)202 

0130q}Ob4l21 qqqqq 
NlA~ARA MOHAWK POWER CORP 
0 L •A•wl:LL 
REC.OIHIS. l'IANAGEl'IE:NT SUPEkY I SUR 
PO l:lOll fd 
LYC.UMlNC NY 1109) 

Olll0208157l l 9999CJ 
Nf AvARA MOHllilt POWER CORP 
SYSTEM PROJ(CT MANAGEMENT 
GtkALO K RHOUE 
SENlCR YltC PRESIDENT 
)OQ t:RlE BUULEVARO W 
SYRA<.US.f; NY ll202 

OJTALY080892 l 99CJ99 
N(RA l 6RART 
VIA DEi PESCA1Ukl 35 
GENOVA 16129 ITAL~ 

006101001556 l 9qqq9 
NORTtiUSJ NU(.Lf;AR ENERGY CO 
NUtLfAR ENGR t OPERATIONS 
W G C.UUNSIL 
SEhlCR YlC.t-PRESlOl:Nf 
PO BUX 210 
HARJ~ORU CT 06101 

00610101935' l 
NOMTHtASf NUCLEAR 
0 G OHOMltK 
MAhA~EM OF ~UALlTY 
PD eux 21u 
HARTfORU 

9qq9q 
ENERGY lO 

ASSURANCE 

CT 06101 

OU63A5Jd09ll 1 qq999 
NOklH(ASJ NUCLEAR ENERGY CO 
C.ONSTRUC.JION QUALITY ASSUMANCE 
It W 1.>RAY 
SUPERVl!>Oot 
PO 1\0X ll8 
liAlERFJMO er 06385 

00f>lUI006801 l 999<19 
NOPTHtAST U1JLITIES SCRYIC.E lO 
GEktRATION lNGR t C.CNS.TR OIY 
N II C.UllN S. IL 
SM Vitt P~fSIOf;Nl 
PO 11i.;x zrn 
HARltORU CT 06101 

OOolOIOOb2~9 l 9q999 
NORJHf;A~J UllllfllS SlkVIC.E CO 
~f;~fkAllON FAC LICENSING 
RICHAPU T LAU~f~Al 
MANAt.fll 
PO •mx 210 
4,o\llHllDfl (T 06101 

-> .,· - l •, t l ~ .... , it!_ ~ 1 
!,YIULUS.t. 

Ol3L~2004b87 qqqqq 
~IAGARA MOHAWK POWER C.ORP 
N•ILLEAR EN.ORN r. llC.l:loSlN(. 
l V l'!Al'IGAN 
VICE PkfS.IOl:Nf 
JO~ FRll OOUlEYARO VEST 
SYNAC.USt NY 13202 
OIJ09)019lb3 l ~qqq 
NIA~ARA MOHAWK POWER CORP 
lllULLEA~ GENERATIUN 
J PERKINS 
GCNERAL SuPERINTENOENT 
Pu aux Jl 
LYCOMING NY 13093 

OlJ20lOOlJ7l l 9~99 
NIAGARA MOHA•K POwl:M CORP 
ENGlhEEIUNG 
C R!-00£ 
VICE Plll:SIOENf 
300 CRIE BUUlEVARO WEST 
SYRACUSE NY 13202 

013202028142 1 99999 
NJA~ARA MOHAWK POWER CORP 
SYS' El• SEtUtl In 
JOSEl'ti J SUNS.ER 
J~O ERIE BOULEVARD WEST 
6-1 
SYRACUSE 

00"385005407 l 
NORTHEASI NU(;LEAR 
l'llLLSTCNE PLANI 
SUl'EklNlCNDENT 
PU 80Jl 128 
WATERFORD 

NT ll20l 

99999 
ENEllGY C.O 

c.' Oo385 

00610100•5r1 t 9qq99 
NORlHEASJ N~lEAR ENERGY CO 
D G OIEllttlClt 
MANAGER OF QUALITY ASSURANCE 
PO BOX 210 
HARTFORD CT G610l 

006101080932 l 99'19CJ 
NOMTHl:ASJ NUCLEAR ENEaGY CO 
GENERATION tONSfkU~TlON 
E R FOSTER 
DIRECIUR 
PO 8CX Z10 
HARJFORD Cl 06101 

OU6l85026J72 I 9CJ999 
NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY CO 
JAC.K PROlll:NtAl 
PU BOX 129 
wAlEAFOMD CT 06385 

OOblOl064595 I 999q9 
NORTHEAST UTILlll~S SEFYlLt CU 
R M OAY[NPORf 
MGR-GENEkAilO~ FACILITIES RECS 
PU BOX l10 
HARTFORD CJ 06101 

006l0100540CJ l 99999 
NORTHLAST UTILITIES SERYICt CO 
JU14N f OPEKA 
SYSTEMS SUPERINTENOENT 
Pl' BCJ! 270 
HARTFORD er 06101 
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:>• ~llt .... t.,1.;t'•' 
PU u.ll l1J 
"Al<f Hj.t!I C. l C1>lOl 

OOo I J l )0~24 q qq~q ·~ 
lllORf14lA~t vllllfllS StkWll~ ~( 
~t,..f•Artr ... fA( Ll(£~>1~~ 
ll(MA~J T LA~~f~Al 
"41"A(,f" 
PC ~o• l 10 
~••tfu11a er Jo1~1 

00bl0lOOS75Z 99~99 
lllOllfHfA:>f wllllTlt:S 'Hlllll(t (ll 
.J(.14.. OPl:1lA 
Yl(E P~(~IOfNl-lfULlfAR O~lllAl~ 
PC "Oll l 1>J 
HAllTf~llO C.l OblOl 

OSS.Gl~llOJ ~999 
NQRJH[MN SfAltS POwER C.O 
NUC.LlA~ SUPP~Rl ~l~Ylt(S 
LU 0 IUltR 
NANAC.Elt 
•I~ hltOLLtT lllALL-8TH Flue• 
Mlkh~A~OtlS ,... ~5~01 

OS5099064101 l ~99 
NURIHl~"' Sl~fES PCWER l~ 
T t RlOIN<. 
OOlUllltNf tONlROL SUPERVIS~R 
R II •1 
WllCH MN 55049 

DS5)62081S09 1 ~q99 
!ltQRTHlRN SflTES POWER C.O 
fll0"9T lUllO ltPS 
W A S14Al'lll 
PlAllll "IAMAG-Ell 
MONtl(l:LLO l'IH 5Slo2 

098Cll00~~5• l qqqq9 
N0111ttWE:~f l!ltERl>Y SFRYIC:lS CO 
NU(.ltAM Lll(~SI .. ~ t SA~EfY 
Jlfllt S 14£Ct.A 
..... .._A-.ER 
Pt; l>U lt l 090 
~lRKLAHU •A '1801] 

0787~8051011 99qq~ 
NPS INUUSlMlt:S l!tt 
PfUC.ll:AA PO•t:tl Sfl{VllE IHC 
f(llMY .J OC:u .. NEll 
PLA!lil ~II n~ 'J A 
l IJ"olO llll IM IC. 111'Ul t:VARU 
AUSfl% l• T~7S8 

00t>Sl~0744"o) l 99'1'1'1 
'fll(.L•AR tNt.~C..Y S~RVICES 1"C 
Alt!ll'1 !I 11.!•0•l 
~A~A~fR-l~~P~~llON PRO~RA~i 
'>Hfl11::1< !<{.'{;a, llUll•.l 
~-~~Utl~ CT Ob~l~ 

... ' l;. _( c. 'i.J 
HAllff(;ifU 

00">1010~S40<J l qqqqq 
~1RTHlA!>l Uf1Llll£S SfRYICl CC 
J-.;I" .. f ul>EIC.A 
>Y~Tf"~ S~P[lllNlEkUtNJ 
Pl 1:1L, i ro 
~AK•~qRO (l ~bl;l 

04bl15004674 l qq~~~ 
.. r.MTHtP~ l"OlANA PUB SW( (0 
dAlllY l 
E 14 '.>141Jll:\ 
•ICt. Plll .lOENT 
5/65 H~HMAN AVENUE 
HA"IMOIO•.l 1-. 46llS 

05S40l019186 l qqqqq 
...O•THtP .. STATES !>OWE• C.0 
(. t; LAI ')(lN 
OIRECT!.Pt-..UCLEAll GENEllATICN 
41• NICOLET "•ll 
"l~NtAPOllS ""' SS40l 

0100l600ft4T6 l qqq99 
"ORTHEllN STATES POWER CO 
.JU t; Sll8t.1Uo 
tOUtlSEl 
1400 " S IRHT NW 
•ASHl~GtON OC 2a01b 

05508908155~ l 99999 
lfflRTHf~" STATES POWER CO 
PRAIRIE ISLAND NPS 
E l •AHL 
PLANT lllANACER 
ar. 2 
~t.ltH MN )5089 

099033006268 l 99999 
NORIH•f~f ENERGY SERYl~ES CO 
tNYIRONMENTAL LICENSING 
J t !il(CtA 
!CAlU~t.R 
PU !!OJC 10~ 
klRklA"O WA 98033 

0~8033001017 l 999~9 
"IQRTHWlSf El'ttR'Y SERVICES lO 
f?A~k ~PANGEN8[RG 
ASST PfUJ.JECf lll~AGER-NUClEAR 
PO RCX 1090 
klRkLANO WA 9803) 

010129064094 1 qq~q 
hUtlEAR ASSuttANCE tORP 
INf::RMlflON tCNltR 
.. A"ll Y Rt; INHOLD 
l~ [AftUflY( PARK •ESf 
AILANTA vA )0129 

OU6~l~0265J7 l ~999 
l'ruCltAR ENERGY SERVICES INC 
AUA,. H lEYl1'4 
\fllFF "'tJC.LEAll fNGINt.E'l 
SHElTEM ROCK RCAD 
OAN~URY er 06910 
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iJQ~l!lU./Z!H?ll l 999'1'# 
~~lltA~ l' ~~~y ~t~Yl(ti I~( 
OTJ~ S&Al,<JPr, 
Shll l!' a,(.;(,W. PGl.J 
oA,~v- tr Ju~IJ 

Ol7o'>uOJI7U7 l 979~9 
NUt.U.Ut tUll :!.f"Ylc.tS lflo1. 
• (. ~l\"ll'>l"' 
PLA"if "'\llo4ufl< 
Eli•l"- Jiii J11>'>J 

Ol 1111.ol A05 7<;.""J l 99~9.; 
lllUCt.~AR IN'>TALLATICNS lNSPEC.T 
O(PJ ~· HEALTH t SAffTY 
~ HAkBI SU,. 
O~[RSEAS LiASON uff ICER 
THA"IES HUUS( NO!t1H MILLBAlllK 
LO~OOH >•I~ ~wJ tNGlA~ 

00174201>)894 l 99999 
NutLEAll "'EfALS l..C. 
FllAlll .. J \IU"ISACO 
"IANAGlll-HlALlH t RAUIATN SfTY 
222q "'"'"' sr tCNCORO MA 01142 

Ol0075a.60JO ~999 
NUCLEAR PQW[R COl'ISULJANTS INC 
ROl!lll T "I C.O!'IPTO"t 
1JQ fHISTLEWOOU LANE 
ROSWHL GA lOOTS 

092668066347 l 99999 
NUCLEAR PO-l~ SERVICES INC. 
8A~~ Of- A"lRlCA RLOG 
ElitGINtERING MAlllAGtR 
OH( ClfT BLVO •EST 
SUUE l4ZJ 
URANtiE CA 92668 

019976057283 l 99999 
NUCLEAR kESEARCH tOllP 
NR(. INOUS flt IES 
•AUE PAFFRATH 
PROOIJCT MANA\,[R 
125 Tl TUS AVt 
•A~RINGT(}l't PA 18q76 

095lllOS'.>47q l q99q9 
NUC.lCUNI CS COllP 
JOHN M.ANOALL 
A~~INISTRAflVE SUPVR 
ll40J LUNDY AVE 
SAN JOSE CA 95131 

Oc!0878064606 l 
lfUS C.ORP 
I l W01H~ 
910 tLuPPE• llO 
GAi tHtllSBURG MO 20878 

03)515005,91> l qg999 
NUS CURP 
J (. PlUllol<.Eft 
l5J6 C.UUNfRYSIOt BLY~ 
ClEARwATlR FL 33515 

02081S01>6977 l 
hUS (CKP 
SHvt: SA(.Al ltS 
910 C.LQPPfR ROAO 
C.Al lHtlo S!lU._G 

·~ ...... ' 1 • .. ~ ., ' ' 

MO 20<'78 

JObSlJ3laOJ7 1 99~99 
~JlltAI( lNlAGY SEPVllES IP,L 
•Akl(l:f I .. ~ 
RuNAlu ZE•PEll 
ul o<l:l Hiii Of "'Allllt Tl l\IG 
SHtlftR RU(.~ llUAU 
il.V;>ilJ..:l C. f J6810 

\.It !'IGL A•Jb 1669 l 99999 
NULltAM lNSlALLATIONS INSPlC.T 
HtALTH t SAF(JY t•tC.UTIVl 
Ull HA118hurl 
AO!'I I Iii 1 S JftA TUR 
TtiAl'4l'> HOUSE NOIHH-"'ILL8ANll. 
luNuV.1 S•lP •OJ EP,Gl.ANi) 

uOl74l066518 l qqqq.; 
~UCLEAM !'IETALS l!'te. 
UAVIU J ALLAllU 
SUPERVISOR Of h[ALTH PHYSICS 
zzzq .. a11t st 
c..;1;1;0110 .... 01141 

OENGLA065242 l 99999 
NU,lEAR POWER C.O LTD 
L R llAJl 
CAMBRIOGE RO - WHETSTONE 
LEICESTER LEB 3lH ENGLAND 

080012006790 1 99999 
NUCLEAR POWER EXPERIENCE INC 
JAMES F FRANKS 
"'ANAGlNG E.DIJUR 
PO !'IUll 26ll 
OtNVER CO 8001Z 

i)01094029005 l 99q99 
NUCLEAR POWER StRYICES l...C 
TEC.H~lCAL LlBRlRY 
SUSAN COHEN 
ONE HARMON PLAZA 
SECAUCUS NJ 0709o\ 

OJAPAN03017o\ l 99999 
"fUlLEAR SAFETY BUREAU STA 
OIV-REACfOR REGULATION 
KENltHI "URAKA"J 
z-1 KASUMIGASEKI z-tHO"'E 
tHIYODA-KU 
fOKYO 100 JAPAN 

03lSlS005806 1 99999 
NI.IS COttP 
IUl't&GE't US 
Z~J6 COUNTMYSIDE BLVD 
tlEAA~AJER FL 31515 

0))515006269 99q9q 
.. US CORP 
J t HOUGHTALING 
ZSJ6 tOUNTRYSlOE BLVD 
CLEARWATER FL 31515 

02J81806461t0 
NUS CORP 
R t ROSSI 
"'ANAGEM MANAGEMENT 
911> C.LOPPER RO 
&Al THtRSBURG 

02 il8780b .. 660 l 
:•u::> CORP 
"' P Sll'IASAtK 
SJAFF A"fALYST 
910 CluPPEM RO 
i>AIJHERSBURG 

'l"<;l 190S7203 

SYSTEMS 

1"10 201178 

MO Z0878 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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'L 

"0 ZO? 79 

OZC8U00631l 
NUlf<.H IM. 

99999 

MAllC.IA EOWARDS 
791U ~ooo•UNT AVE 
J>urr.:: uoi:> 
BlTHESOA 11'0 10814 

OOJlOSOOl~ll l 99999 
O'NEILL SAtKUS SPIELl"AN ET AL 
ROBE.RT A 8AtKUS 
116 LO•ELL ~TREET 
MAMCHlSTER NH 03105 

031830026131 1 99999 
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LA8 
C A tlUqtHSTEU 
BLDG iZO'r-l MS-10 
PO BUX Y 
OAK qfOGE TN 37830 

0~~0600064~1 1 9999~ 
OtRE 
SUE HIAH 
INTERIM REPRESENTATIVE 
8215 MUl'f SOtf 
MENTOR OH 4~060 

OJZZ11006J07 l 99999 
OFFSHORE POWER SYSTENS 
VJN(ENT W tAMPBlLL 
VltE PRESIDENT & GEN COUNSEL 
8000 ARLINGTON EXPRESSWAY 
8Ul 8000 
JACK~GNVILLE FL 32211 

032211006306 99999 
OffSHURE POWER SYSTENS 
THOMAS ~ OAU~HERTY 
8000 ARLIN~TON EXPRESSWAY 
BOX 8000 
JAC.KSW4VILLE fl 322 ll 

l 99999 043Zl6CI0578f> 
OHIU OtPt Of 
RAOIOLU.altAL 
DIRl::t JrlR 

HEALTH 
hEAL Tl1 PROC>RAM 

PO llUX 118 
tOlUMAUS OH 0216 

O~J21b0dl50e l 99999 
OHIO OCPT uf INOUST RELATIONS 
DIV GF POWER GENERATION 
HE.Ul\i W EVANS 
Ollt~ClOll 
PO 8LX 825 
CULU"bUS OH 43216 

0~4JIJ80oJ870~ 
Ul'llU f 01 SOI~ CC 
LYNN F lRFSH»lf 
Yltl: PRUltJf.'H 
16 !. 14Atrl SI 
AKRGl,j 

99qq9 

OH 44)08 

O~J~l500~lRO l 9q99q 
OHIO urc; er ATT'lRNl:Y G£1'HRAL 
OEPAkT~[Nl ~f ATTC~NEY ~EhlqAl 
JO LAS f il1UIA'1 5 To<H J 
COLUMAUS OH 43215· 

.. 
•I ; L l '.;>' >' t •' "· : 
t.A I THE R!>t!URG 

02 J81190641!>60 1 
lltlh CUP? 

99999 

~ P SE: .. 4SAtll 
STAFF AlltALYST 
CJlO CLCPPER RO 
GAi TtiE.PSSURC> ~D Z\l878 

O<;Sll9051203 
l'fUl U.11 INC 
ROSEMARY FOX 
L 1 i-MAA I AN 

99999 

b635 VIA DEL ORO 
SAN JOSE CA 95119 

Ol78lOO~IS60 l 99999 
CAil RIDGE NATIONAL LAB 
~UCLEAR SAFETY CENTER 
PO SOX Y 8LDG-97ll-I 
OAll RIDt.E Tl'f 37830 

037830066515 l 99999 
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB 
A L LOHS 
DIREtfOR-NflC PRCGRA"S 
PO BOX X 
OAK RIDGE TN 37830 

017120005699 1 99999 
OFFICE OF 'OHSUMER ADVOCAff 
IRWIN A POPCVSKY 
1~25 STRAWBERRY SQUARE 
HARRISBURG PA 17120 

Ol2Zll006J08 
OFFSHORE POWER 
A R COLLIER 
PRESIDl:flT 
8000 ARLINGTON 
BOX 9000 
JACKWNv ILLE 

OJll 11008703 
UFFSHOkt POWER 
A P lECHElLA 
PRESIDENT 
BODO ARLINGTON 
JACKSONVILLE 

l 99999 
SYSTEMS 

EXPRESSWAY 

Fl 12211 

l 99999 
SYSTEMS 

EXPRESSMAT 
fl 32111 

O~lZl60lZ023 99999 
OtllC DEPT Of HUlTH 
RAOIOLOGICAL HEALTH PROGRAM 
R08fl!T " QUILLIN 
OIREtTOA 
246 N HIGH ST PO eox 118 
Lut.UM8US OH 43216 

043085066715 99999 
UHIO DISASTER SERYltES DIV 
JAMlS R -ILLIAMS 
l•UtlEAR PREPAREDNESS OFFICER 
2tl25 GRA~YILL( MO 
wOMTHINGTON OH 43085 

043216005105 1 99999 
OHIO ENVIRON PROTECT AGtY 
OIVISILN OF PLANNING 
FNYIRON~ENTAl ASSES5"E"T SEt 
PO BOX 1049 
tOLU~RUS OH ~)216 

0,3216005781 l '19"99 
OH I 0 POlllER SI Tl NG BOARD 
>tAROLO KA>tN 
::;JAFF StltNTISf 
Jbl E BROAD SIREET 
COLUMBUS OH 43ll6 

'..) ·--
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• --
• 
• 
• 

0 

0 

u 

.'!._ .:- ... 



• 

: 

_,:' ...... 
Jo l~!.I JA. :.J Jf,.t.LI 
cctu•~v> OH "1z1, 

01llv5•>o5litll l ?99'<9 
UklAllC.l'A A1 fOPNEY C(l>tEllAl 1.JfC. 
JAN l ~ART~~lbHT 
A T1 ()llOIEY (i('llll AL 
Ill STATE tAPl1~l 6UILOINC 
UklAHU"A LllY 0~ 73105 

068102005771 99999 
O"AtlA PUBllC PCllER OISTAlf.T 
E"VIWO~ ' REG AFFAIRS 
DIV "A"'AG[lt 
1621 H.\IU~EY ST 
U~AHA NE &8102 

068102006282 99999 
O"AHA PU6llC PC•EP OISTAIC.T 
PROOUCTIQN OPEkATIONS 
If C. JO"IE S. 
OIVISIOI• JllANAi;ER 
1621 HARNEY ST~EET 
OMAH~ NE 68102 
06810206~619 l 99999 
O"AHA PU8llt POWER OIS.TRJC.J 
8 R llVlhGSlON 
MA"IAGER AO"'" SERVICES. 
1621 HARNEY STREET 
OMAHA NE 68102 

017219000171 I 99999 
O~ER ELLIS & 8MA8SON 
l£ROY J ELLIS 111 
ES.i.IUIRt 
CHANCERY RLOG - "21 CHARLOTTE 
NAS.HVILLE TN 17219 

097JI0056S02 99999 
OMEGGN uEPT Of ENERGY 
SITING ' R~vULATION 
OONALO W COOAKC 
102 LAe~R & INDUSTRIES BLOG 
ROCI" 111 
SALt" OR 97110 

09723~005965 l 99999 
OREGON OEPT OF JUSTICE 
RIC.HARO Jll ~A~O\llK 
520 Sill YA"HILL 
PORTLAND OR 97204 

O~lllOObOll 99999 
ORRl~k H(MPINGfCN & SUJCLlFfE 
OAVIO R PIGOTT 
600 MONfGOMl~Y STREET 
SA~ FRA~C.IS~G CA 94lll 

02000b0lll2l 99999 
OVU:SlAS tLH. INlJUS SUltVl T l NS 
~ASHl~GlON UfflC.l 
.. T AICAltA:>HI 
ASSISTANT GENtRAL "ANAGER 
IOI~ l8TH ~TRtET NR • ezo 
lllA!.HINGTUN OC. 20006 

09410b0h~bR~ l 99999 
PA(l~lt GAS & ELt(1RIC. C.U 
R P CHA:-0 
PIWJEO !Wl.V!AG~R 
11 B~Alt SlktlT ROO!WI 2459 
~II._: <"';..:1''4rf'' · f"."'i f"Jt.11)/,, 

'' ... 
:.l~H :.UtNfl'.>I 
lbl E KRUAO Sl~E[T 
C.ULU .. 6US 

0711~2012022 99999 
UKLA~O"A UlPf OF HtALfH 
fltt:UP (. RAOIULCGlCAL HLTH SEll\I 
J l)Alt .. C.HAil.l.l 
CHIEF 
PO t>Olt '>1551 
O~LAHUMA tlfY OK 731~2 

074102005180 l 99999 
OKLAHOM! PUP-LIC SERV CC 
VAUG .. N L tONKAtJ 
PU !IUX l01 
TULSA OK 74lv2 

0680210Jl214 
OMAHA PU8L IC 
FOIH CALHOUN 
W G GATES 
~A..,&-;Ei. 
PO 80l l'-19 
FUli.T CALHOUN NE 68023 

068102022680 l 99999 
0,.A .. A PUSLIC. PO•ER OISTRIC.t 
PROOUC.llC"I OPERATIO"S 
lflLLIAM C. JO"IES 
0 IV IS I OH tlll1NAGER 
lb2l HARNEY STREET 
U,.At<A NE 68102 
068102080914 
OMAHA PUIR ft 
FW'I f C.Alt'OUN 
S C. SltVENS 
!WIA .. AGER 

I 99999 
POliER OISTRltT 
SJATION 

PC. BOX 199 
fURT CALHOUN l'fE t>8102 

0<.ANAD064709 99999 
OhfARIO HYDRO 
NUCLEAP GENERATION DIVISION 
II J KHLY 
REACIOR SAFElY ENGll'fEER 
100 UNIVEKSITY AVE-TGRCNTO 
ONTAitlU "SGIX6 CANAUA 

097207002Sl3 99999 
OREGON OtPT OF HU~Ah RCSUURtES 
DIV OF HEALTH-RAOIATN CNfL SVC 
MAtCSHALL w PARRUTT 
SECTION MANAliEA 
P 0 80X 231 
PORILANO OR 97207 

077701000770 q9999 
O~GAIN BELL ' TUCKER 
STANLEY PLETTl"AN 
lSl;uiRE 
8EAU14(1NJ SAVINGS AlOG 
6EAUMONT TX 77701 

09~111066111 I 99999 
ORRICK HERRINGTO"I ' SUTC.Llf~E 
ALA" t WALJ1'4ER 
6uu JllUNTGOMtRY ST 
SAN FRA"'ISCO CA 94111 

094106064589 l 99999 
PALIFtC. GAS' ELECTRIC CO 
P C 8UKliESS 
KEC.OKUS JllANAGl"ENT SUPVR 
17 6EALE STREET ROOM 240" 
SAN FRANCISCO C.A 94106 

0<)"120005996 99999 
P~CIFlC GAS & fLEClRIC. CO 
PHILIP A CRANE 
17 BEALE sr llST FLOOR 
SAN ~RANCISCO CA 94120 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 



r'• t J. 
11 !l~lllt: °:)I 1".L l 1 k\,,JJ"" ~ .. ~·; 0.A'• h< A:-iL 1 :>l..J I.A ., .. ,,,;_.J 

• SAit l'kAM.J \.l..J CA 9411)6 

094l.J601l3235 l 99999 020036006524 99999 

• PAl.lflL ~A\. t Elli.TAil. CC PACIJll.. GAS' ELECTRIC CO " y 
PHILIP A (MA~[ Jk U•t~ tf llA\IJo; , VILE PPFS t ~~~EUAL C.LUNSEl U I >I EC 1 L"'-'- f::OERAL AGfltC.Y 11£LAJN 

-.-·-/ 11 iltALt SJ 11 ~f fl(IOK 1J51l l 1TH .S lRH f NW 

• 80ll , .... 7 SUITE lllsO • 
s Alt Fii ANt I stu (.A 94101> lllASHINGJOl't oc 20036 

094 l zooo 10t-<; 999'19 o·~45dl065ll 0 l 9999'1 

• PACl•lt uAS t ELEtTMlt to f·AC.lflC. <>A.S C. ELECTRIC C.U -~All.CL• H f OKa~SH ENGll KE;>EAKCH OtPT 
Vll.t PRlS t ~tNlRAl COUNSEL W C HA• 
11 l\f;ALf ST PO AC'X 11tltl 3400 CROW CA~YON RO 

• SAtt f KAN( I SCO C.A 94120 SAN RAMON II C• 94583 • 
0931t24003219 l 99999 091tl06061t764o 99999 

..... PAC. If IC r.AS t ELEORI C. C.O PAC.lflC. GAS C. ELECTRIC. (.0 • 
DI AfllO CAlllYOP4 POWE~ PLANT EN~~ 'UALllY C.ONTROl 
Ill 8 8'.AlH:I< C. E RALSTO"t 
TECH ASST TO PLANT MGR CHIEF 
P U BOJC 56 Z06 215 MARKET ST • 
AVILA l'IEACH CA 93,.24 SAN fllANCISC.O (.A 9"106 

O~IZ0005'191t 1 9'i~9 09,.l0600571t7 l "9999 

r PAC.lflC GAS t ELECTRIC CO PACIFIC GAS t ELECTRIC co • 
~UtLEAR GL~ERATION uEPT NUC PLANT OPERATER 
JAME5 0 SCHUYL~R JlM SHlff·ER 
VICE PRESIDENT 11 SEALE ST 

" 
PO 80ll 71tltZ ROOM 1485 • SAN FKAl\l(.I SCO CA 91tl2D SA"t FRANCISCO CA 94106 

095501057 .. 89 l 99999 0971t0300 701 s l 99999 

• PACl~lC GAS t EL(CfRIC CU PACIFIC. NORTHWEST RESOURCES. • HUMBOLDT 8AV PG•ER PLANT JfjlEN(.E L THATCHER 
E 0 WEEIC.S LAW CENTER 1101 KINCAID 
PLANT SUPERTENDENT EUGENE OR 971t0.3 

• 1014 6TH S.TIHET • EURC:KA CA 95501 

090ZS505l081 99999 09Z8030S3082 1 9999'1 

• PACIFIC. PUMPS PACIFIC SCIENTIFIC co • DIVISIJN OF DRESSER :NDU.STRIES IC.IN TECH DIVISION 
D 8 HARNEY J F DOWDY 
PRE~l:>E"tT MANAGER NOC.LEAR PRODutTS 

• 751S BICKETT STREET 13"6 SOUTH STATE COLlEGE 8lVD • HUNllNGlON PARK CA 90255 A"'AHEIM CA 9280] 

OlZOZ00529"5 l 99999 090807051083 1 99999 

• PACIFIC. fvlENJIFIC r.o PACIFIC VALVES INC • 8ELFAB D Y QA MANAl>ER 
ll I! l'Alit 3201 WALNUT AVENUE 
Q A "IGR LONG BEAC.H CA 90807 

• P 0 BUX 9370 305 FENTRESS BLVD • OAYTUNA BEACH fl 32020 

029205007019 l 99999 00709io06"697 1 "9999 

• PALMETTO ALLIANCE PANASONIC CO • ZllS l/2 DEVINE ST DAVID KATZMAN 
COLUMBIA St 29205 NATIONAL SALES MANAGER 

ONE PANASONIC WAY 

• SECAUCUS NJ 07091t • 
011057007108 l 99999 035810081026 l 99999 

• PANE PAHL ENGINEERS • BOARD OF DIRECTORS 3400 BLUE SPRING RO NW 8-3 
PU BOX 268 8Ull 3531 
MIDOlETUWN PA 170!>7 HUNTSVILLE Al 35810 

• • 
Ol 710500S"JI 1 99999 092668065239 l 99999 

• PAllllUT N[lolS PAUL MUNkOE HYDRAULICS INC • ll ICH~l<O llllf!ERTS fAY .. UN A"U~ 
812 ~ARK.fl >1Rltl "~!!.-ENERGY PROOUtTS DIV 
HAI< R l SBIJl!.G PA 17105 1701 W SE,UOIA AVE 

• ORANGE CA 92668 • ,_ 
•:'"'' 

~ 
Ol90l605lll<1t '19999 01 710500S"Z9 99999 

• PE"'N SHlP CO PlNNSYLVANIA DEPT Of EhVlM RES 
':tr· . ~': 

IPtOU~fRIAL PllLOUC.TS OIVISICN uFFICE OF PAOIOLUGltAL H~AllH 
.. 

\., ......... _ RltHAitU H HAt.AN UIRECJOR 
·"-<:·.;' 

"~ll-PROGMA~ tr.~TRCL PO 8QJ( Z063 ., MUJ..1uk AVE tlARMISBURG PA 17105 • f" • j<' r f 1 f ,,. IQ'll ~ 
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0190lt0~)ll4 l ~qq~q 
PE,_"< ';HIP (r; 
I '-IJUS TR I &l Pl<L~·UC. TS DIVIS IL.", 
R l<.ttA .. u M tiA.,A"" 
.. u~-PRQGMA4 CC,TRCl 
"IOfi< l ., .. AVE 
C.Ht§Jlk PA lqDlt 

Ol51Z~OuS4~S 99~99 
~l~~~YLYA~IA UEPT OF E~vl~ ~ES 
RIJIHi<T o1 MllfR 
so~ lA~(.UliVt .. OUSF 
PlJ B .!351 
HARRIS'W~G PA 15120 

0171200014;6 l 9~999 
PE~NSYLVANIA ~EPT OF ENVIR RES 
8UMLAU Of kAOIATlON PROJECTION 
ft<Cl"AS .. GCRUSKY 
OlkHTOR 
PC 6!,;ll 206'3 
HAJIRIS8URt. 

011ll00010S6 
PtNN!>YLYANIA DEPT OF 
Oft Of ENVIRONl"IENTAL 
OAYlO ttESi. 
PU OOll 2063 
HARR J SBUMG 

PA 17120 

99999 
EHVIR RES 
PLANNIPCG 

PA 17120 

017120006441 l 99999 
PE:,....SYlVANIA E"ERG MG"T AGE ... CY 
OIRE<.TOll 
tRAl'f~l'OMTATION ' SFTY BLOG 
BASllt[NT 
HARRISBURG PA 17120 

~l~~i~~~l~l~ Oft ~F G0~1:~~R 
PLANNING ~ DEVELOPMENT 
COIJkOlftfATOtt PA tLEAlllNGHOUSE 
Po sex 13~3 
HARRISBURG PA 11120 

018l0l00148q 1 9'J999 
PENNSYLVANIA POVER & LIGHJ CO 
WILLIAM f HAl!BlRICH 
SUPY-NOClEAR Lit 
2 f'fOMTH NINTH STRElT 
Alltl'flOWN PA 18l01 

018101008705 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA PCWER & LIGHT CO 
ENGINlfRING & CCN!>TRUCJlu~ 
NORMAN w CURTIS 
Ylct PRtSIOENt 
2 NORIH NINfH STREET 
ALLENJ~N PA 18101 

Ol8bOJOOq31l 1 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA PCWER & LIGHT CO 
H w 11.EISLK 
SUPT t;f PLANT 
PO BOX 467 
8ER•ICK PA 18601 

Ol810l0b~7l1 l 99999 
PENNSYlVANlA PO•EM & LIGHT CO 
Y M !lfCNA88 
SUPVR 'WC RECDRDS SYSTEM 
Two N PCINTH STRLEl 
ALLEhTOlfN PA lRlOl 

0181010~~629 999~9 
PENNSYL~ANIA P~lfEP & LIGHI CC 
(. A tllll'fWll'fl 
tO"PUltk SYSTf~S ANALYST 
2 NC~T~ Nl~TH STQtET 
AlLl~TOwN PA 18101 

~1810107~~~· 

Ol710S005429 99~~~ 
Pt~~SYL•A"'IA UEPT UF t .. Vl~ klS 
uff- IC.E tlf PA;)IOLUGll\l t<lAl TH 
ulHC. TCll 
PO BOX 2063 
ttARitlSE!IJl<C. PA 1711JS 

Ol11ZOJOb0?7 99999 
P[N~SYLVAlllA UEPT OF EIWl'l 1tES 
HUREAU Of AD .. IN EhFORCEl'IE~T 
KAlllP. JI CARTl:R 
SPECIAL ASST ATTY ~lNERAl 
SOS EXlCUTIVE HOUSE 
H&RRISBUllG PA 17120 

01112UOJl441 l 99999 
PE~NSYLVANIA DEPT OF E~VIR RES 
BUREAU Uf RADIATION PROTECTION 
THOMAS l'I GfRUSKY 
DIRECTOR 
PO BOX 2063 
HARRISBURG PA 17120 

01712000~20 1 99999 
PENhSYLVANIA DEPT Of JUSTICE 
WALTER If C.OHEN 
CONSU"ER ADVOCATE 
1475 STRAWBERRY SQUARE 
HARRISBURG PA 17120 

Ol712008lS76 1 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA Oft CONSU"EK ADY 
..AKTt.A 8U!>H 
1475 STRAWeERRY SQ 
HARRISBUKu PA 17120 

018603064720 l 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT CO 
SUSQUEHANNA STEA" ELEC STATION 
SUPVK NUCLEAR MECOROS SYS 
PO 80ll 467 
BERWICK PA 18603 

018101000626 l 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT CO 
H W CURTIS 
2 NORfH 9fH STREET 
AlLfNfOWN PA 18101 

018101064665 l 99999 
P(~NSYLVANIA POWEk & LIGHT CO 
0 !"I DEllALJ 
SUPY-RECORDS SYSTFMS & PROCEO 
2 NORTH NINTH STkEET 
AllENfOWN PA 18101 

018101081560 1 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA POWER ' LIGHT CO 
t!RUCL 0 KENYON 
VICE PRESlOENT-NUC.LEAR OPER 
l N NINTH St 
ALLENTOWN PA 18101 

018101001490 1 99999 
~~=~~~L~·~laerowER & LIGHT co 
GtNERAl COUNSEL & SECRETARY 
Z NOKTH NINTH STREET 
ALLENTOWN PA 18101 

018101~64664 l 99999 
PENNSYLVANIA POi.ER & LIGHT CO 
R l'I ROSE:NDALE 
MGR TECH RECORDS & SYS 
l NGRTH NINTH SJREET 
ALLENTOWN PA IBlOl 
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.. j t ; l 

L J '" i .,. ,,.~ 11t t i ..> I• !.. r I 
Pt11LAuHPt11 \ 

0~9lJIOv63~l 1 qq99~ 
PHIL4DELPH1A flELl~I( CO 
NUC.LLAV LP~~AllG~S 
VlN(f"oT b\JHtl 
StNIO~ Vilt PK(SlOl'T 
ZlOl -.1.i:otEl ST 
PHlLAUfLPHIA PA ~9101 

01q101os1SbZ 1 9999q 
PHllADllPHIA ElfClklL LU 
EUG£.'llt J l'RA:JLlY 
2301 MAICllEl ST 
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101 

Ol910l00Sb3~ 99999 
PHllAOllPHIA Ell(Tllll (0 
ELELIRIC PRUOUCll~N UEPARTNENT 
S l UAL T "Off 
YltE PNt:SIOtNT 
ZJOI "Akll.ET >T 
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101 

Ol 131400&576 
PHILAOHPHIA 
PEACh l'OTTOM 
II T Ulllt I C:H 
OHTA 

l 99999 
ELECTRIC CO 
APS 

PA 17314 

02401906389~ 1 99999 
PHYSICS ASSOCIATES 
5)~6 PETERS CREEK RO NW 
ROANOll.E YA 24019 

Bf1t~4~~·~ES l.o1NES t7:1Z co 
E S Hill 
llELDINb ' OA MANAGER 
510 t:AST 6lH ST PO BOX 1447 
PROVO UT 84601 

015225053086 
PITTS81,1RGH UES 
A J r.UELLER 
QA MANA&Ell 
NEY lllE ISlANO 
Pl TTSRORGH 

002 Jb008 l56l 
PLYMUUTH C.IYll 
OIRECTOk 
11 LINCOLN ST 
PLYl4UUlH 

l CJ99CJ'f 
*ll"fES STEEL CO 

PA 15225 

l 99999 
DffCNSE 

'" 02360 

097204005958 l 99~9 
PURTLAM> GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
JAMES II DURHAM 
121 SW SAL"ON STRlET 
fB 17 
PORTLAND OR 972~ 

0972040046~1 l 999~9 
PORfLANO CENERAl ELECTRIC CO 
8AllT 0 111HHLRS 
YICl PRlSIOtNI NUC.LEAR 
121 S W ~ALMON SJREEJ 
PURJLANO ~R 97204 

097204081459 1 99999 
PORTLAND GLNt:RAL ELECTRIC CO 
C P YUNtH 
121 Siii SALl'ION ST 
PURTLANU CR 91204 

"l 1.o t .,>" t :..1 ~t ·' 
lJVI "4,UKU ~Jl(U:f 
PHILADf:LPHIA PA l'HJl 

Ol9l01U00660 l 999~9 
PHlLADt:LPHIA ELECTRIC LO 
lUGENl .J 8RA0lEY 
AS~T ~lNERAL COUNSEL 
l301 MA~K[T STREET 
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101 

01910l007lJ4 9?999 
PHILAOELPHIA ELEC.TRIC CG 
~UCLEAR ~ENlRAflON OlV 
,. J COUNt:Y 
~UPERINTEttOl:NT 
2101 14ARKEJ ST 
PHllAUELPHlA PA 19101 

Ol9l~l0064l2 l 9~99 
PHILAUELPHIA ELECTRIC CO 
ENbl~lERING t RlS OEPt 
.JOH" S KEl'IPfK 
2301 MARKET STREET 
PHILADELPHIA PA 19101 

OPHlll057567 l 99999 
PHlllPPINE ATOMIC ENERGY COM 
ZOlLO l!ARTOLOME 
C.Ul'IMJSSIONER 
DON MARIANO MARC:OS AYE Olll~AN 
UUEZON CITY PHlllPPIN 

010007062815 l 9~99 
Pll'tlUoRTU•S INC. 
SECURITY DIVISION 
G .J DECARO 
OlRElTOR NUCLEAR ENERGY 
100 CHURCH STREET 
NEW YORK NY 10007 

035218053089 l 99999 
PlTTSSURGH DES MOINES STEEL CO 
SOUTHERN OIVlSION 
J M JE~tNGS 
RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER 
PU DRAWER E 
BIRMINGHAM Al 35218 

002360005859 1 99999 
PLYMOUTH 80 OF SELECTMEN 
OAYIO F TA~ANT!:'UJ 
C:HAUOUN 
11 llNtOlN STREET 
PLYMOUTH MA 023b0 

071411005143 l 
POLLAN NILHOLSUN & 
STEPHEN A UDGGtTT 
PO SOX 592 
ROSENBEitG 

• ; -. 19 
DOCGflt 

TX 77471 

097204005960 l 99999 
PORTLAN~ GENERAL ELEC:T~lC CO 
111ARAEN HAS TINGS 
!21 Sa SAl~ON STRCET 
J8 l3 
PURTlANO OR 972~ 

097205006347 l 99999 
PIJHTlAlfO GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 
tlART D WllHEll.S 
VIC:E PRESIDENT-NUCLEAR 
121 SW SALMON STMtET 
P~RllANO OR 97205 

00b3~90lb~57 l 99999 
POSI SEAL INTERNATIO/lAl INC 
OlJNALIJ ,J "UIRll. 
QA MANAl>ER 
RUUJES ~9 ' US95 
N STONINGTON CT 06359 
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006001012077 l 
PIO!> tORP 
OPtPATIONS 
fRANll'. l 11'.EllY 
55 l!Yfl.Ot• Ofl. 
AYON CT Ol>tJ Jl 

Ot.18.ZOJill4t'•7 1 9999<1 
PllAJllJ!: AU IANC.E 
IU"IOAll l PLANI 
PO ROX 2~24 STATIO ... A 
tHA"PAl~N IL bl8ZO 

0631470~J~9 l 99999 
PRO<.RlSSIVl fARRICATORS l"'C 
A • PU>S 
QUALITY ASSU~ANCE MANA~ER 
6881J .. fllCOA~AY 
Sf lOUI~ MU 63l4t7 

Ul78300~4617 1 99999 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT tORP 
A L. r.:lltK 
CHIEt QUALITY ENGIH 
PO BOX U 
OAK RIDGE TN 17830 

070802001283 l 99999 
PU8Lll lAlll UTILITIES GROUP 
SfEPHfN M IRYlNG 
5J5 NOMTH 6TH ST 
BATON ROUGE LA 70802 

99999 080651052349 I 
PUBLIC. StlCVICE CO 
FORT Sf VRAIN Nut 
J Ill GA~ 

Of C:CLCAADO 
GE ... f:RATING 

16805 •tlO COUNTRY 
PLATTEVILLE 

RO 19 1/2 
cc 80651 

080201006312 I 99999 
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF COLORADO 
ELECTRIC PAOUUCTION 
D A LEE 
VICE PRESIDENT 
PO BCX 840 
DtNYf:R C.0 80201 

0106510046>2 l ~9q9 
PU6Llt SEAYJCE CO OF COLCRAOO 
fOAf Sf VRAIH MK.LEAR STAtlON 
0 dREMl\UUMct 
MCR hUC PRCOl..<TIOh 
161105 lllC.R 19 1/2 
PlATTEYILll CO A0651 

046320001522 l qqqq9 
PU6LIC SERVICE CO OF N lhOIANA 
E l'I SHORtt 
fl~Sl VICE P~tSIOlNT 
526~ HOH~AN AVfNUE 
HAM~ONO IN ~6120 

074102006271 99999 
PUBLll SERVICE CO Gf OKlAHO~A 
BlAC~ F~X !>TA NU(l[AR PKeJt:Cl 
G W MUENCH 
MANAt.t:R. 
PO 6UX 201 
TULSA OK 74102 

oq~ll9UUb4~b ~99q9 
PUBLIC StKYICt cLEt G bAS CO 
C.10 qfC.HTEl PUwlA c.uqp 
E f Ot:VOY 
PRINCIPAL tNGK-~IPE tR~EK 
50 REALE STkEtl - PO POX )q65 
~AN ~P.ANC.l~CC CA 94119 

0071010002~5 9999q 

01>1820007030 1 9~~~~ 
Pl< Al k II: All UNtt: 
Pll BOX 2424 STAT l'lN A 
C.HA~PAlGN IL 618-20 

0;21010~4742 1 qqq~q 
PRC. l~A~I: OAJA SYSJEl'IS C.O 
J f FOR,.EY 
iJI ll l S 10111 l'IU•AGEll 
7~UO OLO SPMIN~HOUSE ROAD 
MC.LlAN VA 22102 

09512801>4738 1 99999 
PPOJECT ASSISJANCE CORP 
C. 80U.NEK 
Uf F IC.I: -.ANAGElt 
100 N WINCHESTER BLVD 
SA~ JOSE CA 95128 

006340081116 l 99999 
PROTO POWER NANAGEMENT tORP 
P E JALlll:RJ 
TREASUMEK 
591 PO~UONNOCK ROAD 
GROTO~ Cl ~6340 

OB7l58003271 l 99999 
PUBLIC SERVICE CO NEW l'IEXICO 
PLA~NIN~ AHO RESOUM.C.ES 
ELY YAO 
~ANAGER SPECIAL PROJECTS 
ALVARADO S~ 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87158 

0802070~761 1 99999 
PUBLIC SERVICE C.O OF C.CLORAOO 
I LEBLANC. 
SUPERVISOA-HUC ENCRG REC.OROS 
5909 E lBJH AYE 
OE~VEM CC 80207 

080120005753 l 99999 
PUBLIC. SERVICE CO OF C.OLCMAOO 
ELECTRIC PRODUCTION 
OSCAR LEE 
VltE PRE:SIOEllf 
1800 WEST SHERI LANE 
LllTLEfON CO 80120 

080651006313 l 99999 
PUBllC SERVICE CO Of COLORAOO 
DON WAREM80URG 
NU(LEAR PROOUCJION MANAGER 
lb805 •ELD COUN1Y ROAD 
19 112 
PLAl1EVILlE CO 80651 

07410Z007686 l 99999 
PUBLIC SERVICE CO Of OKLAHOMA 
VAUGHN CONRAD 
PO BOX 201 G0-4S-17 
1ULSA OK 74102 

074102007095 
PU8L IC SERVICE 
JOH'°' C. ZINK 
-.ANAGER-NUCLEAR 
PO BOX ZOl 
TIJLSA 

1 99999 
CO Of OKLAHO"A 

LICENSING 

OK 74102 

J0710l006460 l 99999 
PUBLIC SERVICE ELEC ' GAS CO 
A P U01JGLAS 
~ANAGEK-LIC.ENSING ' ANALYSIS 
dO PARK PLAZA Tl 60 
NtWAICK NJ 07101 

00710106365, 99999 
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OU1101006J4Z 1 
PUALIC SERVICE ElfC 
PIEMMf k L•NOMIEU 
PPuJEI. T ~ArlAlid< 
80 PARK PlalA 
T l T 4 
Nl•AMll 

001101079)1>0 l 
PUBLIC SE~YICE ELEC 
NUCL~AA LICENSlNG f. 
EDlil~ A LIJt:lli 
PG i!CX ~10 
ll60 
NElfAllK 

9999q 
f. 1..AS CO 

NJ 07101 

CJ999'1 
& GAS !:O 
RE(.ULAT I ON 

NJ 01101 

00803807<Jl6l l q9999 
PUALIC SERVICE ElEC f. GAS CO 
:OALElll OPEKAJIONS 
H .J "'IO\JttA 
~ENEllAl "ANAl>ER 
PO l!OX E 
HANtOl.llS sa10GE NJ 08038 

001101004141 l 999q9 
PUSllt SERVICE ElEC f. GAS CO 
COMPORAIE ~UALITY ASSURANCE 
ROAERT l "ITTl 
PO eox S70 
H60 
NEWARK NJ 07101 

008038006458 l 99999 
PU3llC SERVICE ElEC & GAS CO 
HOPE CREEK PRODUCTION 
R S SALVESEN 
GENERAL "l't(,R-HOPE CREEK OPER 
PO 80.IC A 
HAlillOU.S 8R IOGE 

0080380Z8096 1 
PUBLIC SERVICE ELEt 
lilUCLEAR OEPART .. ENT 
Mii.HARO A UOERJfl 
VICE PRESIOElllT 
PO dOX llb 

NJ 08038 
99999 

& G.IS CO 

HANtUCKS BRIDGE NJ 08038 

046lbROOl458 l 9999'1 
PU6Llt St:RVltl ililOIAHA 
CHARLES M CA"'PAElL 
YICE PRESIOENT f. GEN COUNSEL 
lUOU lAST "Al~ STREEf 
PLAINFIELD IN 46168 

04716206~9R4 l 99999 
PUBLIC SERVICE INDIANA 
8 Ht.NSLEY 
EXt:CUTIVE SECRETARY 
PO BOX 190 
NEW •ASHINGlON IN 41lbZ 

041162007399 l 99999 
PUHLI(. ~ERYltE INDIANA 
NUtlE.\R 0 IV l S ION 
S .. SHlt:L:J'i 
SA Y P 
I' 0 HOX l'JO 
NEW MASHIN~TON IN 47162 

OOU'JJ600B697 1 9q999 
PUl:l\IU RICO olJ\TER AE'i AUTH 
OklANUU A~Gltl'C 
OIYl)IUN HtAO t:~V PROTECTION 
PO ~OX 421>1 
SAN JUAN PA 00936 

O'i<800"0l.l 70'1!. l 9qq99 
PUGl T !>•JUl'IU Pll!oif-11 f. l I GHT (.U 
RUllltU V :<tYf.l'S 
Vltt PlltS-b~~lNAL RtSOUNCES 
PUI~{ T l'tl•~"' 14ll;G 

iL I ..... ~,.., ""u .. 
fLUIC l"ilE H\J'fT 
C.IJll P!Jtl ATE ll 8RAll.IAN 
~O PAHK PlAlA 
NfWAk~ NJ 071~1 

007101005b)7 99999 
l'U8Llt SERVICE ElEC ' GAS CC 
lC.,IN A llOEN 
"AitA(.ER-NUt. LICENSlhG f. KlGUlA 
PU 8UlJ, 570 
Tl60 
NE•ARK NJ 01101 

001lOIOOl2Bl I 99q9q 
PUBLIC SERVICE ELEC f. GAS CO 
T J "ARUlil 
80 PAICK PLAZA 
R00" f 17C 
NEWARK NJ 011~1 

OOBOJ80056JO l 999qq 
PUBLIC SERVICE ELEC ' GAS CO 
SALEM OPERATIONS 
HENRY J MIOURA 
GEIWERAL l'IA .. AGER 
PIJ BOX 168 
HANCOCKS BRIDGE NJ 08018 

007101006343 l 99999 
PUBLI<. SERVICE ELEC & GAS CO 
CORPORATE QUAt.ITY ASSURANCE 
ROBERT l Ml TTL 
PU BO.X 570 
UbO 
NEWARK NJ 07101 
00803BOOS635 l 99999 
PUHLIC SERVICE ELEC & GAS CO 
R A UOEKlfZ 
VICE PRESIDENT-NUCLEAR 
PU BOX Z36 
fl5A 
HANCOCIC.S BlllOGE NJ 08038 
041l620t.Z895 
PUBLIC SEAY ICE 
S .J 8REi.ER 

1 99999 
llllOIANA 

PO BOX 190 
lilEW WASHINGTON IN 41lb2 

046l68J647l3 l 9<l999 
PUBLIC SEAYICE JNDIANA 
R L HAGGARD 
SYSTEMS PROJECT SUPYR 
1000 E MAIN STREEf 
PLAINFIELD IN 46i~j 

047l6200b2l8 1 99999 
PUBLIC SEAYftE INDIANA 
NUCLEAR DIV SIOlil 
S M SHIELDS 
SENIOR VltE PRESIDENT 
PO ROX 1'10 
~AShlNGfON IN 47162 

0~094J056499 l 99999 
PUERTO MICO ElilERGY OFFICE 
EUUAllOO LOPEZ-BALLORI 
OIKElTOll 
~INILLAS STATIOlil BOX 41089 
SANTURCE PR 00940 

0009)60B0958 l 99999 
PUERTO KltU WATEA RES AUTH 
ELEClMICAL PLAN RES 'CCNSTAUC 
J A BONNET 
ASST EXEC\JTIVE DIRECTOR 
GPU 110l( 4267 
~AN JUAN PR 00936 
0177010~)091 l 99999 
PULLMAN POMER PROOUtrs 
.\LLA~ BAIR 
~ A MANAGEll 
PO tVl• 'I 'l•lll RFAC .. RnAn 

_. 
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0022100SJ01l q~qqq 
P• fNGlNttRlNG CO INC 
1.£011.(',t S SLkufCN 
VIC.E PlltSIUtNT MARkEflNG 
bbQ 5d~KtA. STREll 
BUSTON MA 02210 

Ol5lOAOl9693 9q9~y 
1itUAOliltl (01(P 
lloRAl(UN 
IOUS. DEAVER GRADE ROAD 
lORAOPU\.lS PA 15108 

095'008038018 99999 
WUAOllF X (.OICP 
E 1'1\#l NHll INC:. 
A t KITZ 
VP E~ulNHRIMC 
l 700 DELL J\Vf:NUE 
CAMPRELl CA 95008 

048124077486 l 99999 
QUANTUM ENTER.PRISES 
6RUC.E 0 C&ll<iL 
PRES.IOENf 
249l5' ROSS 
UtAR60RN Ml 48124 

015017081392 
"AV SERVICES 
JA"ES II ORR 
ASST PROJECT 
PU iSOl 85 
StflPPINC.PORl 

l 99999 
INC 

SUPEl:YISOR 
PA 15017 

001801064740 l 99999 
RAYH•Elll't CO 
TlCHl'll(.Al lNfO OPERATION 
A Ill OHlO RUSSO 
"ANAGEll 
2 "'A'tSI OE tlOAO 
BUMllM>TON MA 01803 

001803064746 99999 
RAYft<[GN C.O 
R MUlLHOlANO 
REC.OROS MGMT tOHSUlTANT 
l 11ATS I OE kOAO 
dURLINufUN MA 0180) 

Oll057Ub5240 l qq9qq 
REAC.TC~ CONTROLS INC. 
RAY SC.l'IAUER 
5854 OUTTlRNUf OJI 
EAST SY~AC.USf NY 11057 

OOE~MA011715 l 999~q 
RESE&kCH FSTARLISHMENT RISU 
f LI ST 
AOKINISIRATOll 
OK-41Jl.IO KllS"-llDE OCNMAMK 

002916079409 
llHLOl l~LA~U AfOMlt 
~OHN S PASCAllCES 
C.Ol'OHSSIO•H:IC 
l!I C.HAU'll.EY SlRU:T 
RU"FORO RI OZ9lb 

"' .h .. ..v. J·J.I'• •'·· 

Ol51J801'1694 99999 
o,IUAOME X CORP 
H1:"4MY 0 OAR 8EE 
MA~AbfK OF OPERAtlONS 
100'5 BEAVER GltAOE KOAO 
SUIH ZOl 
C.Oll lllPOLl S PA l '5 l 08 

09S0080ZOS05 l 99999 
IOUAIJREX COMP 
NUtltAK SERVICES CORP 
MARGAkET "'A 
LIBRARIAN 
1700 OHL AYEl'fUE 
CA,..~8ELl CA 95008 

095010067156 l 99999 
M F Ktl:OY INC. 
RI tK SllAY!'fE 
216 N SANTA CRUZ AYE 
SUITE Z"7 
LOS GATOS tA 95030 

Q<l4025026771 99999 
RAYCHEM UIRP 
F E lAFEfRA 
300 C0"4SflTUTION DRIVE 
MENl~ PARK t• 94025 

00180)064598 
RAYTHEON CO 
P L lOSAll 

l 99999 

TE LHN IC.Al I NfO 
2 wAystoE ROAD 
RURL NGTOlt 

SPECIALIST 

095128057907 1 
REACTOR CONTROLS INC 
JACK C MJLLEH 
124'5 SOUTH WINCHESTER 
SUITE UZ 
SAN JOSE 

MA 0180) 

99999 

8lYO 

CA 95128 

012181003805 3 99999 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNlt INST 
SERIALS DEPT 
FULSOM ll 811ARY 
TROY NY 12181 

044128012807 l 99999 
kEUTER STOKES INC. 
KANACER QUALITY ASSURANCE 
R08t:MT l SIMON 
16'530 SOUTH MILES PARKWAY 
•ARAFNSVlllE HEIGHTS UH 44118 

OOZ9080lllo5 
RHUUE ISLAND DEPT Of 
DIV OCCUPATNL HLTH & 
.JA'41:S E HIC.K!:.Y 
C.HIH 
9AVIS SfREET-CANhON 
Pl<CIYIOENtE 
,,~ ,,,,,.,.o-; 'lr>•u, 

q999q 
HEALTH 
RAO CNTl 

RLOG 
RI 02'108 
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D9l304077487 l 99999 
ROC.KWHL INJEIUUTIONAl 
ENCMGY SYSTE!'S GMGVP 
A C.AkNAl lfJl A 
COOLS t STANDARDS 
BIJOU Of: sutc. AVl:NUf 
CANULA ~A~~ (.A 91104 

0358010815;0 l 99999 
ROCKWELL ll•TEl!NUIO'<Al 
"4t:lll lANC',~O;tO 
Jl22 S Mf:,.IJM I Ill PA!otKWAY 
SUI TE J9 
HUNnVllU. Al J580l 

001110000~49 99999 
MOPES f. GRllY 
JOHN A RlTSHER 
E S'11Jl PE 
22S FRANKLIN STREEl 
80STUN MA 02110 

Dl0339D64286 99<Jq9 
RCSEMOU"IT INC 
RANOY HALEY 
290 INfERSTATE NORTH 
SUITE: l!'>O 
ATLANTA GA 30139 

092701000876 I 99999 
ROURKE t woOURUFF 
ALAN R WAHS 
t.SQUIKE 
10;5 NORfH "'AIN STREET 
SUITE 1020 
SANTA ANA CA 92101 

064012064461 I 99999 
RUSKIN ~ANUtACTURING CO 
QUALllY AS~URANCc DEPT 
QA MANAGER 
PO !\OX ll9 
GRANOVltll MO 64012 

029201009340 l 99999 
S C.AkLLlNA DEPT HLTH ENVIR CTL 
DIVISIUN RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH 
HEYWARO SHi:ALY 
C.HIH 
260•J 8Ull ST-J lllARIOl',I SIMS 8LO 
COLU'4AIA St 29201 

02906S0028qo I 99999 
S C.AROLINA lLEC t GAS CO 
SUICMEM l NPS 
0 S BRADHAM 
STAT ION MANAGER 
PO BUX 8 
JEhr.INSVILLE SC 29D65 

029218062856 l 9q99q 
S tAROLf ~A ELEC & GAS CO 
SUMMER NPS 
.J P HARM I SON 
DIRH.TllR Ot Sl.CURITY 
PO tSUX 764 
CULUMRIA SC 29218 

029218004542 l 99999 
S 1.All'lLINA HEC & GAS CO 
NUCLEAK UPlRATIONS 
T C. NICHl.;l~ 
PO BUX 764 
F-18 
CULUMAIA SC 29218 

02906508115) l 99999 
S tAROllNA ElEC & GAS CO 
A A S'41lH 
SITE lolA COUROlNATOR 
PU SOX 9 
JENKINSVILLE SC 29065 

nti~ 1 l 

02 7602051099 1 999':19 
RUCK•ElL INTERhATIONAL 
FLU• C.CNTROl DIV 
J V GRASSO 
PLANT 14lNAGER 
p v ~· l'lbl 
KALEIGH ~(. 216D2 

002110067268 1 99999 
ROPE:> f. GMAY 
THOl'AS OllONAN 
l SlolU IME 
l2S FRANKLIN STREET 
8USTCN MA 02110 

055344D5J727 99999 
ROSEMOUNT INC 
"'UC.LEAK ~UALITY ASSURANC.E: 
GERALD D ANDERSON 
l20Ul ~EST JSTH STREET 
Al 
i:OElll PRAIRIE "'" 55144 

05505065512 
ROSEMOUNT INC 
l.YLE LCFGRl.N 

99999 

SENIOR ENGR 
PO 80X )5129 

~INNEAPOLI S MN 55~35 

095201055291 l 99999 
RTE OEUA toRP 
705 NORTH CARLTON AVENUE 
STOCKTON CA 95201 

99999 002181056882 l 
ICY t. ASSOCIATES 
AVRUM SILVERMAN 
69 EOGEMOOR AVENUE 
llHLESLEY MA 02181 

0292010DlJ92 l 99999 
S CAROLINA OEPf HLTH ENVIR CfL 
RICHARD P WILSON 
ASSISTANT ATtORNEY GENERAL 
PO ISOK 11549 
1.ULUMBIA SC 292Dl 

D292180060J3 l 99999 
S CAROLINA ELEt t GAS CO 
0 II DIXON 
VICE PRESIDENT-NUCLEAR OPEil 
PO OOX 164 "All CODE F-04 
COLUMBIA St 29218 

029065080954 l 99999 
S CAROLINA ELEC & GAS CO 
SUMMER l NPS 
U A LAVIGNE 
SITE QA C.IJOltDINATOR 
PU BOX 88 
JENKINSVILLE St 29D65 

029218080953 l 99999 
S CAROLINA ELEC t GAS CO 
SU14'4Ek l NPS 
C A Pit l(;E 
NUCLEAR ENGNG MANAGER 
PO BOX 764 
1.ULUM~IA St Z92l8 

02q21~00603~ 1 99999 
\ CA!otOLINA ELEt t GAS CO 
MARk ilHIT AKER 
POST OFFICE ROX 764 
tOLUMBIA SC 29218 
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l'U U•JA. / .,,. 
F-ld 
CulU!ill\U SC l<illB 

02~0~50<!1153 l 9~9q; 
S CAROLINA ~lEt ~ GAS (0 
A A S"ITH 
>lrt ,;A COIJ1COl11jAJCI< 
PO BOI 'f 
JEl'llkl~SVILLE SC Z~Ob5 

09500807961)) 
S LEVY INC. 
ll~OA ~l'HTH 
l fl.lRAR IAN 
1999 S AAS.COM AVE 
SulH 715 
C.All!Pbfll CA 95008 

080302052913 1 99999 
S " ST~LE~ CORP 
ERIC. OLSON 
SUITE 500 tOLQaAOO BLOG 
BOULDER C.O 80301 

09581306<Wtl5 l 99999 
SACRANENTO f'IUNIC.IPAL UTIL DIST 
.J J JLWE tr 
SENION ENGINEER 
6201 S SIRHT 
SACRAMENTO CA 95813 

095813006531 l 99999 
SACMAME~TO "UNICJPAl Ufll DIST 
J J MAJllMOE 
ASST GENERAL MGR ' CHIEF ENGR 
6101 S STREET 
BOX l !»8JO 
SAC.RA~ENf 0 CA 95813 

095813064)84 l 99999 
SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTIL OISJ 
kANC.HO SEC.O NUC.LLAR PWR PLANT 
A J MUO.C I we z 
MANAGlll 
6/0l ~ STRl(J BOX 15810 
SAtRA~ENTO CA 95811 

Q.r,9S08063IAO l 99999 
SALEM lNGIN[ERl"IG CORP 
.ll86 4.r,fH STREET St: 
GRANO RAPIDS Ml ""508 

077092063179 l 99CJ99 
SALEl'I lNCINEERl~C CORP 
SALltt ~MPLOYME~T ~lRVltES 
'540 ~ J.r,fH SIREEI 
HOUSTON TX 77092 

029)b~006l78 1 99999 
SALUDA KlVlR ElEC. C.0-LP l~C. 
207 ~HEIOo(JOO Ok 
lAURE~S sr 29)60 

091112001~)1 l 99999 
SAN l1 lH.U 1;.\S &. ELEClRIC. C.ll 
PU•E R ~1.iPPL Y 
C IJ C<.itr,_;"' 
l ll[IU~AJ t< 
PO '3UX lt1 H 
S.A~ ·1fl=t.-1 f"' 1"''"'1 t .. 

1~ ... ,i .... I~ t 
~U~lcAk cloj\,~~ ll!A~Autk 
PO 80lt 7o't 
~tilO .. dlA St Z9218 

02921~00603.r, l 99999 
~ CA~ULINA Eltt ' GAS tu 
'4Akk •HIT A Kl k 
PllS. r Off ICE !IOX 7b' 
C.ULUM!HA SC 29218 

05750106,189 I 999~9 
~ QAlf.OTA SJATE !'LANNING bUREAU 
CRAJ.; llfCINIYRE 
EXEC POLICY ANALYST 
tAPUOl 8UILOll'llG 
PIERRE SO 51501 

08030.ZOllJOB I 
S l'I SfCllER CORP 
1919 l.r,JH SlREEJ 
SUIJE 500 
BOULDER 

99999 

co 80102 

08ELGI08107.Z 1 
SA INTERCO" NV 
PLACE OU 1RONE 1 
BRUSSELS 1000 

99999 

81 0607 
8HC.IUll! 

095813006095 l 99999 
SACR.vtENIO MUNICIPAL UJll DIST 
OAYlO S KAPLAN 
SECRETARY ' GENERAL COUNSEL 
6.lOl S ST 
BOX 15810 
SACRAMENJO CA 95813 

095813007,23 1 
SACRAl'IENTO l'IUNICIPAL 
.J .J "AfTINOE 
ASSJ GEN NGK £ CHIEF 
PO BOX 15830 
SAtRA!'tENfO 

99999 
UTIL DIST 
ENGR 

CA 958ll 

095813079.r,]Q l ,9999 
SACAAMENJO "1J"ICIPAL UTIL DIST 
L G St.HWIEGER 
PO BOJI 15830 
SACRAMENJO CA 95813 

053226063184 I 99999 
SALEM ENGINEERING CORP 
2360 H ll4TH STREEt 
wAuwarosa •I 53Zl6 

ao1eo10611a1 1 99999 
SALfN E~GINEERI~ CORP 
SAL~M IECHNICAL SERVICES 
lORPORAfE PlAC.E l 
99 S 8EOFORO ST SUITE 207 
ilUAlfNGJON NA 01803 

01R29ftO'll482 1 
SA~ ANTONIO PUBLIC 
OPt:RU IUNS 
.J f\ POSTON 
ASSISTANT GENLRAL 
Pl.I llOll 1171 
SAl'f ANTCMO 

99999 
SERVICt: i!O 

MANAGER 

Tx 78296 
09211200869" 1 99999 
SAN OIEuO GAS ' ELECTRIC. to 
PU•EK PLANT EN'R & C.ONSfR 
ftARY 0 CllTTOH 
PU l!CX 1831 
SA~ UltliO CA 9/lll 
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".,.,. .J a > ._ I r• -1 I .... :... ~ I 
HGUl.Tl1N '~ 11tJ'll 

092ll200lS1? l 99999 
SAN Ult:GO GAS L ELECTRIC to 
PO•Ell loUPPl Y 
G 0 COTT u' 
L BEllNAI,. 
PO IJOX ldH 
SAN OIE~U CA 92lll 

0921120063~0 1 99999 
SAN Ult.GO GAS G ELECTRIC CO 
HENRY PE llRS 
PO BOX 1831 
SAN UllGO CA 92112 

091112005174 l 99999 
SAN DIEGO GAS G ELECTRIC CO 
.IALK t: Tt40MAS 
PO BOX 1831 
SAN OIEGO CA qzll2 

060603006~09 l 99999 
URGl:Nf L LllftOY 
NutlEAR SFGOS & LICENSING DIV 
I: CwAMCi R CRASS 
S!> t.ASf MOIOIUl STREET 
CHICAGO IL 6060) 

060091064615 l 99999 
SARGENT G LUNDY 
J <. ulLMRl 
COllPORTE Rt.CORDS MANACiER 
122~ OAMTMUUTH 
MflMETTf: ll 60091 

06060106 .. 691 1 99999 
SAllGf;lfl G LUNOY 
E K.A&OT 
SENIOll QA CO~TPOLLEll 
'>5 f;AST MONRul SfllEET 
CHIC.AGO IL b0603 

06U65909lC94 l 99999 
SAR<.lNT f. LUNOY 
ROGELIO ~ PENAS&LES 
6:uz N AYf;ll;) AYE 
tHltAGO IL 60659 

060b0)0646b2 l ?9999 
SAl<GlNJ C. LIJNOY 
M 111.S.A JR 
OOCU~ENTATION SUPERVISOR 
55 lA~f MUNROf STRlll 
CHILAGU IL b0603 

060b~lJ5llJ5 l 99999 
SAKGlNT lo lUNiJY 
H S fAYLOR 
HEAO-~UALITY ASSURANCE OIV 
5~ ~A~I Ml.~~Of ST 
Ct<ICAl.>U IL bObOl 

1H106o.ilJ0650& I 99'N9 
SAllGENT {, LUNDY 
P L WATHU1 
~5 lA'>f MIJIRfJ( SIRUf 
CHIC.Jlull ll 60603 

071119 .. 0'll'tll2 l 
~A~ A~JJ~IU PUBLIC 
Ul't.llU lt.;NS 

9?qq'# 
SER'illCl oO 

.J !' PUSHJN 
ASSlloTA~T GfNlRAl 
l'(J 00.1 1171 

MAr.AGER 

:>AN ANTCf\IU TJt 711296 

0?2ll200B69't l 99999 
SAN UIEuO GAS G ELECTRIC CO 
PU•EK PLANT ENGR & LCNSTR 
C.ARY 0 tOJfON 
Pu ecx 11111 
SAN OIHiO CA 9.Zlll 

092ll20~Sl15 1 99999 
SAN UllGO GAS & t.LEtfRIC CC 
HAllRY 8 SlOEHR 
PO "ox 1831 
SAN DIEGO CA 92112 

097185010382 l 9~999 
SANOIA LABORATORIES 
OIVlSION .,,..,6 
l L BONLON 
Al8UQUEllQUE NM 8118S 

06060306 .. 60.. 1 99999 
SARGlNT (, LUNDY 
P J FROEHlkl 
OOC.UMf;NTAf ION SECTION LOR 
5'> EAST MONROE SfRElT 
CHICAGO IL 60603 

0606030070)2 1 
SAMGENT t LUlltOY 
R <. HE IOER 
PRUJEC T MANAGER 
55 EAST MONROE ST 
l:H I !:AGO 

99999 

ll 60603 

060603010583 l 99999 
SARGENT {. LUNDY 
OIY-NUtlEAR SAFEGUARDS & lit 
OAN KANE 
ASST HUD 
!>!> f:ASI MONROE ST 
C.HIC.AGO ll 60603 

060601064686 1 99999 
SAllGENT {. LUNOY 
G PRAPUOll:Hh 
OOCUMENTATl~N SUPERVISOR 
55 EASJ MONROE SJREET 
C.Hl,AGO IL oObOl 

06060l06S2ll l 99999 
SAMGl:NT C. LUHOY 
MAllllN E SCHUSTER 
llfAt>-QUAUTY CCNTROL OIVISICN 
5'> E MONROE ST 
HUOR 111 
CHICA~O IL 4060) 

Ob060l0b46Tl l 99999 
SAMGE~T G lllftOY 
!.i J VANClkA 
UOCUMENTATIOH SUPERVISOR 
5~ t MONllOI: STMEET 2lST 
~HICA~O IL 6~60J 

~4524106~2)3 99999 
SAVAGE NALKCR SCHULT ASSOC INC 
IOIJ80 l ... UEtO UR 
C.INCINNAll O~ 45241 
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t ~;J 
16'.JI./ 14 ';Hf'. I "" 
WA SHI NC T 1, ... 

09 .. ll\QU!io~S qqqqq 
Sl£11>14 C.LIJli 
lE~Al UE•Lh~f tU .. U l"'t 
ll<llCH4t l Ii 5••<0!"0'10 
2\J.,., • lll'°'lt"t ~T'<lFl 
SAN fll.ANC.IS~U (.A ~ .. 11~ 

Ol!~OHU009.H 
Sklll ~ •ILMtM 
AR f HUii C: (;H•M 
t ;;QUlllE 
)100 VALLEY CENf£11 
PHOfNlX AZ 6!1073 

Ol0d~00217J! 99999 
SlilJl'!'S 
NltHGLAS A PETRICK 
EXtlUflve UIRELfUll. 
s C.HLl'.l CHl'RllY 11.0 
11.0t~Vlllf "0 ~08~0 

0911100001oa l 99999 
SOUTHERN CALIFUMNIA COISCN CO 
LA• Df Pf 
JAMES A BEOlflTO 
PO 8Ll 800 
kOSEMtAU CA ~1770 

091110001533 l 99999 
SOUIHERN C4LIFOAN1£ EDISON CO 
R08EAl OIE7tk 
VltE PRESIOl'H 
ll•" WALNUT ~ROVE AVENUE 
PO BOX ttOO 
ROStMEAO CA 91770 

091770006332 l 99999 
SUUlHEllN CAllfOR~lA EDISON CO 
MARK NEOFUllO 
22•• W4LNUl GROVE AVE 
PO ROX 800 
AOSEMEAO CA 91170 

0926720~6} 2 999¥9 
SUUTHEll.N CAllfOkNIA EDISON CO 
COAPOllAfE DOCUMENTATION "G"f 
R L PRESTON 
!>Uf>EllVISUR tO" 
PO 80l 700 
54111 tLENENTI: CA 92672 

0352020014)] 1 99999 
SOUTHCkN tll 'il:RVI lfS INC 
.J A ltAllY 
PAU.Jl:tf LILENSINC "ANACfR 
PO RlJll i62S 
81MNINGHAN Al J,lOl 

030346064769 l 99999 
SOUTHERN CU SERVIClS INC 
R l Kl14l 
SUPVk f-.G UATA PkCtlSS.NG 
PL ilLll 120<)1'1 
AflANTA ~A '0146 

.; f ' ~ ! • ' .. 
t>:J tiLJ t.1ld 
ioAUl"'i.. 111 VER i.Y 11 7"12 

oc 2000 r 

020850001147 99999 
Sill'JPP:> 
Nlt111JLA'i A PETRICK 
E.Xl:CUf IVE OIRECTOH 
5 (.HUKI: CHl:MRY 11.QAO 
MO(KVILLI: MC 208,0 

09l42000S•S8 999~9 
SUUTH COUNTY PUHllSHING C.U 
RICHARO E 8LANKlNltUAC 
Pu l!Oll 460 
AllRGYO GAANOE CA 93420 

091710058231 l 99999 
SUUTHE~N CALIFORNIA EDISlH CO 
NlJClfAR f:lllGINfERJNG ' OPl:R 
R Olf:flH 
VICI: PMESIOENJ 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE 80ll 800 
kUSEMCAD CA 91170 

091770005372 l 99999 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EOlSOf.I CU 
tHAICU;S R KOC.Hl:R 
ASSISf ANf GENERAL COUNSEL 
P(J ROX 800 
ROSENEAO CA 91710 

091170079429 l 99999 
SUUfHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CO 
L 1 PAPAY 
VICE PRESIDENT 
PU 60ll 800 
ROSEMEAD CA 91770 

092672081S4l I 99999 
SUUJHERN CAllfOkNlA EDISON CO 
SAN ONOFRE NPS 
STEPHEN l WOOUY 
PU BOX 7UO UNITS 2/3 08-2 
SAN CLEMENTE CA 92672 

OJ5202005189 l 99999 
SOUIHEkN CO SERVICFS INC 
UZEN llATUl't 
PO 80)( 2625 
BlkMINGHAl't Al 15202 

OJ!i20?00lll6 l 99999 
~OUfHERN CO SERVl,ES INl 
l1U8lE A IHUMAS 
Viet: PlU;SIOtNT 
Pu SOJI 2615 
8IR11tlNGHAN Al l!iZOZ 

OJOl6100JZ62 1 99999 
SOUTHERN fNGINEEMIN~ CC 
JANl:S COUl'HLIN 
,..1;1t utNHAJIUN SERlllCfS 
lttOO PfAtHIR~E ST NW 
AflANTA GA l0lb7 

Ul35lRUO~l18 1 999~9 
~.11ur Ht KN St IEN(.E APPL IC:AT IONS 
1oALJ£W MIJ,Hfll Ill 
lAltUllVE lllCt PllESIO(NT 
Pll l\IJX 10 
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018l~406•ol4 l qqqqq 
SQut11w1.:.1 rc:.LA,.CH l"'SfllLolf 
(, f' "'V"l'H><t. ,') 
Si~IL~ ~t'>tA~tH AhALY~T 
PO tll~X 2>t'>l !J 
SAiii A••flJIOlu TA 1nlo4 

9Q'l9'1 
C. I I t;;L ti.; I 1\1.. 

08021711 .. 3111 1 
S fl:AkNS llUCtll lllil 
ROY OAVIS 

Sl 

C.OllPUkAH OJA NANAGO 
PO 8CX 5888 
DENVl:lt co !'10211 

99999 
St:RV l<.tS 

TX 11001 

0080J•Oo4668 I 99999 
SlONE ' wtOSlER EMGR CORP 
L J AtDll IOGE 
AUMINJSfMATIVE ASSISTANT 
.) tXlC.UfJVf CAMPUS 
80.1[ szoo 
'HtRRY Hill NJ 08~14 

002107064708 1 99999 
SJCNE ' "E8Sf£~ E~GR C.OllP 
S A C.OMHOllO 
PllOJ((f lltC.OROS ADMIN 
l•S SUMMER sr 
bOSlLN NA 02107 

07077S064727 1 99999 
STUN(- «; WfllSHll £NVR CORP 
Ol.i'OAl 0 P HUPll. il'tS 
ltt.C.CRO AUMI N 
PO etlll ll 7 
SY ~llANC1SV1Llt lA 1011~ 

002107018012 1 99999 
SlUNl ' wtRSTtR tNGN C.URP 
R ti KtllY 
VIC.t PklSIOlNT & QA MCR 
PO dlllt Z J2'i 
dO~Tt,;~ NA 02107 

0021070o47?o I 99999 
SlCNl (; •EbSffM ENGA ~QMP 
H A NOll.,4111 JM 
PllUJf(.f 14A~ACi(M 
l4S SU~MtP ~fRtEf 
8USTON 14A 02107 

"'\,', 1ri ") .. , ~,, "J 

07~l8•U/J~l0 qqqqq 
SUUfH•tSJ RtStAMCH lNSllJUfl 
0 I V I S I U'• l T L I 81UIH' 
(. A ._O~Al 
l I 'il>A>, l All< 
t>.'ll) ('JLU~MA RO PU ;)RAltl:>il8'>1u 
:.A'• .l'OIU,.10 Tr ft!ld4 

U/1611Jel655 ~9~~~ 
S.JUAl<I; U (.O 
I C lll 11 l S ION 
•!lllAM J •l~Hl~MSTlM 
.JUAllTY ASSU~AN<.l MANAGEK 
t>IJ ilUll l 14•b 
RAlll~H NC 21611 

060ll008l<;03 t 
Sl JUSlPHS HOSP lAL 
At>PAMAU Ot'llATA 
11 N AIRLITE H 
ELGIN 

OHU100C.Ol8 A•v1s 

IL C.0120 

Sf EEL HH fOA «; 
"WRNAN A (;.Ull 
1~00 SE F Ill St 
MIAMJ lllAH BAlllK 8lOG 

H Hill 

0200Q600ll0l 1 99999 
SIONE t •lDSJEA ElllGA CORP 
WASHl~~fON OPERATIONS 
ld1~ E~t SJAEEI NW 
SUITE SSO 
WASHINGfON Dt 20006 

0080.J406~59Z l 99999 
SIONE «; WESSTER EHGA CCAP 
J J CARPINO 
SUPVA AEC.OROS ~ANAGEMENJ 
PO BOX 5200 
(HEkkY Hill NJ 08034 

02000•063157 1 99999 
STONE G WEBSTER ENGA CORP 
HILAMY COOK 
l87S EYE STREET NW 
SUI fE 550 
WASHINGTON DC 2\1006 

0021070•S623 l 99999 
SlONE £ ilf8STER ENGR CORP 
S ftPliEN HUNl 
l4S SUll!fllER sr 
BOSION MA 02107 

008034064667 1 99999 
~TONE ' MfijSJER ENGR C.~RP U D MAllHN 
PROJECT RECORDS AOMJl\llSTRAJOR 
PU BOX 5200 
LHEKAY HJll NJ 080}4 

OOlC4~06~680 l 99999 
)JONl £ -l8SJEA EN~R C.OMP 
A014INIStRAUVt SERVICES 
C.AR1)L A lllOAC.kUSS 
ASSISIANJ )Ut'tllVl~OR 
M~O 11 PAfTlR Hill RO 
GuffSfOwN NH 0)0~~ 

002l0700l069 1 99999 
Sh1tn £ 11E8SJER ENlill C.CMP 
lEC.~NILAl INFUAMAJIOl\I tENJER 
NANC.V PHLINI 
P U 80X ll2'> 
dUSTUN lllA Olt07 
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00210700S849 1 99999 
SlONt t llll8SllA tN~A COMP 
NUCll4k ENlK~T OlVllOPMEN1 
P & WllD 
DIRECTOll Of tN~INEtAING 
P 0 80l lJZS 
80S1UN MA 02107 

094Sll0f>o6J2 l 99999 
SlMU<.JUMAL MEC.HANICS usot llK 
JAMlS .J JOHNSO,. 
Vl(.I: PMESIC'fNT 
Z4UO OLO C.RUw CANYON AO 
SAN RAlltON C.A 94~8l 

OlU.SOSJl12 l 
SYMU HERS llltlLS CORP 

i P fANARITI~ 
.Xlt Vl'-t PRES 

PO BOX d 
•&lllU:N PA l6JbS 

Ol9107006S26 1 99999 
S~AllMAN t OtNaU111H 
NOA1H AMERICAN 6UILOING 
lll SOUJH SkOAO STREEf 
SUIH ~10 
PHIL&OllPHIA PA 19101 

01810lUOl49l l 99999 
su~~UlHA!olH& ENVlRON AOVUC.&TES 
l#LllALO A St.HULTZ 
PO ttlil l S60 
WIL~tS-6&kRl PA 18701 

0070UO'Hll6 l 
SlllEPCO TU8£ CORP 
UNL '-LIFlCN BlVO 
C.L I flu~ 

0498010o<lt4l>O l 
SYSTLMS tONTRUl INC 
PU 81Jl( 7811 
lRON "40UNUIN 

999'1CJ 

N.J 0701l 

Ml 'o9601 

0~J~~~Jb-~bu 1 ~~9·,•; 
~flJ .. l I. •i.tlSHk t!ltt.I\ Ci;.kl' 
A,~lhlSr~ATlvt StRvlt~S 
lA~~l & ~Ul'tHUSS 
&~)1)1&~1 ~u~tMYf)Uk 
k~O •I P&Tlf R hlLL RO 
~uffSIO•flC NH 0304~ 

O~l10700l0b9 l q99~q 
Sl\l .. t f. 1111:.BSTlR fflCll'I Ct.HP 
flt~NIL&l INFOR"1ATIOl'li t.£NJER 
l'liAIWC. Y .. t ll IN I 
P U tlOlt lll~ 
duSfUN MA Oll07 

OOZ I 01 Olo49 I 1 99999 
SfUl'liE t •E~SIER fNGR CLRP 
I. lJ ;(IC:HARV~N 
PO 80.X 212!> 
80)TON "1A 02107 

00Zl070641H l 
SJUNt t WEHSTEA ENGR 
M flC VfCCHIAR[LLO 
S~ MGMT SYSTEMS tNGll 
PO COX 212~ 
ROSTON 

9q999 
C.CJICP 

MA 02107 

Ol09060SS44l 99999 
SflUDt INC 
C.AJANAN II SABNIS 
11121 TO~N LINE ROAO 
)ILvtR SPRING MO 20906 

00801105Jl24 
STRUTHERS DUNN 
F P .. EMKEl 
QUALITY CONTROL 
LAMtlS ROAD 
PITMAN 

ENGINEER 

NJ 08071 

OS•EOEUOllZJ l 999~9 
$fUDSVIK ENERGffEKNIK AB 
SflJOSVlK llPAAY 
JHGMJC PETJERSSON 
Ll8RARIAlll 
bll 82 NYKOPING SwEUEN 

OSWITZOOJ42l 1 9CJ999 
SULZER 8ROfHf:RS INC 
M08ERT SAGESSER 
~A .. ANAGEll OOZ6 
Cl+-8<1t0l •INTtATHUlt SWITZERLA 

06Jl01051llS l 99999 
SVERURUP PARCEL & ASSOC l~ 
k E 8tU"1ER 
PRESIOtNT 
801 NOR1H lllH BLVD 
SJ LOUIS MO 63101 

OSlllTZ066CJU l 
S111lSS rtOEMAl OFFICE 
INTcMNATIONAL ENER~Y 
ll &UUE lANG(,fR 
AOMll'll SfRATDR 
301)) R€111N swr T Hll 

UJ76J006~Zl6 l 99'199 
~YSIEM~ UtVELOPMEHT COMP 
'4 ~ MAMltOWIC.l 
~O~ OAK RIO<it: TURNPIKE 
~AK llllOGE TN J78lu 

Ol 17JS05llll l 
U~GH .~oc~ C:ORP 

999'19 
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()TAl•AU() )'>'•!! I q<i l'l'I 
fil •A'a ~iJ•i w (.C 
Alu-.ol i>U•llC .Jfl'-»\1'!1'1£Sl 
P t t I.; 
l•I llL~~tW~lt ~U lqfH fl~~~ 
S.l( I !UN I 
fAIP~l TAl•A~ 

0&9J55057Jb1 l ~q~qq 
TAkutT 1£(HlllULC..;Y lfO 
GRlAI VAll(T ~(RPCPATE Cl~IER 
Qt.ti •Al :.H 
~•A ullfAl YALLlT PAMKwAT 
MAlVtlllll PA lqJ5~ 

031~010809~0 l 99999 
TlNNlSSlf VALLEY AUTHURIJT 
H J GllHlll 
UIRECTUP Of lllUClfAM PCWEP 
1 hO c.tft S.JlllUl SlltH l TUWtM l 
CHATUNOOloiA 1111 H .. 01 

OJ5602019056 l 99999 
fl:N'USSt.f llALlfT AUTHOllllY 
c;. I Jul'ef) 
POWEIC i>l ANl SllPfR INTPfUENT 
PO BGll ,?QOO 
OlC.AT\MI AL J5602 

03740ll>il1380 I 9999'1 
lfN~lSS~E VAlL[Y AUlHOkllY 
OA\IJU LAMHtlH 
400 tHl'>fNtJT S11<ll:T ltlli[k II 
(.HATtAr;._UIJA I'll H•l>l 

IH71i>O\r)l!lv40 

OtlrJSJ51118 1 9q9qq 
I ARGI: 1 ltOCll. (.ORI' 
0 "4 ?ATIAlllNl 
Yltf PM~~lUENl-Elll~llllEEPllllG 
c!Ull v 
tAST fARll4llllGOAlE ~T llfJ; 

0)1219081912 l 99999 
TENNtSSFE DEPT Of PU8llt HLTH 
OJY Of RAOlOLOCJCAl. HEALTH 
MJC.HlAl H 1140tllEY 
DIRECJOR 
Cl-212 CORDELL HULL SLOG 
NASHVILLE fN 37219 

037219006029 l 99999 
HNMSSEE OfC Of ATTY GENERAL 
WILLIAM 8 HU88Al<O 
ASSISTANT ATfOllNEY GENERAL 
SUPREME COURT BUILDING 
,._SHYllLE TN 31Zl9 

03 73810790S5 I 99999 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUfHORITY 
WAltS BAA NPS l £. 2 
" T COT llE 
:.llPEIU NtENOENT 
PO 8UJl <?1100 
SPRING CITY IN J7l81 

011902081019 l 99999 
TENNlSSEt VALLEY AUTHOA&f r 
WA1TS BAR l 1:.2 
H N tULVElt 
40U C0114MERCE AVE 
2 .. 9-A H88 
~NOJlVILLE TN l190Z 

OJ51SZ004M3 1 
fElllNESSlf VALLEY 
C.ONURUCf ION 
WU TER k OAHNU 
PROJECT MANAGER 
p 0 80Jl zooo 
HOLLYWOOD 

037074004637 1 
HNNESSH VALLEY 
tOlllSTMVCflUN 
R T HUK(.OTE 
PllOJtC. T MANAGER 
PO llOJl 2000 
HARlSVllll: 

035601001092 l 
f(NNESSlE VALLEY 
Gt OR!if JONES 
PO ROX ZOOO 
OlCA TUR 

99999 
AUTHOR I 1Y 

AL 3~752 

9999r., 
AUfHOA ITT 

,,,. )707 .. 

99999 
AUTHOR I TY 

Al l~o02 

Ol7ll9010)(o) 1 99999 
ltNNESStE YAlLEY AUTHORITY 
SfUUUYAH NPS l t Z 
l l !USON 
PtANf SUPLRllllTENOtNJ 
PO !\OX 2000 
OAlSY TN ;7119 

o\7 .. 0l00h11S "9999 
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031~~1~ .. ,~40 l ~~~9q 
ffM,t'.>\ll \/All{Y AciTIWlllT., 
llATT~ uAll I I: l 
0 P r 1<l'fS6Y 
PIHJJl t Y lNG I llllE" 
401.1 (.Ht~fl<ll.I >f;ilff TvWt" II 
ti.AT JA,!>({;!l(,A "· } r .. u1 

Ol 1~011)0 l !>!>'I I qqq•1q 
ltl>.lllt~i(t VAll[Y AUf~OMffl 
H t. PAl{k IS 
MA-.AvfJI Uf Pu"lM 
'!>OvA C.Hl ;.TNIJI !)fPUl lCtHN 11 
tH~fTA~OOvA TN )1401 

OJ740IOOS840 1 99999 
HMIESSlt VALLEY AUTHOll ITY 
RCJ>. llOGERS 
400 CHESJNUl STREET-TOWER ll 
(HATfAl'tl.JQ(,A TN 37401 

0373190809'>'> I 
Ht.NUSH VAtl[Y 
SLWUYAH NI'S l t 
G <i SlAlK 
PttUJ~lT ,.ANACER 
PO BOii: ZUOO 
DAISY 

999'19 
AUlHORllY 
2 

JN 37319 

OJ7Ja1080949 I 99999 
ttHNESStl VAlltY AUTHORITY 
WATT~ eAM NPS 1 t 2 
G "AOEti IT l 
PltO.lttf MANACHI 
PO flflll ZOOO 
SPRING lJTY TN )7181 

OJ79020'>7407 l 99999 
lLl'fflfSSlE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
DChAc.D l WflllAMS 
400 ~ SUM .. lf Hill OR 
WIO!l8S 
KNUX~lllE TN 37902 

OZOOl40b47<ll l 99999 
TEllA AOVANtEO SERVICES ttRP 
J LIJNG 
VP AOYANtEO SERVICES 
7101 ldStO••Sll'I AVlNUl 
bCTHlSOA MO 20014 

CT O<o095 

018711005461 ~999 
f(XAS ATTOR~EY GE~CRAl~ LfflLE 
lNVIMUN PRUTtttlUN UIVISION 
SUSAl'i Pll l TMAl'i 
PO H~X ll54H lAPITAl STATIUN 
AUST HI 1 J. r~7l1 

0187S<o0025Jl J 999~9 
TEXAS D£ PT llf HLAlYH 
BU~ Lf ~AUIAlll~ lL~tRUl 
OAVIO K LA! ..... tll 
Ol1<Erl1J1< 
1100 WlST ~9fH STl<l~f 
AUSfli't lll 71'7'>'-

" ! ••• I j .... :. ~ • I I ' • I 
~ "l.A .<'Juu 
('41'.)Y f'; t7HI 

~lr•Ol00h275 l Y99~~ 
IL~'ti>ll VAlltY AUlHuNllY 
OAvlO ul' .. SBY 
~uv lHESl,.,U1 SfRf Ef 
l"ATfA"<UOGA Tt,i lh')I 

OJ790l00517S 1 99999 
ltNNfSSCt VALLCY AUTHORITY 
l'iU(LlAR CNGINlElllNG 8RAlllC.H 
JUH"' R RAUL~ f Of'f 
~00 SUM\llllf Hill AVE WlOClZfJ 
•lOtlZfJt-K 
kNOllYILLE TN 37902 

017902000459 l 99999 
TlNl'llSSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
HtMBLRT S >ANGER JR 
G£:NERAL COUlocSH 
400 lOM .. EMtE AVENUl 
t118Jl l 
kNOllVlllf JN )7902 

OJ740l001342 1 99999 
Tf,.,hfSStE VAtlEY AUTHOPITY 
D lERMlll 
lllEhSIN~ E~Cl~EEA 
400 C.HESTNul ~fREET TOWER JI 
lHATTANOOCA Th )7401 

Ol190200S007 I 99999 
ltNhESSlE VAllEY AUTHORITY 
OONALO l WllllAMS 
400" SU""IT HllL OR 
Wl088St 
"'NOXVlllf TN 31902 

037401001296 l 99999 
TEN~ESSEl VALLEY AUTHORITY 
J[llRY E •ILLS 
400 tHESJNUT ST TOWER II 
tHATTAl'IOOGA fN 37401 

0980S2079~4S l 99999 
TE~RA TEtHNULO~Y tORP 
SALES & MAk~ETING 
STEPHEN i) PORELL 
SYSft~ SPECIALIST 
)d60 l~HlH AVENUl NE 
RlO"llND WA 980SZ 

071711006153 l 99999 
TEXAS ATJORNEY GENERALS OFFICE 
ENY lRUh PllO tEC llUU DIVIS IUN 
blllAN 8ffllffCI( 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 
PU dOX 12548 CAPITOL STATION 
AUSTIN TJ. 7H71l 

018711006031 l 99~99 
flXA) AJTCMNEY GENEMALS Offl~E 
fNVIRONMtNTAl PROftCllON OIV 
DAVID J P11t1STE1t 
A)~f ATJO~NEY GENfRAl 
PU fOX 12S48 CAPlfOl STATION 
AUSTIN tx 78711 

01,.101002qa1 1 999~~ 
flJAS tlECTRIC SlRVICE CO 
I' IJ AOX <HQ 
fUkf WORfH lX 76101 
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ut•." l' 
11uu .. 1:st ., .• , ... ;.r .. ~1 r 
Av>JIN 11 ,,,s~ 

0770l2053llq l 99991 
lE•A~ Pl~t ~lNvlNG (.0 
SUMSUY-kl"IUIJ (UkP 
snv~ :.": 1 .. 

"'"" " A PO !It a 5 l ti -: 
HCU!:.lti. T.c 77011 

015201l)Ot.1!'1 J 't'IY'I, 
llXAS UllL1Tlt5 ~E~t~ATl~G {U 
R .J GAllY 
EX~(. VILE µRtS ~ GlN ~A"IAufR 
20Jl ~"YAN TO~[RS 
OALLAS lJ. 752ul 

075201006516 l 99999 
T~x.a;, UTILITIES SE?vltlS I~ 
HOl"E.11 (. S(.>' .. 10? 
"ANAblll-NULLEAll 5~1lVltES 
2001 tlRYAN ruwER 
DALLAS TX 75201 

018102006464 99999 
lHO"AS t HA1R 
tHARLlS ii ELLICT 
123 NORTH ~IFTH SJREET 
AllENTCN"I PA 18102 

0156300813'1) 
T 1'4l S OA ILY 

99999 

l AUflA S HtltOHS 
PO l'IOX 191 
fLDRE~E Al 35630 

043b520049'>8 1 
lOLEOll tOJSOH C.O 
fl I tHAllO (.ROUSE 
VIC.E PllESIOtNI NIJtlEAR 
JOQ "ADISO"I AVE -sroP 712 
STOP 712 
fOLEOO OH "36SZ 

0434~90815~8 1 
TLLEUU t:Ol SUN CO 
T U "URiUY 

99999 

STATION SUPERINTENDENT 
5501 N STATE ROUTE l 
OAll. HAllllOR OH 

0542lb0058l0 l 99999 
lCWN Of CAllLTON 
STA"ILLY LAC.ROSSE 
CHAIM .. AN 
RUUH I 
KE•AU'lllE ill 54216 

006l0l005H8 1 999<;'1 
lOloiN Of. HAOOA,. 
BLARU Cf SHECTl!EN 
TOllN HAll 
HAUOA"' CT OblOl 

006067020056 l 9q999 
TG~N Uf PLAINVILLE 
UIV Uf EMfll~EN~r S[RVICLS 
RAOlnLO~lt~l OEFLNSL OFFICER 
28 LIJ(U>f ST 
PlAINVllll er 06062 

0131260Jb!>3b 
JU11N Uf SC.PI e A 
ll(J!lfKl P Jlll'HS 
SUP[llVISC..lt 
kU '" OS"'f.l.C NY l 1126 

077C74006Z~5 99'199 
H XA5 PIRG 
ur.1 illll '>I TT Of HOUSTON 
JI.Mt~ '.>COT l 
i~:.iUIRf 
H'Jlt l l 7 UC. 
HUv:.Tur. TX 7707" 

07520l~l~1•7 I ~99q9 
TlXAS urltlTIES Cl~EllAllN~ C.v 
ti H ~ANY 
lXE:t Vl(f ?~I 'il'JENT 
2vOI 8RrAN Hla(M 
CALLA~ IX 75lUl 

Ol710800r;698 1 
THO"AS t THOMAS 
CHAlllES E THO .. AS 
Zll LOCUST STREET 
BOX 999 
HARlllSt!IJRG 

99999 

99999 

PA l 7l08 

OZ0045026885 99999 
lULE:UU 6LAOE NEWSPAPERS 
"ASHlNGfON 6Uf(EAU 
'41 CHAH J WOIJOS 
SC. U:~C.E EDI TOR 
1280 NATIONAL PRESS 81JILOIN& 
wASHINvfON CC l0045 

043bS2005787 99999 
TOLEDO EDISON CO 
lllLHARD P tROUSE 
VltE PkESIOENT-NUCLEAA 
EOISON PLAZA-JOO MADISON AVE 
TOLEDO OH 43652 

O"Jb52001f 03 1 
TOLEUU EO s~ to 
Tt:O f'IYl:RS 
"ANAGEM-NUCLEAR LICENSING 
'00 lllAOISON AVE EDISON PLAZA 
TOLEDO OH 4lb5Z 

054bl2005Jbb 
fOllN CF GENOA 
TOWN CHA lllJl'IAN 
llOIJfE l 
GEO NA 

014519005395 1 
TUWl'f Of ONT AR I 0 
SUPERVISOR 
ld50 RIDl.E ROAD 
ONTARIO 

00136700~"12 1 
lUWN OF RuWE 
60ARO Of >EllC.TlllEN 
tllA IRlllAN 
ROlltE 

oo;,,Z41005865 1 
TO#!ll Of T..O (.REEKS 
GllROIJN '\LAHA 
ro1m C.HAl!tl1AN 
l<OUI[ l 
T,l!J RI YfRS 

99999 

WI 54b32 

99999 

N':' .... 519 

HA 01367 

WI 54t241 
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079618005805 1 99999 us hkC. 
illlLIA" T ORDERS 
SR RESIDENT INSPECTOR 
MOUTE 2 
RU.IC t.10 
!>EhfC.A St 29678 

017C57C06l82 1 
US NRC. 
HO SITE 
lE!liNIE PROUGH 
PU SU.IC lll 
"IDDlETOWlll 

02055508146) 
US NRC. 
SEC.Y 
.JEAN RATH.JE 
H ST lOdBY 
WASHINGTON 

2 

OZ0555007Qql 1 
US NI\(. 
ASlAP 
ALAN S ROSENTHAL 
E•-529 
ilASHINGTON 

0!9«t0600M09 
US NRC 
G SANl!ORN 
6)1 PARK AVEl\iUE 
KING Of PRUSSIA 

OZ0555029ICJO l 
US NRC 
ACRS 
RI CHARO SAVIO 
lvl6 HST 
111.\SHINGTON 

020555063102 
US NRt 
A0114 1 IOC 
snvE ston 
lAN0-1210 
lllASHINt.TUN 

020555000021 
US NltC. 
ASL RP 
~K~OERICK J SHON 
E-1o <lo'!>O 
1'1ASHINGTON 

U.ZOS55005114 I 
US MIC 
ASlRP 
lVAN w S•UJH 
ESQ 
f•-'t50 
WASHINGfCN 

0760«t3'JOS008 
U.> NAC. 
C.U'4AlliC.HE PEAK NPS 
POSE•H u TAYLOR 
RC.SIDEhl INSPECTOR 
PO 11011 iA 

99999 

PA 17057 

ot 20555 

99999 

oc 20555 

99999 

PA 19406 

99999 

Ot 20555 

"9999 

oc 20555 

99999 

oc 20555 

99999 

DC 205'!>5 

99999 
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Obb8J'Nv'HS'l 
U'.:o i.,;t 
NOLF C.t<f E II. °'IPS 
T (.!'! VAltJE L 
RlSIOt~f INiPfC.fOR 
PO soc Hl 

qqqq<J 

R""L I Nu fUN -.s bt.8)? 

02055507820b qqqqq 
US IO•l. 
SP 
SUE WllSSBCK& 
STAJE LIAISON OFflttR 
Ak!>OH 
WASHINGTON OC. 20555 

0205~!>000144 99999 
US "6PC. 
ASL8P 
SHHIJON J WIJLF E 
ES4.1UlltE 
E-w 450 
•ASHINGHIN DC 20555 

Ol940b001570 20 9<1999 
U~ Nllt RlGllJN I 
REGIONAL AO~INISJPATOR 
631 PARr. AVlNUl 
lllNG O~ PMUSSIA PA 19400 

Ol9406UOol4U l 9999? 
US i.At RECilUN I 
KARL AKRAHAllC 
PUBLIC. Af~AlkS OFFIC.ER 
f>Jl PARK. AV[ 
K.ING OF PRUSSIA PA 19406 

019406081610 l 99999 
US NllC. REGIOl'f I 
"YU CA .. PBELL 
STAJC A~REE~ENTS OFFltEM 
631 PAkll. AVf: 
lllP«i OF PRUSSIA ;>A 19406 

OJOJ0305b497 l 99q9q 
US NRC. REGION 11 
RE~IONAL ST~fE LIAISON OFFICER 
lOf MARIEfTA STREET 
SU 1l JlUO 
AILANTA GA lOJOl 

060131006185 999<19 
US NRt RE~ION Ill 
REGIONAL AD~INISfRATOA 
799 ROOSEVELT ROAD 
GLEN ELLYN IL 60137 

076011006)84 99999 
US Niil KlGl'lN Ill 
REGILNAL AC~INISTRATOR 
611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE 
SUITE luOO 
ARLINvluN IX 76011 

0760ll00l509 99999 
US NRC. REGl~N IV 
AlACfOR PRLJECI tlRANCH l 
C.HIU 
611 ~YA~ PLAZA ~R 
SH IOJu 
AkL Utl,fuN TIC 76012 

()20555005402 
US NII( 
llSLAP 
tHRIS WlLLIAllllS 
E:.o!lzq 
WASHINGTON 

020555001803 
US NII(. 
ASLBP 
SHHUON J wOLFE 
EW4J9 
WASHINGTOl'f 

,Jt.,. •. : '·.1 ., ) 

PA 15017 

9?99? 

DC. .!0555 

99999 

DC. 20555 

Ol940600bl87 99999 
US NRC. lellOJON I 
REGIONAL AOllCINISJRATOR 
6ll PAltK AVENUE 
1'.ING Of PRUSSIA PA l94vb 

019406026175 99999 
US NICC REGION I 
fAllH 8RENNE .. AN 
REGIONAL STATE LIAISON OFFIC.~R 
631 PAltK AVENUE 
KJ~G Of PMUSSIA PA 19406 

010301006186 l 99999 
US l'llRt REGION II 
REGIONAL ADMIN,~TR•fOA 
101 MARIETTA S REET 
SUITE 3100 
ATLANTA GA J03al 

03030)081629 99999 
US tilt(. REGION II 
RICHARD •OO:>RUFF 
STATE AGREEMENTS OFfltEA 
lUl "ARIEJTA ST SUITE 3100 
ATLANJA GA 10303 

060117064870 l 99999 
US NRt llEGION l I 
ltEGlUNAL SfATE Ll~ISOH OFFICER 
79q l<OO!>EVELI AD 
GLEN ELLYN IL 60137 

07601105fl496 1 99999 
U!> Nl<t MEGION IV 
MECIUNAL SfATE LIAISON OFFICER 
611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE 
SUI Tl; lUOO 
AqllNGTUN TX 76011 

076011007009 
US NRC. Rt:GION IV 
.JOHN T COLLINS 
bll RYAN PLAlA 
SUIJE 1000 
AKLll'i&fON 

99999 

TX 7601 l 
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., .... '. . .. u, l'.~l. ...... 1 .. ,. ii J 
Rl~ICNAL AU•l~l~fRAfUW 
7qq W~U~fVlLr ~OAU 
GLEN llLYN IL 6'137 

07f>Ol200JS89 1 999?9 
US ~NL WEGl~N IV 
RlAlJCR PRLJECI RRANCH l 
CHIU· 
fill llYAN PLAZA UR 
SH IOvu 
AltLPo<,TuN Tll 76012 

0 760 l208 l f>27 1 99999 
US ~RC. 11.EGluN HI 
ROBERT OOUA 
STAJf AGltEC"ENTS OFFICER 
611 kYAN PLAZA OR SUITE 1000 
ARLINGTON Tll 76012 

094~96006)83 l 99999 
US NM(; REGIOl'I V 
REvlONAL AO~JNISfRATOR 
14~0 "ARIA LANE 
SUIH 210 
WALNUT tREEk CA 94S96 

094S96006S67 ~999 
US NRC REGION V 
JAMES HANlHE TT 
PU8LIC INFOR"AJION OFFICER 
1990 H CALIFORNIA BLVD 
WALNUT CllEEk lA ~596 

0681020793&5 l 99999 
US VETERANS AOMINISTMA11UN 
lROOl 
R L TURCOTtE 
HOSPITAL DIRECTOR 
<lolOl •OULllORTH AVE 
OMAHA NE 68102 

D07D8l06<1o448 l 
VALCOK l:NGlNf:Ell. NG 
G J 8UllGU 
QA 01 .. ELTOK 
NO 2 LA~~f:~CE MO 
SPRINGflHU 

~999 
CORP 

'CJ 07081 

08<1o66)D5ll78 1 99999 
VALH" Ill;( 
G c; UAMll. 
QUALllY ASSURANCE MNGR 
MUUl'llAIN SPRINGS PARKWAY 
SPMIN~VILLE ur 84663 

OUS495o~•l30 1 99999 
Vf:LAN VALVE CORP 
P J STlllLClYK 
PLANJ MA~A~llC 
AVI: l &klSwULO IND PARK 
WlLLISJGN VT 05495 

0056020065~7 l 99999 
VEMN~Nl OlPT or HfALTH 
DIV Uf UllUPAllUNAl ~PAD HLTH 
RAY-.ONU lw M(.(.A"40l L .>S 
AO"lN HLUC.-10 KALOWIN STP[fT 
NUNTPtllEk VT 0~602 

00Sb0200S69~ 1 ~qq9q 
VlKMllhT PUHlll il~Vllt dLANU 
l.!O ~UH ~TkHI 
.. , • 1'f"l't t Ir , VT ,..,,,.,,..,.,. 

0760110~6496 1 99999 
U~ ~kl ltlGION IV 
klGIU~AL ~TATE LIAISON OFFICER 
bll RTAN PLAZA ORIVE 
Sul TL 1000 
A~LINGlUN rx 76011 

0161.111007009 
US Pfll.C. Mt:GICN IV 
JOHt. T CGLLINS 
C.11 RYAN PLAZA 
SUl1E 1000 
ARllNGHlN 

99999 

TX 76011 

076Dl208l628 1 99999 
U> NRC PEGION rv 
kALPH S HEYEN 
STAJE AGHEElltENTS OfFICElt 
611 RYAN PLAZA (lit SUITE 1000 
ARLINGTON Tll 7C.Ol2 

094596056S07 1 99999 
US NRC MEGION V 
REGIONAL STATE LIAISON OFFICER 
l ... SD 114ARIA LA~E 
WALNUJ CREEK CA 9 ... 596 

D9459608l626 1 99999 
US NRt kEGION V 
JAtk .. ORNUR 
STATE AGREl:NENTS OFFICER 
1..,50 HARi& LANE SUITE 210 
WALNUT (MEEK CA 94596 

084110079448 l 99999 
UTAH UEPf Of HEALTH 
DIV OF ENVIRONMENTAL HLTH 
ALVIN E RICKERS 
OIRECJOR 
BOX 2500 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84110 

008225005638 1 99999 
VALORE MCALLISTER ET Al 
CAICL VALORE 
MAINLAND PROFESSIONAL PLAZA 
S35 TILTON ROAD 
~8R?~:1H6 
OtANA005ll29 
VHAN INC 
A K VH&lll 
PRtSJOEPH 
2125 WAkO AVE 
H4 .. -lf6 
MO"'ITMEAL QUEBEC 
OIJ56u200581Jl l 
Vf:M,.UlllT &HORNEY 
JOHl'I J !;ASTON 

NJ 08._125 

99999 

CANADA 

99999 
GENERAL 

109 STATE SfREEJ-PAVILION ~LOG 
MUNJPElltR VJ 05602 

005&020ll8D4 99~99 
VfM .. CNJ PUHLIC ~ERVltE 
MIC.MAKO H SAUOl:K 
(.JM" I >S IONl:R 
120 STA1E :OJ 
MU~TPELIER VT 05~0Z 
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li'l.i.\•tf ... ~· ..... \ ........ 
AYt t. '"°'l~•Ulel l._O >'A«k 
Vllll~lGN VT c~~qs 

OOS60Z00Sb9S 99999 
'lltMMONl PU~Lll St:PVllt dCARD 
1.ZU :.UH S.ll<H l 
MO"lPfllfM VT 0S602 

OOS60100S897 l 99999 
V[RMC~l TANkt[ OtlOM AlLIA~lE 
S !>Ull !:>Tfld:l 
&Cl Ill f 
""NTPELIEll VT OS602 

OOl70lUOS88J I 99999 
VtkMO~l YA~K[[ !tfUt PO•ER tOttP 
LOulS H(IOER 
Vlc.t: PRESl!JENI 
1«>71 llORC.fStt.k MO 
FRAMINGHAM Iii& 01701 

00Sl0lOOS846 l 99999 
VlRMUNi YANKEE IW.Jt POWtR CCAP 
W P MURPHY 
VP ' '4AHA~ER OF ~~ER&TIONS 
kD S ~X 169 fEA• 1 RO 
8RAT1lEb01lO VJ OSlOl 

OOSJOlOOfOO• l 99999 
VER~ONt Y&NKEC ltUC. POWER (.OAP 
YANKll &TOMJt [LfCTRIC P•M CO 
J 8 !.l'«.LAlll. 
llC.ENSl .. 1.t ENGl!Wt:ER 
RO S 'Hiil lb-. FE'lllY RO 
8RATJl(60RG VT OSlOl 

00l9SOO~Sll8 1 
VIW.EN lNOUSJRtf:S 
VAL ~UUC.MARO 
VIC.E l'RlSIDtNT ' 
4l PLEAS.ANT S.T 
NlaliUllYPOR1 

99999 
I Ht 

JEtH MGR 

"A 01950 

010SlOOOHZ2 l 999<1"1 
VltlAGl U~ 8\JCHANAN 
C.Ull. II O&LVI& 
VlllAl.tE &ltUlilNET 
J<iS SOUTH KIVE~SIOE AVE 
C.RCION UN ~UCS.ON NT 10520 

02lll806l~lt l 9'>9<19 
Vlkl.tlNl& C'JflP CF II IC.H'4CNO 
580~ lA~l)lOl AV~ PU8 "147• 
RIC.t<MONU VA llll8 

l J I '.>TA- 1 t ..) t ... l. t. 1 - .. .ti. I l ''~ oj. f'. L 
~J~l,.Elll:ll vl 1.1~ ..... • 

OOSJ0100S896 l Y't-199 
VERl'ffililf YAH~H Vt:CC" AlllAHlE 
SJ t-110:.J S.flUH 
~RAfJlCBC.110 VT OS}~l 

OOS:J010062S2 I 99999 
'lllM'4Ul1T YA"tktE l'tU(; PO~Ell tC.aP 
w F C.ONVAY 
P•tSIOElllJ L CHIEF EXEC OFFICER 
~~ S dUA 169 FCRRY RO 
8RAlTlt~ORO VT 0Sl01 

OOSJS.064682 
VE1tll40NT U!tfKEE 
11 F MILLIG&lll 
WIHNl ST RAT IVE 
PO eoic l Sl c;ov 
VERNON 

1 99'i99 
MUC. POlllER CORP 

SUPERVISOR 
HU"ll RO 

vt OS3:>4 

00Sl0100S618 l 99999 
VCRMUHT YAl'tKEE NIJC PO•ER CORP 
J 8 SINCLAIR 
llCEHSllilv ENGIHEER 
110 s BOA 169 FERRY ao 
dkAfflE80RO vr OSJOl 

04410•0Sl7fS 
Vl(.lORHN NC 
K E S.T&FfORO 
QA IC&NA«;ER 
10101 WOOOLAMO 
ClEVElA'tO 

AVE 

010Sll00Sb86 l 
VlllAGt UF &UC.HANAN 
t>lOICGE 6EGANY 
'4&YOR 
Zlb TATE AVf'tUE 
8UCt<&"tAN 

OH ••10.. 

99999 

NY lOSll 

0Zlll90~S670 1 9999~ 
VIR~INIA ATTORNtY GENERAL 
1101 EAST BRO&U SfREtJ 
KlC.HMONO VA ZlZl<i 

OZ1Z09011~00 99999 
VIRGINIA lUMP C.OM~ISSION 
JUIE!) N wlfTllfE 
OIRHTOll 
PO ~UJI 1197 
PICHll!ONO VA lll09 

02Jllf0809f0 l 99999 
VIR~INI& tlECT•lt L PO~EP tO 
NOKJH ANNA NPS 1 t Z 
w R C.ARlltRl~HT 
Sr&T ION ll!AIUIOtR 
i>U t!UX 4-0Z 
MINERAL V& 23117 

Oll~blOO~bfl 99999 
Vlk~l~lA tLElTRlr. t POWER CC 
J ., tt:kuUSON 
lXf,Ullvt VICE PMESIOENT-POw(K 
I'll HCiC 2b6bt> 
lllCH"'U~U VA 2J2bl 
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0/Jl/K~8l~l7 1 9~999 
Yli<l.l"'IA l';llP C.f 1oil(.H .. C~i0 
!ilJU'I l• .. l:.liJt AVl PIJb 'l47'o 
Rltt .. 411NU VA lllllJ 

OZJZ61004SS8 l 999Y9 
YIMGINlA ELECTRIC & POWER CO 
l I IH•Alt Y 
A P FLANAG&N 
L ll'IMAlllAN 
l'U t>Ull 26666 
RICHMONU YA 212~1 

999'1'1 OZlZ6l 1106!>44 f 
YlltGlNIA ELEC.TR C 
R H Lf AS8UMI> 

t POWER tO 

Yl<.E PMESIO~NT-NUC 
PIJ 80ll lb6C.o 
Rlt.H"'ONO 

OPfRAT IONS 

YA Zl261 

Of 3204080'14S l 99999 y RGINIA ELECTRIC & Power co 
NIJltJH ANNA l NPS 
i: LIFRAt.E 
PROJtCT C.uuROINATGR 
PO bOX Solo 
RICHMUNU YA 21204 

023!83079189 l 99999 
YIMt.INIA ELECTRIC & POlllER CO 
SUlllCY NPS l & 2 
J L "lLSON 
SlAl ION MANAGER 
PU POll llS 
SURRY VA 23883 

060~210S3721 
Iii J 111CJOL lEY CO 
WA "'ANAl#lll 
1115 Wf51 22NO Sf 
0Ak6ROUIO. 

99999 

IL 60521 

Oull730o67BJ 999q9 
W II l#lfALI; L C.U 
ORGAN IL CH! "'IC.Al S 0 l\11 S ION 
JOttt. J [ A_,AN 
KtSlARC.H SPIC.IALISl 
';5 HAYUlN Avt 
LlXINGTl!N l'IA OZl 7l 

04bll4006240 l 99999 
iUi'IA'!>H VALL[Y Pll,..ER ASSOC 
l P "4Aj:;.J IN 
IOl:NlkAL "ANA.:if.R 
PO llUX l'o101J 
l~UIA~Ai>~ll~ IN 46124 

0010)b0~ll4l 99999 
111Al.,.IJ1<Tll (.(1 
AlD~CO PL.\Nl 
JCHN l HA,.l.t;Y 
NU(.L!:AIC l:~l~"I C.UNSUL l A~lf 
l4UC 111 Ell/Alllltt AVl 
Ll~Ul"I NJ 0703b 

OZJZ090l1800 ~9999 
VIK~INIA (.UMP (.CMMISSICN 
JA"'E~ M •I 1f llH 
llll(t(. lflK 
PU qU.C 1197 
~l(.H"'0NU VA Zllv9 

0~3111080970 1 9~9~9 
VlRvl~IA tlttTRJ(. ' Pu•lR tu 
~UMfH ANNA NPS 1 & 2 
._ R (.ARhlll,.HT 
:>rATIU" "'&JojAt;t;lt 
PO dUlC 'o02 
~JNERAL YA 21111 

02JZ6100S672 l 99999 
VIRulNIA ELECTRIC t POWlR <.G 
J h H:Ji'C..USON 
EAE<.UllVt VICE PRESIOENl-PO•ER 
l'U !lC.C 26660 
~l(H,..UNO YA 21261 

OllZ610809~Z l 99999 
VIRGINIA ELECTRI(. t Pv~Ek <.C 
SUMMY & NOKfH ANNA NPS I & l 
P 0:. VOOllll!tt 
UIRECTUK OF NUCLEAR SECURlfY 
PO BOA 26&66 
RICH~OND VA 2JZol 

OZJZ6100Sbl9 1 
YIR~JNIA EllCTRJt & 
NUCLt;AM OPlRAlJONS 
R H LEASBURG 
YICl PRtSIOEHT 
PU 80X 26666 
Rl(.HlllO!ttO 

99q99 
POWER CO 

YA 21261 

023117080946 l 99999 
YIR,INlA ELtCTRlC t POllt.R CO 
NOMlH ANNA l NPS 
i> G PEMln 
SITE MANAGER 
PU BOA lb 
"'INlRAL VA 23111 

Ol000o006SSZ I 99999 
VOLPE BUSKEY t LYmlS 
0 B MAC.GUINEAS 
918 lblH ~TREEl NW 
WASHINGTON DC 20006 

OZ08740~621l 1 99~99 
w L fAUlh ASSOC INC 
NUCLEAR JNOUSf RY C.ONSULf ANTS 
14411 POPLAR Hill RO 
GEMMAhTOWN MD 20874 

061820001585 99999 
•AALEK EVANS & GORDON 
Tlil)MAS J GOMOON 
t SWUIME 
lSC>J S NEJl 
tHA"PAIGN IL 61820 

Ol00070S7894 l 9999~ 
WALL STKtET JOURNAL 
JOHN llll)(.HWILLER 
Zl C.CRfLANDl STltfEl 
~tW YUM~ NY lOOU7 

01?4!lOS313l 99999 
loAL•UKTH CO 
COHPCMATE ENGINEERING 
II lJ HUNJ 
UUALIJY ASSU~ANLE MANAGER 
PU BUX an 
~ALLlY FORGE PA 19481 

-
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k4~1A1&L~ ~u~l~tl ~~~~~A~ 
NAN(..Y P KIMlll!'.k 
SUP[AlllSOR 
V-lJ 
OLYM~IA •A 96504 

098S04004ll l l ?99'1'J 
WA~Hllll~Jl~ ULP1 or soc ' ~lfH 
ltAOIAf 10111 C.Gr..IP!JL SEC 
T ll•MY S HldNI. 
Ht-Ai.I 
AfftUU~lRIAl ~AMK lf-13 
OLYMPIA ~A ~ij504 

~~~Y~efs~siNER~Y FAtl~9~11E 
f:VALUAllON (OU~l.IL 
NII.HULAS 0 ll•IS 
tHAllOUN 
PY-ll 
OLYMPIA llA 98S04 

099]~2081S7R l 99999 
WASHINGTON PU8 POWER SUPl SYS 
c; :, t.ARL I ~lf 
DEPUTY PRO~RAH MANAGER-WNP-2 
PO BUX 9b8 
RICHLANO WA 99152 

098541079424 l 99999 
WA~HINGJON PUB PO•ER SUPl SYS 
D E DOBSON 
PRUJ~CT MANAGER-WNP-1/S 
PO 80Jl 1221 
ELMA WA 9B541 

0993S20062lS l ~999 
WASHINGfON PUB POWER SUPL SYS 
R l f EK GU SON 
MANAGING OIREtfOR 
JOOO GEORGt WASHINGTON WAY 
PO ISOX 968 
RICHLANV WA 99)52 

098S4l064f>02 99999 
WASHJN~JON PUB POWER SUPl SYS 
G L FONES 
SR PROJECT QA ENGINEER 
PO ISIJJl L.?2J 
ELMA WA 9B54l 

098541079422 99999 
WASHINGTON PUB POWER SUPl SYS 
R S LEOOltK 
PROGf,Al'I OIRf:CTOR - llNP 315 
PO BUX llll 
ELMA WA 98541 

099)52081510 99999 
llASHINGTON PU9 POWER SUPL SYS 
k G fllAHLCK 
PROGRAM UIRECTOR-WNP-2 
PO 81Jll 9&8 
AICHLANO WA 9q3~/ 

099JS1006407 l 99999 
WASHINGTON PUB POWl~ SUPl SYS 
RILHAKO 0 ~Ul~l~Y 
ESwUlkE 
lUUU GlUPCl 111ASHINCTON WAY 
RILHLANO WA 99J52 

099J~i~S7l88 l 99999 
WASHINGTLN Pue POll(R SUPL SYS 
LILEN~lNG ENGl~l[~ING 
G (.. SLM!:NSEN 
JOOO Gt:·JKl>t lllASHINGTON WAY 
PO 1\0.( 'iloli 
RIC.HLAtru WA ~9jS2 

0992190~313~ l 99999 
lllHK l1MIJS MlTAl PkUOUCTS INC. 
PU till .ll l '10'1'1 
SPUKANf WA 99219 

I.,, .1i ,1., • 

I "" !>I._._,,,.~ 
HtAO-kAulAT ION LONTROL SEC.I lllN 
OLY~PIA wA ~b~04 

099352006466 l 99999 
WASHJN~TCN PUB POWER SUPL SYS 
G 0 BIJUl.HEY 
Of PUJY UIRECTOR-Sf TY & SECURTY 
PO BOX 'lb8-MO 650 
kltHLANO WA 99352 

098541006224 l 99999 
lllA~HINCTON PU8 POWER SUPl SYS 
Kt:Nl'd: f H w COOK 
PO BOX 1223 
ELNA WA 98~41 

0993520064&9 l 99999 
wASHIN~fON PU8 POwlA SUPL SYS 
G E OOUPE 
3000 GtOkGE WASHINGTON WAY 
PU BOX 9&8 
RICHLAND WA 99l52 

099)52008688 1 99999 
WASHINGJCN PUB POWER SUPL SYS 
R L FEltGUSON 
MANAGllllG DlRfCJOA 
PO BOIC 9611 
RICHLAND WA 99352 

099352079423 l 99999 
llASHINGJON PUB POWER SUPL SYS 
R 8 GlASStOCK 
QA OlRf.tfOR 
PO BOX 968 
RltHLANO WA 99352 

098541064621 1 9999V 
WASHINGTON PUB POWER SUPL SYS 
R 0 MAOIJEN 
OUAllTY ASSURANC.E ENGINEER 
PO !SOX 1U3 
ELMA NA 98541 

099J5200b468 99999 
llAS~INGTON PU8 PUWER SUPL SYS 
RUGER NlLSON 
lltt:~SING MANAGER 
PU 8UX 9b8 
RICHLANO WA 993SZ 

099352081529 99999 
WASHINGTON PUB POWER SUPL SYS 
R W ROUT 
PROGltAM OIREtlOR-WNP-l/4 
PO eox 11u 
RICHLAND WA 9~3~2 

0?93S2064626 99999 
wAS~INGTON PU6 PO~ER SUPl SYS 
l l WH I f(.UHH 
5tNluR ENG REC ANALYST 
1000 GEORGE WASHINGTON WAY 
KltHLANU WA qqj52 

025J0500S701 99999 
WESJ VIRGINIA OfPf OF HfALlH 
I.LARK HAN~8AltGER 
~JAIE DIREtJOR CF HEALTH 
,. , I"'\'': '\ JI',,....,. .,,,,, 
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-

iwA otA • .l . .,.l..: 
l4H~ •u:.twfJt A~f 
SAi\ f•4P;Cllo0 

01'>210038027 I 
WESTl'tl#HIJU'if: ELECTlllC. 
NUCllAM SAFFTY OlPT 
R U dURC .. 
LltENSl~G ~NGINEEA 
PO 8U J~S 
PI IT SBUMGH 

CA 941.?4 

<i199<i1'1 
C.ORP 

PA 15Zl0 

014Z4005lll8 I 99999 
WESTIN~OUSE ELECTRIC C.OMP 
LAii.Got MOroM DIVISlUN 
f W C.OP;WAY 
MANA~EM QUALITY ASSURANCE 
4454 GENESEE SfAltt 
8UffALU, NY 14240 

015Zt0006311 1 999~9 
WESllN<OHOuSE (LECTRIC CURP eoe tus 
PO BOX lSS 
Plff SRUMCIH PA ISZ30 

015Zl0001ZZZ l 99999 
WESTINCIHOUSE llECTRJC CORP 
• C <IANGLOH 
PO 80X 355 
PllTSHUMGH PA E>ZlO 

015230006498 1 99999 
WCSllNGHOUSt tlECTRIC COMP 
POwEk SYSTEMS 
.I t t<LEIH l 
PO 6'JJ( 3 55 
PITT:.Rt1tl11H PA lSZlO 

014240053713 1 q'l999 
WESTl"ll#llOVH ElftTRIC C.Ul<P 
MEOl~M M~ IJA L (;[ARING UIV 
IJ l HUUVEk 
vEN(ICAL MANA(ltw 
PC. 60X l2!> 
UUffALD NY 14240 

Ul'>ZJOJJ65Zl 9?9'19 
Wl S 11 N(.IH'U:.l CHC JR IC. C.llll .. 
ATLMIC. l'OwlR 01S11C11\Uf lrlN 
WILLIAM KORT I fk 
Pus 1 UH I Cf li0J( 355 
PlrTSUUkl#H PA l'>Z10 

\ f ,, • l • '. ,,J l .. ·, . 
~, 11,Ji.jl t t>kl,.l,fl, 

03257&0S372l 99999 
WESfl~GHOUSE EltCTRJC COPP 
NUtltAM ~U~PONlNTS DIVISION 
C K AOic:INS 
PPUJtlT HANAGEM BRCP 
PU eox 1 lilt l 
l'fNSAC.OLA fl JZS7o 

OlS2J0065Z2l I 99999 
WESflN~HOUSE ELtCfAIC CORP 
Ii H 8A14Ft»<O 
PU llOX )55' 
PITTSBURGH PA 15130 

015ZJ0081612 
WESTINGHIJUSE ElECTklC 
POWEi< !>YSH~S 
H A CLAlllSON 
PO BOX 2128 
Pl TTS8URGH 

99999 
COMP 

PA 15230 

OlS2J0006109 1 99999 
WESTINuHOUSE ElEC.fRIC C~KP 
kUtltA~ SERVICE OIV SION 
II H (UMFAAJ 
PO qox 212e 
PITTSBURGH PA 15210 

014845001535 1 99999 
NESTINuHOUSE ELECTRIC CUHP 
ELEtfAONIC COMPONENTS OlV 
wALLACf: lallLJES 
WESTINGHOUSE CIRCLE 
111 
HUMSEHEAOS NY 14845 

014240053141 1 99999 
WESllNGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
PUWtA ELECTHONIC.S & OAIVE SYS 
R G HULD8RuUK 
GENE.MAL MAl'IAGER 
PO f\OX ll'; 
RUFFALO NY l424J 

0)78J008llJ1 1 99999 
WtSTINGHOUSj ElEtfAIC CORP 
ANGUS If. IMM NS 
PU '30X Ill 
OAK KlOGE TN 31830 

015210001319 1 99999 
WtSTINGHOUSL ElEC.TRlt CORP 
W LUCE 
PO 8UX 355 
PlffS8UttGH PA 15210 
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• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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• 
• 
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1,,. ., ., , ·. ' I I! ,. • · 
)Al> t<A•<tl:.·~ 

Ol411'o~t;'>.H"" 1 qqq"q 
Wt'.>li'l(;,nflV~l fllCT.ll( CCH' 
INUU::.t t ~~VI TU~l UlV 
(JlJjl.l If'( A'.>!>Ul<Mil.l OIA .. Al>lP 
W( !. fl N;,HU'-l::.l f. !>.C'.l l 
HIJl'SlMtAU'> .. y 1 .. s .. s 

06U099u81SOO l 999q9 
•f: !. J INuHOU'>f t LE C. Jli. I(. CORP 
llllSflllJ( f ' fMAl!llJN<; REA( fCR 
(. llAt.H 
MAlllAC.(M 
SOS SHILOH 8LVO 
lit~ ll 60099 

01Sll00J80Z7 1 9999'1 
WESflNGHUUSf: ElECTklC CORP 
NUC.lt.41< SAffl'Y l>lPf 
R U tWRC. .. 
LIC.tNSl~G ENGINEER 
PO 81~X J~5 
PllJS8UkGH PA 15210 

Ol1t21ooo~Jll8 1 99999 
Id. St INGttOuSE HEC Ht IC C.CikP 
LARGl MOJOM OIVISIUN 
f W C.ONWAY 
NAhAG[~ QUAllfJ ASSURANCE 
4454 GENESEE S Rlfl 
fl'1ffALIJ HY lltlltO 

0152J0006Jll l 99999 
WESJIN&l10USE £l£CJRIC CORP 
808 fAAS 
PO BOX :.~S 
PIJTSRUMGH PA 15210 

015210001222 l 99999 
WESf JNl#HCJJ,ISt lLECTRIC C~RP 
• C liANGLOff 
PO 80X J~5 
PlllSbURGH PA 15210 

015210006498 l 99999 
WlSJINGHOUSt llECfRIC C.ORP 
POWEk SYSTE"4S 
J C. ,..LEdll 
PO b'JX J 5S 
Plll~RU~~H PA 15210 

0142,00S,723 l ~9999 
WEST l"'~llOIJSE HHJAI<. (Ol<P 
HEOIUM MulUR t GEARING 0111 
IJ L HUOVEI< 
~f!IC['l4l MAftAl>l-M 
P(i !IUX ZZ., 
CUffALO NY l•2•0 

Ol5ZJOJJ6S22 999~9 
llflSJll'tGttl'U!>E £l~CUIC C.URP 
AtLMIL PUwLR OISl'll~UllON 
llllll.IAM ~UllJIE" 
PO~l V~flCf !IUX J'>5 
PlflSuUl(GH PA 15210 

Ol~6blOSll'oZ l 99999 
111l5llNGHOU5t LLLCTRIC CORP 
AkO-•Alfl Mill Sill 
A L "'4KJ INJ 
~UALIJY AS>URANCf MANAGER 
f'n tmx l '>d 
•UU I <,11•; PA I 'ii> ft~ 

vll5760.,l7ll 1 99999 
WE!allttGHUV~F EllCTRIC CLJRP 
NUCLEAM t.U~PONtNfS OJvl:.JUN 
C It 1\1)1( I"'> 
PPUJttT MANAGE~ !IRCP 
Pu eox l.Z6H 
PtNSACCLA fl ll'>lo 

015Zl006522l 1 99999 
WE.St IN\oHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
• H 8AMflllt0 
PU EICX l'>5 
PfJTSBUMGH PA l5ZJO 

015210081612 1 99999 
•ESTINGHUUSE ElECTklC COMP 
P011[H !aY!afEMS 
H A CLAWSON 
PO EIOX 2128 
PITTS8UllGH PA 15230 

08S2820SJl40 99999 
llllSflNGHOUSE ELECJRIC COKP 
~OMPUT[M ' INsrRuMENTAJION OIV 
NAN(.Y ou..;Gf;R 
PO OOX ZlOOS 14•1 111 AlAMEOA OM 
TEMP[ Al. 8'Jl82 

015230006709 I 99999 
WESJIN<iHOUSE ELECJRIC C~kP 
NUCLtAR SERVICE DIVISION 
.. H FUMFARI 
PO "OX 2728 
PITTSBURGH PA 15ZJO 

Ol484500l~JS 1 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ElECfRlC COMP 
ElECfRONIC COllPCNENTS OiV 
•ALLACE ~llllES 
Wl~f INCHOUSE CIRCLE 
l ll 
HORSEHlAOS NY 14845 

Jl421t005Jl41 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
POWER f:lECfRONICS & ORl~E SYS 
II C. HOLOllRIJOK 
GCNEHAL MANAGflt 
1'0 !\OX ll'> 
RUFFALO NY l424J 

Ol78J008llll l 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
ANGUS 1tl"4MIHS 
PO SOX W 
UA~ RIUGE JN 37830 

OIS2JOOOl379 l 99999 
WtSflNGHOUSl (LECJRIC CURI' 
Ill LOCE 
PO 80X JS~ 
Pl JI SBUtCGH PA l SZJO 

01~~960~Jl44 I 99999 
WlS11NuHOU~E EltCTRIC CORP 
~t~S~~~t~RUIVISIUN 
~UALlfY 4SSURANCE MANAGER 
PU llOX llll 
Pf~'At:nt A ,., ,.,. ... ,.. 
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at, .1 f i • -' ... ._ .. ._. • L t.. l t. L f .., i t t ~ .,. .,i

ft i.t. I. l A" ::,.:.1 ff r ,lf >'T 
flt ii •iV~l.t-
l ll~~! J~G ~~GJ~EtM 
PO !!I.) j.,'j 
PJfl')UIJltGH PA l'>.?\0 

014l40U'>)l38 l 99?9~ 
lll~tlllo!Ail•IJ'>f f:tt;(.l>o.IC. l;,,.p 
l Ak.;l '4() Hl• U 1 VI~ lllN 
1 ., lO'c•AY 
MA~A~l- ~UALITY A~SU~ANC.l 
4454 r,tNE Slf SIRU t 
i!UHAL'l l'H 14240 

Ol';ZJ!l006ll l 
WES JJNGHOUSl 
ll08 t AAS 
PO ao• JSS 
PI fl ~l'IUtl \OH 

l 99999 
rLECJRIC CURI' 

PA lS2JO 

OlS2l0006498 l 99999 
WlSTINCHOUSt tlECTAIC (.ORP 
POWEk SYSTEMS 
J (. H(Jfd(L 
PO 8'lll 3U 
PlTT:-.!'IWl(iH PA 15230 

Ol42400Sl121 l 9~999 
WESfJN~USE ELECTRIC COKP 
"EDIUM MUTOA L GEARING OIV 
0 l HOOVER 
uE fol( OL MANAGfll 
PO Sul( .ZZS 
BUFfALO NY 14240 

0152100~6522 99999 
NtS11NGHOUSt ELECJAIC CORP 
&tCMIC POWER OISfAlRUllON 
lit Ill IAM II.ORT I EK 
PuSl UF~IC[ 80a lSS 
PlflS81Jf(GH PA 15210 

Ol~66J053J~i l 99999 
WtSl INGHOllSt llECTRIC COA.P 
ARO-•ALll Mill SIT( 
A G 11ARTINI 
~UALITY AS~URANCE "ANAGEA 
PO 80X l~d 
"AUIS°" PA lS663 

0200140~69~4 99999 
WtSTl~GH~USl ElttTHlt CU~P 
L 11.ft..,JNt. OPt-5.AllUNS Of!: 
EU f lllUMPHY 
MAl'tAGlk 
4901 FAIRPWNT AVENUE 
8lTHlSOA MO 2001~ 

Ol~OZ40~!ll9 1 99999 
WlSll~~HOllSl ELECTRIC CURP 
HH t1<11 Ml:l.HANl(AL LHVISION 
L l L"lN 
PkUOUl.f AS~URANCE MANAt.£k 
CHLS11lC1t AVENUE 
tHf~loll~ PA lS02~ 

OZI0300al~S4 1 99999 
Wt:STl"lf.llOUSE Elt:Ctlll(. C.Ll'P 
NULllAIC IN~JRUMFNTATICN l CUNT 
W ~ATAL~ 
GENll<Al MANAGlR 
llll SCHILLING RO ~S 7•22 
HUNJ YAlllY "U 11030 

01SlJO:lC>64J1 1 99999 
•l~Jl~~H~U\E t:LE~f~I(. CUMI' 
l'!Otll<l"'.fVllll "f'Jf.l(AI\ tfNTER 
n J• '- A.t f '·"' 

015210006109 l ~9999 
wESf INvt4UUSE (LlCJRIC C.LkP 
!ilJLLtAP SERVICE UIVISIO!lo 
" H fUl\FARl 
PO "011 l1l8 
PITTSBURGH PA 15ZJO 

014845001535 l 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC C~RP 
ELECJRONIC CO.,.PCNENTS OIV 
loALUC E 111 ll I ES 
llESTINCl-IOUSE CIRCLE 
111 
HORSEHCAOS NY 14845 

014240051141 99999 
11ESJJNCHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
POWER ELEC.TRONICS ' URIVE SYS 
R C HOLDBROOK 
GENEltll "AlillAGER 
PO 6()11 ZZ5 
BUFFALO NY l424J 

Ol78l008llJI l 99999 
WtSTINCHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
ANGUS KJlllMINS 
PO SOX 11 
OAK RIOGE TN 37810 

015Zl000l3J9 l 99'l'il9 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECtRJC CUR~ 
w LUCE 
PO 80X 355 
PIJIS8Ui«GH PA 15210 

03259605)144 l 99999 
WESJINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
PlNSACOLA UlVISION 
T D "llLER 
~UAllfY ASSURANCE "ANAGER 
PU llOX 1313 
PEN~AtOLA Fl 32S96 

01S2l0079S98 99999 
wtSTIN~HOUSE ELECTRIC 'URP 
NlS LJCE~St AD~INJSTRATION 
A .J NARDI 
MANAGE II 
llOX HS 
PllTS8URGH PA 15230 

015230006516 1 99999 
WESJINGHUUSE EltCtRIC COMP 
A T l'AlllH:ll 
PU 80.l JS5 
PlTlSBllltGH PA UZlO 

OlS21008l407 99999 
wLSTl~GHOUSt tlECTRIC (.CNP 
•AllR MEACTOM UIV 
~ P RAl-'E 
~ANA~EK-~UCLEA~ POWER DEPl 
PC t!Ull J')S 
PITTSRURGH PA 15210 

Ul".>230064694 1 99999 
•l~TIN~HOUSE ElECtRl(. (.ORP 
INFO L RECUROS SYSTEMS 
I •• Qt( ~·.t•• 

-
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~AhAJ~• JU4Llll A~,u~A~~l 
""5" (,lN( >t£ SfRU I 
8UH Al •J 'H' 1"l'oJ 

Ol5ZJOOJ6Jll l qq~~q 
VfSTl~:.Hf,JS~ fl(Cfi<l(. CU"I' 
l'!Cif' tu:. 
PO bOJI' J5!> 
Pllf~l<Uk.H PA 151JC 

01'5230006498 1 99199 
WESTIN<#liOUSt llECTRIC CORP 
POifE:k SYSlEOIS 
.I (. HLfd[l 
PO 8'JX 3 '5'5 
PITT~l\U~~H PA 15230 

014240053723 1 9~999 
WESTIN~OUSE ELECTRIC CU~P 
MEDIUM MUTOR ' GEARING OIV 
0 L HUOVEk 
uEN[ltAl MANAGEM 
PO BOX Z25 
BUFFALO HY 142"0 

Ol'5230~J6522 99999 
WESllNGHCUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
ATLOllC POwtR DISfRIAUJION 
WILLIAM ltORTlEll 
POST Off ICE 80X 3'55 
PlfTS8URCH PA 15230 

015663053142 99~99 
WESTINGHOUSE lLECTRIC CORP 
ARU-•ALTZ Mill SITE 
A (, llART HH 
QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER 
PO 80X 158 
MAOISUl<f PA 15663 

020014056994 l 99999 
WESTl\GHCUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
LIC.EN~IHG OPERAllONS Oft 
EO J MUltPHY 
"'AlttAGli<. 
4901 FAIRMONT AVENUE 
BETHESDA MO 20014 

01'5024053119 l 99999 
WESlfNGHOUSl ELECTRIC CORP 
Elft ~U MECHANICAL UIYISION 
C. l (,!ijfN 
PkOOIJCf AS~URANCE MAlttAGEk 
tHlSlllCK AVENUE 
C.Ht~lllCK PA l5021t 

~2103008l451t I 99999 
llESTINGHOUSE ELttTRIC lORP 
NUtLlAR INSfRU~fHTATION & CONJ 
11 PAlALON 
GENtkAL "'"flllER 
llll SCHILLING RD MS 7422 
Html VALLEY "U ll030 

015l3006643l I 9?999 
lltSllNGtl~USE ElEtJRIC tO~P 
"ONROEVILLl "IUtLEA~ CENT[~ 
D H t<bll"IS 
PCl bl.ill ~:;5 
BAY 1tl 7A 
PITTShUMGH PA l5Z30 

01'5lit600l625 1 Y9999 
WES ll P\VtlllUSE HEC U It CORP 
PLANT APPARATUS JIY'SICN 
HAkVLY ~ RUSl~~lU~ 
QUALITY E!llulNlf~lNG MGR 
61...l 't25 
.. . .,, -.• ~ I "f I I t I ': f ' ' 

r.4 •t. t V'-'1~·'6l.,J 
PU ~Ult lluJS llt4l • ALAV[JA J~ 
JEMPl Al S~lol 

Ol,,81t5001~3'5 
wE:STINUHOUSE ELECTRIC. 
ELtt1RuNIC CO"PLNENTS 
•AllAC!:- ulLlfES 
•£STINGHOUSE CIPCLE 
Ill 
HIJkSEHEAOS NY l'tlllt5 

Ol421t005ll47 1 99999 
wESJINGHOUSE ELECJRIC CORP 
POWER tLltTROlttlCS & ORlYl SYS 
R C HOLOl!R~ 
GENERAL MANAGER 
PO BOJt 225 
BUFFALO NY l't24~ 

OJ78100811Jl l 99999 
WESTllttGHQUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
ANGUS KIMMINS 
PO !JOI W 
OAK klOGE JN 17830 

Ol5Z30001379 l 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CURP 
w LUCE 
PO 801 355 
PITTS8UitGH PA 15210 

032596053l't' 1 99999 
WEStlNGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
PENSACOLA UIYJ~IOH 
f 0 l'llLLER 
QUAllfY ASSURANCE MANAGER 
PU l'IOX 1111 
PEN~AC.OLA fl 325Q6 

015230079591 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CURP 
HES llCENSt AD~lNISTRAllOft 
A .J HAllOJ 
"'ANAGER 
BOX 3S5 
PlTJSBU!tGH <>A 15230 

Ol5ZJ00065l6 l 999q9 
WESJlNGHOUSE ELECJRIC CORP 
A T PANIC.Ell 
PO 80X 355 
PITTS81JMGH PA 15230 

015230081407 l 99999 
WlSllNGHOUSE ELECTRIC CONP 
-ATER REAC.TOR OIV 
E P RA..,E 
MANAbEk-~UC.LE&a POWER OEfT 
PC HOX JS5 
PITTSBURGH PA 15230 

OlS2l0064691t 1 99999 
•tSTlNGHOUSE ELECTRIL CORP 
INFO ' RECORDS SYSJE~S 
L M lllCHM.Ut 
~ANAGER 
PO BCX 2 7Z8 
PllTS~UMGH PA 15230 

015230G~"158 99999 
WtSJINGHOUSE ELttTlllC COkP 
'.UC.LEA" l:NERGY 
U E ot\JSSF.ll 
~~k kECOMOS ' flLfS OP 
~'! .. ~'?~ .. ~~., 

--,.~--- -·----------··-
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~l~Ul4~~Jjt~ I 9~~99 
Wl:STJ;~U\.l f U (. fMl(. (.Ul'P 
fLfC ~·1 lllt(l<lo'-IC.Al iJl"lSlr.:11 
(. l t. .. t'• 
PkLiJIJf.f A~J.UJIA,_(.~ lfU~A(,tk 
tHLS•Jrit l#f"ilU! 
tH•\.•IL~ ~A ISJl4 

OZIDJ00dl4S4 1 99~99 
•lHllff,fttJVSE Eltlflllt ti..1<P 
"Ul.llA1< l'-!>f"U"H;tAJ JQr. I. (.(.lljf 
W l'Att.U,l'I 
1.E .. litAL .. A .. AC.Ul 
llli St~ILLl"il~ RO ~S 14ll 
HV"f YAlltY •u ZlOJO 

Ol5'ZJ-OOt.64JJ l 99999 
wt\.tl~~,ttuU~E ll€(.f~IC. CQllP 
lllOl'4ttl1E-lfllll ~JtUAR tf"ill{A 
0 H liA•Ll"'S 
PC ISL.I H'.> 
8AY 4l7A 
P JTT'".HUi< GH PA ISZ 30 

OlSl4600l625' 1 99999 
lllESTlil.VHOUSE HECTlllC C.OMP 
Pl&"ilT APPAR&lUS DIVISION 
HA~VtY ~ AUSCNl!lUlf 
QUALITY E.,wl .. EE~I"*~ "GA 
8Lll 42S 
"DNMOtVlll( PA 1Sl46 

01Sl30081499 I 99999 
WlSffNt,..UUSE lLEtlRIC. (.~llP 
LICENSl~w SAFEGUARDS L SAFETY 
A t SAIS!) 
Ol•E<. l•Jlt 
PO "OJI JSS 
PllTS~UMGH PA 15210 

OlSZJ80SJl4S l 99999 
WESTINC#HOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
·~ou~T•Y ElEtT~OHltS DIYISJO~ 
t E S•lfH 
NCLP M!Oll 
ZOO 8l fA Oil I Vf 
Pl lf>llUMll.H PA l'Slll 

01SZJOUOl4l7 I 999~ 
lllESf INGhGU)l flfClAIC CORP 
POVlR $YSIEl'IS DIVISION 
F J •wm:;uoo 
PO Btl J'>5' 
PITlSo!Jl<l.t'! PA lt;ZJO 

•A 9'H'>l 

O"J11~7~H~~14 l qqqq~ 
•l''A •P" ...... 1-, •.•lt.t•~ ... ._.Af·t fy ':. P.L ")1.t. 

. '' 

Ol"JlJO~~l407 <f<1999 
wt~lf~~~;U>E tltCl~lt tCkP 
wAft~ •t•C.?Gk JIY 
t P RA.-t 
~A~A~Ek-~UtlEAh POWER OEPI 
Pi.; tWl i"J"J 
PITTSAUA~H PA 15110 

U I 'il Jll<JC.46'14 1 ~'1<;99 
•lSTIN~HUUSE ELECTRIC CO~P 
l~FO ' AcCOROS SYSTE•S 
l l'I •ICK'4Allt 
•AHi.GEM 
PO 8CJC 1128 
PITTSbtJMGK PA ISlJO 

01SZJ0064f58 9<1999 
wlSTIN~HOUSE ELECTRIC COMP 
'ttJClEU t"4ERGY 
l) E otUSSEll 
.... k MEtOKOS t FILES OP 
PU 8()JI JS'> 
PITTSBU•GH PA l'SZJO 

OU06SOSS2H l 99999 
wl>ffNGHOUSE ELECTRIC ~ORP 
RflAY INSTRUl'IENl OIY 
W J SCK .. lOf 
l'IANA~fA JUALllY ASSURANCE 
4JOO CWIAL R OGE ORIYl 
CllMAL SPklNGS fl )3065 

OIS1lZO'>JlSO 1 99999 
wfSTINGHUUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
Puwtk SYS SwTCHGEAA OIV 
It I ST AHM 
"4ANAloER ~UAlllY ASSURANCE 
100 !It! AIJOOCI'. AYE 
C PlfTSU\JltG~ PA t'Sll2 

Ol'Sl30Ci0'>491 l 99999 
•ESTINGM'JUSE ElltfRlt CORP 
W lllKl.;tH 
PROJH. T "-'HAGtR 
POSI OFFltl 8UJC JSS 
Pl tTSIHJA;.tH PA 1S2JO 

U993~1011Sl1 l ?9999 
W[~ll~GHOUSE HA~FOltO CC 
J K 1tA1..L&llEN 
"'~A-NUClf.&K QA PROGRAM Oft 
PO 80ll 1970 
Wf8-ll0 
Al~HLANO •A q9J'S1 

0993SZOJ'J95• 
•Es r IN!#,..OUSE 
•IO 27 .i 
A R 'iC11AOE 
PU Cull l9FO 
•IC-Ill 
ltltHUNO 

1 99999 
HANfOlllO tO 

u~J70l0JolZJ ~9Y99 
WISCC"*~IN DEPT CF JUSTICE 
PAT!tltlll ii ltALSH 
A~~IST.V.f AffOMNFY ~f.NtMAL 
114 [A'iT-SJAll CAPITOL 
IO!AIJ ISOlll w I 'H 10l 
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Ol~u,•J">Jliq qqqqq 
Wl:.$T JY.HUi.J'>l r llC. T ... IC. c.u.-P 
[Lftl•'• IOH"A'-IC.t.L JIYISIGl\i 
' l l .. l :. 
PklJJULT A'>~URA~(.I:. IOA .. AuLk 
CMl~•Jr:o< AvfliUl 
tt<t '>"ll~ PA l">'.ll" 

OllOJJO~l"">" 1 qq~qq 
•t· ~JI ,.Gt-IOIJ'i l Eltl Tl< IL ll..1< I' 
"'U(.ll A~ I .. ::. l ltv"f Ill AT I GI• I. (.L><T 
W l'AlAL!,N 
l.E:~O<Al l'!A"4AUlR 
1111 SC.Hllll"'~ RO ~<; 7421 
Htllll VAlll Y "'0 llOJO 

015ll00«>6 .. 3) l 9?999 
wl:.~Tl .. GHLU~E l:.lEClRIC. C.ORP 
"'0NllOfVllll lflJClEAR C:fNJ[R 
0 t< l<AwLJ~S 
PO bu.I J55 
BAY 'l 7A 
PlTTSttUKGH PA 15Z30 

Ol~l,60016Z5 l 99999 
MESTJ~~OUSE ELECTRIC COMP 
PLANT APPARATUS DIVISIO~ 
HA~Vl:.Y H ROSl~~LUM 
QUALITY EN~iNEE~lNG MGR 
Bt.;ll ioZS 
"'ONKOtVILLE PA l5lio6 

01Sl3008 l .. 99 1 99999 
WESTl,..<>HUUSE ELECTRIC. tUkP 
LICENSllfG 5AF£GUAROS' SAFETY 
A T SA61J 
OIMH.fOR 
PO l\Oll JSS 
PITTSRUMGH PA 15Zl0 

015238051145 99999 
~ESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
lfltDU::.lMY ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
T E SllllTH 
fltC'P "~ 
ZOO BtTA DRIVE 
PlflSSUKGH PA 15238 

0152JOoOl'ol7 I 99999 
WESTINGHOU~f fLECIRIC CORP 
POWER SYSTEMS OIVISION 
f .J TWUGUOO 
PO BC• J55' 
PITTSo!JJi.GH PA 15210 

099)51053149 I q9999 
WESTINuHOUSf HANFORD CO 
PO BU• 1''170 
RltHLANU MA 991~2 

099352055108 l 99999 
WESllNUHUUS~ HA~FORO CL 
flU!llM T L .. EAOUR 
80.ll 1970 
W-1'-l.28 
AICHLAN~ WA 99152 

04515lJZ6371 l 99999 
HlLLlAM ll .. MER NUCLEAR 
TOO! JOll'1tSU"I 
US RUUTC 52 PU dOl 201 
MOSCOW OH 4Sl5J 

004S78o07115 l 9999? 
WISCAS~lT PJSLIC ll~RA~Y 
ASStltlAf ION 
HIGll >lotlt:. T 
WISCASSET Mf 0451S 

05J7v7Q~091L I ~199~ 
wf<,(.tJl\j._l'i t;ILHo! ~AHJY !; Al·),; 

, , l I . , 

\Jl5lJOOJ6516 1 qq<u-. 
W~STl..,~HUUSE EllCTRJC CORr 
A T l'Aw.11.~M. 
P(J tlCA }~5' 
l'ITl'.>oih<~H PA l~2l0 

Ol573008l401 99999 
WtSll~G~JU'>I:. tlECTRlt tC~P 
aAlfR Mt4(.TCk OIV 
t P IUl"l 
~A~AbEh-~UtlEA~ POWE~ OEPI 
p;_; t!Oll J'>S 
PITTSRURuH PA 15730 

U152l0\J6'o69'o 99999 
•l>TlNGHUUSE ELECTRIC. C.ORP 
lNfC ' RtCOROS SYSTEMS 
l M RltH,..Al'C 
"'ANAGER 
PO BGX 2728 
PlTTS6UkGH PA 15ZJO 

015210064758 l 9<l999 
WtSllHGtfllUSE ELECTRIC CO~P 
"IUCLEA" HiERGY 
U E tCUSSHL 
"GR RElOKOS & FILES OP 
PO BOA 35'> 
PITlSBURGH PA lSZlO 

033065055Z88 99999 
•LSTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC lORP 
RHAY l~SJRUMENT DIV 
W .J SC. Hl"10 T 
"ANAGER QUALflY ASSURANCE 
4300 CORAL R OGE PRIVE 
(UMAL St>MlNGS Fl 31065 

OlSllZO~JlSO 1 99999 
wESTINGHUUSE ELECTRIC lORP 
PUMER SYS SwlCHGEAR DIV 
Ii I STAHft 
"ANAGER ~UALITY ASSURANC.E 
700 bRAOOOCK AVE 
[ PlTiSllUkGH PA 15112 

01Sll0005 .. 91 1 99999 
WESTING~OUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
W wRIGHf 
PltO.JEC.T MANAGER 
POSl OFFICE SOX 355 
PllTSBURGH PA 15230 

099l52017SZ7 1 99999 
WESllfltGHOUSE HAN~OttO CO 
J H "A'LAltEN 
MGR-NUCLEAR UA PROGRA" OFC 
PO SQll 1970 
W/8-110 
RllHLANO WA 99352 

0~9352039954 l 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE HANFORD CO 
W/0 27 A 
A R SCHADE 
PU OOX 1970 
W/C-81 
Rlf.HL HO WA 99152 

OO'o57800b480 1 99999 
wlSlASSEl •tRSf SELECT"AN 
HuNltJPAL ~LU~ - US ROUTt 1 
WISCASSET ME Oio57K 

053701006121 99999 
WISCCN~IN DEPT OF JUSTICE 
PAJR ICK W WALSH 
A~>ISIANl AIT~RNfY GEHtRAL 
114 £AST-STAIE CAPITOL 
MIOISUH wl !'13702 
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.,. t ... t I . _,., 1 ,_ \_ >: t l : 1... 1 I t. \.. t • ~ ~· 
l ll...t :-..>1"••• :;,.»t ta..!.l l L''li-l Ct". 
l:.t l '411~PH~ 

~" .. '""·" ""01 flll1<'4UNI AY[NUf 
ffllHt§DA ~D 2001• 

Ol~uZ•O~Jl'" l Y<#<#99 
lflSTl'•'·hC;J~l £UC.Till(. CUl'P 
llflfl..'I ~l;(>-IANl(Al ,.JIYISlr.N 
'- l t. .. t 1, 
PkUJUt.T A~~U~A~Lt ~A~A~&h 
CHlS•Jf°I( ~Y[Nuf. 
t.Hf-~•lll'. PA 15DZ• 

0Zl03008l(o54 1 99~99 
iU: ST I Nr.HtlUSl ElHTll. ll C.C..t< P 
hut.llAlt lllo~TllUllffNTATIGr• t. CC..Nf 
W PATALC..N 
GENHtAL IU~A(;[R 
1111 SCHILLING RO MS 1•2l 
Htlttt VALltY 1110 21030 

015z1oab643l t 99999 
wtSf INGttuUSE tlftTRIC: COKP 
MONKOEVllll lllUCLEAR CENTER 
0 H llhl llllS 
PO b(Jll i55 
BAY (ol 7A 
PITTSBUKGH PA 15230 

Ol5l(o60016l5 1 99999 
wfSTl~GHOUSf ELECTRIC CORP 
PLANT APPARATUS DIVISION 
HAkVtY H ROSENBLUM 
QUALITY ENGINEEKING MGR 
81..ll (o25 
MONKOlVILLE PA 15146 

015230081499 l 99999 
WESTINl#HOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
LICENSING SAFEGUARDS & SAfETY 
A T SA8U 
OIREC.T•JR 
PO "OX 155 
PJTTSRUKGH PA 15230 

015218053145 l 99999 
WESTIP«OHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
INDU~TkY ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
l E SMITH 
NC&P MIOM 
ZOU Bl IA DR I YE 
P111~dUllGH PA 15238 

0152JOUOl417 I 99999 
WESllNGHCUSE fLECTRIC CORP 
POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION 
F J lWOGUOO 
PO 8CX 555 
PJTTSdUA&H PA 15Zl0 

099)52053149 l 99999 
WESTINvHOUSE HANFORD to 
PO 1mx t<no 
RltHLANO WA 99151 

0993520S5108 1 99999 
WESTINGHUUSE: HANFORD CO 
RUBtK T l ME:ADUR 
eox 1970 
w-~1211 
RlCHLANO •A 9?152 

045l53UZ6J11 l 99999 
WILLIAM il~~ER NUCLEAR 
J(Jl"I JOtf"ISO"I 
US RC.UTE 52 PU dO~ 201 
MOStuw OH 45153 

.. i:;,f1':.,,,~~\J~t, :.~iLli<fL l.L'"' 1 

~l§ LILc~St Av"'INJSfM.\Tlb" 
A J 1'0.\o(JI 
"'A!'IAGfo( 
ill)X 155 
PltT§HUA~H PA 1523U 

Ul5l300J~5lb l qq9~9 
~lSTINuHUUSf tl~CIRIC CUMP 
A T PA>Cll.~M 
P(J HC.l ~')5 
PITTSi:!•IKbH PA l;.?lv 

015230061407 qq999 
Wl)ll~GHOUSt tlECIRIC. C.CMP 
•Al~R MEACTOR JIV 
t P RAl"t 
"ANAbEK-~UtlEAR POWER OEPl 
PC IJOX J55 
PITTSAVR~H PA 15210 

015130064694 1 99999 
•ESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
INFO t RECORDS SYSTEMS 
l K lllC.HMAN 
MAl'IAGER 
PO BGX 2718 
Pl ITSBUMGH PA 152JO 

01521006"758 I 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMP 
NUClEAit E:NERGY 
!l E itUSSfll 
M~R RElOKOS & FILES OP 
PU 80.Jt 155 
PITTSBURGH PA 15230 

031065055288 l 99999 
•l~JINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 'OAP 
RELAY INSIRU"ENT DIV 
w J SC.HMIOJ 
MANAGER ~UALITY ASSURANCE 
4300 CORAL RIDGE DRIVE 
C.lllUL SPMINGS Fl 33065 

0151120~3150 1 99999 
lllESTINGHUUSE ELECTRIC. CORP 
PUWEA SYS SWTC.HGEAR OIY 
It I STAHK 
MANAbER YUAllTY ASSUAAN(.E 
70D 8MA000c.K AYE 
£ PITTSUURGH PA 15112 

015l30005491 1 99999 
WESTJNG~OUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
W WRliiHT 
PROJEL T 11ANAGER 
PO~l OFFICE BOX 355 
PITTSBURGH PA 15230 

099352077527 99999 
WESTINGHOUSE HANFORD CG 
J H l"IAt;.LAREN 
MGR-NUCLEAR QA PROGRAM OFC 
PO BOX 1970 
W/8-110 
RltHLANO lllA 99352 

099352039954 l 99999 
•ESTINGHOUSE HANFORD CO 
•IO Z1 A 
A R SCHADE 
Pu nox 1910 
W/C-Bl 
RICHLAND VA 99352 

004578006480 l 99999 
~IStASSE:t flAST SELECTMAN 
"uNlC.IPAl SlOb - US ROUTE l 
~ISCASS~f H( 0~57H 

053102006123 99999 
WISCGNSIN DEPT OF JUSTICE 
PATRIC.IC. W WALSH 
A'>:>ISTAlllT Affr1R"fl'Y !';l'l'IFAAI 
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099)52055106 q9qqq 
WEST IN!.H ... US~ HA/\lfG~O Cl. 
RUBl:.k J l ~ti.OUR 
81'lX 1970 
lf-P-128 
RltHLANU -A 99J5l 

045lBJ2bJ71 
WILLIA"' ll"l!'IER 
TCJM JOli'llSG"I 
US ~(JUTE SZ PO 
MOSCOW 

l 99999 
NUCLEAR 

dOX 201 
OH 4'H53 

004518007115 l 99999 
lfJSCASSET P~8LIC LIBRARY 
ASSUC.Uf ION 
HIGH SfiltHr 
WISCASSET ME 04578 

053707080976 1 99999 
lflSC.UNSIN UILHR SAFETY ' SLOG 
JCiHN J UUff Y 
CHIEF INSPECTOR 
Po ewe 7969 
MAOl~ON •I 51107 

051201006461 l 99999 
WISCONSIN tlEtTRIC POWER CO 
SOL SUR STE IN 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
231 ~EST MICHIGAN 
MILWAUKEE WI 53201 

054241006474 1 99999 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER CO 
POINI REACH NUCLEAR PWR STATN 
GLENN 4 REtU 
MANAuER-NUCLEAR OPERATIONS 
6610 NUCLE4R ROAO 
T•O RIVERS wl 54241 

051701000485 l 99999 
lflSLl.N~IN ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE 
PHER ANDERSON 
P 0 !!OX 1105 
MAOl~ON Nl 53703 

053702005165 1 99999 
WISCUN~IN PU~LIC SERVICE LC~ 
CHAl104AN 
HILL FARMS STATE Lfflfc 6LOC 
MAOl§ON ~ 51702 

05l7070l9d64 l 99999 
WlSCUl'ISI~ PUBLIC StRVICE lD~ 
SJANUl' l'Ulll( 
CHAlk"IAN 
PO BOX 1!154 
MAOl~CN WI 53707 

054l0500l942 1 99999 
WlSLLhSlN PU~llC SEMYICl CURP 
NUClfAk PUwtk OtPT 
C W Glt:SlfA 
VllE PklSl<Jf~T-NUCltAR P~WEM 
600 ti AUA"4~ 
~Rl:.tN BAY WI 54305 

9qq9<1 

• J I ~ , I ,.. . ' 

a993510715Z7 qq9q~ 
WESllN~HUUSC HA,FO~O CG 
J H HA\..li4'tlN 
H~~-~ULLtAM UA PKOGRAM &FC 
l'U [!Gll l'I 70 
h/ !l-1 l <) 
RILHLA~O •A '1"352 

Ol9352039954 l 99999 
~l:.STIN~HOUSt HANFORD CC 
w/t) l1 .ll 
A R SCHADE 
ru [)OX l'HO 
•IC-Bl 
RtCHLANO WA 99352 

004578006480 l 99999 
WISCASSET flRST SELECTMAN 
MuNIC.IPAL 6LO~ - US ROUTE l 
WISCASStf ME 04578 

053702006123 99999 
WISCONSIN DEPT Of JUSTICE 
PATRICK W WALSH 
ASSISTANT AJfORNEY GENERAL 
114 CAST-STATE CAPITOL 
M40ISUN WI 53702 

05370206417& 1 99999 
wlSCONSIN DIV Of STATE ENERGY 
DEPT Of ADMINISTRATION 
STANLEY YORK 
4802 SHEBOYGAN AVE 
MADISON WI 53702 

o512u10062so 1 99999 
WISCONSIN ELECTMlC POwER CU 
C W FAY 
ASST VICE PRESIDENT 
231 WEST MICHIGAN sr 
MILWAUKEE WI 53201 

054241081592 1 99999 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER CO 
POINT aEACH NPS 
J J ZACH 
PLANT MANAGER 
P\JS UL ROUTE 3 
TWO RIVERS •I 54241 

053701005866 l 99999 
WISCONSIN ENYIRON"ENlAL DECADE 
KATHLEEN ,. FALK 
Gl:"IERAl COUNSEL 
114 N CARROLL ST 
~AOJSON •I 53103 

05l707J8l507 l 99999 
WISCONSIN PUHLIC SERVICE COM 
tllLLIAM SAYLES 
CHIEF ENGINEER 
PO SOX 7854 
M\OISON NI 53707 

054305005834 1 9999q 
WISCOl'CSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORP 
C W GIESLER 
VICE PRESIDENT-NUCLEAR POWE~ 
PO BOX 1200 
GREEN BAY Wl 54305 

054216064224 1 99999 
Wl~CLNSIN PUBLIC SERVICl CORP 
~t•AUNtE NUC POWER PLANT 
U C HINTZ 
l'LAl\IT MANAGER 
Rf l BUX 48 
KlwAUNt~ WI 54216 
0\9205001246 
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J· ... •"' t J -·~·. t 
CHIH 1'4.>Pc': Tl!~ 
PU f!.r.• 1<;6'-1 
MAil I :.o•; •I SJ707 

05424l00647'e 9qqqq 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER CO 
POl~I ~tAtH NUtll&~ P•M S1At~ 
GLEM1 A ltEhl 
MAN&~Ek-MJClEAR OPERATIONS 
6610 NOtl£AK RQAO 
l..U RIVERS •I S'tl"-1 

05J70JV00485 l 99999 
WISl.LN>t~ E~~IRCNMENTAL CECACE 
P El HI Alrlt)l It SON 
P o eox 11;,s 
"A~l~uN WI 5370l 

05J102005365 l 999q9 
WISCUN~IN PUBLIC SERVICE tC~ 
CHAlllMU. 
Hill FAPMS STATE LFFICE 8lOG 
MAOl~N WI 53702 

0531070)9884 l 99999 
WJS<:OlrlSJN PUBllC SERVICE co~ 
S TAPtlfY YOllll 
tHAIRMA!'t 
PO BOX 71154 
MAOl~ON WI 53701 

054305002942 1 999qq 
WIStCNSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORP 
NUCl~AR POWEK DEPT 
C v GIESLER 
VICE PkESIOEMT-NU(LEAll POWER 
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William J. Dircks 
Executive Director 

for Operations 

Zlr+1ER tt>NTHLY STATUS REPORT 
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Enclosed 1s the Zinner monthl_y status report for October. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

Clpld) Wlllam,. PIRlt. 
William J. Dircks 
Executive Director 

for Operations 
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A. Summary of the Project for the Month 

Meetings were held on October 27, 1982 with senior NRC staff representa
tives and on October 28, 1982 with the Conmission to discuss the status 
of the Zirmuner project and problems being identified. (These meetings 
precipitated followup Commission meetings in November and led to the 
Commission decision to issue an "Order to Show Cause and Order Immediately 
Suspending Construction" on November 12, 1982 (Attachment III).) 

Region III inspection efforts at the Zimmer facility during the month of 
October were concentrated on the activities of Catalytic, Inc. (CI), the 
CG&E overview of CI, review of nonconformance reports, and the routine 
monitoring and inspection of other ongoing activities including the QCP. 

The resident inspector conducted a tour of the Zinmer site for the 
U.S. Attorney, Southern District of Ohio, representatives of his staff, 
and a representative of the F.B.I. 

A management meeting was conducted with the licensee on October 19, 1982, 
(open meeting) regarding the NRC inspection findings from a Catalytic, Inc. 
inspection. Details are provided in section C.l of this report. 

The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors is continuing 
inspection efforts onsite. The National Board issued interim reports 
on May 12, July 1, (August 6 supplement), ana September 30, 1982. The 
findings of the National Board are consistent with and similar to NRC 
findings. The licensee responded on August 5 and 30, October 20 and 29, 
1982, and plans to provide a bi-weekly status report. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.SS(e), the licensee reported the following 
potential construction deficiencies: 

On October 13, 1982, design changes made to the fire protection 
system piping in the cable spreading room in 1979 to upgrade the 
piping to have seismic supports was done with no evidence of quality 
assurance of the modifications or of Sargent & Lundy calculations 
for the modifications. 

On October 26, 1982, the licensee determined that Sargent & Lundy 
(S&L) dynamic analysis of small bore piping at Zimmer was question
able. The stress analyses are being reviewed by S&L and the licensee. 
A similar report was submitted concerning Clinton. 

On October 27, 1982, the licensee reported a potential problem 
relating to division separation between non-essential cables and 
bundling with essential cables during cable pulling and termination. 

On October 29, 1982, the licensee determined that fire dampers manu
factured by Air-Balance, Inc. have a fusable link held by a 11 J Hook" 
and that one prevented the fire damper from closing when the damper 
was actuated. 

·3 
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On October 29, 1982, the licensee determined that pipe support 
installation procedures did not contain seismic clearance criteria 
between pipe supports and cable trays or conduit and associated 
supports as·required by the specification. This may indicate a lack 
of proper interface on design. 

Region III is continuing evaluation of the licensee's responses to the 
investigation report 81-13 and civil penalty, and some progress was made 
during the month because of a temporary personnel assignment to this 
project. 

• 

Since the July Monthly Status Report was prepared, two petitions, both 
dated August 20, 1982, have been received from the Government Accountability 
Project (GAP). The first is for reconsideration of the Commission's Order 
of July 30, 1982. The staff has considered this petition and made it's 
recorrmendations to the Commission. The second petition is to suspend con
struction of the Zinmer Station. On September 24, 1982, the Riil Regional 
Administrator issued a "Demand for Information" pursuant to the Corrmission•s 
authority under Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act and 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
of the Commission's regulations. This "Demand for Information" requires 
the licensee to admit or deny each of the allegations applicable to the 
licensee's and its principal contractor's or subcontractor's performance 
contained in paragraphs 19 through 273 of the petition. If the allegations 
are not admitted, they must explain the basis for not admitting the alle
gations. In addition, they must identify the manner in which the Quality 
Confirmation Program (QCP) addresses the type of existing or potential 
quality assurance or construction deficiencies and problems identified in 
each of the above allegations. If the QCP does not address such defici
encies or problems. CG&E must describe the manner in which they will ensure 
such deficiencies or problems are corrected. They have until December 31, 
1982 to respond. On October 18, 1982, GAP issued a supplement to their 
August 20, 1982 petition. The staff is reviewing this supplement. 

NRC Region III was advised of allegations that relevant documentat'ion on 
the welders at the Zinmer site was prepared for, or reviewed at, ~ meeting 
between Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company (CG&E) and H. J. Kaiser (HJK) 
held on July 8, 1982, but that such documentation was not discussed with, 
or made available to, Region III at a meeting on this subject held on 
July 9, 1982, between CG&E, HJK and Region III. Substantial documentation 
was made available to Region III in connection with the July 9 meeting, 
but additional relevant documentation was allegedly not made available. 
The matter of the existence of such documentation was informally discussed 
on October 15 and 20, 1982, between Messrs. B. R. Sylvia of CG&E and 
R. F. Warnick and D. R. Hunter of NRC Region III. Further information 
was required to resolve these concerns and, if these concerns were found 
to be valid, to determine whether enforcement action, including modifica
tion, suspension, or revocation of CG&E license, is warranted. 

Accordingly, pursuant to Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act and 
10 CFR 50.54(f) of the Conmission's regulations, on October 27, 1982, 
CG&E was required by Region III to submit under oath and in writing, by 
November 16, 1982, a list of all reports or other documentation prepared 
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by CG&E's or HJK's document reviewers or other personnel in preparation 
for the meetings of July 8 and/or 9, 1982, or reviewed at those meetings. 
Copies of any such reports were requested to be made available at the 
ZilTVller site for inspection by the NRC. (The licensee responded to this 
10 CFR 50.54(f) "Request for Information" on November 15, 1982 (Attach
ment IV). This response is currently being reviewed by Region III). 

B. Zimmer Section Manpower Availability and Utilization 

1. Assigned Manpower 

Section Chief (Assigned to Zinmer full time. Onsite part-time.) 

Project Manayer (Assigned to Zimmer full-time. Onsite as needed.) 

Resident Inspectors 

Senior Resident (Full-time onsite) 
Resident Inspector (Full-time onsite) 
Resident Inspector (Full-time onsite) 

Investigators (Office of Investigations (OI)) 

Five Investigators (Full-time) 

2. Summary of Manpower Utilization 

Onsite and in office professional effort from January 3, 1982 
through October 30, 1982 was approximately 8,949.5 manhours, with 
1068 of these manhours occurring between October 3 and October 30, 
1982. (These hours do not include those of OI investigators). 

C. High Visibility Issues 

1. Inspection of Catalytic, Inc. Activities 

Special inspection performed by Region III during weeks of August 10 
and September 7 and 13, 1982, regarding the adequacy of licensee 
control of Catalytic, Inc. work activities and to determine if the 
licensee had violated the Jecember 24, 1980 NRC Immediate Action 
Letter (IAL) and the December 30, 1980 CG&E Stop Work Order (SWO). 

Effort by Licensee 

During the NRC inspection a number of corrective actions were taken 
by the licensee, including the issuance of a Limited Stop Work Order 
(SWO) on September 10, 1982, on miscellaneous work by Catalytic, Inc.; 
and a Stop Work Order (SWO) on October 11, 1982, for all essential 
work activities performed by Catalytic, Inc., following the discussion 
of the inspection findings with Region III on October 8, 1982. 
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Immediately prior to the inspection, the licensee notified the NRC 
that a Stop Work Order (SWO) was initiated on August 5, 1982, regarding 
Catalytic, Inc. work associated with the removal of Control Rod Drive 
(CRD) hangers and supports. 

NRC Effort/Action 

The NRC inspection identified a number of apparent progra11111atic 
concerns as well as individual findings in the field concerning the 
Catalytic, Inc. safety-related activities. 

A management meeting was conducted at the Greater Cincinnati Airport 
(Open Meeting) on October 19, 1982, to discuss the inspection findings. 

Additional working meetings were held on November 2-4, 1982, to 
discuss the specific technical and programmatic issues in more detail. 

Findings to Date 

The licensee and the NRC have identified a number of concerns in the 
areas of organizational description and interfaces, assignment of 
responsibilities and authority, training, design control, procedures, 
document control, inspections, nonconformance control, corrective 
action, records, and audits. A number of concerns are considered 
repeat items. The inspection results indicate a breakdown in the 
CG&E management controls regarding Catalytic, Inc. The above items 
were considered prior to the issuance of the November 12, 1982 NRC 
ORDER. 

2. H. J. Kaiser (HJK) Internal Investigation Report 

Region III anonymously received a partial copy of a report of a HJK 
investigation conducted at Zimmer. The report was mailed from 
Cincinnati, Ohio on March 239 1982, and received by Region III on 
March 26, 1982. The NRC is investigating to determine the safety 
significance of the matters described in the investigation report 
and whether or not NRC reporting requirements were met. 

Effort by Licensee 

The licensee is conducting a review of the report. 

NRC Effort/Action 

The NRC investigation into the HJK investigation report and its 
significance has been transferred to the Office of Investigations. 

Findings to Date 

The findings will be discussed after the investigation is complete. 
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D. Quality Confirmation Program (QCP) 

A summary of the progress of the QCP task areas is provided as Attachment 
I. The CG&E QCP Status Report as of October 30, 1982, is included as 
Attachment II. This attachment includes more detail than the following 
summary presents. 

1. Task I, Structural Steel 

Review of structural beams, beam welds, re-entrant corners, procure
ment of beams, beam and steel plate heat number traceability, and 
inspection of cable tray foot connections. 

Effort by Licens~e 

The licensee is continuing to inspect structural steel items including 
foot connections, drywell steel, control room steel, gallery steel, 
and switchgear steel. 

The task involves 26 personnel and is reported to be 58% complete 
with an estimated completion date of December 1, 1982. 

NRC Effort/Action 

Reviewed 2,013 initial issue nonconformance reports (NRs) and 138 
dispositioned NRs and inspected a selected number of those reviewed. 

Resident and specialist inspectors performed field walkdowns of actual 
conditions and rework activities. 

Findings to Oa:e 

The licensee has generated 977 NRs identifying about 9546 weld 
deficiencies. The majority of the 4963 deficiencies dispositioned 
have been dispositioned as "rework". 

Three construction deficiency reports have been reported to the NRC 
concerning laminated angle iron, cable tray hangers/weld deficiencies, 
and cable tray hanger "Nelson stud" deficiencies. 

2. Task II, Weld Quality 

Review of welds performed, weld rod control, transfer of v1eld rod heat 
numbers, and deletion of weld inspection criteria. 

Effort by licensee 

The licensee is continuing to review the areas of structural weld 
cards, welding procedures, welder qualifications, small-bore piping 
welds, and large-bore piping welds. 
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The task involves six people and is reported to be 78% complete with 
the completion date still to be determined. The licensee is reorgan
izing the task work with both HJK and CG&E performing the reviews to 
improve efficiency. 

NRC Effort/Action 

Reviewed 642 initial issue NRs and 74 dispositioned NRs and inspected 
a selected number of those reviewed. 

Findings to Date 

The licensee has identified nonconforming conditions regarding weld 
data sheets, heat numbers, welder qualifications, and welding proce
dures. Discrepancies being identified include lack of objective 
evidence, white-outs and cross-outs, signature differences, incon
sistent data, and lack of adequate acceptance criteria. (Welder 
qualifications are being reviewed by a special HJK/CG&E task group.) 

Due to the identification of the lack of adequate control of draw
ings, inadequate acceptance criteria, and restart of the review 
activity under a new program, the large-bore piping weld review has 
not progressed. 

Three construction deficiency reports have been identified to the NRC 
concerning weld procedure deficiency, carbon weld rod in stainless 
steel weld, and lack of weld preheat or post weld heat treatment. 

3. Task III, Heat Number Traceability 

Review of installed large~bore and small-bore pipe heat numbers, heat 
numbers on isometric drawings, incorrect or marked-up heat numbers, 
and purchase orders. 

Effort by Licensee 

The licensee is continuing to review heat number traceability in the 
areas of large-bore piping, small-bore piping, and by purchase orders. 

The task involves 5 peopi~ (the August-September monthly status report 
incorrectly showed 14 people on this task, the correct number for that 
time was 6 people) and is reported to be 36% complete with the esti
mated completion date still to be determined. 

NRC Effort/Action 

Reviewed 529 initial issue NRs and 36 dispositioned NRs. 

Findings to Date 

The licensee has identified a substantial number of discrepancies 
regarding small-bore piping, large-bore piping, and purchase orders. 
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The nonconforming conditions include documentation deficiencies, 
lack of design change control, unsigned reports, use of unapproved 
vendors, and upgrade of materials. 

Three construction deficiencies have been identified to the NRC con
cerning 2400 ft. of SA-106 Grade B piping, some bolting material, 
and control of "ga1T111a plugs." 

4. Task IV, Socket Weld Fitup 

Review of socket weld fitup to ensure adequate iisengagement for 
small bore piping. 

Effort by Licensee 

The task is substantially complete with 29,821 fitups reviewed of a 
total of 32,000. The final reviews of the identified discrepancies 
and radiographs are being made. 

The task involves one person, and is reported as 98% complete with 
an estimated completion date of December 1, 1982. 

NRC Effort/Action 

Reviewed 115 initial issue NRs and 84 dtspositioned NRs and inspected 
a selected number of those reviewed. 

Findings to Date 

The licensee identified 695 weld joints which lacked evidence of 
disengagement and the joints have been rad1ographed. Of the 695 welds 
111 have been rejected for lack of disengagement. 

5. Task V, Radiographs 

Review the radiographs which did not meet ASME Code requirements due 
to inadequately shimmed penetrameters. 

Effort by Licensee 

The licensee has completed the review of the radiographs and is 
preparing a code inquiry to ASME concerning the shimming of the 
penetrameters. 

The selected, qualifying radiographs are being reviewed to assess 
the weld conditions. Of the 61 welds initially identified, 2 welds 
have been found to be duplicates, 1 weld had been replaced and was 
removed from the list, and 12 welds are inaccessible. This reduces 
the total to 46 welds identified. All 46 have been re-radiographed 
and accepted. 

This activity is reported to be approximately 99% complete with a 
completion date of Nove~ber 15, 1982. 
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NRC Effort/Action 

The resident inspector reviewed 97 initial issue NRs and 4 disposi
tioned NR. · 

Findings to Date 

A substantial number of the M. W. Kellogg radiographs were not shinuned 
adequately; however, the quality and sensitivity of the radiographs 
appears adequate. 

Two construction deficiency reports have been identified to the NRC 
concerning radiographs. 

6. Task VI, Cable Separation 

Review cable separation regarding essential and associated cables. 

Effort by Licensee 

The licensee is continuing the review and evaluation of wall penetra
tions/sleeves, associated cables for Class lE panels, all lE panels, 
and responses to engineering evaluation requests (EERs). 

The task involves nine persons and is reported to be 50% complete 
(scope expanded) with a completion date of June 1, 1983 (scope 
expanded). 

NRC Effort/Action 

Reviewed 879 initial issue NRs and 285 dispositioned NRs and inspected 
a selected number of those reviewed. 

Findings to Date 

Nonconforming conditions have been identified concerning cable separa
tion, identification, and routing. The licensee has written 776 NRs 
and 345 NRs have been dispositioned (131 rework, 25 repair, and 189 
accept-as-is) of which 217 NRs have been closed to date, with an 
additional 12 NRs cancelled because of duplication. 

Three construction deficiency reports have been identified to the 
NRC concerning electrical cable separation. 

7. Task VII, Nonconformance Reports 

Review of noncomformances documented in surveillance reports, punch 
lists, and exception lists; and nonconformances not documented, not 
entered, and voided rather than adequately dispositioned. Review 
300 closed NRs and solicit NRs not entered into the system. 
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Effort by Licens~ 

The licensee is continuing to review and evaluate nonconformances. 

Approximately 200 letters to fonner QC inspectors soliciting non
conformances not entered into the system return receipt requested 
were mailed by the licensee. The responses were limited. One report 
has been received from an individual identifying four potential NRs. 

Additional procedures, field walkdowns, and a material impound area 
are being provided. 

The task involves three persons and is approximately 61% complete 
with an estimated completion date of January 30, 1983. 

NRC Effort/ Action 

Reviewed 367 initial issue NRs and 257 dispositioned NRs and inspected 
a selected number of those reviewed. 

Findings to Date 

Fifty eight NRs have been written due to reopening of previously 
voided NRs. Of these NRs, 43 have been dispositioned (15 rework, 
1 repair, and 27 accept-as-is). -

8. Task VIII, Design Control and Verification 

Review procedures controlling design calculation completion, S&L 
program for controlling deviations from FSAR, correctness and con
sistency of FSAR, and design deviation identification and disposition. 

Effort by Licensee 

A programmatic audit of S&L design control was needed to complete 
this task. The audit was conducted on September 1-3, 1982 in Chicago. 
There were no findings. The audit will not be closed until the two 
recommendations given by ~he audit team have been resolved. 

The task is 99% complete with an estimated completion date of 
December 15, 1982. 

NRC Effort/Action 

The activity is being monitored with a closeout inspection planned 
to verify completion of the QCP Task VIII items, to identify any 
generic implications, and to evaluate the licensee conclusions. 

Findings to Date 

No significant findings have been identified to date regarding the 
S&L work; although, the S&L system has been made more fonnal. 
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Four construction deficiency reports have been identified to the NRC 
regarding design control. 

9. Task IX, Design Document Changes (DOC) 

Establish an accurate and complete listing of DOCs, DOC records, and 
associated QC inspection records. 

Effort by Licensee 

This task was divided into five phases as follows: 

Phase I Classification of CG&E, S&L, and HJK, DOCs as essential 
or nonessential. 

Phase IA Classification of WY&B and other site contractor DDCs as 
essential or nonessential. 

Phase II Review inspection documentation to determine if CG&E, 
S&L, and HJK DDCs have been incorporated and inspected. 

Phase IIA Review inspection documentation to determine if WY&B 
and other site contractor DDCs have been incorporated 
and inspected. 

Phase III Electrical inspections in the control room. 

The original task (Phases I and II) is 40.8% complete. Phases IA 
and IIA are 9.2% complete and Phase III is 10% complete. 

The task involves 14 persons for Phases I, II, IA, and IIA with an 
estimated completion date of January 1983. Phase III involves 6 
persons with an estimated completion date of June 1983. 

NRC Effort/Action 

Reviewed 511 initial issue NRs and 3 dispositioned NRs and inspected 
a selected number of those reviewed. 

Findings to Date 

A number of deficiencies have been identified concerning missing 
documentation, misclassification of DDCs, inspection program defici
encies, failure to incorporate deficiencies, premature inspection, 
and incomplete inspection documentation. 

10. Task X, Subcontractor QA Programs 

Confirm the quality of the Bristol Steel work and review all subcon
tractor QA programs or safety-related work to ensure the safety-related 
activities performed were acceptable. 
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Effort by Licensee 

Bristol field welds are being reviewed within Task I and 80 audits 
of subcontractors were identified encompassing 13 subcontractors. 
All 80 audits have been reviewed. 

The task involves two persons and is 78% complete with an estimated 
completion date of December 1982. 

NRC Effort/Action 

None during this period. 

Findings to Date 

Six subcontractor audits may require audits of subsequent activities 
for confirmation of work that cannot be verified by document review 
or inspection. 

Many of the 80 audits reviewed do not address all applicable criteria. 

11. Task XI Audits 

Review all past audits of HJK, S&L, GE, GED, EPD, EOTO, and GCO to 
determine depth and adequacy with respect to Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 
and appropriate closeout of audit findings. Justify the acceptability 
of the areas not audited. 

Effort by Licensee 

Review of audits, audit summaries prepared, and all of the 296 past 
audits have been reviewed. 

The task involves two persons and is 82% complete with estimated 
completion date of November 15, 1982. 

NRC Effort/Action 

None during this period. 

findings to Date 

Coverage of the audits was not sufficient to verify adequate imple
mentation of program requirements. 

E. Ongoing Construction Activities 

Major ongoing construction activities during October included installation 
and modification of pipe supports, drywell steel modifications, installa
tion of drywell air coolers, seismic modification to switchgear, rework 
of control room structural steel, and installation of seismic columns. 
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As of November 12, 1982, all safety-related construction activities, 
including rework of identified deficient construction was suspended by 
an NRC ORDER. 

F. Potential Plant Problems 

The following is a list of areas or items which Region III considers as 
potential problems and are being monitored by the inspectors. 

Rust on the stainless steel liner plate in suppression pool 

Containment liner leak rate channel leakage (welds) 

Sacrificial shield weld inadequacies (records and actual weld 
conditions) 

Cable tray trapeze weld and support stud inadequacies 

Past personnel qualifications 

Past weld procedures 

Purchase of equipment 

Structural steel bolting 

Control panel and electrical switchgear mounting plug weld 
inadequacies 

Cable seperation inadequacies 

G. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Requests 

None during this period. 
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SUMMARY OF THE PROGRESS OF QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM (QCP) TASK AREAS 
AS OF JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER, ANO OCTOBER 1982 

TASK AREA PERCENT COMPLETE/EXPECTED COMPLETION AS OF 

JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 

I. STRUCTURAL STEEL* 31% 35% 50% 57% 58% 
12/01/82 12/01/82 12/01/82 12/01/82 12/01/82 

I I. WELD QUAL ITV* 58% 58% 62% 68% 70% 
** ** ** ** ** 

I I I. HEAT NUMBER 30% 30% 33% 33% 36% 
TRACEABILITY* ** ** ** ** ** 

IV. SOCKET WELD FITUP 98% 95% 96% 98% 98% 
08/01/82 10/01/82 10/01/82 12/01/82 12/01/82 

v. RADIOGRAPHS 97% 97% 98% 98% 99% 
08/01/82 09/15/82 11/15/82 11/15/82 11/15/82 

VI. CABLE SEPARATION* 54% 52% 35% 44% 50% 
12/31/82 12/31/82 06/01/83 06/01/83 06/01/83 

VI I. NONCONFORMANCES 61% 40% 52% 61% 61% 
12/31/82 12/31/82 12/31/82 01/30/83 01/30/83 

VIII. DESIGN CONTROL AND 97% 99% 99% 99% 99% 
VERIFICATION 07/15/82 08/15/82 ** ** 12/15/82 

IX. DESIGN DOCUMENT 34% 35% <32% <33% <35% 
CHANGES 12/31/82 12/31/82 04/15/83 04/15/83 06/01/83 

x. SUBCONTRACTOR QA 60% 65% 75% 75% 78% 
PROGRAMS 08/13/82 09/15/82 10/15/82 10/30/82 12/31/82 

x I. AUDITS 70% 72% 74% 80% 82% 
10/08/82 10/08/82 11/15/82 11/15/82 11/15/82 

*Areas viewed by Region III as potentially requiring a significant amount of rework. 
**Estimated completion date to be ~etermined. 
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QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK I: STRUCTURAL STEEL 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 

A. 100~ VISUAL INSPECTION OF ACCESSIBLE STRUCTURAL STEEL BEAM FIELU WELDS, 
BRISTOL SHOP WELDS, RE-ENTRANT CORNERS AND WELDED CABLE TRAY FOO: CONNECTIONS. 

B. 100% OF ALL BEAMS INSPECTED ARE COMPARED TO THE DESIGN.DRAWINGS P.:m DESIGN 
DOCUMENT CHANGES (DOC'S). 

c. 100% VISUAL INSPECTION OF HVAC SUPPORTS IN THE CONTROL ROOM. 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL # ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MAf~HOURS 

OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED MANHOUR~ 

AREA ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH REMAINn 

l )DRYWELL 322 0 322 0 100 0 0 
LESS 525 ELV 

2)REACTOR, *2992 23 1628 1 55 1452 8184 
AUX SRV 
WATER BLDG 

3)CONTROL RM 105 0 49 0 47 0 336 
HVAC SUPTS 

TOTAL j4l~ 23 1999 1 58 1452 8520 

CURRENT STATUS AND RESULTS 

1. NONCONFORMANCE (NR) SUMMARY 

QUANTITY NUMBER 
NR'S DEFICIENCIES DEFICIENCIES ACCEPT 

AREA WRITTEN IDENTIFIED DISPOSITIONED AS IS REWORK REJECT REPAJ 

FOOT CONN. 253 975 242 139 88 0 15 

DRYWELL 279 1825 314 10 306 4 3 

CONTROL RM 173 2488 2331 17 2312 4 1 

GALLERY STL 40 122 121 0 121 0 1 

SWITCHGR 567'5" 34 1953 1955 0 1933 0 2 

SWJTCHGR 546 I 66 869 0 8 7 0 1 

AUX BLD ROOF 591' 1 119 0 0 0 0 0 

CABLE SPRD 546' 82 78 
HVAC 49 1117 
TOTAL 977 9546 4963 174 4767 8 23 

(1) 



. . . 
QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

• TASK I: (CONT'D) 

NOTE: MAJORITY OF THE DEFICIENCIES ATTRIBUTED TO: OVERLAP• UNDERSJZE WELD, UUDER
CUT, WELD PROFILE, LACK OF FUSION, AND INCORRECT INSTALLAlION. 

2. BEAi1~ BEING INSPECTED ARE COMPARED TO DESIGN DRAWINGS AND DESIGN DOCUMENT 
CHANGES AT PRESENT, THE BEAMS THAT HAVE BEEN INSPECTED, AND HAVE GONE THROUGH 
THE DESIGN, DOCUMENT REVIEW, APPEAR ON THE DESIGN DRAWING AND/OR A DESIGN 
DOCUMENT CHANGE (DOC). 

3. COSMETIC REWORK HAS BEEN REQUIRED ON 70~ OF THE BEAMS INSPECTED, TO OBTAIN 
RESULTS IN COMPLIANCE WITH AWS Dl.1 1972 ACCEPTAUCE CRITERIA. 

COMMENTS 

1. TASK I PROVIDED INSPECTORS TO PERFORM 152 INSPECTIONS FOR TASK IX ON ELEC
TRICAL ~ONDUIT SUPPORTS. 

2. THE STOP WORK ORDER #82-02 STOPPING ALL WORK ON SCAFFOLDING, PAINT REMOVAL, ETC., 
. HAS GREATL y ll1PJ'.CTEO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS cor1PLETED THIS MONTH. 

3. THE RANDOM SAMPLE INSPECTION OF 100 CONNECTIONS IN THE SERVICE WATER BUILDING . 
IS IN PROGRESS. DEFICIENCIES NOTED THUS FAR ARE PRIMARILY COSMETIC IN 
NATURE. COMPLETION IS CONTINGENT UPON THE RESOLUTION OF ITEM 2 ABOVE. 

PRESENT MANPOWER SUMMARY ACTUAL 

TASK COORDINATOR 1 

QUALITY SPECIALISTS 3 

INSPECTORS 15 

DOCUMENT REVIEWERS 7 

TOTAL 26 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS APPROXIMATELY 58% COMPLETE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

DECEMBER 1, 1982 
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QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK II: WELD QUALITY 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 

A. PERFORM A 100% REVIEW OF CODE PIPING KE-1 WELD DATA SHEETS TO DETERMINE 
WELD ROD HEAT NUMBERS, INSPECTION STAMPS ANO DATES, IDENTIFY M!SSED HOLD 
POINTS, AND MISSING OR ALTERED DOCUMENTATlON. 

8. VERIFY PROPER WELD PROCEDURE AND WELDER QUALIFICATION. 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL N ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MANHOURS 
OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED MAN HOUR! 

AREA ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH REMAINit 

l)STRUCT. 11,000 0 11,000 0 98 0 
KE-1 REVIEW 

416 

I 

2)SM BORE 32,000 0 25,841 0 79 *160 837 
PIPE 

(APPX) 
3)LG BORE 9,400 0 0 0 0 0 1373 

PIPE (380 PSK'S) 

4)WELD PRO- 91 14 24 15 26 187 1413 
CE DURE {PROCEDURES) 
REVIEP 121 REV'S 

S)WELDER 4600 357 2456 7.5 53 80 1223 
QUAL. (DOCUMENTS) 
REVIEW 

5)WELD PC~ 0 0 0 0 0 416 
CONTROL 

TOTAL 57,121 371 

1) *SEE ITEM #2 9ELOW 

CURRENT STATUS ANO RESULTS 

39,321 2 70 427 

1. AREA 11 PRELIMINARY REPORT DRAFTED ON KE-1 REVIEW CER TO BE INITIATED m~ 
AREAS OF CONCERNS. 

5678 

2. ARtA #2 *REWRITE OF PROCEDURE 19-QA-14 TO INCORPORATE A FINAL REVIEW OF DOC
UMENTS GENERATED, *MANHOURS EXPENDED IN THE REVISION OF 69 NR'S TO THIS TASK 
FOR CLARITY AND PROCEDURE REWRITE. 

3. AREA 13 PROCEDURE TO BE ~RITTEN, SEE TO BE RESOLVED, ITEM Jl. 
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QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK II: (CONT'D) 

4. AREA #4 24 CER'S HAVE BEEN GENERATED ON PROCEDURE'S REVIEWED. 

5. AREA 16 PROCEDURE HAS NOT BEEN WRITTEN DUE TO LACK OF PERSONNEL - INVEST
IGATION TO BE STARTED NOVEMBER 1982 WITH PROCEDURE DEVELOPED AT THE SAME 
TIME FRAME. 

TO BE RESOLVED 

1. COORDINATION WITH HJK REVIEW FOR NPP-1 PROGRAM TO EFFECT A COORDINATED N-5 
PROGRAM INCLUDING ITEM (1) IN COMMENTS SECTION. 

2. CONFIRM ACCEPTABLE HEAT NUMBERS ESTABLISHED BY TASK III. 

3. COMPLETION OF REWRITE OF 19-QA-14 TO SUPPLY DIRECTION FOR A SECOND REVIEW. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY ACTUAL 

TASK COORDINATOR 1/2 
INSPECTORS 1 

DOCUMENT REVIEWERS 4 

CLERKS 1/2 

TOTAL 6 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS APPROXIMATELY 70% COMPLETE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

TO BE DETERMINED BY HJK SCHEDULE OF NPP-1/N-5 PROGRAMS (TO DATE, SCHEDULE 
NOT POSTED). 

(~) 



. . QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK III: HEAT NUMBER TRACEABILITY 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 

A. PERFORM A lOOS REVIEW OF SMALL BORE PIPING DOCUMENTATION AND CONDUCT A FIELD 
WALKDOWN OF THE SYSTEMS IDENTIFIED ON THE QCP LIST OF SAFETY-RELATED AND 
IMPORTANT TO SAFETY SYSTEMS. 

B. PERFORM A 100% INSPECTION AND/OR REVIEW OF DOCUMENTATION OF LARGE BORE PIPING 
FIELD MODIFICATIONS OF SYSTEMS ON THE SAFETY-RELATED AND IMPORTANT TO SAFETY 
SYSTEM LIST. 

C. PERFORM A 100% REVIEW OF ALL CODE AND STRUCTURAL PURCHASE ORDERS TO ESTABLISH 
A LIST OF ACCEPTABLE HEAT NUMBERS. 

O. PERFORM A REVIEW OF PURCHASE ORDERS FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL ANO STEEL SHAPES TO 
DETERMJNE IF PURCHASED ESSENTIAL OR NONESSENTIAL (THESE P.O.'S SHALL BE PART 
OF ACTION C). RESULTS OF THE REVIEW WILL BE USED TO ANSWER TASK 1 CONCERNS • 
REGARDING ACCEPTABILITY OF STRUCTURAL STEEL. 

E. PERFORM INSPECTION ANO REVIEW OF GAMMA PLUGS TO GAIN ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
FOR EVALUATION AND DISPOSITION OF fOCFR50.55(e) REPORT M-56. 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL # ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MAN HOURS 
OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPEL TED COMPLETED EXPENDED MAN HOU 

AREA ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH REMAIN 

A)SM BORE 2691 ISK 27 52 1 2 226 2540 
DOC 
SM BORE 2691 ISK 0 2691 0 100 0 0 
WLKDWN 

(APPX) 
B)LG BORE 380 PSK 0 0 0 0 0 74,600 

DOC (APPX) 
LG BORE 380 PSK 0 0 0 0 0 
WLKDWN 

C)PURCHASE 2688 26 44 1.0 1.6 215 2951 
ORDER REVW 

D)HJK STRCTL 1900 0 1900 0 95 0 4C 
STEEL PO'S 
£SS/NONE SS 

£)GAMMA PLUG 404 179 219 44 54 223 20£ 
SO.SS(e)M-56 

TOTAL 11, 134 232 4906 3 36 664 80,34( 

(5) 



QUALITY l:ONF 

TASK III: (CONT'D) 

1) *TOTAL MANHOURS SHOWN IS FOR BOTH LARGE BORE DOCUMENTATION AND WALKDOWN. 

2) **INCLUDES STRUCTURAL STEEL PO'S IDENTIFIED IN ACTION D. TOTAL NUMBER OF 
ITEMS CHANGED DUE TO CHANGE IN METHOD OF ACCOUNTING, I.E. PURCHASE ORDERS 
RATHER THAN SHIPMENTS RECEIVED. 

3) ***5% REMAINING TO COMPLETE IS TO PERFORM FINAL l~EVIE~. 

CURRENT STATUS AND RESULTS 

1. HJK IS VALIDATING CMTR' S FOR STRUCTURAL ITEMS RECEIVED ON NOUESSENTIAL PO 1 S 

THROUGH USER TESTS OR QUALIFYING SUPPLIER. SIMILAR REVIEW AND ACTION BEING 
COMPLETED FOR ASME PIPING COMPONENTS. 

2. 1900 STRUCTURAL STEEL PURCHASE ORDERS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED, OF THIS NUMBER, 
1142 WERE ORDERED ESSENTIAL AND 758 WERE ORDERED NONESSENTIAL. 

3. 219 OF 404 GAMMA PLUGS HAVE BEEN INSPECTED. THE DATA HAS BEEN SUBMITTED 
TO CG&E NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. ACTION ON THIS ITEM IS STOPPED 
PENDING NED EVALUATION. 

TO BE RESOLVED 

1. A METHOD OF SURVEILLING THE H.J. KAISER N-5 PROGRAM IS BEING RESEARCHED TO 
ADDRESS ACTION B. 

COMMENTS 

1. THE FIGURE SHOWN FOR LARGE BORE REFLECTS AN APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF MANHOURS 
NECESSARY FOR THE QCP TO PERFORM THE LARGE BORE WALKDOWN AND DOCUMENTATION 
REVIEW. THIS FIGURE WOULD BE MUCH LESS IF HJK PERFORMED THIS FUNCTION AND 
QCP PERFORMED A SURVEILLANCE OF THEIR ACTIVITY. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY 

TASK COORDINATOR 
TASK LEAD 
INSPECTORS 
DOCUMENT REVIEWERS 

TOTAL 

ACTUAL 

1 

1 
1 

2 

5 

(6) 



TASK Ill: (CONT'D) 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS 36~ COMPLETE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 
TO BE DETERMINED AFTER COORDINATION WITH HJK AND CG&E DOCUMENTATION R~VlEW 

GROUP. 

(7) 

------·-



AREA 

IV 

QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK IV: SOCKET WELD DISENGAGEMENT 

ACTIONS BEING TAKEN 

A. IDENTIFY SMALL BORE PIPING SOCKET WELDS FOR WHICH VERIFICATION FOR DISEN
GAGEMENT DOES NOT EXIST. 

8. RADIOGRAPH 100% OF THE ACCESSIBLE WELD NOT HAVING VERIFICATION OF DISEN
GAGEMENT. 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL # 
OF 
ITEMS 

ITEMS ITEMS 
COMPELTED COMPLETED 
THIS MONTH TO DATE 

PERCENT 
COMPLETED 
THIS MONTH 

PERCENT 
COMPLETED 
TO DATE 

MAN HOURS 
EXPEflDED 
THIS MONTH 

SOCKET WELD 32,000 
DISENGAGE-

0 29,821 0 98 *90 

MENT 

CURRENT STATUS ANO RESULTS 

A. 348 RADIOGRAPHS TO DATE HAVE BEEN TRANSMITTED TO QADVG . . 
B. 111 SOCKET WELDS HAVE BEEN REJECTED FOR LACK OF DISENGAGEMENT. 

C. 695 WELDS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED TO DATE AS LACKING EVIDENCE OF A QUALITY 
INSPECTION. 

D. REJECT WELD HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED ON NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS. 

COMMENTS 

1. MANHOURS EXPENDED THIS TASK DUE TO CER 82-240 WRITTEN ON 19-QA-02 FOR NON
COMPLIANCE OF PROCEDURE. RESULTS: A REWRITE OF 19-QA-02 FOR CLARITY, DIR
ECTION AND TO INITIATE A SECOND REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS GENERATED BY TASK IV. 
IMPACT OF SECOND REVIEW HAS NOT BEEN DETERMINED TO DATE, PROCEDURE WAS 
REVIEWED BY THE REVIEW BOARD AND COMMENTS ADDED 10-26-82. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY 

TASK COORDINATOR 
CLERKS 

TOTAL 

ACTUAL 

1/2 
1/2 

1 

(8) 

MAr•HOUR 
REMAIN I 

240 



QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK IV: (CONT'D) 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS 98: COMPLETE. INITIAL REVIEW/CER 82-240. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

DECEMBER 1, 1982 PENDING APPROVAL OF THE H. THIELSCH REPORT. AN ESTIMATED 
COMPLETION DATE FOR THE SECOND REVIEW WILL BE ADDRESSED AFTER IMPLIMENTATION 

OF 19-QA-02. 

(9) 



.. QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK V: RADIOGRAPHS 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN 

A. CONFIRM THAT THE EXISTING RADIOGRAPHS OF LARGE BORE PIPING SUPPLIED BY 
M. W. KELLOGG ARE ADEQUATE TO IDENTIFY WELD DEFICIENCIES. 

SUM!-1ARY OF TASK 

TOTAL I ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MAN HOURS 
OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED 

AREA ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS 1-0NTH 

RADIOGRAPHY 4250 0 4250 0 100 0 
REVIEW 
RADIOGRAPHS 46 4 46 27.3 100 40 
PHASE I I 
TOTALS 4296 • 4 4296 1 99 40 

CURRENT STATUS AND RESULTS 

A. REVIEW OF 4250 WELD RADIOGRAPHS FOR SENSITIVITY IS COMPLETE. 

B. 46 WELDS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED TO BE RE-RADIOGRAPHED, COVERING ALL VARIATION 
IN PIPE AND WALL THICKNESS. 

C. PROGRAM TO CONFIRM RADIOGRAPHS HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF 
BOILER PRESSURE VESSEL INSPECTORS AND THE STATE OF OHIO. 

O. 46 OF THE 46 RADIOGRAPHS HAVE BEEN RE-RADIOGRAPHED, AND ACCEPTED. 

E. MOCK-UPS OF THE 4 INACCESSABLE WELDS WERE FABRICATED A~D RADIOGRAPHED. 

TO BE RESOLVED 

COMMENTS 

A FINAL REPORT FOR TASK V IS BEING WRITTEN AND WILL BE PRESENTED TO ALL 
APPLICABLE PARTIES. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY 
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO TASK III WILL SUPPORT THIS ACTIVITY. 

STATUS 
OVERALL TASK IS APPROXIMATELY 99% COMPLETE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

NOVEMBER 15, 1982 

{10} 

MAN HOURS 
REf.~AJ NIN 

0 

40 

40 



QUAlll Y t;UNt lKM/'\I .lUl1 rl\U\J"rv·• 

TASK VI: CABLE SEPARATION 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 
A. 100% INSPECTION OF SLEEVES AND CLASS IE FLOOR PENETRATIONS FOR SEPARATION 

IDENTIFICATION AND ROUTING. 

8. INSPECT A MINIMUM OF 10% OF THE ASSOCIATED CABLES TO ARRIVE AT A 95~ CONFI· 
DENCE LEVEL THAT 95% OF THE ASSOCIATED CABLES ARE PROPERLY SEPARATED IN TRAYS 
AND CONDUITS. CONFIDENCE LEVEL WAS NOT MET. THIS INSPECTION IS SUPERSEDED 

BY THE INSPECTION OF CABLE TRAYS. 

C. 100% INSPECTION OF CABLE TRAYS IN CATEGORY 1 STRUCTURES. 

D. 100% INSPECTION OF CABLES REQUIRING SEPARATION INSIDE PANELS ANO TO THE FIRST 
ASSIGNED RACEWAY TO VERIFY PROPER SEPARATION AND IDENTIFICATION. THIS INCLUDES 
ALL CABLES INSTALLED BETWEEN THE CABLE SPREADING ROOM AND THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM. 

E. TRACK RESOLUTION OF SIX SAMPLES OF FAILURE TO MEET CABLE SEPARATION CRITERIA 

IDENTIFIED BY THE NRC. 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

AREA 

WALL 
PENETRA
TION 
SLEEVES 
(SEE NOTE B) 
ASSOC. 
CABLES 

TOTAL # 
OF 
ITEMS 

182 

392 

ITEMS 
COMPLETED 
THIS MONTH 

0 

0 

TRAY SYS. 1778(TR) 1903(UN) 
WLKDWN (12446 UN) 
(SEE NOTE C) 

CABLES RE- 8951 CABLES 0 
QUIRING (35,804 UN) 
SEP. IN-
SIDE PANELS 
(SEE NOTE D) 
REVIEW OF 0 
EER RESPONSES 
ADMINIS-
TRATIVE 
TOTAL 48,824 1903 

(TR II TRAYS) 
(UN • UNITS) 

ITEMS 
COMPLETED 
TO DATE 

182 

392 

PERCENT 
COMPLETED 
THIS flDNTH 

0 

0 

5589(UN) 15.3 

0 0 

37 0 

6200 6 

( 11) 

PERCENT 
COMPLETED 
TO DATE 

100 

100 

44.9 

0 

100 

50 

MAN HOURS 
EXPENDED 
THIS MONTH 

0 

0 

538.5 

217 

0 

589.5 

1345 

MAN HOUR'. 
REMA I NII 

32 

0 

8172 

6357 

0 

1592 

16,153 



.. QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK VI: (CONT'D) 

CURRENT STATUS AND RESULTS 

A. A TOTAL OF 776 NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS HAVE BEEN WRITTEN FOR SEPARATION. IDEN
TIFICATION AND ROUTING DEFICIENCIES. 345 NR'S DISPOSITIONED (131 REWORK, 
25 REPAIR, 189 ACCEPT-AS-IS). 217 OF THE 345 DISPOSITIONED NR'S HAVE BEEN 

CLOSED. 12 NR'S WERE CANCELLED BECAUSE OF DUPLICATlON. 419 NR'S HAVE NOT 

BEEN DISPOSITIONED. 

B. WALL PENETRATION AND SLEEVE INSPECTIONS COMPLETE. LEVEL II REVIEW OF INSPEC

TION RECORDS REMAINING. 

C. THE DECISION HAS BEEN MADE TO INSPECT CABLE TRAYS IN PLACE OF CLOSING OUT 
ASSOCIATED CABLE INSPECTION RECORDS SINCE CONFIDENCE LEVEL HAS NOT BEEN MET. 
THE PROCEDURE FOR TRAY INSPECTION 19-QA-38 WAS APPROVED ON AUGUST 24, 1982. 
THE CABLE TRAY INSPECTIONS FOR THE CONTROL ROOM AND THE SERVICE WATER PUMP 
STRUCTURE ARE COMPLETE ANO INSPECTIONS ARE BEING PERFORMED IN THE REACTOR 

BUILDING. 

D. THERE ARE 4210 CABLES THAT REQUIRE.INSPECTION IN THE CONTROL ROOM ANO FROM 
THE CABLE SPREADING ROOM TO THE CONTROL ROOM. INSPECTIONS CANNOT START 
UNITL THE SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS ARE FINALIZED. 

E. STATUS OF THE SIX EXAMPLES OF LACK OF SEPARATION: (2) CORRECTED, (1) IN
PROCESS OF BEING REWORKED, (2) ACCEPTED BY ENGINEERING, ANO (1) IDENTIFIED 

ON NR. 

COMMENT 

MEETINGS WERE HELD WITH S&l TO CLARIFY AND RESOLVE SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY ACTUAL 

TASK COORDINATOR 1 

QUALITY ENGINEER 1 

LEAD INSPECTOR 1 

INSPECTORS 4 1/2 

DOCUMENTATION (NR'S & SCOPING 1 1/2 

PKGS) 
TOTAL 9 

(12) 



STATUS 

QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK VI: (CONT'D) 

50% COMPLETE (EXPANDED SCOPE MANHOURS). 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

JUNE 1, 1983 

(13) 



QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK VII: NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 

A. 100% REVIEW OF ALL VOIDED NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS (NR'S), SURVEILLANCE REPORTS 
(SR'S), PUNCHLIST AND EXCEPTION LIST ITEMS. 

B. 1ooi SOLICITATION TO PAST AND PRESENT QC INSPECTORS, BY CERTIFIED MAIL, 
REQUESTING THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF ANY NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS NOT ENTERED INTO 
THE SYSTEM. 

C. REVIEW 300 RANDOMLY SELECTED, CLOSED NR'S. 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MANHOURS 

* OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED MAN HOURS 
AREA ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH REMAINING 

VOIDED NR 1318 100 1050 7.58 79.66 125 539 
REVIEW 
INITIAL 
VOIDED 1318 64 656 4.85 49.77 80 565 
REVIEW 
SECONDARY 
SURVEILL- 3500 0 3285 0 94 0 5430 
ANCE RPT 
REVIEW 
PUNCHLIST (APPX) 
REVIEW 25,000 0 0 0 0 10 1190 

CLOSED NR 300 0 50 0 16.66 0 145 
REVIEW 
NR'S UNKNOWN 0 0 (NO NR'S RECEIVED THIS MONTH) 
FROM 
INSPECTORS 

TOTAL 31,436 0 5,041 0 61 215 7869 

CURRENT STATUS AND RESULTS 
A. OF THE 100 NR'S REVIEWED, 50 HAVE BEEN SENT TO HJK FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION/ 

BACK-UP DOCUMENTATION AND 50 ARE READY FOR TRANSMITTAL UPON RECEIPT OF ORIGINAL 
50 (EXPECTED 10/26; LETTER FOR ADDITIONAL 50 FOR SIGNATURE). 

B. NO NO COMMITTEE HELD THIS MONTH. 

(14) 
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. . . QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK VII: CONT'D. 

C. TWENTY MAN HOURS WERE EXPENDED THIS PERIOD FOR DISCUSSION ANO PREPARATION OF 
PROCEDURES TO CLOSE OUT PUNCHLIST ITEMS. 

D. PREPARATION OF PROCEDURE (19-QA-20 REVIEW OF PUNCHLIST) IN PROGRESS AS OF 
THIS DATE. PROCEDURE ANO FINAL REVIEW CYCLE TO BE COMPLETED BY NOVEMBER 15, 
1982. 

E. 58 NR'S HAVE BEEN GENERATED FROM THE REVIEW OF VOIDED HJK NR'S AND SURVEILL· 
ANCE REPORTS. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY 

TASK COORDINATOR 
DOCUMENT REVIEWERS 
TOTAL 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS APPROXIMATELY 61% COMPLETE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

JANUARY 30, 1983 

(15) 

ACTUAL 

1 
2 

3 



e I 

QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK VIII: DESIGN CONTROL ANO VERIFICATION 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 

VERIFY ADEQUACY OF S&L DESIGN CONTROL AND VERIFICATION PROGRAM. PROCEDURES 
WERE IN PLACE AND WERE CLARIFIED. 

CURRENT STATUS ANO RESULTS 

THE FINAL REPORT FOR TASK VIII IS BEING WRITTEN. 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS 99% COMPLETE TO DATE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

DECEMBER 15, 1982 

(16) 



.... 

AREA 

PHASE I 

QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK IX: DESIGN DOCUMENT CHANGES 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 

1. COMPILE A COMPUTER LISTING OF ALL DOC'S. 
2. REVIEW CG&E, HJK, S&L AND OTHER SITE CONTRACTORS' DOC'S TO DETERMINE PROPER 

CLASSIFICATION. 
3. REVIEW CG&E, HJK, S&L AND OTHER SITE CONTRACTOR'S ESSENTIAL DOC'S TO DETER

MINE IF DOC'S WERE INCORPORATED IN INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION. 
4. PERFORM ELECTRICAL INSPECTIONS IN THE CONTROL ROOM FOR CABLE TRAY HANGERS, 

CONDUIT, AND CONDUIT SUPPORTS. (ADDITION TO ORIGINAL QCP WORK SCOPE) 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MAN HOURS 
I OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED 
ITEMS • THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH 

19, 711 0 18,725 0 95 0 

MANHOURS 
REMAINING 

80 

PHASE II 9, 111 227 3,303 2.5 36.3 551.5 13,858.5 

PHASE IA 2,600 190 754 7.3 29 20 146 

PHASE IIA 2,200 68 167 3 .1 7.6 228 5,030.5 

fHASE III 
DOCUMENTATION 714 24 124* 3.3 17.3 45.0 

INSPECTION 714 79 98* 11 13.7 491. 5 

OTHER 

TOTAL 

1017. 0 

35,050 23,171 2 35 2353 19,115 

* EQUIVALENT ITEMS 
•• OTHER TIME SPENT FOR TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL, PROBLEM RESEARCH 

AND RESOLUTION, PROCEDURE PREPARATION, CLERICAL, PHASE II ADMINISTRATION, AND 
SETTING UP A DOC REVIEW AND HANDLING SYSTEM. (386.5 HRS. FOR DOC SYSTEM) 

PHASE I - CLASSIFICATION OF CG&E, S&L AND HJK, DOC'S AS ESSENTIAL OR NON
ESSENTIAL. 

PHASE II - REVIEW INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION TO DETERMINE IF CG&E, S&L AND HJK 
DOC'S HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED AND INSPECTED. 

PHASE IA - CLASSIFICATION OF WY&B AND OTHER SITE CONTRACTOR DOC'S AS ESSENTIAL 
OR NON-ESSENTIAL. 

PHASE JIA- REVIEW INSPECTION DOCUMENTATION TO DETERMINE IF WY&B AND OTHER SITE 
CONTRACTOR DOC'S HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED AND INSPECTED. 

PHASE III- ELECTRICAL INSPECTIONS IN THE CONTROL ROOM. 
(17) 



• 
QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

lASK IX: (CONT'D) 

RESULTS 

1. IN PHASES II & IIA, 760 DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED TO DATE FOR REPORTING VIA DOCU
MENT DEFICIENCY NOTICES OR NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS AS APPLICABLE. 

2. IN PHASE III. 95 DEFICIENCIES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED TO DATE FOR REPORTING VIA 
NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS. A MAJORITY OF THESE DEFICIENCIES ARE DUE TO WELD 
OEFI CI ENC I ES. 

3. TASK IX GENERATED THE FOLLOWING CER'S DURING THE PAST MONTH: 
i) DOCUMENTATION FOR MISCELLANEOUS HVAC INSTALLATION 

ii) RESPONSE TIME FORCER'S 
111) DOCUMENTATION FOR INSPECTION OF GE MECHANICAL FDDR'S AND FDI'S 
iv) CABLE TRAY HANGER WELDS (VENDORS SHOP VS. FIELD) 
v) CONDUIT HANGER DEADWEIGHT CALCULATIONS 

vi) CONDUIT HANGER DIMENSION TOLERANCES 
vii) NR'S WITH CONDITIONAL DISPOSITIONS 

PROMBLEM/DEFICIENCY ELECT. MECH. 

1 • MISSING DOCUMENTATION 32 

2. DOC MIS-CLASSIFICATION 13 

3. INSPECTION PROGRAM 26 
DEFICIENCIES & MISC. 

4. DOC NOT INCORPORATED 101 10 
IN DOCUMENTATION 

s. INSPECTION PRIOR TO DOC 3 
BEING WRITTEN (AS-BUILT) 

6. INCOMPLETE INSPECfION 8 

TOTAL 183 10 

TO BE RESOLVED 

STRUCT. TOTAL 
203 235 

3 16 

32 58 

307 418 

3 

22 30 

567 760 

A. TASK IX IS STILL WAITING FOR HJK TO RESPOND Tu CAR'S IN ORDER TO COMPLETE SOME 
DOC REVIEWS. 

B. THE METHOD USED TO CALCULATE CONDUIT DEAD LOADS, AS CONTAINED IN THE E-189 
SERIES GENERAL NOTES, MAY BE INADEQUATE. THIS IS BEING ADDRESSED BY CG&E 
QUALITY ENGINEERING. 

(18) 



QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK IX: (CONT'D) 

C. THE WELD INSPECTORS HAVE STATED THAT THEY CANNOT DETERMINE WHICH WELDS ON TRAY 
SUPPORTS WERE MADE BY THE SMAW PROCESS AND WHICH WERE MADE BY THE MIG PROCESS 
AFTER THE WELDS HAVE BEEN HOT-DIPPED GALVANIZED. THERE IS PRESENTLY NO WAY TO 
DETERMINE WHICH SUPPORTS WERE FABRICATED BY THE VENDOR AND WHICH WERE FABRICATED 
HERE ON SITE. THE LATIER REQUIRE INSPECTION OF THE "SHOP" WELDS. THIS PROBLEM 
IS BEING ADDRESSED BY CG&E QUALITY ENGINEERING, PER CER WRITTEN BY TASK IX. 

D. THERE ARE SEVERAL HUNDRED DOC'S OPEN AGAINST THE E-189 DRAWINGS, OF WHICH MORE 
THAN 150 APPLY TO THE CONTROL ROOM AREA. A SYSTEM IS CURRENTLY BEING DEVELOPED 
TO ASSURE THAT ALL APPLICABLE DOC'S ARE INCLUDED IN THE INSPECTION PACKAGES AND 
PROVIDE FOR VERIFICATION OF THAT FACT. 

E. A LARGE NUMBER OF CONDUIT SUPPORTS IN THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM STILL HAVE OPEN 
WORK TICKETS FOR LINE REVISIONS. THE PRESENT HJK PROGRAM ONLY REQUIRES INSPEC
TION OF TH,E ACTUAL REVISION, AND NOT THE ENTIRE SUPPORT. THEREFORE, SINCE 
THESE SUPPORTS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY ACCEPTED, THEY STILL FALL UNDER 19-QA-35. 
THIS PROBLEM HAS NOT YET BEEN ADDRESSED, BUT WILL REQUIRE RESOLUTION BEFORE 
ALL OF THE SUPPORTS CAN BE COMPLETED. 

F. TASK IX IS GOING TO PARTICIPATE ON A 6TRUCTURAL DOC NR REVIEW BOARD WHICH IS 
GOING TO BE FORMED TO FACILITATE THE DISPOSITIONING OF DOCUMENTATION DEFICIEN
CIES. THIS REVIEW BOARD NEEDS TO BE FORMED. -G. WAITING FOR RESOLUTION OF PROBLEMS WITH X & V DIMENSION TOLERANCES ON CONDUIT 
HANGERS. 

H. WAITING FOR RESOLUTION/CLARIFICATION OF HANGER SEPARATION CRITERIA. 

COMMENTS 

1. PHASE III OF TASK IX REQUIRES MANPOWER ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS IN ORDER TO 
ACHIEVE COMPLETION BY THE DATE INDICATED BELOW. A TOTAL OF 14 PEOPLE WILL 
BE REQUIRED BY NOVEMBER 1, 1982 IN ORDER TO MEET THE COMPLETION DATE. 

MANPOWER SUMMARY 

ENGINEERS (INCLUDING TASK COORDINATOR) 
DOCUMENT REVIEWERS 
CLERKS 
TOTAL 

DOCUMENT REVIEWERS 
INSPECTORS 
TOTAL 

PHASES I, II, IA, IIA 
4 

2 
1 

7 
PHASE III 

4 ** 
3 
7 (DOES NOT INCLUDE WELD INS' 

** NUMBER INCLUDES PHASE COORDINATOR & LEAD INSPECTOR. TWO DOCUMENT REVIEWERS ARE A 
CERTIFIED AS ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS. 

(19) 



STATUS 

PHASE I 
PHASE II 

95S COMPLETE 
36.31 COMPLETE 

PHASE IA 29.0~ COMPLETE 
PHASE JIA 7.6% COMPLETE 

QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK IX: (CONT'D) 

PHASE III 10% COMPLETE (ITEMS COMPLETED) 
THE ORIGINAL TASK (PHASES I & II) IS APPROXIMATELY 40.83 COMPLETE. 
PHASES IA AND IIA ARE APPROXIMATELY 9.2% COMPLETE. 
THE OVERALL TASK IS 35% COMPLETE (DOES NOT INCLUDE PHASE III) 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

PHASES J, II, IA, IIA - JUNE 1983 
PHASE III - JANUARY 1983 * 

* BASED ON RESOLUTION OF ITEMS 11811
, "C", 11 D11

, 
11 E", 11G11 & 11 H11 BY NOVEMBER 15, 1982. 

(20) 



AREA 

QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

TASK X: SUBCONTRACTOR/QA PROGRAM 

ACTION BEING TAKEN: 

A. ALL CG&E QA AUDITS OF SUBCONTRACTORS/VENDORS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED. 
8. MATRICES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED SHOWING WHICH lOCF.RSO APPENDIX B CRITERIAS 

WERE VERIFIED DURING THESE AUDITS. 
C. AUDIT REPORTS ARE BEING REVIEWED AND SUMMARIZED ON INDIVIDUAL FORMS. 
D. EVALUATIONS ARE MADE OF THE SCOPE AND DEPTH OF THE AUDITS TO DETERMINE 

WHETHER THESE AUDITS COVERED ALL APPLICABLE lOCFRSO, APPENDIX B CRITERIAS 
IN SUFFICIENT DETAIL. 
1. IF EVALUATIONS PROVE SUBCONTRACTORS PROGRAMS ACCEPTABLE THESE CAN BE 

CLOSED. 
2. IF EVALUATIONS CANNOT PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT SUBCONTRACTOR PROGRAMS 

WERE SATISFACTORY, ALTERNATE MEASURE TO VERIFY HARDWARE INTEGRITY, 
I 

SUCH AS REVIEW OF INTERNAL AUDITS PERFORMED BY SUBCONTRACTORS, REVIEW 
OF QUALITY DOCUMENTATION (INSPECTION RESULTS) TO PROVE ADEQUATE PROGRAM 
COVERAGE, COVERAGE IN OTHER QCP TASKS, RE-AUDIT OR HARDWARE INSPECTION 
AND/OR TESTING, WILL BE PURSUED •• 

SUMMARY OF TASK 

TOTAL ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MANHOURS 
# OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED 
ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH 

MAN HOURS 
REMAIN I NE 

SUBCONTRACTOR 80 QA PROGRAMS 0 80 3 78* 20 1~ 

* REMAINING 22% TO COMPLETE EVALUATION 

CURRENT STATUS ANO RESULTS 
A. PROCEDURE FOR INTERFACE WITH OTHER QCP TASKS TO VERIFY ADEQUACY OF WORK HAS BEEN 

DEVELOPED. THIS PROCEDURE IS BEING REWRITTEN AND WILL BE SUMITTED FOR REVIEW. 
B. EIGHTY (80) AUDITS OF SUBCONTRACTORS WERE IDENTIFIED AS BEING PERFORMED PRIOR TO 

APRIL 8, 1981. THESE AUDITS ENCOMPASSED THIRTEEN(13) DIFFERENT SUBCONTRACTORS. 
OF THE THIRTEEN SUBCONTRACTORS, SIX (6) MAY REQUIRE AUDITS OF SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITIES 
FOR CONFIRMATION OF THE WORK WHICH CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED BY DOCUMENT REVIEW OR 
INSPECTION. ALL AUDITS HAVE BEEN REVIEWED. THE SCOPE OF MANY AUDITS DO NOT 
ADDRESS APPLICABLE CRITERIA. 

(21) 



. . QUALITY CONFIRMATION PROGRAM 

• TASK X: CONT'D • 

C. EVALUATIONS OF THE AUDITS Will BEGIN WHEN THE PROCEDURE FOR THIS TASK IS 

APPROVED. 

TO BE RESOLVED 

comENTS 
A. THE ESTIMATED TIME REQUIRED FOR COMPLETION IS 15 MAN DAYS WHICH INCLUDES 

EVALUATION OF PAST AUDITS OF SIX SUBCONTRACTORS. 
B. IF THE SCOPE AT THIS TASK IS EXPANDED TO INCLUDE VENDORS WHICH SUPPLIED 

MATERIAL BUT HAVE NOT BEEN AUDITED, !T IS ESTIMATED THAT A MINIMUM OF 10 
MAN DAYS PER VENDOR Will BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE AN AUDIT. 

STATUS 

THIS TASK 1s 78i COMPLETE. 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

DECEMBER 1982 FINAL REPORT AND EVALUATION. 

(22) 
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TASK XI: AUDITS 

ACTION BEING TAKEN 
A. REVIEW ALL PAST CG&E QA AUDITS OF HJK, S&L, GE, NPD, NED, EOTD, AND GCD. 
B. DEVELOP MATRICES SHOWING WHICH lOCFRSO APPENDIX B CRITERIA WERE IDENTIFIED 

DURING AUDITS. 

SUMMARY 

TOTAL ITEMS ITEMS PERCENT PERCENT MAN HOURS 

I OF COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED COMPLETED EXPENDED MANHOURS 

f'REA ITEMS THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH TO DATE THIS MONTH REMAINING 

AUDITS 296 0 296 2 82 40 210 

REVIEWED 

CURRENT STATUS AND RESULTS 

A. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION INDICATES THAT MOST AUDITS WERE OF LIMITED SCOPE, HOWEVER, 
COLLECTIVELY DUE TO THE LARGE NUMBER OF AUDITS PERFORMED, THE APPLICABLE 18 
CRITERIA WERE COVERED FOR HJK, EOTD, NED, GCO, AND NPD. THERE WERE AREAS NOT 

• 
COVERED IN AUDITS OF S&L AND GE SUBSEQUENT TO APRIL 8, 1981. HOWEVER, CURRENT 
AUDITS OF S&L ANO GE HAVE COVERED THE MAJORITY OF APPLICABLE CRITERIA. 

B. PROCEDURE FOR INTERFACE WITH THE QCP TASKS TO VERIFY ADEQUACY OF WORK HAS BEEN 
DEVELOPED. THIS PROCEDURE IS BEING REWRITTEN AND WILL BE SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW. 

COMMENTS 
A. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 30 HAN DAYS WILL BE REQUIRED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THESE 

AUDITS. 

STATUS 

THIS TASK IS 821 COMPLETE 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 

OCTOBER 15, 1982 - REVIEWS COMPLETE 
NOVEMBER 15, 1982 FINAL REPORT AND EVALUATIONS. 

(23) 
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• U~Hl'ED STATES OF AMEiUC~ 
~:t,;CLE~R REGUL.C..T.JRY CCMM!SSlON 

Nunzio J. Palla~ino, Chafrrnan 
Vic~or Gilinsky 
John F. Ahearne 
Tho~as ~. Rober:s 
James K. Asseistine 

In the Matter of 
) 
) 
) 

... . .. : -:: . -. - ...... -. . . . 

SERVED nov 121se2 
crnCHHlATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMP.A.NY.) Docket Ne. Su-358 

(Will~am H. Zimmer Nuclear 
Power Station) 

) 
) 
) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~) 

Construction Per~it No CPPR-88 
EA 82-129 

' ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE ANO 
ORDER IMMEDIATELY SUSPENDING CONSTRUCTION 

(CL!-82-33) 
I. 

The C~ncinnati ~as and Electric Company (CG&E) holds Construction 

Permit No. CPPR-88 \'1hich was issued by the Commission in 1972. The permit 

authorizes the construction of the William H. Zimmer f~u~1ear Power Station 

Unit 1, a boiling water reactor to be used for the commercial generation of 

electric power. The Zir.ner plant is located on the licensee's site in 

Moscow, Ohio. 

I I. 

A. !nitial Ide~tification of OA Problems 

In early 1981 :he NRC conducted an investigation into allegations made by 

pre~ent and for~er Zir..mer site emp1cyees and by the Governmen: Accounta-

bility Project. The NRC investi;ation revealed a widespread breakdown in 

CG&E's managerr:en: of the Zir.;:':ier pr,.?ject as eviden~ed by r.ui:ierous examples 

of non-ccmpiiance wi:h 

92111603927821112 POR AOOCK 5000358 
G PDR 

twelve of the eighteen GUality assurance Criteria cf 

Attachment III 

NOV 2 21982 
I 
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Appendix 8 to 10 CFR Part SC. Conseauently, CG&E pai~ a civi1 pe~a1:y of 

$200,000 for the failure to imp1e~ent an acceptable ~ua1ity assurance ~rcgram, 

false quality assurance documents, and intimidation and haras:mer.t cf ~uc1it/ 

control inspectors. (See Notice of Violation and Proposed !mposition cf 

Civii Penalties, dated Nove~~er 24, 1981 and Investiga:icn ~epor: i:o. 

50-358/81-13.) In addition CG&£ agreed to take actions t: correct 
I 

ident1fied QA failures and prevent their recurrence and to deter~ine 
\ 

quality of completed construction work. 

1. Actions to Correct Identified QA Failures and Prevent Recurrence 

A meeting was conducted by Region III on March 31, 1981, and the utility 

agreed to implement t~~ actions to correct quality assurance failures 

identified during the January - March 198i investigation and to preclude 

their recurrence. These actions included: (1) increasing the size and 

technical expertise of the CG&E QA organization; (2) :=king action to assure 

independence and separation ot the QA/QC function perforr:ied by Kaiser fro~ the 

construction function; (3) conducting 100% reinspect~cns of th~ qu~1ity 

control (QC) inspections performed after that date by Kaiser and ether con

tractors; (4) reviewing for adequacy, and revising a~ appropriate, all QC 

inspection procedures; (S) training QA/QC personnel en new ar.d revised 

procedures; (6) reviewing for adequacy, and revising cs appropriate, :he 

procedures governing the identification, repor:ing, ~n~ resoluticn of 

deviations frcm cedes and Final Safety Analysis Re~or: (F~AR) state~ents; 

(7) reviewing fer adequacy the proce~ures governir.9 ncnconfcrmance 

reporting and justifying the dispcsfticn of each voided r.cnccnfcr7tance 
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report; (e) establishing an adequate program for control cf QA and QC 

recorcs; (9) perfcnning a 100~ review of all future surveillance and non-

confonnance reocrts written by contractor personnel; and (10) reviewing 

and revising the CG&E audit program so that it included technical audits 

of construction work and more comprehensive and effective prograliUTlatic 

audits. ihese corimitments were confinned in an !~mediate Action Letter 

to the licensee on April 8, 1981. 

2. Actions to Detennine Quality of Completed Construction Work 

' 
.. 

Following the identification in l981 of significant quality assurance 

problems and related management breakdowns, CG&E agreed to establish a com

prehensive program t).~etermine the quality of the completed construction work. 

The Quality Confirmation Program (QCP) was submitted to the NRC by the licensee 

on August 21, 1981. The QCP addressed problems identified by the investigation 

in the following areas: (1) structural steel; {2) weld quality; (3) trace

ability of heat numbers en pipJng; (4) socket weld fitup; (5) radiographs; 

(6) electrical cable separation; (7) nonconfonnance reports; (8) design 

control and verification; (9) design document changes; (10) subcontractor 

QA programs; and (11) audits. 

3. Results of Actions Taken by the Licensee to Determine the Quality of 

Completed Construction Work 

Many co11s truct ion defi ci enci es have been i dent i fi ed by the 1 i censee 

curing the ccnduct of the QC? and o"'ther quality reviews and reported ta 

.. -
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the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55(e) which could have been prevented or 

identified in a time1y manner by the licensee and its contractors had there 

been a properly mana~ed QA program. Major constructicn deficiencies 

identified to date by the quality reviews are listed in order of 

identification and include the following: 

I Welds perfonr.ed using an unqualified welding procedure for welds greater 
\ 

than 0.864 inches. 

Unauthorized stamping of fittings and use of "high-stress" stamps. 

ASME structural weld and welder qualification deficiencies. 

Welds perfon:ied Gnd welders not qualified for weld thickness range per 

ASME requirements. 

Approx~mately 2400 feet of small bore piping identified with questionable 

heat treatment. 

Welder qualificctions with a substantial number of documentation 

discrepancies. 

Carbon steel weld rod may have been use~ for a portion of several 

stainless steel recirculation lir.e welds. 

~ -
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Electrical cable tray instai1ation ~nd ins~ecticn deficiencies. 

Hangers installed for the control rod drive system are CT indeter~inate 

qua 1 i ty. 

Both weld and radiograph quality deficiencies for sacrificial shield 

welds and radiograph aeficiencies identified for the contain~ent ~onorail 

and the ventilation stack. 

Deficiencies in the H. J. Kaiser procurement pre.gram for structural 

steel and other materials. -

Inadequate design control by Sargent & Lundy (architect engineer) for 

electrical separation~ 

Inadequate weld preparation prior to radiography {ripples net removed) 

which caused masking of discontinuities in some welds. 

Reactor control, reactor protection, and neutrcn monitoring panels, 

including field installed wiring do not, in some cases, ccr.form to 

design drawings with regard to cable separation. 

Inadequate engagement of "garm.a plugs" in large-bore pipir.s anc! lack 

of heat number tr.:nceability cf the "~ar.:wa plugs. 11 (During radiography 

of a pipe weld, ~ gamma so~rce is sc~etimes inserted thrcush a sr.i~ll 

.. -
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hole in the side of the pip.e. After radiography the hole is plug~ed 

to provide a pressure boundary.) 

Inadequate in~pection program and installation procedures for "Nelson 

stuc 11 installation for cable tray hangers. 

eoncrete and steel coating program not in accordance with the QA 
\ Program and the Sargent & Lundy specification requirements. 

Design changes made to the Fire Protection System piping in the cable 

spreading room in 1979 were ·-inadequately contro.11 ed. 

The Sargent & Lundy (architect engineer) dynamic stress analysis of small 

bore piping is qeestionable. 

Cable separation problem with regard to division separation between 

non-essential cables being bundled with essential cables of different . 

divisions. 

Pipe support installation procedures did not contain seismic clearance 

criteria between pipe supports and cable trays or conduit and associated 

supports as required by the specification. 

These cef i c i enci es represent those which the staff considers most 

significant. There were additional 10 CFR 50.55(e) reports made by the 

licensee and the licensee has identified a large number of 
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nonconfcrmances {which could reflect cons:r:.icticn or other types of 

deficiencies). As of September 30, 1982 the licensee's continuing quality 

confirmation program reviews had identified a~~rcximately 4,200 ncnconformances 

of which about 800 have been 11 dispositioned 11
, i.e., the licensee had made a 

determination as to resolution. (Inspection Report No. 50-358/82-12, 

report pending.) The large number of noncornforrnance reports and the 

significance of the matters being identified corroborate the staff's 

1981 finding of signific~nt breakdown in the licensee's quality 

assurance program. 

' 
B. Findings Subsequent to Licensee Actions Taken to Correct QA Failures and . 

Prevent Recurrence 

Since the Immediate Action-Letter was issued on April 8, 1981 and quality 

assurance and management deficiencies were brought to the attention of the 

licensee, hardware and prograr.imatic QA/QC problems have been identified 

by the NRC and the National Beard of Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Inspectors. These problems are discussed in the following paragraphs 

and indicate the licensee anc the constructor are still having difficuity 

implementing satisfactory QA/QC proyra~s: 

During an inspection concucted the latter part of 1981 and the early 

part of 1982 (Inspection Report No. 50-358/82-01, issued on June 24, 

1982) three items of nonc~mpliance were identified. The findings con

cerned (1) the failure tJ clearly estatlish and document the authorities 

and duties of all QA Oepartmer.'t perscnnel, (2) ~he failure to provic!e 

. -
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adequate certifica~ion of qualifications of a11 QA Depart~er.: personnel, 

and (3) the failure to provide adequate procedures. The licen~ee failed 

to adequately address the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.58 (ANSI 

N45.2.6-1978) concerning personnel in the QA Department. Additionally, 

inadequately qualified personnei were reviewing and approving quality 

proc;dures controlling electrical activities, which contained deficiencies. 

\ 

Furthermore, as a result of the licensee reviews it was revealed that so:ne 

weld inspectors involved in the QCP Task I, Structural Steel, were not 

adequately certified and the task was stopped. The task was restarted 

following upgrade of the inspectors through training provided h, additional 

certified weJd insp~ctors. 

During an inspect1o: conducted in M~rch and April 1982 {Inspection Report 

No. 50-358/82-05, i~sued on July 1, 1982) two items of noncompliance were 

identified. The findings concerned the lack of implementation and timeli

ness of c~rrective actions afid the failure to adequately review and 

document potentially reportable matters. 

During an inspectio~ conduct£j in April, May, and June of 1982 (Inspection 

Report No. 50-358/E2-06, issued on November 2, 1982) two items of nonccm

pl iance were identi:ied. ihe findings concerned (1) the performance of 

quality activities required of the welding engineers by inadequately 

qualified clerks and (2) the failure to perfcrm required calibrations 

. -
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during a cri~ical quality activity, Induction Heating Stress Improvement 

(IHSI) program. 

A recent inspection conducted during June and July of 1982 (Inspection 

Report No. 50-358/82-10, report ~ending) identified a number of sisn-

ficant concerns. ihese concerns were discussed with the licensee on 

July 9, July 15, August 15, and October 19, 1982. Four significant items 

of concern (potential items of noncompliance) wer~ identified: 

(1) the inadequate control and documentation of welder quclifications; 

(2) the failure to take corrective actions following the identification·of 

inadequate records to support welder qualifications; (3) the unauthorized 

correction, supplementation, and alteration of quality records; and (4) the 

failure to follow procedures controlling weld filler metal control, logging 

and control of requests for information/evaluation, and imposition of 

reporting requirements-~n contractors. The NRC fincings concerning 

weider qualifications resulted in the requalification of approximately 

100 active onsite welders and the need for the licensee to develop a 

program to eva1·1ate the previous work of the welders whose qualificatiorys 

were not adequately documented. 

An inspection was conducted following notification of the Region III 

Office that a CG&E Stop Work Order (SHO) had bee~ initiated on 

August 5, 1982, pertaining to Catalytic, Inc. (CI) activities 

in the area of the control rod drive system hangers and supports. 

CI is a ccntractcr of the licensee perfor~ing construction work 

A -
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including rework activities identified by the QCP prcgra~. During 

this inspection conducted during August and September of 1982 

(Inspection Report No. 50-358/82-13, report pending), significant 

concerns were identified regarding the implementation of CG&E's 

quality assurance program and its management progrcrn established 

to control and monitor the activities of Catalytic, Inc. (CI). 

The concerns involved the areas of (1) the description of organization 
\ 

and functional interfaces, (2) training of CI personnel, (3) design 

·control measures, (4) procedure content and i~plementation, (5) 

document control, (6) inspection and surveillance activities, (7) 

nonconforming conditions, (8) corrective actions, (9) records, and 

(10) audits. The findings were discussed with the licensee on August 12, 
I 

September 10 and 17, and October 19, 1982. 

As a result of the inspection findings and subsequePt discussions with 

the licensee, Stop Work Orders were issued by the licensee, stopping all 

essent~al work by CI on ·o_ctober 11, 1982, pending resolution of the 

programmatic proble:ns identified by the NRC and license~ reviews.. 

The licensee has initiated Stop Werk Orders in acdition !o those 

affecting CI due to inadequate quality assurance in the areas of 
• 

application of coatings (October 12, 1982), electrical cab1e ir;stalla-

tion (October 12, 1982), and special process proce~ures (Ncve~ter 1, 

1982). The Stop Work Orders involve ongoing activities. The ~cvem-

ber 1, 1982 Stop Work Order involved procedures rot ~e!ting re~uire-

ments notwithstanding that the prccedures h~d been specifical1y 

. -
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reviewed by CG&E for adequacy subsequent to the issuance of the 

April 8, 1981 Immediate Action Letter. 

Additionally, during the ~eek of October 10, 1962, the Authorized 

Nuclear Inspector (ANI) for the H-stamp holder (H. J. Kaiser) recalled 

ASME work packages then being used in the field because cf the per

fonnance of ASME code work (hanger attachment re~oval and piping 

cutouts) was outside the approved QA Program procedures. The ASME 

code work was being controlled and perfonned utilizing an H. J. 

YAiser administrative memo which bypassed the ANI's required involve

ment in the code activities •. The NRC was apprised of the required 

corrective actions during a meeting involving CG&E and H. J. Kaiser 

on October 15, 1982. The corrective actions taken and planned were 

considered acceptable·by the Authorized Nuclear Inspector. 

The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, at the 

request of the State of Ohio, have been cnsite since Maren 1, 1982. 

The National Board has issued three interim reports documenting 

findings regarding ASME code activities. The National ecard findinss 

include deficiencies in the following areas regarding on-going ASME 

code activities: design ccntr~1, procurement, procedures, special 

processes, nonconfonning conditions, and correc~ive actions. The 

findings are generally consistent with past and present NRC 

findings. 

. -
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C. Rework Activities 

As a result of the information obtained from the licensee's reviews of 

plant quality, the licensee is proceeding, prior to completion of the 

relevant QCP tasks, to initiate rework activities. A major example of 

rework activities is the area of structural steel welding. The 

.reinspection and rework of structural steel welds located in a number 

a\ areas of the plant have been in process for a number of months. 

· Approximately 70 percent of the structural welds are being reworked to make 

the welds acceptable. In the case of these welds, rework is being 

undertaken prior to the completion of the quality reviews to determine 

the acceptability of all structural steel welds and beam/hanger 

materials. The rework of these welds prematurely may result in the 

addition of new weld material over unacceptable weld material or 

beam/hanger materials. Following completion of the quality reviews unac

ceptable areas may require additional rework activities. This approach 

to rework activities indicates a lack of a comprehensive management 

program to address rework activities and the safety impact of those 

activities on the facility. 

I I I. 

ihe foregoing infcr~ation indicates that: 1) the Zimmer facility has 

been constructed wi~ho~t an adequate quality assurance (QA) program to 

govern constructicn and to monitor its quality, resulting in the 

ccnstruct~on cf a facility which currently is cf indeterr.iinatP. quality; 

2) su:s:.rntia1 efforts a!"e uncerway·to deterr.:ine the quality of past 

constr~cticn ac:ivities and numerous cons:ruction deficiencies have been 
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identified and are continuing to be identified such that both reanalysis 

and rework will be required to bring the facility into conforr.iance with 

the application and regulatory standards on the basis of which the 

construction permit was originally issued; and 3) rework of deficiencies 

identified by the Quality Confirmation Program (QCP) has been undertaken 

prior to completion of other relevant QCP tasks and other reviews, 

resulting in the potential for additional reworking of the same item if 

further deficiencies are found, as has been the case, by the quality 

reviews. Consequently, the NRC presently lacks reasonable assurance 

that the Zimmer plant is being constructed in conformance with the terms 
' 

of its construction permit and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and that 

there is adequate management control over the Zirr.mer project to ensure 

that NRC req~irements are being met. 

The verification of the facility's quality and appropriate actions 

to correct deficiencies in construction are of utmost importance to the 

public health and safety should the licensee receive a license to 

operate the facility. Moreover, the licensee must be in a position to 

assure that its constructfon activities have been properly carried out 

in accordance with Commission requirements, as the Commission inspectors 

are not able to personally verify every individual aspect of 

construction that may impact on safety. In view of the importance to 

safety of construction verification and correctiv~ acticns and the past 

pattern cf quality assurance deficiencies, the Com~i:sion has concluded 

that safety-related construction, including rework ac~ivities, should be 

suspended until there is reasonable assurance that future c~nstruction 

activities will be appropriately managed :c assure that rework 

activities and all other construction activities will be conducted in 

. -



accordance with_lO CFR Part 50, Appendix B~ 1'"hd other Corrmission 

requirements. The Commission has further determined that in light of 

the foregoing considerations the public health, safety and interest . 
require suspension of construction, effective immediately pending 

f~rther authorization. 

\ IV. 

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 103, 16li, 182 and 186 of the 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations 

in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50, IT ·IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

A. Effective irrunediately, safety-related construction activities, 

including rework of identified deficient construction, shall be 

suspended. 

B. The licensee shall show cause why safety-related construction 

activities, including reworking activities, should not remain 

su~pended until the ljcensee: 

(1) Has obtained an independent review of its management of the 

Zimmer project, including its quality assurance program and 

its quality verification program, to determine measures needed 

to ensure that construction of the Zirraner plant can be 
• 

completed in conformance with the Cormnission's regulations and 

construction permit. 

(a) The independent organizaticn conducting this review shall 

be knowledgeable in QA/QC matters and nuclear plant 

construction and-shall be acceptable to the Regional 

Administrator. The indep~ndent orcanization shall make 
w . 
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recommendations to the licensee regarding necessary steps 

to ensure that the construction of the facility can be 

completed in conformance with the Commission's 

regulations and the construction pe"T.it. A copy of the 

independent organization's recommendations and all 

exchanges of correspondence, including drafts, between 

the independent organization and CG&E shall be submitted 

to the Regional Administrator at the same time as they 
' are submitted to the licensee. In ~aking 

recorrmendations, the independent organization shall 

consider at a minimum the following alternatives for 

management of the Zimmer project and shall weigh the 

advantages and disadvantages of each alternative: 

1. Strengthening the present CG&E organization. 

2. Creation of an organizational structure where the 

construction management of the project is conducted 

by an experienced outside organization reporting to 

the chief executive officer of CG&E. 

3. Creation of an organizational structure where the 

quality assurance program is conducted by an 

experienced outside organization reporting to the 

chief executive officer of CG&E. 

4.. Creation of an organizational structure with both 

quality as~urance and construction project 

management conducted by an experienced outside 



, 
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organization reporting to the chief executive 

officer of CG&E. 

(b) The licensee shall submit to the Regional Administrator 

the licensee's recorrrnended course of action on the basis 

of this independent review. In evaluating the 

recorrmendations of the independent organization, the 

licensee shall address why it selected particular 

alternatives and rejected others. The licensee's 

recorrmendations and its schedule_ for implementation of 

those recommendations shall be subject to approval by the

Regional Administrator. 

(2) Following the Regional Administrator's approval in accordance 

with section IV B{l)(b), 

(a) Has submitted to the Regional Administrator an updated 

comprehen~ive plan to verify the quality of construction 

of the Zimmer facility and the Regional Administrator of 

NRC Region III has approved such plan. In preparing this 

updated comprehensive plan, the licensee shall review the 

ongoing Quality Confirmation Program to determine whether 

its scope and depth should be expanded in light of the 

hardware and programmatic problems identified tc date. 

The updated plan shall include an audit by a qualified 

outside organization, which did not perform the 

activities being audited, to verify the adequacy of the 

quality of constructicn; and 

4 -
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(b) Has submitted to the Regional Administrator a comprehen

sive plan, based on the results of the verification 

program, for the continuation of construction, including 

reworking activities, and the Regional Administrator has 

confirmed in writing that there is reasonable assurance 

that construction will proceed in an orderly manner and 

will be conducted in accordance with the requirements of 
' the Commission's regulations and-the Construction Permit 

No. CPPR-88. 

The Reg1onal Administrator may relax all or part of the 

conditions of section IV.B for resumption of specified 

construction activities, provided such activities can be 

conducted in accordance with the Commission's regulations and 

the provisions of° the construction permit. 

v. 

Within 25 days of the date of this order, the licensee may show cause why 

the actions described in section IV should not be ordered by filing a 

written answer under oath or affirmation that sets forth the matters of 

fact and law on which the licensee relies. As provided in 10 CFR 2.202(d), 

the licensee ~ay answer by cons-enting to the order proposed in section IV 

of this order to shC'w cause. Upon the iicensee's consent, the terms of 
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section IV.8 of this order will become effective. Alternatively, the 

licensee may request a hearing on this order within 25 days after the 

issuance of this order. Any request for a hearing or answer to this 

order shall be submitted to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Corrvnission, Washington, D.C. 20555. A copy of the request or answer 
I 
s~all also be sent to the Director, Office of Inspection and 

Enforcement, and to the Executive Legal Director at the same address, 

and to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region III, 799 Roosevelt Road, 

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137. A request for a hearing shall not stay the 

immediate effectiveness of section IV.A of this Order. 

If the licensee requests a hearing on this order, the Comrrission will 

issue an order designating the time and place of hearing. If a hearing 

is held, the issues to be considered at such a hearing ·sha:l be whether 

the facts set forth in sections II and III of this order are true and 

whether this order should-be sustained. 

Commissioners Ahearne and Roberts dissent from this decision. 

Their dissenting views are attached. 

'· 

It is so ORDERED. 

• . . ., 

' . . . . .. :J. 

·<:;- ~- ·'- ·'· -·~ :.:.. , • 
• 'II ' , 

Dated at Washington, D.C. 
this 12th day of Novemoer, 1982. 

For the Com~ission 

ohn . Hoyle Acting:cret:;Y~he Cormiission 
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF CO~-~ISS!ONER A.HEAP.NE 

I agree with both the substance and the direction for change 

described in this order. However, I would have simply 

issued a Show Cause Order and would not have made it imme

diately effective. 

' 



DISSENTING VIEW OF COMMISSIONER ROBERTS 

I disagree with the action taken by the Commission majority on several 

grounds. First, I believe the Commission's action in immediately 

suspending construction at the Zimmer facility is precipitous. Eariier -
this year, Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company (CG&E) made substantial 

chan~es in its management structure in order to manage more effectively 

construction activities and to monitor more carefully quality assurance 

pr~grams. Despite the fact that this new organizational structure is 

relatively untested, the Commission is now suspending effective 
. . 

imr.iediately all construction and corrective actions at the site. Addi-

tionally, the NRC Staff admits that CG&E's enhanced Quality Confirmation 

Program (QCP) and large quality control staff is effectively identifying 

existing construction· problems. Moreover, to the extent that actual 

construction deficiencies have been found, CG&E's management has demon

strated its willingness to take strong remedial actions by issuing stop 

work orders in those areas where construction deficiencies have been 

found. In·a pl~nt that is approximately 98 percent complete, the 

Commission is requiring the relatively few remaining construction 

activities and the ongoing corrective actions necessitated by the QCP to 

stop immediately while additional organizational changes are imple-

mented. 

Second, I believe the Commission's action does not comport with its own 

practice. In Licensees Authorized to Possess ... Soecial Nuclear 

Materials, Cli-77-3, 5 NRC 16, 20 rl97i), the Commission said that 

"[aJvailable information must de~onstrate the need for [such] emergency 

·~ -
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actions and the insufficiency Of le!S drastic measures" (emphasis 

added). See also Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 & 2), 

CLI-73-38, 6 AEC 1082, 1083 (1973). I believe that, in this case, some 

of the less drastic alternatives proposed by the Staff would be adequate 

to resolve the problems at this faci]ity. For example, the Commission 

could send CG&E a letter indicating that at this time the Commission 

does not have sufficient infonnation to conclude that Zimmer has been 

constructed in substantial conformance with the construction permit. 

The Corrmission could request the provision of information on the part of 

CG&E which, if available, would provide the Commiss\on with the neces

sary assurance. See 10 CFR 50.54(f). 

Third, in the absence of willfulness, the Comm1ssion may suspend con

struction effective immediately in accordance with Section 9b of the 

Administrative Procedures Act and the Commission's reoulations onlv if 
~ --

the Col'i'r.lission finds that the public health, safety, or interest re

quires such action. I do not believe that the concerns listed in the 

Commission's Order show that-the public health and safety requires imme-

diate suspension of all construction and corrective actions at the 

Z1mmer site. Indeed, Mr. James Keppler, the Region III AdMinistrator, 

has stated that CG&E's QCP has been successful in identifying existing 

construction problems. Transcript of Public Meeting on the Status of 

Zimmer, October 28, 1982 at 5. Additionally, most of the NRC inspection 

findings arising cut of the QCP point to administrative or procedural 

deficiencies, rather.than to actual materiai or construction errors. 

While the NRC's level of confidence in the adequacy of the plant 

·• -
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~onstruction has been reduced, ~t ha~ not been shown by the NRC that 

problems exist which require immediate resolution to protect the public 

health and safety. Moreover, I do not believe this ac~icn is in the 

public interest. 

I am also concerned that the Order has been approved without considera

tion1 for the Applicant's proposal to correct management and construction 

probl'ems. That proposal, outlined in a letter to the Commissioners 

da~ed November 10, 1982, contained all of the essential elements approved 

by this Order. Specifically, the proposal calls for obtaining new 

project management, stopping all-rework on quality confirmation matters, 

and an independent third party review to confirm the acceptability of 

selected safety systems. In view of the voluntary agreement by CG&E to 

such drastic measurei~ I feel that this Order is primarily punitive in 

nature and does little to correct problems in the interest of public 

health and safety. 

Finally, !'disagree with the tommission's Order because of the potential 

for delay inherent in this procedure. CG&E has an absolute right to a 

hearing on the Commission's Order. If CG&E avails itself of this right, 

then ether "interested persons" will be entitled to demand a hearing. 

Once started, the hearing would be difficult to bring to an expedit~ous 

close. Even if the Staff and CG&E were to reach agreement on the 

corrective actions to be taken, litigation of the requirements imposed 

by the Commission Order would continue. Consumers Power Co. (Midland 

Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-315, 3 NR-c 101 (1976); Dairyland Power 

Cooperative (Lacrosse Boiling Water Reactor), LBP-81-7, 13 i~RC 257, 

264-65 (1981). 
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THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 

a R. 8YL.YIA 
VICI l'lllllDINf 

lfUCl.IAll 0"111ATIONI 

November 15. 1982 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region III 
799 Roosevelt Road 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Attention: Mr. J.G. Keppler 
Regional Administrator 

CINCINNATI.OHIO "'e201 

RE: WM. H. ZIMMER NUCLEAR POWER STATION - UNIT 1 - NRC ALLEGATIONS -
WELDER QUALIFICATION - DOCKET NO. 50-358. CONSTRUCTION PERMIT 
NO. CPPR-88, W.O. #57300. JOB E-5590 - FILE NO. NRC-19 & 
I.E. INSPECTION REPORT NO. 

Gentlemen: 

By letter dated October 27, 1982, CG&E was notified by the NRC 
that "NRC Region III has been advised of allegations that relevant 
documentation on the welders at the Zimmer Site was prepared for. 
or reviewed at, a meeting between Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company 
(CG&E) and H.J. Kaiser (HJK) held on 3uly 8, 1982, but that such 
documentation was not discussed with, or made available to. 
Region III at the meeting on this subject held on July 9. 1982 
among CG&E. HJK and Region III. Substantial documentation was made 
available to Region III in connection with the July 9 meeting, but 
additional relevant documentation was allegedly not made available." 

The July 8, 1982 meeting between CG&E and HJK was a routine 
Zirmner Site management meeting. One of the topics scheduled for 
discussion near the end of the meeting was the resolution of 
current welder performance qualification. These concerns over 
welder performance qualification records were identified earlier 
in 10CFR50.55(e) Report M-45 and in numerous HJK and CG&E noncon
formance and Corrective Action Reports which were available to the 
NRC. Generic categories of document deficiencies identified in 
these CARs and NRs were discussed at the meeting for the purpose of 

Attachment IV 
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Mr. J.G. Keppler 2 November 15, 1982 

determining resolutions acceptable to CG&E and HJK management. The 
results of this discussion were presented to the NRC in a meeting . 
on July 9, 1982. Additional supporting documentation was subse
quently made available to the NRC. 

CG&E's approach to formulating a response to the aforementioned 
allegation was to seek information from each individual who attended 
the July 8, 1982 meeting. Everyone attending the meeting was asked 
to identify documentation or reports made available or discussed at 
the meeting, or used in preparing for the meeting. 

On the basis of the information given to me by the meeting 
participants, and my personal knowledge, I have determined that no 
reports or documentation other than that already made available to 
Region Ill were prepared for use at either the July 8, or July 9, 
1982 meeting. A list of documents or reports either used at the 
July 8 and/or July 9, 1982 meetings or used in preparation for these 
meetings is provided as Attachment 1. This list is a compilation 
of the information provided by each of the July 8, 1982 meeting 
attendees, This list, of course, does not include all information 
generated as part of the general review of welder performance 
qualification records not prepared specifically for or discussed at 
the July 8, or July 9, 1982 meetings. These records have been and 
are available for NRC review. 

Very truly yours, 

- Nuclear Operations 

BRS/bcf 
Attachments 
cc: D. Hunter 

W.F. Christianson 

State of Ohio ) 
County of Clermont) 8 s 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 
15th day of November, 1982 

./! /) ~ .''.' ,· 
F/.J'.~'r7 .-•. . _I •.t •'··''C, 

Nota~y Public 
' . 1 

·' . " -~ .. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

HJK QA Documentation Group 

A) Current Welder Qualification Status Report (July 9, 1982) 
B) Current Welders with Gladstone Laboratories Test 
C) Welder Status Index 
D) Current Welders Status 
E) QA Records Review Welder Status Checklist 

HJK Welding Department 

A) Welder Qualification List 

CG&E Quality Confirmation Program 

A) QCP Welder Qualification Log 
B) Welder Qualification Record: 
C) Welder Qualification Record: 
0) Welder Qualification Record: 

generated by 19-QA-21 
#50-238 
119-3174 
Number not recalled 

Other documents referenced during the July 8, 1982 meeting 

A) HJK Procedure: WCP-2 
B) HJK Procedure: SPPM 3.2, R.4 
C) HJK Procedure: SPPM 3.2, R.7 
0) Various CARs and NRs referenced in the above documents. 
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C F BR AUN & C 0 EnglnHring and Construction Sublldlary of Santa Fe lntematlonal CorPorallon 

BR Shelton 
canrouwealth &ti.son Co 
SNED-35 FNB 
p 0 Box 767 
Chicago, IL 60690 

Dear Mr. Shel.ton 

Noverrber 24, 1982 

BL-26 

ADDITIOOAL MATERr.AL TE.5TS 
LA SALLE STATION 
MNPN::F. l:'lJR::HASE ORDER 805-023 
BRAUN P~ 6356-N 

On Novati:>er 19, we received additional material sanpling data fran 
the Nuclear P.egulatory Ccmnission Region III off ice to supplement the material 
addressed in Section 5.3 MATERIAL of the October 27, 1982, Independent HVAC 
Review Final Report. The data has been reviewed by our welding am material 
specialists. His cc:rrm:mts, and a copy of the infonnation received fran the 
Nie Region III office, are attached. 

OUr specialist agrees with, or has no ccmnent oo, the NOC data. 
For attaclunents 4, 5 & 6 "No substantive cx:mre.nts" means that the infonnation 
in the letters is technically correct but there are sare editorial corrections. 
For e.xanple, 163° pyramid indenter should be 136° per AS'IM E92. 

AJK df 

Dr. A Boumia 
Off ice of Nuclear Reactor P.egulation 
U.S. Nuclear P.egulatory camri.ssion 
Washington, o.c. ~u555 
NR C Docket Nos. 50-373/374 

Sincerely you.rs 

Andrew J Kenpiak 
Project Manager 

James G Keppler, Regional Administrator -3 copies 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission 
799 PDosevel t Road 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Daniel L Shamblin -2 oopies 
CO'tm::>nwealth Fili.son Ccrrpany 
La 5alle County Station 
Section 1 through 5 only 

821~080662 821124 
~DR ADOCK 05000373 

PDR 

G R Boddeker -w/o attachrrent 
Manager Nuclear Projects 
c F Braun & Co 
1000 SO Fret0nt 
Alhambra, .ca 91802 

• Alttambfa, Calllom1a 91802 • (2131570·1000 •Telex 67-4888 



C F BR AUN & C 0 Engineering and Conatructlon Subsidiary of Santa Fe lntemallonal Corpcratlon 
I 

B R Shelton Page 2 

Harold R Denton, Director -40 copies 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory camtl.ssion 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Richard Pollock -6 cupies 
SARim'l' AND LUNDY 
55 East 1't:aroe 
Chicago, IL 60690 

Leonard J Koch 
Vice President 
Illinois Power carpany 
soo south 27th street 
Decatur, IL 62525 

Walt Bird 
ConsUlrers Power catpny 
1945 West Pennell :Ebad 
Jackson, Michigan 

Cordell Peed, Vice President 
Nuclear Operations - 37FN'l 
camonwealth F.dison carpany 
1 First National Plaza 
Chicago, IL 60690 

Project 6356-N 
BL-26 

Noverct>er 24, 1982 

Olarles W Schroeder 
Nuclear Licensing Administrator - 34 FN E 
CCJrm:>nwealth F.dison Ccltpany 
l First National Plaza 
Chicago, n. 60690 

Walter J Shewski 
Manager, Quality Assurance (Marquette 6th fl) 
Ccmronwealth F.dison CotpaJiy 
140 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, IL 60690 

Gerald J Diederich 
Superint:eOOent 
La .:X.\lle County Station 
R.R. '.'\l 
Marseilles, IL 61341 

1000 So. Fremont Ave. •Alhambra, Ca11tom1a 91802 • (2131570·1000 • Telex 67·4888 
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C F BRAUN & CO A~aryof SanlaFelntemattonalCotporatlon 

To ANDY KEMPIAI< 
POWER DIVISION 

NOVEMBER 23, 1982 

LEONARD BOYD 
RESEARCH 

On 6356-N, COMMONWEALTH EDISON, LA SALLE 1, MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

On November 19 the U s Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (USNRC) 
Region III off ice telecopied data from their material sampling 
program that was not included in their transmittal to c F Braun on 
OCtober 7. Copies of the six documents are attached. The 
identification of the documents and my comments are listed below. 

ATTACHMENT l 
l Page 

ATTACHMENT 2 
6 pages 

ATTACHMENT 3 
4 pages 

Letter dated November 19 from US NRC, C E Cornelius, 
to c F Braun, W L Stiebe, transmittal letter for other 
attachments. 

No comment. 

Sargent and Lundy Responses to NRC Region III "Questions 
on HVAC System" 

Question 1 I agree with s & L's discussion of the 
effects of increased hardness of bolting material. 
Although the reported hardness of 287 Brinell is well 
above the maximum of 241 allowed for A307 Grade A 
bolts, it is near the middle of the range of 248 to 
331 Brinell for A325, High-Strength Bolts for Structural 
Steel Joints. A325 is a commonly specified bolting 
material when higher strength is required. 

Questions 2 and J. No comments. 

Results of Sample Analysis (56 samples) 

My comments on the first 48 samples are contained in 
my pink letter to you dated October 13.• 

Samples 49 and 50 conform to the chemical requirements 
for A575, Grade MlOlS, and are acceptable for use in 
accordance with ASTM A29, paragraph 4.3.1, because no 
misapplication is indicated. 

Samples 51 through 56 are for AJ07 bolts and A56J nuts. 
The results shown are within the specification 
requirements. 

*The first 48 samples are discussed in Section S.J MATERIAL and 
Appendix L of the final report. 

Fil• 

2113-82 
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Pl..._.e find &t~ch•d a.dditici:.a.:. data we :~~l!~et! ill r&rt ~l ¢U= :ater!al 
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Sur..-nary of !in~!.:lt;S fer A3·~7 !:.c:~s -;~ed i~ H\'~C :-..::t. 
tlan;a anal::·sia. 

Note: l) The L"'lalysis ...,.35 ccr.s.e:·:1i:i·.·e:i· :!ue~ o~ :-.i;?-.-:s~ 
duct and duct ~o:":".p::-:•:-o~ ·.:~i·'3!1:s, 

2) A:ial:sis was ~a.&•~ c:: J:e i:: :?1 be: es. 

3) Yield stress !o:- A;Oi !. s r.'::.~ ;.:-:.:::-: 35=·~= -~· c~·· 

Buildinq - R9acto~ 
, 

an~ 
... S•::"1lc• !ave:.: !~.er;~:'::':.· .. • 

Cu ct Size Caleu:a:e~ St:es1 ..... ,... ... Siz• Cal"·.:~a-:-:d ... ""' ..... 
(W x H ir.chesi <ks!) I~\ X H i~c~es; St:-e!,. ,.~s:.: 

10 x 6 s.o jC x 14 ;.~c.; 

10 x 6 10.0 30 x 2C 8.323 

12 x 8 9.6 3:;. x 2G 4.633 

12 x 10 10.7 3E x 30 S.9~ 

12 x 12 9.6 40 x 20 Q , ,, ~ ...... -
14 x 10 l0.6 40 x • t. 7.995 J .. 

16 x 16 10.33 42 x ia 7.SJ: 
18 x s 9.76 42 x l6 ~.SS 

lB x l2 9.JS 48 "I. 16 9.76 

18 x 14 6.94 48 x 32 S.:lu2 

lB x lS 9.92 60 x 40 2.e2~ 

24 x 24 10.CS 72 x 60 S.CS4 

24 x 18 8.99 S6 x 40 6.44 

24 x 2Q 7.18 
26 x 12 B.l6 

... 26 x l 4 9.1!4 
26 x 20 9.963 
28 x 14 9.512 
28 x 20 9.061 
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O\:c:t Size 
(W X H inc~es) 

10 x 6 
18 x 8 
20 x 6 
12 x 16 

I 12 x 20 
12 X JO 
14 x 40 
18 x 44 
20 x 16 
12 x 36 
36 x lB 
26 x 20 
24 x 54 
48 x 36 
30 x 29 
30 x 38 
22 x 18 
28 x 70 
72 x 72 

40 " 10 ~ 
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Calc~:ated St~ess 
(~sii 

10. 414 
10. 91 .. 

6.91 
lC. 54 
10.91 
10.62 

6.57 
9.31 
8.Si 
9.594 
8.41 

10.62 
8.57 
8.82 
7.75 
9.23 
7.71 
9.Sl2 
5.54 

9.8 
9.23 
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Buil~in9 - C:r.:ai~~ent 

Duct S!ze 
(W X H inches) 

12 x 24 
32 x 10 
30 x 3, 

18 ~ 

SAF<QENT ~ !.:..·.ov 
CNQl!\ilf!'tt 

c ... ,, ... :i:> 
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Ca:e~l~t~d Stress 
\r.si > 

8. l6 
8.1 
8.j6.; 

9.27 
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Attachment 4 

lard:••• ce1ta vet• r•r!Gr--t~ to ~a:•:-:~:1 ·.r.·~~•r :~• :.a:•r~: s.:.;:•• 
which =-et t~• ~lltl!cal reqt.l!r ... a: f :r AJ~ :.at•r~a: a:1~ ... : 'h• tt:.s~:. 
re,"1: ... ::1 f~~ tb11 aacer1al. The !l~~!r•;•~:• !~::~. a :J.:!:=:. 1c! 
-.x1111a t•n•U• etHca:~. • &1:!.a:Z 1!1:~ &::.nit?:.. a:.d a.~ci::l.-:a d::au~.;~ 
requi~a:laCtl. Theae Sto-~ld ~· de:t-:::J.:a~ ~? ~:i&X~ll ttctil• :11ts. H~•t~t:, 
be'au•• of ;..:.ai:a,101:1 oo ct• a~.:et e! c.a:tr!al iY&!!.&::e 'hA:~•• :es:a 
offered t~• ecly cea:a :o e1t1:at1 :.1111 ;r;~tr:1e1. '!'"et :e:.&t!Q:1h!p tat~••: 
ti.ardnHa •=~ HC"ll ac:au !I vt~~ k:::ovc (H•. t ., •• F. ~c;:!ut~ci. -=~ A • . ;.:,:-:.. 
1Mc~.aa1c..l !•!ulYter of !1.ltt[!1:1). a.ca••• t~~· :a:er~tl atra:..: ~:~&!\I 
IU!iaca:t!•ll' ~ becau•• th••• ·~•c!:M~s ve:c ;rc~&~:y •~jc::ad :: 
11.p:.!Uur&' def ena.auoo vhen t~l1 vu·t rr.:.;·ae. t~.• Uov 1-: :ua 11 1:u: 
i.llt•r;tr•t•d •• a lover bous~ oc :na tae1~:. atrt~;tr.. 

flY• ..,.:~1 of t~• ac.i:al .\l~ vera J~~,.~ 1u!:1bl• ~~: :c1:t:.1. 
~ ... 1p.eci..:1 ven acr..i::ttd .::! ;>o:.uttd t:- u:,-et ·-~ ~:• c: ;:c 1:1u 
tei:ere!T de!oraad &actri.al f:o:s :he 1u:!•e1. 1~:ie:1 l:.ar~••• :11:1 ~•rt :~•~ 
pet!o~ ue1D1 a 163• pyf'llll!d ~ta::a: vt:: & ~:&~!~• f:r:t ~f lC k&· s~:t 
es;:.ot'lc.or, ta1u tbowc! we t~• par::.:~l•: i;I'.:!.:.• :f t~• ~o.e!~i !.:re• :-.a' 
Uttla effect n t!l• u.anred ":.a:-~:ett ·:•.:-u. n1 : .. o das~=•~ :f t~.1 
t.::prH•1oc d. v.aa :easured aod ::=• v:.,ite':'' ~:~~•" \' i::-:p.J:tc f:-:-s 

• 

v • ?.. • j.8S41 
A,. d ~ 

... l 

vh•:~? ~· c~a :w&C~:.s f~rce a:= A. ::e :~~:•:: •~•1. 7~e ~a;a:-~.c~!rf 
~ard:••• ~.., vr:.1.:.~ i• ~111t! 01: :h• ho:~-..~~:. 1:-u ..._:.:•to! :f ::-.• .;.::-t?:~ 
e:ea A~ waa :oa;~t•~ f :::irs ... 

::: 
~.--; 

I ~ ... 

- .. 
• ·-o_ ~.:: cg,--· 

s1~e• :~. :1.eyl!!'-ac.ic.e:J ~ .. r~:u1 ;•:tt:."a::·. ~· a:.-::~:- -:-;,;:.-.e-a::.:~ :: ;·~ 
•"•et'&I• j::'tt1;.ore =~ :!:a area ::i :'1:.a:.: ;.: •~s .:u: -:; !<:~ .. :e :!:• !:".'• ;::~u 
!. ~'!'~ 

: 
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., 
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The r11ult• ~roa th• tivt •?•'1.:A~s are ~,;~la:ed ~alav~w!tn Sr 
expr.ned il2 t!H "'"l Aaari~&e U.Ji::•.ri~' ·;::!:1 "f ;ia! Cl k.g/i=" • i~:" 
pa1). 

<k&fm'> 
.. 

Specimiln v .... -~1h:::.:.) s .. (pli) 
'"tt 

' t 

~6-3 l.l6 :;7 65 ,OCo\. 
A36-9 1~5 l~~ 6~ ,OCr~ 
A.36-U 136 let 7 ts:, C·v: 
A.36-16 l36 l4! 63 ,OC-~ 
436-23 !3 .. :~s 6.;, I (JC't 

Sine• tb• ca1o1:ru: ttr.11.:.. 1trtugtb t:r .\36 :au:!.al i& S!, CC•·) ps!., c:.u~ 
reaulta indic•Ct :!:.I: ~ll th1aae tp•ct:.a~a e; z:eet ta~I tptc1!1~at10'C. 

Th• m..aYrc:au:1 a:.ad ca4c~lat1cn• ;:est:tcc hi:o ¥t:1 &e~~al:? pt:!~:-:~ 
b7 J. t. Park and~- Perkil:a. Si~ce ! vtll b• 1v1y ic: cbe :aat ~10 ve•~'' if 
yen. b.lve a~dtticn.&l ~~••tioa• p!1a11 (a:l :a~ Yu: Park ac 972-!0JO. 

~JS:.!ka 

cc: J. T. Parlt 
:>. Pa:k!:it 
l. W. \iuk.a 

S!:.:eul1. ,. /" 
I .,,..-.....,, 

.,,, <-t , .. LL 
/ft~;.;:' I 

•all~ Sl-..ack 
Ma:er1~la lc!t:ca DiT1t!Q': 
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AR~ NATIONAL LABORATOR~' 

Attachm.l~t 5 
µr (~ 

9itX)~WAtiu.~l!N"Jsb04'9 

Kr. Ro1er Lar.ks~1.1ry 
U.S. ~uclear ~egulsto:-y CD:n::is•!~r. 
799 Roo1ev1lt Road 
Glen EllTtl, IL 60137 

Dear loae:: 

Barc!A••• cesta vere ,.:formed :o det•~~· ~~:c~ar t~e :att~!a! s1::p:1s 
met tba ••c:hauica! rec;-.iir ... :t:1 ot tt1e ·~~:-~·t:'iat:• AS:M 1;e.:!.~ic~:~,c. -
10:1 cas1e the re~uireceata ~ncl~~a a :.!=U:r~ an~ :axi:'~ :e~s~:e 1::1-.,th, a 
t11~1"'"1 yield 1cr1ugth, acd 21.llia.."2 •1~1•:!~~ ?M!~i:~~e~:s. Th••~ t~e\::c b! 
determined ~y uciaxi~l ta1l1~lt c11t1. ~ovev1r, ~fca~s~ ~f l~~:ac!?~S v~ t~4 
m:owic cf =-~•r1Al .-1ailabl1 t .. :d~asa ces:s :!:er•c :h• only :ei~i t~ e1:::at1 
th••• prope~ti11. The rtlacionat.1.p betvcec ~a~~~tts &~~ !lov a:ra•s !S •e:: 
known (,.e, ••I•• F. McC:i.acoc~ 1~~ A. &r1~r., ~·:~a:it4l Ser.av1gr cf 
Matar1d1). 

Spec~~• ~•:e :owited and ~o!i•h•~ ';: re--=~• ~~o mils cf t:t a.:itt 

1•v~r1ly dator.=1d material free t~• r~r!&'•· ~!~t•:s ~..ard~11• ta•ts ~•r~ :~an 
p•rforud uin& a 163• pyuaid indenr:u: ~i:r. • :.,a:i:i f~r:t ot 30 kg. N::e 
ezploratory t11:1 1bov.d ch.le :ht par~i:~l•: :ho1c• :£ ~~· loa~~~i !or;a tat 
little effect on the ~aa1ured ha:-d.:1ass ·11.:. .. es. nit :t:a&n dil.gc~d of t~.c 
1.Jlq:r111toa d~ va1 ~sure~ and the Vi:ker1 ::...:~~•s• ' eo::.putad f :cc ... 

' , ' .. , 

vher• P is th• :cadi:z& f ere• &nd •·c :h4i .;::-::j.: t &-:-ea. :"'.:t !'!tJfi :·"•!:k,.:s 
b.ardn111 My which is 'used o::i t~• ?r~: •:o;t~ t;u ·~ i~stui:! .:>~ ::ie .:::::a:: 
area Ac vu co:lf)utec! froc · 

\I 8 l!.. • ,...!__ 'Ir~ ,_2 '°" • 0 G.,., ... , • d I. ....... 

l 

Since tha Meye:•V!:ir.en !lu~::tu a•::&:a::.: :.s £ ':"1::.e~ ·a~:eh:-.-;a:::.e:: ·- ::.-. .: 
avet'age pra&~re ec :=:e a:-a.a of c.:~:ai;.t :.; ·•.u .;:>•.! c.:- ::-::-;·;te -;r.e :::·.- :::u1 
SF t-:c~ 

LS ~f"oi ·::f E-O':i· 

8212080670 821124 
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The resultJ art t.t~~lated b•~OV ..r..t~ Sr •x;:1&1e~ i: 
en1iaeerios ~nitt of ksi (1 k1t-::• • l.4:Z ~si), 

Item 

~t ASTM A5t3 Gu.~• A 

Tensi~e St:e:str. 
~8-&C ksi 

~n1:l1.l= Yie!d r~i~t 
36 ksi 

Tr.tail• R•qu!:-t::•~~ 
µ;Jrt' ksi 

8t1.!:tll Har:::us 
121-2t.l 
U:l ILL"t 

Rockvell B.ardr.ass 
869-l\lCO 
sin NX 

Proof ~~d S::e•• 
68 ~.i 

:ar!.u lj, a&r~:.11u 
!l6-30i 
~iii :ax 

Rock"Jel:. P..lr~iS' 
)69-<:3: 
z!n ::.a:1 

. ., ., ..... 

Attachment 5 

tht usua.: 

l.;.a 

2·c •• 

--.,/ .' 

I•. 
\ .J) 

.-\:.e:!car. 

i ;' t' I ...., 
I 

F!ow 
S::-ess -· s . 

F 

*fart1 ~! :r.• :-e:;uir1r. spec:.~'!.<:1:ior.s. St!-! "-~-.,-:.~":. a~ek .;! ,.,_;~ S;.i.:.ca:'!,1. 11 

for !ul: s,aci!1cat1~s. 

. 
·~·~.trs r.a:-!::ua, ~. (:!). ~· ._; .. 
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Attachment 5 
3 ;#- I) 

Th• flov st~••• ~bcai~•d !~r ~h• A~e ?:a:i is -~~1it:1nt ~i:h :~i ttr.jila 
screnacb nquirc:te:a1 for tbil maur!al. -:,.,., u;•J!ur.e=:• for tht be!.:. anc 
auc art ;ivec i.D te::ia ot Jri:~dl! :-:.ar:~••• rat:.1~ ~~i~ V1c~a:s =-...rcoets. 
lavever. cha tvo an 112prozima~e.l)' eq•.al; a :;;e a::·~ra:. c~.ir~so:: i::! the 
t'llO hard~••• aa1a~r1:1Dent1 ca.a be obt&i.nad fr~c :~e A.$P. ~:1!1 F~n~~?ck, ~~l. 
I. p. 1234. Aecord~I to these :1s~lts: 

Vick.ere h tqu1V1~1c: co l:!r.n• 4: or io,it".it 11 

303 za: 8106 
203 !93 892 
99 9-. 8.56 

fhuJ cha cut 111cs tc see: :he h.a~jne1s tr•c~:~~at!c~ ar.d tr.1 calculat•~ !:~. 
sere•• 11 coc1iat1r.t vit~ the p:oof lo'd 1t:esJ. Ro~r:1r, th• ;e:: ar~•irt :~ 
acted the b.ardn•as •a>•<:!f!catien vhic:.h -.:~·.:H t1~d s;o r1c!uc1 the c~;t:.us ·:~ 
th• bolt. •• have made m1a•ur1&a~t1 on t~e •.ns~et, b~t it ia c~: ~l•a~ v~&: 
8J1•cif ic.at1oaa 1~ ahould •••t. 

t hope this 1~~orsation vill be of ht!p t: ;ou. Al ;e!o~• tts 
measu:-eu:ta and c:alculuioca ;nsetltt:i hue ••:e a':•.1al:7 ;ie:!er:ad ·.,y J. ! . 
Park aad D. P•tki~•· 

WJS:dica 

cc: J. t. Park 
D. Perkin.a 
a. w. l:eeu 
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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATOR\' 
Attachment,.~ 

9m ».'TH CAslAt.u ~ l!N:r, ~'9 

Kr. Roser t.Ankabu:-y 
o. s. Mucha: hgulatoey i:om:::a.!.u1:i: 
799 looaevelt Road 
Glen El!ya, IL 60137 

Cc:co~t: 

-c.J.....!.--~ n • """'?. c.• ,. 
~..I' I~· "1/4 •••I 

SiJOJ!CT: Bar~nes• Test on Belts ~~ s~~s 

Dear Rcge:: 

Bardeen tHts were pert,n:td oc ~::s ::-:r•e ~~:-:.a ·::/:, 3/!, l.~'--i:. i .se~ 
cbe correspoud~I nut• to aee if t~•~ e.c::~::•~ :Q :J~ &?Ft~?!''!.att AS~ 
1p1c:ificatioa (A107 !or t~e bolts, 1'!6j !er ~h* ~utJ). ~· ret~!ts ;! :~t 
te1t1 are tw:1C1ari:•d belaw: 

r!UC:\eU 
I 

O•r SA.,t.1 ~ Spect:.er. ~.t.:~e:s 3:1nell 

S't No. 22 3/6-in. Bole le~ 15: 
ti. ltut ·~~ LSZ -~;; 

rl No. 23 !/4-in. !olt ll: 201 
f't Nut :9t; 181 

4f' Ko 24 l/2-io.. aolc lS7 178 ,4 • 
Nuc . ... ~ 21:. .... 

The te1t.1 ver1 actua:.ly ;>er!.:l:::td Jt!.::; a ·.-~·;i.•rs 161' i:1: 2 -'c 1~.:u::u 
with a loadin& fore.• of 30 q. 7::1 ·:or~Ut>·~d•:::e :a:·.;eer. c!le \'!ck.art &:~ 
5ri:ltll hardnau follaws tb• c::irnla:i.;;~ ,~·:a:. !~ ~:::.., .'.S~ ~e-:a:s !fao:.;!°:.)~k, 
Vol. la p. 1234. 

!'h• s~•ci=e~J do me1: t~• requ!:ed 1;!:!f~eat~c~£. i=~ 1~ =~t~ !&!~s irt 
rcugh.!.y in th• c;,d(!!~ .:f :~• :a:::ig~. ':"':.• ·•&!l ko:::-..1'; :.::-:-0;.:=.~1:.:• ?1tt-.:H:. 
hard&e11 and ~low ind1c:a:e tnat t:..e,. •=-=~ s~ ·~c:!:.£.!.~::; -:ac: :!":e :e:!&i.!1 
':'a~ui:-ec~:•, ':rJ: ..,, ;,ave ace ch•:ir.~~ t~•c ~:. :-• ;: ::;- . 

•..;Js: da:t 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

DEC 6 1982 

NOTE TO: File (50-373) 

FROM: Anthony Bournia, Project Manager 
Licensing Branch No. 2, DL 

SUBJECT: PROCESS DOCUMENT FROM C. F. BRAUN 

Please process this document thru DCS. This is additional information 

to be included in the C. F. Braun HVAC Independent Review Report for 

La Sa 11 e Un 1 t 1 . 

cc: Jeff Bartlett 

Anthony Bournia. Project Manager 
Licensing Branch No. 2, DL 
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DEC 6 \982 DISTRIBUTION: 
>;i~--*ifi.,. ~;r- ., ' , ' .~~~·.", 

LB#2 File 
ABournia 

FROM: Anthony Bourn1a, Project Manager 
L1cens1ng Branch No. 2, DL 

SUBJECT: PROCESS DOCUMENT rROM C. F. BRAUN 

Please process this document thru DCS. This 1s add1t1onal 1nfonnat1on 

to be included 1n the C. F. Braun HVAC Independent Review Report for 

La Sa 11 e Un 1 t 1. 

cc: Jeff Bartlett 

• 

Anthony urn1a, Project Manager 
Uc ens 1ng Branch No. 2, Dl 

DL :LB#2/PM 
OFF•ct• ··Mourn;a·:-pt ............................................................................................... · .............................................. .. 
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DEC 1 1982 

Distribution: 
Oocunent Oontrbl~', 

NRC PDR 
l PDR 

Docket No • : 50-275 

PRC System 
NSIC 

Phtlfp A. Crane, Jr., Esq. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
P. O. Box 7442 
San Francisco, Caltfornta 94120 

Dear Mr. Cr,..n&: 

LB#3 File 
HDenton 
ECase 
REngelken 
RVol lmer 
JKnight 
PKuo 
HPol k 
MHartzman 

HSchierling 
GKni ghton 
Jlee 
/\CRS (16) 
LChandler, ELD 
Taylor, IE 
Jordan, IE 
DEi sen hut 

At the Octli'ber 20, 1982 Com1ss1on meeting on Dtablo Canyon the staff indicated 
that thetr consultant, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), would be requested 
to perfonlt a lfmtted nll!1ber of additional independent analyses. In thts regard, 
a discussion of the BHL effort was provided fn Enclosure 2 of SECY Paper 82-414 
dated October 13, 1982. 

The purpose of the BNL analyses are to provide the staff with additional fnsight 
as to the character of results obtainable by use of state-of-the-art analytical 
techniques without regard to methods or procedures previously approved in the 
licensing process for Dfablo Canyon. These analyses are therefore not intended 
as a substitute for the design and evaluation efforts now underway for the 
Dtablo Canyon project: nor are they a substitute for the a"alyttcal efforts 
befng perfonned by the Independent Destgn Vertffcatfon Program (IDVP). Our 
experience has been. however, that such analyses often provide the bases for 
judgements that expedite the revfew process. 

Attached ts a list of the drawings and data that have been identified as 
necessary to perfonn the intended analyses. We request that you provide us 
with thf s 1nfonnat1on as soon as possible. Please advtse us promptly ff any 
of the requested 1nfonnatton can not be provided within 2 weeks after receipt 
of tht s 1 etter. 

8212080697 821201 
PDR ADOCK 05000275 
P PDR 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

cc: See next pege 

• 

Sincerely, 

Orip;\n'.11 :.\gned by 
.. El" ouhut D11c1'ell L.. · .., 

Darrell G. Etsenhut, Director 
01vf sfon of Lfcensfng 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

.lWjl~..... .. .~~........... ......... ............ ... . ...................... . 
........... . O~htr1 .................................................... . 

/.82 ....... . 1~82 ..................................................... .. 

NRC FORM 318 (10-80) NRCM 02•0 



Distribu~on: 
Document~:ontrol 
NRC PDR 
L PDR 
PRC System 
NSIC 

LB#3 File JLee 
Docket No.: 50-275 HDenton ACRS ,(f6) 

ECase LChandler, ELD 
REngelken J6lyor, IE 
RVollmer ,/Jordan, IE 
JKnight · DEisenhut Philip A. Crane, Jr., Esq. 

Pacific Gas and Electrf c Company 
P. O. Box 7442 
San Francisco, California 94120 

Dear Mr. Crane: 

• PKuo 
HPolk 
MHartzman 
HSchierling 
GKnighton 

The part1c1pat1on of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) fn the 01ablo 
Canyon design verfffcation effort as a staff consultant was discussed 
at the Corrrnfssf on meeting on October 20, 1982. Details of the BNL 
effort provided in Enclosure 2 of SECY Paper 82-414 of October 13, 1982. 

Attached is a letter from BNL to the NRC ~ich includes a request for 
structural drawings, for other material needed for structural analysis 
and 1tems needed for pf ping analysts. We request that you provfde us 
w1th the fnfonnation 1dentff1ed as soon as possible. Please advise us 
promptly ff any of the 1nfonnat1on cannot be submitted within two weeks 
after receipt of this letter. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

cc: See next page 

. 

Sincerely, 

Darrell G. Efsenhut, Director 
Division of Licensing 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

Ofroc<~ ~~~~-~~h~~I o.~~~~;~ron ··· ~M~h~~·-······· ~~~~~~L ... ···· ~~m~iiut ..................................................... . 
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cc: Mr. Richard Hubbard 
MHB Technical Associates 
Suite K 
1723 Hamilton Avenue 
San Jose, California 95125 

Joel Reynolds, Esq. 
Center for Law in the Public Interest 
10951 West Pico Boulevard 
Third Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90064 

Herbert H. Brown, Esq. 
Hill, Christopher & Phillips, P.C. 
1900 M Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Bruce Norton, Esq. 
Suite 202 
3216 North 3rd Street 
Phoenix, Arizona 85012 

David F. Fleischaker, Esq. 
P. 0. Box 1178 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101 

Mr. Georg A. Maneatis 
... Pacific Gas & Electric Company 

P. O. Box 7442 
San Francisco, California 94120 

Dr. Jose Rosset 
3506 DuVal Road 
Austin, Texas 78751 

Dr. Morris Reich 
Structural Analysis Division 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Upton, Long Islanrl, New York 11973 
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Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant 

Structural Drawings Request 

438232 Interior Concrete Outline Plans at El 74 1-8 11 & 91 '0" 
Contairment Structure 

438233 Interior Concrete Outline Plans at El 124'-0" & 140'-0" 
Containment Structure 

438234 Interior Concrete Outline-Main Sections Containment 
Structure 

438235 Interior Concrete Outline Miscellaneous Sections 
Containment Structure 

438239 Interior Concrete Reinforcing Slab at El. 91 '-0" North 
Containnent Structure Area F 

438240 Interior Concrete Reinforcing Slab at El. 91'-0" South 
Containment Structure Area G 

* Rev. 10 

Rev. 12 

Rev. 12 

Rev. 6 

Rev. 5 

Rev. 6 

438274 Interior Concrete Details Reactor Nozzles Area Containment Rev. 4 
Structure 

4382 76 Detailed Pl ans at El 111 of Steam Generator Supports 
Containment Structure 

438278~ Reactor Coolant Pump Supports at El 106 Containment 
Structure 

438280 Pressurizer Support Contairment Structure Area F 

439571 Equipment Supports Plan Below El 113 Contairment 
Structure Areas f & G 

4395 72 Layout of lateral Support for Steam Generators at 
El 139 '-0" Con ta i rment Structure Areas F & G 

439573 Steam Generator Support at· El 139'-0" Contairment 
Structure Area F & G 

438135 Requirement for 40.000 Gal. Diesel Fuel Oil Storage 
Tanks 

Rev. 7 

Rev. 5 

Rev. 4 

Rev. 8 

Rev. 2 

Rev. 6 

Rev. 6 

*It is understood the revision shown is the latest. If not. provide the 
latest revision. 
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: Request for Other Material Needed for Structural Analysis 

( 

1. Equipment mass data similar to that attached to PG&E letter to J. Blume 
dated 9/13/82. Ref. Diablo Canyon Unit 1 Contairment Structure. 

2. Geotechnical Studies Intake Structure, Water Storage Tanks Diesel Fuel 
Oil Storage Tanks Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant San Luis Obispo 
County Co~f., HLA Job No. 569,031.04, Harding-Lawson Assoc., April 12, 
1978. 

3. Letter report from Harding Lawson dated October 11, 1982 updating the 
above (2) report. 

4. 7175360 51 series Vertical Steam Generator Outline 
Sheets 1 of 2 and 2 of 2 
Bechtel #'s DC-663206-27-1 
and OC-663206-1-10 

5. The following sections are required for the polar crane: 
(a) through the horizontal girders 
(b) at the top of the columns 
(c) at the bottom of the columns 

6. ·The horizontal Newmark HOSGRI 7.5 M digitized time history for the 
Reactor Containment Building (cards plus printed copy of cards). 

7. · ·:iorizontal surface HOSGRI 7.5 M Newmark digitized time history (cards 
plus card listing) for the buried diesel oil tank. 

8. latest sketches and/or drawings of modifications to the connections of 
the annulus structural steel. 

9. Total weight and weight distribution of the steam generators. 
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Items Needed for Piping Analysis 

A PG&E piping document .Package or its equivalent and ccxnputer input
output listings are requested for each of the following Diablo Canyon Nuclear 
Power Plant, Unit 1 piping problems; 

A) PG&E No. 4A-122 {4A-26) 
B) 6-102 {6-11) 
C) 8-116, 8-117, A ... 118 
D) Westinghouse Problem 

RHR Loop 4 {6-4, 6-7) 

The document packages to include at least; 

1. wal kdown i sorretri c 
2. Hosg r i enve 1 ope spectra 
3. thennal and pressure operating modes frcxn DCM-M-46 
4. building displacenents from DCM C-28 
5. pipe specification and material data 
6. support descriptions 
7. equipment movements if appropriate 
8. applied spring forces if appropriate 
9. list of data preliminary in nature and and subject 

to change 

\ Please note the data requests for Problem No. 4A-122 and 6-102 will be used to 
upda~~-the BNL calculations for Problem No. 4A-26 and 6-11. The data requests 
for Problem 1-10 and the RHR Loop 4 will be used to perfonn two new confinna
tory piping evaluations as per SECY-82-414. 

In addition the following general information is requested: 

1. Piping Reverification Analysis Log 
2. Westinghouse Piping Analysis List 
3. Stress Combination and Criteria DCM M-42 
4. ME 101 Computer Code Manual 

-3-
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November 23, 1982 

DISTRIBUTION 
/'6rit1rei r u.eJ 
, NRC PDR·-

Docket No. 50-346 

Mr. Richard P. Crouse 
Vice President, Nuclear 
Toledo Edison Company 
Edison Plaza 
300 Madison Avenue 
Toledo, Ohio 43652 

Dear Mr. Crouse: 

L PDR 
ORB#4 Rdg 
OEisenhut 
OELD 
AEOD 
IE-2 
ACRS-10 
TBarnhart-4 
LSchneider 
OGC 
OPA 
OOrinkman 
RDiggs 

ADe Agazio 
Ring ram 
Gray File 
AS LAB 
RFerguson 
EBlackwood 
HOrnstefn 
1 ~(ca"""~·'"" 
""· s ......... y• 
O. P•v~ 

SUBJECT: APPENDIX R TO 10 CFR 50 - EXEMPTION FROM CERTAIN TECHNICAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

By letter dated April 29, 1982 (No. 815), Toledo Edison Company 
submitted a request for exemption from certain technical requirements 
of Section Ill.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50. The technical 
requirements from which exemption is requested are: (1) the 
requirement for a fixed fire suppression system in the control room, 
and (2) the requirement for one-hour-rated fire barriers where less 
than 20 feet of separation exists between redundant trains of 
equipnent in the component cooling water heat exchanger and pump room. 

We have completed our evaluation of your request for exemption, and 
we conclude (1) that the installation of a fixed fire suppression 
system will not increase significantly the level of fire protection 
safety in the control room, and (2) that the installation of one-hour
rated fire barriers between the component cooling water pumps will 
not increase significantly the level of fire protection in the 
component cooling water heat exchanger and pump room. Therefore, 
the Commission hereby grants your requested Exemption. A copy of our 
Safety Evaluation is enclosed. 

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.12, we have detennined that this exemption 
is authorized by law and will not endanger life or property or the 
convnon defense and security and is otherwise in the public interest. 
We have also determined that this exemption does not authorize a change 
in effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and 
will not result in any signifitbnt envirorimental impact. Having made 
this determination, we have further concluded that the exemption 
involves an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of 
environnental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR &51 .5(d)(4), that an 
environmental impact statement, or negative declaration and environ
mental impact appraisal need not bP ~r@pared in connection with this 
act ion. 
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Mr. Richard P. Crouse -2-

We have concluded that: (1) because the exemption does not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated, does not create the possibility of an accident 
of a type different from any evaluated previously, and does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety, the exemption 
does not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is 
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not 
be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, ahd (3) such 
activities will not be inimical to the common defense and security or 
to the health and safety of the public. 

A Notice of Exemption, which is being forwarded to the Office of the 
Federal Register for publication, is also enclosed. 

Enclosures: 
1. Safety Evaluation 
2. Notice of Exemption 

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page 

Sincerely, 

Orfl1nat lrtllld W 
Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director 
Division of Licensing 

CEB 
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Docket No. 50•346 

UNITED ST ATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY cor.1MISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 

Nov•ber 23, 1982 

Docketing and Service Section 
Office of the Secretary of the Commission 

SUBJECT: MVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 1 

D 1,STRIJlUilfilL 
,~F1J.e..._.} 
.-ur<BR4 Rdg 

Ring ram 

Two signed originals of the Federal Register Notice identified below are enclosed for your transmittal 
to the Office of the Federal Register for publication. Additional conformed copies ( 12) of the Notice 
are enclosed for your use. 

[] Notice of Receipt of Application for Construction Permit(s) and Operating License(s). 

[] Notice of Receipt of Partial Application for Construction Permit(s) and Facility License(s): Time for 
Submission of Views on Antitrust Matters. 

[J Notice of Availability of Applicant's Environmental Report. 

fJ Notice of Proposed Issuance of Amendment to Facility Operating License. 

[] Notice of Receipt of Application for Facility License(s); Notice of Availability of Applicant's 
Environmental Report; and Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility License(s) and Notice 
of Opportunity for Hearing. 

CJ Notice of Availability of NRC Draft/Final Environmental Statement. 

0 Notice of Limited Work Authorization. 

[J Notice of Availability of Safety Evaluation Report. 

0 Notice of Issuance of Construction Permit(s). 

(] Notice of Issuance of Facility Operating License(s) or Amendment(s). 

[J Other: Jppend1x R to 10 _cfR 50 - Exaaptton from Certain Techatcal ·-·----

_____ .Re.qu.trm.en.tL ___ ··-_ ------···-···--------- __ --·--- ---·-·-·-··------
___ Re.ferenced. __ documents .hauJleeJL.prov.tded-~---·--·----·--·--·-----·· 

Enclosure: 
As Stated 

OfFICE-
ORBM4:DL, 

RingramAf 
SURNAME-

DATE-
11/30/82 

Division of Licensing. OR8#4 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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Toledo Edison Company 

cc w/enclosure{s): 

Mr. Donald H. Hauser, Esq. 
The Cleveland Electric 

Illuminating Company 
P. O. Box 5000 
Cleveland~ Ohio 44101 

Gerald Charnoff, Esq. 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts 

and Trowbridge 
1800 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Paul M. Smart, Esq. 
Fuller & Henry 
300 nadi son Avenue 
P. 0. Box 2088 
Toledo, Ohio 43603 

Mr. Robert B. Borsum 
Babcock & Wilcox 
Nuclear Power Generatioi• Division 
7910 Woodmont Ave·nue, Suite 220 
Bethesda, naryl and 20814 

President, Board of County 
Conmissioners of Ottawa County 

Port r.linton, Ohio 43452 

Attorney General 
Department of Attorney General 
30 East Broad Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 

Harold Kahn, Staff Scientist 
Power Siting Conmission 
361 East Broad Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory COl!lllission 
Resident Inspector's Office 
5503 N. State Route 2 
Oak Harbor, Ohio 43449 

Mrs. Julia Baldwin, Librarian 
Government Documents Collection 
William Carlson Library 
Unfvers·ity of Toledo 
2801 W. Bancroft Avenue 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 

Regional Radiation Representative 
EPA Reqfon V 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

cc w/enclosure(s) and incoming dtd.: 
4/29/82 
Ohio Department of Health 
ATTN: Radiological Health 

Program Di rector 
P. O. Box 118 
Coluneus, Ohio 43216 

Mr. James G. Keppler, Regional Acinf nistrator 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmissfon, Region III 
799 Roosevelt Road 
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 

Mr. Ted Myers 
Manager, Nuclear Licensing 
Toledo Edison Company 
Edison Plaza 
300 Madison Avenue 
Toledo, Ohio 43652 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20151 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING EXEMPTION FR(Jt CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS 

1.0 Introduction 

OF APPENDIX R TO 10 CFR 50 

THE TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY 

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY 

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 1 

DOCKET NO. 50-346 

By letter dated April 29, 1982 (No. 815), the licensees requested an 
exemption from certain technical requirements of Section III.G of 
Appendix R to 10 CFR 50. Specifically, the licensees request 
exemption from the requirement for the installation of a fixed fire 
suppression system in the control room and from the requirement for 
one-hour·fire~rated barriers where less than 20 feet of separation 
exists between redundant trains of equipnent in the component cooling 
water heat exchanger and pump room (Fire Zone T-1). 

2.0 Discussion and Evaluation 

Toledo Edison Company has indicated in its April 29, 1982 letter, 
that the fire protection features currently installed in the control 
room/cabinet room and the continuous manning of the control room 
provide adequate defense-in-depth fire fighting capability for these 
areas. The licensees have stated that the control room/cabinet room 
is equipped with area fire detectors and internal cabinet fire 
detectors for safety related control panels. The control room/cabf~~~ 
room is provided with both a hose station and ffre extinguishers for 
manual fire fighting, and fire load in the area is low. 

In addition, an alternate shutdown syst~.1 is available which provides 
remote control capabilities for those systems necessary to maintain 
safe-shutdown capability from outside the main control room. 

Plant Technical Specifications require continuous occupancy of the 
control room by the operators. Because the operators constitute a 
continuous fire watchv manual fire suppression f n event of a fire 
would be prompt and effective and, thus, a fixed suppression system 
is not necessary to achieve adequate fire protection in this area. 

8212080b49 821123 
PDR ADOCK 0~00034b 
F PDR 
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The component cooling water heat exchanger and pllnp room is an L-shaped 
room. The approximate length of the room 1s 67 1 -6 11

; the width of the 
room in the area of the heat exchanger and the crossover valves at the 
north end is approximately 26'-311

, and at the south end of the room, the 
approximate width increases to 35' -611 to accomnodate the CCW pumps. 

The walls, floor. and ceiling slabs of the CCW heat exchanger and pump 
room are three-hour-fire-rated barriers. Access door 332 leading into 
the area 1s a Class "A" three-hour-fire-rated door assanbly. The 
piping and electrical penetrations in the CCW rocim boundary are filled 
with silicone foam fire barrier sealant material which provides a seal 
equivalent to the wall in which it is installed. Where the HVAC ducting 
penetrates the CCW room enclosure, the duct opening is protected by 
three-hour-fire-rated dampers installed in accordance with the manufacturer's 
recomnendations. 

The fixed combustibles associated with this area consist of 6 gallons 
of lubricating oil. Each CCW pump and motor contains 2 gallons of oil. 
The lube oil in the CCW pumps and pump motors is enclosed in a self
contained non-pressurized lubricating system. The lube oil utilized has 
a flash point of 450°F and an ignition temperature of approximately 
700°F. All the power and instrumentation cabling associated with the 
equipment located 1n the room 1s routed in Schedule 40 conduit. There 
are no cable trays routed in or through the room. The fire load based 
on the amount of fixed combustibles located in the CCW heat exchanger 
and pump room is 392 BTU/FT 2. 

The following equipment and its associated cabling is located in this 
room: 

a. CCW pumps 
b. CCW valving 
c. CCW flow switches for pump discharge header 
d. CCW temperature indicators 
e. Service water valves serving the CCW heat exchangers 
f. CCW pump room ventilation fans C75-1 and C75-2, associated dampers 

motorized inlet louvers and temperature interlocks. 

The three CCW pumps are located at the south end of the room. Pumps 1 
and 2, which are nonnally used during plant operations, are sep;a.rated 
from one another,,pump center 11ne to center line, by 22 feet. PIJ11p 3 is 
a swing pump and 1s located between CCW pllllps 1 and 2. The center line 
of pump 3 is 11 feet from the center line of pump l and 2. One CCW 
pump is needed for safe shutdown. 

The CCW heat exchanger and pump room is protected by an automatic 
sprinkler system. Each of the CCW pump motors is baffled to protect it 
from the impingement of water. The motor is protected frrnn water 1mp1ng1ng 
vertically by its drip proof design. The sprinkler system also covers 
the floor area of the room for protection from an exposure fire. This 
includes sprinklers under the mezzanine floor grating and und~r CCW 
crossover header valves at the opposite end of the room from the pumps. 
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Condu.its and valves which are required for safe shutdown are protected 
by a one-hour-fire-rated barrier. The barrier consists of two 1-inch thick 
Kaowool blankets wrapped around and banded to the conduit and valves 
with 1/2-inch wide type 316 stainless steel bands and buckles. 

Additionally, the floor around each of the CCW pumps is curbed to 
confine oil leaking from any one pump or motor to the floor area directly 
around the affected pump. The curbing and the diked floor area around 
each CCW pump and motor is sized to contain the entire oil content of 
the pump and motor plus an additional 90% by volull\e for sprinkler 
flow. 

An automatic smoke-detection system is installed to provide early warning 
detection in the area. Portable fire extinguishers are located on the 
north wall of the room. Additional 20-lb dry chemical extinguishers in 
the stai~ay and the turbine building are directly accessible to the 
area. A manual hose station is accessible to the CCW heat exchanger and 
pump room. 

Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 requires that one train of 
cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits necessary to 
achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions must be maintained free of 
fire damage by one of the following means: 

a. Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safetv 
circuits of redundant trains by a fire barrier having a three-hour 
rating. Structural steel forming a part of or supporting such 
fire barriers shall be protected to provide fire resistance 
equivalent to that required of the barrier; 

b. Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety 
circuits of redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more 
than 20 feet with no intervening combustible or fire hazards. 
In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression 
system shall be installed in the fire area; or 

c. Enclosure of cable and equipment and associated non-safety circuits 
of one redundant train in a fire barrier having a one-hour rating. 
In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression 
system shall be installed in the fire area: 

We have evaluated the licensee's request on the basis of equivalent 
proi:ection provided by the· specific features of this fire area. 
The following features were identified as providing passive fire 
protection equivalent to a one hour fire rated enclosure or the 20 foot 
separation free of intervening combustibles for one of the redundant 
CCW pumps: 

1. The in-situ combustible loading is significantly less than that 
needed for a fire of one hour duration; 
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2. The number 1 and number 2 CCW pumps are horizontally separated 
by 22 feet. The third pump, which is an installed spare pump 
for either of the other two and contains only 2 gallons of lubricating 
oil enclosed in a self-contained, non-pressurized lubricating 
system, comprises the only significant intervening combustible. 
If CCW pump number 3 is used for one of the other two, there is 
eleven feet of separation with no intervening combustibles. This 
condition would exist only a small fraction of time; 

3. A curb is provided around each pump to contain any potential 
leakage of oil; and 

4 A one hour fire rated barrier i~ provided for the cables and 
valves in the area. 

We have concluded that. based on the above features, a one hour 
fire rated enclosure for one CCW pump will not enhance the fire 
protection features for accomplishing safe shutdown and is not 
required. We further conclude that in the event of a fire in 
this room, that the above features wfll provide ample time for the 
installed detection and automatic suppression system to detect and 
extinguish the ffre prior to damaging both redundant trains of CCW 
equipnent. 

3.C Conclusion 

Based on our evaluation, wa conclude tha~ the licensees' ff~e protection 
features for the control room meet the objectives of Section III.G, 
Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability, of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, 
and that the installation of a ffxed fire suppression system will not 
increase, significantly, the level of ff re protection f n the control 
room/cabinet room. Therefore, the licensees' request for exemption 
from the requirement to provide a fixed fire suppression system in 
the control room should be granted. 

Based on our evaluation, we conclude that the e~isting arrangements 
in the component cooling water heat exchanger pump room provide a 
level of fire protection equivalent to that required by Appendix R 
to 10 CFR 50, and that the addition of a one-hour-fire-r&ted barrier 
around one of the component cooling water pumps wfll not increase, 
significantly, overall facility safety. Therefore, the licensees' 
request for exemption from the requirement for a one-hour-rated fire 
barrier around one of the component cooling water pumps should be granted. 

The Comnission has determined that pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12, an 
exemption is authorized by law and will not endanger life or property 
or the colTlllon defense and security and 1s otherwise fn the public interest. 
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We have determined that the exemption does not authorize a change 
in effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level 
and will not result in any significant enviror111ental impact. Having 
made this determination, we haYe further concluded that the exemption 
involves an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of 
environmental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR s51.S(d)(4), that an 
environmental impact statement, or negative declaration and environ
menta 1 impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the 
issuance of this action. 

we have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) because the exemption does not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, 
does not create the possibility of an accident of a type different 
from any evaluated previously, and does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety, the exemption does not involve a 
significant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable assurance 
that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by 
operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Co11111ission's regulations and the 
issuance of this exemption will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public. 

Dated: November 23, 1982 

The following NRC personnel have contributed to this Safety Evaluation: 
R. Eberly, A. De Agazio. 
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0"'1ISSION 

THE TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY 

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY 

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 1 

DOCKET NO. 50-346 

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Conmission) has granted 

an Exemption to The Toledo Edison Company and The Cleveland Electric 

Illuminating Company (the licensees) for the Davis-Besse Nuclear 

Power Station, Unit 1 (located in Ottawa County, Ohio), from the 

following technical requirements set forth in Section III.G of 

Appendix R to 10 CFR 50: (1) the r~quirement for a fixed fire 

suppression system in the control room, and (2) the requirement 

for one-hour-rated fire barriers where less than 20 feet of separation 

exists between redundant trains of equipnent in the component cooling 

water heat exchanger and pump room. The·Exenption is effective as 

of its date of issuance. 

In granting the Exemption, the Commission detennined that ft is 

authorized by law and will not endanger life or property or the corrmon 

defense ana security, and is otherwise in the public interest. The 

Commission also determined that granting the Exemption will not result 

in any significant env ironn1enta 1 impact and that pursuant to 10 CFR 

151 .5(J)(4) an environmental impact statement or negative declaration 

and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection 

with the issuance of this action. 

e212oaoo52 8211 ~3 
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For further details, see (1) Toledo Edison's request b.v letter 

dated April 29, 1982, and (2) the Comnission's letter to Toledo Edison 

dated November 23, 1982. These itens can be reviewed at the Conmiss1on's 

Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555 
• 

and at the William Carlson Library, University of Toledo, 2801 Bancroft 

Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43606. 

A copy of iten (2) may be obtained upon request addressed to 

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, 

Attention: Director, Division of Licensing. 

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 23rd day of November 1982. 

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION 

~ A4ve7,~ 
/oh~.-~ Stolz, Chief 
(OP,erat ing Reactors B anch 14 
B1vision of Lic@nsing 


